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NOTES AND COMMENTS.

Readers are asked to note that The Education Outlook is not the organ of any association .

The views expressed in the editorial columns are wholly independent and the opinions

of correspondents, contributors, and reviewers are their own .

Science versus Classics . Technical Training and Culture .

Speaking at the Ramsay Dinner Dr. Herbert Lord Eustace Percy is making a valiant effort

Levinstein , who presided , declared roundly that to link up technical training with opportunities for

there is as much culture and more useful knowledge gaining culture in the sense desired by Professor

to be derived from the study of science as from the J. A. Smith . The Preface to Pamphlet 64 is an

humanities . This is a proposition which has been admirable statement, and it is to be hoped that it

advanced in school debating societies and the junior will have the result of broadening the aims of our

common rooms of colleges for years past. It was technological institutions. Especially is this to be

supported by another Herbert , as readers of desired in the junior stages of technical training .

Spencer's work on education will remember, and Hitherto the element of wider learning has been

proclaimed in vigorous speech and prose by Thomas sought by introducing into the curriculum such sub

Henry Huxley. Yet of late there have been com- jects as English . Apparently it has been thought

plaints from eminent men of science to the effect that the arid field of workshop practice might be

that work in their field tends to be too narrowly beneficially watered by streams from England's

specialised, that students cannot see the wood for Helicon . It has not been sufficiently realised that

the trees, and that the laboratory is fatal to philo- English literature , coming in thus , was regarded

sophy. An over - strenuous regard for grammatical as a tiresome interruption to the real business. Our

subtleties may kill the spirit of classical studies and task is to reconsider the material of technical in

in the same manner a scientist may lose science in struction and to recast our methods so as to turn

seeking facts. the material into matter for cultural training.

Principles and Universals . A Ministry for Children .

Professor J. A. Smith , the well known Oxford It is significant that the President of the Board

philosopher, reminds us that education is not con- of Education is appointed by the Prime Minister to
cerned ultimately with experiment or description answer questions in Parliament concerning the

or craftsman's skill , but with principles and uni- Relief Fund for the distressed mining areas .

versals. This calls for a training in reflection - the is seldom remembered that the Board are no longer

processes of logical thinking . He holds that concerned merely with the machinery for providing

science cannot give this training, and deplores the “ efficient elementary instruction .” The system of
falling -off in the number of those who read “ Greats' compulsory education has brought about a gradual

at Oxford . Experience has shown that the Greats and inevitable extension of the Board's responsibil

course of philosophy, history , and classics does ities as the corollaries of compulsion have come to

afford an excellent training in methods of intel- be recognised. Thus it is cruel to force children

lectual approach. It may be that other subjects or to school when they are ill-fed , ill-clad , physically

combinations of subjects , if studied in the same disabled, or mentally unfit. These contingencies

way , would have similar results . The difficulty is do happen , and therefore we are increasingly ready
that other subjects have an immediate utility which to provide school meals , medical care , and special

is sometimes pursued at the expense of the wider schools for the mental or physical weaklings . There

and more enduring purpose of intellectual training. is some present overlapping , and it may be that in
Hastening to learn facts and to gain facilities some future development of our machinery of

which are of value in the mart , the student may not government we may have a Ministry of Children

pause sufficiently often to acquire a sense of method and Young Persons, charged to supervise every

or style in his thinking. thing that concerns the welfare of children.

It

>
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Psychology in U.S.A. The Towers Case .

A writer in The American Mercury declares that Our N.U.T. Correspondent refers to the case of

the psychologists in U.S.A. are becoming the vic- Mr. John Towers, the Durham teacher who was

tims of a demand for popular psychologies of deprived of his Government certificate during the

business , of personality, and the like. An under- miners' strike. This penalty is a heavy one, in

graduate at Yale , we are told , in mapping out his volving as it does the exclusion of Mr. Towers from

year's work, can choose between the psychology all grant-aided schools and thus depriving him of

of advertising and the psychology of business his means of livelihood. It will be recalled that he

methods. “Hundreds of busy workers in Columbia was thus punished because of an error of judgment

are intent upon learning which side of a magazine which led him to confuse his power as a head

page is worth more to an advertiser." If the master with his duties as honorary secretary of a

graduate students of a university can be put to work canteen committee. But errors of judgment are

to discover the kind of desk which kindergarten not unknown even among Cabinet Ministers , and

children prefer , some company which manufactures it would be agraceful act on the part of the Presi

desks may be induced to hand over a nice sum to dent of the Board if he were now to order the

the university which does the discovering. There restoration of recognition to Mr. Towers. Appar

are still some laboratories which carry out experi- ently there is no means of appealing by process of

mental work in a detached and scientific spirit, law against the decisions of the Board on such

but we are told that the popularisation of psychology matters, and this makes it the more important that

and the growing neglect of serious investigation the Board's power should be so exercised as to

are giving rise to a " mooniness " which passes for win general support. The Towers case is one of the

psychology and brings the study into ill-repute. In very few instances in which their decision has been

this country we have so far shown little general in- questioned, and it is worth noting that the National

clination to treat psychology seriously, and our in- Union of Teachers have been so fully convinced of

vestigators are left to pursue their inquiries in the hardship involved that they have granted sus

peace, although we have a few windy exponents tentation to Mr. Towers, but only aftermost careful

of pseudo-psychology who offer us pep and per- inquiry into the charges made against him.

sonality by post.
Concerning Ourselves .

Examinations. With this issue of the EDUCATION OUTLOOK

One of the main debates in the January Con- begins our eighty -first volume. To provide the

ference of Educational Associations is concerned necessary space for new features the magazine has

with examinations. No more urgent theme could been enlarged in bulk , and there is a small in

be chosen, but it is hardly to be hoped that the crease in the cost of each number. This, we hope,

matter will be settled by debate. What is needed will not deter our friends from continuing their

is a careful inquiry such as might be carried out valued support. Our enterprise is not carried on

by the Consultative Committee. A joint body of for private profit, as the official phrase goes, but

teachers and local authority representatives has for the purpose of furnishing a link between all

been engaged for some time in considering the teachers who take what may be termed a profes

question of uniform examinations in elementary sional view of their work . We do not seek

schools, but this is only one aspect of the problem . the largest circulation or the limelight of a best

We ought to discover the most suitable kind of seller, preferring to have a company of regular

test for each stage of education and to know pre- readers, such as welcome a stimulus rather than

cisely the part — if any – which should be assigned substitutes for thought. Neither do we seek to be

to internal and external tests respectively. Also we pontifical. For thatway lies dullness , and dullness

should be able to distinguish between the require- is a heavy price to pay for mere decorum . Our

ments of a university or professional entrance ex- pages will continue to exhibit occasional indiscre

amination and those whch are appropriate as mark- tions and a variety of content so that every num

ing the end of a secondary school course. The ber will provide material for adverse criticism such

place of “ intelligence tests' should be more closely as we welcome. An example was furnished by a

determined and also the part to be taken by " essay reader who wrote to tell us that a certain article

answers . ” It seems to be abundantly clear that ought not to have been printed in any educational

there is widespread dissatisfaction with our present magazine. We welcomed this evidence that some

method of examination, but before condemning all body's complacency had been shocked and perhaps

examinations we should try to ascertain whether an even dinted . Pedagogues do not look well on

improved technique will not make them not pedestals nor can they work well in grooves, and

only more tolerable but also more useful. Opinions our appeal is to those who are neither on monu

for and against are of little help . ments nor in graves.
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AT THE HIGH TABLE.

[ Under this heading we shall print, from to time, articles by eminent men and women con

cerning different aspects of education. The opening article is from the pen of Sir John Adams , formerly

Professor of Education in the University of London , who has been lecturing in the University of

California for some years and is well qualified to write of American student life . - EDITOR.]

I. The University Student in America .

BY SIR JOHN ADAMS.

Perhaps the most striking, though not the most

important, characteristic of the American student

as compared with our own is his good behaviour at

public university functions . Probably this will sur

prise British readers . We have been brought up

in the belief that American youth is boisterous and

ebullient in contrast with our own. Yet any ob

servant person who attends two or three graduation

ceremonies at British universities and the same

Qumber of “ Commencements” in the United States

will be impressed by the quiet listening of the

American students.

For this there is a reason . Americans sometimes

complacently remark that their nation has a genius

for organisation, and fair-minded outsiders have to

concede the point. So strong are Americans in this

that they sometimes appear to organise unwittingly,

This seems to have happened with their commence

ment noises , and the " Yell System " has organised

these noises into harmless channels . When the

Faculty procession enters the auditorium it finds

the students already worked out. They have been

singing and caterwauling much as our own young

folk would, only the output of energy has been

greater because there has been no breathing space.

Between our songs there is an interval for indi

vidual enterprise , during which many of the young

sters have time to recuperate.
But under the

inflammatory influence of yell-leaders there is no

respite. When the procession appears there is re

newed excitement ; the yell-leaders become frantic ,

and while the Faculty leisurely take their appointed

places on the platform the throats of the students

reach a crisis , and when the President rises the

students sink gracefully back in their seats and in

wardly thank God that they are to have a rest. So

the Orator gets a chance to be heard .

Less picturesque is the contrast between the

school preparation of students on the two sides of

the Atlantic. Many universities in America , par

ticularly in the East, demand that their entrants

shall pass an examination of a joint Board, but

there is another system by which students from cer

tain " accredited ” schools are admitted to the uni

versity on the recommendation of the head master.

These schools have to satisfy inspectors, appointed

for that purpose by the university , that their courses

are suitable, and that the standard of attainment

of their leaving pupils is sufficiently high. A further

check on the value of this school training is found

in the record kept at the university of the way in

which the students from the “ accredited ” schools

acquit themselves during their university course.

If the pupils from any school show a falling off,

the school is warned , and if improvement does not

follow the school is removed from the list . Speak

ing generally the schools respond well to the trust

reposed in them , but the head masters have some

times a good deal of difficulty with the parents

whose youngsters are not recommended to the uni

versity .

One of the most striking differences between the

student body on the two sides of the Atlantic is

the number of self-supporting men and women in

the American universities. In some of the univer

sities more than half the students are working their

way. In this matter there is a change of opinion

coming about among the professors. Until lately

they were rather in favour of the plan , and pointed

out the advantages in the way of self -reliance and

earnest auto - education . But now they are empha

sising the impossibility of getting the best on the

cultural side from a course in which the students

work under a heavy handicap. Students and parents

do not share this change of view, and are eager

to continue the present plan, using the “ slogan ”

(the Americans are fond of this term) “ Better half

a loaf than no bread. ”

What may be called the balance of interests is

at present giving concern to the university authori

ties in America. There is a growing Year that

" campus activities are absorbing an undue share

of the students ' attention . This is not a matter

merely of games, though the prevailing impression

in university faculties is that these are over

stressed . All manner of clubs and associations are

formed, each demanding and receiving a good deal
of attention . The existence of fraternities and

sororities intensifies the difficulties of keeping the

claims of the social side within due bounds. It is

quite clear that the Faculties are uneasy about the

demands made upon the students ' time by these

institutions , which are now generally regarded as

peculiarly American, though they were anticipated

centuries ago in the rough -and-ready organisation
of the medieval universities.

>
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On the vocational side the characteristic of the

American university students is the fluidity of their

plans for their life work . It is far from common

for the American student to have definitely made

up his mind before he enters the university what

he is going to be . The general view is that there

is plenty of time to make up one's mind on that

subject, and that a year or two spent in general

study-keeping one's eyes open all the while , of

course—puts one in a better position to make a
good choice . Naturally the state of the “ labour

market" encourages the students to adopt this

easy -going plan . For in America the term labour is

graduallyexpanding its borders and is moving up

ward (or downward , if your views tend that way)

to include the white - collar groups ; and since there

is still a great demand for labour of all sorts in

America the students can , in the meantime , afford

to be deliberate in their choice .

A difference that rather startles a Briton on getting

into the heart of American university life is the
large number of married students . In a British

university a professor does not think of asking a

prospective woman student “ Miss or Mrs. ?” But

in America the question is often necessary . More

than that , the professor must be prepared to find

married couples working together in the university.

In some cases there is serious thought of establish

ing at least one hostel on the campus for married

students . The students ' argument is that since

courtship necessarily involves serious mental dis

turbance , to the hurt of their studies , it is reason

able to cut the knot by joining it , and turn dis

traction into co -operation.

More Commonwealth Fund Fellowships .

The Committee of Award of the Commonwealth

Fund Fellowship are now prepared to receive ap

plications for the Fellowships to be awarded in

1929. The scheme has been so successful that the

number has been increased from twenty to thirty .

The Fellowships are tenable at approved American

Universities for two years , and are open to women

as well as men . In addition to these ordinary

Fellowships five are to be awarded this year to

graduates of Dominion Universities , and three

others to persons of British descent holding appoint

ments under the British Government or the Govern

ment of India , a British Dominion , Colony, Pro

tectorate , or Mandated Territory . Any information

may be obtained from the Secretary to the Com

mittee, 50 Russell Square, W.C.1 .

From Islington to Birmingham .

Mr. T. E. England, Head Master of Owen's

School , Islington , has been appointed Head Master

of King Edward's School, Birmingham . He will

take up his duties next Easter.

THUS SPAKE THE DIEHARD.

By ALWYNE SILBY.

The most ardent apostle of change is the reformed

conservative . Before the “ NEW ” era , the slightest

change in educational practice was regarded with

suspicion ; now, it is professionally dangerous to

suggest that the teaching of the past had its good

points. Here and there may be found teachers

who find it rather difficult to believe that only to

this generation has the truth been given . Some

have even expressed their disgraceful doubts, but

the majority , with the sense of self-preservation

which is particularly strong in teachers , lie low and

say nothing. They silently watch inefficient persons

using some fantastic fad to hide incompetence , and

even to make a virtue of it . The unspoken beliefs

and hidden ideals of this silent body are apt to be

overlooked by the enthusiast . He believes that the

written word expresses prevalent opinion . This is

not usually true ; it is the faddist, the one-idea man

who breaks into print . He has an obsession, and ,

failing to understand why everyone else is not

similarly infected , writes an elaborate treatise to

bring about that desirable result , extending one

small-possibly useful-idea to make it the be- all

and the end-all of a complete new system of educa

tion . The important thing to realise is that the

great body of standard opinion is almost unex

pressed , because few would buy a book dealing in

a common-sense way with matters that everyone is

supposed to know.

It is natural that most educational theories ,

fantastic or reasonable , are put forward in beguiling

guise ; they are the carefully fostered fruits of a

mind that has bred and nurtured them at the expense

of almost everything else. They are buttressed by

experimental proof - aye, there's the rub . Pages of

statistics look so comfortingly exact that the un

critical accept them as positive proof. The truth is ,

that lying by statistics is the easiest form of that

art. Figures, in the hand of a fanatic , will prove any

thing. It is just a matter of bias ; and however fair

and honest a man may believe himself to be , his

subconscious self keeps a thumb on one side of the

scales . Even if a robot took charge of the figures,

the evidence would still be unreliable when applied

to psychological experiment, for soul action is

affected by a hundred factors which cannot be

brought to a decimal .

It is true that only by change may we progress ;

only from mistakes may we learn the truth , but the

danger is that , having been laughed out of our

conservative attitude, we may seize too eagerly ideas

that are new and strange ; that we may mistake

mere departure from convention for progress.
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CREATIVE WORK IN EDUCATION ..

BY ROBERT JONES, D.Sc.

[ The following is the first of a series of articles written by Dr. Robert Jones, Head Master of

the Monnow School, London, a school in which creative work of many kinds is practised with great
success. - EDITOR . ]

I. Increasing Our Inheritance .

The history of Educational Theory is marked by nineteenth -century view and the twentieth-century

dead stones that once were parts of a living but view . The nineteenth-century view of education

false and incomplete psychology. The history of scarcely admitted the idea of creative work in any

the art of teaching is marked by little heaps of but a broad sense to be indicated later. On the

ash , where once burned fires of enthusiasm , later whole it would be fairly stated thus : the school

to be called whims and fads , stunts and egoisms. will hand on knowledge and give practice. As for

It is with these two facts set before him that any- creative work, it is rare and mysterious. It arises

one should begin to write of whatever is experi- of itself and is beyond control or direction or en

mental in educational theory or practice. couragement. In each century there are born a

It befits one who has come to have some belief few of those queer creatures called geniuses. These

in the value of creative work in education to set out —and there are very few of them - do the world's

first its proportions or its limitations . It is by the creative work. Most of them have rather a bad

limits of a theory or a method that we may define time. They never become mayors or accumulate
it.

money. Sensible folk do not understand them , and

Broadly, human education is a method of hand they are best left alone . A craftsman, an artisan ,

ing over to the future the earnings of the past. may be trained , but not an artist or a genius .

It is an instrument of social heritage, the chief means He is born , and that is all there is to say .

of human progress. The average man and woman , The twentieth -century view is very well expressed

as far as our knowledge goes, are no cleverer than in this passage :

our ancestors were when Stonehenge was building. " The power to produce beauty is not a gift

Yet there has been immense progress . Meanwhile grudgingly given by the gods to a mere sprinkling

the rabbits and the badgers of the woodlands near of fortunate beings, but an ability which , though

Stonehenge are but as the badgers and rabbits of varying in strength like other abilities from indi

the Bronze Age, when the circle was set up. It vidual to individual , is yet as universal as the power

is to his power of handing on the fruits of past to learn arithmetic " (Professor T. Percy Nunn's

endeavour that man owes his " progress” ; and the “ Education , its Data and First Principles'').

school is one of the instruments by which this is Here is a totally different conception of creative

done. I will use an illustration that I have already work and creative power. If one likes to put it so ,

used elsewhere. To multiply 19 and 29 is not here is the conception of evolution wedded to that

beyond a child of nine or ten years old , but to mul- of relativity and applied to the long chain of human

tiply XIX and XXIX , to a well educated European activities that stretch from the simplest imitative

adult , before the “ Arabic" notation was introduced , action to the creation of a Mona Lisa or a Hamlet .

was no light matter. How should we now do it , If this be the true conception of talent , art , and

using Roman numerals only ? As it is we do it genius , if the poet and artist are born and made ,

easily, being heirs of the past . then the scope of education is immensely widened .

This preservative and repetitive work is and must In this view the school will continue its great share

remain as the social , human task of education . in the work of handing the store of the human

This must be done, not necessarily before creative past to the generation that is to be its heir. In

work is attempted ; not " before " in point of time,
addition it will take its share in fostering the power

but in rank of necessity . It follows that the limit of adding to the store by new creative efforts.

is set to creative work in education by the need for

securing what has already been created , discovered , English ,

invented , hammered out, blundered upon - all the “ Visual Literature Series." Edited by Agnes

stores of the ages . To static minds this is enough , Nightingale . ( 1 ) The LADY OF SHALOTT ; (2 )THE

and anything beyond is mere leather and prunella. THE PASSING OF ARTHUR. ( is . each . Black . )

Modern ideas are commonly found to have been The chief feature in this series is the illustration

foreshadowed in the past, often many times . The of the poems by full -page black and white pictures ,

ancients , as the old farmer said , stole all our best with suggestions for the colouring of them by the

ideas. This particular idea of creative work in edu- children . These books will undoubtedly prove at

cation , however, we need only trace in two steps. tractive to children , and should help them to see

There is what we may call (not quite correctly) the pictures as they read or listen to poetry.
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AN ENGLISH ROOM.

By R. H. STURMAN , M.A. Oxon.

[ Following the final sentence of the following article we offer a prize of TEN SHILLINGS for the

best set of suggestions to supplement those set forth below. Entries should reach the office of the

EDUCATION OUTLOOK not later than January 31 . Results will be announced in our March number.

-EDITOR. ]

It started with old picture -frames whose glass with a talk round the appropriate frame. Then back

got broken when we moved into our new buildings !
to the desks again.

The problem was how to give a distinctive Aavour
Charts, too, made by the boys themselves play

a useful part. We have one for “ Modern English, '
or atmosphere to one of twenty new and bare class

and this has a line of the kings and queens across

rooms all mono onously alike. the middle , beginning at 1500 , and then above this

But the boys must do it , and then they would the names of poets are entered between arrow-heads

feel that it was their English room , not merely placed as nearly as possible over the dates of hirth

mine. and death . Below the centre line of sovereigns

prose-writers and dramatists are inserted .

I asked the boys in each form as they came to
Then there is our large “ Book -lover's Map " of

me for English to scour the daily , weekly, and England and Wales, which shows where our chief

monthly journals for pictures of great writers or writers lived and worked. Another chart I find

scenes from great books ; the results which soon most useful is that of " World Literature," giving

flowed in were both interesting and surprising ;
in parallel sections the principal writers of France,

Germany, Russia, Italy, Scandinavia, the Low

then we began to sort them out. We confined our
Countries , and America. This too is home-made.

choice to small but clear portraits or prints of Lastly we have a large board for short articles on

well known paintings. Cigarette cards , however, literary topics which boys cull from current period

and even caricatures , if good, were not despised . icals of all kinds , and which we can replace each

The three walls not covered by the blackboard
week. We wonder if other readers could give us

further suggestions.
were then taken to represent a “ line of time” rang

ing from Classical Myths to the Twentieth Century .

The frames were then hung all round , and each

one was to contain pictures relating to one century.
“ General " Knowledge.

We read from left to right via the back wall of the The following items of information were gleaned

A special frame was reserved for Shake
from the answers to a general knowledge paper :

speare , as we collected so many excellent little prints A Beefeater is a carnivorous animal.

of scenes from his plays , his house at Stratford , “ S.P.G.” means the Society for the Provocation

the Memorial Theatre , &c. Another complete frame
of the Gospel.

was also reserved for living writers of note. The
“ B.C." is short for bar of chocolate.

boys thoroughly enjoyed the pasting in of our very A Limerick is a short piece of poetry. Tennyson

mixed collection, and we were careful to stick each
chiefly wrote these poems.

portrait in its correct place within the century unit . A Sarcophagus is a prehistoric animal.

Thus Shelley and Keats were pasted on the extreme A Gargoyle is a thing often seen on people's

left of the frame containing writers of the nine
necks.

teenth century , and Stevenson well to the right Argonauts were people killed in the French

hand side . The supply of cuttings and snaps , of Revolution .

course , goes on increasing, and it is quite easy to
The Koran is a book of general knowledge used

in Chinese schools.

replace them whenever better ones are brought .

It is all designed to appeal to the eye , and when
On the eve of Waterloo Napoleon told his troops

ever an author turns up in an ordinary lesson the
that England expected every man to do his duty.

class is at once directed to the illustrations we Finally , one who was asked to say what is indi

cated when a flag is flown upside down gave the
happen to have pasted up. Similarly , lessons on morbid answer : “ This is done when is

the literature of a particular period always begin married. ”

room .

one
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A NEW METHOD OF TEACHING A LANGUAGE.

By M. A. JOHNSTONE.

Students who last year attended preparatory versation are recognised from the start , as when

courses in the Italian language at the Royal Italian
in the first lesson four common irregular verbs

University for Foreigners at Perugia grew very en
are introduced before the regular conjugations ; ex

cellent tabulation , well printed, shows how helpful
thusiastic in their enjoyment of the method of teach this device can be made. His leaflets are the

ing employed by Professor Guarnieri , of the Univer
equivalent of a whole grammar treatise , brief and

sity of Amsterdam. The success of the method was comprehensive because cleverly selected .

phenomenal, and a brief outline account of its prin- My first visit to the classes in Perugia was made

ciples and the style of their application may be of
after they had been running for one month. They

had reached the stage when the day's work was
interest to English teachers and students of modern

arranged , approximately, as two hours for grammar

languages. and two for literature. I will try first to give an

As an explanatory preface the following points idea of a lesson mainly grammatical. Each one

may be stated :—the language for which the scheme was built up round some particular construction ;

has been devised is Italian ; the classes I saw num
perpetually it was having drawn into it construc

tions

bered about forty students of many nationalities ,
previously dealt with ; a gay vocabulary

seemed to grow up as might flowers at the Pro
c.g. Hungarians, French, English , Germans, Chin fessor's bidding ; there was constant repetition and

ese , Roumanians, &c.; the course provided four constant revision, but with a swiftness of variation

hours ' teaching each day for two months, though which gave no chance for mechanical indolence.

many students were able to stay only one month ;
One fundamental requirement of the system is that

verbs must be learnt by heart in the old -fashioned

the ages ranged between seventeen and seventy
style ; this is followed by constant repetition of them

seven . In Amsterdam the Professor has classes of in their tenses , together with innumerable applica

200 students. tions, comparisons, contrasts . The most striking

It is difficult in a short article to avoid conveying surprise was the extraordinary amount of simul

an erroneous idea of a system about which one could
taneous recitation, the class-answering which was

the response to the teacher's questions . He was

say so much . It may be said as summarised pre not teaching individuals ;, the class was the indi

face that the method is fundamentally grammatical vidual . Many of the questions and answers were

and logical, and that it succeeds from its earliest suggested on the lesson -sheets, but the unexpected

stages in presenting grammatical bones clothed in ness with which changes of tense, number, &c. ,

the flesh of ideas and joined together in seemly
succeeded each other made unceasing demand for

alertness in the students ; I never saw one lose his
fashion to form that organism , a living language.

concentration for a moment.

The framework of the grammar is of the Pro- A few outline samples of lessons at which I was

fessor's own construction , and evidences a scheme present may make the general statements clearer.

which is progressive in difficulty, scientific in its One hour was devoted mainly to the study of the

logical sequence, and clear in its outlines. Pro five past tenses of verbs, the relationships between

fessor Guarnieri has been extraordinarily successful the tenses being treated pretty exhaustively. There

in selecting the grammatical essentials of the lan- was included an excellent distinction between the

guage and presenting them to students free from indicative and the subjunctive mood. The treatment

muffling trivialities which discourage a beginner as was based on logical interpretation ; there was no

he wades through the usual grammar text-books. list of rules. The vocabulary was ample, and there

lo the seven sheets of four pages each which are slipped in bright little asides , e.g. the child begins

distributed to them, the students find a text-book its talking with substantives such as pappa (food),

quite adequate to serve their needs for a long time. goes on to verbs in the infinitive, mangiare, and so

It is impossible, of course , to give details of the Another was spent in a contest with the Italian

grammatical arrangement, but the following points pronouns, usually thoroughly hated by the student.

are noteworthy :-syntax makes its appearance in It commenced, as often , with the revision of verbs ,

the first lesson ; formal rules are rarely stated , they particularly imperatives. Then the pronouns moved

show themselves in examples ; all the examples em- in , singly and in companies ; in ordinary sentences,

ployed are sensible , natural sentences , so that the in forms of familiarity and in forms of courtesy, in

students feel from the beginning thattheyare speak- idiomatic expressions and unusual contractions , even

ing a real language; the claims of ordinary con- in a classical form or two such as were being met

on.
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with in the Dante readings . The lead in the illus

trative sentences was given by the teacher, but the
students in chorus had to supply the essential gram

matical point ; all were natural and made good and

entertaining sense . He called them gymnastic

exercises : they were .

The building up of a vocabulary is a definite aim

in a grammar lesson ; it is soon carried far outside

the limits of familiar objects and actions . When

ever the rich interest of word associations, of deli

cate shades of meaning, of history in words offers

itself , it is at once seized upon ; the students feel

directly that they are being plunged into a living

language. We had a thunderstorm one afternoon,

a good chance to apply all the stock phrases already

learnt ; but we passed on to the chicchi, the pellets

of hail , then on to the chicchi, the individual grapes

on a bunch, and so on . Again , the diminutives and

augmentatives were transformed into a racy theme

by apt illustrations, whilst a tiny lesson was built

round one word such as amica. Current expressions ,

old idioms , groups of synonyms, added variety .

Very often a lesson finished with a little story

the point of which depended on some nice shade

of meaning, on a play of words— always a difficulty

in a foreign language. On one occasion a marked

step in advance was made from concrete subjects

and conversational phrases to abstract ideas. The

lesson included extension of vocabulary, general sen

tence construction , and the combination of sentences

into narrative. It was one of the gayest perform

The students suggested a number of words

having no obvious connexion - elephant, seashore,

monument, flowers, head , sun , horse, house, rain .

About these a story was made up from individual

contributions at an almost breathless rate : into

the last example they managed to work in the pro

tection of animals and Bologna sausages . Next

they took one word and worked round that, e.g.

from “ soldier " they evolved the whole military sys

tem and the ethics of warfare . A little advice was

slipped in that the students might amuse themselves

by writing a page about one word.

Literature is approached very early . The first

lesson-sheet closes with a short poem of Carducci's ;

there follow others by Pascoli, D'Annunzio , Boc

caccio , Petrarca ; in five weeks the class are reading

Goldoni's “ La Locandiera,” and shortly after are

studying Dante. The poems are learnt by heart ,

always recited in concert and sometimes individu

ally ; their literary quality is spoken about. They

share lessons with grammar.

“ La Locandiera " was made the basis of conver

sation between master and class ; a scene was read

and the substance repeated by the class with the

help of the teacher ; many subjects were introduced

by the way, and grammar was not neglected . The

interaction of the characters was discussed as well

as dramatic peculiarities of the period. “ Il Bove"

(Carducci) gave scope for typical treatment of a

poem . It was read in chorus. Its grammatical

structure was analysed where necessary ; even in

this the Professor contrived to bring out some of

the fineness of the poem . This part followed a pure

grammar lesson. Next day the work was treated

as a literary creation , and beauty after beauty re

vealed itself under the sympathetic analysis. The

motif of the poem became clear-Carducci's pan

theism , his belief in the unity of nature ; we felt

the rhythm, enjoyed the balance of the phrases and

the subtle choice of words . The Professor com

pared Carducci , the sculptor- poet, with D'Annunzio,

the painter -poet.

In the hour set apart for “ La Commedia " the

object aimed at was to commence rightly the study

ofDante. The teacher became a lecturer , one pos

sessed of a clear , simple style , natural and impres

sive , sparingly illustrated by gesture . He set up for

his class a new model-how to produce and use a

beautiful voice .

No phonetics enter into this system of teaching ;

the Professor very decidedly rejects them, main

taining that the language must and can be taught

as an entity . The students acquire their know

ledge of Italian sounds through listening to the

almost continuous accents of their teacher. His

voice is rarely silent , and his pronunciation is ex

tremely clear and careful , though the rate of ordin

ary speech is maintained. The Italian language

with its simplicity and regularity of pronunciation

lends itself admirably to a plan of this kind .

The choral speech provides the inaximum possible

in vocal practice , whilst simultaneously the pupil

can correct his mistakes by listening to the teacher.

No time is lost in the hesitating efforts of the

beginner , or worse than lost in listening to the

blunders of other beginners . Confidence comes

quickly with the combined efforts of the class .

Of necessity , the lessons were carried on entirely

in Italian ; occasionally a French word was used

for comparison.

The results of four weeks ' work in the classes at

Perugia were certainly astonishing, and the stu

dents were delighted with their progress .
They

went about using their acquirements with all con

fidence, in most cases with a good accent . In es

timating results one found difficulty in discriminating
between the method and the man who had made

and was using it . He is an extraordinarily
vivid

personality, rousing interest by voice and eye and

gesture, carrying every hearer along with him , still

fresh and glowing at the end of three hours ' hard

work . There was no plodding along the path of

learning for that class ; it went joyously at a swing

ing march to a rousing rhythm , with Professor

Guarnieri “ the director of the orchestra. ' '

ances.
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LETTERS FROM A YOUNG HEAD MASTER ..

I. On First Coming up to Breathe.

( The series of Letters to a Young Head Master with the request : " May I finish it at home? "

is now followed by one from a Head Master who Other masters find the same thing. I've great hopes

has lately taken charge of a school of the " junior of the “ no homework ” experiment.

secondary " type . His experiences are submitted Oh , yes ! I do quite a lot of teaching. Chiefly

as likely to interest all who are doing similar work . history, though I have a weekly scripture lesson

-EDITOR . ] with a very large class of eleven plusses which I

My Dear H . ,-Ever so many thanks for your wouldn't miss for worlds . It's understood now

letter of congratulation . I'll try to answer a few (it wasn't at first !) that when the Head Master's

of your questions. teaching he mustn't be disturbed. You will under

What does it feel like to be a head master ? I stand perhaps why I feel lesson times rather restful !

really don't know ; I don't seem to have had time My older boys are doing local history, and , after

to consider my personal feelings. I certainly a rather slow start , are getting tremendously keen .

haven't experienced any “ monarch of all I survey " Quite a lot of the work is done outside the school

emotion . Quite the reverse in fact ; I seem to be building. We have a permit system for them, so that

at everyone's beck and call. Does a head master any boy or group of boys with a definite task in hand

ever do the work he intends , or is he always inter- can go off to the Free Library , the Museum , a

rupted and switched off on to something else ? Church, or wherever necessary. The plan has

Yes, the men on the staff are splendid , and I'm worked admirably so far , and in no single case has

following your advice and consulting with them the privilege been abused . Who says boys can't

frequently . At present we have a staff meeting be trusted ? I know you'll shake your head and
every week, and we shall do so for some time. say I'll get let down sooner or later, but I haven't

They're quite informal and discursive ; there's been yet, and so many boys seem to be finding a

nominally a subject for discussion , but we always new interest in history that I'm going on risking

end by wandering all over the field of education . it .

And the staff simply will not take any notice of my School societies are going strong. The Musical

rule that meetings must close at 6 p.m. Society was the first to get into its stride ; it has

A week or two ago we got in a history man who's been singing on Tuesday and playing on Thursday

been doing good work at another secondary school evenings for some weeks now , and doing both

in the town, and had a great time .
He took us rather well. Then the Engineering Society (under

very seriously and talked away hard for half an " Uncle Fred '') is laying most elaborate plans for

hour. Then we fell upon him with questions . He
building a model railway, and the actual construc

bore up bravely and emerged smiling. M. , who tion is already under way . The Society has a

takes history, is going to see one of his lessons- room of its own, but its membership is so large

an original play, written , produced, and acted by it has to hold overflow meetings. The Scientific

pupils—next week. Society proposes to build a school wireless set ,

Yes, we've had a parents' meeting, too . It was and the Secretary has informed me that the com

grand. Over three hundred and fifty people turned ponents will cost €18. Whereabouts in the esti

up - not bad for a school of two hundred and mates does one allow for such expenses ?

eighty boys, is it ? They asked heaps of ques- In addition we have a Dramatic Society , a Sketch

tions ; the usual ones and a few more. Of course, Club, and a Camera Club, and a Philatelic Society

the subject of homework cropped up, but that was seems also to be in the making. It's my ambition

easy . We don't have any in our school. to incorporate eventually all these so - called “ extra

I don't know whether we're the only secondary curriculum " activities in the school curriculum .

school in England which doesn't set homework, but Already l’ve been able to do a bit . We have music

we're not far from it . Perhaps others will follow three times a week in the morning assembly , and

our example. I felt that in a school giving special about half the boys in the school get short music

time and attention to art , crafts , and handwork periods in addition. Then two senior classes have

generally , a school existing above all for the a period each for doing work in connexion with

special benefit of the “ practical” boy , homework the Engineering Society . Our excellent woodwork

seemed to be rather out of place. Que tu t'en and metalwork rooms give us special facilities for

penses ? Not that there isn't plenty of homework this .

done. Every day boys bring me maps, models , I mustn't forget the garden . We have a splen

drawings, and so forth, done or completed at home ; did piece of ground, not too large and absolutely

and at the end of every lesson I take I am besieged uncultivated , so that we can start right from the

a
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beginning. " Uncle Fred " is in charge, and under EIGHTY YEARS AGO.

his direction paths are being cut, the ground is
Gleanings from our Earlier Volumes .

being levelled, and a rockery is being constructed.

Before term started he used to wander dreamily up January, 1849.

and down that piece of ground, smoking hard , with “ It is very far from our desire to see the in

rather a far-away look in his eyes. But he's no ternal management of the private schools of this

dreamer when the job's in hand , and the youngsters country brought under the control of Government.

love it. We are too thoroughly convinced of the vast

A few days ago I completed a second revision of superiority of the English Private School system

the time-table ( i'll tell you all about the time-table over that which obtains in Public Schools , either

in my next letter-it's been some job) , and I had to at home or abroad, in its power to train up peace

drop the gardening period of one class . I hear a ful, intelligent men, worthy heads of families, and

deputation is coming to interview me on the sub- good citizens , to desire the introduction among us

ject. Write and tell me what to say to them. of any scheme by which that system may be super

Yours ever, seded . What we do wish to see accomplished is

G. S. the elevation of that which is deserving in the

Private School system above that which is contemp

LETTER TO THE EDITOR . tible and injurious, and which damages the whole.

Atterberg Symphony “ Joke." We have great respect for the result of competition ,

Dear Sir,-Regarding the reported “ confession "
but we would have some check placed upon the

by Mr. Kurt Atterberg that his £ 2,000 Prize present indiscriminate admission of all persons ,

Symphony was a joke , Mr. Atterberg has submitted even of the grossly ignorant , to this competition :

to us a statement in which he declares that his we would , at least , insist on the establishment or

work is not a joke, but that he wrote the last
recognition of a tribunal at which the would be

movement as a satire on those persons who, in con
teacher might , if desirous of doing so , present him

nexion with the Schubert Centenary , posed as great self, and prove his fitness for the office he was

about to enter upon. "
lovers and connoisseurs of Schubert without love

or knowledge of his works . To this end he intro From an Advertisement.

duced in that movement a quotation of a famous " A New Year's Present.

Schubert theme.
Just published , price 25. 6d.

We find it difficult to believe that a composer
An Essay, written in a Philosophical but Popular

and musician of some considerable standing in his
style : by Mr. Reeve , M.C.P. , Chase Lodge,

own country (Mr. Atterberg is the conductor of the
Hounslow , on the Comparative Intellect of

Stockholm Orchestra) should, as alleged, plan a Woman, and her little recognised, but resist
deliberate hoax in this form and use such an occa- less influence on the Moral, Religious, and

sion as the Schubert Centenary-in connexion with
Political Prosperity of a Nation .

which the Columbia Company arranged this Inter London : C. H. Law, 131 Fleet Street. "
national Composers Contest - for an exercise of high

spirits . If the reports are true , it would be com

parable to playing jazz at a memorial service .
Conference of Education Associations.

It is true that practically all the critics found
The Seventeenth Annual Conference of Educa

passages recalling or resembling the music of the

tional Associations will be held at University Colold composers — Liszt, Chopin , Brahms, Rimsky
lege, London , from Monday, December 31st , to

Korsakov, Gounod, Bizet — but no one paid very
Saturday, January 5th, inclusive . The Rt. Hon..

much attention to this , as it is a commonplace in
the Earl of Lytton , P.C. , G.C.S.I. , in his Presi

new music to find passages reminiscent of other
dential Address at 3 p.m. on the opening day, will

composers.

consider “ Some Aspects of the Problem of Educa
The gramophone records of the work , also by

tion in India. " There will be a joint meeting of the
Sir Thomas Beecham, are on sale all over the world ,

affiliated associations on Wednesday, January 2nd,
and these have been taken quite seriously ; in fact ,

when the subject will be “ The Influence of Examina
more than a hundred thousand have already been

tions on Education ." There will be four principal
sold .

The terms of the contest called for an original
speakers - Professor H. J. Fleure (President of the

Association of University Teachers) ; Dr. Brock
composition.

(Head Mistress, Mary Datchelor School); Mr. E. R.
Yours very truly,

Thomas ( Head Master, Royal Grammar School,

COLUMBIA GRAMOPHONE COMPANY, LTD. Newcastle-on-Tyne) ; Mr. A. Saywell ( President of

December 17th, 1928. National Association of Head Teachers) .
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HISTORY TEACHING REBORN .

BY FREDERICK J. GOULD.

( We print below the first of a series of articles on History Teaching, written by Mr. Frederick

J. Gould. They are drawn up to meet the needs of teachers in junior secondary schools. - EDITOR.)

I.

What is history ? It is the story of civilisation . is, the learner will so have been guided that, con

The earlier type of history teaching, suitable to its fronted with new fields or new challenges, he will

times and places , did not effectively convey this re- meet the occasion intelligently, whether called upon

cord . History teaching must be reborn. The new (for instance) to inquire into the history of

type is needed at all educational stages. I shall try Afghanistan , or to pronounce on an issue of citizen

to sketch a method that will appeal to age sixteen ship. The " sense" is more helpful than the mere

to twenty -one, as well as to the kindergarten ; but " knowledge. "

the plan will specially concentrate on the young In a concise manner, I will indicate the main

mind in the years eleven to fifteen.
guiding lines of civilisation , which may be

What is civilisation ? It is the development of enumerated as five, or fifty, or fifty -one ; but, for

habits of order , co -operation, and mutual respect; it simplicity's sake , I will sketch them as five. The

is the development of humanity through nature five norms (normal activities , modes of order, or

conquest, industry, art, literature , science, politics, intellectual and social harmony) are these :

and ideals , and through gradual release from war, 1. Observation of animals , plants , minerals :

cruelty, slavery, poverty , disease, and ignorance. human and economic geography ; action of nature

If you look carefully at the statement just made, on man and of man on nature.

you will see that it disposes of a difficulty often 2. Industry : useful arts and crafts ; travels in

raised : How shall we treat evils , physical and volving useful exploration ; machinery.

moral? The statement just made implies that man's 3. Fine arts : poetry and general imaginative

course, or evolution , has been a kind of purgatory, literature , including myths and legends ; music,

or purification, by which the values were refined and drama, dance ;dance; costume; painting ; sculpture ;

strengthened, and to which war and cruelty and architecture and decoration ; gardening.

other evils were accidents . The evils must be re- 4. Science , from its crude origins (in early ideas

vealed, but they must take a secondary place. And of number, weight, measure, astronomy, physics,

even in revealing the evils , the teacher must avoid & c .) onwards.

the mistake of sweeping condemnation. It is 5. Social order and progress : sanitation, family

wrong, for example, to speak of war merely as " a ties , custom , manners, law, politics, religious

relic of barbarism .” It is wrong because, on the organisation ; social value of language, including

field of battle, some of the noblest human qualities simple etymology ; phases of slavery, serfdom ,

shine amid the gloom and horror. The moral (and guilds, trade unions, &c.; commerce, money , bank

intellectual) judgment of youth may be splendidly ing ; international economics.

exercised in making such vital distinctions . Whether for world history, or for the history of

In the renascence of history teaching , the tyranny one's own Motherland, these normative impulses

of dates will disappear. It will be displaced by the and canalisations of impulse, provide the sources of

convenient programme of Ages ; the chief being : illustration . For each age, for each race , for each

Early, Catholic -Feudal, and Modern (or Age of nation, they offer the characteristic expressions, the

Expansion ). Elliot Smith calculates that 6,000 values, and the tests. In studying them , we almost

years , from 1929 backwards, cover “ civilisation " in inevitably and almost unconsciously shift the in

the maturer significance of the term , so that " Early " terest from wars, persecutions, and manæuvres of

will mean from about 400 A.D. backwards into the time- servers or diplomatists to the slow, enduring,

days of Bronze and, still further back, Stone. It and ever-victorious urge towards the universal

was excusable - indeed , it necessary - for fellowship , yet uncompleted. And biography, includ

Egyptians, Babylonians, Jews, Romans, and others ing legend, will illumine every step. I repeat the

to measure their story by dynasties, consulates, &c. ideal in two words, “ Towards unity. ” The norms

It is inexcusable for us moderns. Date lists are are universal. They move towards a universal life

already too heavy. What would history teaching and conscience. They, and not wars and manias,
be like in the year 500,000 A.D. if the year dates are the essential , creative, and constructive forces,

were continually piled up ? A change is inevitable. acting in tribes , kingdoms , and republics. With

The time for the change is now . these norms in mind , we may accept Blaise Pascal's

I make an important demand. History teaching conception : " The whole succession of men , through

must not so much impart a knowledge of the events the ages , should be considered as One Man, ever

of the ages as impart the historical sense . That living and constantly learning .

was
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HOLIDAYS WITH PROFITS.

By LESLIE T. Daw, M.A.

The general public , secure in its delusion that There are very many Summer Schools being held

teaching is a " cushy job, " does not realise how every year now, and a number of them need semi

expensive a " holiday with pay" may be . More
professional organisers . Two teachers who recently

organised a “ Summer School of Art” in Brittany
often than not , there are reservation fees to be paid

report that it was successful from all points of
for our apartments . If we travel—as we are told we view. Once again , it should be emphasised that ,

ought-we are very likely to run up heavy bills. If for anything of this sort , plans must be made well in

we try to keep abreast of modern literature and advance .

drama-as we certainly must - we find that our
Sometimes pedagogues are lucky enough to

secure the position of " Holiday companion " to the
income does not keep abreast with our expenditure .

children of wealthy parents. The exact rôle to be

If we pay visits to our relations and friends—as we filled varies , but the “ allowance " is sometimes

probably wish—we soon discover that the necessary handsome. These jobs, however, go by favour.

fares and “ souvenirs ” are costly items . Is there, The way to obtain one is to get to know someone

then, no way of making these holidays less of a
who knows somebody who knows the man in need

of a “ companion " for his children . And that's not
drain upon our narrow resources ?

always an easy matter.

It is not that we do not need rest . Every teacher A number of the smaller and more intimate hotels

worth his salt gives abundantly of his energies , and are trying to develop the “ family feeling " of their

must need a rest — from teaching. There is , how drawing -rooms by employing a cheerful and cul

ever, much truth in the adage, “ A change is as good tured man , at the special holiday periods, to " get
things going " after dinner . Musical ability is an

as a rest, ” and many would be glad to find some
advantage , but by no means a necessity , for the

fresh holiday activity that would bring them both idea is not that the “ M.C." should give a star per

pleasure and profit. To such as these—who wish formance , but that he should get the guests to

to avoid extra coaching and clerical work , and all entertain each other. He also organises the dances,

that savours of the merely sedentary—the following whist drives , and theatre parties , and sometimes

well-tried suggestions are offered . That they take bathing parades and other outings. Neither duties

the teacher out of his narrow professional circle is nor remuneration are considerable , but , at any rate ,

considered an advantage rather than a drawback . good accommodation is provided gratis , and there

At " rush " holiday periods , the various tourist is usually plenty of good company. I have had a

agencies are often glad to sign on educated men rattling good Easter and Whitsuntide at a seaside

and women as temporary " guides" and holiday hotel on these terms . Most tourist agencies will be

leaders at home and abroad . Encyclopædic know- able to suggest a suitable hotel to approach .

ledge is not usually demanded , but sociability and Concert party work at the holiday resorts should

tact are essentials. Many teachers who have led in not be left out of consideration . The entire staff of

social activities in college would find this work both one of my schools once went on tour, and their en

congenial and profitable. Early application for joyment of a novel holiday was increased by the

such posts is advisable. knowledge that they were making money instead

For those who do not relish the idea of leading of spending it . The one thing to remember here is

" mass excursions, ” the formation of a small private to avoid the over-popular centres, where the com

party for touring abroad is a possibility. A little petition is too keen and the work too exacting for

French , and a good deal of assurance , will carry all but regular professionals ; choose a place where
you far on the Continent nowadays. There are one show a day is sufficient, and find time to amuse

many folk who hate the notion of " doing " a foreign yourselves as well as other folk.

country in crowded char-a-bancs , but who would There will be some for whom none of the above

jump at the chance of joining a jolly party of half-a- suggestions are suitable , and to them one can but

dozen , and be prepared to pay for the many advan- commend the “ Back to the Land" movement.

tages of this method . A little advertising in There are many worse ways of spending a holiday

judiciously-chosen mediums should suffice to start than living on a farm , " working one's passage .

such a venture . The writer has spent three most Work is often waiting for strong , willing men , and

enjoyable months in Belgium in this way. Such women too ; and here there is more open air, and

holidays are rich in materials for lessons and lantern less mental strain , than is involved in some of the

lectures . above-mentioned positions .
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VILLAGE SURVEY MAKING .

An Experiment in Oxfordshire .

A Board of Education Pamphlet that should on no material collected and for showing their intercon

account be missed by teachers is No. 61 , wherein is
nexion . From such attempts at linking up the re

given an interesting account of an experiment in
cords all kinds of interesting problems will emerge.

As many of these as possible should be tackled
village survey making carried out in a few country

problems of history, geology, botany, sociology,
schools in the Oxford district. Under the guidance gardening , civics, for the thing to do in these

of their teachers the children of Idbury and Fifield elementary surveys is to keep several pots hot at the

have during the past year or so been following in the same time , “ even if only one of them is boiling.

footsteps of their adult predecessors of 1086 , and Just which one will be at boiling point will depend

have conducted an inquisition into the “ Past at their on circumstances ; but there exists to -day ample

doors, " and , as a result, have produced a series of guidance in the shape of books whatever be the

Domesday books containing a body of information most favoured branch of village surveying. A very

thatmust have brought joy to the collectors. The useful list of books and papers is given in Appendix

pupils, as the authors of the pamphlet say, were for
B. Three types of record , at least, say the authors

tunate in their teachers , and it may seem also that of this pamphlet, should be secured : the Domesday

they were fortunate in their localities, but in neither Book return if the village existed as a manor be

the one respect nor the other can it be supposed they fore 1086 ; a tithe or enclosure map showing the dis
were uniquely favoured, for there is no school in the tribution of houses and land-holding before the

country that is wholly lacking in enthusiasm for such seventeenth , eighteenth , or nineteenth century en

research, nor is there any spot where materials for it closures ; and also a history in greater or less detail

are absent. of the church or any old buildings. These will pro

It should be one of the purposes of school life to vide the background for any further studies in social

create in pupils the attitude of the scientific inquirer history , whether in connexion with local government,

and set them on the road to becoming discoverers industry , or folk -lore. Some of these subjects are

themselves. It is told of Sir William Jones that, more suitable for grown -ups, but there is no reason
when a boy, his mother answered his perpetual ques- why quite young children should not begin to

tionings, " Read and you will know .” For certain investigate them and record the results . Miss

types of mind the advice is good enough , but for all Madeley, in her “ Citizen's Handbook ," has in

types of mind it is well that they be trained in the dicated how young people may be stimulated in these
persevering pursuit of the answer to their problems directions , and the evidence from the rural schools

by research of their own rather than by the easy is sufficient to prove that they can be tackled at the
path of reading books. The child who has found beginning by children of ten to thirteen . A whole

out for himself why his parish has such or such host of interesting matters centre round the notices
shape ; why a big open field is there and not here ; the Church door, for instance ; round the

why a piece of road is always muddy in damp “ National” school; and all kinds of problems are

weather ; or why his village has a “ dump" for old propounded by a walk along the public highway .

tins and rubbish when the next village has not—the What the village teacher , or the town teacher for
child who has found out such things through a pro that matter , should realise is that close at hand , at

cess of intelligent probing is on the way to becoming the very threshold of the school building, there lies a

an educated and intelligent human being. wealth of material for study that costs nothing to

Appendix A of the pamphlet gives some useful procure and is of inestimable value for educational

hints for beginners , the first of which is " Get the purposes . Though the kinds of studies indicated in

six -inch Ordnance map of your parish " ; and in a the term " village survey " have not been neglected

pocket at the back of the pamphlet are some speci- wholly in our schools, it is pretty certain that they

men maps that have been drawn and filled in by are not as generally pursued as they ought to be .

quite young children to illustrate certain subjects Any teacher who is seeking something new to

embraced in the survey. The making and filling in stimulate the child mind, something not entailing

of these records must have been fascinating tasks, the provision of costly apparatus , and something

and the young researchers may be justly proud of that is eminently useful and practical , should get a

their work. But neat map-drawing is by no means copy of this little guide and set about planning a

the main objective of these juvenile village surveys , venture on the same lines. Carried out in the real

though map -making is a necessary side to any well- explorer's spirit the school survey will most cer

planned study . The section on maps contains some tainly add to the joy of school both for teacher and

helpful suggestions for using the different types of taught.

on
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EDUCATION IN HOLLAND .

By H. J. Fells.

The Dutch nation is intensely group-divided.

Workers and others mix only with those of the

same craft or occupation , or restrict their circle

to those with the same social aim or religious belief.

As a consequence there are many sectarian schools

and since 1920 all these have been State supported.

In that year also an order was issued that no

child should learn a foreign language before reach

ing the seventh standard .

Great stress is laid on languages in Holland ,

and it is quite usual for a higher elementary or

secondary school pupil to be learning French , Ger

man , and English. From elementary schools the

pupils proceed either to a lower technical school for

two years or to a superior elementary school for

three or four years. There are secondary schools

with courses of from three to six years .

The provision of undenominational schools is the

duty of the municipality . The curriculum is drawn

up by the head of the school, subject to local

approval and that of the government inspector.

Appointments in elementary schools are made by

the Municipal Council, but dismissal is allowed

only by authorisation of the provincial government.

Teachers in State secondary schools are appointed

and dismissed by the Queen,

Careful attention is paid to technical education.

There are secondary technical schools and craft

schools for artisans. A State professor of agricul

ture is appointed for each province and there is

one State agricultural collegewith courses in colon

ial agriculture. These courses are of use for the

Dutch East Indies , where Holland is responsible

for nearly fifty million people , or seven times the

number of its own inhabitants . In the Dutch East

Indies there are primary schools for Europeans, for

Chinese, and for natives and numerous secondary

and technical schools .

There are four State universities , also a Calvinist

and a Roman Catholic university . The University

of Leyden is the oldest ( 1575) . According to tradi

tion Prince William of Orange offered a reward to

the citizens for their gallant defence against the

Spanish siege. Of the alternate offers of remission

of taxation or a university , the citizens chose the

latter. Groningen, Utrecht , and Amsterdam are

also university towns .

The number of benevolent institutions in Holland

is remarkably large . One of the oldest , “ The

Society for the Public Welfare," founded in 1784 ,

concerns itself particularly with the education of

workers.

This long interest in adult education has led to

much activity, and since 1913 fifteen popular uni

versities have been founded .

OUR MONTH'S PICTURE .

The Humble-Bee .

The humble -bee belongs to the order of Hymenop

tera, and to the same group , Mellifera , as the

hive bee . In the warm days of spring the perfect

female may be seen about wayside and garden,

selecting a site for her nest and collecting its fur

niture and provisions. Her substantial appearance

owes much to the thickness of her hairs , which the

microscope discovers to be branched ; but her size

is truly much larger than that of the workers or

drones.

The tongues of certain species of humble-bee are

unusually long, so that when red clover was first

grown in the Antipodes it became necessary to

export the right humble-bee to fertilise its blossoms.

To some persons the honey of this bee is un

wholesome, and causes headache. In collecting it

the insect's hair is covered with pollen , which she

brushes off, mixes with honey, and plasters on her

hind legs , which are fringed with stiff hairs, re

curved to act as the sides of a basket .

The situation and construction of the nest vary

with the species. Some are built on the surface

of the ground, some are formed inside a stone

heap, while Bombus terrestris , whose picture is

given , is apt to choose a deserted mouse-hole in

an earth -bank .

Having cleared the nest from rubbish , and lined

it with grass or moss, the mother's first care is

to make a food -heap on the floor with balls made

from the pollen and honey mixture brought home

on her legs , and , when it is large enough , to build

a wax wall round its top. The wax used is secreted

by herself, and emerges from beneath the rings

of her body. Inside the wall she places her eggs,

and adds a lid of wax to cover them .

The bee also makes a wax honey -pot, of the

size of a thimble , and fills it with honey for her

own use while brooding.

She stands , or sits, over the covered-in eggs

until they hatch into maggot-shaped larvae, when

from time to time she makes a hole in the cover

and puts in more food as required .

When full -grown, the larvae spin cocoons, pupate,

and emerge as bees .

Only worker-bees are produced through the earlier

part of the summer, but later on the eggs are laid

which develop into queens, or perfect females ; also

others that result in the drones, or males , who are

not supposed to help in the work of the nest .

In the late summer or autumn the queens may

be seen hunting out sheltered nooks where they

may safely pass the winter.

M. L. BROOKE .
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THE TEACHING OF HISTORY.

By A. P. Le QUESNE, Senior History Master, Frederick Bird School, Coventry.

As history has no vocational value we are prone ware of catch-phrases and half-truths, and realise

to forget the elementary truth that every one, apart that the range of history is so wide that it can be

from his vocation, has to be a citizen , and that he made to prove almost anything . As Froude said :

cannot be an intelligent citizen if he knows nothing " It often seems to me as if history was like a

of the proper study of mankind . Our chief task is child's box of letters , with which we can spell any

to give our pupils a training in efficient citizenship. word we please. ” And this method is frequently

Wemust “ draw the pupils' attention to the benefits used, not only in dealing with events of the past

which they too often take for granted , " and which but by propagandists who wish to advance their own

have been won for them by true-hearted citizens in views on the particular problems of their day.

the past. They must be made to feel that England These half-truths are so often repeated that in

belongs to them, and that they belong to England. time they are looked upon as being proven facts.

But they must also feel that sympathy and respect For instance, Magna Carta is often described by

are due to other nations and races because they are such phrases as “ The Definition of our Rights and

also citizens of the world . Human history is one Liberties" and " The Keystone of English Liberty . "

history and human welfare is one whole . The old We are apt to forget that , great as was the import

couplet, ance of Magna Carta , yet it was baronial in char
“ Little Turk and Japanee , acter. It was a great charter of medieval liberties,

Don't you wish that you were me?" but out of its sixty-three clauses only two refer to

shows how seeds of misunderstanding are sown. villeins , and villeins numbered at least two -thirds of

The Suggestions tell us that a pupil at the end the population. Similarly, John Hampden is re

of his school course “ should have gained a con- garded almost as a Labour leader, but the move

nected and definite knowledge of the story of Britain ment to which he belonged was a purely aristocratic

and of the British Commonwealth of Nations, and His greatness lies in the fact that by fighting

have begun to realise the bearing of this story on for " no taxation without representation " (of land

everyday life. " This knowledge is becoming more owners) he prepared the way for more democratic

and more necessary because the world is getting government.

smaller and larger at the same time. It is becoming Neither can we get at the truth unless we stand

smaller in respect of time and space. At Ujiji , in the shoes of the men of the time. Unless we do

Livingstone received letters which were more than that we shall not understand moral values through

two years old . To-day, by wireless, a message can the centuries. The moral standard is continually

reach Ujiji from London in one -fortieth of a second ! changing, but that does not mean that it must of

The world is becoming larger because man is con- necessity be higher. From age to age there have

tinually discovering fresh means of obtaining more always been men and women who have striven with

and more produce, and great stretches of barren the highest motives to Play the Game and to keep

waste-land have now been rendered fertile . This the Ten Commandments as they understood them .

new world situation throws a tremendous respon- We do not practise the brutal forms of cruelty of

sibility on all mankind in the exercise of rights and the seventeenth century , but our ancestors of that

obligations. That is why English history must not century would probably have looked upon long terms

be insular. The rising generation will have to face of silent imprisonment with intense horror. In

problems such as Indian Nationalism , Chinese Tudor days people contented themselves with rude

Industrialism , Negro Racialism , and the rest. wooden platters ; now we use beautifully glazed and

History must include giving and taking . We must decorated dishes . The man who made the first had

appreciate what we have taken from the past in not got " phossy- jaw , " but the girl who made the

order to appreciate what we must give to the future . second probably has . Is that a sign of real pro

gress in moral standards ?

Truth in History .

One reason for the teaching of world history is Historical Sense .

that it is impossible to give a correct view of our The development of the historical sense must be

country's story without getting the point of view of slow because it depends so much upon wide know

other races . History is too often taught by sample ledge and experience of life itself. History is much

instead of as a whole. We do not see events in more than a jumble of incoherent records ; it is life

their true proportion. That is extremely difficult. itself in all its aspects . That is why the teacher of

" What is truth ? said jesting Pilate ; and would not history must know something of his subject as a

stay for an answer. " It is easy to indicate the whole. In some subjects it may be possible for a

target, but it is not easy to hit it . We must be- teacher with an intelligent grasp of the principles of
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was one

teaching to give a sound preliminary training with

out ever having looked upon those subjects as a
whole . But with history the case is different. As

the Suggestions point out, “ Every era stands re

lated to its predecessor and to the facts which en

compass us to -day ; so that in a sense the teacher of

a period is the teacher of the whole history . "

Therein lies the fascination of immensity. It is all

the difference between swimming in a bath and in

the open sea. You will not swim any farther in the

open sea, but it will be much more fascinating.

This historical sense will help the pupil to appre

ciate the Living Past and to realise that the world

is constantly changing, that there is no such thing

as a normal world . It follows that history never

really repeats itself, although it very often "re

sembles" itself. The Peloponnesian Wars were to

the Greek world what the World War

to our own . The League of Nations resembles in

many principles the Papacy at its zenith , but is

working under very different conditions. We have

to discern these transmutations and affinities in order

to learn how the present is the outcome of the past .

The need for the training of the historical sense

grows more and more urgent. In conjunction with

the growth of political power has been the growth

of governmental activity, State control replacing the

former idea of laissez- faire. The masses feel that

they possess this power, but historical enlightenmen
t

is necessary for its safe use . Gleanings from the

sensational press , with its screaming headlines,

apparently based upon the paradoxical principle that

" the only good news is bad news," often tend to

poison all historical sense.
Neither can we develop this sense without paying

due regard to our difficult historical terminology.

The terms which we so frequently usc - such as

liberty , diplomacy, government, king ship , army,

feudalism , chivalry - bear different interpretations at
different periods and in different countries. The

term “ army" used apart from circumstances of en

vironment is almost meaningless. It meant one

thing to Alexander the Great , another to Julius

Caesar, another to Napoleon, and still another to

Foch . Germany in the Middle Ages does not mean

what Germany means to -day. Aman who believes

that democracy is the best form of government for

England to -day would not be inconsistent if he

argued that democracy was not necessarily the best

form of policy for all races and for all times. “ There

can be no formulae in history because no formulae

apply to human affairs. "

Religion and Politics.
The Suggestions point out that the teacher must

deal “ with statutes only so far as their purport and

meaning can be made plain to a child ; and with

political or religious conflict only so far as its main

issues and results are necessary for an elementary

understandin
g of great changes in national life and

of the rights and duties of a citizen of to -day. "

Pupils must understand, for instance , that in Eliza

beth's reign , Englishmen had to choose between

her rule and subservience to the Pope-a foreign

prince -- and that consequently it seemed to the

average Englishman that to be an English Pro

testant was to be an English patriot.
Again we cannot get any clear notion of the Stuart

period unless we realise that religion and politics

asserted themselves in almost every great event of

the seventeenth century . The Authorise
d

Version

of the Bible, “ Paradise Lost," and " The Pilgrim's

Progress " show the spirit of the age. The Cavaliers

are Churchme
n ; Roundhead

s
are Nonconfor

mists.

Whilst nations believed that there ought to be one

religion only within the same State , the branches of

the Christian Church fought another like

heathens , as in the Thirty Years ' War. Historical

study is valuable because it serves to humanise such

methods of controversy by showing that nearly all

questions are quantitative. These two great pas

sions of religion and politics have often led to wars,

which we cannot pass over because they throw

light upon the national life of the time . There is

no need to spend too much time over details of par

ticular battles , but they must be mentioned because

they are sharp, decisive events. The aim must be

to give the pupils, at a glance , some idea of the

issues at stake. For example , the Wars of Empire

may be explained round a diagram , showing :

England v. France ,

Hanoverians v. Bourbons ,

Protestantis
m v . Roman Catholicism ,

Supremacy of Parliament v . Absolute Monarchy,

on

Land and Sea

in

Europe, the New World , India , and on the Seas

for

Commercial, Sea , and Colonial Supremacy.

Another Hundred Years' War. Wars of Empire

and of Trade.

Correlation with Literature .

The Suggestions point out that " history and

literature are in reality one and indivisible, for the

literature of any period is the expression of the life

and thought of that period. Literature, in a word,

creates the atmosphere ." Pupils should be en

couraged to read historical novels , as this reading

has one decided advantage over the cinema in so far

that the novelist tries “ to recapture the moment,

revealing how men “ felt" rather than simply show

ing how they “ looked .” Sometimes there is the

danger of historical truth being sacrificed to sensa
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use.

tion , but the novel will , at all events, arouse the

pupils ' interest in dealing with conflicting evidence

and enable them to approach original sources,

diaries , recorded sayings, and documents with a

keener and healthier critical outlook .

Greater use should be made of short extracts . If

the pupils are told

“ How valiantly Horatius kept the bridge

In the brave days of old ,”

they will want to know why he kept it, and the

teacher will then have a fine opportunity of giving

an account of the parts played by the Patricians and

the Plebeians in Rome's story. After hearing the

Marseillaise they will follow you through the blood

and thunder of the French Revolution , and be pre

pared to know something of its demands for Demo

cracy and Nationality.

But literature also answers a very special purpose

in dealing with the history of our own country, be

cause we do not live in the past to the same extent

as other nations . Rather have we been concerned

with the romantic development of our Empire Over

seas , so that we have not witnessed such great tri

bulation in the homeland as other peoples who re

member their past struggles and aspirations through

their folk history.

The danger

Correlation with Geography .

Geography and history should go hand in hand,

but at the same time the Suggestions warn us that

" the attempt to combine them in a single scheme is

rarely successful. ” Pupils should realise that the

earliest civilisations were fertile river valley civilisa

tions , that the sea has played an important part in

the history of Britain and of Holland , and that

mountains have influenced the development of

Greece, of Switzerland, and of Scotland.

But we must not fail to appreciate that man

throughout the ages has become more and more

of a free agent. It does not follow that men have

always acted in the same way under the same geo

graphical conditions. To the Greeks the sea was a

deſence , but to the Phoenicians it was a waterway.

Babylonia is still its original swamp, but man has

been able to make that country produce its fruits in

much greater quantities. We notice also that

European nations colonised similar new lands in

accordance with their different ideas.

Geography will also help us to realise man's suc

cessive stages in his struggles for existence , whereby

he determined to secure what he considered to be

the best " places in the sun. " Man is at constant

grips with his environment . From the early

struggles for the best hunting grounds and pastures

we reach the modern competition for " spheres of

influence" and for “ the capture of the markets of

the world.”

Framework , Dates , Charts , Alphabets .

We have heard so often that " dates are out of

date " that it is very refreshing to read in the Sug

gestions that " the dates of the English sovereigns

and of certain important events in history might

well be memorised, " because undoubtedly the

neglect of this framework has led many children

to look upon history as a queer jumble of interesting

tit-bits of no real significance. Of course , the mere

learning of a list of dates is in itself of very little

Learning the letters of the alphabet under

those conditions would be equally useless . We teach

the alphabet for a definite purpose , and the pupils

are made to realise that they will never be able to

read until they have mastered it. Every subject has

its characteristic alphabet . In arithmetic it is largely

tables , number- sense ; in history it is largely dates,

time-sense. The lack of a firm , connected outline

hampers the student; this foundation is necessary

simply because it is impossible to reason in vacuo .

It is true that our first aim is to create understand

ing, but how can the pupil reach any intelligent

judgment unless he possesses some ability " tocol

lect , examine , and correlate facts " ' ?

lies in concentrating too much attention on the

irrelevant instead of illuminating the mind with the

revelation of the great world movements. We must

economise our facts, showing how one event is not

only the result of a former one but that, in its turn ,

it leads to still another , so that history is a mighty

drama which never ends.

Although in some respects it is desirable to treat

history by centuries rather than by reigns , a know

ledge of the dates of our kings and queens does pro

vide a very useful framework - a framework which

is free from all controversy - because even insigni

ficant rulers have a significance as symbols to which

all legislative acts are referred . That framework ,

embodied in a carefully planned time- chart marked

out in centuries , will act as a kind of navigator's

course, helping the pupils to keep their ideas of

history clear. To decry the learning of these dates

because they are not interesting is beside the mark .

The younger pupils often like memorising because

it helps them to feel their power.

Care must be taken , however, to let children

understand that many events which we are apt to

look upon as having taken place at a definite time

really took a long time to happen . There was no

dramatic Fall of the Roman Empire ; the Re

naissance did not made a sudden start in 1453 .

Changes such as these were slow processes - so slow

that people at the time did not realise the change .

Rome was not built in a day ; neither did it fall in

a day.

In taking history by centuries it will also help the

pupil if he is able to make constant reference to a

short " alphabet" of the main topics . These alpha
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bets will then act as pegs upon which information

may be hung. It will prevent hazy thinking, be

cause he will have to marshal his facts in order to

place them on their right pegs.

Scope of the Syllabus : an Example.

The Suggestions recognise that a much wider con

ception of history is desirable, and that emphasis

should be placed upon the connexion between Eng

lish and world history. Moreover, no scheme is

adequate without some reference to the " History of

Recent Times."

In the first place there must be division into

periods, and the work in each period should be

centred round some short " alphabet" in order to

prevent the pupils getting lost in a welter of ideas.

Taking Greece as an example, something of the

following nature might answer the purpose of an

alphabet :

Greece .

“ The Glory that was Greece."

The Birthplace of European Civilisation .

1500 B.C. , the Coming of the Greeks from Crete.

338 B.C., Chaeronea, Philip of Macedonia, Master of

Greece.

Science and Mathematics.

Politics and Democracy.

Architecture and Sculpture.

History, Philosophy, Poetry, and Drama.

A Sound Mind in a Sound Body.

Navy and Army,

Commerce.

In dealing with the Persian attacks on Greece,

pupils will want to hear how the Athenian general,

Miltiades, repulsed the great Persian onslaught at

Marathon ; how 300 Spartans under Leonidas at

Thermopylae raised still higher the prestige gained

at Marathon ; and how the Athenians under Themis

tocles routed the Persian Armada at Salamis,

thereby saving Europe from Persian conquest and

freeing the New West from the Old East.

How Athens rose from a provincial city to an

imperial capital will then receive attention and com

parison be made with Japan's rapid rise in the

second half of the nineteenth century . This

Athenian Empire will arouse the pupil's interest, as

it was the first recorded European Empire and,

under Pericles , enjoyed a brilliant period which

corresponds to the Elizabethan Age of England.

The pupils should then be led to see that we are

far more definitely descended - spiritually - from the

Athenians of the fifth century B.C. than from the

Anglo -Saxons of the fifth century A.D. , that we are

descended from Socrates and Homer rather than

from Hengist and Caedmon, and that if a present

day Englishman could meet an Athenian and a

Medieval Englishman he would feel much more at

nome with the Athenian than with his ancestor of

the Middle Ages.

We shall then show that the ideal of Greek culture

was to enjoy beauty. That demanded the worship

of grand and beautiful gods instead of ugly

monsters. The body must be looked upon as some

thing beautiful , and so Olympian Games were held

to create “ a sound mind in a sound body .' But the

Greeks concerned themselves chiefly with this

world ; over half the population were slaves.

Reference should also be made to the Pelopon

nesian Wars. The Athenian Empire was broken

and was followed by a still more oppressive empire

under the hard, militarist Spartans . Prostrated

Greece now invited a Conqueror, and she found one

in Philip of Macedonia , who was succeeded by his

son , Alexander the Great. Athens had been over

thrown , but her wonderful desire to learn continued

to live , as Byron realised when he wrote :

Pupils are then encouraged to make constant re

ference to this alphabet, and to try to place all they

read concerning Greece under one or other of the

above headings .

On looking at the map we notice that Greece con

sists largely of sea andhighland. In ancient times

her long coastline would tend to hasten the pro

gress of civilisation, and her mountains would give

birth to the spirit of liberty . Moreover, these moun

tains would lead to the development of small states

which would be very much isolated ; and the barren

ness of the west coast would encourage intercourse

with the east (Asia) rather than with the west

(Rome) .

Consideration of these physical features helps us

to realise why Greece never became a nation . We

can then describe why to the Greek the State meant

the City . When these cities wished to expand they

founded City States . This love of freedom would

naturally bring them into conflict with the Persian

kings who, in their turn, would attack the parent

States .

" Fair Greece, sad relic of departed worth ,

Immortal — though no more,

Though fallen - great. "

It will be noticed that all the facts mentioned in

this short summary can be placed under one or

other of the headings in the alphabet. If the

pupils treat each alphabet in a similar manner they

will get some clear notions of the important world

movements, and will begin to discriminate between

the relevant and the irrelevant ; they will gradually

discover that each century or period is characterised

by certain well defined features.
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THE CLASS MAGAZINE.

BY EDITH Miles.

The production of a class magazine during Com

position periods is a stimulating piece of team work

for an upper class . The magazine may be hecto

graphed and sold cheaply , the proceeds being de

voted to the School Sports Fund . Where this is

not possible, the work should be written on separate

sheets of paper rather than in exercise books, so

that the complete paper may be circulated among

the members of the class .

The contents of the opening number, and the

changes in later ones , may be discussed with the
class . At first, volunteers for the various items

should be called for ; later, lots should be drawn ,

so that the writer of the adventure story in the first

issue has to turn his hand to an account of a foot

ball match or report progress in the school garden.

The inclusion of serial matter is not advised, as

it gives too much prominence to the work of one

contributor. A serial would be permissible if the

instalments were written by different pupils , but

this calls for more constructive ability than can

be expected in the early stages.

Short stories will be freely used , and will pro

bably form the bulk of the magazine. In a mixed

class , they should be written by both girls and

boys . The pupil who is getting over -fond of long

words may be checked by being set to write the

“ Tinies' Corner' in words of one syllable ; for the

magazine will be taken home by members of the

class in turn , and thus will act as a useful link

between school and home.

The various school activities should be fully de

scribed ; sports and gardening, incidents at wood

work and cookery centres, notes of rambles or visits

to local places of interest are all suitable.

A question box page- questions to be provided

and answered by the children — will set them hunt

ing in reference books. A series of articles on

“ Hobbies ," and simple instructions on toy-making,

will encourage the right use of leisure during and

after school life .

The children will be keen to produce work fit for

inclusion in the magazine, and those who lack

imagination for the original work will be able to

find material for descriptive work. They should be

encouraged to attempt as many different kinds of

articles as possible.

Anything approaching a formal " Composition "

is debarred as contraryto the spirit of the scheme ,

but " Book Notes, " briefly describing stories read

out of school hours , will help towards the apprecia

tion of Literature.

The illustrations and cover design can be done

in drawing periods, and the best specimens chosen

by the vote of the class.

PLAYGROUNDS IN NON-PROVIDED

SCHOOLS .

The case of The Council of the County Palatine

of Lancaster v. Crowe - Mr. Crowe being an

auditor who had surcharged the Education Authority

under Section 2 of the Audit (Local Authorities ) Act ,

1927-is interesting as an example of judge-made

law. The law is now settled to be what the authority

itself had supposed , viz . , that , although by defini

tion (Section 170 (6) ] " schoolhouse ” includes the

teacher's dwelling house and playground (if any),”

and though the managers , out of funds of their

own , must keep the schoolhouse in good repair, "

the obligation imposed on them to " make such

alterations and improvements in the buildings as

may reasonably be required by the local education

authority" does not cover alterations and improve

ments to the playground ( if any) .

The Duty of the Authority .

By Section 29 (2 ) the local education authority

have the duty of “ maintaining and keeping

efficient" any public elementary school not provided

by them ; but this duty is subject to the fulfilment of
certain conditions on the part of the managers . One

of these conditions is that they shall " keep in re

pair " the schoolhouse , and that therefore includes

the playground ; and another is that they shall make

any reasonable alterations and improvements re
quired by the authority " in the buildings. " The

argument of the respondent auditor was that the

phrase " in the buildings" included " in the play

ground.” The court , however, was of opinion that

the Act had not used two terms for the same thing,

and that therefore, “ buildings” and “ schoolhouse"

not being synonymous, alterations and improve

ments in the buildings were not the same thing as

alterations and improvements in the schoolhouse .

The Necessary Conclusion .

But if this interpretation is sound it seems that

the duty of " maintaining and keeping efficient" the

school includes " an alteration and improvement” of

the playground. If maintenance and keeping

efficient is something less than altering and im

proving , then it is no part of the duty of the local

authority to alter and improve a playground.

And since such a change to the ground is not a

change to “ in the building " that can be demanded

from the managers, it would follow , unless the de

cision in this case supports the conclusion drawn ,

that the duty is neither the manager's nor the

Authority's . The authority have no power to order

the managers to do it , and it is no part of their

duty to do it themselves. This seemed to be the

point the respondent's counsel tried to make, but

the Lord Chief Justice (Lord Hewart) was evidently

not impressed by it.
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THE NATIONAL UNION OF TEACHERS.

Our N.U.T. Correspondent writes :
Miss E. R. Conway, C.B.E. , M.A. , has been in

The membership of the Union is still growing.
vited by the British Association to be present at

It is anticipated that the net increase will this year
their meetings in South Africa next year. She

be about two thousand, making a total of 127,000
announced her acceptance of the invitation at the

for 1928. Allowing for ordinary " wastage" -about last meeting of the Executive, and received its

6 per cent.--this means that during the year nearly
hearty congratulations. Miss Conway's presence

10,000 new members have been enrolled . As usual , will ensure an adequate presentation of the teacher's

the income has been more than sufficient for the point of view when education matters are being

year's needs , and although there are many subscrip
discussed .

tions still in the hands of local treasurers the

Treasurer of the Union was able to announce at Full N.U.T. support is being given to the “ Boots

the December meeting of the Executive that he for Children " Bill now before Parliament. The

had already invested £ 30,000 at an average rate Union's local Parliamentary correspondents have

of interest of 5 per cent . been asked to get into touch with the M.P.'s for

Early in the New Year -on January 2 -- the Exe- their districts and to urge the need for passing the

cutive is conferring in London with the secretaries Bill through its various stages at the earliest pos

of local associations — an entirely new departure . sible moment. The Union's Parliamentary machin

About six hundred will be present , and their travel- ery may also be set in motion in connexion with

ling and hotel expenses will be defrayed from the the Government's proposals for the Reform of

central funds. The expenditure is likely to be justi- Local Government. The probable repercussion of

fied by the results. The Executive has arranged these proposals on the future of education finance

the agenda in such manner that each statement of is being very carefully considered by a special com

policy from the platform shall be followed by a mittee of the Executive, and action will be taken

full discussion by the secretaries. Members of the as and when needed . In the meantime Mr. W. G.

Executive will take little or no part in these dis- Cove is doing excellent service in the House itself.

cussions, and no motions will be submitted , the

object of the Conference being to inform the sec

retaries fully of what is happening at head -quarters
The Joint Advisory Committee (N.U.T. and Local

and to inform the Executive of what is taking place
Authorities) which has been considering the place

in local areas. It is anticipated that the Conference
and purpose of examinations in elementary schools

will act as a stimulus both locally and centrally.
is still hard at work on its inquiry . Much evidence

has been taken . The witnesses have included repre

sentatives of every interest . Administrators , in

At its December meeting the Executive decided to spectors, and teachers have willingly appeared

obtain the authority of the Easter Conference to before the Committee and submitted themselves to

extend sustentation of the displaced secondary the closest questioning. This stage of the Com

school teachers in Cardiganshire to cover pension mittee's work is now nearing completion. It is

losses which may be sustained as the result of con- in the next stage — the framing of an agreed re
tinued unemployment. This is an entirely new port -- that difficulties may arise. In view , however ,

policy, and , although limited to the “ Cardiganshire of the time already spent in acquiring information
case, ” is bound to affect decisions in other “ cases. " and the evident desire on both sides of the Com

A long discussion took place on the position of Mr. mittee to do the best for the schools , these diffi

John Towers , and a line of action is to be followed culties will probably be overcome.

which , it is hoped, may lead to the restoration of

his certificate .

Scripture .

Contributions from teachers to the N.U.T. fund TWO-MINUTE BIBLE READINGS. (35. Student

for the relief of necessitous children in the distressed Christian Movement.)

areas are still coming in , and a further cheque for These excellently chosen passages are intended for

£ 1,000, making £ 6,000 in all , has been sent to use in opening school and at morning prayer in

the " Save the Children Fund " for allocation by the hospital wards and private homes. The compilers

joint committee. The joint committee considered a have used the Authorised Version in the main , and

large number of applications for assistance at its the extracts are as in the original wherever prac

meeting on December 6, and sent cheques amount- ticable . Some are the result of selection and omis

ing to several hundreds of pounds to the N.U.T. sion , but this work has been done with care , and

secretaries in the districts concerned . the book will be of great value in schools . R.

* *
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A new prospect for junior school reading is opened up by

THE BEACON STUDY

READERS

Edited by FRANK ROSCOE, M.A.,

Secretary of the Teachers Registration Council ; Formerly Lecturer in Education and Head of the

Training College for Men , University of Birmingham .

FIRST LESSONS BOOK ONE

96 pages. Illustrated in Colour. ls. 4d . 128 pages. Illustrated in Colour. Is. 6d.

Teachers' Manual to First Lessons and Book One, 104 pp. , 2s.

BOOK TWO BOOK THREE

160 pages . Illustrated . 1s. 9d. 192 pages. Illustrated. 2s.

Teachers' Manual to Book Two and Book Three , 96 pp., 2..

BOOK FOUR BOOK FIVE

224 pages. Illustrated . 2s. 3d. 256 pages . Illustrated. 2s.6d .

Teachers ' Manual to Book Four and Book Five, 64 pp. , 28.

THE BEACON STUDY READERS provide definite progressive training in the formation

of sound “ "study reading ” habits. By training children in the junior school in the efficient use

and organisation of informational material THE BEACON STUDY READERS pave the way

for intelligent individual study of a text-book in the secondary, central , and modern school.

The material of THE BEACON STUDY READERS is informational in character, and

thus gives practice in the exercise of those reading abilities which are called into play through

the concrete and definite subject matter of a text -book.

The exercises in THE BEACON STUDY READERS and accompanying Teachers'

Manuals train the pupil in the exact comprehension of words and phrases, in the organisation of

informational material for the purposes of remembrance and recall , and in the efficient use of

reference data of all kinds.

The pupils who have undergone a course of Beacon Study " reading will no longer be

novices in the art of study. They will have a definite “ plan of attack ” to apply to the text-book

lesson , no matter in what lesson that subject may be. They will not be “ floored ” by the

wording of an arithmetic problem. They will be able to use the silent study period to the best

advantage. They will know how to tackle homework in the most efficient way . They will have

the confidence that comes from a sense of power.

A prospectus containing specimen pages from each of the Beacon Study Readers, and full

information as to the nature of the contribution which each book makes to the junior reading

scheme , will be forwarded on application. Books sent for the examination of teachers.

2

GINN AND COMPANY LTD ., 7 Queen Square, London , W.C.1.
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the children of his district of the Old Street Police

Court. Learned persons like head masters and

head mistresses of public schools said that one way

to produce good citizens and develop character was

to give children plenty of games. If it were true,

and he did not deny it, he was amazed that the

children of the slums who lived three miles away

from any place where they could play organised

games were so good.

Parents and the Pictures .

“ The Order of the Child ' ' recently sent a deputa

tion to the Home Secretary to urge that the Picture

Theatres should exhibit a notice at the box office

giving the Board of Film Censors ' interpretation of

the " A ” and “ U ” certificates, and that a large

letter " A " should be prominently displayed at the

entrance to all theatres where an " A " film was

being shown. They think there is widespread

ignorance on the part of the public on the purpose

of the classification, and many parents take their

children to see " A " films in ignorance that the letter

meant that the film was not suitable for them. The

matter was promised consideration ; but whatever

is done parents are not likely to take the opinion of

the Film Censors Board in preference to their own .

sum

Accepted with Thanks.

Cambridge University has been offered £ 100,000

from public funds- £ 50,000 from the Exchequer to

wards the sum required to enable the University to

accept the grant of £ 70,000 conditionally promised

by the Rockefeller Foundation , and another£ 50,000

from the Empire Marketing Fund . The total cost of

the proposed development, including the new lib

rary, is £ 1,195,000. The Empire Marketing Board's

offer is for the purpose of developing research in

Agriculture , while the Exchequer grant will be in

respect of expenditure on the School of Agriculture ,

and both are conditional on the University raising

the further contributions required to enable it to

qualify for the International Education Board's

offer. This means getting a further of

£ 145,000. Both offers have been gratefully

accepted .

Dr. Norwood Explains.

Dr. Norwood , whose views on the Common En

trance Examination roused such a storm of con

troversy , recently spoke at the prize distribution at

St. Margaret's Girls ' School, Harrow, and took the

opportunity of adding a gloss to his address to the

British Association . A large part of his speech on

that occasion , he said , was devoted to a considered

defence of examinations , and , so far from being an

unbeliever, he held that for the professions and for

the universities examinations were absolutely neces

sary as being the only fair way of discovering

whether the boy or girl had knowledge. The danger

was in mistaking examinations for knowledge. So

now we know what the Head Master of Harrow

really does believe.

Kinmel School for Commerce .

A new public school with a commercial bias is to

be opened next September at Abergele , North

Wales, to be known as Kinmel School. There will

be accommodation for four or five hundred boys, and

the curriculum will include French , German , and

Spanish , and such unusual things as Accountancy,

Business Organisation , and Commercial Law.

There will be Latin for boys “ who require it. ” The

Head of the school will be Mr. F. R. Robinson ,

M.Sc. , who has been an assistant master at High

Wycombe Grammar School. It is hoped to staff

the school in part with graduates of the Dominion

Universities with the aim of getting the boys into

direct touch with life overseas.

The Improved East End .

Mr. Clarke Hall told a meeting of the Women's

Freedom League that , according to the figures, the

children of Melbourne were eight times as bad as

our

The Coming Ronaissance .

Addressing a meeting of Guildford teachers last

month , Lord Eustace Percy said : " I want the

country to realise that we are preparing for a real

renaissance in education ." The main defect in

educational method was the cult of the second-hand.

We took opinions from the second-hand

authority, and young people were sent out into the

world utterly ignorant of the higher problems of life.

What was wanted everywhere was not merely books,

but better books, and, above all , first -hand instead

of second-hand contact with the great minds of the

past. And as further proof of the cult of the second

hand the President of the Board of Education added

that the nation was now content to play its games

second-hand by watching other people play. There

is truth in these generalities , but not the whole

truth . People are not so content with the second

hand as Lord Eustace seems to think.

The Seven Lamps of Education .

What are the “ Seven Lamps of Education " ? Dr.

M. J. Randall , who was head master of Winchester

for thirteen years — 1911 to 1924 - gave a lecture on

them , and named them Worship, Reverence, Work ,

Leisure , Discipline , Obedience, and Service. Not a

bad septet , all will agree . It makes one wonder how

many schools keep the whole lot burning.
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BLACKIE'S LIST
MACMILLAN

AIDS TO FRENCH COMPOSITION

Based on Examples from Representative Authors .

By L. M. HAYES, B.A. ,

Senior Modern Languages Master, Merchant Taylors' School,

Crosby.
Cloth boards. Price 89 .

The purpose of this book is to give to Matriculation and Higher
Certificate students the practice in French syntax which is a neces

sary adjunct to the translation of selected passages in prosc

composition .

Just published .

EXERCISES IN FRENCH COMPOSITION

A Companion to Fronoh Prasties for Gonoral School Examinations,

By R. GÉRALD CATHELIN, B. és L.,
Senior Modern Languages Master, Hull Grammar School, Author

of " French Practice for General School Examinations."

Cloth Boards. Price ls. 6d .

English Literature Series.

NEW VOLUMES.

HARDY. THE DYNASTS

Scenes selected and edited by J. H. FOWLER. lo . 9d.

GOLDSMITH

THE GOOD -NATURED MAN

With Introduction and Notes by

ROBERT HERRING, M.A. ls, 6d.

Complete list post free on application .

READINGS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE

Selected and Annotated by B. G. ASTON, B.A. Oxon.,

Classical Exhibitioner of Worcester College, Oxford.

With Time-chart .

Just published. Price 2s. 9d .

A GUIDE TO THE STUDY

OF ENGLISH

By F. J. ROWE, M.A. , and W. T. WEBB, M.A.

Second edition , revised and enlarged . 3s.

LOWER AND MIDDLE FORM GEOMETRY

By F. W. WESTAWAY,

Formerly one of H.M ! Inspectors of Secondary Schools. Author
of " Scientific Method, " " Geometry for Preparatory Schools ," &c.

Just published. Cloth boards. Price As , 6d. net.

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

SCHOOL BOOK

By R. JONES, D.Sc. Econ . , and the late

S. S. SHERMAN , B.A. , B.Sc. , Head of Education

Department.

With Illustrations . Limp cloth , ls. 6d . ; paper, ls. 3d.

CONVERSATIONAL PICTURES FOR

LANGUAGE STUDENTS

Compiled by A. H. WINTER,

Lecturer in the Department of Modern Languages at the Poly.

technic, Regent Street, London.

Just published . Price 3s.

LE FRÈRE DE M. VIPLE et AUTRES CONTES

By PAUL BOURGET. Edited by E. J. GROVES, Lic. és L.

Price 1s .

A nov volum . In Blaoklo's Longer French Texts . Pull list on

applloation.

Just published .

EVERYDAY SCIENCE

A Course of General Soienoo related to

Human Activities.

By L. M. PARSONS, D.Sc. (Lond . ) . D.I.C., F.G.S. ,

Scienco Master, Westminster School.

[ Immediately .

IN Three Parts .

Part 1. - The Sky, the Earth , and Lifo . 38 .

Part II . - Physios. 39.

Part III. - Chemistry. 3s.

Complete in 1 vol . 8s . 6d.

ON THE ACTING OF SHAKESPEARE'S

PLAYS

By C. M. DE REYES,

Lecturer in English, University College, Exeter, and Producer of

Little Theatre, Citizen House, Bath .
Price 2s. 6d . net .

The aim of the author of this volume is to place before any one

who contemplates the production of a Shakespearean play, whether

he be teacher, social worker , or lover of the theatre, a small

handbook dealing with those plays which recommend themselves

most greatly to community,playing;
Just published.

PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS

FOR JUNIORS.

By G. W.MANFIELD, B.Sc. Lond.,

Becontree Upper Boys' School, Ilford.
Crown 8vo. Cloth boards. Price 3s.

This book has been specially prepared for use in the lower

forms of Secondary Schools, in Central Schools, and in the top
classes of Elementary Schools for pupils who have satisfactorily

completed the ordinary arithmetic course and are remaining at

school.

Just published .

A CLASS BOOK OF

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

By T. MARTIN LOWRY, C.B.E. , M.A. , D.Sc.,

F.R.S. , and SAMUEL SUGDEN , D.Sc. , A.R.C.Sc.

( Lond.), A.I.C. 68. 6d.

( Immediately .

A SPANISH VOCABULARY

The 3,500 most useful words arranged in connected groups

suitable for Translation , Conversation, and Free Composition in

Vaiversity Matriculation , Leaving Certificate, and similar Ex
aminations.

By E. ERNEST LENTZ,

Modern Languages Master , Robert Gordon's College, Aberdeen .
Pott 8vo. Price 10d .

THE FUNDAMENTALS OF

CHEMICAL

THERMODYNAMICS

Part I. - Elementary Theory and Applications.

By J. A. V. BUTLER, D.Sc., author of “ The

Chemical Elements and their Compounds." 6s.

Send for Macmillan's Educational Catalogue .

Post free on application .BLACKIE & SON,& SON, LTD .,

50 OLD BAILEY , LONDON , E.C.4 .

St. Martin's St. , London, W.C.2
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BOOKS AND THE MAN . REVIEWS.

A Book of Toys . History .

The season makes it not unfitting that should
The “ Teaching of History ” Series .-A GENERAL

introduce a book about toys. It is published by SURVEY OF British History : by Robert S.

B. T. Batsford in the handsome guise which we Rait , C.B.E. , LL.D. Vol . I , to 1603; Vol. II ,

always associate with the firm . It bears the title
1603-1924. ( 25. 6d . each volume. Nelson. )

“ Children's Toys of Bygone Days , a History of
The general scheme of the “ Teaching of History '

series , which Mr. John Buchan is editing , includes

Playthings of all Peoples from Prehistoric Times
six of these small volumes, two dealing with gene

to the Nineteenth Century. ” The English version ral history , two with European history, and two
is by Philip Hereford , from the original of Karl (those now before us) with British history . It is

a catholic scheme.

Gröber . The price of the work is 32s . , but it is
In such a scheme one would

expect to find in these “ British ” volumes an ade

a marvel of cheapness nevertheless, for there are
quate account of Scotland , Ireland , and Wales ;

over three hundred handsome plates , in addition to adequate , that is , within the limits of the five hun

insets in the letterpress . The pictures are a sheer dred pages allotted . But in fact the story is pre

joy , affording hours of entertainment and serving ponderatingly the story of “ England.” One might“

to remind us how , as the author puts it , “ the child
have expected Dr. Rait to give Scotland , at least ,

of all times and all peoples is alike in its instincts ,
a fuller place in his narrative ; and for such a

course there would be not only excuse but justifica

its occupations , and its play ” —a fact which is some- tion . The main narrative , of course, has to be

times forgotten by our zealous innovators in educa- England , but one feels that an opportunity has been

tion . We are reminded that with children , “ in the missed for making this in reality, as well as in

course of thousands of years a germ idea, ever
name, a British and not an English—with fringes

-history.
ancient, ever new, reclothes itself in varying dress. "

The books are plain text , without indexes , and

Thus there is no such thing as evolution in child with only a few maps at the end of each volume.

ren's toys . Every child is a fundamentalist, " be- They are efficiently and straightforwardly written .

ginning anew the same cycle of play instinct and Moreover, the general scheme is by no means

rejoicing in dolls, hobby-horses , and models of forgotten. The chapter on " England and Europe"

shows that the

grown-up things in general. "
of relationship between

Our author says some very wise things about country and country is kept in mind ; and there are

elaborate toys , pointing out that a toy is useless to
many such indications. The book (II ) ends with

It is sad to
the General Election of 1924 .

a child if he may only look at it .
R. J.

think that many of the gifts of Father Christmas NINETEENTH-CENTURY EUROPE : by R. B. Mowat.

are thus misused , merely because they are too ( 25. 6d. Nelson . )

delicate or valuable for childish handling. They The history of Europe in the nineteenth century

are projections of adult notions such as work so has been told over and over again , in books small

much harm in all our dealings with children . and large . One naturally looks to see what there

Grown -ups think that a doll should resemble a is here that is new in treatment-newness in matter

beauteous mannequin , but a child is well content is practically impossible .

with a wooden make -believe. Some grown-ups find He takes the years 1815 to 1848 as the Thirty

matter for laughter in cross-eyed dogs of grotesque Years' Peace ; and here he deals with the Industrial

shape , and they fondly believe that children share Revolution (which he puts in its proper setting as a

their tastes , but they are wrong. I cannot believe world event) and the Greek Rising. He adds two

that the French children of Revolutionary days interesting chapters on “ Domestic Development"

really enjoyed the monstrous toy guillotine which and “ The European Intellect.”

chopped off the heads of aristocratic dolls - another The rest of the century is headed " Nationality ,"

projection of adult ideas. and no better wide term would so well cover it .

Our author gives a complete history of toy- Here room is found for chapters on “ The Origins

making from the earliest times , and his translator of the Crimean War, " " The Triumph of Junker

has not failed to present it in vivid style . The dom , " " Russia ," " Spain," " Life in the Lesser

story is full of interest, and I can imagine no States," " The Policy of Security .” It is plain

better Christmas present for a school library . that Mr. Mowat has departed from the more usual

Selim Miles. lines of treatment , and has introduced matter which ,

sense

1
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R. J.

though it is not new , rarely finds a place in small

text-books. He has thoroughly justified himself

in adding one more to the list of books on nine

teenth -century Europe. R. J.

A CONCISE HISTORY OF GREAT BRITAIN : by D. C.

Somervell, M.A. (6s. 6d ., or in two volumes,

3s. 6d. each. Bell. )

This is not quite a new issue . It is composed

of those parts of Mr. Somervell's earlier " History

for British Schools ” which “ deals with British his

tory in the accepted sense of the words.” It is

issued in this form because “ examinations are

stubborn things " ; i.e. because our secondary schools

must prepare for examinations , and examinations

in history in this country (such is the implication)

are mainly “ British." Great is the power of those

who frame the syllabuses of matriculation, general ,

and “ locals ” examinations !

Mr. Somervell's histories have been noticed in

these columns too frequently to need any special

notice in the case of this volume . It is complete,

from pre-Roman times to a " Conclusion " written

in 1928. It has a score of maps, lists of dates ,

genealogical tables , a political diagram, and a suffi

cient index.

MACHIAVELLI (25. 6d . ) ; Ugo Foscolo's SEPOLCRI

( 35. 6.) ; GEMME E FIORI (58. ) ; by Ernesto

Grillo, Litt . D. (Blackie . )

Professor Grillo's three latest books are useful

accessions to the library of the student of Italian

letters. In “ Machiavelli ” Professor Grillo gives

a clear exposition of the aims and ideas of the

great Florentine statesman Machiavelli , whose

writings marked the opening of a new epoch in the

development of political science , though they were

long misunderstood and earned for their author

an unmerited name of infamy . Professor Grillo's

edition of Ugo Foscolo's “ I Sepolcri” is

worthy tribute to the memory of the great poet

and patriot, Ugo Foscolo , who lived for many years

in exile in England , and whose centenary was cele

brated last year in Italy with every circumstance

of honour and esteem . “ Gemme e Fiori" is a

pleasing anthology of poetry and prose ; it strikes

a new note of special interest , for it is designed

to help the student to " an intimate understanding

of Italian life , culture , and aspirations. " C.

PATRIOTS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY : by E. F.

Malcolm-Smith , M.A. , Ph.D. (35. 6d. Long

mans. )

This Book of Patriots is not an attempt to “ teach

patriotism , " for, of the fourteen biographies which

it contains, not more than two are allotted to one

country. The intention of the book is “ to supple

ment a text -book of European history" by giving

pictures of men whose influence helped to form

(Continued on page 80.)

ELEMENTARY SCIENCE NOTE

BOOKS.

By G. N. PINGRIFF , M.A.

A. series of four books, each containing pages of Notes, Problems,

and Exercises, with blank pages for additional Notes, Diagrams,

and working of Exercises 64 pages each . Small Crown Ato.

Price is. 6d . each .

Physical Measurements and Plant Growth and the Soil

Elementary Principles of in Relation to Foodstuffs .

Mechanics.
Chemistry of some Common

Heat and Everyday Physics. Substances.

These books embody an attempt to bridge the gap, in a satis
factory manner , between Nature Study or other very elementary
science work on the one hand and the more formal study of

Physics, Chemistry , and Biology on the other hand.

STAGE · A · GEOMETRY.

By R. W. M. GIBBS, B.A., B.Sc.

Containing 150 figures in the Text . With 358 Exercises . Can

be had with or without Answers . Price 2s.

The book is suitable for use in the lower forms of Public and

Secondary Schools , and in Preparatory Schools it aflords an ad

mirable preparation for “ Common Entrance." In the examples,

as well as in the text , constant use is made of the pupils ' out-of

school interests and activities .

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

FOR SCHOOLS . Part I.

By R. C. FAWDRY, M.A., B.Sc.,

Head of Military and Engineering Side, Clifton College,

and

H. C. BEAVEN , M.A.,

Head of Mathematical Department, Clifton College.

Price 3s . without answers . 3s. 6d . with answers .

The early part of the book deals with the ordinary processes

of Arithmetic applied to algebraical expressions consisting of a

single term , and is restricted to those sections of Arithmetic
which are likely to have come within the scope of the pupils '

knowledge .

GRAMMAIRE FRANCAISE .

By F. B. KIRKMAN, B.A. Oxon.

With Introductory Grammatical Terminology in English . Crown

8vo. 256 pages . Price 3s . 60 .

Any difficulties involved in the use of a grammar in French are

met in four ways :-(a ) by simplicity of wording ; ( b) by stressing
throughout examples rather than explanatory matter ; ( c ) by a

special vocabulary easily taught, containing, all except the most

familiar expressions that occur in what explanatory matter there

is ; (d ) by a vocabulary of the words in the examples, tables , &c .
Careiul attention has been paid to the means of facilitating

reference .

LISONS ET PARLONS !

COURS DE PREMIÈRE ANNÉE.

By C. H. LEATHER , B.A., and RENE TALLARD , L. - ès - L
Large crown 8vo . Cloth . With 24 illustrations. Price 25 .

A new tirst -year French book, produced by the happy collabora
tion of two practical teachers. The work is carefully graded ,

pronunciation is dealt with by the phonetic system , and there
are new and valuable ideas for the teaching of grammar , oral

French , and poetry:

“ A well-designed and carefully graduated year's work in
French . Children who follow this through under a capable

teacher will have laid a pretty solid foundation and have ac

quired a useful vocabulary . "-Education .

LIVRE DES PETITS.

By C. H. LEATHER, B.A., and RENÉ TALLARD , L - ės - L .

For Beginners. 48 pages. One ſull -page plate in colour and

many illustrations in the text . Demy 8vo. Limp cloth . Price

is. 4d .

Twelve of the twenty lessons describe the amusing adventures
of Jean and Marie. The same material is repeated , with modi .

fications, over and over again , in an interesting manner. The

Vocabulary is limitedto a hundred and seventy words, the great
majority of which are of one or two syllables only .

а
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nineteenth -century Europe, and who are inade- new to him. He found the chapter on “ The Work

quately dealt with , for reasons of space , in the of Rivers" and the account of Flint particularly
usual text-books. Thus, says the author , “ Roon interesting -- " and it's useful to know ."

appears rather than Bismarck ” and “ Thiers rather tures , coloured or in plain line, he accepted with

than Napoleon III. " The men dealt with are the out much comment. When asked, he answered

two Cannings, Kossuth , Jelacic, Mazzini, Cavour, that he liked them. A diagram showing river

Thiers, Roon, Andrassy, Gorchakov, King Carol, terraces he approved. A double-diagram showing

Stambulov, Nicholas of Montenegro. There is a human periods, with words like " Mousterian, " was

portrait of King Peter of Serbia , and that country discussed. Was it of much use ? Was it not too

is dealt with in a chapter called “ The Liberators full of difficult names ? But he defended it. He

of Serbia .” In all , there are eleven portraits , thought it " very useful."

very necessary accompaniments in such a book. On the style he made no comment until directly

There are bibliographies added to each chapter. asked . Difficult - oh , no . None of it was hard

But Trevelyan's famous trilogy on Italy is not to read, and besides, it was interesting.

mentioned ; only his " English Songs on Italian All this was told the present reviewer before

Freedom .” There may be an excuse for this omis- he himself had read the book .

sion , but one wonders what excuse would be Reading it brought confirmation, if that were

adequate. R. J. needed : for the intended readers are not adults,

AN ELIZABETHAN JOURNAL, being a Record of those
but boys and girls. And the judgment should

Things Most Talked of during the Years 1591
stand without any addition. R. J.

-1594 (with 26 illustrations in collotype) : by FOLK-LORE OF THE British Isles : by Eleanor Hull .

G. B. Harrison . (315. 6d . ' Constable. ) ( 75. 6d . net. Methuen. )

Here is a marvellouspiece of work, an example Miss Eleanor Hull's latest book is the most com

of tireless industry directed to a purpose which is plete treatise on British and Irish folk -lore that

worth while and resulting in a book of unique
has yet been given us . It is the work , obviously,

interest. From many sources Mr. Harrison has of an accomplished scholar, who is familiar with

gathered authentic records of happenings which every possible source of information, and employs

were most talked of in London during the five years the most modern scientific methods in interpreting

of his choice. We are reminded that they are the results of research, while she herself remains

years during which Shakespeare was learning his delightfully human and writes in a manner that is

craft. Every item is dated, and in the notes the as entertaining as it is instructive. The book will

source is given . The first Appendix relates the be read with as great interest by those who look

items to Shakespeare and enables us to picture upon folk -lore as an amusing pastime as by those

the social atmosphere in which he wrote . There serious students who regard it as a means of un

are references to plague in the plays . Under derstanding not only the faiths and mentality of
August 5 , 1593 , we read that “ The plague is our primitive ancestors but the strange incongruities

worse than ever this last week and whole house in ourselves and others that occasionally startle and

holds have died . Of 1,603 deaths, 1,130 are from perplex us. It would seem , indeed, that it is only

the plague." Many other references are similarly on the latter supposition that we can explain

shown against the background of contemporary
purselves to ourselves ; for, as Miss Hull

events, giving us a fresh and vivid picture of Shake- writes , it is probable " that in the minds of many

speare constructing his plays out of material at of us there is a ' hark-back ' to primitive Saxon or

hand, putting in allusions familiar to his public, Celtic or pre -Celtic ancestors, which subconsciously

and infusing the whole with his own genius . This affects our outlook on life. " Miss Hull has gathered

is a book to be bought and treasured by all who
much of her material from sources that are acces

are interested in Shakespeare and his times . R. sible to few , even among scholars ; this material is

a valuable supplement to the great collections of
UNWRITTEN HISTORY. Book | --The Age of Stone : Tylor, Mannhardt , and Frazer.

C.

by Henry Rushton Hall . (2s . 6d . Nelson . )

This review is largely a second-hand affair. The Geography .

first-hand judgment was made by a boy of twelve , S.P.G. Handbooks, New Series .-ACCRA : by Dom

who read the book through in an evening. It Martin Collett . ( 15.)

was brief but definite. The boy was one above the This most interesting little book should appeal

average intelligence, standing high in his class in
alike to young and old . History, geography, edu

history and English. First he found the book inter cation, mission work and the problems arising there

esting, especially the central portion , about the from are here dealt with in a simple and attractive

life of the cave -dwellers; but , he added , this was
way. The author has the knack of severely con

perhaps because that part of the story was largely
(Continued on page 31. )
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A DISTINCTIVE BOOK SERVICE

even

Socio

THE E.S.A. Book Service is quite exceptional for speed and accuracy. The

stock of School Books kept at Esavian House comprises nearly half a million volumes

and occupies an area of 37,000 cubic feet. This great stock, added to the excellent

facilities the E.S.A. has for collecting unusual books which
this enormous

stock cannot include , is appreciated by thousands of Head Masters and Head

Mistresses. C Expert assistants who have been with the E.S.A. for many
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densing his material without any loss of clearness

or interest, and there is, in fact , not a dull page

in the book .

It contains a useful map, a number of excellent

illustrations, and some very interesting appendixes.

An excellent shillingsworth for the class library .

A GEOGRAPHY OF WESTERN EUROPE : edited by

E. D. Laborde. (8s. 6d. Univ. of London

Press . )

This book, written at the instigation of the Stand

ing Committee for Geography in Public Schools by

geography masters in public schools, aims at pro

viding a text -book suitable for use at the Oxford

and Cambridge Joint Board School Certificate stage

and a little beyond. A fuller treatment of the area

selected is given than is to be found in any existing

school text-book . The information is reliable, as

it has been derived from authoritative sources, and

the text is well illustrated with excellent maps and

diagrams. E. Y.

Sources of Shakespeare.

SOURCES OF THE TEXT OF HENRY THE FOURTH : by

R. P. Cowl. (45. net. Elkin Mathews &

Marrot.)

“ The contemporary ' echo ' is the best commentary

on Shakespeare's text,” says Professor Cowl in a

note on one of the numerous " echoes' which he

has here set down . To quote this particular echo

will be to illustrate his method . He quotes in the

left-hand column " Macbeth, " Act I , Sc . v , 11. 64,

65 :
“ To beguile the time ,

Look like the time ; bear welcome in your eye. .

and adds : " To 'look like time , ' i.e. to comply with

the requirements of the time, to temporise . In

the right-hand column we read : “ Daniel, ' Civil

Wars,' VIII (1609), 89 : ' He . . . Lookes like the

time : his eye made not report Of what he felt

within . '

The left-hand column is consistently reserved for

the original and the right-hand for the " echo. "

Thus the reader may find here not only " echoes"

of Shakespeare but " echoes' in Shakespeare of

other writers. Most of the examples given are in

the two parts of " Henry the Fourth, " though

some miscellaneous examples from other plays are

given at the end , like the one just quoted. The

instances of Shakespeare echoing the Bible are par

ticularly interesting. There are enough here quoted

from “ Henry the Fourth " alone to show that

Shakespeare knew his Bible and appreciated its

literary value. But the reader of this modest

pamphlet will realise much more than this. Shake

speare seems to have been an omnivorous seeker of

raw material . His classical allusions in “ Henry
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sense.

AND OF

the Fourth " are shown by Professor Cowl to be

sometimes " so scholarly that they cannot possibly

have been understood by ordinary playgoers, while

the thoroughness of Shakespeare's historical re

search “ would not do discredit to a modern

dramatist , though Shakespeare was actuated not

so much by zeal for historical accuracy as by the

natural desire of the artist to explore to the utmost

the dramatic possibilities of his subject.'

There is no doubt that Professor Cowl is doing

in a modest and unpretentious way most valuable

work in the cause of a Shakespearean scholarship

based on facts and illuminated by inspired common

R. L. M.

A New Sedley .

THE POETICAL DRAMATIC WORKS SIR

Charles SEDLEY : by V. De Sola Pinto.

( 525. 6d . net . Constable . )

Sir Charles Sedley is remembered by all lovers

of poetry as the author of a few graceful lyrics ,

but the bulk of his literary output, including occa

sional poems, translations , and plays , has been

hitherto accessible only to scholars in “ scarce "

editions of the eighteenth century . The last edition

of his collected works was published as long ago

as 1778 . This neglect of one of the most repre

sentative of Restoration poets is now being splen

didly repaired through the labours of Professor

De Sola Pinto, who recently published a valuable

critical study of Sir Charles Sedley's life and now

gives us in two handsome and beautifully illustrated

volumes what is certain to remain for a long time

to come the standard edition of his works . Pro

fessor Pinto has performed what was evidentlya

labour of love in a thoroughly scholarly and effi

cient manner, and he has had the advantage of

being able to tap for material some unpublished

sources. Sedley's plays are transitional , drawing

inspiration from the French models that came into

fashion with the Restoration, as well as from the

older drama. They owe something to the genius

of Molière and observe the unities of place and

time ; but they have not lost touch with the Eliza

bethan tradition . They exhibit the usual echoes of

Shakespeare, of which examples are noted by Pro

fessor Pinto, and rehandlings of situations in the

Falstaff plays ; the characteristics of Falstaff him

self are distributed between two of the characters

in “ Bellamira . ” " The Mulberry Garden " would

appear to have been written during the Common

wealth period . Professor Pinto adduces many evi

dences in favour of an early date . Moreover, there

are one or two stage directions in the play that

suggest that it was written for representation on

a stage of the Elizabethan rather than of the

Restoration type. The tragedy of " Antony and

Cleopatra," on the other hand , is constructed on

the neo - classical model, though it , too , is occasion

ally , as Professor Pinto points out , reminiscent of

Shakespeare's masterpiece on the same subject.

“ The Grumbler, ” a spirited translation of a spark

ling French comedy, deserves all the praise bestowed

on it by that admirable critic of the drama, the

late William Archer. Professor Pinto prints a poem

entitled " The Prologue to the Strollers," with a

note to the effect that it was probably written for

a company of strolling players whom Sedley met

in this country . Is it not, however, possible that

it was written as a prologue to a popular farce that

long held the stage and was printed with the title

“ The Strollers" ? But the well known eighteenth

century piece was not produced till more than

twenty years after Sedley's death. C.

Art.

( 1 ) SKETCHING FROM NATURE IN LINE AND Tone :

J. Littlejohns, R.B.A. (2 ) ANIMAL PAINTING :
W. Evans Linton, R.W.A. (2s. each . Win

sor & Newton . )

Students and teachers of art will certainly wel

come these excellent little volumes, for they are full

of good things . They are intensely practical and
give the beginner just the information he needs

about both material and technique . In the matter
of printing, paper , and binding, the books are

models of the publisher's craft , and the full-page

plates are both charming and instructive.

( 1 ) AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF COLOUR.

( 25. ) ( 2 ) THE “ ESSENTIAL” COLOUR System .

(6d . ) J. Littlejohns , R.B.A. (Winsor &

Newton. )

Colour is a subject about which there is not a little

confusion , and we are accustomed to think and

speak of it somewhat loosely . Yet to the art

student , the designer , and the painter a knowledge

of colour is essential . To this end these books of

Mr. Littlejohns should prove extremely useful . They

furnish a number of exercises , the working of which

will help very materially to a better understanding

of colour and to a solution of the many problems

it presents. Both books cover much the same

ground, but the two- shilling volume treats the sub

ject more comprehensively . P. M. G.

School Drama.

The VILLAGE DRAMA PLAYS. ( 1s . net each .

H. F. W. Deane The Year Book Press . )

Of these six plays “ The Door on tChain " has

a simple dramatic quality which will doubtless find

favour with village societies, while “ Lardy Cake"

is a somewhat sentimental village idyll. Of the

others , " Harmony Hall" and " A Fugitive" give

opportunity for the introduction of folk - songs and

morris dances ; “ The Legend Baboushka' deals

( Continued on page 34.)
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Present Day Prose Chemical Analysis

Chosen and Edited by E. A. GREENING LAMBORN

INO
With biograpbi- By D B. BRIGGS . M.A F.I.C .. F.C.S. For Higbor Certifi

cal notes . 256 pp . 38. School Edition 26. 3d. 68. ; or separately : Qualitative, 36. 6d .; Quan

titative, 36. Bd.

Notes to Poems of To -day
Books of Classified Problems

In January . 1929. a set of explanatory Notes to the First and Second

Series respectively will be issued supplementary to the School For Revision , Exam . Tests , &c . (on approval).

Edition of each book , Details on application shortly Problems in Chemistry
Poems OF TO- DAY : First and Second Series . Compiled by the

By D. B. BRIGGS, M A. , F.I C. , F.C.S. 38 .
English Association. Cloth, with biogranbical notes,38 , 6d . net

each ; stiff paper covers , without notes, 28. each . Problems in Physics

lo Three Parts, publish d separately.

A First Biology I. -Mechanics and Hydrostatics. 38.

II . - Magnetism and Electricity . 38 .

By Prof. S. MANGHAM and Prof. W. Rae SHERRIFFS . An Intro III .-Heat , Light , and Sound , 38. 6d .

duciion to Biology for Middle and Lower Forms. Profusely Illus
Problems in Mathematicstrated . 28. 6d.

By L. HERMAN , B.A. 3s .
Mr. A. G. LOWNDES , Marlborough College , writes :

" I consider it an excellent little book , and the price very low . " Questions in English Literature
By M. M BARBER , M.A. 38.

Practical Mathematics
The Very Thing

Ill BracticaGagaricaBoss Part I. Pure Mathematical treatment with
Read-out-able Rhymes for Children. By FFRIDA WOLFE.

practical applications. Numerous examples and diagrams. 48. Bd.
Woodcuts by Elizabeth Rivers. 69. net

The Sunday Times says : - " Hosts of parents and uncles

and aunts must buy (these rhymes) which are delightful .'
French of To-day : A Dictionary of Words and

Phrases in common use : French - English The Bells of Shoreditch

By Ethel SIDGWICK . Crown 8vo . 78. Bd. net .

By H. N. ADAIR , M.A. Cloth , 28. 6d . (On approval . ) The Spectator says : - " One of Miss Sidgwick's deeply

meditated books
English -French in active preparation .

The portraiture ' engages ' you . "

Full particulars from

44 Museum Street, W.C.1
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THE NEW ERA.The

Forum of Education

?

A Journal of Inquiry and Research in the

Psychology , Philosophy,and Method of Education

Edited by Professor C. W. VALENTINE, M.A.,

D.Phil. , University of Birmingham.

Vol. VI, No. 3, now ready .

CONTENTS :

Vocational and Cultural , by F. Clarke, M.A.; An Ex

periment in Method for Junior Standards. by Eve

Macaulay, M A .; The Teaching of Science and the

Training of Science Teachers, by A. Pinsent, M.A. ,

B.Sc .; American Education and American Life , by

Helen M. Wodehouse, M.A. , D.Phil . ; Some Effects of

Age in Selective Examinations, by Frank Sandon , M.A .;

Critical Notice : The Schools of England : edited by

J. Dover Wilson ; and Book Reviews.

The Forum of Education is published three

times a year, in February, June, and November.

Price 2/- net . Subscription 5/ - per annum, post

free, direct from The Managing Editor, The

Forum of Education , The University, Edmund

Street, Birmingham.

Published by Longmans, Green , and Co.,

39 Paternoster Row, London, E.C.4.

An International Review of New Education .

JANUARY, 1929.

(Illustrated .)

THE NEW EDUCATION IN

DENMARK

including articles on

The Danish Folk High Schools.

- Also –

Special Article on

EXAMINATIONS

by

Sir MICHAEL SADLER

(Master of University College, Oxford ).

And –

FREEDOM IN THE PERSONALITY

by

ROGER A. RAVEN

( King's College, University of London ).

Annual Subscription, 4/6 ($ 1.15) post free. Single copy , 1 /- ( 30 cents ).

11 TAVISTOCK SQUARE , LONDON , W.C.1 , ENGLAND.

Published Quarterly in January, April. July , and October .

C
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with the visit of the three kings to Bethlehem , and

" The Village Sketch " is an amusing little satire on

village theatricals. P. M. G.

A LIST OF Plays : compiled by the Junior Plays

Committee of the Village Drama Society.

(25. Nelson .)(

We congratulate the publishers on the inclusion

of this list of plays in their excellent “ Teaching

of English ” Series. It will , we are sure , prove

invaluable to clubs and societies interested in

dramatic work, and schools will no longer be at a

loss to know where to find suitable plays for their

dramatic activities .

The list is arranged in four sections . The first

section is devoted to plays suitable for performance

by players under twelve years of age ; the second

and third sections to plays for the middle and

senior schools respectively ; and the fourth to more

advanced plays.

With each play the names of the author and pub

lisher, the number of characters, a brief idea of the

plot, and other useful notes are given.

At the end of the book are addresses of

dramatic agents, short bibliographies, and indexes .

Altogether it is the most useful little reference

book for dramatic societies, both in and out of

school, that we have seen . P. M. G.

Chemistry .

THE FUNDAMENTALS OF CHEMICAL THERMODYNAMICS .

Part 1-Elementary Theory and Applications :

by J. A. V. Butler, D.Sc. (6s. Macmillan. )

This book is an elementary introduction to

chemical thermodynamics, stress being laid on the

underlying principles and attention called to their

applications. Only a very moderate knowledge of

mathematics is assumed , and the treatment is based

mainly on cyclic processes. More than half the book

is occupied with the study of the galvanic cell , elec

trode potentials, concentration cells, & c ., and the

conception of " activity” is dealt with in a straight

forward manner. This section of the book should

be found especially useful to the chemist, since it

gives, in an elementary manner, the modern treat

ment of a subject which can otherwise only be

studied by reference to large handbooks or to the

original literature.

The book can be recommended. Its value is en

hanced by the incorporation of numerous examples

for the student to work out. Precaution will have

to be taken in reading it, since there is a number

of misprints in formulae and in the signs used .

T. S. P.

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. Vol. 1-Non-metals : by

G. H. Bailey, D.Sc., and D. R. Snellgrove,

Ph.D. (6s. 6d. University Tutorial Press.)

To some extent Dr. Snellgrove has based his

treatment of non -metals on Bailey's “ Tutorial

Chemistry," Part I. At the same time attention is

called to the historical side of the subject, and the

subject is made a " live" one. The book is a com

panion volume to “ Inorganic Chemistry, Mainly

Metals, " and is intended to cover the ground neces

sary for the Intermediate Science Examination in

Inorganic Chemistry . It does this satisfactorily,

and should have a success similar to that of its

predecessor. There is, however, a tendency at times

to make dogmatic statements, or to include sub

stances which are of doubtful composition and not

necessary to mention. For instance, it is stated

that when platinum is used as a catalyst it does not

suffer any change, whereas the appearance is quite

changed after use. The sub -oxides of silver and

copper arementioned as if their existence were fully

proved. The reader is also led to infer that two

isomeric sodium potassium sulphites are known,

whereas the evidence for their existence is very

doubtful. The sodium silver thiosulphate, NaAgS,O,,

mentioned is certainly formed when a photographic

plate is fixed, but it is not very soluble, as is im

plied in the text ; an excess of thiosulphate above

that shown in the formula is necessary for proper

fixing, as this gives another complex salt which is

much more soluble . T, S. P.

Science.

A SHORT HISTORY OF MEDICINE : by Charles

Singer . ( 75. 6d. net. Clarendon Press .)

The medical services play so important a rôle

in the life of a modern community that it is ob

viously the duty of every citizen to acquaint him

self with the general principles of medicine con
sidered as a progressive science . The require

ments in this respect of educated men and women

have now been well supplied by an eminent scientist ,

Dr. Charles Singer, whose “ Short History of

Medicine" is , it is needless to say, a work in

which an austerely scientific treatment of the sub

ject is tempered with a happy and attractive method

of writing. From the days of Hippocrates down

to the present time Dr. Singer indicates in what

directions and on what lines medical science has

advanced . His attitude to the achievements of the

science is that of a chastened optimism. We may,

as he points out, pride ourselves on the advance

in knowledge of infectious diseases which the germ

theory has brought us , and yet we are completely

ignorant of the two things about infectious disease

which would be the most worth knowing. We

have not the least idea how diseases originated,

and no one has ever suggested a reason why

diseases should vary in virulence from time to time

--why, for instance , a relatively mild condition,

such as influenza, should suddenly devastate the

world. In some branches of medicine we have not

(Continued on page 36.)
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THE COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER.

Bloomsbury Square, LONDON , W.C.1.

LECTURES FOR TEACHERS

SPRING TERM , 1929.

During the Spring Term four Courses of Lectures for

Teachers will be given at the College, as follows :

1. On Thursdays at 6.30 p.m. Beginning on Thursday, January 17th.

Five Lectures on The Teaching of History .

By Miss D. DYMOND, M.A., Lecturer at Goldsmiths' College.

2. On Fridays at 6.30 p.m. Beginning on Friday, January 18th.

Ten Lectures on Comparative Education, with special reference

to England and America.

By T. RAYMONT, M.A., formerly Warden of Goldsmiths' College.

3. On Wednesdays at 6.30 p.m. Beginning on Wednesday, February 20th.

Five Lectures on Teaching Experimental Science in Schools.

By C. E. BROWNE, B.Sc.

4. On Thursdays at 6.30 p.m. Beginning on Thursday, February 21st.

Five Lectures on The Teaching of Elementary Biology.

By Miss E. C. PUGH, Lecturer at Gipsy Hill Training College.

The foregoing lectures form part of the College Training Course for Teachers.

Fees for Admission : For a Single Course of Five Lectures, 48.; for the Course of

Ten Lectures, 8s.; Composition Fee for any Three Courses, 12s. ; Composition Fee

for the Four Courses, 158.

A full syllabus and particulars may be obtained on application to :

THE SECRETARY,

College of Preceptors,

Bloomsbury Square,

London, W.C.1 .
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advanced beyond Hippocrates. The common cold

economically the most important of all diseases,

not excluding cancer and tuberculosis — has a vast

literature , but the physician is almost helpless in

its presence and can but let it run its course.

Nevertheless , the great majority of deaths are

caused by diseases which are theoretically prevent

ible . Death from disease is therefore an unnatural

and violent death . It is interesting to observe

that Dr. Singer is opposed to early and intensive

specialisation in education. " The humanities and“

the sciences, " he writes , “ are far from being as

independentof each other as many suppose . If

literary studies lead to clear and effective thinking

in the domain of science , scientific studies ventilate

and inform and vitalise literature. The separation

of the two disciplines, especially in the adolescent

stage of mental development, does injury to both .”

C.

which says as an
.

Commercial Law.

INTRODUCTION TO COMMERCIAL Law : by Norman A.

Webb, B.Sc. (55. Pitman. )

It may surprise the average reader when he

is told that “ everyone is supposed to know the

law . " When we realise the vast amount of legis

lation that has taken place during recent years we

are appalled at the prospect of having to know the

law ." Yet it is unwise of anyone engaged upon or

connected with a business undertaking to remain

ignorant of that branch of law which relates to

his business . This book gives the information .

The scope may be gauged from the preface,

this book is to serve

introduction to the more elaborate works on the

subject . It begins with an elementary treatment

of the law of contract, and then proceeds to apply

those principles to the business of agency, negoti

able instruments , and the sale of goods.

Throughout the subject is approached from the

business point of view . "

Each chapter concludes with a summary and a

test paper. Our only criticism is that the student

should be encouraged to make his own summary

either during his reading of the chapter or when

he has read the chapter, and he should compare

his efforts with the author's summary. This is

not possible since the summary is on the same page

as the last paragraph of the chapter. There are

two appendixes ; one contains public examination

questions , the other deals with legal and commer

cial terms and phrases. J. R.

A Text-BOOK OF BACTERIOLOGY AND ITS APPLICA

TIONS : by Curtis M. Hilliard . ( 125. 6d . net .

Ginn . )

The subject dealt with by this book is too often

Tegarded and treated solely from the medical

aspect . Naturally the applications of the results

obtained by workers in the field of bacteriology

are of paramount importance in medicine , but the

history and development, together with the more

general aspects of the science , must be of interest

to all who take an interest in the health of mankind.

This book begins with an historical introduction and

a consideration of micro -organisms, yeasts , and bac

teria, with a classification of the latter. Laboratory

methods of study are next considered, after which are

useful chapters on the physical and chemical environ

ments of these organisms. Fermentation of carbon

compounds and nitrogen compounds receive con

sideration , and then the reader is made familiar with

the bacteriology of water and of milk . Drying,

preserving, refrigeration, and canning of food are

adequately discussed . The concluding chapters are

devoted to the more medical aspects of the subject ,

that is to say to diseases respiratory and alimen

tary , immunity , and the public health laboratory .

Appendixes deal with important dates in the

science , together with standard methods of water

examination and milk analysis .

Tables, diagrams, illustrations in the text, and

plates serve to elucidate points of difficulty and

interest.

A thoroughly readable book which should appeal

to all classes of readers . Medical men may regard

the treatment as being too elementary, but for

students the work will be a useful introduction .

Lay readers will find much information concerning

a subject of universal importance to which, in the

past , access has been difficult . J. R.

1

Samuel Smiles up to Date.

KINGS OF COMMERCE. (7s. 6d . Harrap. )

The motto of this work might be found in Long

fellow's lines :

“ Lives of great men all remind us

We can make our lives sublime. "

The dust cover tells us that “ T. C. Bridges and

H. H. Tiltman here tell the inspiring life -stories

of twenty-six famous Kings of Commerce." The

" royalties" thus brought to our notice include

Messrs. Selfridge , Gamage, Woolworth, J. D.

Rockefeller , W. R. Morris , Henry Ford , Charles

B. Cochran, with several titled gentlemen, not for

getting Lord Inchcape and the late Lord Northcliffe.

The stories are certainly interesting, but whether

they will inspire depends upon the reader. He

may learn much about the need for resolute courage

in business and perhaps gather the impression that

makers of millions like the game better than the

prize . That many of them are men of big ideas is

demonstrated , and we know that some at least are

generous with their money. This book deals rather

with their methods of accumulation , and if all boys

are inspired to follow these examples we shall pre

sently find ourselves in a strange world indeed .
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THE LONDON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
( INCORPORATED )

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.

THE “CHARLES R. E. BELL FUND ” SCHOLARSHIPS, 1929

for Approved Male Candidates whose parents are natural born British Subjects.

TWO " CHARLES R. E. BELL FUND " SENIOR TRAVELLING SCHOLARSHIPS

OF £150 EACH will be awarded by the Commercial Education Committee of the London

Chamber of Commerce in 1929. Candidates, to qualify, must obtain not less than 60 per cent.

of the maximum marks in the Chamber's Senior Spring Examination in English . The

Scholarships will then be awarded on the results of the Chamber's Senior Spring Examination

in Modern Foreign Languages. Only one foreign language may be offered .

TWO “ CHARLES R. E.BELL FUND ” JUNIOR SCHOLARSHIPS OF £60 EACH

will be awarded by the Commercial Education Committee of the London Chamber of Commerce

in 1929 — one on theresults of the Winter ( February) Examination, and one on the results of

the Summer (July) Examination . Candidates, to qualify, must pass the Full Junior Commercial

Education Certificate Examination of the Chamber.

THE LATEST DATE for receiving entries for the Full Junior Examination is 21 January, 1929, or

10 June, 1929.

Senior Spring Examination is 11 March , 1929 .

Copies of the Syllabus and Local Centres, Time Tables, and all particulars relating to the Examinations may be

obtained(post paid , 4d .) on application to Robert E. T. Ridout, Principal, Commercial Education Department,

London Chamber of Commerce, Oxford Court , Cannon Street, London, E.C.4. A copy will be sent gratis to teachers .

.

)

THE INCORPORATED

FOUNDED 18893

FROEBEL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE.
PUCCES

NORMAL

COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS :

Grove House, Roehampton Lane, S.W.15.

DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL :

Colet Gardens, W. Kensington , W.14 .

Chairman : C. G. MONTEFIORE , D.D. , M.A.

Principal : Miss E. E. LAWRENCE .

Students are trained for the Examinations of the National Froebel Union .

Prospectuses and all particulars as to Scholarships, Loan Fund , and Grants
from the Board of Education may be obtai ed from the Secretary.

3

The College for Specialised Correspondence Tuition .

Established 34 Years.

As the Normal Correspondence Collegeis organised

under separate Departments, all underthe control of

Specialists, helped by a competent Staff of Trained

Teachers with special qualifications, our pupils get

that undivided and special attention which is so

essential to success .

Dept. 1. TEACHERS ' EXAMINATIONS .

Dept. II. MATRICULATION .

Dept. III. UNIVERSITY DEGREES .

Dept. IV . PROFESSIONALEXAMINATIONS.

Dept. V. COMMERCIALEXAMINATIONS .

Dept. VI. LANGUAGES .

Dept. VII. MUSIC .

Dept. VIII. SCIENCE .

Dept. IX . ART .

Dept. X. MATHEMATICS.

Dept. XI NEEDLEWORK and HOMECRAFTS .

Dept. XIL SPECIAL SERVICE.

Send for the NORMAL FREE GUIDE to the

Examination in which you interested .

EXAMINATION PAPER

9
.

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.

In strict accordance with the College requirements. Ruled and

printed one side only .

Packed in Reams of 480 Sheets per Ream , 4s. 3d. | Carriage

960 8s. 6d . S paid .

ANSWER BOOKS for EXAMINATIONS IN BOOK -KEEPING .

Senior, 3 Books, 1/10. Junior, 3 Books, 1/10 .

Preliminary , 3 Books, 1/10.

REMITTANCES SHOULD ACCOMPANY ORDER .

F. W. SHELBOURNE & CO. , Wholesale & Retail Stationers,

Phone : Chancery 7690 . 63 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1 .

are

NORMAL CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE,

Normal House and Lyddon House , Lordship Lane, S.E.

9
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WATERMAN'S NATIONAL HANDWRITING COMPETITION

Report of Adjudication Committee

We print below the report signed by Sir ARTHUR QUILLER -COUCH and Mr. FRANK Roscoe,

Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Committee .

INN a competition covering the entire area of the British Isles and accompanied by the offer of valuable

prizes it was to be expected that the entries would be numerous, but the reality went beyond all

expectation . Nearly one million entry forms were requisitioned by teachers and more than eighty thousand

were returned with specimens of handwriting for adjudication . Every specimen has been examined with

care and the lists of prize winners may be taken as indicating the result of a laborious effort to select the

best work.

The competition has given us a unique opportunity of assessing the character and quality of the

handwriting in our schools . In the first place, we note that while the general level of each area is fairly

constant there are wide differences between areas. In London , for example, the general standard seems

to be higher than in the North of England, but that of Northern Ireland higher than that of the Irish Free

State . Again , entries from the same school were of level quality, but the differences between one school

and another were very great. The prize lists will show that in some schools there are many good writers ,

and sometimes it was a difficult task to choose the best of a uniformly good set .

In judging the entries we gave no special marks for one style as compared with another. Script

Writing, Civil Service, Upright, and the older fashion of Copper Plate were all taken on their merits, the

test being whether the work done showed a mastery of the pen with no tendency to become illegible when
written quickly . As between two entries of otherwise equal merit we considered the “ character " revealed.

Script was often submitted, especially from London , and in the junior sections some remarkable results

were seen. But it was observed that many seniors who wrote script were still clinging to the juvenile forms

instead of devising neat links between letters leading to a clear and rapid running hand . A similar

criticism attaches to the specimens of art or formal writing. Some of these were very beautiful of their

kind, but they can hardly be regarded as within the category of handwriting in the usual sense .

We are convinced that teachers have the power to make or mar the handwriting of future genera

tions, and we think that an effort should be made to arrive at some agreement as to the elements of a style

which may be adopted everywhere . It should be easy to acquire, free from mannerisms, and based on

simple forms which will endure the stress of rapid work, while having inherent qualities of legibility and

good proportion . Consideration of the examples in this competition leads us to suggest that the best basic

forms are round , not pointed, rather upright than inclined , free from exaggerated thick and thin strokes

and from superfluous twists and twiggles, each letter being always of the same form and size, with the

joinings similarly uniform throughout, and with good space between words. We urge also that good hand

writing should not be hampered by poor ink and unsuitable pens, such as are evidently now imposed on

teachersand pupils. Nobody can take pride in working with cheap makeshifts, and these young writers
deserve better consideration .

List of Principal Prize Winners

AREA I.

Section First- MILLIE DOCTORS, Wood Close Girls School, Bethnal Green, E.2. Teacher : Miss D. M. Swindlehurst .

1 Second --PATRICIA GALLAGHER , R.C. School, Acton Green , W.4 . Teacher : Miss K. Hogan .

Third - IVY SNELLING , Sherbrooke Road School, Fulham , S.W.6 . Teacher : Miss A. E. Martin .

Section First- KATHLEEN MILLICENT OXBURGH, Holy Cross Convent, Wimbledoni, S.W.19. Teacher : Miss M. J. Maher .

II Second -- PHYLLIS MARY TAYLOR , Paddington and Maida Vale High School, Elgin Avenue, W.9. Teacher : Miss W. Matthews.

Third-LILIAN CLARKE, Paddington and Maida Vale High School, Eigin Avenue, 'w.9. Teacher: Miss W. Matthews .

Section First - JOHN EDWARD GIFFORD , St. George's Road School , South wark , SE 1. Teacher : Mr. H. Thornton .
III Second - THOMAS JONES, St. George's Road School, Southwark, S. E.1. Teacher: Mr. H. Thornton.

Third - REGINALD ' WILLIAM BEADLE , Buckingham Gate Evening Institute, Willred Street , S.W.1. Teacher : Mrs. A. England .
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AREA II .

Section First- HERBERT ROSE , St. Cyprian's Church School, Salford . Teacher : Mrs. Mary H. Robinson .

I Second - BETTY ASHTON, Children's Home School, Edgworth , Lancs. Teacher: Mr. J. H. Ashton .

Third-NORMA HODGKINSON, St. Gabriel's Church School, Blackburn. Teacher : Miss Ellen H. Jones.

Section First - ALBERT BARNES, St. Mary's School, Claughton , near Preston, Lancs. Teacher : Miss E. McMahon.

II Second - MARGARETHOWARTH, Bolton School , Chorley New Road, Bolton . Teacher: Miss Joyce M. Elliott .

Third --MARGARET WRIGHT, South Manchester School for Girls, Withington . Teacher: Miss F. Armstrong.

Section First - MARYCLAPHAM,Aigburth Vale High School, Liverpool. Teacher : Miss Elvina G. Crane.

III Second -- LEONARD JONES, Eagley Mills School, Bolton . Teacher : Mr. F. W. Heap.

Third- WILLIAM JUDGE, St. Mary's Central School , Burnley, Lancs. Teacher : Mr. Peter Cash.

near

AREA III.

Section First- KENNETH CUTHBERT, Langton -on -Swale School, Northallerton , Yorks. Teacher: Miss Eileen F. A. Jefferson .
I Second - SAM DARWIN , Central School, South Bank, Yorkshire . Teacher: Mr. J. W. Caruth.

Third-KENNETH DALES, Church of England Boys' School, Brotton , Yorks. Teacher : Miss C. Stephens .

Section First - STANLEY W. CLARKE, Gladstone Road School, Scarborough, Yorks. Teacher : Mr. F. Drake.

II Second - IRENE MARSHALL , Central School, South Bank , Yorkshire. Teacher : Miss D. A. Pattinson ,

Third - JOHN EDWARD SIMPSON , Lincoln Street Council School , Hull . Teacher : Mr. A. E. Wood .

Section First-ROLAI HILL , een Lane Technica chool, Leeds . Teacher : Mr. G. H. Dennis

III Second - SYLVIA GOLDMAN , Pitman's College, Cookridge Street, Leeds. Teacher: Mr. N. Bentley.

Third - STANLEY HOLGATE , Evening Institute of Commerce, Castlegate, York . Teacher : Mr, G. H. Gollege .

AREA IV.

Section First - DORIS ROWLEY,Corporation Street Girls' School , Stafford . Teacher : Miss Ada Gough.

I Second - NANCY MANSFIELD, The Girls ' High School, Burton -on - Trent. Teacher : Miss N. E. M. Grisman.

Third - DAISY MOORE, Elkington Street Council School, Birmingham . Teacher : Miss D. Buckle.

soction First - LUCY ELLEN ANTCLIFF, Girls' School, Beighton, Derbys. Teacher : Miss E. M. Frith.
II Second - MABEL JONES,The Girls' High School, Bilston, Staffs. Teacher: Miss Lilian C. Murton .

Third - KATHLEEN MARY PARKER, The Friday School, Lichfield , Staffs. Teacher : Miss F. E. Ennson .

Section First- HILDA SEAMER, The Central School, Derby. Teacher : Miss L. A. Yates .
Second - JACK TURNER RICHARDSON . St. James's Secondary School , Grimsby. Teacher : Mr. C. J. A. Oppermann .

Third - ALMA LLOYD , The Grammar School, Alcester, Warwicks. Teacher : Miss E. E. Evans .

III

AREA V.

Section First - JEAN COWAN, St. Hilary's School, Godalming Surrey. Teacher : Miss Mariorie Hiorns.

I Second - MARY E. HILTON, Oakdene School , Beaconsfield, Bucks . Teacher: Miss M. Walker.

Third - JOYCE DAVIES, Commonweal Lodge School , Purley, Surrey . Teacher : Miss V. S. Clarke .

Sootion First - JOAN BEATRICE WILLOUGHBY, High School for Girls , Portsmouth. Teacher : Miss E. G. Fleming .

II Second - DAISY NICHOLLS, Bonner Hill' Road School, Kingston -on - Thames. Teacher : Miss E. M. Walwin.
Third - JOAN NICHOLSON , Milton Mount College , Crawley, Sussex. Teacher : Miss E. G , Cockburn .

Sootion First - MARGARET LOUISA CARTER, Micklefield School, Seaford, Sussex. Teacher : Miss M. E. Carpenter .
Second - ELSIE MOSELING , Barton Road Girls ' School, Dover, Kent. Teacher : Miss Kathleen Gigg.

Third- JEAN ELINOR STEWART, Stratford House School, Bickley , Kent. Teacher : Miss K. M. F Fagan .

AREA VI.

Section First - JOHN DOWDING , Amherst School, Guernsey , C.I. Teacher : Miss G. C. Le Huray.

I Second - GRANVILLE DAVIES, Boys' School, Abercynon , Glam . Teacher : Mr. R. Thomas Evans .

Third - PETER K. WADE, Saul Council School , near Gloucester . Teacher : Miss I. K. Dangerfield .

Section First - VIOLET MILLICENT MACGREGOR, Gladstone Girls' School, Barry , Glam . Teacher : Miss F. K. Waters.

II Second - ERNEST WILLIAMS, Pontymoile Council School, Pontypool. Teacher : Mr. C. 0. John .

Third - WINIFRED BRAZIER, North Bristol Central School, Bristol . Teacher : Mr. G. H. S. Taylor.

Section First - JULIETTE BINGGELI, Arcville College , Rhyl, Flints. Teacher : Miss A. C. Neill .

III Second - GLADYS FRANCES EDDOLLS, Technical College, Plymouth. Teacher: Mr. W. S. Templeton .

Third - DORIS M. POOLEY, County Schools for Girls, Penzance. Teacher : Miss G. M. Tranter.

AREA VII.

Section First - HECTOR MATTHEWS GORDON , St. Mary's School, Melrose. Teacher : Miss H. N. Still ,

I Second - MARGARET SMITH. Hillhead High School, Glasgow, W. Teacher: Miss I. R. Smith .

Third --MAY WALKER , Merry Street School, Motherwell. Teacher : Miss M. Taylor .

Soatlon First- DOUGLAS EDWARD LOMAX , Hillhead High School, Glasgow , W. Teacher : Mr. J. M. Fletcher.

II Second - DORA BROWN, Edinburgh Ladies 'College, Edinburgh . Teacher: Miss J. C. McGregor.

Third - BERTHA SKELTON, Mt. Pottinger P. E. School, Bellast. Teacher : Miss M. L. Steele .

Soction First-- JOHN HUME, Mt. Pottinger, P. E. School, Belſast. Teacher : Mr. Daniel V. McCall.
111 Second - JAMES STEVENSON , St. John's Grammar School, Hamilton , Lanarks. Teacher : Mr. J. Drew ,

Third--VIOLET LAING , Secondary School, Kenmay, Scotland . Teacher: Miss E. M. Henderson .

Secti

AREA VIII.

Section First-MURIEL LOTTIE POTTS, Diocesan Girls' School, Adelaide Road, Dublin . Teacher : Miss F. H. Lee.

Second - DONAL O'RIORDAN , Lahinch Boys' School, Co. Clare. Teacher : Mr. D. O'Riordan .

Third - JOHN MCCORMACK , Coolain National School, Ballaghaderrecn , Co. Roscommon . Teacher : Mr. J. J. Casey .

Section First-MARY CHRISTINA CROWLEY , Kilcolman National School, Enniskean, Co. Cork. Teacher : Mr. C. Crowley.
II Second-DAN CAREY, Ballinahinch National pol, Newport , Co. Tipperary . Teacher : Mr. James F. Morris.

Third - RITA MOLONEY, Convent National School , Midleton , Co. Cork. Teacher: Sister M. Teresa Barry .

Sootion First-ELEANOR WILLIS , Alexandra College , Dublin . Teacher : Miss H. B. Lewis .

III Second - KATHLEEN WOOD , Alexandra College, Dublin . Teacher : Miss F. L. J. Wilkinson .

Third - JOSIE SWEENEY, Commonaline National School , Doon , Co. Limerick . Teacher : Miss W. B. Norris.

Complete List of Prize Winners appeared in the “ Teacher's World , " December 12.
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PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

Trade Unionism To-day : by A. Creech Jones .

Paper, is.; cloth boards , 2s . each .

Intermediate Heat : by R. A. Houstoun , M.A.

3s. 6d .

28 .

32s. net .

28 .

George ALLEN AND UNWIN , LTD.

The Oresteia : by Gilbert Murray. 75. 6d. net .

EDWARD ARNOLD AND Co.

Elementary Science for Girls : by A. Royds , B.Sc.

Paper, is . 9d . ; cloth , 25 .

B. T. BATSFORD, LTD.

Animal Drawing and Anatomy : by Edwin Noble .

ros . 6d . net .

Children's Toys of Bygone Days - A History of

Playthings of All Peoples from Prehistoric

Times to the Nineteenththe Nineteenth Century : by K.

Grober.

BLACKIE AND SON , Ltd.

I Sepolcri : by Ugo Foscolo : by E. Grillo, M.A.

3s . 6d, net .

Machiavelli and Modern Political Science : by E.

Grillo, M.A. 25. 6d . net .

Gemme e Fiori-A New Italian Reader : edited by

E. Grillo, M.A.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY Press .

More Boys and Girls of History : by R. and E.

Power . 75. 6d . net .

Popular Map Reading : by E. D. Laborde. 45. 6d.

H. F. W. Deane and Sons the Year Book Press .

Anthems and Church Music Series : Magnificat and

Nunc Dimittis . 4d .

“ Instrumental Music ' Series .-Minuet and Bourree .

55. net.

MACMILLAN AND Co. , Ltd.

Education-Principles and Practice : by E. D.

Grizzell , Ph.D. Ios. net .

The Dynasts : by Thomas Hardy. is . gd .

METHUEN AND Co. , LTD.

Selections from Evelyn's Diary : edited by H. A.

Treble , M.A.

Selections from Swift : edited by W. T. Williams ,

M.A. , and G. H. Vallins , B.A.

JOHN MURRAY,

Electric Wiring : by W. C. Clinton , M.I.E.E. ,

and E. H. Freeman , M.I.E.E. 45. 6d. net .

THOMAS NELSON AND Sons , LTD.

Unwritten History. Book 1 - The Age of Stone :

by H. R. Hall. 25. 6d .

Teaching of History Series :

9. The Age of Elizabeth : by A. Browning,

M.A. 2s . 6d .

Modern Study Series :

14. Abeille, le Jongleur de Notre -Dame, and

Les Pains Noirs : by Anatole France .

is. gd .

Teaching of English Series :

97. Shakespeare's Tragedy of King Richard

the Third . is . 9d .

The Art of Arithmetic . Pupil's Book VI . is. 4d .

Music Practice . Senior Teacher's Book . 28. 9d .

THE OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS .

German Short Stories : selected by H. G. Fiedler.

3s. 6d.

:

GEORGE G. HARRAP AND Co. , Ltd.

The Practical Elocution Book : by V. MacClure .

los . 6d . net .

William HEINEMANN , Ltd.

The Machine of Life : by E. Browning, M.D.

55. net.

2s . 6d .

23, 6d .

25. 6d .

GEORGE Philip AND SON, LTD.

Living History. Book II-A History of Homely

Things : by J. J. Bell , M.A. is . 9d .gd

Sir Isaac PITMAN AND SONS , LTD.

Book -keeping for Beginners : by W. E. Hooper.

2s . net.

Book -keeping for Advanced Divisions and Second

ary Schools. Part 3 : by J. Greig . 25. 6d .

Wholesale and Retail Trade : by W. Campbell.

2 .

ALFRED A. KNOPF, Ltd.

Yorkshire : by F. R. Pearson , B.A.

A Middle School Chemistry : by J. A. Cochrane,

B.Sc. Parts 2 and 3 .

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON Press.

The Headway Histories :

Book 1 . People of Long Ago. Limp cloth ,

is . 6d .; boards, is . 8d .

Famous Men and Famous Deeds .

Limp cloth , is. 8d .; boards,

IS . iod .

3. Making the English Homeland .

Limp cloth, is . 8d .; boards ,

is . rod .

The Columbus Regional Geographies. Book III :

Round the World . Limp cloth , 25. ; boards,

25. 3d .

LONGMANS, GREEN AND Co. , Ltd.

Workers' Educational Association Outlines :

The Industrial Revolution , 1750-1859 : by

H. L. Beales .

58. net.

58. net.

George ROUTLEDGE AND Sons , Ltd.

Blue Blood in Animals : by H. M. Fox .

Queer Fish : by C. M. Yonge, D.Sc. 5s . net .

J. SAVILLE AND Co. , Ltd.

Songs of the Meadow Sweet. 3s . net .

Self-expression Dances . 3s . net .. .

WINSOR AND NEWTON , LTD.

English Architecture -- An Outline : by M. S. Briggs ,
F.R.I.B.A

.
2s . 6d .
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NOTES AND COMMENTS .

Readers are asked to note that The Education Outlook is not the organ of any association .

The views expressed in the editorial columns are wholly independent and the opinions

of correspondents, contributors, and reviewers are their own .

Conferences . Broadcasting.

The opening of the year brought the usual spate This month we print two contributions from op

of conferences on education . Many excellent things posite sides on the question of broadcast lessons

were said , and some of these had been said before, in schools. Here is another matter which calls for

but there was little discussion and still less attempt a full and careful investigation . The account of

to set forth the results of painstaking inquiry . The the experiment in Kent is of little value to -day, as

conferences are useful chiefly as a general indication our anonymous contributor admits . It should be

of the topics which are engaging the minds of possible to ascertain beyond doubt what school

those concerned with education . Thus we gather children of different types and at different ages

that the implementing of the Hadow Report is pre- are able to comprehend and recall after broadcast

senting many problems connected with religious in- lessons , where these are given under good conditions

struction ; with the position of the teachers in by attractive lecturers aided by perfect transmission

" central" schools and that of their colleagues in and by good receiving appliances . In such an in

junior schools ; with the reluctance of some parents quiry there should be no supplementing of the lec

to send children to distant centres ; and also with ture by the teacher. Our aim should be that of

the difficulties attending co -operation between discovering the precise value of broadcast lessons in

authorities in adjacent areas. On the last point Mr. themselves. At present it seems to us that the

James Graham , the Director of Education in Leeds, claims made for broadcasting imply a momentous

made some useful suggestions at the North of Eng- error in our recent attempts to foster self-activity

land Conference. Wemay find ourselves compelled, in children . Otherwise they compel the teacher to

sooner or later, to reduce very greatly the number become an adjunct to an invisible authority .

of separate authorities for education , but in the

meantime we ought to adopt Mr. Graham's plan
The Towers Case .

for securing co -operation in the work of higher The President of the Board has decided that Mr.

education . John Towers may be recognised as a teacher in

grant-aided schools, but notas a head master. The

decision , though tardy , is welcome. We hope that
Examinations .

it will presently be made more generous, and that

The question of examinations is another burning full recognitionwill be restored. We have repeatedly

topic . There were discussions on the School Certi- urged that the President should act magnanimously

ficate, on Free Place Examinations, and on examina- in this matter , while admitting that Mr. Towers

tions in technical and commercial schools . It was had acted with little discretion. Our legal corre

left for Sir Michael Sadler to make the practical spondent reminds us that the Board's powers in such

suggestion that we should institute a thorough in- cases are exercised in virtue of an authority which

quiry into the question of examinations. is somewhat tenuous although valid enough . It is

poses the appointment of a special commissioner, to hardly clear that the Board can displace Local

be helped by a selected staff and charged with the Authorities entirely . Legal powers apart , it is

duty of preparing a report. An inquiry is desirable abundantly clear that decisions which affect the pro

for many reasons, among them being the recent fessional life of teachers should not be made in

progress of psychological studies. From these we secret and without consulting representatives of the

may learn that the customary form of examination teaching profession and of the Local Authorities .

is not the best or only method of attesting the work Decisions made after open inquiry by a properly

of pupils or their fitness for higher education . We constituted tribunal would be easy to defend in

ought also to discriminate between School Certificate Parliament . The withdrawal of the Board's “ re

Examinations considered as tests of the results of cognition ” is tantamount to a sentence of death

school training and the entrance tests imposed by in the professional sense. In other callings removal

universities and professional bodies . Can the two from the register leaves open the possibility of em

purposes be served by one examination ? ployment in subordinate grades .

He pro
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Pre - selection of Teachers .

This year's President of the Association of Direc

tors and Secretaries for Education is Mr. A. W.

Allen , of Hornsey, who is asking his fellow -officials

to consider carefully the number of teachers likely

to be required in each type of school. Here is a

suggestion which breathes the very spirit of a

zealous administrator with a craving for official
tidiness . Manifestly it would be convenient if " every

boy and every gal that's born into this world alive '

could arrive ready-branded with the mark of some

particular occupation. To the few who are born

with silver spoons in their mouths let us add multi

tudes with more homely insignia between their tooth

Above all , let us have birthmarks of

diverse patterns for teachers of infants , of juniors ,

of seniors, and of adults , with borders of gold,

silver , copper, or tin according to the babe's fitness

to deal in the future with pupils of different social

positions. A careful consideration of the future

needs of each type of school would then enable the

local Director or Secretary , after obtaining the

approval of the Board as provided in the Act, to

mingle judiciously careful selection and discreet

infanticide and thus ensure a supply of teachers

exactly fitted to his needs.

less gums .

Supply and Employment.

Mr. Allen and those who are inclined to agree

with him should be on their guard against the

over- early selection of teachers and especially against

any attempt to allocate beginners to particular types

of teaching work. For their own purposes they

may rightly estimate the number of vacancies likely

to occur at some future date , but it is extremely

important that we should have available at all times

a body of efficient recruits. In other professions no

attempt is made to determine for the beginner the

particular line he is to follow . The young medical

student may not know whether he will ultimately

settle down as a general practitioner or become a

specialist in Harley Street . It may be said that

the method of general recruiting is haphazard and

wasteful , but so long as the prospects in any calling

are made sufficiently attractive there will be a flow

of recruits more than adequate to the official needs ,

and from them it will be possible to select the best

material . Modern educational developments are

tending more and more to obliterate the old divisions

between different types of teaching work . We still

maintain the absurd practice of measuring the im

portance of an individual teacher by the stature of

his pupils or by the bank roll of the parents, while

declaring at conferences and elsewhere that the

earlier years are the most important in a child's

life and that a wise community affords the greatest

possible equality of opportunity for all its members.

Needless Employment .

As things are the supply of recruits is hampered

quite unnecessarily through a lack of administrative

good sense in the arrangements for the retirement

of teachers on the one hand and the employment

of beginners on the other. Young teachers leave

the training colleges at the end of the summer term,

but teachers are superannuated on reaching their

sixtieth birthday or some later birthday by

special arrangement . The result is that the begin

ner, who has left college ready and eager to begin

work , may have to wait for some months before a

vacancy occurs . This state of things could be

remedied at once if teachers were retired at the end

of the year in which their sixtieth birthday falls .

We should thus have the vacancies occurring at

the same time that the newcomers are available.

It is true that this plan involves a little extra

cost in salaries , but the money would be well spent,

since it would remove one of the greatest present ob

stacles to the supply of teachers. It is , perhaps, diffi

cult for officials in London to realise how the failure

of a young man or woman to obtain employment

on leaving a training college becomes a matter of

concern and adverse comment to a wide circle of

contemporaries and of younger people who may have

been thinking of taking up teaching.

The President and Toachers of Art.

In his interesting address to the National Society

of Art Masters Lord Eustace Percy said some wise

things concerning the importance of maintaining

a close connexion between the teaching and the

practice of art . He urged that the art master should

continue some form of creative work to guard against

his teaching becoming over-mechanical and abstract.

This was good counsel, supported as it is by the

history of artists in the past . It may be said ,

indeed, to apply to every form of teaching work .

In seeking to adopt the President's advice the

teachers of art will find themselves handicapped by

the present regulations regarding superannuation.

These will be found to demand from the applicant

for a pension evidence of what is called " whole

time teaching " and, in practice, the art master

must either sacrifice his prospects of a pension or

devote so much time and energy to the needs of

his pupils that there will be little left for the

pursuit of creative work in any form . The remedy

that suggests itself is that the pension of a teacher

who is not working " whole -time" in the official

sense should be reckoned according to the propor

tion of time given to teaching as compared with that

required to earn a whole -time pension. This pro

rata method would give satisfaction to teachers of

drawing, music, and other subjects of the same

kind and would encourage them to follow the ex

cellent advice of Lord Eustace Percy.
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AT THE HIGH TABLE.

[ Under this heading appear from time to time articles from eminent men and women concerning

different aspects of education. The following article is from the pen of Mr. P. A. Barnett, M.A.,

formerly His Majesty's Chief Inspector for the Training of Teachers and Inspector of Secondary

Schools. As Principal of Borough Road College, Mr. Barnett was a pioneer in the introduction of

University studies in training colleges, paving the way for the establishment of University Depart

ments of Education . - EDITOR .

II . The Schools and Broadcasting .

By P. A. BARNETT.

Teachers may view with some detachment the trust the judgment of even eminent speakers in

Devil amongst the Tailors, the tempest-raising dealing with multitudinous and heterogeneous groups

Listener amongst the newspaper magnates and of unseen and unknown children.

magazine proprietors. “Injuries done to the gods For certain purposes the Broadcast can be of

are the gods' concern. " To be sure , if teachers immense value in the school over a limited area :

have themselves ventured on the sea of authorship , to supply authentic patterns of foreign speech ; to

their humble barks may be torpedoed by the com- present orchestral or instrumental music of high

peting U-Boats of the B.B.C .; but in the B.B.C.'s quality beyond the school's competence to provide

descent on the schools all teachers alike have a for itself ; more rarely , for conversational guidance

serious menace to face as custodians of fundamental from an inspired and experienced teacher like Sir

principles of their calling. Walford Davies. But if we commit ourselves to its

Perhaps the one maxim which even offensive routine courses we surrender a large part of our

pedagogical jargon cannot discredit is that the rights . We must take what the B.B.C. gives ,

effective teaching of young people depends almost not what we know, or think , that we want. Between

wholly on the personal relations of teacher and this text -book and that we can discriminate ; and

pupil. The true type, we are told , of intelligent from an adopted text-book we can choose matter
teaching is intelligent conversation - veras audire or reject it as our occasions need. But the voice

et reddere voces—and just as every child is a from the Loud Speaker cannot be challenged. Romo

separate person calling for separate consideration, locuta est ; causa finita est.

so every class has its own character and temper, Time and good sense (it matters not whose
and it is the teacher's business to turn this to perhaps it is everybody's) have saved us from an

account. Teachers who lecture their boys or girls excessive and burdensome uniformity. The schools

are not good teachers. In between the fantastic ex- have been left almost entirely free from interference

travagance of Do-as-you -like and Go-as -you -please by authority in matters now threatened by the pro

on the one hand , and the rigid exposition of the jects of the B.B.C. The Board of Education, who,

text-book and the drone of the lecture on the other , have prescription , tradition , experience, and ex

is the Give-and -take of teaching , observant of the pertise behind them , do not impose syllabuses, re

moods of a class and sensitive to its calls. serving merely, and not unreasonably , the right of

A voice coming from a machine, even if its criticism . Why should teachers seek a new servi

prescriptions are subsequently interpreted and sup- tude ? Eminent as are so many of its members and

plemented , its matter peptonised for immature staff, the B.B.C. is not qualified to propound sylla

digestions by an attendant teacher, has an inhuman buses which shall be final for all schools and sundry.

impersonality deeply injurious to the common life Everyone has heard, and derided , the French Minis

of teacher and child . Its suggestion of magisterial- ter of Public Instruction who boasted that he knew

ity, its dominance over the teacher , are bad dis- at any particular moment the lesson that was being

cipline. In good teaching even the best text-book is given at all the lycées and collèges in France . It

nothing but a text , to be treated by teacher and is extremely unlikely that Lord Eustace Percy would

class as of less importance than the intelligent proclaim such a fact as a glory of the Board over

proceedings for which it provides a framework . which he presides to-day . If ever a school puts

Of course, it is contended that the lessons given itself into the hands of an organising body outside

by the Loud Speaker (an offence in itself, this Loud itself it is liable to subject its own corporate indi

Speaker) are not meant to be more than means to vidual life to alien interference. Its time-table is

set a class thinking and to give material for the the chief index to its associated activities ; what

teacher to work upon. But teachers do ill to com- will happen when head masters, in the throes of

mit themselves to the first comer whom even the constructing this portentous instrument, are called

B.B.C. may impose upon them ; they do well to dis- upon to accommodate themselves to the needs of
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Sir John Reith's programme, to the disposition of

the time of the distinguished persons who stand

before Sir John's microphone ? One would think

that it is enough that a head master has to measure

and co -ordinate the claims of his staff's " subjects, "

the availability of classrooms, the inter-relations of

staff work , and the score of perplexing details that

are worked out so painfully in the resulting docu

ment. Why drag in the B.B.C. ?

It is admitted that wireless can be made, by

strictly limited application , a very valuable adjunct

to the means by which the school works. But strict

limitation is important for another reason not yet

mentioned . As there are cinema " fans," so there is

growing up a race of wireless " fans. " The un

disciplined cinema is corrupting truth ; wireless may

come to be all that the child will willingly listen
to. And it comes to us with a sort of pistol to

our heads . It proclaims, for instance , its lists of

authorised pronunciations, ostensibly for itself , to

be sure ; but its heavy authority , its enormous area

of influence, must needs tend to impose upon others

the rules it makes for its own household . There

is every reason , no doubt, why all “ announcers "

should use the same language. But there is no

reason why , even if querulous letters reach the

B.B.C. , the B.B.C.'s disgütable vagáries in pro

nunciation should be forced on the notice of the

rest of us .

One last word about the unwisdom of leaving the

school unprotected against the presentation of un

suitable and mischievous matter by ignorant micro

phoners. What teacher in her own live class

room would read to her boys and girls , as a B.B.C.

reader did to an audience of childre the poignant

verses of Dr. Bridges, physician, philosopher, and

poet, “ On a Dead Child ,” with its sombre and

terrifying ending ?

“ Ah ! little at best can all our hopes avail us

To liſt this sorrow , or cheer us , when in

the dark

Unwilling , alone we embark,

And the things we have seen and have known

and

Have heard of, fail us."

What teacher does not know the abysmal depth of

the error which regards what is written about

children as for that very reason fit for their use ?

No; education, in its restricted sense , by the
B.B.C. is best confined to adults . Adults are wan

dering sheep, without shepherds, without folds.

Adults bring into stock a desire for knowledge

itself and a thickness of skin that are not the

children's dower. An immense field lies here for the

B.B.C.'s steam -ploughs and great machines. But

for the reasons given , and for others, too , teachers

must not allow themselves to be relieved of their

responsibilities and shouldered out of their jobs .

THE OTHER SIDE.

Following Mr. Barnett's article , we print one

which is written by a Local Authority official, who

desires to remain anonymous. Our readers will be

able to judge for themselves as to how far the

critics of school broadcasting are answered .

The Teacher and the B.B.C.

The interesting opinions which have recently come

to light regarding the advisability or otherwise of

using wireless sets in schools have brought the sub

ject once more to the fore in educational circles.

Before commenting on these view's we may pause

to examine the present position of school broadcast

ing Since the now famous experiments made in

Kent in 1927 , many changes have taken place . The

programmes have improved . Experience has shown

which type of broadcast lesson “ gets over" with

greatest effect . Certain lecturers have shown them

selves gifted with just that tone and manner which

establishes a vital intimacy at once between them

selves and their listeners .

Again, receiving apparatus has improved consider

ably , particularly in the construction and design of

loud speakers. Early experimenters found that the

“ directional effect” of the horn speaker made this

type of instrument unsuitable . The recent improve

ments in cone loud speakers now ensure that the

pupils sitting in the corners of the classroom hear

as distinctly as those in front of the instrument .

Teachers have naturally been timid in purchasing

sets when so many conflicting reports have been

published . The introduction of inexpensive sets

which can be operated entirely from the electric

light mains has done much to disarm the bogy of

" maintenance, ” however, and the possibility of ob

taining sets which can be carried complete from

room to room is now interesting teachers. A word

of warning may be added here. The ordinary port

able set , " suit-case" or otherwise, is not designed

for continuous running over long periods. The

capacities of the batteries are limited by their size

and weight, and the current consumption must al

ways be far greater for a set which is not connected

to an outside aerial and earth .

If it is essential that the set be carried from

room to room , two alternatives present themselves .

An extensive wiring system may be adopted, the

set itself remaining fixed , or , alternatively, a frame

aerial set may be used . The latter type of set will

be semi-portable (sometimes termed " transport

able " ) and , though resembling a portable set in

most ways, it will be heavier and larger, as pro

a
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vision will be made for larger and more efficient

batteries. Such a set can be carried easily from

room to room , though it will usually be too weighty

to carry far. In the writer's opinion , the ideal

set for schools will be mains-driven and also trans

portable. Such a set would merely require plugging

in to the electric light socket in any room .

We may now examine briefly the severe critic

isms which have been levelled at the B.B.C. for

providing programmes of any kind for use in

schools. Recent critics have charged the B.B.C.
with an attempt at standardising curricula.

Teachers of the future , they say , will mould their

curricula on the programmes issued by the B.B.C.

The teacher will become merely assistant to the

broadcast lecturer, and his spare time will be spent

in overalls attending to the " supply. "

Although broadcast lessons may have a very

definite part in the school curriculum , few people

will agree that they should be spread over the

whole time-table. No broadcasting corporation can

ever take the place of the teacher in the school.

In fact , it is generally true that the broadcast

lesson fails to justify itself unless the information

received by the children is such that it could not

have been given by the class teacher .

There are, however, numerous instances in which

selected people are able to talk to the listening class

in a manner quite beyond the scope of the ordinary

teacher . There is no substitute for experience, and

no one can talk of a distant land quite as the person

who has lived and travelled there. Experts in vari

ous subjects are able to talk to their hearers in a

way which defies both text -book and class teacher,

and through the microphone the pupils of the

humblest schools are able to sít at the feet of the

most expert teachers in the land .

The B.B.C. cannot force its programmes on the

schools . The choice here remains with the teacher

just as much as it remains with the individual in

the case of lectures to adults.

It is obvious that programmes cannot be supplied

to suit every class in every subject , but the day

when the whole school assembled to listen to the

broadcast lesson is over. The wise teacher now

chooses the subject and the class. Twenty or thirty

pupils listen regularly to series of lessons which

are closely connected with their ordinary work and

which broaden and enlighten their views of these

subjects until they really " live" in the minds of the

listeners .

Teachers should realise that the future of school

broadcasting lies chiefly in their hands. Until the

schools make the experiments and furnish the
authorities with reports and suggestions , progress

must be slow . The Broadcasting Corporation is

waiting for this help and is always eager to con

sider suggestions made by teachers .

CHILDREN ONLY .

BY STEPHEN SOUTHWOLD.

Several societies , including the British Instruc

tional Film Co. , are giving considerable thought

and attention to the subject of children's films.

Other societies, and theatrical associations both

amateur and professional , are making inquiries for

children's plays. A well known firm of publishers

recently circularised writers of children's books ask

ing for stories especially written for girls of fourteen

and fifteen .

With regard to the films and plays , little so far

has been done except, in the case of the films, a

suggestion that there should be an appeal for funds.

It is doubtful whether films made exclusively for

children would pay , since it is probable that children

do not want them . The same doubt has always

existed in regard to children's plays , but it remains

unsolved for the simple reason that children are

taken to children's plays more or less willy-nilly.

Further , the plays of the adult stage are often un

suitable for children .

With the exclusively children's film , however, the

case is altered . Children go to the pictures alone.

Moreover, many of the adult films are suitable for

youngsters, e.g. the Nature film , the Chaplin , Harold

Lloyd, or Buster Keaton film , the Travel film , and so

Would children choose to go on their own to

an exclusively children's picture-house ? I think not .

The real test of children's plays and children's

films is not - Will the youngsters be taken ? but Will

they go alone ?

With the question of children's stories much the

same difficulty arises . The publishers who asked

for stories for girls of fourteen and fifteen were

asking for something for which the market is already

dead . Children to -day are more literate and men

tally alert and mature than formerly . Girls over

twelve want to read what their mothers and elder

sisters are reading . Boys of the same age prefer

true stories of exploration and technical articles

about motor-bikes and wireless.

The people behind the children's film and play

movements would do well to walk very warily .

There is no sentiment about the laws of supply

and demand.

on .

!

Another Empire Tour.

Empire Tours for schoolboys are starting off so

frequently nowadays that it is difficult to keep track

of them all . Yet another party of forty - five boys

left London last month for New Zealand, under

arrangement with the School Empire Tours Com

mittee. Mr. G. R. Darling, of Charterhouse, is in

charge of the party. The boys are due back on

May 18 next .
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HISTORY TEACHING REBORN .

BY FREDBRICK J. GOULD .

II .

Having marked out the great norms of history enormousness , and proceed to make some necessary

as ( 1 ) Human geography, (2 ) Industry , (3 ) Art , comments.

(4 ) Science, (5) Social order and progress, and ( 1 ) Teachers vary much both in taste and in com

having persuaded the teacher to presentthe record mand of materials. Therefore, let each teacher

in a very few (perhaps only three) periods, I propose choose from each of the “ norm ” fields such topics as

a rule for each period :-“ Consider the five norms , yield the most useful and pleasant exercises (in

and select from each such illustrations as will en- the circumstances ) for instructor and instructed ,

able young minds to form a picturesque conception whether with respect to the oral lesson , or to the

of, and to pass simple moral and intellectual judg: aids rendered by drawing, modelling, playlets, music,
ments on , the things and people of the given age. out -of-door activities , & c . The vital point is to

Let us take the Early Age, from primitive man to develop the historical sense. Even in dealing with

about 400 A.D. what may seem the naive and limited theme of the

1. Human geography. - Domestication of dog , horse , the historical sense ( relatively to the young

horse, cattle ; resistance to wild beasts ; cultivation mind) may be unfolded by the tale of its taming,

of wheat, olive , palm ; uses of stone , bronze , iron ,
industrial uses , uses in trade and travel,

gold , silver ; climate and agriculture in typical and association with romance, poetry , sculpture , &c.

regions , Egypt, China, &c.; path-making. ( 2 ) Anybody who considers the five groups of

2. Industry . - Wheel; tools ; use of fire ; building ;
illustrations above given , and who adds others for

clothing ; weaving ; pottery ; handmill ; boats ; travels
the early and ensuing times , will see that the five

of discoverers and merchants .
norms involve a large geography. If I had my way

I would, for ages up to fourteen , abolish " geography
3. Art .-Sketches from Homer and general Greek lessons, " andmake geography emerge , in a living

story -lore, and from Indian poetic sources; simple mode, through maps and descriptions implied in the

information about Greek and other dramas and development of those five normal outlooks. It is

" mysteries,” and festivals ; and (with pictorial aids)
also obvious that other time-table “ subjects " are

about temples , sculpture, costume , Egyptian,
comprised in our survey of history.

Greek , Roman , &c. These themes may be preceded (3) The factor of biography , without which no

by glimpses of pictures, carvings, &c. , by early history, for young or old, has a valid message, will
man, and by modern “ primitives" in Africa , Asia, be treated in the third article. As a public story
&c.

teller to youth in Europe , India , and America, I am

4. Science .-Number ; use of fingers, pebbles, not likely to underrate this factor.

abacus ; measure , as in Roman foot, mile , &c.; (4) In these days of Froebelian and Montessori

weights , balances ; time measurement by dial , water- training, I am confident that any intelligent teachers

clock ; simple notes on sun , moon, stars , calendar of ages up to ten will see , in my five groups of illus

of days and months ; simple notes on hygiene of trations, innumerable opportunities for preparing

Jews, Greeks, &c . , and on general nature outlook kindergarten pupils for the history lessons suited to

(earth , air, fire, water ; sun going round earth , &c . ) . ages eleven to fourteen to fifteen. Such teachers , I

5. Social order and progress.-Family life and am sure , will understand my statement that they may

slavery ( for example) in Rome. Law illustrated in efficiently initiate the historical sense. The British

the life and manners of Greece and Rome ; and from school -world of 1829 would have been bewildered

Rome maybe derived outline notions (note the Latin by the statement , but 1929 is wiser.

terms) of City, Republic, Colony, Empire , Tribute , ( 5) Our Board of Education has recently advised

Conquest, League, Treaty , Covenant, Pact , Concilia- us to raise the literary value of books used in schools .

tion , Arbitration , &c. Interesting and amusing talks A glance at the five realms of history which I have

may touch on simple etymology - a subject of social indicated will rapidly suggest refined types of books,

value , at present singularly neglected . Descriptions from Homer and the author of “ Ruth " to Lady

of barter and coinage (another important topic , at Gregory and W. H. Hudson. Many more bright

present neglected ) . Religion in its social aspects, worlds await conquest by the golden pens of the

as , e.g. , in Greek or Hindu ceremonials. In all future — the story of Bread , the story of Music, the

these spheres , most instructive facts may be drawn story of the Family, the story of Healing, the story

from the higher types (now happily abundant) of of Co -operation, the stories of a hundred -and -one

works descriptive of so -called " backward " peoples other noble things. I dream of a library constructed

in Asia , Africa , &c . by the best genius for British youth and World

This is an enormous programme. I rejoice in its youth.

.

a
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CREATIVE WORK IN EDUCATION .

BY ROBERT JONES, D.Sc.

II .

)

It may be that the truest conception of creative work , then the negative method of leaving creative

work is this : that all work is creative in its own work to " happen or not" is all that we can achieve ,

nature . Two young children , each making a curve and the future of respectability, of tradition , of
or a line with a crayon , express in such a simple robotry, seems assured as well as may be. Yet

first effort differences of execution that are in- even here the human tendency to vary , the unique

dividual. From the first there are differences, ness , shows itself. For not only does every pupil

whether slight or great, marking out the individual copy with a difference, but every teacher imparts

that is , in every case , unique among the species to with a difference, even if he is only imparting a
which it belongs. There is no proof of absolute multiplication table . Moreover, not only is every

identity between human beings , not even between man born or bred with a Puritan inhibition to carry

what are called " identical twins. ” The individual through life , but he is also born or bred with a

is always unique. And this uniqueness sets its mark Bohemian urge towards expressions , some of which
on everything that the individual does, even in acts we call artistic. The contest between these two

of conscious imitation . A dozen children repeat a daimons is the key to many a life-story. Society

dance movement, or a line of verse, or line of writ- rightly fears and mistrusts its natural Bohemian

ing, in the effort to reproduce exactly the model set enemy , and increases the rules and inhibitions ; or,

them. In this they all fail . Not one of them quite if we should prefer the image, builds high its walls

reproduces the teacher's step , or intonation, or trick around Bohemia, as if to keep out a torrent.

of penmanship . Always there are differences. But this is only one of two ways of meeting a

Now creative work is just this expression of torrent . To build a dam is the first obvious method.

human individuality . We do not rate highly every There is an assumption here , that the food is in its

form it takes. Some forms are merely curious , some nature evil. We are few of us Tolstoyan enough

are repellent. Some we rank high in our scales of to condemn almost all art as evil. We accept and

values, some we rank low. The high examples we praise much of the work of the flood . We know, in

analyse and study , and from them we form a body fact , that the creative impulse is not evil in itself.

of doctrine, a text-book of technique, which fur- The trouble is that it takes little heed of accepted

nishes our schools of art and literature, handicraft social codes.

and music, with criteria for judgment and with hints How much of this instinctive defence by the

for teaching Societies of Men is behind our hesitancy over

The civilised world has not advanced very far in encouraging creative work in our educational

its methods of fostering and developing creative establishments we do not know. Consciously, very

work as such . In the power of handing on tech- little ; subconsciously , much, no doubt.

nical knowledge, and to a less extent technique and The conscious difficulties and objections are of a

craftsmanship , we have achieved a great deal of different kind . Schoolmasters and schoolmistresses

success, because we knew what we desired , we knew tend to become pedagogues and schoolmarms. From

how to teach it, we believed it to be teachable . The the nature of their occupations they are not usually

Jewish boy learning to recite the whole Pentateuch of the artistic or creative type. The schoolmaster

in Hebrew, a scholar memorising the multiplication must be " safe. ” As Mr. Wells has it , he must

table and then passing through text -book after text- " stay put." Here is probably the first difficulty.

book in mathematics, till all the stock " book -work " Next to that is a right and honest suspicion of

of the calculus is safely stored in his memory — these stunting, window display , egoism parading as

are examples of human success in imparting repeti- altruism , self-advertisement. To all these charges

tion skill and repetition technique. Such individual one is open , and rightly so, in any attempt to de

peculiarities as may show themselves in the doing velop creative work. The honest and efficient teacher

of the task are irrelevant to the purpose in hand . who knows his task and does it rightly looks ask

That purpose is to impart and to pass on to another ance at any “ fads,” the newest as the oldest.

generation a thread of the fabric woven through Coupled with this is sheer professional negation .

What is outside the syllabus and the curriculum is.

To concentrate here upon the purpose in hand , the outside , and should be kept there. So many work

transmission of knowledge and technique to an ing hours in the week, so many subjects. We are

apprentice, is right and necessary. If the needs of full up : as we have always been full up . We were

our civilisedcivilised life, and the limits of learning full up in 1870, in 1880, in 1890. We shall be full

capacity, are filled and reached by this repetition up in 1950.

the ages.
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narrowing influences and limited social circle of

village life. Keen and wideawake as they may be,

in a few years the moss begins to grow, and they

narrow their outlook to that of the village instead

of widening that of the village to meet their own.

A better plan would be to arrange a system of

temporary exchanges of posts between town and

country teachers, Such temporary exchanges be

tween teachers at home and in the colonies are

recognised and approved . Could the plan be ex

tended to town and country teachers ? It would

give a new lease of enthusiasm to the rural teacher

to work for a time in a town school with its oppor

tunities for new ideas and extra classes , and ,

similarly , the town teacher would understand (per

haps for the first time) what life is a country

village is really like.

EIGHTY YEARS AGO .

Gleanings from our Earlier Volumes .

VILLAGE EDUCATION .

By Mrs. O. DYTE.

[ The writer of the following article resides in a

remote village, and deprecates any attempt to create

a class of “ rural teachers” charged with the duty

of " helping agriculture." - EDITOR .

It is a feature of our modern bustling manner of

life that reforms in all directions are constantly

sought, and just now efforts are being made to

“ speed up " education .

Elementary schools are gradually coming under

a new system of organisation , and now there is talk

of special training for “ rural teachers. "

A Committee of the Board are at present con

sidering this matter. Their report is not yet issued ,

but when it appears it will interest all country

dwellers .

Any attempt to divide the teaching profession into

" urban ” and “ rural” teachers would be bad alike

for teachers and children , just as any attempt to

" help agriculture" through the schools would be

harmful , since it would take time which should be

given to a sound general education .

The object of all education , whether in town or

country , should be to encourage breadth of outlook

—to teach the child to think for himself and to see

the things of life in their true proportion .

Nowhere is this type of education more needed

than in the country, where the outlook of both

adults and children is narrow in the extreme . No

one who has not lived in it can realise the narrow

pettiness of a typical country village--the gossip

and scandal, the magnifying of trivialities into

mountains, the preoccupation with one's own little

world -- the world of agriculture.

Country children are brought up in this atmo

sphere . Little else but local scandal and agriculture

are talked of in their homes, and they see little but

the processes of agriculture all round them. They

are bound to learn agriculture” whether they will

or not , and many have to work at it in their out

of school time .

What these children need in school is not lessons

in how to " help agriculture, " for , granted that most

of them are potential farmers and farm labourers,

this is no reason why they should never have a

thought beyond agriculture.

If they are to be agriculturists there are schools,

colleges, institutes, and evening classes when they

have left the elementary school . The work of the

village school is not to help agriculture.

Then there is the question of the teachers .

To train and label a set of people as “ rural

teachers" is to condemn them for ever to the

February , 1849.

“ Anybody who can read can hear a task repeated

whilst he holds the book in his hand ; anyone who

can write can superintend the writing of a copy ; it

requires no vast amount of knowledge to examine

some arithmetical calculations , especially with a key

to the questions; a very slender acquaintance with

the classics , or with a foreign language or two, will

enable a teacher who has tact to get on with a class ;

and if he or she happens to be entirely ignorant of

any of these , an assistant , or occasional master, may

be found to supply the deficiency ; therefore , any

body may keep a school - ay, and with credit , too ;

if he send home copy -books guiltless of a blot , exer

cise books carefully written , ciphering books

flourished ad unguem , and furnish the memories of

his pupils with vast accumulations of facts , it will be

his own fault if he be convicted of any professional

deficiencies , even should he be utterly ignorant of

the nature of the mind . Not one person in a

hundred or , we might safely say , in a thousand will

look out for or observe the development of the in

tellectual faculties of his child . Provided he be a

clear writer , a ready reckoner , and have a smatter

ing of French and Latin ; if he dance gracefully ,

and give a satisfactory account of the bill of fare,

his mother will be happy and his father contented ;

though his judgment be unimproved , his taste un

cultivated , his reflection unexercised , and his reason

untaught. With whom , then , does the fault lie ?

Assuredly with the public . The schoolmaster sup

plies the demand, and a demand of this kind supplies

the schoolmaster, à souhait.”
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LETTERS FROM A YOUNG HEAD MASTER .

II . Time-tables and other Trials .

My Dear H ., - Your 'encouraging reply to my thin end of a wedge with which I hope in time to

last letter came at the moment when I most needed break down the mass teaching tradition . I was

encouragement. Everything was prospering when
compelled here and there to group for teaching

I wrote last , but immediately afterwards I dived
purposes under one master sets of boys of differing

standards . Individual work will be obligatory in

straight into the troubled sea of time-table making. such classes.

It was my own fault . There are schools, I The staff have had full warning of my intentions,

know, which dispense almost entirely with time- so that they will be prepared for the worst when

tables, but, having a new school to build up, I
it does nappen . My aim to have individual

funked that experiment. Before term , with the aid

work throughout the senior half of the school ,

except where community activities demand a crowd.

of members of the staff, I had drawn up an elabor In a way I've enjoyed the whole business of

ate time- table. But the senior half of the school time-table making, in spite of its moments of des
consists of boys transferred from T- School. I pair. But I'm glad its over, for it entails a very

rashly promised that if any of these cared to apply serious consequence which has worried me greatly.

immediately for a biased course I would arrange When you're penned in your office for hours on
it . Over 80 per cent . of them did so . Result : end you can't get to know your boys . Has it

time-table making had to begin again , and, as the ever struck you how easy it must be for a head

staff was now teaching, I had to do it alone. master to become little more than an organising

What a game ! In place of four straightforward clerk , dealing everlastingly with names and figures

forms of seniors I have now fourteen separate sets , instead of with real flesh and blood ? As yet I

each with a time-table of its own . My juniors were feel there is one thing lacking -- the one thing-I

already organised in sets, so that altogether my don't know my boys .

school of 280 now consists of twenty-eight sets . Some of them I know very
well. There are

Nominally a set consists of ten boys, and the some who come to see me daily , and who are

juniors come near that (though owing to our large already familiar friends. There are others whom

enrolment every set is over strength ), but among I hardly know at all . I long to be intimate with

the seniors the numbers vary from one to fifteen . the work, the play , the hobbies, the interests of

You can imagine the labour involved to ensure every boy.

for each set its proper amount of English or maths. Not otherwise do I feel that a head master can

or history or what-not, and (most important ! ) to be doing his job properly. And there are lots of

provide the right teacher for the right boys at other things I want to do. I want to know the

the right time. However, I am through the job schools my boys have come from , and something

in a fashion , though I've had to neglect the finer of their home environment. I want to get to know

points of time-table making - distribution of strain the industries of the city , so as to be able to

and so on. That's a task for next term. place each boy advantageously when the time comes

The great and perpetual virtue of the work is for leaving school, to get to know the conditions

that it has enabled me to rough out a first plan under which they will have to work and the pros

for the organisation of the school as it will be pects each industry can offer. How else can I

when we attain our full complement . Ultimately , provide the best education , for I must know what

I am assuming, we shall have about forty sets , has gone before and what will come after in order

twenty junior and twenty senior. The juniors will to be able to arrange my centrepiece properly ?

be doing a course comparable with that taken in Most of all , I want to feel a soul in my school.

any ordinary secondary school during the first two I want it to be not simply a place where boys are

years, except that much more time will be given taught useful things , but a place where they cannot

to art and craft work , and consequently much less avoid coming into contact with the highest ideals,

to the usual school subjects . (How we propose to and being influenced by them. My boys are splendid

get over the difficulty of decreased time for these fellows , but at present I cannot but observe a

latter I'll tell you later.) The seniors will be taking hard note of materialism in their outlook . They

biased courses. That is already happening, thanks are here to be educated up to a good job . As a

to the general desire among my present seniors to parent said to me to -day, “ There's money in

take special courses. music. ” Heaven send I can show there's something

Also (great are the advantages of killing two infinitely greater as well .

birds with one stone ! ) the difficulties of remaking
Yours ever ,

the time-tables have enabled me to drive in the
G. S.
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OUR MONTH'S PICTURE .EDUCATION IN NORWAY AND SWEDEN .

By H. J. FELLS.

Norway and Sweden were ruled by the same king

from 1814, but became independent nations in 1905.

In 1814 Norway possessed four higher classical

schools called “ Cathedral Schools, ” which name

implies not only their origin , but the close con

nexion between religion and education in Norway,

where all teachers must belong to the Lutheran

church . The four schools referred to continued to

be the sole purveyors of intermediate instruction till

near the end of the century, when middle schools

and gymnasia were provided. At the present time

the country offers a seven-year elementary course ,

a four-year middle course , and a three-year gym

nasium course , with a mathematics and natural

science side and a languages and history side . All

classes of private schoolsare subject to regulation

and inspection . Teachers in Norway are highly

regarded .

There is one University, that at Christiania ,

which was founded in 1811 , and gave an impetus

to the movement for freedom from Denmark which

came about in 1914.

In the schools of Norway the language of in

struction is , of course, Norwegian, but it may take

either of two forms— " rigsmaal" or " landsmaal."

Rigsmaal is the normal Norwegian language ;

“ Landsmaal" is the creation of a Norwegian philo

logist , Ivar Aasen , the son of a peasant farmer, who

acquired the mastery of many languages in the

middle of the last century . In 1850 he produced his

famous Dictionary of Norwegian Dialects, which

a masterly construction of a popular tongue

based on prevalent dialects . Setting out on his task

with a desire to expel Danish words from the Norse

tongue , he found himself the one man in history who

invented , or rather assembled , a language now used

by Church, School, and Stage .

In Sweden the connexion between Church and

State is so close that both are under the same de

partment . The educational framework has lately re

ceived some reconstruction , so that the latter includes

six years ' elementary, four years ' secondary, and

three years ' gymnasium. In the last-named specialist

studies may begin by concentration on Latin and

humanistic studies, or modern linguistic or natural

science . Sweden, it wili be recalled, was the first

country to introduce manual work into the ele

mentary curriculum.

There are four universities , Upsala ( 1477) and

Lund ( 1688) are the oldest.

Those at Stockholm and Gothenburg were founded

later by private benefactors , but in both the Pre

sident is appointed by the Government. Stockholm ,

owing to its variety of scientific institutions , is now

the most crowded of the Swedish Universities.

The Hive Bee .

Like other insects, the hive bee breathes through

a series of small openings in each side, known as

spiracles, from which tubes carry air through the

body.

The queen is the chief of the hive . She is fed ,

guarded, and cared for, concentrating her own

energy upon her eggs , of which , in her prime,

she may lay 3,000 in one day.

Of the hive -dwellers, the worker, an undeveloped

female, is best known , but her structure is a col

lection of marvels. The tongue is formed in parts

that act separately , or fit together to make a tube

through which nectar is drawn into the honey-sac ,

whence, as honey, it may pass into the chyle

stomach and form bee-milk to feed the larvae, the

queen , and the drones. Or the honey-sac may be

emptied , at once , into a store cell .

Beneath the body of the worker and the rings

which cover it are six broad and shallow hollows

covering the wax glands . For wax production , the

bees hang themselves in festoons, and for some

hours a high temperature is generated. Thus the

wax scales are secreted , and each bee draws out

her own with nippers on her hind legs , masticates

the wax, and uses it for cell building.

Only the worker carries a sting , transformed in

larva -hood from what in the queen is an ovipositor

(used sometimes as a weapon , to thrust into the

spiracle of a rival queen , to cause her death). The

drone has no sting.

The youngest bees do the feeding at home. Next

they collect pollen, using the methods employed by

the humble bee, with the help of combs and brushes

on their feet and legs . Afterwards they bring

in honey , clean , tidy, and ventilate the hive , guard

the entrance against wasps and other intruders ,

brush the pollen bearers, and groom young bees

for their first Aight.

The male , or drone, is large and robust, but well

cared for. He eats freely from the stores and is

fed regularly with bee milk. Each sunny noon the

drones take their fight, seeking for a queen for

marriage .

With so large and continuous an increase of

population the summer swarms become necessary,

and may be started by the presence of a newly

hatched queen.

M. L. BROOKE.

was
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CREATIVE WORK IN STORY -TELLING . ·

( We have asked Mrs. Rosa Hobhouse, well known as the author of " The Diary of a Story

Maker" and of “ Story Making, " to write a short series on Creative Work in Story Telling. In the

following she treats of the use of incidents as suggesting tales , and later articles will deal with " The

Story Maker's Philosophy” and “ The Scope of our Intention." Each article is accompanied by an
illustrative story . - EDITOR. ]

I.

Incidents suggestive of a Tale : “ The Master Craftsmen . "

Stories , like plants , often grow from tiny be

ginnings. This will be one of the discoveries which

we shall make as we seek to cultivate the art of

story-making.

In his essay which appears as an introduction to

“ An Anthology of Modern Verse , " Robert Lynd

says : - “ It is difficult to remember what was the

first literature one enjoyed as a child , but I feel re

assurably certain that it was in rhyme. No child

who ever lived in an old house with a clock like a

tall wooden tower beating the seconds at the turn

of the stairs , but must have owed one of its first

thrills to 'Hickory, Dickory, Dock .' To know the

rhyme was to live with a clock that might become

a mouse's race -course . It made the stairs even more

intensely exciting than before." This more or less

universal love of the rhyme to begin with is true,

not alone , I believe, because of its metrical form,

but also because a rhyme usually confines itself to

the narration of a single incident—the most ele

mentary of stories. If to translate

“ Dickory Dock ” into prose, beginning “ There once

was an old grandfather's clock and go on

with perfect simplicity to the end , we should have

a tale in miniature , just long enough to occupy the

attention for a very few minutes.

The first aim in these articles will be to quicken

our recognition of such incidents in our experience,

or in the study of history, as are likely to become

suggestive of a tale , out of which a story, with the

help of associated ideas, may be happily unravelled.

It happened once, for instance, that I was laid

up for some weeks, and in one of those moments

of passive ennui I found myself pressing the tip

of each finger of my right hand in turn on the

thumb. This reminded me of the movement of a

succession of hammers falling on an anvil , whilst

four beats gave rise to a sense of the metrical feet

of a verse , so that , without any effort of imagina

tion, the following lines formed themselves into a

sing -song :

“ Oh, Blacksmith Brothers, what have you got

Upon your anvil there ?

We're making a shoe for my Lord the King,

We're making a shoe for my Lord the King,

Or rather for his mare !

“ And what is her colour, if I may ask ,

Oh, Blacksmith Brothers gay ?

Some say she's white , some say she's black ,

Whilst others say
she's

grey ,

Whilst others say she's grey !"

Behind the resemblance in movement by which

the image of blacksmiths at work was arrived at

lay , it is true , a familiarity with forges from child

hood.

My second aim is to offer encouragement to

all who desire to do creative work in story-telling,

to welcome acquaintance with all sorts and condi

tions of occupation and with those who pursue

them, for it is of the utmost importance that our

personifications, whether of weavers , carpenters, or

fishermen , should " ring true," however slender the

theme, and even if we are only aspiring to enter

tain a very small person with a nonsense tale.

Upon such personal contact will largely depend

also the richness and variety of our tales. The

nearer we approach to that temper of mind implied

by Professor Lethaby in " Form in Civilisation," the

better will be our results and the greater our en

joyment in producing them. In it he says : — “ The

most distinctive characteristic of the Middle Ages

was the honourable position taken by labour.

" The King knocked at Temple Bar, to be admitted

by the goldsmith or mercer who, as mayor , repre

sented the citizens. " Can we not feel in this last

event the kind of incident that would delight a

child's imagination and lend itself to illustration at
the hand of a Cruikshank or Caldecott ?

It will not, however, be necessary to take refuge

in olden days to find our equipment as story

makers . Indeed , it is even true to say that the

suggestiveness of historical gleanings will probably

depend, in a very considerable measure, on

immediate interest in the people we meet or would

like to meet, in the current of daily life. If the

living baker who supplies us with our bread is a

mere cipher in our imagination , how can we rise to

a quick sense of the bakers of centuries ago ?

My own interest in these olden -day bakers was

we were

Our
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awakened some years ago by an advertisement of

the firm of Jacob Bussink , of Deventer, in Holland ,

declaring their reputation in the making of honey

cakes , from which I learned that their ancient Guild

Charter contained a clause which bound them to

put nothing in them but that “ which God had

allowed the little bees to gather and let grow from

nature . " My interest being aroused, I wrote for

further information and received some delightful

details . Deventer, I was told, was from the seven

teenth century renowned for its honeybread or

honeycake trade in far . lands. Strainers, mixers,

and bakers had to swear oath to follow certain

rules . The strainers had to to strain

honestly, which meant not to add water to the

honey. The mixers ' oath concerned " pepper ” and

the admixture of water, whilst the bakers' oath in

cluded more. “ The long honeycakes were to weigh

at least three pounds in dough (unbaked ) —and to be

twenty-seven inches long . Can one not feel in

all this the stirrings of a child's tale ?

A few more interesting fragments of related

knowledge fell into my hands, including an extract

from George Unwin's “ Economic Studies,” show

ing in what a masterpiece consisted in the Guilds ,

and a rather different tale evolved . It is

follows :

swear

1

as

THE MASTER CRAFTSMEN.

the same time trying to be admitted as “ masters"

in their own particular Guilds . As a pinner

Hendrik had to produce one thousand sufficiently

perfect pins ; whilst Adriaan , the shoe -maker, had

to make for his masterpiece “ a pair of boots, a

pair of slippers, and three pairs of shoes " ! Each

of the young men did their utmost , and were

accorded the distinction of becoming “masters" as

a reward for good workmanship. Great indeed was

their rejoicing

Some time after this a very imposing personage

from a distant country, wearing clothes such as

the Burghers had not seen before, arrived in the

town, and announced that , having heard of their

great Trade Guilds , he wanted to take back with

him a baker who would supply the King's house

hold in his own land , and also a shoe -maker for the

poorer subjects in the city of the King. For the

first appointment Jan had the good fortune to be

selected, the Burghers not having heard of his un

satisfactory earlier days . For the position of shoe

maker his friend Adriaan was chosen .

When the time came in which they were both at

work in the strange land , Jan was often at pains to

hint that , since his appointment was to the King

himself — though he supplied others also — he was

indeed superior to his friend . In fact , he took more

pleasure in puffing himself up than attending to his

work.

Now one day the great person who had first in

vited them to leave their native land sent an ill

clad man to buy a loaf from the baker, from whom

Jan would have turned away in disgust , but he

caught sight of more money in his hand than he

would have expected so poor looking a person to

possess . So he tossed him a long loaf of honey

bread (the long loaves, by Guild rule, had to be

exactly twenty-seven inches long ! ) and warned him

not to come round again .

The same man was also directed to buy a pair of

shoes from the shoe -maker, and both shoes and loaf

were then carried back to their own city . There

the loaf was weighed and measured, and the quality

tested , and in all points it was found to fall short

of the mark. The shoes, however, proved to be

perfectly cut and the leather of good quality , the

thread and every stitch as it should be.

Then Jan was disgraced , for he had become a

master in his trade only through fear, and fear,

especially in times of prosperity, often fades away.
Adriaan , the young shoe-maker, on the other hand,

was given high honours , since he for the poorest

of people gave his best workmanship. For he had

become a master in his craft for pure love, and

love, whatever the chances of fortune, will last

through a lifetime. It is thought that Hendrik,

the master-pinner, in after years was the first to

tell this story to his children .

There was once in olden days a baker called

Frans Groot, who belonged to the famous Bakers '

Guild in Holland, the members of which prided

themselves on making good bread for the people to

live upon. Amongst several apprentices he had

one called Jan , who would not put his mind properly

to his work. When his three years ' apprenticeship

was over, during which time Jan had received no

pay, for he was but learning his trade , he became

a journeyman wage -earner. But his master paid

him his money with a poor heart , for Jan had not
really earned it by hard work and was a most

slovenly fellow .

Now it happened one day that another baker

who had not made his loaves heavy enough , accord

ing to the rules of the Guild , was whipped through

the streets in a pitiless fashion by the townsfolk ,

and when Jan saw this he began to be afraid , think

ing, “ What if a like fate should ever befall me? "

So from that time, through this secret fear, he put

his mind more closely to the business .

Several years passed , and the time came for Jan to

prove whether he was fit to become a master baker.

To do this he had to submit a sample of his work ,

called a " masterpiece," to the chief authorities in the

Bakers ' Guild . Two of his friends , one a journey

man amongst the pinners or pin-makers , and the

other amongst the shoe-makers, were also at about
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AT THE MASTERS' MEETING .

BY AUGUST ANSON.

The Masters ' Common Room at St. Tydvil's was the topic was prevented by the entrance of Mr. John

gradually becoming filled with tobacco smoke and Weston , M.A. , the head master, a fussy little man

men, in anticipation of the fortnightly masters ' of fifty or more, with a bundle of papers and a big

meeting. A confused babel of conversation arose , report book under his arm. He took his seat at the

punctuated with occasional laughs and the scraping head of the table and the babel of talk dwindled to

of chairs , as places were taken at the long table. isolated whispers.

Watkin , the geography specialist , removed the The Head opened the proceedings with a sharp :

pipe from his mouth to inquire ina lightly bantering " Now , Mr. Williams , if you are ready , we will take

tone of McNab, the senior classical master : the Sixth Form first . "

“ Seen young Romeo this morning ? " One after another the lists were droned through,

“ Romeo ? Who do you mean ? " with occasional stoppages at the names of particular

" Why, our young friend Tate. There's quite a boys, until Form Three was reached.

promising Romeo and Juliet affair developing down “ Form Three, please ," came from the table - end .

on the tennis courts .' Augustus Tate, B.A. , read out his list , ending up

" Oh ! how romantic ; and who is the lovely with “ Fillbanks, twenty-eight , 45 ; Tackleton,

Juliet ? " twenty-nine, 36 ; and Mavorney, thirty, 19."

" Nobody seems to know who she is ; not even “ Dear me,dearme," clucked the Head peevishly.

Tate, so I gather. " Leaning back in his chair he surveyed his staff critic

The geography specialist blew some thoughtful ally as if they were a lot of performing seals who

rings of smoke, and added a little wistfully as he would not do their tricks . “ It is really very dis

watched them curling ceilingwards : tressing about this boy. John Patrick Mavorney is

" A most charming girl." doing us no credit, I'm afraid . What is the ex

The conversation broke off at this point , as Mr. planation ? "

Augustus Tate , B.A. , entered the room . A fresh Mr. Jackson , a junior mathematics master, spoke

complexioned boyish - looking young man of twenty- up.

three , Mr. Tate had only been appointed to the staff “ I do not know about his other subjects , but I do

this summer term as junior English master. This know that in maths . you could put all he has learned

time last year he had proudly trodden the Oxford this last year on a threepenny bit ... comfortably .'

High , glorious in a third -year tattered gown . The speaker smiled complacently at his own wit.

Mr. Philpotts, a stout pasty-faced man of forty , “ That is hardly a testimonial to the value of the

inquired a little maliciously : instruction he has received ,” remarked the Head

" Playing tennis this afternoon , Tate ? " acidly.

" Yes. I've arranged to play a set of singles." A roar of laughter greeted this retort, and Mr.

“ Oh, really ; well, you mustn't let her beat you , Jackson's smile vanished.

for the honour of St. Tydvil's. ” " A sound caning would be a good stimulant, "

Mr. Tate, B.A. , blushed like a schoolgirl, but put- suggested a voice.

ting a bold front on it he replied : " You might ask him to go, he's doing no good
“ Yes, she can play, can't she ? It will take me here, ” said another.

all my time to win . " The Head replied in an absent-minded sort of

" By the way, Tate, who is the lady ? ” way :- " Er ... yes .. that's all very well , but I

“ Well . . . er . I've not asked her, her sur- was thinking of the BOY. "

name, but I think her first name is Phæbe. The A somewhat uneasy ripple greeted this last re

fact is I found her, knocking the balls about on her mark. The Head was famous for these unpleasant

lonesome, so I asked her if she would give me a pleasantries , and no one knew who was going to be

game. Since then we have played together several the next victim . He turned to Mr. Tate .

times, and everybody seems to think we have been “ You are his form master, Mr. Tate ; what do

properly introduced . But that's the funny part of you say about it ? "

it . I've asked ever so many people and nobody “ Well, Sir, in my opinion , Mavorney, J. P. , is of

seems to know who she is. I suppose Reynolds subnormal intelligence; he has a natural genius for

the Secretary must know, but he's not been down impish tricks , and he is quite unmanageable either

much lately . ... She's a topping girl, though, by severity or kindness . He is a perfect little dare

he added with conviction, looking round defiantly as devil, and I can do nothing with him at all. ..."

if daring anyone to deny so obvious a fact . “ Rather a confession of weakness, is it not ? "

Several heads had turned round inquiringly as this There came a rap at the door.

explanation proceeded , but any further discussion of " Oh, come in ," snapped the Head.

!
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The rapping was repeated louder than before.

“ Come in , ' ' roared the Head angrily , and several

strong voices added volume to the command.

Rap -rap -rap -rap, came louder than ever.

A sort of male chorus in unison bellowed out :

COME IN . ”

The door opened and disclosed an untidy -looking

boy of about thirteen , with tousled red hair and that

look of mischievouscheek so irritating to the school

master. It was John Patrick himself.

Thirty -three schoolmasters, including a head

master and five senior masters , an imposing array

of M.A.'s, B.A.'s , and B.Sc.'s , scowled at the in

truder. If looks could have killed , the urchin would

have expired on the spot. As it was, John Patrick

stood his ground quite unabashed , almost as if he

were enjoying some private jest .

“ Didn't you hear me call 'Come in ' ? ” sternly

demanded the Head.

" I thought I heard something , Sir , but I wasn't

quite sure.

" Well, what is it you want ? We are very busy."

" Please , Sir, it's Mr. Tate , Sir....

Augustus Tate glowed an indignant red , but John

Patrick calmly continued :

“ Me auntie says she's very sorry , Sir, but she

can't play tennis this afternoon. "

Mr. Tate , like some noble animal at bay , was

opening his mouth to say something when the boy

added :

“ You see , Sir, me uncle's come home. ”

** New Ideals ” Conference .

The next annual conference on “ New Ideals in

Education ” will be held at Easter in Malvern .

Among those who have promised to lecture are

Professor J. H. Muirhead , who will speak on “ The

Religion of a Teacher ” ; Professor Marcault, on
* The Psychology of Individual Education " ; and Mr.

Edmond Holmes, on " The One Thing Needful."

Dr. Stanton Coit will talk on " The Spiritualisation

of Business " ; Commander Coote , on “ An Alter

native to Compulsory Games in School” ; Miss

Muriel Lester , on “ The Mental Conflicts of the

Adolescent in Industry ' ' ; the Rev. C. H. Matthews,

on " The Religious Education of the Young " ; the

Rev. A. H. Peppin, on “ The Educational Value of

the Study of Music " ; and Miss Beatrix Holmes ,

on “ Handwriting." Professor Dewey may also

address the Conference. All interested in education

will be welcomed , and applications for accommoda

tion should be made to Miss Mary Collins , Fairacre ,

Wiltshire Lane, Eastcote , Middlesex . The Confer

ence will be held in the Malvern Girls ' School.

Dalcroze Eurhythmics .

Our readers are reminded that M. Jaques-Dalcroze

will conduct demonstrations at the Scala Theatre

on February 2 at 2.30 and on February 4 at 8.30.

THE TOWERS CASE AND RECOGNITION ."

The Board's Claim.

References to the latest developments in the case

of Mr. Towers, who was deprived of recognition

by the Board some time ago and has now had it

restored in part , have been surprisingly few. But the

case is worth recalling in its legal and constitutional

aspects. What is the basis of the Board's power of

withdrawing recognition ? If it is in the Education

Acts it effectually eludes us.

Origin of Claim .

The inquirer who pursues his search diligently will

at last find what he seeks in a passage at the end

of some Grant Regulations . It runs thus : “ The

Board may at any time on educational grounds re

call or suspend the recognition of a teacher .

Before taking action the Board will use every avail

able means of informing the teacher of the grounds

of their proposed action and of giving him an

opportunity of making representations."

It is high time that such powers were authorised ,

if at all , by an Act of Parliament instead of being

tucked away like an afterthought in Statutory Rules
and Orders . Of course, it is not an afterthought ,

for the words quoted can be traced back, in essence,

to the Codes issued by the Board's predecessors.

Here, for example, is what the Coded Minutes

for 1879 said : “ A certificate may at any time be
suspended , recalled , or reduced under Articles 67

and 68.” But these two articles required an annual

report by the managers of the school, that the

teacher's " character, conduct , and attention to“

duty” had been satisfactory ; and also a report by

an Inspector that the school was “ efficient in or

ganisation , discipline, and instruction. "

Weakness of the Claim .

Out of this comparatively innocuous minute ,

adopted at a time when the Central Authority issued

a Certificate of Merit which amounted to a licence

to teach as head of an elementary school, has grown

the present claim by the Board of Education to de

cide off their own bat what qualification shall give

the right to seek employment in a school aided

by grant. In the days when " My Lords" alone

determined by examination the staffing of the

nation's schools , there was some ground for claim

ing the right to impose conditions. But even then

the managers of the school had a voice in the matter.

There is apparently no rule to -day which makes the

employing authority a party at all. The Towers

case not only raises doubts as to the Board's fitness

to be entrusted with the sole power to withdraw

recognition , but their reservation that the teacher

concerned may not be recognised as a head master

is an interference with the rights of Local Authori

ties and an arbitrary act which is of doubtful

validity from a constitutional standpoint .
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one

HOW WE JUDGE OUR TEACHERS.

By A TRAINING COLLEGE TUTOR .

In a few weeks I shall be faced once more with record what progress the teacher has made in this

the task of writing reports on the teaching ability direction duringthe period of practice.

of those students who during their period of school His efficiency as a teacher, which comes next ,

practice have been under my supervision . Report can be judged partly from the preparation of his

writing, like most other things frequently repeated, lessons , the scope and fullness of his notes , the

tends to pall , and yet it is necessary that the re- insight and ingenuity which they express, as well

ports should not smell of the lamp if they are as their originality and initiative , and still further

to be of use to the college in the final assess- by his actual teaching. In his teaching we shall

ment, and to the authority who may refer to them want to see how far the preparation of his notes

when appointing teachers. has helped him and we shall observe carefully the

In discussing this matter with of His manner in which he presents his material to his

Majesty's Inspectors and the head master of one of class . We shall note too what use he makes of

our practising schools, we agreed that there are illustrations and experiments, and whether he finds

four or five counts in assessing the value of teachers it easy to understand the child's point of view and

from the training college. But we were equally can readily adapt himself and his material to it.

agreed that there was infinite variety in the ex- The use he makes of questioning will also receive

tent to which different men possessed these attri- consideration, and we shall want to know if he

butes, and that the assessor's most important prob- attends to all details carefully, or if he is merely

lem is to analyse these as minutely as possible. superficial. Any special aptitude which the student.

First there was the personality of the teacher. appears to possess in the teaching of any particular

A man's personality may be equally important subject should also be carefully recorded. But

whatever profession he has chosen , but there are the children themselves will prove a most useful

some personalities which more amenable to criterion of the teacher's efficiency, for, however

the classroom and school conditions than others. successful he may appear, he is serving little useful

Some are assertive, some are bright , pleasant , and purpose as a teacher if his class is not progressing.

kindly , others are merely mild and impassive . Then Power to profit by suggestion and criticism is

there is the vivacious teacher who inspires his almost equally important in the young teacher. If

pupils , and the one who is lacking in verve or he has this a poor teacher may improve; without

fire. Some teachers possess a pleasing or encourag- it even a comparatively gifted teacher may cease

ing personality which helps the class, others are to progress. If he is earnest and anxious to profit

more actively earnest or enthusiastic. There are through experience and advice he will gain much in

self - confident teachers and there are shy and ner- each period of practice and from contact with his

vous ones. But perhaps it is the voice which more fellow-teachers and tutors.

than anything else betrays the teacher's personality . But the end is always more important than the

It may be pleasant or otherwise, well modulated means, and the really successful teacher will have

and cultured, or it may sound coarse and uncon more than the qualitie s already suggested.

trolled . And lastly , although by no means of least He will be efficient in the actual routine of teaching,

importance, it is useful to record what effect the and will add to them a wide vision of his share in

teacher's personality has upon the rest of the staff, the great work of education .

and whether he belongs to the social or anti -social

species. School Pictures .

After considering the qualities of personality or At the request ofmany readers we have prepared

the prevailing humours, as the Elizabethans would sets of the eight historical pictures in colour, drawn

call them, power of class control is the next im- by Mrs. Marjorie Quennell, which appeared in the

portant factor to be considered, for without effective EDUCATION OUTLOOK between April and December

control the finest exposition in the world will eventu- last year. The price for the complete set , including

ally be wasted. Here at first it is necessary to packing and postage, is 2s. 6d. One of our readers

gauge the individual's general aptitude for control, has put these pictures to a novel use by pasting

whether it be outstanding, fair , or poor, and sub- them on thinwood and cutting out the figures with
sequently it will be necessary to define more care- a fret-saw. Mounted on wooden stands the figures

fully his particular manner of preserving it . We are extremely attractive and lifelike. The cutting

shall want to know whether it is forced or easy , out and mounting are well within the capacity of

whether the class respond to it , and whether it any boy or girl who has a fret-saw, and we offer

allows sufficient opportunity for the development of the suggestion to possible purchasers. Applications

individuality . And finally it will be necessary to for sets should be made without delay .

even
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THE NATIONAL UNION OF TEACHERS.

Our N.U.T. Correspondent writes :

At the first meeting of the Executive in the new

year the Treasurer was able to announce that on

December 31 , 1928, the total of subscriptions re

ceived during the financial year was £118,926.

Membership had also increased to the record number

128,041 .

interests has so impressed the members of the Cen

tral Executive that, at the January meeting , it

agreed unanimously ( on the motion of Mr. Mander,

seconded by Mr. Bentliff) that a special committee

be set up to consider the whole question of the con

stitution of the Union in the light of the rapidly

changing face of the national educational and pro

fessional position .” It was further agreed the

special committee should consist of fifteen members ,

including the officers. The committee is now at

work.

*

a

Contributions by teachers to the Union's " Fund

for the Relief of Necessitous Children " have reached

more than £ 7,600 . In addition , the Executive on

January 5 voted £ 2,500 from Union funds as a

contribution direct to the Lord Mayor's Fund , and

a cheque for the amount has been sent. It is to be

treated as a first instalment , and should Mr. Gold

stone (who has been elected by the voluntary

organisations as one of six to represent them on the

Executive Committee of the Lord Mayor's Fund ) be

satisfied that the money sent by teachers will be

earmarked for the purpose for which it has been

subscribed a second instalment will follow .

*

The certificate of Mr. John Towers was returned

to him at the end of December. This was reported

to the Executive at the January meeting and created

some surprise . The President of the Board had re

lented at last . The pleasant news was spoiled some

what by the fact that at present the Board are not

prepared to recognise Mr. Towers as a head teacher.

He may only be employed in the capacity of an

assistant . The Union is not prepared to agree that

this limitation shall be permanent. Mr. Towers's

indiscretion may have merited some disciplinary

action , but punishment by permanent degradation

is not to be accepted as reasonable. The Executive

hopes that the President may still further relent and

restore to Mr. Towers the Board's full recognition .

The Associated Board of th . R.A.M. and

R.C.M.- Award of Modals.

The following candidates gained the gold and

silver medals offered by the Board for the highest

and second highest honours marks, respectively , in

the Final , Advanced , and Intermediate Grades of

the Local Centre Examinations in November and

December last , the competition being open to all

candidates in the British Isles :-Final Grade Gold

Medal : Constance A. Hope, Wolverhampton Centre

( violin ). Final Grade Silver Medal : Thomas

McG. L. Turner, Gloucester Centre (violin) . Ad

vanced Grade Gold Medal : Carl O. Lewis , Bourne

mouth Centre (violin ) , and Catherine E. Churcher,

Portsmouth Centre (pianoforte) . (These two can

didates gained an equal number of marks. ) Ad

vanced Grade Silver Medal : Ann S. C. Ram,

Bournemouth Centre (pianoforte ). Intermediate

Grade Gold Medal : Jean E. Stewart, London Centre

(violin) . Intermediate Grade Silver Medal : Beatrice

A. Jones , London Centre (pianoforte ) .

* * *

The most notable feature of Union activity in

January was the special conference of secretaries of

local associations. More than five hundred of them

met in the “ Friends' House ' ' and discussed with the

Executive matters agitating the minds of members

in their several districts. The meeting afforded a

full opportunity for receiving and giving information

many important matters of policy . It was

apparent that Union policy on the reorganisation

of schools on the “ 11 plus' basis is not yet fully

understood and is causing uneasiness in some dis

tricts. The Executive was able to reassure the

secretaries by private information on certain points .

on

A New Modelling Material.

We have received from Messrs. Reeves & Sons ,

the well known makers of artists ' materials , a sample

of Duraplast , a new material for use in modelling.

We have experimented with this in many ways, and

find it remarkably useful . It comes as a soft paste

which may be shaped as desired and coloured with

out difficulty. It sets hard but is readily softened

again for new purposes. Relief maps, models of

all kinds , and many other useful devices can be

made with ease . Duraplast is cleanly and free

from all danger of carrying infection . A sample

may be obtained free from Messrs . Reeves & Sons,

Ltd. , Ashwin Street , London , E.8 , by any of our

readers who mention EDUCATION OUTLOOK . We re

commend Duraplast as the best modelling material

we have yet scen .

* * * *

It is significant of the trend of events that the

growth of the Union , the multiplication of its

activities , and the increasing variety of its members '
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THE HEALTH OF THE SCHOOL CHILD .

Sir George Newman has written his twentieth

annual report on the school medical service. It

can be bought from the Stationery Office for is. 6d .

The main facts about current school medical work

are soon told , and the Board's Chief Medical Officer

tells them in Chapter X as " Conclusions. " Anyone

who has not the time to study the complete report

is advised to peruse this chapter first. The other

nine chapters are concerned with the details of such

divisions of the subject as the Findings of Medical

Inspection , the Secondary School Child , Young

Workers, Motherhood, Physical Education , School

Meals, and so on . The statistician and the specialist

will find much of interest in the well- stored

appendixes and tables at the end of the report. Nor

should these be neglected by the reader who likes to

keep abreast of modern medical developments.

Appendix C, for instance , is full of information

about ringworm and its cure . We are told that any

doubt about the cure can be set at rest by the new

method of diagnosis by ultra-violet rays . Then

there is Appendix A, on the planning of a day open

air school. Appendix B , on the deaf child , will in

terest those concerned with the education of the

many thousand deaf mutes in this country. But

Sir George Newman again emphasises the fact that

the school medical service is mainly concerned with

the child who is well , not with the child who is ill .

The ultimate aim of the school medical service is

the making of creative citizens. “ While we must

not let our constant touch with disease and death

make us callous to the pathetic tale of impairment

in childhood, we must remember that the goal is

not merely the alleviation of suffering or even the

treatment of disease . The goal is to make creative

citizens . ” In other words , the test of this state

preventive medicine is its success in creating a child

population resistant to disease , for resistance to

disease is one pre-eminent criterion of health. What,

then , is the state of affairs to -day ? In 1927 the

number of children in the three age groups five,

eight , and twelve years medically inspected was

1,823,775 , in addition to the 881,964 ailing children

outside these prescribed age limits . These routine

inspections show that 20 per cent . were suffering

from some physical impairment or some particular

defect or disease . Over 5,000 had heart disease ,

nearly 13,000 had tuberculosis , 23,000 had deformi

ties , more than twice that number showed defects in

ear or hearing, over 160,000 were suffering from en

larged tonsils and adenoids , and over 250,000 had

eye defects. Minor ailments , including diseases of
the skin , added another 800,000 cases . The

Registrar-General's Mortality Returns show that the

number of deaths of children up to fourteen was in

1927 nearly 83,000 ; but 70,000 of these were of

children under five. Though all these figures are

year by year growing smaller there is still " the

gigantic task " before the school medical service of

getting the burden of disease lightened. The in

ability of that service to prevent much of this disease
and the acceptance of 83,000 deaths of children

under fifteen years of age must, says Sir George

Newman, be counted as the failure of the service.

But that is only one way of looking at the matter.

In this country to -day there are 1,252 school doctors ,

some 5,000 school nurses , and 1,520 school clinics ,

and these professional people , helped by thousands

of voluntary workers, have this to their credit

they have helped to reduce by some 30,000 the

number of deaths in 1927 as compared with the

figure for 1921. This is a great achievement , one

of our greatest examples of modern co-partnership .

Some results of this co -partnership are described

in this report , but the book ends on a note of warn

ing. The nation needs strong and healthy young

workmen , mentally alert , sober -minded, keen, and

diligent in business ; and strong and healthy young

women , domestically skilful and able to become

wise mothers and home builders . “ They ought to

be the product of our school system , but are we pro

ducing them ? ” That is the ultimate aim , and there

is a danger lest this aim be lost sight of , or that it

be pursued along byways instead of the main road .

It is not quite clear whether the warning is directed

against those who regard the 30 per cent. of

children with defects as more important than the 70

per cent . of normally healthy children . The other

warning, however, is more explicit. Professional

and voluntary workers must keep to the broad

straight road of preventive medicine. In the main

tenance of health , the things of prime importance

are diet , clothing , regular bodily habits, exercise ,

and fresh air ; but the vagaries of fashion are for

ever introducing fanciful modifications which make

these simple conditions of healthy existence profit

able hunting-grounds for quack and faddist. The

salvation of the race must not be handed over to

them . Man does not live by vitamins alone or by

artificial sunlight, and it is foolish to wander down

these byways unless they are recognised for what

they really are. Far better, says the report , is it to

remove the smoke pall that shuts out the vital rays

of sunlight so necessary for the development of all

young life than to accept the condition and mitigate

it by introducing arc lamps. This is but one illus

tration of the temptation to seek national health by

pursuing some by-path , will of the wisp , or wander

ing fire , instead of proceeding steadily and patiently

in broad daylight along the main road .
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NEWS OF THE MONTH .

After Thirty Years .

Sir Benjamin Gott, for thirty years Secretary to

the Middlesex Education Committee, resigned at the

end of last year , and the County Council presented

him wih a silver tray and an illuminated address.

Sir Charles Pinkham , the Chairman , who made the

presentation , said that no man had done more than

Sir Benjamin in helping to construct the bridge

from the elementary school to the university, and

Middlesex was deeply conscious of its debt to him.

Though retired from his official position , Sir Ben

jamin Gott's interest in education is not likely to

cease, and he has promised to go on doing all he

can for education in Middlesex .

Another Gift for Cambridge .

Cambridge will receive a sum of some £ 200,000

under the will of Mr. John Humphrey Plummer,

who died at Southport at the end of December. The

bequest is in the form of a Trust to be known

as the John Humphrey Plummer Foundation, and

will go to the support of two chairs for the pro

motion of scientific research . Mr. Plummer had had

no connexion with Cambridge.

Mind and Body.

Dr. Mumford, of Manchester Grammar School,

told the Medical Officers of Schools Association at

a recent conference of some observations he had

been making to discover the relation between

physique and scholastic progress . A group of eighty

brilliant sixth -formers were compared with a parallel

group of boys of seventeen who were two years

behind the average of the school. His measure

ments showed that the mean chest-girth and breath

ing capacity of the intellectually able boys was con

sistently above the mean weight and height; whereas

the mean chest-girth and breathing capacity of the

retarded boys was consistently below that of their

weight and height.

Lecturing on Hospital Work.

Illustrated lectures under the auspices of the King

Edward's Hospital Fund for London are again

being given this term . The lectures are given by

doctors and other experienced in hospital work, and

will deal with the various aspects of the work of

the London Voluntary Hospitals . New methods of

treatment and diagnosis are described , and there is

much to interest the heads of colleges and schools.

Applications for tickets should be addressed to the

Secretary of the Fund, 7 Walbrook, E.C.4.

The President's Confessions.

“ If I were asked what one subject I should like

to see more strongly represented in the curriculum

of our schools, a sense of my own deficiencies

might lead me to name the classics ; my knowledge

of the needs of the Empire might oblige me to

name biology ; but if I were guided by the memory

of what meant most to me as a boy I should name

the German language ." - Lord Eustace Percy.

An Advisory Committee .

The Secretary of State for the Colonies has ap

pointed a committee to advise him on educational

problems in colonies not possessing responsible

government , in protectorates , and in the mandated

territories . The list of members includes the names

of the Right Rev. Bishop Bidwell, Miss Burstall ,

Major Church , Sir James Currie, Lord Lugard,

Sir W. G. Maxwell , Professor T. P. Nunn, Mr.

J. H. Oldham , Sir Michael Sadler , Mr. W. Spens ,

and Miss A W. Whitelam , with Mr. A. I. Mayhew

and Mr. Hans Vischer as Joint Secretaries.

Married and Single.

From figures circulated by the President of the

Board of Education in reply to an inquiry by Sir

R. Thomas , it appears that the proportion of mar

ried women teachers to single women teachers in

elementary and special schools in England and

Wales decreased from 18.9 percent. in 1921 to

13.9 per cent . in 1927. The figures were, in 1921 ,

98,646 single women , including widows; and , in

1927, 104,144 . Married women, excluding widows,

numbered , in 1921 , 18,676 ; in 1927 , 14,430.

The Iconoclast .

Mr. E. J. Orford, of the Clifton Hill Demonstra

tion School , told the Geographical Association what

he thought of much of the class teaching to-day.

“ Children ," he said , “ should not be troubled during

the geography lessons with the theories of tides , the

antics of isobars , the vagaries of isotherms, or the

tom-fool paraphernalia of note-books. " Note-books,

he suggested , were brought into use when the

teacher wanted a quiet half-hour. The world

needed maps, but they must be road-maps without

undue complications and with signs for such things

as golf clubs .

A Scholarship for Spanish .

A travelling scholarship in Spanish is offered by

the trustees of the Mitchell City of London Educa

tional Foundation to candidates of either sex taking

the examination of the Royal Society of Arts in

1929. They must be between seventeen and thirty

on July 31 , 1929, and be natural born British citi

If the successful candidate can reside abroad

for six months a scholarship of £120 will be

awarded. Particulars may be obtained from the

Secretary of the Royal Society of Arts , John Street ,

Adelphi, W.C.2 .

zens .

a
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REEVES' “ DURAPLAST. "
- -

Registered –

A NEW MODELLING PASTE.

We have much pleasure in bringing to your notice a New Modelling Paste, which we venture
to think will be a great help to you.

We have named it “ DURAPLAST," which name we have entered with the Registrar of

Trade Marks.

We think the name “ DURAPLAST " very descriptive of the medium , because it is of a plastic

nature and hardens 24 to 48 hours after exposure to the air, but can be broken up and used again
and again .

It will adhere to almost anything - Wood, Stone, Metal, China, & c.

It is different from other modelling mediums in that it can be painted with ordinary Water

Colours, and for this reason it is manufactured in a neutral colour.

It is a clean , aseptic material, and perfectly harmless for children to handle, but it is not

necessary to handle it with the fingers as modelling can be done with a knife and a brush, the end

of a penholder, &c .

We can write a great deal about its advantages, but we want you to try it for yourself.

If you are interested in this description of " DURAPLAST," and will fill in the form

below , we will send you a Sample Tin and a coloured Illustrated Leaflet setting out its uses.

To MESSRS. REEVES & SONS, LTD ., E.O.

ASHWIN STREET,

DALSTON , LONDON , E.8 .

Please send me, free of all cost, a Sample Tin and coloured Illastrated

Leaflet of your new modelling paste " DURAPLAST."

(Kindly state whether

Mr., Mrs., or Miss.)

Name .

Address..

Date .

Please write in block letters .
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career.

LITERARY SECTION .

BOOKS AND THE MAN. perfect in poise and clearness , and he took immense

pains with us in the laboratory. But he did not
An Eton Master,

understand boys nor the way to get at them. Only
Mr. Matthew Davenport Hill went to Eton as a

enthusiasts , therefore, derived much benefit from
schoolboy in 1886 and retired from the post of

his teaching . He was too much of the comparative
science master in 1926. With an interval of four

anatomist and too little of the outdoor naturalist

years at New College , Oxford, followed by research
to be an ideal biology master . I remember a boy

at Naples and a brief spell of lecturing at Owen's

who was destined for a life in South Africa being
College, Manchester, the whole of his life was spent

sent to Carpenter as a pupil . His tutor thought
at Eton down to his retirement to a farm in Shrop

very rightly that a boy who was to be a farmer
shire, where his friends—which means all who know

in a country abounding with wild life should get to
him — hope to find him in health and vigour for

know something of natural history. The boy had
many years to come. As a task for his leisure no particular interest in it , yet Carpenter put him

he has written a book which is published by John on to the usual course and made him dissect frogs,

Murray under the title “ Eton and Elsewhere " and crayfish , pigeon, &c. , and that was all . Naturally,

may be obtained for 125. The author is deprecatory
he soon gave up biology in disgust."

In this incident there is a valuable lesson for

and almost apologetic , but in truth his book needs those who are urging the need for trained biologists

no apology, for it is interesting beyond ordinary overseas. The grammar of the subject is not enough.

and gives an excellent picture of a well-rounded It is equally true of all subjects , although many of

us tend to think that when we present the results

of adult analysis we are presenting the subject itself.
Mr. Hill may be called a teacher by race , for,

But even a dry “ Bohn ” is better than dry bones.

although his father was a distinguished surgeon Mr. Hill tells many good stories of Eton , and
and his paternal grandfather the Recorder of Bir- is at no pains to gloss over what he regards as

mingham , his great-grandfather was the founder of defects . His enthusiasm for hygiene makes him

what our author calls “ the family school. ” This
critical on everything that concerns the bodily wel

was the celebrated Hazelwood School , established
fare of the boys — their dress , the ventilation of

rooms, medical treatment , and housing. On this
at Edgbaston by Thomas Wright Hill and carried

last point it is startling to read that when he took

on with the help of his six sons , one of whom was over “ Gulliver's ” in 1905 the place was infested

Rowland Hill, of penny post fame. This school by rats , and during the next holidays three cart

was famous a century ago as the home of pioneer
loads of rotten straw and feathers were removed

from under the roof. “ Generations of starlings
work. Self-government , no corporal punishment ,

must have built their nests there.” Nevertheless,
direct methods in language teaching, careful atten there is progress at Eton . We learn that hand

tion to English and to clear speech , handwork , work , science , physical training, and modern lan

thorough mathematical training, and great atten- guages form an increasingly important part of the

tion to natural science were features of the school ,
course . We get the impression of a powerful insti

tution , suspicious of innovation but ready to make
which was later transferred to Bruce Castle , Totten

changes when their value is proved . Eton is per
ham , and copied at Stockholm under the title Hillska haps self-conscious, but this goes with self

Skolan. criticism , as is shown by Mr. Hill's breezy com

With this ancestral background one would ex
ments.

“ Elsewhere" he has had interesting experiences,
pect that Mr. M. D. Hill would regard teaching as

which are duly set forth , but his real life has been
more than an amateur occupation . That he did so

spent in the guidance of youth , a task to which he

is evident throughout this book , and I have found brought a rare zest and a readiness to learn , not

special interest in his shrewd comments on class- only by experience but , as he tells us , by a some

room methods . Here is an example :
what belated reading of psychology. It is good to

find an Eton master recommending Dr. Cyril Burt's

" P. H. Carpenter, D.Sc. , F.R.S. , was the most
book, “ The Young Delinquent." With confidence

scientifically distinguished master that has ever been we may cry Floreat Etona.

on the staff . His lectures were admirably delivered , SELIM Miles.
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PITMAN'S

REVISION

COURSES
FOR

SCHOOL CERTIFICATE , MATRIC

ULATION , and OTHER EXAMINA .

TIONS OF A SIMILAR STANDARD .

A NEW“ labour saving " seriesof books for both
teachers and pupils, each of which presents in

concise and logical form such revision work as is

necessary for candidates taking public examinations

of the School Certificate standard. The books have

been carefully compiled to include all the salient

pointsof each subject, but it is particularly emphasised

that they are merely refresher courses and are not

in themselves sufficient as text-books. Intelligently

used, however, they form a valuable supplement to

larger text-books, and will be found extremely helpful

to the busy teacher and student .

REVIEWS.

History .

THE “ PEOPLE's Life and WORK" Series .

This is the general title of a series of books of

which Miss Dorothy Hartley and Miss Margaret

M. Elliot have written four volumes, dealing re

spectively with the centuries from fourteen to

seventeen inclusive and entitled “ Life and Work

of the People of England." Each volume costs

45. 6d . in paper boards or gs . 6d . in cloth . The

four works may also be obtained in two volumes,

each 1os . 6d . in cloth . The publisher is Batsford,

and this means that the books are models of good

production.

The idea of the series is to furnish a pictorial

record of the lives of people in past ages , not by

imaginative drawings but by reproductions from

contemporary manuscripts , drawings, and prints ,

showing men , women , and children as they lived

and went about their daily tasks. In each volume

of the four there are some thirty -two pages of

text followed by 150 plates on art paper showing

scenes of household life, crafts and industries,

transport, children , church life , and gardens .

There are also maps, notes on the main features of

each period, historical charts , and a full index .

Altogether most interesting and valuable aids in

the teaching of history such as no school can afford

to miss . R.

THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL IDEAS OF Some ENGLISH

THINKERS OP THE AUGUSTAN AGE, 1650–1750 :

edited by Professor Hearnshaw . ( 7s. 6d.

Harrap. )

This volume is made up from a series of lectures

delivered at King's College, and itself is one of a

series of volumes edited by Professor Hearnshaw .

Together they deal with the social and political

thought of England and Europe from the Middle

Ages to the middle of the eighteenth century. In

this volume we have Sir Robert Filmer , Halifax ,

Locke, Bishop Hoadly, Defoe, Swiſt , and Boling

broke, with an introductory chapter on " The Augus

tan Age" and a chapter on “ Jacobites and Non

jurors.

An " Augustan " age is crisply defined by Pro

fessor Hearnshaw as one of external splendour ,

internal decadence ; one that is self-conscious and

critical rather than spontaneous and creative, show

ing advance in the perfection of form but decline in

originality and vigour; an age when there are few

great men but one where polite learning is sought
after and valued highly .

Of such an age, and of this age in England , that

is a fair description. One might say, indeed , that

Locke, Defoe, and Swift were sufficiently great to

bring one part of the description into question ; but

(Continued on page 66.)
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R. J.

it remains true as a general account , for all that.

And of these only Locke has stamped his thought

on coin still current.

One of the chief values of volumes such as this

is to correct the truth that history is continuous, an

unfolding , a ceaseless being and changing, with the

supplementary truth that there are periods and ages

with their own characteristics and colourings . Our

modern drama and novels , if they do anything,

prove to weariness that thought and manners in the

Victorian Age were not as they are now.

Because so many of the men of this time were

lacking in the fire and passion of thought, the

appeal of this volume, or of a good part of it , will

be limited , but many students and teachers of his

tory will be grateful for it .

Classics .

A BOOK OF LATIN PROSE AND LATIN VERSE, FROM

Cato AND PLAUTUS TO BACON AND MILTON :

compiled by F. A. Wright. ( 5s . Routledge . )

Professor Wright is no newcomer into the band

of anthologists, and those readers who have

savoured his admirable “ Girdle of Aphrodite , " his

book of verse translations from the Palatine An

thology, with its illuminating Introduction , would

be sure that an anthology of Latin prose and verse

from his hand would be a work of fine taste , sound

scholarship, and wide reading. The book before

us is all this indeed .

It has been sagely observed , and by an anthologist

too , that to no one can an anthology be so satis

fying as to its compiler ; so of course there are gaps

in Professor Wright's delightful book which the

indolent reviewer might have filled if he had been

Professor Wright . The anthologist has brought

his basket for the culling of Rowers as far down

as John Owen for verse and Francis Bacon for

prose. But why (asks the reviewer) has he left

out the noble Latin of the Vulgate-say something

like the twenty -third Psalm or the second chapter

of the Song of Songs ? But, no doubt, he had his

good reasons , and though almost every one of his

excerpts tempts the reader to record approval and

enjoyment, it must suffice to recommend the little

book , handy and well printed and not too big for

the pocket, to all scholars , young and old .

P. A. B.

THE AENEID of Virgil : translated , with an intro

ductory essay , by Frank Richards , M.A.,

formerly Scholar of Trinity College , Cambridge.

( 155. Murray .)

This new translation of the Aeneid is in blank

verse , without rhyme. The translator uses no more

lines than Virgil , but naturally his version is not

a linear translation . He does not attempt the

grandeur of the Miltonic use of blank verse ;

nor does he hope in the shorter English line to

reproduce quite the same effect as the effect of

the Virgilian hexameter. But the translation is

really faithful ; it is a translation , and not an

English Aeneid . To adhere so closely to Virgil de

mands no ordinary skill , for the language is

English and not a construe. There is no straining

after fine renderings of the well known lines , but

“ Tears wait on life , man's miseries touch the

heart," if a little rough, does translate the “ Sunt

lacrimae rerum ” line. What strikes the present

reviewer is that the verse “ goes.” To be candid,

he finds the miscellaneous fighting in the later books

more interesting in Mr. Richards's verse than in

Virgil's . The non -classical reader ought to enjoy

the translation, especially if he reads the scholarly

but not abstruse or technical introduction, The

sixth - form boy, using it as an auxiliary , should

profit by it , and the beginner in Virgil would re

ceive legitimate help in seeing the general sense

without being able to save himself the salutary

labour of really making out the Latin . W.

German .

First GERMAN COURSE : by C. E. Stockton .

(35. 6d. Heffer.)

Language readers may be roughly divided into

two classes those of the pedagogue, who makes

his subject his primary business and brings in life

to illustrate it ; and those of the artist , who aims

at Life (with the capital " L " ) and regards his

subject as the medium. The former, having made

up his mind that the elements of a language are

dull but inevitable , draws up his skeleton scheme ,

and looks about for ways of "sugaring the pill"

and easing the pupil's path. The artist, with the

need for gradation never forgotten, plunges into

the middle of life and sets out to create what will

appeal to the imagination of his pupils and will

make them eager to overcome any obstacles by the

way and to face the so-called drudgery for the sake

of further progress.

Mr. Stockton's book , founded on the Direct

Method, has been compiled with considerable care

and thought. It contains much that is dull and has

too large an amount of exercises, but there is also

much entertaining and amusing matter. We cannot

imagine a boy opening it with a thrill of anticipated

delight, but no doubt an experienced teacher would

use it with more profit than most of the books

published. J. S. H.

GERMAN Lyrics : selected and edited by Dr. Paul

Vrijdaghs and Walter Ripman. (25. 3d.

Dent's “ Treasuries of German Literature . '')

The material in this book is arranged under

eleven headings : " The Seasons, " " The Sea, " " The

Pains and Joys of Love, " " The Soldier," &c. , and

the range is wide, including war and even more
(Continued on page 67. )

.
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ASSOCIATION all school supplies can be

obtained at the shortest notice. Complete

stocks are kept of School Books - also Stationery

and essential Furniture of high quality

supplies are forwarded with the utmost care

and promptitude. No better value or

service is possible.

T ESAVIAN HOUSE, every school

requisite is available for immediate

despatch. The School Stationery is manu

factured from British Materials of guaranteed

excellence . The paper is a superior grade

writing paper suitable for the most exacting

requirements. The prices are competitive

excellent Exercise Books from

10s. 9d. per gross .

LL MISCELLANEOUS REQUISITES

such as Pens, Pencils, Chalk , Rubber,

Ink, Globes, Mathematical Instruments,

Blackboards, Easels, Filing Cabinets, Handwork ,

Kindergarten materials, & c ., supplied

from stock .

A

modern poetry. A splendid little book , even more

delightful than the selection of German ballads

by the same editors. J. S. H.

Sac

CHOOL BOOKS. Absolutely the largest

stock of new School Books in Great Britain .

Orders are executed with unrivalled speed

and accuracy . Best discounts.

CATALOGUES of all Departments

are issued and will be forwarded

free to Principals.

Chemistry.

CHEMISTRY FOR SCHOOL CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS :

by W. F. F. Shearcroft, B.Sc. , A.I.C. (45. 6d.

Bell . )

Still another elementary book for School Certifi

cate examinations ! Onecan only suppose that the

appearance of so many is due to each author's opin

ion that he has discovered some new way of pre

senting the subject , so that the student will be able

to grasp the subject more clearly . The present

author certainly has a way of his own in dealing

with “ The Meaning of Chemistry " and the " Classi

fication of Substances, " but opinions will differ as

to whether it is satisfactory or not . In the preface

he states that " the treatment is not that of a cram

( Continued on page 68.)
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worker," but in many parts of the book the subject tention to classic papers in the development of the

matter is so condensed that it reads very much like science which are easily accessible in English."

“ cram work . " There are a number of loose state- While the book is in no respect intended to displace

ments made which no chemist should make. Ex- any of the standard works on inorganic chemistry,

amples are : - “ Elements do not exist in the form it will be found a valuable auxiliary to them, and

of atoms, but the atoms join up to form the mole- will tend to give to the student right ideas as to

cules.” How about the rare gases, mercury , &c. ? the inter-relation between the subjects of chemistry

“ Metals are elements which produce an oxide which and physics. The book should also prove extremely

will combine with water to produce a base .” Would useful to teachers of science in the upper forms of

not the student think that CuO , for example, com- schools. It is an easy book to read , and it deserves

bined directly with water ? What, also, would he to be widely known. R. S. M.

say about CrO ,? “ An acid is a substance the AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CHEMISTRY OF PLANT

molecules of which contain available hydrogen PRODUCTS. Vol. 1. - On the Nature and Sig

atoms which can be replaced by a metal.” Would nificance of the commoner Organic Compounds

not the student then classify NaOH as an acid of Plants : by Paul Haas, D.Sc. , and T. G.

because it gives hydrogen with zinc ? " If we put Hill , D.Sc. ( 185. net . Longmans, Green .)

into a mixture of sulphuric and acetic acids some This book is so well known that it is necessary

sodium hydroxide , then the sulphuric acid would only to call attention to the issue of the fourth

seize all the metallic atoms from the molecule of edition . The advances in knowledge which have

the base and none would be left for the acetic acid .” been made since the last edition appeared in 1920

What a lot the student will have to unlearn later have been so great that the authors have, of neces

if he believes this ! “ It will simplify our considera- sity , had to do a considerable amount of revision .

tions if as our electrolyte we select cuprous The present volume is much larger than the corre

chloride." It is indeed a brain wave to select an sponding one of the previous edition ; it has been

insoluble substance as an electrolyte and then con- practically rewritten along the old lines , incorpor

duct a lot of imaginary experiments with it ! One
ating, however , certain more advanced aspects of

could quote other examples. T. S. P.
chemical and botanical science than was originally

HIGHER Test PAPERS IN CHEMISTRY (ORGANIC) : by
the case. T. S. P.

E. J. Holmyard , M.A., F.I.C. (35. Pitman .) Physics

This is a collection of 600 questions in organic New WORLDS FOR OLD - The REALM OF MODERN
chemistry — companion to the author's collection of

Physics : by R. G. Lunnon , M.A., M.Sc.
questions in inorganic chemistry . They are intended

( 25. 6d . net . Methuen . )

fully to cover the syllabus in organic chemistry of
“ There is no other cheap and simply-written book

the Higher Certificate, University Entrance Scholar which attempts to describe for the non -scientific
ship, and Intermediate Science examinations . Some reader the full range of the fascinating discoveries
of the questions seem to be distinctly above the

and present position of modern physics. " So print
standard of these examinations , unless the exam

( Continued on page 70.)

iner is satisfied with a somewhat scrappy answer.

T. S. P.

The CheviCAL ELEMENTS AND THEIR COMPOUNDS :

by J. A. V. Butler, D.Sc. (6s . Macmillan . )

The author of this book has made a serious

attempt to provide for university students of

chemistry a suitable text -book which will deal with

inorganic chemistry from the point of view of

modern atomic theory. He has been very success

ful , and has written a most interesting book. The

ten chapters deal with different aspects of the

subject , e.g. the properties of electrolytes, the

periodic table , the constitution of the atom , atomic

weights and isotropes, &c . Each chapter starts

with a brief historical introduction to the subject ,

and outlines the main work carried out up to the

present time, while at the end references to the .HEINTZE & BLANCKERIZ .
literature are given. These are very valuable , and, 2/9 Box of 36 Pens assorted . 9d. Card of 7 Pens assorted .

as the author remarks, “ are intended to guide the
ORDER ATO PENS AT YOUR STATIONERS

Write for free samples andbooklets to
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1

Part I. THE AGE OF STONE .

By HENRY RUSHTON HALL, Author of “ Days before History," &c.

With Eight Coloured Plates and Eighty -four other Illustrations. 186 pages. Cloth.
Gilt Title and Decoration . Price 28. 6d .

An Unbiassed Opinion.

" This review is largely a second -hand affair. The first-hand judgment was made by a boy of twelve, who

read the book through in an evening. It was brief but definite . The boy was one above the average intelligence,

standing high in his class in history and English . First he found the book interesting, especially the central

portion , about the life of the cave -dwellers; but, he added, this was perhaps because that part of the story was

largely new to him . He found the chapter on ' The Work of Rivers ' and the account of Flint particularly inter

esting — ' and it's useful to know .' The pictures, coloured or in plain line, he accepted without much comment.

When asked, he answered that he liked them . A diagram showing river -terraces he approved . A double-diagram

showing human periods, with words like 'Mousterian ,' was discussed. Was it of much use ? Was it not too full

of difficult names ? But he defended it . He thought it ' very useful.'

“ On the style he made no comment until directly asked . Difficult - oh , no. None of it was hard to read ,

and besides, it was interesting.

“ All this was told the present reviewer before he himself had read the book .

" Reading it brought confirmation, if that were needed : for the intended readers are not adults, but boys and

girls . And the judgment should stand without any addition .” — R . J. in " THE EDUCATION Outlook . "

The Publishers will be pleased to send a Specimen Copy to any Teacher with a view to adoption

for use in any Class containing 20 or more pupils. Please apply to
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of sound is intermediate between mathematics and

music , and does not hesitate to provide musical illus

trations to increase the interest. He has a keen sense

of humour, as may be shown from the quotation of

the following worked example : “ As a motor-car

passes a policeman on point duty he notices its

hum appears to drop a semitone . Assuming the

motorist has not accelerated, is it the policeman's

duty to summon him for exceeding the speed limit ? "

As is well known, the speed of the car travelling

under such conditions works out to be about

twenty-four miles per hour, and the author wittily

remarks : “ The final answer is left to the reader's

judgment. " The author is also a good manipulator

of apparatus, and many " home-made" experiments

are described which will be of great interest to

teachers. They are all constructed from simple

materials and are inexpensive to make, while the

author guarantees that they work well. Another

pleasing feature of the book is the inclusion of

modern work, e.g. the acoustics of buildings , sub

marine location, &c . The science of sound has

received great attention lately from those engaged

in research , and it is good to see such work find

ing its way into the text-books.

Altogether this is an excellent book , and one on

which both author and publisher are to be congratu

lated . R. S. M.

the publishers on the orange cover of this little

book . It is quite true , and this is a praiseworthy

attempt to meet the needs of the ordinary educated

man or woman desirous of obtaining information as

to the ate of physics at the present time . But

somehow the attempt does not quite succeed . The

author has rather a stilted style , and the book is

so crammed with facts that it proves difficult read

ing even for one who is fairly conversant with the

subject matter. There is no doubt as to Mr.

Lunnon's learning , but he has been so hampered

by having to compress such a quantity of material

into a hundred pages that he has been unable to

give the explanations and fuller descriptions of the

many facts that he has stated . It would surely

have been better either to have written two books

or , alternatively, to have reduced the amount of the

subject matter very drastically. He ranges over

the whole gamut of the electromagnetic spectrum ,

discusses radioactivity and the structure of matter ,

touches on the modern theories of astronomy, and

finishes up with a chapter on gravitation and re

lativity . The most interesting chapter in the book

is the one entitled “ The Forces within Matter , '

where the author has given some interesting ex

amples of surface tension which are not generally

known and which have not yet found their way

into the elementary text -books. It is to be hoped

that when Mr. Lunnon writes his next book he

will be able to give full scope to his powers of

description without so much need for condensation.

R. S. M.

SCHOOL RESEARCHES IN Heat : by C. W. Knight,

B.Sc. ( Pupil's Book , is . 3d . ; Teacher's Book ,

is. 6d . net. Philip .)

The pupil's book consists of some four hundred

questions or experiments on the simpler portions of

the subject of heat . The pupils are expected to

work through such of these as the teacher directs ,

and under his guidance. The teacher's book con

sists of directions and suggestions concerning these

experiments. The book is " written especially for

pupils (eleven plus to fifteen years) in the middle

forms of secondary schools, in the upper classes of

elementary schools, and for the central and pro

posed modern schools . " It might prove suitable

for those people who indulge in this method of

teaching science. R. S. M.

SOUND, FOR School CERTIFICATE STUDENTS : by E.

Nightingale , M.Sc. (25. 6d . net . Bell . )

This littlebook makes up the last hundred pages

of the author's “ Heat, Light , and Sound ," which

may now all be obtained in one volume. Mr.

Nightingale , who is senior science master at St.

Albans School , always writes in an attractive man

ner , and, since he is also a musician , this volume

is of particular interest . He realises that the subject
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NOTES AND COMMENTS.

Readers are asked to note that The Education Outlook is not the organ of any association.

The views expressed in the editorial columns are wholly independent andthe opinions

of correspondents, contributors, and reviewers are their own.

The Ruralised Teacher . The Better Plan .

The Report of the Departmental Committee on A more helpful Report might have been framed by

the Training of Rural Teachers is a disappointing a committee which included a number of teachers

document. The carrying out of these recommenda- with experience of rural work . They might have

tions will be a step backward , for they embody the suggested an extension of secondary school facili

principle of recruiting teachers at an early age, ties so as to obviate the assumed need for retaining

giving them a period of apprenticeship as pupil a pupil-teacher system. They might have suggested

teachers , and a further period of training either in further that all teachers , without reference to the

a two - year college or by supplementary courses particular kind of teaching they are to undertake

destined to fasten them to the soil for the rest of in the future , should have the opportunity of gain

their days. Everyone recognises and deplores the ing a liberal education . Following this there might

falling off in the supply of teachers from country be provided various forms of professional training

districts , and many will agree that the education in according to the kind of teaching work which the

rural schools should be intimately connected with recruit intends to undertake. Many of our training

the experiences of the pupils out of doors, but the colleges are placed in the country , and these might

former is due mainly to the want of accessible become centres of training for rural teachers , their

secondary schools, and the latter principle has a work to be supplemented by a system of probation

general application whether in town or country. in selected schools. For graduates and others whose

general education has been prolonged such proba

" Tied to the Soil ." tion might serve in lieu of the formal course in a

In past years some of the best recruits to teach- training college.

ing , especially in public elementary schools, have

gone up to the training colleges and universities
Freedom of Movement .

from the country districts . Quite recently the Instead of creating yet another category of teachers

Head Master of Rugby was speaking of the value
we ought to be considering whether it is not possible

of his own boyish experiences on the farm , and not
to remove some of the existing barriers between

different types of teaching work. From the educa

a few of the most prominent of our town teachers
tional point of view it is absurd to distinguish be

and administrators began life in village schools . If tween two men of similar academic qualifications

this Report becomes operative such men and women who are engaged respectively in teaching boys of

will in future be tied to the soil, for their early
the same age in a secondary school and a public

education and later professional training will be
elementary school. Both are engaged in giving

elementary instruction . Specialisation tends to be

directed almost entirely to preparing them for rural overdone and to be undertaken at too early a stage

work , and it will be virtually impossible for them in the teacher's career. All teachers should be

to gain employment in towns. On the other hand, reasonably good practitioners before claiming con

many successful rural teachers have gone to country sideration as specialists. We may recall apassage

schools from the towns , taking with them the in Rousseau's “ Emile " which runs : “ When he

valuable assets of wide experience and a fresh point leaves me he will not be a magistrate or a soldier or

of view. It is a mistake to suppose that the country a priest . First and foremost he will be a man , and

children should spend their school days in preparing all that a man needs to be he is fit to be when the

to be farm labourers or dairymaids. occasion requires. "
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" Right of Entry ."

On another page our N.U.T. correspondent re

minds us that teachers in provided or council schools

are not disposed to welcome any system of religious

instruction which entails the use of their schools or

rooms in them by members of particular sects for

the purpose of giving denominational religious in

struction to selected groups of children . This “ right

of entry ," as it is called, is one of the methods pro

posed for solving the religious difficulty in getting

rid of the dual system . It is unfortunate that the

cifficulty , which is somewhat unreal in practice , has

never been examined from the standpoint of a child's

ability to understand theology. It is possible that

those who attach so much importance to dogmatic

religious instruction are deluding themselves, since

children are not to be attracted by the subtle dis

tinctions of theologians, although they may become

attached to a religious belief through their regard

for those who practise it . Where the right of entry

has been exercised, as it was in the past in certain

towns, the scheme failed chiefly because the visiting

clergy and other exponents of dogma often proved

to be quite unable to control a class of children or

to teach them successfully . The difficulty was all

the greater because the pupils in any given group

were at various ages.

Handwriting.

Some remarks of business men concerning hand

writing have attracted widespread attention in the

Press , and have brought forth a group of stories

concerning the illegible efforts of some famous men

and women . Certain critics have urged that the

schools are no longer paying sufficient attention to

penmanship , and it is probably true that in these

days the copybook is seldom used . It is true also

that the practice of note-taking and rough work , as

it is called , tends to develop slovenly habits. The

handwriting of to - day is less formal than that of our

fathers and grandfathers , but there is no reason why

it should be less easy to read . The practice of script

writing in the earliest stages has much to justify it ,

always provided that the child is encouraged to de

velop a clear and characteristic running hand as

soon as possible, and certainly before the tenth

year. Where this is done the round and clear forms

of the script are written , and if the joinings are

made uniform , we get a simple and clear style which

is free from flourishes and needless ornament. In

every school there should be for all pupils regular

drill in careful handwriting for a few minutes of

each day . This will preserve the correct muscular

habits required for clear writing and will supply a

standard for the pupil . It would be useful to have

a systematic investigation of the possibility of de

vising a style of handwriting which could serve as

a foundation for our schools. At present the varia

tion in standard and in style is extremely great.

A Salaries Bogey .

Lord Eustace Percy recently had occasion to

write to a correspondent who had declared that in

a certain district it was being stated that if the

Conservative Party returned to power after the next

election there would be a considerable reduction in

the salaries of teachers. The President of the Board

pointed out that the existing salary scales remain

in force until 1931 , whichever Government is in

power. This is a true and sufficient answer to the

false report, but the various associations of teachers

might well begin to consider the position which will

arise when the present Burnham Scales cease to be

operative. Certain defects in their working are

manifest to everybody, and among the chief of these

is the immobility which results among teachers on

the higher points of the scale . Apart from promo

tion or transfer to another school under the same

authority, the senior teacher has little or no chance

of gaining fresh experience . Another point calling

for consideration is the diversity of the scales with

the consequent differences in pension rates . Two

retired teachers may be neighbours in a country or

seaside resort , living on much the same scale , but

their pension incomes will vary considerably if one

happens to have taught in London and the other in

a provincial town . It is difficult to justify this state

of things.

The Register of Teachers .

The sixteen years which have elapsed since the

establishment of the Teachers Council and the be

ginning of the present Register of Teachers have

been marked by so many distracting events that

it is somewhat difficult for young teachers of to -day

to understand what led their predecessors to agitate

so strongly for a professional register to be formed

and maintained by a representative Council. Yet

the reasons are still as valid as ever , despite im

provement in salaries and pensions and a compara

tive ease of the conditions which now attend the

teacher's work . Even in these matters there is still

room for great improvement, but what is most

necessary is that the term “ teacher" should have

for the public a professional meaning implying the

possession of educational attainments and some

measure of special preparation for the work of teach

ing . At present the term is used indiscriminately

to describe the highly qualified and efficient teacher

or the person who happens to have entered the work

because admission is easy and payment is given to

people with no qualifications . The aims of the

Council will not be achieved until every qualified

teacher is also registered .
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AT THE HIGH TABLE .

( Under this heading appear from time to time articles from eminent men and women concerning

different aspects of education. In the following article Lord Gorell deals in racy fashion with the,

Consultative Committee's Report on School Books . ]

III . Gilbert the Englishman .

By LORD GORELL.

re

Humanity often likes to pretend to be something

other than it is , but it has seldom done so more

conspicuously than when it separated itself with

ostentation from a habit of topsy -turveydom by

attaching that to a single individual as his dis

tinguishing characteristic and creating the epithet

of “ Gilbertian. ” That was flattering to the late

Sir W. S. Gilbert ; he added wit , of course , which

is not a general characteristic of the human species,

but all his wit did not save him from being typical

of mankind in that very attribute in which he is

most commonly supposed to have been individual .

His topsy -turveydom was based upon a species of

inverted logic ; mankind's is wholly illogical -- that

is the only difference between them ; in essence they

are the same.

I lately came across a case of this habit of thought

and action, so characteristic of mankind in general

and of that portion of it which inhabits the British

Isles in particular. A friend of mine possessed the

originals of some interesting letters which he wished

to publish . But the copyright had never been

assigned to him in writing , as the law now

quires. This copyright belonged originally to a

lady who is long dead , and it should therefore

pass to her descendants , but , as far as is known,

she has none. “ All clear for my friend ,” says

common sense . “ Not at all, ” replies the Gilbertian

spirit of the English race . These descendants

who are not known to exist-have yet an existing

representative ; a corporeal entity can , it appears ,

represent undiscoverable genealogical table ,

and, being learned in law , he represents it effec

tually . We describe such a situation as “ Gil

bertian ” : very flattering to Sir W. S. Gilbert , since

it is of our own making, and no one appreciates it

more thoroughly than the English lawyer .

I am led to these reflections by a perusal of the

report of the Consultative Committee on Books in

Public Elementary Schools . I like the Consultative

Committee ; it is a very friendly assembly , has a

most admirable Chairman , and its members are all

kindly , hard-working, and learned .

pleasant hours in their company , spread over

number of years , and to see the Committee at work

is in itself an education in exploration ; what it in

vestigates , it investigates thoroughly, and it is

hardly its fault that it is only every once in a while

given a subject for investigation that is really

worth its acumen and assiduity . Occasionally , as

one of its best members once remarked , it is given

a subject which puts it in the position of a man

searching in the dark for a black hat that isn't

there . But on all occasions it is of much use to

the President of the Board of Education ; whenever

he comes under criticism for not having consulted

with educationists he can point to its existence

for refutation . As a shield it is undeniably handy.

I was even myself informed in Parliament of its

existence by a junior Minister , and my being a

member of it at the time did not in the least disturb

the complacency of the official reply.

The subject of Books for Elementary Schools was

under review for two years , and teachers will now

have studied the Report with interest . It does not ,

it is true , go back to an earlier date than 1749,

which is unusual, but it covers 188 years with his

torical authority . The estimated gross cost of the

Report is £1,245 . Is . 4d . I am no mathematician,

and cannot, therefore , say offhand how many school

books (average cost is. 8d . per pupil, see page 66

of the Report) that represents. I feel , however,

that it represents a good many , and I hope the

Report will be widely bought, in which case the

net cost will be diminished .

But the paragraph in which this average cost

is given ( paragraph 49) is worth a good deal , though

not perhaps £1,245 . is. 4d. I commend it to the

attention of all interested in or concerned with

education — it is the whole Report in little . Let me

set out the figures. Average annual sum per pupil

spent on books, 1924-27 : “ 45. 11.6d . in modern

(central) schools ; 25. 0.9d . in senior schools or

divisions ; is . 9. 1d . in junior schools or depart

ments ; os. 6.3d . in infants ' schools or departments;

and is. 9.2d. in small schools taking in one de

partment pupils of all ages to that of fourteen plus."

This is for the twenty-three Authorities that were

able to supply the information required ; thirty - four,

“ owing to the system of accounts at present in

use , were not so able . It is not therefore possible

to ascertain what is being spent in England and

Wales on elementary books , but “ it seems almost

certain that the amount would represent less than

I per cent , of the total expenditure per child .” The

Consultative Committee are human and reasonable

an

I have spent

a
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beings; they came to the following conclusion :

“ There can be no doubt that in many areas the

amount allowed for books in different types of

schools is seriously inadequate . We accordingly

recommend that Local Education Authorities should

look afresh into the whole question of the supply

of books in the Public Elementary Schools , and ,

where necessary , take appropriate steps to increase

the total allowances granted for school supplies and

to ensure that any additional sums thus made avail

able may be used for providing the schools ade

quately with books suited to their special needs. "

I have set this out in full , because really, valu

able as the other 150 pages of the Report are , this

is the whole matter in a nutshell. It is “ Gilbertian ''

( that is to say , thoroughly English) to discuss ex

haustively what books there should be whilst pro

vision for their purchase is so hopelessly inadequate.

It is like a firm of architects carefully planning out

a house on behalf of a man who has long con

sidered that i per cent. of the total bill is quite

enough to set aside for a mere necessity such as

the bricks. But let us take heart ; the amount has

now been declared - as forcibly as a statutory Com

mittee can declare anything - to be " seriously in

adequate,” and Local Education Authorities are

recommended to " look afresh into the whole ques

tion . ”

I remember my own school days and, though I

certainly did not acquire all the knowledge that was

available for acquisition, I wonder what I could

have acquired on a basis of " approximately is . 8d .

per pupil ” ' ? When one recalls the old books, dog

eared , tattered , annotated on every page with cari

catures of masters and spirited representations of

fellow - pupils, underlined and occasionally inter

leaved, the favourite volume and the scorned source

of boredom, “ it will,” in the delightful words of the

Report, " be generally agreed that the two main

uses of books are for enjoyment and for gaining

of knowledge.” The Committee are careful to state

that they have constantly borne in mind the need

for economical administration , " but not all their

politeness can conceal the essential truth . With

a misleading air of diffidence - for of course they

know that there can be no two opinions about it ,

only it would never do to say it too bluntly ; that

would be un -English , as far at least as English

Government publications are concerned—they say :

" Our evidence suggests not only that the supply of

books used in schools requires to be increased , but

also that their quality not infrequently stands in

need of improvement. Good enough : let us leave

it at that , in words at any rate . The Report of

this careful , tolerant, deliberative body cries aloud

quite distinctly : " More and better books !" For

education's sake, let us now pass on from words

to deeds !

THE PIPE ROLLS .

Raw Materials of History .

By ANTHONY CLYNE .

Each year the Pipe Roll Society published a

volume reproducing one of the Great Rolls of the

Exchequer of the twelfth century . We can turn to

any volume and find rich store of the raw materials

of history . In the roll for the year 1189-90, for

example, there is a great deal about the preparations
for the Crusade which filled the mind of the new

king, Richard I. We can mark his reckless ex

pedients for raising money-the sale of offices to

bishops , sheriffs, and high officials, the sale of new

and more favourable charters to towns , the exaction

of heavy fines from those accused , justly or not , of

maladministration. Not always did the " squeezing "

succeed. Radulfus de Ria , for example , a Kentish

man, owed a large sum to the Exchequer, but he died

and nothing was recovered— “ Sed mortuus est et de

sui nihil invenitur. "

There are entries relating to Richard's extortions

from wealthy Jews and the general persecution of

them thus encouraged. There were massacres in

various towns , and the means taken to restore order

duly appear on the roll . There is much information

about London . For example , we learn of the com

pletion of Newgate Gaol .

The Pipe Rolls were so called from the cylindrical

shape of the roll containing the account of a single

sheriff. Each roll consisted of two strips of sheep

skin sewn together to form one length . This

material was chosen because of the difficulty of mak

ing an erasure without a trace . It is curious to note

that towards the end of the thirteenth century the

rolls become broader, owing to the improvement in

the breed of sheep, which increased in size and

yielded larger skins.

The Pipe Rolls were the records of the Upper

Exchequer, showing the accounts of the sheriffs, the

king's principal financial agents in each county .

They were bailiffs of his estates , which they usually
farmed at fixed renis . They also received other

renis , amercements, fines, and taxes. Every Easter

the sheriff was summoned and paid into the Lower

Exchequer sums on account, receiving wooden

tallies in acknowledgment, for he was often

illiterate. At Michaelmas he paid the balance due ,

and the account was made up and entered on the

Pipe Roll. The annual examination of the sheriff

by the Treasurer and the Chancellor's Clerk was

very searching and anticipated with some fear. In

the days of the Angevins there were efficient officials

at the Treasury. Customary outgoings like alms,

tithes , pensions were also entered on the Pipe Rolls,

with extraordinary expenditure like repairs to

castles . These special payments, especially , often

furnish valuable information to the historian .
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CREATIVE WORK IN EDUCATION .

By ROBERT JONES, D.Sc.

III . On Keeping Up Early Stimulus .

lo their relative educational values, as far as crea- probably move the designer to astonishment and

tive stimulus is concerned , our Infants' Schools pity . in the adornments of our mantelpieces, on

stand highest among our institutions , our Public our buildings, and on our dress, this idea of art as

Schools and Universities lowest . This valuation an " extra " is all around us . No wonder that it

concerns the definite machinery and work of the should hold sway in our conception of education

organisations in question . There is , in the Uni- also. But it is a false conception . The artist and

versity Common Room and social life , a powerful
the artisan are one. Making a table is as intellectual

agent constantly at work, that comes of personal and ästhetic a business as it is manipulative. There

conference and discussion . But that is extra- is no such thing as unskilled work , and skill of the

institutional . In the definite work of lesson and body does not exist apart from skill of the mind .

lecture, there is a falling from high to low , in crea- For our practical use in schools the new psy

tive stimulus , as we mount and descend from the chology has come to our aid here as elsewhere. Its

Infants ' School to the University . Our Primary, analysis is yet imperfect , but it gives us a clue to

Central , and Secondary Schools lie between these development and to the place of creative work in

two in both respects . education .

Whoever goes into a good modern Infants ' For the first three years of its life , in most cases ,

School, in the normal state of innocence and the child expresses itself, and learns , largely by

ignorance , is amazed at the work done in relation manipulation . It employs a " touch " method to re

to the age of the children . And of all the impres- late itself to the surrounding world. For the next

sions carried away, the strongest and the most vivid three years-- taking the period, and all the periods,

is that of the wonderful beginnings made in creative in the round-there appears a definite urge towards

work in many directions . Follow these children now a kind of crude symbolism . It shows itself some

to the Boys ' or Girls ' Department, and note the
times in the creation of a little " jabber -language. "

change. Here is a new world , a new scale of values . Thus a child of this age used invariably for a long

There is no change of educational processes so com- period " wow -wow " to mean “ lady," and " ibbady

plete in the child's life as that which accompanies ibbady-ya " to mean a swing. In drawing , too , a

transfer to the Boys ' or Girls ' Department. The form of rude symbolism is used.

possible move to a Central School is by comparison The craving for realism comes later in the third

slight , and it comes at a less impressionable age . three-year period , that is round about the ages

The transfer to a Secondary School may mark a seven , eight , nine , ten . It subsists very often until

great social difference, but the educational change
adolescence, when all the formless , uncouth ,

is not very great . The changes, from now on to blundering efforts of the mind are at work,

the University , are in total but continuations. egoistically striving , not only to fit itself to the

If but half of this is true , it gives rise to the ques- world , but also to fit the unadjusting world to it

tion whether we are not blundering in dropping so self. Our plain business with all these developments

completely the stimulus to creative effort so well is first of all to get to know them , to correct our

begun . It is not a sufficient answer to say that some present knowledge by constant observation , and

of the Eurollickings and Sentipressionics and What- then , when we are satisfied that the developments

notteries that are attempted and displayed in this are as well known as our state of knowledge per

school and that , resolve themselves upon examina- mits , to follow their stages .

tion into ill-tanned leather and ill-woven prunella. What the older generation has to offer the younger

Often enough they do : but that does not dispose of is chiefly sympathy, encouragement , opportunity ,

the matter. and a traditional technique of each art and craft .

We have too great a tendency to put in a box This last, the acquired technique, is ready to the

called “ Extras " whatever lies on the borders of teacher's hand , and we are commonly too quick to

" the immediate job .” Before me, as I write , is an supply it , thrusting aside the early crude efforts be

iron stove , " ornamented " (my country's language, fore they have done their work . For their work is

' tis of thee ! ) in five different and discordant styles partly to lead to a point where the desire to express

by a designer whose dominant idea of art thrusts is baffled by an incapacity to represent what is de

out at once from this example of his work : the sired . The boy wants to draw a ship , the girl

idea of art as something extra , to be added or left wants to paint a flower. But the lack of technical

out . The stove would be a much better work of art skill produces, in the place of a visualised beauty, a

without this ornament ; but such a statement would disappointing ugliness . This is the moment for

a
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PREVENTING THE “ BREAK ."

BY EILEEN ELLISTON.

)

offering the tool of acquired technique. The know

ledge is now desired because it is needed for a de

finite aim. In effect, if not in words, the child asks

to be taught , not in the general , but for the par

ticular purpose : " So that I can do this properly."

It is the golden moment for the teacher.

To miss such moments is a sin of omission only.

But to chill by any cynicism , any drop of the cold

water of disillusion , any weariness in the face of

eagerness, is a sin of commission , and of the

deadliest . How much potential creative work has

been stunned into silence by casual sneers at early

efforts is not to be computed by mathematicians.

It is a mountain of accusation which we ignore ;

but it stands as an ugly mound, blocking the vistas

of the future ,

For Imitation .

Deserving of record is the gift of a site worth

£ 800 by Mr. Francis Boston for the erection of a

council school at Runcorn, in Cheshire. The

Cheshire Education Committee and the rate-payers

must indeed be grateful for such a gift in these

hard times . Other philanthropists might well copy

this generous donor.

Some Figures .

The number of elementary schools maintained by

local authorites on March 31, 1928 , was 20,684 ,

viz . , council schools, 9,271 and non -provided , 11,413 .

This last figure is made up of Church of England

schools, 9,842; Roman Catholic, 1,144; Wesleyan,

125 ; Jewish , 12 ; others , 290. These figures were

given by the President of the Board of Education

in reply to Mr. Whitely , who asked for much other

information as well . On January 1 this year there

were 692 grant-aid provided secondary schools and

648 non - provided. The number of scholars in ele

mentary schools in 1927-28 was : provided,

3,671,804 ; non -provided, 1,939,259. In secondary

schools the figures were 212,902 and 180,279 .

The Educational Travel Association .

The Educational Travel Association is arranging

an attractive summer holiday course in “ Geography

by Travel” and in “ Regional Survey Methods"

in Norway . The party will sail on the Meteor

from Newcastle -on - Tyne on July 27 .July 27. Further par

ticulars may be obtained either from the list of

overseas summer courses published by the Board

of Education or by sending two loose penny stamps

to the Hon. Secretary , E.T.A. , c.o. County Train

ing College , Crewe, who will supply illustrated book

let and map and programme of excursions to

glaciers , historical buildings, viking ships , and

Eskimo collections . Instruction in field work in the

open-air sciences will be given to members of the

party desiring it .

Two chance remarks lately set me thinking . One

was : “ My little girl is not doing so well as she did

in the Infants ' School.” This from a mother of a

child who had just passed into the Upper Depart

ment of a good school. Inquiry showed that the child
had lost interest . The teacher treated the children as

infants , and took them back to babyish work with

nothing to strive for ; no glow of achievement was

possible. The little girl, bored, got into mischief,

became careless , and seemingly incapable of steady

work .

The other remark was from a Standard II teacher ,

who told me that in the first quarterly test in Eng

lish for his children the head teacher gave a given

number of disconnected words to be put into

sentences .

Now I happened to have read many compositions

by these same children when in Standard I of the

Infants ' School, and knew them to be far ahead of

such simple work . The heads of both schools were

excellent in their way , but they lacked a knowledge

of what had been done in the earlier stages.

The breach between the two departments is often

very big . I have seen Standard Il children praised

fora neat ruler drawing of a 4-inch square , and yet

in the Infants ' Department those same children had

made models of chairs and tables , baskets and boxes,

all to ruler measurement. I do not blame the

teachers , for I was an Upper teacher myself once ,

and I undervalued small children's ability , just as the

teachers of Standards I and II do to -day. But I am

sorry for the little people , for time lost can never be

regained .

Would it not be possible to have a movable teacher

on each staff to be worked thus ? Let Miss A. take

the top class of the Infants ' Department forone year ,

while Miss B. takes the lowest class in the Upper

Department at the same time . Then , with her full

knowledge of what the top class infants can do, let

Miss A. move from one department into the other

with her pupils. Meanwhile Miss B. comes down to

the Infants School, and begins her biennial term.

Now that co - operative work is so much in demand

in our schools , it is surprising that there should be

so little co-operation between the departments. It

is true that some Upper Heads allow the teacher

who is to take the lowest class to spend a day or

two in the Infants ' School to observe methods, &c.

But is this enough ? A year's service in the one de

partment, followed by taking one step higher in the

other department , should give valuable knowledge

to both heads, and , what is more important, would

prevent that “ break " which so often occurs in pass

ing from one grade to another.
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LETTERS FROM A YOUNG HEAD MASTER .

III . After One Term .

was

My Dear H. ,-On the last morning of term a boy

came to me and said , “ I may be leaving after the

holidays." Then he turned quickly from me be

cause his eyes were so full of tears that he dared not

say more . A happy-go-lucky, casual, irresponsible

sort of fellow in the ordinary way, and yet - Lord ,

how blind we can be !

And I had been wondering, in a dull , end-of

termish fashion, whether schoolmastering (and

especially headmastering) wasn't the most thankless

job on earth , and whether children were really much

the better for all our trouble and hard labour.

Somehow that incident gave me fresh courage.

When I came to review the term as a whole , I felt

because of it more inclined to dwell upon what had

actually been achieved , and less daunted by the

thought of all that might have been.

It seems to me that we schoolmasters (being, I

suppose, so perfect ourselves) are apt to be over

disappointed that we get so little in the way of per

fection from our pupils. Don't you think we too

often make the cardinal mistake of forgetting that

these youngsters have everything to learn , and that

their way towards perfection must constantly be

through error ?

Three months ago our school had but opened its

doors ; its members more than

" fortuitous collection of atoms." A week ago a

boy was heard to declare that it was “ the best

school in the world . ” Other boys in other schools

have been known to make the same declaration , and

one need not take it too literally ; but it's the right

spirit . Only a day or so before the end of term

I was called upon to decide what must happen to

a boy whose name, by some error, was on the list

of two houses . Each house captain pressed his

case to the uttermost , and neither would give in .
His house meant too much to him.

On the last morning of term a notice was dis

played, which said : “ The Engineering Society

wishes all the other societies the compliments of

the season . ” The same day were published Vol. I ,

No. 1 , of the school magazine (editorial staff : two

masters, six boys) , one hundred and fifty copies of

which were sold at sixpence each on the day of

issue , and the first number of a form magazine , the

editors of which handed to the recreation fund the

sum of 2s. 2d . as the result of their efforts.

Do these things seem trifles to you ? I confess I

rate them highly. Our term has been full of imper

fections and unrealised ideals (must one always

compromise in this world ?) , but I can never forget

that these things have really happened. Nor can I

were аno

)

forget such moments as when the school orchestra

and choir played and sang to a full hall of parents,

when the massed house choirs (some seventy -five

singers all told) led the school in songs and carols,

when the first football colours were awarded amid

storms of cheers , when a costume play (partly

home-made) presented before morning

assembly , when the first boy volunteer read the

Scripture to the whole school at prayers.

Equally highly do I value some more intimate,

more personal reminiscences. When first a prefect,

half apologetically, came to report to me some mis

demeanours of which his newly -developed sense of

responsibility disapproved. " They don't think of

what it means to the school, ” he said . Yet I am

told that that boy was himself a regular storm

centre before his elevation to prefectorial rank.

And, later, when a boy came to me with a beau

tifully executed builder's plan of the school. His

own idea and unaided creation . A practical arith

metic lesson had started him on measuring the

passages and classrooms; the remembrance of some

old plans he had seen at home had given birth to a

secret ambition . For weeks he had toiled and told

no one . The result , a drawing which delighted an

experienced architect. Now, of course , the boy

wants to be an architect himself, and—we can help

him to be one.

Only why, why is it necessary to pass everyone

who wishes to be an architect through the narrow

gate of an academic examination ? The boy is a

gentleman , his general education is good, but we'll

have no end of a job getting him through matric.

For one thing, he's not touched a foreign language

yet - and he's not as young as he might be .
Thus our term. But I fear, in reading over this

letter, lest I see you shake your wise old head and

take up your pen to write in your matter-of-fact

way (a way which covers a multitude of virtues) to

remind me that I have told you nothing of what

school in the main consists of - lessons. I'll antici

pate that criticism ; next letter you shall hear of all

that happens “ within the four walls."

I purposely omitted our classroom activities this

time, partly because I had so much else I had to

say , and partly because next term we are trying out

several interesting experiments, about the working

of which I want to tell you . This term we have

been feeling our way, educating the boys up to

methods demanding initiative and responsibility.

Next term are going to try them out-by

degrees.

G. S.

we

Ever yours,
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WANTED , A LITERARY GEOGRAPHER .

By R. W. Page.

Geography, popularly speaking , is the science of says : " Geography, when studied as a synthetic and

the world as the home of man . It is a vast and human science, is the most valuable of all educa

fascinating subject which still languishes in compara- tional agents except literature ; but when it is studied

tive unpopularity. It lacks its great man, the genius as an ultra -analytical and non-human-almost an

who can control its vastness , illuminate its obscurity, inhuman --- science, both its attractiveness and its

and present to the ordinary reader its fascination. educational value are minimised . It happens that

Enthusiastic geographers have referred to it in most of the persons who have been most active in

sorrow as the Cinderella of the sciences ; it needs this direction ...have been active also in support of

now its fairy prince, or perhaps its fairy godmother. a reckless nomenclature . Yet, if the Mother Tongue

History is in much better case . It is almost the and her literature must always have the first place in

spoiled darling of men of letters who read history , true education, no other subject - not even if it can

comment on it , and even write it , solely because they claim the second place—may misuse that Mother

have experienced its fascination . Mr. Chesterton , Tongue. For instance, to claim the use of such ad

for example , with no specialised knowledge of his jectives as high and low for any one of the several

subject (as he himself affirms), writes a history of sciences in which they have a very special meaning,

England. Who could imagine him writing a geo- is an obvious impertinence ; and to claim further the

graphy of England ? How entertaining , how right to use them as nouns ... is a gross prostitu

superbly inaccurate it would be ! tion of the English language, nor does there seem to

History is action , and geography is but the setting be an excuse for it , at all events in geography. "

or stage of the action , and herein may be an ex- To illustrate . There is a geography text-book ,

planation of the comparative obscurityof geography. largely used in schools, which bears the imprimatur

But the explanation is inadequate . Action is more of a University Press. The writer says : “ Halifax,

interesting than setting (the play's the thing ) ; but Nova Scotia , is an eastern termini of two Canadian

suppose the stage began of its own accord to take railways. ” The solecism is not a misprint , because

part in and change the course of the action . Sup- it is repeated a few sentences later. He speaks of

pose , in the midst of the play , the stage was up- the " flotability " of rivers, a neologism for which

heaved or cleft asunder or sank below the foot- there is no warrant and no need . In any case the

lights . Then the actors and the onlookers would term is inaccurate . Rivers are not and cannot be

begin to realise that the stage claimed some atten- “ flotable ." He employs the barbarism “ Britisher, ”

tion on its own account. Action is more than set- and writes a sentence like this : “ Even if the con

ting ; but action cannot take place in thin air ; it tinental shelf were only 300 feet below sea-level the

must be firmly planted on the solid earth . greater part of it would become dry land , and the

Some years ago Mr. H. G. Wells published his British Isles would once more be attached to the

“ Outline of History .” It had a great success in mainland.” What does it mean ?

England and an enormous success in America. He Geography is of vital import in education for

brought history home to men's hearths and bosoms, citizenship and of the highest value in education for

and his “ Outline" was a topic of conversation individuality . Its ethical appeal is profound , but it

among people whose previous knowledge of history will not appeal to the plain man until it is written

was of the slightest . He made history readable, and plainly and pleasantly .

the reason was that he is a man of letters first. The

same could be said of Macaulay and Carlyle. But

when we turn to the great geographers we find that
EIGHTY YEARS AGO .

they are geographers only . Students of geography Gleanings from our Earlier Volumes .

are under great and grateful obligations to such men

as Herbertson , Sir Halford Mackinder, Professor
March , 1849.-Seventy Pounds a Year.

Lide, and Dr. Marion Newbigin ; but the general “ The Schoolmasters of the Middle Class must
reader has never heard their names. We want a feel fattered by the estimate which Sir Robert Peel

Wells or a Pelloc, or a Lytton Strachey, ora a and the Rev. Mr. Moseley have conjointly formed

Trevelyan to write an “ Outline of Geography, " and of the value of their services . If £70 per annum

to capture the interest of the man in the armchair. be their notion of a just remuneration for a first

Some eminent geographers cannot even write good rate Schoolmaster, what must be their idea of his

serviceable prose. They twist and torture their individual worth as compared with a first- rate

mother tongue into fantastic forms, and for this Lawyer, a first -rate Surgeon, a first -rate Clerical

offence have been sharply censured by Professor Inspector of Schools, or a first-rate Minister of

Lyde. In the preface of his book on " Europe" he State ? "

a
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CREATIVE WORK IN STORY - TELLING .

By Rosa HOBHOUSE .

II .

“ The Story -maker's Philosophy," followed by “ The Miller and the Mice."

In our last article it was stated that the most one to expound the evils of begging, and yet we

living suggestions for stories are likely to be de- cannot reconcile the idea of a hungry man asking

rived from impressions and events personally ex
for food being penalised as a criminal , with certain

teachings read from the lecterns of the State Church.

perienced. Our selection of raw material out of
None of these thoughts could we share with young

that experience will be determined finally by our children , but it may be that the incident , seen later

philosophy of life . in perspective and through the atmosphere of a

The idea of philosophy being the chief factor in lighter mood, will yield us some such tale as “ The

determining the nature of our stories may sound
Beggar at the Birthday Feast . " ' *

Or we may be struck with the deeply troubled
rather incongruous with that of delighting children .

mind of the Indian lawyer (referred to in “ Christ of

Yet, as we study the simplest story , is it not true the Round Table ' ' ) because he had set two dogs on

to say that it bears within itself traces of life at to a rat which had fallen into a tub , and (whilst

its heart as we most desire it , be it a tale of not sharing the Hindu view as regards the destroy

merriment mingled with loving-kindness or of
ing of even injurious creatures ) we recollect the

extraordinary difference we have ourselves felt
calamity awaiting the good angel of compassion to

between leaving the cat the free range of the corn
set its misfortune to rights ? Children love the shed and introducing him to some narrow space

feeling that broken happiness, like broken toys, into which a poor mouse has had the unwisdom

can be mended. Perhaps in no other sense should to get caught. We play at “ Cat and Mouse " in

little children be entertained with misfortunes at all .
Christmas parties , but who could play at traps and

snares ? There happens to be a rat who has made
In an article on “ Hans Andersen's House " a

his retreat under a bramble bush near my duck

young Dane is quoted as having said that " When pond. In thinking of his home I am sensible of

the childen of Denmark have grown up to be six- the charm that belongs to all family life , and , but

teen and seventeen they put the fairy tales away , for the danger of overpopulation, one would gladly

but that when they are twenty-three or twenty -five
let the idyll of his life proceed. The whole question

as to whether it is possible to remain in a completely
they take them from the musty cupboard and read

kindly frame of mind towards those creatures which

them again with a newer understanding, for then of necessity must be done away with is here raised ,

they begin to see the philosophy of Hans Ander but " questions" as such do not suggest stories .

sen ," that philosophy being hinted at in the saying In my own experience, however, the raising of

written by himself upon his house in Odense on the this issue was followed by an incident which re

island of Fünen , in Denmark : -- Livet selv er den introduced me into the world of the little creatures

deiligste Eventyr (“ Life itself is the most wonder- (the mice) so delightfully and with such intimacy

ful fairy tale " ). Indeed , our tales , if they are works that I found myself forming a story of a boy

of art at all , must arise out of our daily attitude to to whom a like experience brought a lifelong atti

life as a whole, as well as from incidents involving tude of friendship to both the mice and their arch

personalities in particular. A beggar may be creep enemy , the cat . It was not composed for any par

ing down the country road in which we live , knock- ticular use , but after-thoughts supplied the sugges

ing at the various doors. As he approaches he tion of the need in country districts, where boys are

sees us at the gate , and , if we have read his enlisted for “ rat week ,” of dealing in some sug

thoughts aright , the impression made on his mind gestive way with the possibility of this kindly

by our presence is not very different from that disposition towards both . Such a little story as the

which would be produced by a watch -dog . He is following would at least , I believe , help to cultivate

old, and we beckon him , perhaps , in order that such an attitude of mind :

in our house at least he shall be, as a guest ,

beyond the reach of the law . As he enjoys a The Miller AND THE Mice.

simple meal under the orchard trees we reflect with Ulmer lay asleep in the ground floor room of

some perplexity on the situation . If we happen to his mother's cottage. Little noises came from the

be stoned by child beggars in Italy for not un

burdening our purses of soldi , we shall need no * A Story which appeared in The Road, December, 1926.
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corner, and seemed to run here and there under

the boards. Half awakening out of his sleep , the

boy raised his head and leaned forward a little ,

in the dark. The noises, which had stopped for

a moment, began again , swift , short runs and tiny

rappings . " Oh, it's you, little mice !" cried Ulmer,

recognising the sound as the sleep cleared away

from his mind, and his face so shone with delight

that it would almost have seemed as if it must have

lighted up the darkness. Then , lying back , he

continued to listen with the ear that was not buried

in his pillow . A scuffle and a pause, and then

it was just as if one little mouse was picking its

way slowly along a tight rope ! Little knockings,

perhaps with their tails , then proceeded from the

corner of the room towards the centre . Ulmer gave

a suppressed laugh . " That's right , little mice,

enjoy yourselves whilst you may !” he said . This

they must have heard , for afterwards there was

a fairly long silence, but before Ulmer had suc

cumbed to sleep they began again-little tricklings

of noise going here and there, a sudden scamper

and a pause , then , just as he was about to fall

asleep, Ulmer heard the gnawing of the boards.

This made him think of the René, the cat, and

he wondered that René should have done her work

so badly as to have allowed the whole family to

be parading up and down, merry-making in the

middle of the night . In his heart of hearts Ulmer

was not really at all sorry for this, for, as he still

listened with the ear not in his pillow , he felt vividly

the reality of that under -floor world and the joviality

of those who were living there . He forgot that

the mice would be running to and fro in the dark

ness, through which, no doubt, they could see,

but pictured them in a lighted-up region of boards

and bricks with numberless crannies. To him it

was all very clear -- beams with holes in them , pas

sages and playgrounds, a living room perhaps, and

certainly a larder. After a while he fell asleep as

soundly as ever.

You might almost have thought that Ulmer would

have dreamed that he was under the boards along

with the mice , but he did not dream at all . In the

morning he got up, enjoyed his breakfast, and

went off to meet his playmates in the meadows

without a single thought of what had happened in

the night. But that afternoon, as he sat in his

father's bakehouse, he saw René the cat. “ René,"

he said , “ when I am a man I am going to have

a mill , and I shall want a cat ; if your kitten has

kittens I will have one of your great-great-grand

kittens to be my cat." As he talked thus his

thoughts were of how fine it would be to be a

miller and to have a cat of his own. To his con

versation René listened with a dreamy look in her

large amber -coloured eyes.

Now when Ulmer was old enough, he was put

to work with the miller from whom his father bought

his flour, and , as years went by , he fell in love

with the miller's daughter, whom he afterwards

married . This meant that , later on still , when

the old miller died , Ulmer and his young wife

went to live at the mill , for the miller had no sons

of his own to carry on the work. And , just as

Ulmer had said , they chose one of René's great

great-grand -kittens, and it became their cat and

they called him Ruffles. So Ruffles and Meg, the cat

who had lived at the mill for many years, divided

the work between them , and they made a good

reputation for themselves defending the miller's

corn .

But there was one thing that people always

noticed about the miller, and that was that he had

always a tender place for any little mouse which

he might chance to see glancing silently across

the white floor of the loft, or scuttering furtively

into a pitch - black hole ! “ Good luck to you,

he would say with a smile ; " enjoy yourself whilst

you can .
Never once did he speak harshly to

them, and he had even been heard to say a good

word for the grey rat who had made a home

for his wife in a kind of castle under a heap of

stones by the stable . Even when the miller's wife

had shown him a piece of pie -crust dragged half

way down a hole in the pantry , he only exclaimed

with a merry laugh : “ There, there , to be sure !

Sensible little fellows , they know what's good as

well as you and I , mother," at which his wife could

only look pleased , for was he not praising her

pastry ?
You will notice that he called his wife “mother. "

That is because they had a little son called Jock

and a little daughter whose name was Nan . And

when they were old enough the young miller on

winters ' evenings would sit by the fire and tell

them stories of all sorts of people , of kings and

queens , of beggars and bakers, but best of all they

seemed to love the tales of the little mice , who

play at keeping house underneath the floor. And

sometimes , just as they were deep in their listen

ing, there would be a noise , ever such soft knock

ings or scufflings or a tiny tap, tap , tapping, and

their father would whisper " Hark !" and put his

finger to his lips , and together they would feel as

if they were living with the little mice who live

under the boards and who had been skilful enough

to escape the attention of Ruffles and Meg. And

so long as they were clever enough to do this , the

miller always said they deserved their happiness.
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GIRLS AND LATIN .

By D. V. WALLACE .

When starting work with a new class entering on

their second, third, or fourth year of Latin it has

commonly been my practice to ask for a show of

hands of those girls who like the subject .

The response has almost invariably been small ,

and I think it is true that the majority of girls look

upon Latin as a necessary evil , a dry and difficult

subject, of which , however, they are obliged to ob

tain a smattering for examination purposes.

The exceptions are usually those girls who have ,

up to a point, studied with boys and have been

taught by masters . These are the girls who are

genuinely interested in classics and who pursue their

classical studies at the university .

Thus it seemed that the dislike of Latin was not

inherent in girls , but must be in some way connected

with the presentation of the subject.

I set myself, therefore, to see what could be done

to infuse more life and interest into the Latin lesson .

I realised what a dreary thing translation lessons

often were - faltering, stumbling efforts at transla

tion , half the class bored and inattentive, and the

result of the forty minutes ' labour-what ? А

mangled English version of Caesar or Ovid or Virgil

hazy in the minds of the pupils by reason of their

struggles; and in what respect was their real know

ledge of or pleasure in the classics increased ?

Rather did they leave the class -room more bored and

puzzled .

This was one of the great problems.

Another difficulty was experienced in the lesson

which dealt with the corrections of written words.

How hard it was to keep the class attentive and

interested over corrections in a Latin exercise which

might apply to some members of the class and not

to the rest .

For a few years the direct method of teaching

Latin seemed a likely solution : there was no more

boredom in the class, and the subject was a living

one dealing with chalk and chairs and class -rooms,

and the beginners learnt to express themselves in

Latin with fluency and zest.

But when it came to second- , third-, and fourth

year work with less concrete ideas many difficulties

arose from the lack of suitable direct method books

and dictionaries , and the time factor presented a

great problem with the examination bugbear ever

before us .

Faced with these difficulties and that of new pupils

coming into the school, who had been grounded on

other methods and were all at sea with ours, we

gradually abandoned our enterprise with some ro

luctance, but with a feeling that we had gained

valuable ideas .

After these experiences I evolved a few methods

which may be of interest to other teachers of

Latin .

In the translation lesson I tried to aim at under

standing what the author had to say , and also at

gaining some grasp and appreciation of the words

in which he expressed his thoughts . With all books

shut , the class would first be called upon to give

quite briefly in English the gist of the passage they

had prepared for translation ; a little discussion

might follow as to Caesar's methods of warfare or

any other theme suggested by the text.

Next came the important subject of vocabulary,

and the class would be expected to produce from

memory new Latin words found in preparation with

their meanings. It stimulated interest to let them

keep a record of their answers and misses “ just

for fun " in this part of the lesson.

This vocabulary exercise could be carried out in

different ways , and sometimes paper and pencils

were called into use while answers to questions such

as these were required

What Latin adjectives does Ovid use to describe

the following words (in the passage prepared) ?

By what verb does he describe the action of sa

and -so ? Give its principal parts .

Give the Latin phrase used by Ovid for

The excitement over these varied exercises was

great , and there were no bored and listless members

of the class , for they began to appreciate something

of the language.

After one of these lessons, dealing with the “ Storm

at Sea" described by Ovid, I remember setting as

homework a translation of the passage either in

prose or verse . The result showed how well the

class had entered into the spirit of the piece, and

there was one verse rendering in particular which

was quite a creditable bit of literary work as well as

being a good translation .

Another help in dealing with a stiff piece of

translation was a system of co -operation ; the girls ,

working in pairs , would often elucidate a passage

which had baffled them singly , and I would some

times give them ten minutes of the lesson time ,

working in pairs under my supervision , to try to

disentangle the knotty passage. It was ten minutes

well spent for the girls to do the work themselves

rather than for the teacher to do it for them.

This system of co -operation solved my difficulties

also with regard to the correction of Latin exercises

written at home. The books were brought to the

lesson next day, and the class was divided into sets

of four, who had leave to talk among themselves

and discuss the exercise they had written . Having
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OUR MONTH'S PICTURE.

The Wasp .

decided on the correct version approved by the four,

one of each set would write out in pencil a fair copy .

At the end of about ten minutes silence would be

called , and the sets asked whether there were any

points on which they could not agree ; these were

then dealt with on the blackboard , and next the fair

copies of the sentences would be read out for

approval or suggestion . In this way the class

found out and corrected all the mistakes in their

exercises without having to be told .

This was always a most stimulating lesson , and it

was interesting to hear the discussions which went

on over various constructions and words , which

were more convincing and effective than many dis

courses of mine would have been .

Needless to say , the exercises were afterwards

collected and marked by the teacher.

Sometimes after a lesson on a new construction

the girls would write an exercise on it , working in

pairs, on the blackboards which surround the class

room , while the teacher walked round pointing out

errors to individuals or common faults to the class

as a whole .

Proceeding in this way and bringing one's
imagination to work in devising variations of these

methods the work went on happily , and the dislike

of Latin was overcome.

Medical Education .

The Committee appointed by the Senate of London

University to inquire into the medical education

of women have published their report, and they

unanimously favour co -education in some medical

schools at least. There should be three types of

clinical education : (a ) for men only, ( b) for women

only , (c) for men and women . The Senate has

given its " general approval" to the report, and

has requested the Vice -Chancellor, Sir Gregory

Foster , to invite those schools in the Faculty of

Medicine which do not admit women to consider

the possibility of accepting a quota of women

students.

There are more than twenty different species of

wasps in Britain , but some live solitary lives, only

seven having the habits of the well known garden

and household variety .

Three of these - Vespa vulgaris , Vespa Germanica,

and Vespa ruja , known as the common, German ,

and red -legged wasps -- build their nests under

ground ; the wood wasp lays its eggs in the nest

of the red -legged species; the tree wasp (true to

name) builds in trees ; and the Norwegian prefers

bushes.

The seventh social species is the hornet - Vespa

crabro--much larger than the wasp in size and

richer in colour . Though its sting is formidable ,

this wasp is even-tempered , despite its habit of

eating honey -bees.

Through the winter , the spring, and to the end

of June , large wasps are found in protected corners

or flying about in search of localities possible for

nest building. These are the queens, and each one

destroyed may mean three or four thousand fewer

wasps when the fruit season arrives . For each

queen is the potential builder of a nest of social

wasps and the mother of its tenants .

The wasp builds a nest of hexagonal cells for

brood raising, and , as no honey is stored, a kind

of paper , made by masticating wood , is sufficient

for its construction. The nests are suspended from

a stalk fixed to a root or other secure position.

Starting with four cells , more are added at the sides

to complete the floor, and then other tiers are sus

pended from the first by stalks or pillars .

The larvæ are fed at first by the queen until they

cocoon , the workers giving their help when old

enough, so that eventually the queen need only

attend to the egg-laying. The early broods are

of workers only , perfect females and males coming

later in the season .

The social wasps are much alike , the common and

the German wasps being those best known. Hover

flies have similar colouring, but may be seen in

stand still in the air ; they should never be dis

turbed, being most useful in destroying aphides .

Wasps destroy flies and other pests , but also

many beneficial insects, raiding any hive not well

defended and killing the bees and carrying away

the honey. It is a debatable point, but it is pro

bably wise to destroy every accessible queen wasp

and its nest as soon as possible. The nests are

sometimes dug out for their larvæ , which are dried

as food for insect-eating birds .

Travellers tell us of a South American wasp that

makes and stores honey of a kind poisonous to

human beings. M. L. BROOKE.

Some Appointments .

The Rev. H. N. Asnam , Head Master of Owen's

School , Islington ; Mr. E. W. Hughes, Head of

Birkenhead Institute Secondary School; Miss Ger

trude Wright, Head Mistress and Lady Warden

of St. Michael's , Bognor. Mr. F. C. Doherty,

senior classical master at King's College School ,

Wimbledon , since 1925 , and from 1919 to 1924

assistant master at Radley College, has been elected

Head Master of Oakham School, Rutland. The

present Head Master, W. L. Sargant, M.A. , is

retiring next July after twenty -seven years ' service .
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JEAN - A STUDY.

By J. G. STEWART.

non

She was tall and lanky; twelve monotonous and school library , and , because Miss Smith said she

weary years had passed over her head , and she who ought to read, her mother allowed her an occasional

had never been a child was now almost a woman .
half-hour, while she herself stole many another from

the time allotted to sleep .

She wore a nondescript dress covered by a
One memorable evening Jean made her first real

descript coat ; her legs and arms protruded like pan- stand for her rights . When asked to clear the supper

handles ; her light brown hair lacked vitality ; one dishes and put the children to bed , she said :

had to look carefully into the wistful eyes to dis- “ Couldn't Lily take a turn ? I've a lot o ' lessons,

cover whether they were brown or blue or grey ; and the scholarship's that near now ! Miss Smith

even her cheeks lacked the healthy glow which would says I can try the exam . "

have redeemed her from utter colourlessness . Eldest Lily was Jean's only sister, a fair -haired, blue

of a family of seven , Jean had carried about a baby eyed girl , and the beauty of the family. She had a

from the time that her thin little arms could bear the great desire for a good time and a strong distaste

weight . She had gone to school each morning thank- for work , and her mother , finding her soniewhat un

ful to rest on a wooden bench and to pass as much reliable , made little use of her.

of her time in semi-somnolence as the vigilance of “ What's come over ye, lass , that ye're so sct on

the teacher would allow . After four o'clock home the school now ? Is it that new teacher that's took

duties demanded her attention , till , the last small a fancy to you ? " said her mother.

child in bed , she would take out her lesson books " Miss Smith's nice to everybody," replied Jean ,

and make a futile attempt to cram some facts into blushing. In the depths of her reticent nature she

her weary brain . knew that her feeling would not bear discussion .

Jean had reached her last year at the elementary " But you know, mother, " she continued , " I'll get

school and the class had a new teacher. Before a better job if I pass the scholarship and go on to

many days were over the children were aware that the higher grade .

this teacher understood ! She knew when you were “ The girl's right , wife , give her a chance, " said

really trying, and she never made fun of your mis- her father, looking up from his newspaper. As a

takes . Strangest of all, she seemed to like the rule he did not take much interest in his eldest

stupid pupils as much as the clever ones. One day , daughter, regarding her as a useful drudge ; but his

Jean, whose excellence in writing was her one claim pet , Lily , had been rather pert to him that evening ,

to distinction , felt a touch on her shoulder as Miss so Jean had unconsciously found a good opportunity.

Smith handed back her exercise . “ My dear, this is At the end of the session , when Jean passed her

beautifully done, " she heard a kind voice say ; " I scholarship examination and gained a prize for pro

think it is the neatest exercise in the class. Will gress , her family began to think there was something

you come to my desk while the others are working in her . The child now took a pride in herself ;

their sums ? I want to talk to you about the things happiness brought a tinge of colour into the pale

you do not understand.” A gleam of light had come cheeks , and she blossomed into a not unbecoming

into the wistful face at the first warm words of girlhood. One year at the higher grade continued

praise , but it was somewhat quenched by the the good work , and then , as a shop-girl , her patience

thought of the ordeal at the desk . But, to Jean's and ready interest made her of real value to her em

amazement, was no ordeal. “ Don't be afraid to ployers . When, at the age of twenty -two, Jean

tell me just exactly everything that puzzles you ,' married an industrious young engineer, her per

said her teacher . " I shall not think you stupid ." sonality had so far developed that there was

Stumblingly Jean began , but soon gained confidence longer any danger of her becoming a hopeless

as she found that Miss Smith never lost patience ,drudge. She became instead a true helpmate to her

and was willing to repeat the same explanation a husband , and their little home was one of the hap

dozen times if necessary . piest in the town .

Jean's mother could not understand her daughter's Miss Smith continued to teach other Jeans. She

sudden fondness for long country walks on Satur- was not conscious of doing specially good work ; she

days. The pram, with its latest occupant, got the used to say of herself that she was no good at fancy

benefit of fresh air , while the schoolroom on Monday subjects, and her class never won awards at festivals

was always gay with flowers . Gradually she became or took a prominent part at school concerts. The

interested in almost everything that Miss Smith Jeans of that end of the town , however, will never

taught; she began to realise that she was living in forget her , and in their hearts she is enthroned as

a world of wonder ; she borrowed books from the the nicest teacher they ever had.

no
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EDUCATION IN JAPAN .

By C. Boyd-Bowman (Kichijoji, Tokyo -fu ).

Education in Japan has reached a very high the lower school. The new system is this year

standard of development , especially in the primary
on its trial not only in the entrance to secondary

schools but also to the higher schools .
stages. Illiteracy has been so reduced that of men

The secondary school course extends over five

called up for military service only i per cent. are years . It is in the secondary school that the pupils

unable to read and write , and these include mentally commonly begin their long and painful struggles

deficients and men from remote islands. with English , the boys having from five to seven

The first government office for educational affairs hours a week and the girls three. In a few private

was established in 1868 (the beginning of the Mciji
elementary schools English is begun in the last two

years. In the public secondary schools there are
Era) , and four years later saw the creation of the no longer any foreign teachers of English , but in

Ministry of Education . After a study of western the not inconsiderable number of private institu

systems of education , especially that of France, a tions of this grade , especially those under missionary

Code was issued , dividing the whole country into influences, there are still foreign teachers . There

educational districts , each with universities , secon- has been a steady reduction in the time given to

dary, and elementary schools. An Imperial Re- English in middle schools during the last thirty

script of those days reads : - " Henceforward educa years , as more and more subjects have had to be

tion shall be so diffused that there may not be crowded into the syllabus , and there is a growing

a village with an ignorant family , nor a family demand for the making of English an optional

with an ignorant member, regardless of class. ... instead of a compulsory subject. This is not on

There is great popular enthusiasm for education , the ground of a lessened appreciation of the im

and the lastdecades have seen a great extension of portance of the language, but because of its relative

higher and secondary schools. At present graduates unimportance for pupils destined to pass their lives

of universities and higher schools are finding it in the humbler positions,

difficult to get jobs , but there is no slackening in Higher schools, which are really preparatory

the number seeking to enter. Each year new schools schools for the universities , have a three years'

are established , and a number of higher schools course , either in literature or in science. Their

have recently been raised to university rank. number has doubled in the last ten years. А

The primary schools give a six -year course start- second foreign language , in almost every case Ger

ing at the age of six , and , at the time of writing , man , is here begun, and from ten to thirteen hours

there are just over ten million children in these a week are given to language study . All higher

schools. Some give a further two years' higher schools have foreign teachers of English and

elementary course or an elementary technical course , German.

and it would seem likely that in the near future There are five Imperial universities in Japan

the compulsory primary school course will be ex- proper which enjoy a peculiar position and reputa

tended to eight years. Because of the difficulty tion . But the last few years have seen the total

of learning to read and to write the Chinese char- number of colleges of university rank increased to

acters , much time has to be devoted to that , and nearly forty, two of which , located in Tokyo, are

sufficient progress in other subjects is hampered. already old and of high repute .

Secondary education is provided by middle schools Higher education for women has hardly yet begun,

for boys, high schools for girls , and by technical but there is every indication that it will develop

and special schools of secondary grade. The fees slowly but with gathering momentum on lines

charged in middle schools are verylow (about four- somewhat similar to those on which it developed

teen shillings a month ), and secondary education in England , a gradual and grudging admission to

is therefore within the reach of almost all classes . the privileges of the universities .

In the last fifteen years the number of pupils in It is interesting to note that the Minister of

secondary schools of all kinds has doubled , and Education has also charge of all matters relating

for the last year for which figures are available to religion , literature , and art . The complete

exceeded six hundred and fifty thousand. Entrance separation of religion and education is most strictly

has hitherto been by competitive examination , but maintained . No Government or private school or

the growth of intensive cramming has recently led institution , the curricula of all of which are regulated

to an agitation in favour of the abolition of entrance by laws and ordinances , is allowed to include in

examinations and the substitution of recommenda- them any religious instruction , or to hold any

tion based on the record of the pupil's work in religious ceremony in the school buildings.
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HISTORY TEACHING REBORN .

BY FREDERICK J. GOULD .

III .

1

" The king of Persia, Xerxes, sat on a throne of patory. Anecdotes of Archimedes, Pythagoras, & c .,

white marble, and joyed to see the sailing match of will help. Star lore and the making of the Calendar

his ships near Troy, and the array of his army- are of vast importance in the social evolution. Mary

spearmen with spears adorned by gold and silver Proctor's " Legends of the Stars " (Harrap) will en

pomegranates, and the rest ; and he wept. . ..' liven the schoolroom , and furnish opportunities for

This picture is snatched from the Father of History ; morsels of a more exact astronomy. The Calendar

and it is strange that , while the pages of Herodotus and time-recording may be illustrated with legendary

( died 400 B.c. ) are never dull , the Northern Ireland scraps about Janus, the Horae, &c . , and a peep into

Board of Education reported in 1928 : “ No subject S. H. Hooke's “ New Year's Day" ( " In the Begin

in the curriculum is less well-taught than history." ning ' Series , ed. Elliot Smith) will help. The

Reports on England I omit ; and I hasten to say that history of mathematics, in its early phase , will yield

the secret of Herodotus lies largely in his biogra- crumbs of legend and human attraction .

phical and legendary anecdotes. Legend, of course, 5. Social Order and Progress .-Family life and

is a social mirror to biography, composite and poetic, manners, social life , law , politics, and intertribal and

and is distinct from fiction . In giving legend this international relations are amply illustrated in

high honour, I am indicating an historical principle legends and biographies in the Bible , Apocrypha, the

ofimmense consequence , whose scope every judicious indispensable Plutarch (a children's Plutarch should

teacher should study. We may now survey the five be familiar to every school) and other classical

norms of the Early Age (to 400 A.D. ) , and annotate writers, the Hindu Muhabharata and Ramayara (of

biographically which the " Everyman Library" has selections), &c.

1. Human Geography. Such stories as the Greek Simple ideas of citizenship and law emerge from the

legends of Hercules and the Odyssey are associated charming legend of Egeria and Numa.
All our

with man's struggles with nature . The tales of schools should know the stories , in picturesque

Demeter and Persephone tell of agriculture. Old forms, of Zoroaster, Confucius, Buddha, Socrates,

Chinese and Indian legends (and some old Chinese and of such fine Emperor types as Trojan (the tale

biographies) tell of early utilisation of plants , &c . of Trojan and the Widow should be told universally )

Similar hints occur in “ Hiawatha " and Red Indian and Hadrian. There are pieces worth choosing in

stories . Modern travel books often contain folk - lore Apuleius , and even Lucian . We are not likely to

chapters which illumine the same theme . forget Aesop, and it would be delightful if we could

2. Industry . — The discovery of the use of fire links all have access to the fables of the Hitopadesa and

with Prometheus, &c . Many arts and crafts appear the Buddhist Jatakas . Even trade , coinage, and

in the tales of Hephaestus, Daedalus, &c . The wealth have their story side , as in notes in

Jewish Talmud has interesting stories of Bezaleel, Herodotus , the legends of Midas, Croesus, & c .

the Tabernacle artist , and the builders of Solomon's I have concentrated on the most difficult Age.

Temple. Legends of China , India , and primitive The materials are rich for the Feuda-Catholic and

peoples contain many lively hints . For socially use- Modern Ages ; so rich , indeed (and destined to be

ful travel we have the Golden Fleece voyage, the come richer with enlarged research ), that I should
Odyssey, the Aeneid , &c. , and Herodotus. myself be willing to dismiss (except for the School

3. Art. - Glimpses of Apollo and his Muses. Library) the aid of so -called “ Historical Fiction "

Legend of Amphion and Zethus and their musical ( novels) for direct classroom usage . I grieve to

architecture (which somebody ought to turn into a think that , particularly in small rural schools, the

school playlet) . Anecdotes of classical and Asiatic romantic sources I have catalogued are so often be

poets and artists . An admirable example from China yond the teacher's reach . Time will repair these

is the tale of Pu the Potter, given in H. H. Peach's lamentable defects. I am also perfectly aware that

“ Craftsmen All ” (publishers , Dryad Works ,
, the array of materials here presented is overwhelm

Leicester) . All schools should have pictures of the ing, but any one central demand is feasible enough.

great sculptures and temples , and should learn I ask that , out of the mass of legend , biography , and

simple outlines of the connected legends and biogra- anecdote, the teacher will select some bright and in

phical associations (Laocoon , Athene, Sphinx , spiring items to impart interest or amusement to the

Buddhist remains, Persian remains, &c . ) . The normal outlooks on Human Geography, Industry ,

Jewish legends , already referred to, touch beautiful Fine Arts, Science in its germs and forecastings, and

as well as mechanical aspects of industry . the social life and customs and ideals of the Early

4. Science . - Of course, our stage is only antici- and Latin Epochs of Civilisations .
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DEATH GRATUITIES AND ESTATE DUTY .

In 1926 Mr. Justice Eve decided in the case of

Hawkins v. Dew that a death gratuity was part

of the assets of an intestate and liable for the

satisfaction of debts under the Bankruptcy Act

before the legal personal representatives could

benefit. Mr. Justice Rowlatt, in Attorney -General

v. Qwixley, decided last January that a death

gratuity payable by the Board of Education to the

legal personal representative was aggregable with

the other estate .

Finance Act, Section 2 ( 1 ) (d) .

Miss Quixley, a mistress in the Blackheath High

School, died intestate on April 11 , 1927, and, under

the 1925 Act, her sister was entitled to a death

gratuity of £429. 175. ud. At the time of death

there was other personal property of the value of

less than £ 1,000, and the duty payable and paid

on that was 2 per cent . If the £429. 178. uid .

was aggregable with this other property, the rate

of duty payable on it would be 3 per cent . and

an additional i per cent , on the other estate. This

depended on the interpretation of Subsections ( 1 ) (a )

and ( 1 ) ( d) of Section 2 . Subsection ( 1 ) (d) refers

to annuities purchased or provided by the deceased

“ either by himself alone or in concert with any

other person . ” Mr. Justice Rowlatt held that the

Superannuation Scheme was not within the Sub

section ( 1 ) (d) , which covered something voluntarily

purchased or provided.

THE NATIONAL UNION OF TEACHERS.

Our N.U.T. Correspondent writes :

The Union and the Dorset Letter.

At a meeting of the Executive on February 2

the letter sent by the Board of Education of Oc

tober 18 to the Dorset Education Authority-and

since made public--was discussed, and a resolution

was adopted. The resolution expressed “ surprise

and regret " that the Board should have felt justified

in commenting as it did on a matter which it admits

is “ outside the scope " of its administration . The

concluding paragraph of the resolution runs : " The

Executive is strongly of opinion that the comments

are of such a character as to be likely to revive

controversies in relation to the right of entry and

the giving of sectarian instruction in provided

schools. ” With regard to religious instruction in

provided schools theview of the Union is that there

shall be no interference with existing practice and,

above all , that there shall be no right of entry for

the purpose of giving sectarian religious instruction

to any of the pupils . The Board's letter was

deemed by the Executive to suggest a way in which

such instruction might be given in a provided school

building during school hours without contravening

the provisions of Section 28 of the Education Act ,

1921. It appears from the letter that “ if on occa

sion there is a room in a provided school which

during part of the school hours is not required

for school purposes" the education authority may

let it to people whose intention is to give sectarian

religious instruction to the pupils .

A Fine Distinction .

In order that sectarian religious instruction may

be given as the “ Dorset Letter " seems to suggest,

a very fine distinction must be drawn between the

school and the building. Pupils, in such circum

stances , are to be deemed withdrawn from the

“ school” although they are on the “ building ' in a

room which for the time being , it is suggested ,

forms no part of the “ school ! The Executive

of the N.U.T. takes the view that in effect the

creation of such circumstances constitutes a right

of entry into provided schools. On this the Executive

is unanimous in opposition.

" Estate or Interest ” of Section 22 .

Subsection ( 1) (a) , however , related to " property

of which the deceased was at the time of death

competent to dispose. " Taken alone , these words

would not cover a posthumous right to have money

paid to executors ; the property would be such as

could be disposed of inter vivos. But Sec

tion 22 ( 2 ) (a ) puts a different meaning on “ com

petent to dispose. " " A person shall be deemed

competent to dispose ... if he has ... such

an estate or interest therein or such general power

as would enable him to dispose of the property,

and ' general power ' includes every power

authority enabling the donee or other holder to

dispose of property as he thinks fit , whether exer

ciseable by instrument inter vivos , or by will , or

both ." The Court held that the “ authority of

the Legal Personal Representative came within the

definition and Estate Duty was payable on the

gratuity as property passing on the death of the

teacher. But was it aggregable with the other

estate ? The learned judge held that it was. For,

though the right to the gratuity was a posthumous

right, she had in life an “ interest ” in its post

humous payment .

( r

Arrangements in connexion with the Easter Con

ference of the Union -- to be held at Llandudno-are

now nearing completion. Mr. Lloyd George, M.P.. ,

for the district , will attend at the opening session

on Saturday, March 30. He will address the Con

ference on " The Future of Education ."

A further instalment (£2,500) has been sent to

the Lord Mayor's Fund, making £ 5,000 in all .
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1

ADENOIDS AND MENTAL GROWTH.

Sir George Newman in 1924 set up four small again were “ educationally retarded." None was

medical committees to consider certain subjects cured , 2 improved, and 3 were worse. And, mirabile
dictu , I child became a mouth-breather , de

which required further investigation
. One of these

veloped otorrhæa, and 3 enlargement of the
committees was given the task of inquiring into cervical glands , subsequent to operation ! Were

" the incidence of and physical and environmental they, one wonders, cases of post hoc or propter hoc ?

conditions associated with enlarged tonsils and The committee wisely point out that no trustworthy

adenoids , and into the methods and results of treat- inference can be drawn from such cases .

ment ” ; an interim report has been issued . As about There are, of course , many other associated

10 per cent. of school children are affected in symptoms besides mental retardation - defective

greater or less degree by these naso -pharyngeal hearing, defective speech , glandular enlargement,

maladies with evil consequences for health , and for disturbed sleep, mouth -breathing, otorrhoea-among

education , the scientific study of the origin of these them , any of which , of course , must have an evil

troublesome conditions is of first -rate importance. effect upon the mental alertness of the sufferer.

The committee has not yet completed the inquiry , Operation sometimes results in immediate better

for they have made it abundantly clear that the first ment. But the whole subject is mystifying, for the

chapters in the etiology of adenoids and enlarged report records cases of spontaneous cure without

tonsils can be written only after the child's pre-natal any treatment at all . Perhaps one of the most

and early post-natal history has been studied. An curious of the associated symptoms is the prevalence

inquiry on these lines will be their next business . of rickets . Dr. M'Gonigle, for example, records

It is well known that children suffering from that , of 2,676 children examined in Durham, 83 per

adenoids tend to become retarded educationally- cent. (2,221 ) were definitely rachitic , and 11 per cent.

the older the child the more apparent the backward- ( 294 ) were slightly so. The non-rachitic showed

The cause may be defective hearing and con- neither enlarged tonsils nor adenoids , whereas in the

sequent inattention . A child may be sharp and in- first group 27 per cent . , and in the second group 16

telligent at times , and then dreamy and absent- per cent., showed one or both conditions . The com

minded , a condition (aprosexia) particularly asso- mittee's observations also indicate a connexion of

ciated with adenoids , and due, it has been thought, some sort between the two things-rickets and

to interference with the circulation in the frontal adenoids. “ It seems reasonable to suppose,” they

lobes of the brain . Out of 405 cases ( there were 502 say , “ that a large number of children may suffer

“ cases ” and 138 “ controls " investigated ) , 83 , or from vitamin (calcifying ) deficiency of a degree

over 20 per cent. , were educationally retarded, as insufficient to cause the condition clinically recog

compared with 8 out of 119 “ controls ” (6.7 per nised as rickets , and it is at least possible that such

cent.). Of the children under six years the per- a comparatively slight deficiency may be the basal

centage was 9.7 ; between six and ten it jumped to cause of defects whose etiology has hitherto been

24.7 ; over ten it reached 40.6. Dr. Newsholme's little understood. ” Another observer, while recog

investigations at Croydon showed similarly that nising so close an association that he expressed

“ above Standard IV the child with adenoids is doubt as to whether the conditions are really separate

found to lag behind the normal boy in his education , and distinct , has expressed the opinion that the

the difference increasing with advance in age." common cause of rickets and these naso -pharyngeal

As against the view that “ aprosexia , ” or defect abnormalities is primarily catarrhal rather than

of attention , can be cured only by the removal of dietetic. A further investigation is promised for th :

nasal obstructions , the results recorded on page 23 purpose of ascertaining the frequency of the associa

of the report are of great interest . Operation , it tion between the two conditions by the examination

seems, may cure mouth breathing, or enlarged of a large number of unselected children of five years

glands , or defective hearing (but not invariably even of age. When these further reports are issued , a

here) , but of the 131 children who had their adenoids very valuable addition will have been made to the

removed 19 were " educationally retarded." What literature of the subject . In the meantime it is to

happened ? After varying periods they were be hoped that school medical officers will carefully

examined , and 9 showed improvement, 9 were un- study this interim report and use it as a guide to

changed , and i ( the report is quite frank) was their own observations at the medical examination

worse ! And still further to impress the need of of school children , though it is fairly clear from the

caution in forming conclusions the records of another evidence the committee has alreadv produced that , in

small group of 20 children are still more useful . most cases , the pathological conditions for these

They were treated by operation and re -examined maladies are established before the beginning of

after a period of from one to six years . Five of them school life.

re
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NEWS OF THE MONTH.

Reading's First Vice-Chancellor. the Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress, who distributed

Dr. W. M. Childs , first Vice-Chancellor of the prizes won by some of the 15,000 candidates.

Reading University and from 1903 to 1926 Principal
She said that , contrary to a widely-held belief , the

of University College, has resigned . It was largely English were undoubtedly linguists.

through his initiative and zeal that the College Ancient v . Modern .

received its Charter as a university in 1926. For

this and other eminent services , the Council of the
In 1517 Magdalen College, Oxford, in return for

University of Reading have placed on record their
a licence to acquire land in Chalgrove, undertook to

“ deep gratitude.” Dr. Childs will still be asso
swear fealty to Merton College for the lands and

ciated with the Department of Modern History , in
pay the sum of 16s. 8d . whenever a new President

which he is honorary Professor.
was elected . For four hundred years the sum due

has been punctually paid. Now Magdalen says that

The City of London School. all such feudal dues were abolished by the Statute

After twenty -four years as head master of the City
of Tenures, 12 Charles II , c. 24 , and has declined

of London School, Victoria Embankment, the Rev.
to pay. Will Merton put the bailiffs in ?

Prebendary A. Chilton retires next July The Gov- Cardiff's Director of Education .

ernors are the Corporation of the City of London , Mr. Thomas McHowat, B.A. Lond ., will succeed

and the School Committee have recommended that Mr. John J. Jackson as Director of Education for

the future salary of the office shall be £ 2,000 , rising Cardiff. Mr. McHowat is an old student of St.

by two quinquennial increments of £250 to £ 2,500. John's College , Battersea , and has been an assistant

They also propose that they be authorised to submit
master and head under the Manchester Authority.

the names of three suitable candidates , the final
From 1917 to 1920 he was Inspector under the

selection being made by the Council.
Cardiff Education Committee , and since then has

Making Amends .
been assistant to Mr. Jackson.

In 1853 Frederick Denison Maurice was deprived Their Favourite Authors.

of his Chair in the Theological Faculty of King's Last December the Bethnal Green Library Com

College because of his " heretical opinions. " That mittee organised a competition in which the child

blunder is to be " repaired ” by the founding of a ren were invited to name the six books they would

Maurice Chair at the College , as part of the general choose if doomed to spend a year on a desert island .

centenary scheme. Archbishops and bishops have Over 1,000
children sent entries. “ Robinson

given the proposal their blessing, and a strong Crusoe" easy first, with 292 votes ;

committee has been formed for the purpose of “ Treasure Island " second , with 223 ; and “ Coral

carrying through the project . Island " third , with 134. The next three each had

The London B.A. Degree .
90 votes : “ Pilgrim's Progress, " " Swiss Family

Robinson ,” and “ Uncle Tom's Cabin ." None of

The London University Gazette announces that the newer writers of books for boys and girls

the Senate have resolved to replace , at a date to found a place among the first 25 . The Bible ,

be determined , the present Final B.A. pass degree “ Gulliver's Travels, " " Captain Cook," " Tales from

for internal and external students by a “ B.A. Gene- Shakespeare," and " Teddy Lester's School Days"

ral Degree, " successful candidates being placed in each received 27 votes.

three divisions . The present requirement of four

subjects is to be reduced to three , with three papers
The Month's Discussion .

in each . Neither Latin nor Greek will be com- Sir Richard Burbidge, general manager of

pulsory. Harrods, Limited , lectured a thousand girls in

Fulham Town Hall on the evils of bad writing.
Teachers of French .

He told them that thousands of pounds were lost

Once a year the National Society of Teachers of annually solely on account of bad writing . At

French receives public recognition at its annual Harrods, therefore, they had to insist on block

prize-giving at the Mansion House. The Society capitals being written on bills in order to avoid

was founded in 1881 to encourage the study of mistakes when they went up to the counting -house.

the French language , and for forty -four years the They also had to employ a man to do nothing else

ceremony has drawn a distinguished company to but check the bad writers. Sir Richard's address

London, including always the Lord Mayor and the has provoked the controversialists . Professor Muri

French Ambassador. Dr. Rudler, Marshal Foch son thinks the schoolmaster who permits bad writing

Professor at Oxford , moved a vote of thanks to should be peremptorily sacked .

was an
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LITERARY SECTION .

BOOKS AND THE MAN. REVIEWS .

Universities - Old and New. History.

Our public schools and ancient universities are
A JUNIOR ANCIENT HISTORY : by A. M. Dales, M.A.

always good matter for the journalist. Head (35. 6d . Methuen. )

masters and undergraduates vie with each other in This is a middle form school-book on the history

the evening journals until the man in the street
of Greece and Rome , with a score of pages linking

early Greece with still earlier civilisations (of which
begins to feel himself a stepson at least of some re the author takes Egypt as " earliest of all , pro
nowned Alma Mater.

bably " ; as correct a general statement as

Two volumes have been published lately , both by reasonably be made) .

young men , and both dealing with the future of our The book has five maps but no illustrations .

universities. Mr. Julian Hall writes in Kegan The readers must rely on the story for its own

interest. But the story is told so simply and clearly

Paul's " To -day and To-morrow " series a volume
that the young readers are not likely to have any

entitled “ Alma Mater, or the Future of Oxford and sense of loss. The narrative covers a long period ,

Cambridge. " This prophetic theme occupies nearly so that the help of the chronological summary at

one hundred small pages , and Mr. Hall perceives
the end will be welcomed . There is an Index of

scepticism at work. We gather that " the under
Proper Names. R. J.

graduate of to -day does not feel obliged to solve The “ Teaching of History" Series.-( 1 ) The

MAKING OF
those general problems of behaviour which were

TUDOR Despotism : by C. H.

Williams , M.A. (2 ) THE AGE OF ELIZABETH :
formerly thought to give restless days and worse

by A. Browning, M.A. (25. 6d . each . Nelson .)

nights to conscientious youth .” Hence nothing can These two volumes cover less than 120 years , say

be done with him or for him , and we must await the from grandsire to grandson ; but they deal with great

advent of his sons in the hope that they will be changes . Baron and serf are replaced by merchant

different. In particular, they will not spend three or adventurer and guildsman. The Papacy passes its

more years in universities. These institutions will zenith , the Monarchy moves towards a new abso

be replaced by research stations , not concerned with lutism . Institutional and political religion is the

teaching, but peopled by professional students seek- subject of argument , by treatise and by torture .

ing knowledge, and linked with students in similar And upon this changing Europe there comes , to

stations all over the globe . But as no reform of change it still more, a New World .

universities is possible without a reform of the Our two writerswriters deal differently with their

schools these also must be changed to harmonise periods , but they are alike in keeping mainly to

with the notions of Mr. H. G. Wells and Mr. Bert- the older method of political, religious, and consti

rand Russell . Mr. Hall is in too great a hurry. tutional development. Of “ social” history there

Concerning another small book , written by Mr. is not very much , and of " economic ' history rather

H. G. G. Herklots and published by Benn under less. Yet we are not given a disproportioned story.

the title “ The New Universities : An External The chapter on “ Economic Recovery" ( 1558–1570)

Examination ," I must protest against the price. Six is not skimped , and that on “ Social Life and Liter

shillings is far too much to pay for a small book of ature" is correctly named . These are in Mr. Brown

140 pages, even when it is written by a newly ing's book. His general pictures of Europe and

fledged graduate of Cambridge and a former Pre- Britain in 1558, and again in 1603, are also con

sident of the Union. Mr. Herklots writes of the cerned with social and economic as well as with

modern university in the light of information religious and political life .

gathered by a commission of students . His views Mr. Williams, after a very fair reference to

have been criticised by a Committee of the Associa- Thorold Rogers's work , goes on to say : " The key

tion of University Teachers, but he claims that they problem of the economic life of the times was the

are personal. He places his finger on many de- enclosure movement. ” He says that it “ fed the

fects of the modern university , such as the lack of spirit of self-seeking, fraught with appalling suffer

real communal life , the over-stressing of material ings for the poor and weak , which is the striking

ends , the absence of tradition , and the fetish of feature of the period ” ; and Rogers himself has

lectures . His book is not very penetrating , but it hardly said anything more severe.

should be read by the authorities of our modern Both volumes are to be commended for school

universities if they can afford it. uses or for general reading . They are carefully

SELIM MILBS. written , well illustrated , and helpfully arranged .

:
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R. J.

The appendixes, tables , and general index round Cruttwell has allowed himself some freedom of ex

them off as text-books. And there are portraits pression and of opinion , and the little book has

of Mary Tudor (page 215) and of Philip II gained in life and interest , as a natural result , with

(page 231 ) that make one shudder. R. J. out there being any obvious corresponding loss.

The method is to tell the political story of the
A HISTORY OF Homely THINGS : by J. J. Bell , M.A.

( 1s . gd . Philip .)
whole period, to the “ failure of the Concert of

This is Book II of a children's series , Book I
Europe, " and to add chapters on “ Economic Life, "

being “ Jimmie's Story Book .” The underlying “ Social Life ,” “ Ireland ,” “ India ,” and “ The Em

idea is that “ at an early age children should
pire .” It might fairly be urged that , since this is

be made aware of universal history before they
the period of the Industrial Revolution , economic

begin a real study of their own country. ” It is a
life should have more than one chapter of a dozen

sound idea , and it is illustrated by the readiness
pages. Mr. Cruttwell might reply " It has." Cer

tainly economic affairs come into the general story.

with which children listen to the story of universal
Just as certainly there will be a marked difference of

history , which is , after all , only the story of their
opinion as to whether they are here set out in their

own people - mankind.

Mr. Bell begins by seeing an aeroplane " doing
due proportions. But so long as the “ politicals "

and the “ social-economic historians' have not settled
tricks” over a park-Hyde Park , as a drawing

of the Marble Arch suggests . His thoughts go
their dispute , a writer may set up his flag in either

back to the first making of things by men . This
camp or at any point between the camps. At

introduction is perhaps not so good for a child as
any rate, Mr. Cruttwell has given us an interesting

little book .

the downright " Once upon a time,” but it relates There three appendixes : " Contemporary

the present to the living past.
Rulers," " A List of Dates,” and a “ Further

On page 7 there is a column with “ Flint Knives"
Reading " list . There is a map of the British Em

”at the top and “ Aeroplanes' at the bottom.
pire in 1815 and one of England and Wales show

Between the words there is a blank , which is

gradually filled in as the story goes on .
It is re

ing Parliamentary Representation before 1832.

peated , with the new additions, on page 16, page 24 ,
Geography .

and so on , until on page 152 , it holds its full
complement of thirteen items. The method is

AN INTERMEDIATE COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY, Part II :

simple , ingenious, and attractive. If the list is at
by L. Dudley Stamp. ( 125. 6d . Longmans.).

This is the second part of Dr. Stamp's " Inter
times startling, that makes it questioning and pro

vocative. “ Roman Roads ; Bede and the First
mediate Commercial Geography,” and it maintains

the excellence which characterised the first volume.
History of England ; Pepper." Very queer , this

Once more one is impressed with the abundance
sequence . Pepper, indeed ! Well, let us see how

and clearness of the maps and diagrams and the
pepper comes in , and “ what he says about it. "

Mr. Bell's book deserves a good trial . R. J.
lucidity of the text . Of necessity , there has been

a great deal of condensation , and the torrent of

" The Headway Histories. " ' --Book I , PEOPLE OF facts is a heavy one , but the facts are certainly

Long Ago : by R. K. and M. I. R. Poſking- essential for the student of intermediate standard ,

horne . Book II , FAMOUS MEN AND FAMOUS
and we think such a student will have to go far

Deeds : by R. K. and M. I. R. Polkinghorne. before he finds another book that , within anything

Book III , MAKING THE ENGLISH HOMELAND : like the same compass, meets his needs.

by F. W. Tickner, Editor of the Series . ( 1s . 6d . E. Y.

to is . iod . Univ . of London Press .)
English ,

Book I gives us seven pictures, from Abraham
A PRACTICAL COURSE OF Precis WRITING : by E. M.

to the making of Rome. Book II consists of seven
Palser, M.A. ( Book I , 25. 6d ; Book II , 25 .

teen biographies, from Alexander the Great to
Univ. of London Press . )

Queen Victoria . Book III is a history of England
There can be no question , we suppose, as to the

up to 1603, with rather more than the usual atten

tion to social history . It is a reasonable scheme,
educational value of précis writing, and the book

before us is the best guide for junior students that
and the books are clearly printed and attractively

illustrated .
we have yet encountered .

R. J.
We think there is a distinct need for an elemen

Special PERIODS OF History—BRITISH HISTORY, tary work of this kind, giving , as it does, a method

1760—1822 : by C. R. Cruttwell , M.A. ( 28 .25 based upon actual teaching experience , a carefully

Bell . ) graduated course of instruction (correlated with

This “ pocket volume" series of history books is composition and literary appreciation ), and an ex

now near completion , and the promise of the early cellent and plentiful supply of examples of various

issues is being fulfilled. In the present volume Mr. types for study and practice.

:
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The first volume is intended , inter alia , to cover Attention should be drawn to the author's valu

the preparation required by pupils up to the standard able and suggestive preface, notes for teachers,

of the Junior Locals . and appendix on speech-training. A.

Book II meets the requirements of pupils work READINGS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE : by B. J. Aston ,

ing for the First School Exam . B.A. ( 25. gd . Blackie.)

A third volume , intended for advanced students ,
An excellent little volume. There is not a single

is to be published shortly.
item in this selection to which exception can be

We can confidently recommend the two volumes taken . For a book of this size and scope we think
we have examined to teachers, scholars, and private it should be difficult to improve upon . Biographical

students. A.

notes and a time chart are appended.

MATRICULATION ENGLISH : by J. W. Marriott, M.A. First PRINCIPLES OF GRAMMAR : by W. E. C.

( 25. 6d. Harrap. ) Clarke , M.A. (25. Longmans. )

This book is far from being a mere examination A creditable attempt to set out the essentials

manual , as its title might seem to suggest . It
of English grammar in a helpful and attractive way.

is one of the most interesting and stimulating works We have no criticism to offer beyond the fact that

of its kind and scope that we have met with for
there would seem to be no pressing reason to add

some time past .
to the existing " monstrous regiment" of elementary

It is intended in the first place as a sequel to books on the market already dealing with this

the same author's valuable and suggestive book, subject. A.

“ A Year's Work in English, ” and designed for
SELECTIONS FROM Swift : edited by W. T. Williams,

the use of pupils preparing for the School Leaving
M.A. , and G. H. Vallins , B.A. (2s. Methuen's

and other exams. of similar standard .
“ English Classics .” )

SELECTIONS FROM Evelyn's Diary : edited by H. A.
An interesting introduction to Swift for the use

Treble , M.A. ( 2s . Methuen's “ English of young people. The extracts are well chosen

Classics . " )
and the editorial matter very well put. Boys and

Evelyn has always suffered, to some extent un girls who are not yet acquainted with Lilliput,
justly , by comparison with the lively and amusing Brobdingnag, and the rest should be induced, on

Pepys, but this excellent little book should go far perusal, to seek for further enlightenment.

to popularise him with old and young alike. A.

The editor has written a most interesting intro
French .

duction dealing with the life and times of Evelyn and

Pepys, and his selections have been made with skill
FREE COMPOSITION IN FRENCH : C. E. Mills and

and judgment. H. B. Mills . ( 25. Nelson's " Modern Studies''

Intelligent boys who are studying the Stuart
Series . )

period should find this little work interesting as A useful third - year course containing a gram

an " original authority ,” especially where Evelyn
matical introduction and leading the pupil by gentle

differs from the ordinary text-books. We have not stages from oral composition of the simplest ques

been able to discover a single dull page in this tion-answer sentences to complete essays and letters.

book , and can recommend it without reserve.
A list of essay-subjects is appended .

A. ( 1 ) AU Service NAPOLEON . Extraits des

CAMBRIDGE LESSONS IN ENGLISH : by G. Sampson,
Mémoires du Général Baron de Marbot : edited

M.A. ( Teacher's Edition . Book I , 25. 6d . ; by C. A. Roe . (2 ) MADAME THERESE : by

Book II , 35.; Book III , Cambridge ERCKMANN -CHATRIAN : edited by F. C. Roe.

Univ. Press .) ( 25. each . Nelson's " Modern Studies ” Series . )

Mr. Sampson is a bold man to venture into a These two books, dealing with the most outstand

field already occupied by so many doughty cham- ing character and the most interesting period of

pions. However, he has little to fear ! modern French history , if not read in class , should

We have nothing but praise for these excellent certainly find a place in the French library which

and well planned books, with their copious and sug plays so important a part (we hope) in every English

gestive exercises.
school. Each contains a useful introduction in

The author suggests , and rightly we think, that
English , dealing with the authors and the historical

Book I should be used by children from eight to
background, The notes are brief but sufficient.

ten plus , Book II from ten to twelve plus , and Nelson's First French Reader : R. L. Graeme

Book III from twelve plus to fourteen plus . Ritchie and James M. Moore. ( 1s . gd . Nel

After Book III the pupil should be in a position son's “ Modern Studies' Series. )

to tackle books used in preparation for General A selection of short pieces in prose and verse ,

Schools Matriculation and so on . on traditional lincs. Each passage is followed by

DE

3s. 6d .
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a short questionnaire. The book is intended to be their review of practical conditions in schools is

used as a companion to the First French Course confined to their own type of school, i.e. the public

in the same series , and is well illustrated by Georges secondary schools, municipal and endowed. Con

Vallée . Only the present, imperfect, perfect, and ditions of work in central or technical schools do

future tenses are used.
not concern them.

SELECTIONS FROM ANDRE MAUROIS : by J. H. Brown . It is inevitable in a book so constructed , in

( 25. 6d . Nelson's “ Modern Studies” Series. ) cluding contributions from teachers of varying and
André Maurois is " the one French author even contrary ideas , that one should find some really

who is as widely read on this side of the Channel helpful suggestions in one part of the book and

as in France . Less scholarly, though not less the opposite in another. The discussion , for ex

French , than Anatole France, he probably makes a ample, of the testing of knowledge, in Chapter VI,

more immediate appeal to schoolboys. From his and the constructive proposals for reform, are ex
works Mr. Brown has given us those passages

cellent ; but the discussions of problems of method

which will appeal most strongly to readers of fifteen in Chapter IV are very weak , and we feel sure

years of age and upwards. The selection has received that the younger modern language teachers in the

the approval of M. André Maurois himself. Two- A.M.A. who read that part of the Memorandum

thirds of the passages are taken from " Le Colonel will be disappointed . One should not , however,

Bramble” and “Le Docteur O'Grady "( including expect anything else from the circumstances under
the famous story of the modest garde -barrière ). which a memorandum of this kind is put together.
These alone should be sufficient to create an appe It is a reliable record of what modern language

tite for André Maurois which can only be satisfied departments have sought to achieve during the

by the consumption of his entire works. last twenty - five years. U. C.

Modern Languages . Chemistry.

MEMORANDUM ON THE TEACHING OF MODERN LAN The Great CHEMISTS : by E. J. Holmyard , M.A. ,

GUAGES . Issued by the Incorporated Association
D.Litt . ( 35. 6d . net .; School Edition , 2s. 6d .

of Assistant Masters in Secondary Schools. Methuen .)

(4s. net . Univ. of London Press .) Dr. Holmnyard is well known as an exponent of

The Assistant Masters ' Association , one of the the history of chemistry, and the editor of the

most industrious societies in England, have always series of small volumes on “ The Great Scientists "

displayed extraordinary energy and public spirit,
is fortunate in having his collaboration in writing

this volume . With great skill the development of
and the volume before us is another indication of

the seriousness with which they regard their re chemistry from the earliest times to the present

sponsibilities. It is the last of half- a -dozen Memor day is illustrated by a brief consideration of the

lives and works of some of the most celebratedanda , planned on fairly similar lines : they bring

together fifty or sixty of their members interested exponents of the science, starting with Ancient

in the teaching of some special subject, and these Times and Jabir and finishing up with Ramsay.

The interest of the narrative is well maintained and ,
again set to work to sum up the position of their

subject in the secondary schools.
as lies in the nature of this series , debatable points

As regards
are not discussed . T. S. P.

modern languages , they find they have been through

a " fight" during the last thirty years, and now , as School LABORATORY FITTINGS : by Alan E. Munby ,

it seems to them , the skirmishing and dissensions M.A. , F.R.I.B.A. (7. 6d. net . Bell . ).

appear to be giving way to more normal conditions . Science masters who are engaged in designing

It is not so certain that they are right as to the new laboratories or in rebuilding old ones will find

peaceful times which they anticipate are ahead for this book of great use to them . It embodies not

them , but , however that may be, it is certainly only the varied experience of the author but also

well that they should have undertaken this survey. that of various well known teachers of science. As

The reader who is not specifically interested in far as the reviewer has tested it , in looking up

the details of secondary school work must not ex various points in which he has had difficulties at

pect to find in this Report what the writers have times , it has not been found wanting. The lecture

not designed to put there . There is very little rooms and laboratories dealt with are those neces

reference to first principles . They discuss the train sary for instruction in chemistry, physics , biology,

ing of the teachers, but have little to say with and geography T. S. P.

reference to the problems of psychology and lin- VOLUMETRIC Analysis : by A. W. Wellings, B.Sc.

guistics which the best university teachers are now ( 5s . net. Methuen .)

handling ; their bibliography, in fact, contains very This book provides a course of volumetric analy

little reference to this side of the subject, and even sis , not only for junior university students , but also
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New Cambridge Books

for pupils in the higher forms of secondary schools.

The subject is treated , as far as explanations are

concerned , from the standpoint of the Arrhenius

theory of electrolytic dissociation , and the modern

theory of indicators is given in a manner suitable

for the standard aimed at. The author has gener

ally given very full details and explanations of all

the usual operations, and , speaking generally , a

student working through the book should acquire

a satisfactory knowledge of volumetric analysis .

At the same time it seems to the reviewer that the

author has made the mistake of incorporating too

many methods for estimating the same radical;

some of them are such as would never be used

when other and better ones are available , and it

is somewhat of a waste of time to trouble the

student with them.

Although the author generally enters into very

full details , it is curious that nowhere does he em

phasise the necessity of having titration values of

20-25 c.c. in order to cut down the percentage

error ; students are so often satisfied with a titra

tion of about 5 c.c. In another case , in preparing

an exactly normal solution from a stronger solu

tion , it is recommended to add a calculated volume

of water to a given volume of the stronger solution,

instead of making up a calculated volume of the

stronger solution to a given volume.

It is strange to notice that , after showing that

hydrolysis of a salt leads to a definite equilibrium ,

the author determines the amount of hydrolysis by

a reaction which depends on the removal of one

of the products of hydrolysis . Moreover, in carry

ing out the reaction the solution is heated , although

the extent of hydrolysis increases very rapidly with

rise in temperature.

In a few cases general statements are made, such

as allowing the solution “ to stand for a short time"

in the case of the estimation of persulphates by

iodometric methods . The student would soon find

that the statement was too indefinite, but perhaps

that would furnish him with some valuable ex

perience. T. S. P.

Cambridge Lessons in English

A Graduated Elementary Course in Three Volumes.

By GEORGE SAMPSON , M.A.

Teachers' Editions . Now Ready.

Book I , 2s 6d . Book II , 3s . Book III, 3s 6d .

(Previously published : School Edition , Book I , Is 6d .

Book II , is 10d. Book III , 2s 6d . )

Exercises in English

By E. E. REYNOLDS . Crown 8vo. 3s 6d .

This book, though it contains Exercises only, covers the

whole field of English study up to and beyond the School

Certificate stage —Grammar, Punctuation , Vocabulary,

Paraphrase, Précis , Composition , Prosody , and Diction .

More Boys and Girls of History
By RHODA and EILEEN POWER. Crown 8vo.

Book I (A.D. 1487-1610) . With 20 Illustrations ,

Book II ( A.D. 1618–1871 ) . With 14 Illustrations .

( Library Edition in i volume, 7s 6d net . )

2s 6d each .

Chaucer : The Prologue

Edited , with an Introduction , Notes , and a Vocabulary.

by M. B. SMITH , M.A.

Now issued separately . Fcap 8vo . 29 .

(Pitt Press Series )

German Exercises

By F. R. H. MCLELLAN . Crown 8vo . 3s 6d .

A volume of nearly 250 Exercises, with a Vocabulary.

to supplement the same author's School Grammar of

Modern German (58) published in 1928 .

Euripides: The Rhesus

Edited , with an Introduction , Notes, and a Vocabulary.

by W. H. PORTER , M.A.

Second Edition . Fcap 8vo. 3s 6d . ( Pitt Press Series)

Popular Map Reading
By E. D. LABORDE .

Crown 8vo. 43 6d . (Library Edition , 6s net . )

Light

By C. G. VERNON , M.A. , B.Sc.

An Introductory Text-book .

Crown 8vo . 3s 6d . With Exercises, 4s .

This book , which , in contrast with many others , uses the

Wave concept as the means of approach to the study of

Ligbt , covers all the requirements of the First School

Examination .

Creative Education at an English

School

By J. HOWARD WHITEHOUSE .

With 63 Illustrations and 25 Woodcuts.

Crown 4to . 16s net .

Cambridge University Press

FETTER LANE, LONDON , E.C.4

Biography .

THE LIFE OF LORD PAUNCEFOTE : by R. B. Mowat.

( 16s . Constable .)

This is an extremely interesting and well-written

biography of the first British Ambassador to the

United States , better known as Sir Julian Paunce

fote , a remarkable example of a great diplomat who

had come to the work by an unusual road . Paunce

fote was a Chancery lawyer by profession , but legal

experience in Hong-Kong and the West Indies led

to appointments, first in the Colonial Office and later

at the Foreign Office. Of the latter he became, in

(Continued on page 100.)
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due course, the Permanent Secretary. There are

some amusing references to the state of the Office

fifty years ago : " A pleasant club ; its members

stroll in languidly about the hour of one." This

state of affairs did not endure , and we find

Pauncefote taking an active part in negotiations

concerning the Danube, Egypt and the Suez Canal ,

New Guinea , and the Congo. In 1889 he went to

Washington to take the place of Sir Lionel Sackville

West, who had made a blunder connected with the

pending Presidential election . At once he found

himself at home , and he remained at this post

until his death in 1902, successfully maintaining good

relations with the United States and dealing skil

fully with such knotty problems as the Behring

Sea and Venezuela arbitrations , the Spanish

American War, and the Panama Canal Treaty ,

which is jointly associated with his name and that

of John Hay. A memorable career has been

worthily described by Mr. Mowat. R. R.

Economics.

A Capitalist's UTOPIAMA Message for Workers,

Politicians , and Employers : by W. Margrie.

( s. Watts.)

Read it seriously or read it for fun ; but in any

case you will enjoy reading it . Bernard Shaw

says of the author : “ You can sling the dictionary

as heftily as I ! " Mr. Margrie is a hefty slinger

of bold opinions. “ Let us damn Plato and Aris

totle '' ; " The majority of so -called geniuses are

awful bores'' ; “ All sensible men are egoists ” ;

“ Let us sing a song about Barclay and Perkins” ;

Jack is not as good as his master, for " if he was

he would not be Jack. ” Mr. Margrie is alive .

R. J.

Citizenship .

“ W.E.A. Outlines . " '-( 1 ) MODERN IMPERIALISM : by

R. S. Lambert, M.A. ( 2 ) TRADE UNIONISM

TO-DAY : by A. Creech Jones. (Cloth , 25.;

paper, Is. Longmans. )

The everlasting conflict between man as egoist

and individualist and man the social animal is the

subject of both these little studies. “ Modern im

perialism ,” says Mr. Lambert, “ represents an

adaptation of the economic structure in response

to certain needs , which have been so far only very

partially met by the means employed . Empire

marks a stage in the age-long search for self

sufficiency which began with medieval manor , con

tinued through the nation-state , and is yet seeking

its realisation .” Again one is inclined to ask : Is

" economic self-sufficiency ” the final aim , as modern

writers so generally assume, or is it but a means to

the supreme thrill of power over the lives of men ?

Mr. Creech Jones's book is not a rewriting of

Lloyd or Cole, still less is it a summary of Webb's

great work. It is a distinctive and useful study .

The chapter headings (themselves well subdivided )

show its form : " Place and Value' ' ; “ Membership

and Structure ' ' ; “ Government and Finance '' ;

“ Federation " ; " Work .” As against the recent fall

in membership we are given , for the present posi

tion , these points : twice as many women unionists

and a million more men unionists than in 1913 ;

and 60 per cent . of adult employed men still in

the unions. The latest figures available ( 1926) give

a total of 5,208,000, enrolled in 1,129 unions.

Both books have bibliographical lists , mainly of

modern works. R. J.

Handwork .

HANDCRAFT IN WOOD AND Metal : by Hooper and

Shirley. ( 10s . 6d . net . Batsford .)

This new edition of “ Handcraft in Wood and

Metal” makes a very welcome appearance. It is

being increasingly felt that the manual room and

the art room have similar aims and cover a good

deal of common ground . The prime function of

each is the cultivation of taste and the fashioning of

sound , appropriate , tasteful things. The art room

has much to give the manual room in the way of

design , and , by getting to work on real things in

a practical manner, art itself will benefit.

The book is cordially recommended to all teachers

of art and craft work. The earlier chapters suggest

exercises in wood and metal work grouped to form

a three years' course. There are also two additional

chapters detailing work for advanced students .

The remainder of the book is full of suggestions

for broadening the scope of craftwork , developing

its historical associations , and making its teaching
more effective. There are suggested lessons on

doorways, wrought iron gates, and the evolution of

tools from prehistoric forms to modern types . A

wealth of technical information is included , ranging

from decorative processes applied to wood and metal

to buildings , equipment, and tools for a craftwork

centre.

The book is well made and illustrated , a special

feature being the reproductions of museum pieces,

both ancient and modern , in addition to examples

of students ' work. C. R. L.

Drama .

SceneS FROM " THE DYNASTS ” : Thomas Hardy :

selected and edited by J. H. Fowler. ( 15. gd .

Macmillan . )

The practice of offering abridged editions of

the works of great authors is one about which much

might be said , both for and against . The effect at

which the author aimed may in great measure be

lost , and this is unfair alike to him and to the

(Continued on page 102.)
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BY NTOINTVNT

STERLING SILVER CUPS

from 18/6 to £ 250

MAPPIN& WEBBhavethe finest
selection ofSterlingSilver Cups

in London at prices ranging from 18/6

to £ 250 . The Cups are solid and of

substantial weight, strong and simple

in construction, and embody in their

design the best features of both the

modern and the old. Selections will be

sent into the country for approval at

Mappin & Webb's risk and expense ,

or an illustrated Catalogue will be

forwarded upon request.

I

Sterling Silver Cup.

67 in . high £ 5 0

10 10 0

13 in . 15 15

joj in. »

MAPPIN & WEBBSterling Silver Bowl.
6 in, diam ...

7 n . 7 17
LTD

2, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4 ; 172, Regent Street, W.1 ;

158-162, Oxford Street, W.1 ; LONDON

UNIVERSITÉ DE RENNES ( France )

FRENCH COURSES

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.

The University will shortly proceed to award two

University Post-Graduate Travelling Studentships,

each of the value of £275 for one year, and two

Post-graduate Studentships of the value of £150.

The Studentships are open to both Internal and

External graduates of the University. Applications

(on a prescribed form ) must reach the Principal

Officer, University of London, South Kensington ,

S.W.7 (from whom further particulars can be ob

tained) , not later than May 1 , 1929 .

1. HOLIDAY COURSES at SAINT SERVAN-SUR-MER,

near St. Malo (côte d'Emeraude), from July 18 to

August 31 .

2. During the scholastic year at RENNES ( Faculté des

Letires , from November 8 to June 15 .

Diplômes spéciaux de langue et de littérature fraoçaises,

Doctorat.

Apply for Prospectus to M. LOUIS, Professeur au Collège

de St. Servan - sur-Mer ( Ille-et-Vilaine) , France .

Subscriptions to the Education

Outlook commence with any issue,

and should be sent to the Publishers.

For Business Notice see inside

front cover .

STRASBOURG .

The University of Strasbourg is organising a

Holiday Course in July , August, and September (as

in previous years) .

Section A, French ; Section B, German .

A programme, with the particulars of the

courses, will appear in the April number of the

EDUCATION OUTLOOK.
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reader. This danger the present editor admits in

his introduction ; but he goes on to say : " It is

possible within the compass of a small volume

to give some idea of the vast scale of this epic

drama and the multitude and diversity of its charac

ters," and to this , after reading Mr. Fowler's selec

tions , we readily assent. If we feel the gaps, it

is without violence , and the general effect is satis

fying

In addition to the editor's very valuable intro

duction , the author's preface is given in full .

Though intended, we suppose , primarily for

schools, the present volume should find a wider field

of usefulness , since it gives the general reader an

opportunity of knowing something of the greatest
work of its kind in modern poetry . P. M. G.

Three Books of School Plays . (25. 6d . net each .

Evans. )

The purpose of these books is to provide suitable

material for school entertainments . Many of the

plays have musical numbers , and full directions are

given as to staging, costume, scenery , and action.

We have also received , from the Junior Red

Cross Society, copies of plays which have been

written with a view to encouraging clean and healthy

habits and a spirit of kindliness . The plays may be

obtained from the Director , Junior Red Cross, 19

Berkeley Street , London , W.1 .

NEWS FROM THE PUBLISHERS .

Miss D. D. Sawer, Art Lecturer at Brighton

Diocesan Training College, has prepared a course

of practical art teaching for children, under the title

of " Everyday Art at School and Home.” The book

provides a course of training for children and their

educators in art appreciation as a factor in educa

tion , taking drawing as a means of self - expression.

It deals with design and colour , plant and figure

drawing, lettering , and many other subjects in their

relation to home life , with over six hundred illus

trations in colour , line , and half-tone, chiefly from

the author's drawings and designs. Sir Michael

Sadler, C.B. , K.C.S.I. , Master of University Col

lege , Oxford , contributes a Foreword, and the pub

lishers are Messrs . B. T. Batsford , Ltd.

" An Introduction to the Study of Bird Behaviour, "

by Mr. H. Eliot Howard, will shortly be published

by the Cambridge University Press. The sub

ject of this book, which contains eleven plates in

photogravure, is the behaviour of birds in rela

tion to their environment . The author describes the

course of events in the life of a reed bunting and

a yellow bunting during the breeding season , and

tries to form a connected life -history . He then dis

cusses the bird's mind , taking as a basis the way

it behaves in relation to its territory .

Messrs . J. M. Dent and Sons announce that

Rabelais ' " Gargantua and Pantagruel," in Urquhart

and Molteux's famous translation and with a new

Introduction by D. B. Wyndham Lewis , has just been

added to “ Everyman's Library,” in two volumes.

The edition is unabridged . Four other new “ Every

man ” volumes, bringing the total volumes in the

series up to 828 , have just been published : Mary

Wollstonecraft and John Stuart Mill's works on

" The Rights of Woman, ” in one volume ; “ Eliza

bethan and Jacobean Shorter Novels ,” with an

Introduction by George Saintsbury ; Wakefield's

" Letter from Sydney, with other Writings on

Colonisation " ; and that inimitable paternal testa

ment , “ Lord Chesterfield's Letters to his Son ."

Messrs . William Heinemann , Ltd. , have ap

pointed as Manager of their Educational Department

Mr. R. Welldon Finn , sometime Scholar of Ros

sall School and Peterhouse, Cambridge.

Messrs. Lorgmans , Green and Co. announce

that they will publish during this month “ Athletics,"

by D. G. A. Lowe and A. E. Porritt . It has been

the aim of the authors to present a complete study

not only of the technical side of athletics , including

its application to women and boys, but also of its

history and records.

No.

1 2

2

2

Short Dramatic Sketches

illustrating

Scenes from English Authors
Arranged by PHOSPHOR MALLAM

Characters Price

M. F. net

4024 The Quarrel Scene I 1 6d .

" The School for Scandal"

R. Brinsley Sheridan

4025 Mr. Collins Proposes ... od ,

“ Pride and Prejudice " Jane Austen

4026 Lady Catherine is Annoyed Gd .

" Pride and Prejudice ' Jane Austen

4027 Mrs. Poyser has her say out 1 Bd .

" Adam Bede " George Eliot

4028 Aunt Clegg quarrels with Mr. Tulliver 3 6d .

“ The Mill on the Floss ' George Eliot

4029 The Bank Breaks 3 Bd .

“ Cranford " Mrs. Gaskell

Arranged by AMY M. ROBERTSON

4033 The Panic 5 od .

" Cranford " Mrs. Gaskell

Arranged by ROSE E. PARKER

4512 Topsy and Eva 3 9d .

Uncle Tom's Cabin " Mrs. Stowe

These Sketches are easily produced and play well.

Fuil Catalogue upon application .

London : J. CURWEN & SONS, Ltd.,

24 BERNERS STREET, W.1 .

2

I

...
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BOWES & BOWES

CAMBRIDGE
A TREASURY

of

ENGLISH

APHORISMS

.

CONCISE GUIDE TO THE TOWN

AND UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.

Originally written by J. W. CLARK. Ninth Edition ,

entirely revised . Many Illustrations. ls. 3d . net .

STUDENTS' LIFE AND WORK IN

THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.

By Prof. KARL BREUL . Third Edition , revised

and partly re-written . 2s. net.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ENGLISH LAN

GUAGE AND LITERATURE.

Published yearly for the Modern Humanities Re

search Association. Vol. 8 ( 1927) . 6s. 63, net .

AIDS TO THE STUDY OF ANCIENT

HISTORY.

By T. W. HARDING. With Introduction , Tables,

and Chart . 6s. net .

PASSAGES FROM LATIN AUTHORS

FOR TRANSLATION AT SIGHT INTO

ENGLISH .

Ed . E. S. SHUCKBURGH . 2s. 6d.

by

LOGAN PEARSALL SMITH

Author of Trivia , &c. 7s. 6d . net.

Morning Post : “ Mr. Logan Pearsall

Smith can justly claim that he has suc

cessfuily challonged the sweeping state

ment that English aphorisms aro inferior

both in quality and quantity to those of

France... bis book will be a joy to all

sorts and conditions of readers."

Affable Hawk in the New Statesmen :

“ The book will be suprisingly fresh even

to those who think that they know their

English aphorists well . ... It is the

work of an editor wbo loves the art of

expression , and is a fine judge of it . ”

OF ALL BOOKSELLERS.
IWBMMONUMUNAMUN ILM

CONSTABLE

THE INCORPORATED

FOUNDED
1889

FROEBEL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE.
SUCCES

NORMAL

COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS :

Grove House, Roehampton Lane, S.W.15 .

DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL :

Colet Gardens, W. Kensington , W.14 .

Chairman : C. G. MONTEFIORE, D.D. , M.A.

Principal : Miss E. E. LAWRENCE .

Students are trained for the Examinations of the National Froebel Union .

Prospectuses and all particulars as to Scholarships, LoanFund , and Grants

from the Board of Education may be obtained from the Secretary .

EXAMINATION PAPER
43 USED BY THE

..

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.

In strict accordance with the College requirements . Ruled and

printed one side only.

Packed in Renms of 480 Sheets per Ream , 4s , 3d . Carriage

960

The College for Specialised Correspondence Tuition .

Established 34 Years.

As the Normal Correspondence College is organised

under separate Departments, all underthe control of

Specialists, helped by a competent Staff of Trained

Teachers with special qualifications, our pupils get

that undivided and special attention which isso

essential to success .

Dept. 1. TEACHERS ' EXAMINATIONS.

Dept. II. MATRICULATION .

Dept. III. UNIVERSITY DEGREES.

Dept. IV . PROFESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS.

Dept. V. COMMERCIAL EXAMINATIONS.

Dept. VI. LANGUAGES.

Dept. VII. MUSIC .

Dept. VIII. SCIENCE .

Dept. IX . ART.

Dept. X. MATHEMATICS.

Dept. XI NEEDLEWORK and HOMECRAFTS .

Dept. XII. SPECIAL SERVICE .

Send for the NORMAL FREE GUIDE to the

Examination in which you are interested .

8s. 6d. ) paid .

ANSWER BOOKS for EXAMINATIONS IN BOOK -KEEPING .

Senior, 3 Books, 1/10 . Junior, 3 Books, 1/10.

Preliminary, 3 Books, 1/10.

REMITTANCES SHOULD ACCOMPANY ORDER .

F. W. SHELBOURNE & CO. , Wholesale & Retail Stationers,

Phone : Chancery 7690 . 63 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON , W.C.I.

.
NORMAL CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE,

Normal House and Lyddon House, Lordship Lane, S.E.
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PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED .

122 .

GEORGE ALLEN AND UNWIN, LTD.

Elocution for Schools : by J. Rigg. 38. net,

An English Prose Treasury : compiled by H. Herd .

35. 6d . net .

The Activity School : by A. Ferrière . I2s. 6d .

net.

EDWARD ARNOLD AND Co.

The Laureate Song Book : adapted and composed

by T. F. Dunhill. Pupil's Edition :

Part 1 . Songs for Young Children and Junior

Classes .

Songs for British Boys and Girls.

9d. each .

G. BELL AND SONS , LTD.

A Junior Elementary Chemistry : by W. Littler,

B.A. 4s .

The Yearbook of the Universities of the Empire,

1929. 75. od . net .

A. AND C. BLACK , LTD.

Visual Literature Series : Poems for Children .

Try for Yourself Geography : by M. Warington.

Part 2 .

LONGMANS , GREEN AND Co., LTD.

The Principles of Applied Zoology : by R. A.
Wardle, M.Sc. 218. net .

Commercial Arithmetic : by F. L. Grant , M.A. , and

A. M. Hill , M.A. 5S .

The Story of Trade Unionism : by R. M. Rayner.

6s. net .

MACMILLAN AND Co. , Ltd.

English Literature Series :

119 . The Rivals : by R. B. Sheridan .

The Trumpet-Major : by Thomas Hardy.
is . gd . each .

Modern Readers ' Series : Leaves of Grass : by W.

Whitman. 55. net .

METHUEN AND Co. , LTD.

Test Examinations in Mechanics : by A. S. Pratt ,

M.A. With Answers, is. 6d.

Wave Mechanics : by H. T. Flint , Ph.D. 35. 6d .

JOHN MURRAY.

A Bible Anthology: edited by H. A. Treble, M.A. ,

and G. H. Vallins , B.A.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY Press.

Thomas Fuller Selections : edited by E. K. Broadus.

IS.

is. 60.

IS .

35. 6d.

2 .

BUTTERWORTH AND Co. , LTD .

The Exchanges of London : by S. W. Dowling.

75. 6d . net .

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY Press.

More Boys and Girls of History : by Rhoda and

Eileen Power . Books I and II , 25. 6d. each .

Chaucer : The Prologue : edited by M. B. Smith ,

M.A. 25.

Exercises in English : by E. E. Reynolds. 35. 6d .

Cartwright AND RATTRAY , Ltd.

The Matter and Method of Modern Teaching : by

V. Davis , B.Sc. 6s . net .

CHRISTOPHERS.

The New Psychology of the Unconscious : by C. W.

Valentine , M.A. 45. 6d . net .

CONSTABLE AND Co. , LTD.

Mountain Gold : by Basil Carey . '75. 6d . net .

William Cook , Antique Dealer : by R. Keverne.

35. 6d . net .

The Death of a Diplomat : by P. Oldfield . 35. 6d.

net.

Carteret's Cure : by R. Keverne . 35. 6d . net .

The Verdict of You All : by H. Wade. 35. 6d . net .

J. M. DenT AND SONS , LTD.

Practical and Literary English : by G. M. Jones

and A. Yates. 45. 6d . net .

Think and Speak : Once a Week Oral Composition

Lessons : by N. L. Clay, B.A.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON Press .

Modern English : by J. H. Jagger , M.A. 6s . net .

George Philip AND SON, LTD.

The Homes and Buildings of Other Days : by S. H.

Heath :

Part 1 . The Parts of a Cottage. 7d.

The Parts of a Farm. 7d.

3 . The Parts of a Manor House. 8d .

Kegan Paul, TRENCH, TRUBNER AND CO ., LTD .

Romulus, or the Future of the Child : by R. T.

Lewis. 25. 6d . net .

The Child's Conception of the World : by J. Piaget.

125. 6d . net .

Sir Isaac PITMAN AND SONS, LTD .

The Art for All Water Colour Series : by J. Little

johns , R.B.A. : Boats and Ships . 25. 6d . net.

Revision Courses in Algebra , Geometry , Mechanics,

and Hydrostatics, and Heat, Light, and Sound.

25. 6d . each.

Banking as a Career : by F. A. Willman.
net .

Craft for All Series : Leatherwork. Glove Making.

Flower Making 25. 6d. net each .

George ROUTLEDGE AND SONS , LTD .

Fathers of the Church : translated by F. A.

Wright. 125. 6d . net.

UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL PRESS.

A History of the British Colonies : by H. L. Jones,

M.A., and C. Sherratt, B.A. 3s . 6d .

WINSOR AND Newton, Ltd.

Landscape Painting in Oil Colour : by T. Williams,

: 3s . 6d.

IS .

A.R.A. 35. 6d.
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CONTENTS. NOTICE TO WRITERS.

The Editor is prepared to consideressays,
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NOTES AND COMMENTS.

Readers are asked to note that The Education Outlook is not the organ of any association .

The views expressed in the editorial columns are wholly independent and the opinions

of correspondents, contributors, and reviewers are their own.

Examinations Again . Confusion and the Remedy .

The interesting communications which have The practical result of the diversity was that in

passed between the President of the Board and
some schools the pupils of sixteen or thereabouts

the Association of Head Mistresses reveal once

more the need for a searching inquiry into the
were being coached for different examinations, and

examination system. It would seem that there is if the school refused such help the boys were taken

widespread confusion of mind as to the proper away and sent to private tutors outside. The aim

function of school examinations. Are they to be of the Teachers Registration Council was to estab

regarded as an assessment of the work done by lish a system whereby a School Certificate would

the pupil at school or as a test of fitness for some
be accepted by the universities and professions as

particular course of further study or some particular

avocation ? In practice the School Certificate Ex
evidence of a good general education, and also as

aminations are somewhat influenced by the entrance proof of fitness to enter their portals, subject to

requirements of universities , despite the fact that such special emphasis as any university or profes

not more than one in ten of those leaving our sion might desire to place on a subject or group

secondary schools will proceed to a university . Em- of subjects. The Secondary School Examinations

ployers have come to think that the School Certi- Council was established to supervise the system ,

ficate is not enough , and Mr. F. F. Potter , the and it was fondly hoped that the irritating and ham

Director of Education for Cheshire, has recently pering diversities would disappear and that we should

urged them to avoid making a fetish of “ matricula- have a satisfactory means of determining, first,

tion ” and to encourage the recognition of practical whether a pupil had received a good general educa

subjects in school examinations . tion , and , second, whether those who desired to

enter professions or universities were fitted to do so .
Historical

It is worth while to recall the history of the Assessment or Test .

Secondary School Examinations Council. This It will be seen that the School Certificate was

body was formed in 1917 on the initiative of the intended to be chiefly an assessment of the pupils '

Teachers Registration Council , which arranged a work , and for this reason it was decided that the

series of conferences between representatives of uni- examination should be taken not by selected pupils

versities , local authorities , and professional bodies, but by the whole form . After twelve years it is

the Board of Education sending two of their officers clear that certain original difficulties have not been

to the meetings . The immediate purpose of those overcome , namely the definition of the term “ good

conferences was to get rid of inconvenient diversities general education " and the meaning of the words

in the entrance requirements of professional bodies. “ whole form . " Other difficulties have appeared ,

These were not important in themselves, being due to the tendency to regard successes in the

generally due to variety of syllabus. Thus the " set School Certificate as an index of the value of a

books” in English and foreign languages, the school, and to the failure of some examining bodies

periods in history , the emphasis in geography, and to observe the principle that the examination should

the range of mathematics would differ as between , be such as may be taken by the whole form . The

say , the doctors and the actuaries. It is true that meaning of a good general education is the bone

most of the professional bodies accepted success in of contention between the Head Mistresses and the

a university matriculation examination as an alter- President. They would give credit for subjects

native to their own test , but in many schools it was which he regards as irrelevant though valuable in

found that pupils wished to take the professional themselves . But if a subject is worthy of a place

preliminary as being somewhat easier and more in the curriculum it should be worthy to rank for

likely to help them in their future work. assessment.
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The Case for Inquiry. The Supervisory Side.

Sir Michael Sadler has suggested that we should The most casual reader of American educational

have a thorough inquiry into the question of exam- magazines and reports cannot fail to notice the im

inations, and the need for such an investigation be- portance which seems to attach to the gathering

comes more urgent with every development of our of statistics and to the multifarious activities of

school system . Already there is ample evidence superintendents, supervisors , and organisers. On

that many employers and parents are ill- content this Mr. Buchholz tells us : “ Prior to 1900 educa

with the present method, and some of our leading tors were cautious about building any formidable

teachers join them. The choice is not merely be- organisation outside the classroom force. At

tween the present examinations and no examinations present , however, the smallest system , if ambitious

at all . Mr. Hurlstone- Jones is right in saying that to rank well , senses the need of an elaborate bureau

examinations of some kind are necessary and useful . cracy around the administrative office.” Hence, we

What we have to find is an examination which will are told , there comes a blossoming of departments ,

give fair opportunity to every pupil and reflect in each with a director, supervisor, assistants, and a

its methods the newer developments in educational budget . There is no end to the activities which

practice. Regarded as an assessment of a pupil's may claim such attentions — vocational education ,

powers , it will take due note of all the subjects of vocational guidance, manual training , educational

the course , including art , music, and handwork, research , curriculum study , tests and measurements,

and will not give too much weight to the power mental hygiene , physical training , home economics,

of writing essays in answer to questions. It will domestic science, music, art, continuation schools,

test ability as well as knowledge, the power of using summer schools, kindergartens , special schools, &c .

information as well as the power of memorising it . The list is long , but in some of our own cities we

There is no lack of material concerning the tech- come near to rivalling it . Apparently it is assumed

nique of examining, but much of it seems to be un- that we cannot leave teachers to carry on their

known to those responsible for the conduct of the work without the aid of inspirers and inspectors.

present system. They must be organised and supervised, even if

they are turned into robots of the classroom , mere

Education Costs in U.S.A. instruments of other wills.

Writing in the American Mercury, Mr. H. E.

Buchholz gives some astonishing figures concerning
The New Teacher .

the rising cost of education in the United States. The inspection and supervision to which teachers

Comparing the year 1900 with 1926, the num- in our public elementary schools were exposed was

ber of pupils enrolled rose from 15,500,000 to illustrated in extreme form in a certain city, where

24,750,000 . The number of teachers rose from any teacher might be visited at any period of the

423,000 to 814,000 , and the total outlay on working day by one or more of a corps of twelve

salaries , buildings , and equipment, &c . , rose from inspectors, supervisors, and organisers. It is true

$ 214,750,000 to over $ 2,026,250,000. The heaviest that they came but seldom , and then as single

increase was in the cost of buildings and in outlay spies , not in battalions . But the teacher was always

“ for other purposes. " The writer ascribes this conscious of their existence , and the weaker spirits

rapid growth to rivalry between different cities. were at great pains to discover what would please.

“ The opulent Babbitt of, say , Cleveland (whose Thus kept in leading strings , they had little in

offspring attend private schools) would never have clination to act like professional people and work

responded on altruistic grounds to a proposal for out their own methods, subject only to the general

a tax-rate which would permit the Cleveland com- aim of the school . They tended to rely on the pre

mon schools to surpass the most exclusive private digested hints and schemes of work which are pur

institutions . But when he was told that in this veyed in the market-place . When all teachers have

matter Cleveland was competing with Chicago, had some contact with university studies and have

Pittsburgh, Los Angeles , and like cities , each bent developed the professional spirit which it is the aim

on seeing which could make public education cost of the Registration movement to foster, there will

most, his sporting blood warmed up. Soon he was no longer be any need to shepherd their daily

not only ready to support the budget in hand but doings. It may be hoped, indeed, that they will

demanding that school officials find new and costly insist on being treated as members of a liberal pro

features . It was imperative that his city should fession . They may even resolve to devise methods

be recognised as the most progressive , education- of their own , counting it a sign of incapacity to

ally , in the country. That, he believed, was good, adopt the ready-made and second-hand devices of

advertising for Cleveland, and , incidentally, for his others. Teaching will then be a profession in

own butter-and -eys business. " reality as well as in name.
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AT THE HIGH TABLE.

( Under this heading appear from time to time articles from eminent men and women concerning

different aspects of education . In the following article Mr. W. W. Hill, President of the National

Union of Teachers for the past year, discusses the problem of staffing schools of the new type for

young adolescents. ]

IV . The Staffing of “ Senior ” Schools .

By W. W. Hill, B.Sc. , Ex -President, National Union of Teachers .

One of the problems brought into existence by demic considerations will continue to weigh heavily

the reorganisation of the school system on the lines in the selection of teaching staff, other considera

of the Hadow Report is that of the staffing of the tions will have to be stressed in the other types

new " senior " schools , that is, the schools contain- of senior schools. This does not mean that inferior

ing children transferred at the age of “ eleven plus.' teachers will suffice or should be admitted to these

The problem is not easy , and it is certainly not to schools. Far from it . The “ dud ” teacher is use

be solved by the simple plan of appointing uni- less for the " dud" class ; and I can see no sphere

versity graduates - a plan that is finding favour in where the typical qualities of the able teacher will

some quarters . The suggestion that such a course be more needed than in the new senior schools.

should be followed indicates , indeed , a lack of ap- It must be remembered that these schools will

preciation of the varied needs of the new educa- not have the stimulus and the enlivening influence

tional unit now coming into existence . of the children of outstanding intellectual ability .

It must be remembered that these senior schools These children will have been creamed off . Their

will contain all children above the age of eleven , absence will tend to depress both the teachers and

for the transfer is to be on an age basis. This the remaining pupils. A vitalising element will

will form an entirely new situation - a situation not have been withdrawn, and the task of the teachers ,

capable of treatment according to principles which therefore, will in some respects be rendered more

served well enough when the education system con difficult . It will also be of a different character .

sisted of a small, intensively cultivated patch of It will not consist in leading the pupils to a know

secondary education surrounded by a large and com- ledge of the dead languages nor to familiarity with

paratively undeveloped field of elementary education. the theory of logarithms. The task of the teachers

Even if and when the aim is achieved (and it is in the senior schools will be to make use of the

not yet near to achievement) of making these senior familiar and practical things of life as the medium

schools secondary schools in reality, yet the majority through which to encourage the acquisition of skill
of them will not and cannot be similar in character and knowledge which may be helpful in the work

to the existing secondary schools . For the secon- and leisure of after years, and through them to

dary school hitherto has catered largely for a picked develop intelligence , character, and personality.
minority of the children of the country -- a minority While, therefore , other qualifications being equal,

with , as a rule , more than average ability , espe- the possessor of an honours degree in medieval

cially in academic and bookish directions. In the history or in chemistry might obtain a post in such
new senior schools, on the other hand , a large pro- a school, it would be the other qualifications, and

portion of the children---the majority in fact --will not the degree, that would be regarded as of prime

be found to belong to other categories , especially importance ; the graduate, as such , will not neces

after the secondary and selective central schools sarily be chosen. This must continue to be the case

have taken their pick . The pupils in these schools until all teachers are graduates, or until the univer

will be more interested in things than in symbols, sities grant degrees covering a wider field of study

in “ doing " than in " learning. Intellectually , the and achievement than at present . None of the

middle and lower ranges of ability will predominate. practical subjects taken in the senior schools at

Children who have lagged behind in the junior present will help to qualify for graduation --such

school, who have found the ordinary “ subjects" a subjects, I mean, as schoolgardening, handicrafts ,

burden , children in classes as low as “ Standard and art.

III, " and even Standard II , will have to be pro- Yet it is in such directions as these that ability

vided for. They will all be transferred when they and qualifications in the staffing of the senior

reach the appropriate age , whatever their abilities schools are needed . The problem before the teacher

and tastes , and in whatever " standard " they may in these schools will be to enlist the interest and

be working. wholehearted co -operation of pupils , most of whom

While, therefore, in the case of the secondary will be of such a type that they will need convincing

and selective central schools intellectual and aca- of the real value of education. This will be more
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children , for there will be one or more classes of

such children in almost every large senior school.

These classes will consist of children who have

been lifted out of the junior school solely on account

of age , and they will form a natural group at the

bottom of the senior school . Hardly able to read

or spell , with no skill in figures, such children will

form a difficult problem ; and teachers who can deal

with them will be at a distinct premium .

One or two other points remain . It will follow

from the above considerations that there should be

no stratification of the profession between senior

and junior schools on the basis of the possession

or non -possession of a university degree . Teachers

will automatically group themselves according to

the direction of their tastes and abilities. Further,

it will be essential , especially in view of the need

for specialisation, that there shall be more teachers

than classes, in order to allow each member of the

staff some free time for preparation and marking.

than ever necessary when the leaving age is raised .

Without reality , without close correlation with the

practical affairs of life , and without the enlistment of

the insistent craving for activity which character

ises the adolescent , the senior schools will engender

discontent and disgust , and will fail to achieve their

purpose .

After the requirement of the high standard of

general education which all teachers should possess,

therefore, one will look for various qualities and

qualifications not necessarily of an academic charac

ter. An aptitude in handicraft will be invaluable .

If , instead of a handicraft teacher separated from

the school and working in a “ centre," one or more

members of the staff, taking their share in other

school activities , could be responsible for this branch

of the work, the school would gain . They could

still specialise. In fact , the senior schools will sub

stantially gain from a modified adoption of speciali

sation by their staffs, not only in handicraft but in

other subjects also . One will welcome, therefore,

ability in gardening, music , housecraft, art , games

and sports , and other branches of practical activity

of an educative nature . The great aim will be to

secure teachers who can gain the respect of their

pupils by their skill in directions which boys and

girls about to go out into the world naturally ad

mire, and by their ability to impart such skill to

their pupils—always provided that the skill and

ability are in pursuits of genuine educational value.

A teacher who can so interest his pupils in wood

carving , for instance , as to engender a desire to

create beautiful things , is a distinct asset . If he

can rescue the child who has been regarded as a

failure in spelling and arithmetic from the feeling

of inferiority thereby engendered , and give him the

self -respect which is born of achievement, he will

be succeeding in one of the vital aims of the senior

school.

Genuine and fundamental teaching ability will be

required, too , if the pupils are to be interested in

the intellectual side of their schooling. The utilisa

tion of local industries for the teaching of science

or mathematics, for example , needs distinct skill ;

and the teacher must have substantial ability and

power who can use the debating society as a means

to the encouragement of reading and study ; he

must have leadership and enthusiasm if he can

employ the dramatic society, or hobbies, or the field

club , or other voluntary activities, as a medium for

developing intellectual interests .

It is obvious, therefore, that academic pre

eminence will not be the key qualification for the
teacher in the senior school. Further, there is

arising a need for teachers of a type which has

not been numerous in the past : that is teachers

who can interest and educate dull and backward

EIGHTY YEARS AGO.

Gleanings from our Earlier Volumes .

April , 1849.- ). A. Froude and the High School

at Hobart Town.

“ Many of our readers are probably aware that

great astonishment has been excited in the educa

tional world by the appointment of Mr. James

Anthony Froude, M.A. and Fellow of Exeter Col

lege , Oxford , to the Head Mastership of the High

School at Hobart Town, Van Diemen's Land. This

astonishment has arisen not in consequence of any

supposed incompetency in Mr. Froude on the score

of attainments, for, in the present condition of

public ignorance as to the qualifications of a

Teacher, the magical M.A. and the tenure of a

Fellowship afford ample satisfaction , not only with

regard to his learning but also with reference to

his ability to teach . But Mr. Froude has just

published a book which the Literary Gacette de

scribes as a 'blasphemous diatribe '; which some

leading men at Oxford have solemnly committed to

the flames ; and which must be regarded with horror

by every believer in the truth of Revelation . "

Lord Rothermere's Old School.

Lord Rothermere has sent a cheque for £ 10,000

to Mr. Philip Wayne, Head Master of St. Maryle

bone Grammar School , to be spent in the interests

of the school at his sole discretion , subject to the

ratification of the Governors. Lord Rothermere

and his two brothers were all pupils of the school.

Last year Lord Rothermere gave £ 1,000 for a new

organ for the school .
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CREATIVE WORK IN STORY - TELLING .

By Rosa HOBHOUSE.

III.

The Scope of our Intention , followed by “ The Capless Guest."

It has previously been suggested that our philo- need not , however, rule out the story which is

sophy of life will inevitably find its way through the avowedly didactic. In " Struwwelpeter " we have

stories we tell . The superficially minded will bring
an example of the didactic endeared by its delight

ful association with exaggeration and humour,
into being the kind of story of which Ruskin was

whilst in such poems as those of Jane Taylor we

complaining * when he wrote : " In the best stories discover how it may be presented with a peculiar

recently written for the young there is a taint which charm. Indeed , when given by those who have a

it is not easy to define, but which inevitably follows genius for it, we cannot deny that its charm and

an author addressing himself to children bred in
humour may be intrinsic.

In our best work , therefore, I think we may

schoolrooms and drawing - rooms instead of fields
assume that we shall aim neither at including nor

and woods. ... The fairies who interfere in the avoiding specific characteristics, but proceed rather

fortunes of these little ones are apt to be resplen- along any line which the incidents or objects which

dent chiefly in millinery and satin slippers , and
arrest our attention suggest, so far as these impress

appealing more by their airs than their enchant
Often it may happen that the validity of these

suggestions will be best tested by their ability to

ments. " On the other hand , the tales of those
survive over a considerable period of time. Very

whose disposition it is to pause to look twice at often it has been myownexperience that some small

a wood anemone breaking its way through the fallen thing has been retained in my memory and has re

leaves of a winter's woodland will be of quite
appeared in some new connexion with an almost

another kind . So long as our deepest sympathies
fully- formed story following in its wake. This was
so in the case of the cap of a garden leek . It

lie in any given direction the requirements of art
was taken indoors for the purpose of making a

will lead to our work being coloured by them .
drawing of it , for it more nearly resembled the

But does all this mean that our stories will in
cap of an elf or gnome than any form in Nature

variably be didactic ? Surely not . If our philo
previously seen . Its texture was gauzy and its

sophy is sufficiently deeply rooted we shall even
spur long. It was , in fact, a thing of beauty apart

be able to endow things of a seemingly superficial from any “ resemblance” it might also possess.
character with sentiments worthy of a child's ap- The drawing did not get made, the cap, however,
preciation . Hans Andersen , we are told , “ was very remaining as an ornament amongst my books. It

fond of ballet dancers , swans, tin soldiers, and was only after a year had elapsed that , when seated
mermaids , and sometimes when he was telling his by the fireside of a friend , the following came into

stories to children he would make paper patterns
being, flowing, it seemed , from the tip of my

of his swans and tin soldiers." These patterns , it
pencil. As one who rarely enters the realm of the

is added, are still to be seen in his house. fairies , I was the more pleasantly surprised :
It is true that , when we share the loveliest pur

poses of life, we may be presenting unawares a The Capless GUEST.

teaching capable of crude definition . Ruskin , in
A gnome was once on his way to a midnight

the same Preface, after showing in a beautiful pas wedding in a distant valley , and , alas, he lost his
sage how a child should be reared “ in the vital

cap whilst crossing a stream . Much troubled, for

joy of unluxurious life and contentment in narrow a capless guest, he knew, would not be allowed

possession, wisely esteemed,” goes on to say : at the festivities, he turned on to a common to
“ Children so trained have no need of moral fairy see if he could gather enough spiders' webbing of

tales but they will find in the apparently vain and the " muslin ” kind to make a turban - like headgear ,

fitful courses of any tradition of old time , honestly into which he could stick a harebell or a feather .

delivered to them , a teaching for which no other The gorse bushes were, however, too prickly to

can be substituted , and of which the power cannot climb, and , although he and all the elves and fairies

be measured..
in that region belonged to the taller “ good people "

This preference for the teaching which “ trans of the olden times , * he was not tall enough to

pires” rather than that which is definitely presented

See “ Fairies Here and Now " (Methuen) re the sizes of fairies

• In his introduction to “ German Popular Stories." in different epochs.
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The gnome

reach those webs that had already been spun on

some of the upper sprays.

The moon was out and he could just see a bit

of garden fencing , beyond which he descried two

tall leeks with their flower heads so near to opening

that at eas one of them would shortly doff its

silvery sheath to the ground. This, he noticed ,

was the shape of an elves' cap with a delightful

spur. So he pressed his way sideways through the

fence , stood at the foot of the nearest leek , and

called up between his two hands : “ Leek, leek , doff

your cap, for I am off to a midnight wedding and

in need of one to be admitted. ” “ Who is this ,”

asked the tallest, “ begging for one of our caps ? ”

Then, in answer to him, replied : “ If you are off

to a wedding you could scarcely wear a ' cast-off.' "

“ I can't quite see who it is,” the other then said .

“ He seems to be standing in the shadow of the tall

brussels sprout plant. " Hearing this , the gnome

stepped out of the shadow , so that they could the

better see him , and called again : " I shall not mind

a cast -off, if you will be so good as to allow me

yours , for without a cap none will so much as be

allowed to see the bride." “ In any case , I shall

not be casting mine for at least three hours," re

plied the tallest . “ Could you not throw it off just

a little earlier ? ” pleaded the gnome , at which the

other leek remarked that she would naturally be

doffing hers in about half an hour.

decided that if he waited thus long he would be

just in time , so , climbing the overgrown brussels

plant , he sat cross -legged at the centre of the top

most circle of leaves . From there he could see

the two sister leeks all the more plainly against

the moonlit sky, and reassured himself that the cap

which had been promised to him would be just what

he wanted . So he decided to make the best of the

delay , but , unfortunately, he fell asleep , with the

result that, when the leek doffed her silvery cap,

so lightly did it fall to the ground that he heard

nothing. The leeks , no doubt , would have called

down to him but they too had dozed off.

When he awoke , the poor gnome could tell by

the distance the moon had travelled that he had been

asicep for a long time. The cap which he picked

up fitted him beautifully . He was remarkably

pleased with it . He could see himself with it on

in a sharp shadow , and was delighted, but the

lateness of the hour distressed him much. Suddenly ,

however, a little voice spoke. It was a kitchen

garden fairy. " Take your cap off and ride it

astride, holding on to the spur," she said , and no

sooner had these words passed her lips than the

gnome found himself obeying her command , and in

another moment he was floating in the direction he
wished to go.

Very soon , between two thickly wooded hills , the

valley where the wedding was to be celebrated came

into sight , and in a few minutes more the gnome

was floating over the place where a large gather

ing of fairies was already assembled . Sliding from

his seat, he landed well on his feet , whilst the cap,

drifting a little further , fell into the middle of
another group, astonishing them not a little. This

meant that, after all this trouble, the gnome was

capless ! So strict was the order that no single

guest without a cap was to be allowed, that there

was a sudden rush on the part of the elves who

were in charge of the ceremony, and he was carried

by force to the edge of a deep well in a garden

further up the valley ! Their orders were, in fact ,

to throw any visitor without a cap down into it ,

but , seeing that the pail was lowered, the elves

decided that , as there would be nothing to prevent

the gnome from climbing up again by the rope

attached to it , they had far better haul up the pail

first.

Now it was the Prince who was to marry the

lovely fairy Princess who had given this wicked

order . For he had been told by his fairy godmother

that his only rival in love would prove to be a

capless guest who would arrive late at his wedding.

As good fortune would have it, the gnome's cap

fell just where the Princess and her maidens were

awaiting the Prince , and, seeing it , she exclaimed :

" To whom does this cap belong ? " " Never mind

about that,” her attendants pleaded , but the Prin

cess , having heard that any guest without a cap

was to be thrown down the well , picked it up and

was about to insist that its owner should be found

when up rose the cap with the Princess holding to

the spur of it , flying as if with gauzy wings (for

a leek's cap has two wings, as it were) . And so

it happened that , just by wishing, she arrived at

the place where its owner stood awaiting his sorrow

ful fate . But that was not to be. Taking the cap

with a heart high with gratitude , the gnome fell

upon his knees and asked what there remained

for him to do to make his thankfulness known.

“ Rise to your feet," replied the Princess, for she

recognised in the gnome a nature of great charm ;

indeed, her heart in an instant was so completely

claimed that she knew it must be to him or to

none other that she was wedded ! On returning

together in the company of a number of other
fairies who had by now arrived on the scene , a

messenger came running to mect them with news

that the Prince had turned into a bat and had

flitted away into the shades of the overhanging

wood ! And thus the beautiful Princess escaped from

marrying a bat in disguise , and the happy gnome

filled the place of the bridegroom . Great indeed

were the rejoicings, mingled with astonishment ,

when , after all , the capless guest took the chief

seat beside the bride .

(Concluded. This series began in February .)
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LETTERS FROM A YOUNG HEAD MASTER .

IV. Inside the Four Walls.

My Dear H . ,-I remember my promise to tell are happening at the moment so swiftly that it's

you of our classroom activities with something akin difficult not to be dazed by the rush of events . This

to horror. No - don't mistake my meaning - I'm term has been very exciting, very encouraging,

not horrified at what happens; only there's so much very wearing

to tell, and I want to tell you everything and I know Of course, the free work periods were at the

I shan't be able to, and — but, never mind, here bottom of it . You can't allow boys two or more

goes. periods a week in which to pursue their own acti

To begin with , we haven't any class rooms, but vities and not expect to find ideas cropping up here,

only subject rooms and free work rooms. (Yes, I there , and everywhere . In our case gestation took

agree, there is something rather funny in the about ten weeks ; then the trouble began.

thought of a man who believes in breaking down The right sort of trouble . (Oh , yes, a little of

the barriers between school subjects arranging his the other, certainly , but surprisingly little ; much

accommodation according to subjects .) less than I anticipated .) Boys wanted to do things ;

We have two mathematics rooms, two English things outside the ordinary range. Sets developed

rooms, two history rooms (a “ talking shop" and individuality, showed a preference for this or that

a “ lab .''), and one room each for geography, lan- type of work . Groups began to form within the

guages, and music. A variety of art, wood, and sets.

metal work rooms is at our disposal at the College I began to get requests that So-and - So might

across the way , in addition to science labs. Alto go on with history beyond the time allotted, that

gether, we must have a " right of entry" (less dis- So -and -So might finish a drawing in the studio

puted than most such rights ! ) to about twenty rooms during the geography lesson, that such and such

there . a group might leave the base companionship of

Our free work rooms include a library, a studio, their comrades in the English period in order to

a handicraft room , an engineering room . There elaborate in the quiet seclusion of an empty room

are others, but more about that later . I'm trying to the play or the story they were writing: " It is

keep this letter moderately coherent, and if I once hard,” they pleaded, “ to write a play in the middle

let myself go about rooms I shall fly off at all sorts of a debate. ' It must be.

of tangents. Naturally, I turned over all such requests to the

When we started — or before we started , rather- masters concerned. (Nothing like shirking respon

everybody drew up neat syllabuses of work for a sibility , is there ? ) But when it came to Jones

first year's course. It was understood that they asking if he might take extra physics and Brown

were to be subject to modification. They have requesting an additional history period, I found
been ; some of them have been wellnigh subject to myself in the thick of it .

destruction . One man , after four months' expe- At the beginning of this term I extended the

rience, has submitted a memorandum on his work " free work " idea to the academic side , and set

which contradicts in subject matter and arrange aside one afternoon a week for one age group

ment almost the whole of his original syllabus. (twelve -year -olds), during which the boys concerned

And he is right , too . were free to do whatever work they liked , provided

As soon as all the syllabuses were prepared we it came under one of the headings : English history,

began in a series of staff meetings to " cut" them. geography

You agree, I know, that in all secondary school The experiment seems to be successful; at any

syllabuses there is an immense amount of junk that rate anyone who says boys can't concentrate ought

needs clearing away. It was certain that , consider- to see those youngsters stick for two and a-half

ing the amount of time we were devoting to art hours at one subject (in the afternoon, too ! ) , and

and craft work, we should have to wield the axe then have to be driven away home. During the
pretty heftily if we were to hack a way to anywhere last hour of each " free " afternoon there is a lantern

in particular. So we set to with a right good will . lecture in the geography room ; naturally , the ex

Meanwhile work proceeded apace in the subject citement of “ pictures” collects a large audience

rooms. For some time it proceeded on the whole but it does not collect everybody. The historians

normally, that is , rather dully. We hadn't any clear in particular resist its allure regularly.

guiding lines ; we were all more occupied with find- I do not know quite when or where the great

ing our feet and getting to know each other than magazine rage began . Towards the end of last

with anything else. Soon, however, things began term I began to hear of class and set magazines

to happen . that were toward , and soon the metalwork room and

Slowly at first, then more and more quickly . They the chemistry lab . were busily occupied in the pro
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duction of jellygraphs to meet the printers ' needs.

The supply has not yet quite met the demand ; in

the interim there has, I regret to say , been much
envy , hatred , malice , and all uncharitableness be

tween rival firms with conflicting claims on material !

There are , so far as I can tell , about a dozen

magazines in the throes of production at present .

Consequently, until a week ago, you would meet

printers and editors wherever you went. Now, I've

cleared an empty room , put in some long , flat

benches, and christened it the Magazine Room .

Most of the publishing, if not the editing , is now

done there .

Except in the case of those firms which have es

tablished their own offices. You know what our

school buildings are like - queer, rambling old

places full of odd holes and corners. Every one of

these holes and corners is being " let” to a group

of boys for some special purpose, and the school

Education Committee has still a long waiting list

of would -be tenants. At present most of the appli

cants are editors in embryo, though an application

has been filed for the use of one of the cellars by

an enterprising electrical power station company.

-I knew it ; I knew I should start talking about

rooms. But if only you could see what cosy little

“ dens” these youngsters are building for them

selves ; how they paint and paper the walls , rig up

shelves and seats, install electric light, put up pic

tures—in short , work like Trojans — I'm sure it

would gladden your heart . And I'll defend the work

educationally ; isn't, after all , the great aim of

education to cultivate the right attitude towards life ?

These boys have got it ; good luck to them !

Yours ever,

G. S.

THE BORN TEACHER .

By P. A. WOOD.

Some time ago the head masters were discussing

the teaching of Latin . The learned head of Perse ,

in favour of the newer method, confessed that he and

his staff had taught themselves to use it . The head

of Christ's Hospital , doubtless in humorous vein ,

as befits the advocatus diaboli, advanced his defence

of the older, claiming one advantage for it over its

rival in its quality of being fool-proof. Any fool could

teach by it and any fool could learn by it-a proposi

tion doubtfully disputable. Dr. Rouse, as typical of

the born teacher , and Mr. Fyfe, as sponsor for the

born fool, presented their hearers with the evidence

for the existence of both .

It is as foolish to deny the existence of the born

teacher as to scoff at the born musician. Just as

music has its Mozart and Bach , painting its Giotto

and Rubens, so has teaching its Pestalozzi, Arnoid,

Thring, Sanderson, and Rouse. These are the elect,

the high priests of their calling. Teaching, like any

other art, has its arcana for the esoteric few . The

secret doctrine can be imparted no more to hoi polloi

of teaching practitioners than the secrets of the chef

can be passed on to the cooks of suburban villadom .

A born teacher is like a born cook - he works by

methods that another would never learn in a hundred

years . And his methods are , it may be , unknown

even to himself. But to say that every woman who

can cook a leg of mutton without spoiling it is fit to

control the kitchen of Lucullus is just as ridiculous

as the proposition that none can teach a class of

twenty - five boys the rudiments of algebra unless he

be marked from the beginning with the signs of

genius .

In teaching , as in cooking, and even as in picking

pockets, there is a special kind of knowledge and a

special kind of skill required . Both must be acquired

in some degree before any kind of success can be

assured . Except the born fools it is possible for the

normally endowed human being to train and be

trained into something approaching, if not reaching,

excellence . Oliver Twist, though not born to the job

like his master Fagin , might have aspired in cir

cumstances uninterrupted to the standard reached

by the Artful Dodger. He could have made a very

passable picker of pockets and received his certificate

of ability. The master minds , the Fagins , touched

with the spark of genius, set their own standard

and evolve their own methods. If picking pockets

or burgling households were legitimate occupations

one might prefer to entrust the task to a Fagin or

a Raffles, but if such born experts were not suffi

ciently numerous to go round, one must needs be

content with humble followers of the craft . Even

so with teaching .

COMPETITION RESULT.

In our January number there appeared an article

on “ An English Room .” We offered a prize for the

best set of supplementary suggestions for the equip

ment of such a room .

The Prize of Ten Shillings is awarded to

Miss D. M. Asling,

Green Hall ,

Stafford ;

and a Consolation Prize of Five Shillings goes to

Mr. Henry S. Abram, Head Master ,

Council School ,

Thursby, Carlisle .

In a later number we shall print some of the sug

gestions received .
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“ LESSON NOTES ."

Dramatis Personae. (Enter janitor with absence book. )

ORBILIUS, MASTERS, A FORM, Boys.
ORB. Hands up those boys who are absent. I

mean, Are
ORBILIUS discovered at his

all there ? How many present ? Whoyou

(SCENE : A form room.

desk frowning heavily . A few boys sitting
reports for this form ?

about the room yawning or looking at books .
(Boy at back of room drops a pen and gets down

After some minutes more boys begin to come
on to floor to find it . )

into the room one after the other at irregular A Boy. Please, sir , I report for Remove sa ,

intervals . ORBILIUS frowns worse than ever. ) but this is a set , not a form .

ORB.

ORB. Why are you boys late ? Here's a good
Well, anyway, how many are there in the

set ?

five minutes of the period gone already .
The Boy. Twenty-two, sir, all present .Boys. Please , sir , we had to come from the

School House . We did make haste. (ORB. counts Form .)

ORB. How is it that these other boys are here ORB. I make it twenty -one.

in time ? If one boy can be here at the beginning (To Janitor.)

of a lesson , everyone can do it .
What do you make it ?

Boys. Please , sir, we're in Remove sa , and

(Janitor counts Form . )
they're in Remove 5b : this is a set, not a form .
ORB. That doesn't matter ; it's your business JANITOR . I think it is twenty-one , sir .

ORB.

to be here at the beginning of a lesson .
How many are there as a rule ? Was any

Boys. But please , sir , we've got to get across.
one absent yesterday ?

ORB. Be quiet ! I can't stay to discuss that (ORB. and Janitor look over absence book together.

now. Your business is to be here at the beginning When they are absorbed in this the boy at the

of the lesson. Do you understand that ? back , who has found his pen , gets up from

Boys. Yes, sir ; but please, sir ... under his desk and sits in his place.)

ORB. Stop talking . Here's nearly ten minutes ORB. I can't understand it .

of the period already wasted by you. Settle down . (To Boy who reported for Remove 5a . )

Do your best to make up for lost time . Now then ;

Did you say twenty-two ?
take your South & Dullard's , page 947 : Ablative Boy. Yes, sir .

after Verbs of Repletion . Just notice that ...

( Boy enters suddenly .)
( Counts Form .)

There are twenty -two, sir.

ORB. (beginning to fume again ). Well ? ORB. There can't be.
Boy. Please, sir, 1 ...

ORB. You're late. Detention next Wednesday. (Counts Form .)

Boy. But please, sir , 1 ... Yes, you are right .

ORB. You heard what I said . ( To Janitor . )

Boy. Yes, sir ; but please, sir , I ... You count again.

ORB. Well , what is it ? What have you got JANITOR (after counting) . I make it twenty-two

there ?

Boy (bursting into tears ) . Please, sir , here's ORB. Well, it's most mysterious , but I always

the answer to the note which you asked me to was bad at mathematics. Anyway , I shall put

take to Mr. Jones , down twenty-two.

ORB. Well , why on earth couldn't you say that (Gives back book to Janitor, who retires . )

before ? Go to your place . (To Form .)

(To Form . ) Now then , we can get to work again . South &

Now then . Page 947. Verbs of Repletion. Just. Dullard , page 947 Construction after Verbs of

notice that . Repletion . I want you to notice that ..

( Sudden loud report from chemical laboratory up (Feeble knock at door, followed by several louder

stairs . Sounds of broken glass . Much rest ones . )

lessness among form .) ORB. (in an increasingly enraged tone). Come

ORB. All right. It isn't an air raid . Doesn't
in ! Come in !! Come in !!!

.

take much to alarm some of you . Now then . Verbs (At last enter five small boys . )

of Repletion. Notice in the first example : " I am LEADING SMALL Boy (very nervously). Please ,

fed up with . sir, may we borrow some chairs ?

now, sir.
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I can't spare

more .

1

1

now.

ORB. Chairs ! What do you want chairs for ?

SMALL Boy. P -please, sir , we're doing History

with Mr. Brown, and we want to make a Norman

castle out of chairs , and there aren't enough chairs

in Room 10.

ORB. Well , you can have five.

Take them quickly and get out.

(Small boys remove chairs with much shuffling

and scraping .)

ORB. (to Form) . Now don't take any notice

of these ruffians. Attend to me, please . Notice

that after a Verb of Repletion such as “ I am fed

up " you have to have

(Small boys, going out of the door with chairs,

collide with Mr. ROBINSON , another master,

entering. Mutual apologies . )

MR. ROBINSON (to ORB. , sotto voce) . Sorry to

trouble you , old chap , but you might lend me a

throat lozenge. Fire in my room's smoking and

I choke every time I try to speak .

(ORB. obliges. Short conversation with Mr. R.;

muffied laughter . Form begins to get restless .

Exit MR. R. )

ORB ( to Form) . Well , we really can get to work

In this first example, " I am fed up with

life, ” can anyone tell me which is the Verb of

Repletion ?

(Sudden entry of the Detention Master.)

ORB. (trying to be facetious ) . Well, here's an

ever-welcome visitor. Who are the lucky ones this

week, I wonder ?

DET. MASTER. What form ? Oh , a set , isn't

it ? Remove 5a and b . I don't think there are

any for them .

(Consults list . )

Yes, no detentions this week.

(Apologises and withdraws.)

ORB. There has evidently been a serious mistake

somewhere.

(Form laughs perfunctorily .)

Now settle down. Look at your books. South &

Dullard , page 947. Notice that Verbs of Repletion

always take

(Enter a House Captain .)

H.C. (to ORB. ) . Please , sir, may I speak to

Grubbs ?

ORB. Speak to Grubbs ? What for ?

H.C. Please , sir , I have to tell him about play

ing in a House Match.

ORB. (trying to be sarcastic). Oh , well , of course

that's a vastly more important matter than a lesson

on Verbs of Repletion. Be quick..

( H.C. and GRUBBS confer. )

[ Exit H.C.

ORB. (to Form ). Now we really can get on .

After a Verb of Repletion such as “ I am fed up, ”

just notice that you must ...

(Enter MR. GREEN, another Master.)

MR. GREEN. Sorry to disturb you, Mr. Orbilius ,

but may I speak to the form for a minute ?

ORB. (attempting to be polite ) . Oh, certainly, Mr.

Green , by all means.

MR. GREEN ( to Form) . Any of you boys want

tickets for the Ping-pong Competition ?

(Several hands put up . MR. GREEN goes round

Form interviewing individual boys and distri

buting tickets. )

MR. GREEN (to Orb. ) . Thank you , Mr. Orbilius .

[Exit .

Orb. (to Form ). Well , we don't seem to be

getting on very fast somehow . You remember

what I was saying. Verbs of Repletion such as

“ I am fed up ' are always followed by ...

A Boy. Please , sir, the water from the lab. is

coming through the ceiling on to me.

(ORBILIUS rushes out of the room to complain

to the Master in the chemistry lab . above .

Form takes advantage of his absence to talk ,

throw paper, &C. At length ORB. returns and

the form calmis down again. )

ORB. (to Form ). Now , as I was saying when

that boy interrupted me, a Verb of Repletion must
have a

(Sound of marching from playground under windows

of class -room . Stentorian voice : “ Left, right,

left , right . ...” Some kind of ball game

involving running about and shouting is then

organised Tremendous din, during which

Orvilius is observed to be still endeavouring

to speak . Expressions such as " Verbsof Re
pletion ..." and " I am fed up ... alone

audible . )

( Bellrings for end of period . Whistle in play

ground. Noise ceases . )

ORB. Well, homework I want you to write

out a translation of all the sentences in this exer

cise on Verbs of Repletion.

A Boy. But please, sir, I don't understand how

they are done.

ORB. (in a rage) . Don't understand how they

are done! Why, you must have been asleep. Here

I've spent the whole period in explaining the rule

to you and you have the assurance to tell me that

you don't understand it ! Sheer idleness ! Take a

detention for being inattentive !

[ Exit Form . Ors. left fuming.

CURTAIN .

. .
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CREATIVE WORK IN EDUCATION .

By ROBERT JONES, D.Sc.

IV.

Literature. order and sequence ; and a revealing of material

The most general attempts made in the matter ready to hand , in the essayist's mind , and fit to

of creative work are in the domain of language.
be brought to consciousness and use , when a way

is shown.

The ordinary school curriculum has always included The staccato “ notes" are better given orally, and

* Essay Writing ” or “ Composition, " and this has entered by the pupils , than put on the blackboard

led on to many experiments , both in prose and in to be copied . Direct copying is the converse of

verse . Such experiments often have their origin in
creative work. And a consciousness of the nature

the observation of a single simple fact ; and the
of creative work is a part of the process. The use

of “ X ” is partly a device to mark out by them

history of discovery shows this to be a natural and
selves the passages that are to be, even if “ poor

fruitful method. Such an experiment (described things, " yet " mine own.”

below) originated from the common case of a boy Other subjects treated similarly were :

who finds “ he has nothing to write about.” Faced Dinner Time (going home—the room — the cat

by an " Essay on a Day's Holiday," he finds- fixing the table — how baby eats and so forth ) .

sometimes with relief , sometimes in despair--that
In Road (the local high street ) .

he is at the return journey when only three-parts
By the Riverside.

down the first page. Now it is obvious (a ) that
In -Park .

material for several pages exists , ( b ) that it is in Verse Writing.

his possession , (c) that he does not know how to The impulse to rhythm is one of the chief bases

get at it from the immediate undersurface of his
of the emotions that find expression in music,

mind and use it . Here is a scheme devised to meet
dancing , poetry , some spoken prose. It is an im

the difficulty.
pulse in sympathy with swaying, swinging, leaping,

undulating things, whether these be living or , to

An Essay Scheme.
our ordinary senses , not living. Its range is wide .

The class is supplied with pencils or pens and

It gives a sense of pleasure to the mechanic, who

finds himself beating out his hammer-strokes in

" scribbling " paper. They take notes , as fully as groups and sequences ; and to the mathematician ,

possible, from a talk after this fashion by the who observes afresh , or for the first time, a special

teacher.
regularity of the world of numbers. It finds ex

pression in different forms , according to age, to

“ An Essay ON BEGINNING School. " sex , to social environment. A child goes along a

" You are in the street : the school is in sight . street tripping or ululating or repeating over and

People are passing. X. (Wherever I say X , mark over again a rhythmic word or phrase : “ An-nie

it . Here you can put in something that will not be Smith , An-nie Smith , An-nie Smith , An-nie Smith ,"
in the other essays - something of your own. In until any adult in sight or hearing is maddened by

this case you can describe one of the people who the repetition. But it is the charm of the repetition

went past . If you cannot remember, “ make up' itself that delights the child .

someone who might have passed you . ) The school This is a natural explosion . Another, and a

bell is ringing. At the gate X is just going in.- greater, comes with adolescence. “ Every man who

The playground. What it looks like to a stranger. really lives, ” said someone or other, “ tries to write

What the boys are doing. The wet or dry asphalt . poetry, and succeeds in falling in love." Between

The weather. The teachers, the boys, big and little. these explosive periods comes a great deal of school

X. - The bell stops. The boys' actions . X. life, and this interregnum, this between -revolutions,

Whistle. Falling in . Sounds of feet or voices . is a period of relative emotional peace . What should

What X looks like just now . Teacher talking to here be attempted and taught , in the matter of

X. - Moving. Going up the stairs .-Assembling. verse, is in the main technique. The teacher who

From the notes taken the finished essays are is searching for geniuses will perhaps develop some

written. The example here given - one actually prigs or prigettes, and will certainly come upon

taken in making the experiment – is deliberately mares ' nests . It is not the discovery of genius

chosen as a subject which of itself offers scant that we should be after , but the setting free of

material to most children . What is given is an powers.
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SECURITY OF TENURE.

From our Legal Correspondent :

The recent case of Brown v. Dagenham U.D.C.

produced a considered judgment from Mr. Justice

McCardie which is likely to disturb the equanimity

of a good many “ officers ” of local authorities, in

cluding teachers . These people are not like judges,

who hold their offices quamdiu se bene gesserint :

they hold them " at the pleasure" of the Authority .

Mr. Brown claimed damages from his Council “ for

wrongful dismissal” from his office of clerk . The

judge dismissed the claim . He held that a Council

could dismiss an official whether cause of dismissal

existed or not, and that the Council was not bound

by any contract of service. " I conclude," he said ,

" that a Council can dismiss its clerk at pleasure ,

whatever may be the contract between them. I

see no escape from that view . " And if for “ clerk "

“ teacher" be substituted , there seems no escape

from the same view of his case either.

Two Classes of Appointments .

But it must be observed that the doctrine, whether

sound or not , has no application to other contracts

of service with teachers. A master or mistress in

a school not under a local authority works under

the usual terms of a contract between master and

servant - the contract, e.g. , can be terminated only

by notice. So, too , it would seem that a teacher

appointed and employed by the body of managers

of a non -provided school can still be dismissed only

after notice, and therefore is in a more

position than the teacher in a provided school.

Appointments " at Pleasure."

It
may be assumed that if any person not a

Judge of a High Court had ventured to assert

that the alleged contracts under which many teachers

hold their office were of no legal value, he would

have received but scant attention . But , nevertheless ,

such seems to be the case , though general practice ,

it is admitted, is not in accord with legal theory .

The words of the Education Act, Section 148 ( i ) ,

are plain : “ A local education authority may appoint

necessary officers, inciuding teachers, to hold office

during the pleasure of the authority, and may

assign to them such salaries or remuneration ( if

any) as they think fit, and may remove any of

those officers, " If a clerk to an important Urban

District Council, whose appointment is " at plea

sure, " may be dismissed without notice and with

out cause shown, and the High Court says he

may be, then there is nothing in the nature of

the appointment of a teacher, which also is " at

pleasure," distinguishing it from that of the clerk .

Field v. Poplar Corporation is another recent

case of interest to teachers .

OUR MONTH'S PICTURE.

The House - Fly

Educated man is now at war with the house - fly ,

Musca domestica . But " house- fly " does not mean

every fly that frequents our houses ; it is the name

of one species that is hatched in excreta , loves to

eat it , human or animal , and is also thoroughly

companionable to humanity, enjoying little tastes

of its exudations and feeding upon its food.

Four other Aies share our window panes with

the house - fly, but are thought to be fairly innocent.

These are the smaller-house-fly , a slighter insect

often to be seen pursuing aerial stunts over the

dining table ; the stable-fly, who bites and carries

its proboscis pointing out in front like the weapon

that it is ; the cluster-Ay, an autumn insect, narrow

from the position in which it carries its wings,

sometimes found dormant in clusters ; and another

autumn fly, often hibernating indoors.

The house- fly is grey and about a quarter of an

inch long. Insects only grow in their larvae stage ,

and the members of each species differ in size but

little, according to the abundance and quality of
their food.

The eggs are the twentieth of an inch in length

and are laid preferably in fresh horse manure, other

human or animal excreta being also used , several

females often choosing the same locality . The time

for hatching varies from a few hours to several

days, and the resultant maggots mature and

pupate in from two days to two months, according

to temperature. The pupa remains inside the

hardened larva skin , the puparium , and changes

its colour from yellow , through brown, to black .

In from three days to four weeks the fly emerges,

by the alternate expansion and contraction of a

temporary bladder in front of the head .

Since one fly may lay a hundred and fifty eggs,

which , hatched and matured , may possibly be ready

in another month to lay more , the necessary attempts

to reduce their numbers are not too hopeful though

essential.

The house - fly feeds through tubes at the end of

its proboscis , which, though they cannot pierce the

skin , draw up microbes and , from excreta, the eggs

of parasitic worms. These pass through its body

unchanged, and by habit are excreted while feeding

on sugar , cake , &c. , which are softened with dan

gerous fuid from the mouth. From this there is

recognised danger of infection from typhoid and

other dangerous diseases . The house-fly is believed

not to hibernate ; most flies found in winter belong

to other species . South Kensington issues a most

useful pamphlet ( price 3d . ) on " The House-fly, "

with preventive suggestions .

M. L. BROOKE.

secure
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THE COST OF STATE EDUCATION .

Though it is fashionable in some quarters to con- “ Residue" Grant, &c . , amounting to £ 1,810,000,

trast the size of the National Education Bill with the and , of course, there is the money provided by

Local Authorities themselves from the Rates-
size of the National Drink Bill or with some other

another £ 35,712,000 . The sum total of it all is

maleficent expenditure, it is not a fashion worth
that the expenditure on education generally , not

following, for nobody knows the size of the National including pensions contributions from teachers and

Education Bill ; nobody knows, that is , the real employers, is , in round figures, £ 79,478,000 , about
total spent on education. There are institutions for a million more than it was in 1927. The estimates

education which are maintained wholly by public are based on an assumed total expenditure by Local
funds ; there are others which are maintained by Authorities in 1929 of 577,005,000, compared with

private funds with the aid of grants from public £ 75,940,000 of the 1928 estimates.

funds ; there are others which receive no public aid On elementary education the Authorities will,

at all . There are nearly five million children in it is assumed, spend £ 62,025,000 ( £ 61,450,000

attendance at elementary schools ; there are probably last year) ; on higher education $ 14,980,000

less than half a million in secondary schools (on ( £ 14,490,000 last year) . But , notwithstanding

March 31 , 1927 , there were 371,493), but there are these increases, the grants for elementary education

many thousands of others, younger and older, in will decrease by € 494,000 , for there is expected to

schools and institutions , private and public , about be, under the Rating and Valuation Act of 1925 ,

whose financial cost we know next to nothing. The an increase in the product of a 7d . rate , by which

cost to the country of each elementary school child sum the grant under the other factors of the for

is worked out to an average of 250 shillings ; of a mula of the Regulations is reduced.
secondary school pupil the average cost was in The salaries of teachers in elementary schools,

1927) 540 shillings . which amounted to a mere £ 16,000,000 in 1913 ,

These simple comments are not so trite as they is now £ 41,500,000 £ 250,000 more than last

may seem, but they are worth making in order to year. But the number of adult full -time teachers

emphasise the fact that “ Civil Estimates, Class iv , has increased by 1,700 , and the estimated number

Education," just issued for 1929 , by no means cover for 1929 is 169, 300 . The number of teachers and

all the money spent on education. It not, there their salary cost were probably both underestimated

fore, with the cost of education that this article in 1928. The provision for 1929 allows for an

deals , but of State Education. Of the £ 50,004,126 increase of over 2,000 pensionable teachers.

required for 1929 , which is £511,677 over the figure Looking at the higher education figures, the

for 1928, £ 41,649,899 is the estimate for the table given on page 12 of the Memorandum show's

salaries and expenses of the Board of Education , an increase of £ 490,000 in the assumed expendi

and this is £ 434,071 over the sum voted for 1928 . ture of Local Education Authorities for 1929 as

The Board has followed its usual practice and compared with that for 1928. The expenditure

issued a Memorandum on its estimates which throws comes under the heads of Training of Teachers,

a ray of light here and there on some of the dark Secondary Schools , Technical Schools , Loan

places , and gives some additional figures not to Charges, Administration , and Aids to Students .

be found in the estimates as printed. Correspond- The most recent figures available are those for

ing figures are set out on page 3 for the years from 1927 , and all show gradual increases with the ex

1918 onwards, and for the year 1913-14 . The net ception of the Training of Teachers. Aids to

expenditure for that year was £14,368,794 . For Students , in the form of fees and maintenance allow

last year it was £ 41,170,000 - nearly three times ances , amounted in 1927 to £ 1,869,722 . The sum

as much . Not to dwell on that , however, what assumed for the 1929 estimates is £ 2,050,000.

exactly does the figure £ 41,649,899 mean ? It must One item - a comparatively small one - in the

be noted first that this figure includes expenditure grand cost of State education shows a gradual de

on grants to Authorities for elementary and cline in cost - the Board's staff . The number in

higher education , the Board's own administration , all grades has dropped from 2,467 in 1925 to 2,131

inspection , three museums, and the Royal College for 1929, and the cost from £905,151 to £817,850 .

of Art. Leaving out these last four items , there The Administrative and Inspecting Staff and the

is left a sum of £ 40,834,406 for grants - elea cost show a similar decline. The £ 815,000 of 1925

mentary £ 32,825,400 and higher £ 8,009,006 . But has dropped to £ 701,000 for 1929 , which is under

the cost of State education is not yet complete . 1 } per cent . of the Board's expenditure. This is

More than this sum will be spent by the various lower than for any years since 1919-20, and the ratio
Authorities which receive it . There are grants from of cost to the total is lower than any previous record

the Exchequer under the Agricultural Rates Acts , in the history of the Department .
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THE NATIONAL UNION OF TEACHERS.

Our N.U.T. Correspondent writes : The reorganisation of the elementary schools is

A scheme for the provision of " unemployment proceeding in some parts of the country quite

benefit ” from the funds of the Union has been under smoothly. In other parts it is held up owing to

discussion at Hamilton House recently . It was difficulties in the necessary transfer of pupils from

discussed finally at the March meeting of the Execu- non-provided to provided schools, and in some cases

tive and rejected because of the uncertainty of the owing to staffing difficulties and the displacement

financial commitments involved , and because of its of teachers. The special committee set up by the

possible effect on the tenure of the teacher's office Executive to watch the interests of members of the

in certain cases. Union is gathering information, and is prepared to

take action whenever need arises.

At the Llandudno ConferenceConference an interesting

debate is expected on a motion to be submitted by Mr. Gosling, whose dismissal from the police

the Executive to ensure that , in future, there shall force, offer of reinstatement , and subsequent com

be at least two representatives of teachers engaged pensation for wrongful dismissal have aroused

in institutions for higher education elected to seats widespread attention , is a member of the National

on the Executive. The motion provides that if two Union of Teachers . It is noteworthy that financially
teachers engaged in higher education are not he is worse off as a schoolmaster than he would

elected at the ordinary annual Executive Elections, have been had he continued as a sergeant of police.

the elected members of the Union's Higher Educa

tion Committee shall elect from their own number Lord Eustace Percy recently received a deputa

one or two, as the case may be. tion from the Executive of the Union on matters

arising from the practical working out of the Board's
The question of Religious Instruction in Council

pamphlet and circular on the reorganisation of the

Schools and the position of the N.U.T. with regard elementary schools. The deputation was private .

to it will be brought definitely before the Annual

Conference at Easter on a motion to be submitted

by the Executive. I understand there may be an Lord Gorell - Publisher .

attempt to exploit the occasion to secure the It is announced that Lord Gorell has accepted an

approval of conference for further financial help to invitation to become a partner in the famous pub

non -provided schools. Such an attempt would lead lishing house of John Murray. Fortunately, this

to a heated debate harmful to the Union , whether new occupation will not involve any diminution of

the attempt succeeded or failed . It is hoped the Lord Gorell's work for education , and we are glad

issue may be avoided. to learn that he will continue his valuable services

as Chairman of the Teachers Council , an office

I understand that a slight alteration in the future which he fills to the great content of the members.

procedure of the Board of Education in cases in- We learn , too, that he is able to continue as

volving the possible cancellation of a teacher's Chairman of the Society of Authors , despite the

certificate has satisfied the Executive that no good fact that the work of the Society is concerned , in

purpose will be served by further pressing for the part at least , with protecting authors from pub

establishment of an Appeals Tribunal. lishers. At their January meeting the Committee

of the Society carried unanimously the following
The next meeting of the full Burnham Committee resolution, proposed by Major lan Hay Beath and

has been fixed for April 19. It has been called to seconded by Mr. W. B. Maxwell :

determine certain points in connexion with the

existing report which fall outside the province of
Resolved , that Lord Gorell's connexion with

the “ Reference Committee, ” a committee solely con
so reputable a publishing house as that of Mr.

John Murray would be advantageous rather
cerned with matters arising from the interpretation

than injurious to the interests of the Society of
of the report.

Authors , and that Lord Gorell be therefore re

The salaries position which will arise shortly in
quested to continue its Chairmanship.

anticipation of the termination of the currency of This resolution does great credit to everybody

the existing Burnham Scales is receiving careful concerned , and we hope that Lord Gorell will long

consideration at Hamilton House. The present continue to exercise the functions of author , legis

scales will remain in force after March 31 , 1931 , lator , and educationist, in all of which he has al

unless either side gives twelve months ' notice of its ready made his mark, and that he will be happy

determination to reopen the question . in his new work.
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HISTORY TEACHING REBORN .

By FREDERICK J. Gould.

IV.

This Table of World History indicates a course of can be given first, or deferred to the point marked

instruction , almost free from year-dates, suitable by the phrase " Idea of Evolution ," or planned for

for ages 11 to 15-16. Lessons on Time before Man both stages.

TIME BEFORE MAN

(many millions of years ) .

Nebula, or fire -mist ( ?) .

Sun and planets.

Earth , its sponges , corals , shell- fish , sea.weeds ;

granite.

Fish , insects, reptiles , birds ; moss , trees , flowers ;

slate , sandstone, coal, limestone, chalk.

Mammals ; monkey -like or ape -like men , 500,000 or

more years ago .
Ice ages .

HISTORY OF HUMANITY.

In tracing the three Ages, teachers will constantly systems, and signs of gradual release from war,

bear in mind :-(a) Human geography and agricul- slavery, cruelty, disease, ignorance , and penury.

ture, (b ) industry and travel , (c ) fine arts , (d) science , Biography (and, in the two earlier ages , legend) will

( e) family and social life, law , political methods, be systematically introduced .

religious organisation , customs , festivals, money

Primitive man . Hunters , nomads , agriculturists.

Growth of villages , cities , nations.
EARLY AGE

Relations of Greeks, Phoenicians, and
Slavery.

Romans with Britain .
to about 400 A.D. Egypt, Babylon , Greece , Rome , India , China,

Jews and their neighbour -nations.
Early inhabitants of Britain.

Christians and early Church .

CATHOLIC-FEUDAL

AGE

to about 1300 .

Church , popes, monks, nuns.

Arabia and Moslems. Crusades .

Barons and serfs. Extension ofrural life in Western English, Welsh , and Scottish history
will follow the line of the general

Europe.

Towns and guilds.
history, with emphasis on the growth

of seafaring
Beginnings of European nationalities. Parliaments .

Universities.
Relations with Ireland , and the peoples

Hansa and other sea - commerce. of Europe Asia , and Africa .

Use of money extended.

Printing -press ; spread of learning .

Routes to India and America ; circumnavigation of

globe ; trading companies ; banks .

Protestants , Puritans .

English revolution (1642-1660 ) and its social conse

quences.

Spread of machinery .

American and French revolutions .

South American colonies and (later) republics.

Australasia colonised .

AGE OF
Negro-slavery abolished .

Trade -Unionists and Co-operators.
EXPANSION

British history will follow the general

line , and will emphasise :

English revolution .

Beginnings of British Empire-Common

wealth, and of North American

colonies.

Industrial Revolution , 1760 • 1820 ;
Science greatly extended . Idea of evolution spreads.

(of mankind and civilisa- Suffrage, popular education, sanitation.

tion over the globe). German Empire. Italian unity. Rise of Japan .

African colonies.

Socialists. Capitalism and Finance challenged .

Growth of British Commonwealth as a world -factor.

Growth of United States , and association with the

World War.

World practicaly explored and mapped .

League of Nations (following on World War of 1914

1918 ) established in 1920, and comprises fifty - four
members in 1929 .

Pact (Kellogg) of Paris, 1928 .

opening of the railway system , 1825 .

Union of South Africa, completing the

Home Rule series , Canada , New

foundland , Australia, New Zealand,

South Africa . Government of India

Act, 1919.

Irish Free State, 1922.
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NEWS OF THE MONTH .

New Year Honours. be charged in the same way that the provision of

The Educational New Year's Honours (the list
meals is dealt with at the present time." But what

was delayed two months by the King's illness ) will happen if the parent is not in a position to pay ?

include the names of Robert C. Evans, best known The Proper Spirit.

as the proprietor of The Teacher's World and
Dr. James Graham , Director of Education , Leeds,

Founder of the City of London Vacation Course ;
told the Head Teachers' Association at their

Professor Fleming, of University College; and Annual Dinner, held recently , what his attitude
Arthur Somervell, Mus.Doc., late Board of Educa to things educational was. So far as Leeds was

tion Inspector of Music, among the new Knights. concerned he did not care what the Board of Edu

Sir William McCormick , M.A. , LL.D., F.R.S., has
cation said to him. Until he had investigated a

been made G.B.E. (Civil Division) ; Miss Bertha
matter with the teachers , he would say to the

Philpotts , D.B.E. (for services to scholarship and
Board : “ Hands off ; we will solve our own pro

education) ; Miss Charlotte Edith Ainslie and Mr.
blems in the light of the circumstances of our own

Israel Ellis , Head Master of Hayes Industrial
If you will leave us alone we will give you

School, have been given the O.B.E.; and Miss Alice
something better than some of those other cities

Caton , Head of the Brassey Street Central Council
which have week-end organisation .” That seems

School, Birkenhead , the M.B.E. (Civil Division ). to express the proper spirit for a Local Authority

A Temporary Chair of English .
if it has any authority .

Dr. G. B. Harrison , of the English Department , A History Teaching Exhibition .

King's College , London , is to be the first holder An Exhibition for History Teachers will be held

of the Frederic Ives Carpenter Visiting Chair of at the Goldsmiths' College, New Cross, next month .

English in the University of Chicago. The Chair It will serve the double purpose of helping teachers

was founded by Dr. Carpenter to enable English in primary schools by showing devices and methods

scholars to spend a term on the teaching staff of that have been used with success in various schools ;
the University . and it will also enlighten the general visitor as

Who will fill the Chair ? to what is being done to bring home to children

some of the lessons of history. There will be
London University is to have a Chair of Im

perial Economic Relations.
charts , models, pictures , maps, books, diagrams ;

On the recommenda

tion of the Empire Marketing Board , the Secretary
and lectures will be given daily. Further informa

of State (Mr. Amery) has approved a grant of
tion will be given on application to Miss D.
Dymond, at the College; or to Mr. W. Lee , 108

£ 2,000 per annum for five years . The object of
Valley Road, Streatham , S.W.16.

the grant is to promote economic investigation and

research into the marketing of Empire products Foreign Languages and Business .

in this country . Lord Eustace Percy has expressed a willingness

Greek Accents .
to co -operate with the export businesses of this

country in “ wiping out once for all the absurd myth

The Classical Association's Greek Accents Com that the Englishman is a bad linguist. " The

mittee has pronounced against the Greek accents British Export Society have asked him to arrange
-at least for beginners. They “ cannot recom for an investigation into the teaching of modern
mend any general attempt , in teaching Greek , to languages and a comparison of the facilities pro

give an oral value , either by pitch or stress , to vided here with those of other countries for learning

the traditional signs of Greek accent.' We shall
them , and of the use made of them in business .

learn in April whether the Association will approve

their Committee's opinions, when they discuss the
Obituary .

question at Cardiff.
Dr. JOSEPH WELLS, formerly Warden of Wadham

and Vice -Chancellor of Oxford University , died at
Another Special Service . Oxford , aged seventy -three .

Nottingham Education Authority has decided that Professor Foster Watson , historian of Schools

it must care for the bodies of their pupils by attend- and of Education , and formerly Professor of Educa

ing to their boots. They have resolved “ that com- tion in the University College of Wales, Aberyst

petent boot repairers be regularly employed to visit wyth.

schools throughout the city and do any repairs that Dr. Alex Hill, Master of Downing College ,

may be required to boots , particularly those sup- Cambridge, from 1888 to 1907 , and Principal and

plied by the Committee. Where the parents are Vice -President of University College, Southampton ,

in a position to pay for the repairs, the cost shall died at Southampton , aged seventy-three .
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Mr. JOHN MURRAY

A BIBLE ANTHOLOGY

Edited , with lotroduction , by

H. A. TREBLE, M.A. , and G. H. VALLINS, B.A. ,

Selhurst Grammar School.

25. 6d .; also in cloth boards, 1s . 6d .

Passages chosen to represent the simplicity and vividness

of its prose.

SONNET IN THE FORM OF A DIALOGUE

BETWEEN THE POET AND CHARON.

(From the French of OLIVIER DE MAGNY,

1530-1560.)

PoET. Hi, Charon , Charon , pilot of the deep !

CHARON . Who thus unfortunate calls for me now ?

PoET. An unrequited lover true, I vow,

Disconsolate along this shore would

creep.

CHARON. What seekest thou ??

Poet. The fatal tryst to keep .

CHARON. By whom art slain ?

POET. Why, cruel, askest thou ?

By love I'm slain .

CHARON. I never on my prow

Love's victims to the distant shore may

sweep.

PoET. For mercy sake, O Charon , take me hence !

CHARON. Go, seek another boat , not Fate, nor I

This master of the gods will e'er work

for.

PoET. Natheless I go : with aid I will dispense,

My loving soul my eyes such tears supply

That I shall be the stream , the bark, the

A JUNIOR ENGLISH GRAMMAR

By R. B. MORGAN, M.A. , M.Litt. 2s.

Each year sees this book more widely used .

11th impression.

A HIGHER COURSE OF ENGLISH

PRACTICE

By R. B. MORGAN and R. B. LATTIMER , M.A.

3s. 6d .

A guide to literary appreciation and expression .

Intended for matriculation and school leaving

examination.

WORLD GEOGRAPHY

By JOHN MURRAY, M.A. , Ph.D. ,

Rector of Annan Academy. 3s. 6d .

Providing a course to cover the years 11 + to 14 + .

oar.

GILBERT Pass.

THE ORIGINS AND THE GROWTH

OF CHEMICAL SCIENCE

By J. E. MARSH , M.A. , F.R.S. 5s.

From the Middle Ages to the latest modern developments .

DERBY TRAINING COLLEGE.

SUMMER VACATION COURSES .

July 15 to 20 . Modern Methods of Teaching in Junior and Infant

Schools .

July 22 to 27 . English ; Phonetics; Handwork in Junior and Inſant

Schools ; Special Handicraft ( Bookbinding. Pottery and Linoleum Cut

ting. Weaving, Basketry) ; School Needlework ; Geography , Field Work .

July 17 to August 3. English; Voice Production ; Handwork and Special
Handicraft as above ; Drawing; Nature Study in School. For further

details apply to The Secretary, Vacation Courses, The Training College,

Derby .

INTRODUCTORY SCIENCE FOR

BOTANY STUDENTS

By K. E. MARIS, M.A. 3s .

The elements of Physics and Chemistry with reference to

the study of plant life.

COMMON SENSE ECONOMICS

By L. LE MESURIER. 6s.

A practical elementary book for Schools and general

readers .

Central School of Speech Training and

Dramatic Art

( Incorporated ) .

Principal: MISS ELSIE FOGERTY.

Summer School of Speech Training,

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE ANNEXE , OXFORD.

July 29 to August 10 .

Full course of Speech Training, Voice Classes , Curative Work, Phonetics ,

Recitation, Mime Classes.

SUMMER SCHOOL OF DRAMA

at MALVERN ,

From AUGUST 19-31, 1929.

During Sir Barry Jackson's Bernard Shaw Festival.

For further particulars apply to

THE REGISTRAR, CENTRAL SCHOOL ,

ROYAL ALBERT HALL, LONDON , S.W.7 .

EUROPE

A HISTORY OF EUROPE . 1789.1920

By Sir RICHARD LODGE, LL.D. ,

and D. B. HORN, M.A. 7s . 6d .

A HISTORY OF EUROPE. 1870.1920

By D. B. HORN, M.A. 4s. 6d .

50a ALBEMARLE STREET, W.1
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LITERARY SECTION .

BOOKS AND THE MAN . lessons, but Miss Firth is content to tell us that, if

Good Sense in History . learning is an active process, mental inertia is one
of its foes.

I have been reading with much interest and satis In the chapter on the activity of children are many

faction a book written by Catherine B. Firth , M.A. , hints for securing the mental activity which is de

D.Litt. , Lecturer in History at Furzedown Train- sired ; the use of comparison, imaginative construc

ing College, London ; formerly Director of Studies tion , the process of inference and selection , together

in History, Newnham College, Cambridge. It is
with emotional activity arising from a sympathetic

share in the feelings of historical characters . Model
published at 6s. by Kegan Paul , and is entitled “ The

ling and drawing are commended, but Miss Firth

Learning of History , " a noteworthy change from
utters a much needed warning, that for the teacher

such titles as “ The Teaching of History ," inasmuch of history the aim is not that manual proficiency

as it indicates a praiseworthy desire to consider the shall be attained , but that history shall be learned.

subject from the point of view of the pupil. This is
She points out that it is possible in a few minutes

at the end of a lesson for everyone to contrive an
what Miss Firth does throughout, and her shrewd

adequate model of a Norman castle out of paper

insight into the working of the child mind gives properly folded . A more elaborate model might be

interest and point to her good counsel, and embodies made by the class in co -operation, each pupil mak

principles which are often set forth with less success ing his own part and being ready to explain its pur

in formal treatises on psychology. pose. Debates and the acting of historical scenes

The book is practical from first to last , sprinkled
are commended for older pupils, and the absence of

satisfactory historical atlases on the shelves of school

with helpful hints and suggestions as to further libraries is deplored. There is an admirable chapter

reading. There is an excellent book list , and many on the place of talk in the teaching of history, with

of the pages have foot-notes which , instead of being some good advice on the treatment of children's

superfluous and distracting , bear directly on the ad
questions and the use of questions by the teacher .

vice which Miss Firth gives . In the opening chapter ,
The learning of dates is discussed , and we are told

that between the ages of nine and eleven children

entitled “ The Need of Children for History," there
find the memorising of words not only easy but

is an admirable discussion of the reasons for teach- pleasurable. This is often forgotten in every depart

ing the subject . This is the right method of begin- ment of school work at this stage , but Miss Firth

ning any treatise on classroom work, for if we know
boldly supports the plan of a rhythmic arrangement

of syllables with dates attached , and tells us that
why we are teaching a subject, we have many clues

the old practice of learning by heart the dates of
as to how we should teach it . It must be confessed

the kings of England has much to commend it on

that our present methods of teaching history are the ground that a change of ruler has often had an

open to the criticism which Miss Firth makes when important bearing on the general course of events .

she says : “ There are few more serious indictments The treatment of local history is suggested, but not

of our failure to give boys and girls what they can as a thing in itself or as a way of first approach to

use in their history lessons than the fact that so the past . “ A boy of seven will be more aware of a

many pass out of the elementary schools with a picture on a hoarding than of stones which are dear

positive distaste for the story of the past . The to the Society for the Preservation of Ancient Monu

natural child delights in history , but he has asked ments . He would rather hear of St. George and

for bread , and we have given him stones. ” A the Dragon than trace the line of a Roman wall; so

more satisfactory diet is suggested, and emphasis the value of local history is not as a first introduc

is laid on activity in the early stages " to encourage tion to the past but for illustration at every stage. '

a child to learn history is to encourage his mental Space will not allow of a fuller description of the

activity , his feeling, or his thought, in relation to contents of this most excellent book , but I commend

historical material. Yet still teachers of history it heartily to all teachers whether they are history

rely on the giving of oral lessons, and many of them, specialists or not, for the principles which it lays

if asked what they think a class will do, are satisfied down are valid for every subject taken with younger

to answer , 'Listen !' " But we are assured that children, while its immediate purpose , that of pro

listening , in which the minimum of mental activity moting a better method of teaching history in our

is employed, is often of less use for the learning of schools , will be fully realised if all teachers of history

history than not listening at all . Here might be will hasten to obtain a copy and master its contents.

started a useful discussion on the value of broadcast Selim Miles.

1

1
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A New English Prose Anthology

ABCD

EFGH

IJKL

MNOGThe mark of a good book

Present - Day

Prose

Present

Day

Prose

THE NEW HUDSON SHAKESPEARE

With Introduction and Notes by HENRY

N. HUDSON. Edited and revised for school

use by E. C. Black, LL.D. (Glasgow) , and

A. J. GEORGE, Ph.D.

19 volumes. 28. 6d . each .

>

Chosen by

E. A.GREENING -LAMBORN

Author of “ The Rudi

ments of Criticism ," & c .

256 pages .

School edition , 25. 8d .

On superior paper, bound

in cloth , 88. Det .

This new Prose Antbo

logy is intended to in

troduce children of 13 to

16 to contemporary prose as “ Poems of To-day '' has

introduced them to modern poetry . It contains selections

from 63 contemporary authors . Brief notes on the author

and his work preface each extract .

The recent Report of the Board of Education Consultative

Committee ( p. 33) said :

"Prose anthologies for school use ... should , in our opinion, ful

fil the following general conditions. Passages in the best literary
form should be selected : but the field of choice is so wide that they

need never be chosen for reasons of style alone. Each passage

should beso faraspossible a complete whole in itself. A few lines

of explanation should be given to indicate , e.g.. the uuthorship and

the workfrom which the passage bas been taken ."

These conditions are fulfilled in the above book .

SIDGWICK & JACKSON , LTD .,

44 MUSEUM STREET, LONDON, W.C.1

" Excellent introduction , foot- notes, careful text ,

glossarial index. Quotations from sources.

-A.M.A. Memorandum on the Teaching of

English . .

Prospectus on application

Books sent for the examination of teachers

GINN AND COMPANY LTD .,

7 QUEEN SQUARE, LONDON , W.C.1 .

(7s, 6d .

REVIEWS .

Education .

MATTER AND METHOD IN EDUCATION : by Mary Sturt ,

M.A. , and E. R. Oakden , M.A.

Kegan Paul. )

This is an interesting , not to say an amusing,

book . It is not a method book of the ancient solemn

kind , nor is it merely a book of off-hand criticisms

of foolishness in teaching. The writers have had

many opportunities in their training college work of

observing good lessons and bad , and they have their

own points of view. Points of view , because no

coherent theory which the authors wish to advance

to the destruction of all others pervades the book .

They press very hard indeed the claims of æsthetic

education ; occasionally, it seems to the reviewer ,

without realising the risks of merely “ pretty "

attempts at creative work and artistic appreciation.

They tilt at abuses and sillinesses in teaching, new

and old, and our poor , unimaginative forefathers,

who devised " standards,” cultivated correlation with

disastrous effects, wrote preposterous “model

lessons," and perpetrated other barbarities, come in

for some scolding, quite good - tempered but severe

scolding. The book contains much excellent sense ,

in all the chapters, for example on such common

place but highly important matters for teachers as

questioning , illustrations, examinations, and the

like. It is a book for the young teacher to under

line and mark in the margin , not for him to analyse

in notes . He is given an admirable series of exer

cises as " topics for discussion ." This volume, like

some other books on education , not on method

specially , which we have seen lately , is enlivened

by pertinent allusions to current literature , by

quotations from “ Alice,” Gilbert and Sullivan , and

so on , as well as by veracious anecdotes with point

or relevancy. Oddly enough , these lively works

are all written by women . Let us welcome this .

invasion of educational territory by clear-eyed ,

sensible , and spirited representatives of the sex .

W.

ROMULUS , OR THE FUTURE OF THE Child : by

Robert T. Lewis. ( 25. 6d. Kegan Paul . )

This is one of the latest volumes of the bright

series of " future " books, now numbering about

fifty, and destined to end , no doubt, with No. 100
on “ The Future of Futurism ." It forms a re

markable microcosm of the thought of the day,

much of it condensed into epigrams and bright

sayings . Mr. Lewis has , consciously or unconsci

ously , played up at times : " In many ways , with

his supreme selfishness, man proves the best

mother " ; " the hand that rocks the cradle can wreck :

2
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1

the world ” ; “ mother love becomes smother love" ; London County Council, Dr. Jagger traces the

"toymakers, wise in their degeneration, realise growth and development of language, and shows

that the parent is the purchaser ” ; and the closing how the progress of civilisation demands progress

phrase : " Mr. Henry Ford, who has given the adult in language, if this latter is to be at once an

world its adult rattle .” Should Lizzie snort at that, adequate instrument of thought and communication.

or sparkle in return ? Perhaps the chief merit of the book is that it insists

But, apart from sparks, the book is a serious that modern English shall be valued for what it is ,

and an excellent plea for a complete national ser- and Dr. Jagger will have none of the elaborations
vice of nursery schools . We think Mr. Lewis states which we sometimes make in order to treat modern

an unanswerable case. He renders due tribute to sentences grammatically.

Miss Margaret Macmillan and her long years of There is a fascination about books dealing with
pioneer work, from the days when the present “ words," their origin, meaning, and use , and this
writer read an Ode to a Nightingale , including this one is to be commended not only for the information
apostrophe to the bird : it gives but also for the pleasure it affords to the

" Come down to earth,
student of languages. P. M. G.

You little villain ; PRACTICAL AND LITERARY ENGLISH : by G. M. Jones

Come and be jugged and Arthur Yates . (45. 6d. net . Dent. )

By Miss Macmillan . " This book calls to mind the somewhat elaborate

There is an excellent account of the task and text-books on English and English grammar of a

objective of nursery schools ( pages 82 to 85 ) ; plain generation ago . It is a book of nearly five hundred

sense in the section called“ Sparing the Rod" pages , and should satisfy the most voracious stud

( which might be read together with “ Y. Y.'s " ent . But it differs from and is better than the

article in The New Statesman of March 9, “ In
books we used to know in that it weaves into the

Defence of Punishment ” ' ) ; ironic tribute to the re dull material of formal grammar many interesting

cent boast of our Board of Education that it had interludes on the broader and more attractive theme
approved proposals since last year for three new of language and literature .

nursery schools" (Mr. Lewis's italics , made, we There are also numerous illustrations and here

hope, in sheer anger) ; these , and other good things ,
and there a touch of comic relief to help to brighten

packed into less than a hundred small pages . what is often regarded as a dull subject .

R. J. It is a book from which teachers may get much

useful help and suggestion for their lessons.
English .

P. M. G.

FOUNDATIONS OF English GRAMMAR AND COMPOSI
History .

TION : by John D. Stephenson . ( 25. 6d .

Methuen . )
A PAGEANT HISTORY-AN OUTLINE OF THE

The keynote of this book is self-activity. It History Of The World : by R. G. Ikin , M.A.

illustrates the method of learning by doing. By
( 25. gd . Nelson . )

means of varied exercises the pupil is introduced to “ The book is intended , ” says the author, “ as

the several parts of speech and the work they do.
a first book in General History for all intelligent

The second part of the book deals with the choice readers , young and old - say from eleven years up

of words, the construction of sentences , short de
wards—who have an interest in the story of Mankind

scriptions , and the writing of letters . A useful
and its romance. ” We think the author is right .

book for pupils in junior and middle forms . A history book that is readable for an intelligent

P. M. G. boy or girl of “ eleven plus” is readable for any

adult . Moreover, he has succeeded in spreading

( 1 ) THE SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL, (2) THE Rivals , (3)

The Critic : edited by Guy Boas. ( 15. 3d.
out the panorama of “ the story of Mankind and

its romance , from Earliest Man and Stone to the

each. Arnold . )
League of Nations and its Future. He tries to

A notice of this edition of these plays , published
present it as a pageant, taking help from maps

some months ago in a single volume , appeared at
and pictures . He halts at the end to peer into

the time in these columns . It only remains to add
the Pageant of the Future . Upon the success of

that the more handy form of a separate volume
the League, he maintains, “ depends largely the

for each play is specially suited both as to size
future of mankind. ” And he gives no hint of

and price for school use. P. M. G.

As appendix there are questions and time charts
MODERN ENGLISH : J. Hubert Jagger. (6s . net . -these las not spoiled , as so often , by overcrowd

Univ . of London Press . )
ing. The hints for “ group work " and some of

In this book, which is the outcome of a course of the directions in the appendix are suggestive :

lectures delivered to teachers in the service of the
(Continued on page 129.)
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EVERYTHING for SCHOOLS.

THE EDUCATIONAL SUPPLY ASSOCIATION can supply, very promptly, whatever may

be required for the New Term . In every department there are very large and comprehensive
tocks available for immediate dispatch , including

SCHOOL STATIONERY. SCHOOL FURNITURE.

Exercise Books and Paper. Drawing Books, Large stocks of Pupils' Desks, Table Desks,

Note Books, Science Books, Exam . Paper, Cupboards, Chairs, Easels, Blackboards, and

Nature Note Books, & c.
other essential School Furniture.

Exercise Books from 10/9 gross.

SCHOOL REQUISITES.
SCHOOL BOOKS.

Mathematical Instruments, Pens, Pencils,

Absolutely the largest stock of new School Chalk, Ink, Pastels, Paints, Brushes, Rubber,

Text Books in Great Britain , and the most Rules, and every School Requisite.

efficient Service obtainable. Liberal discounts .

CATALOGUES
HANDICRAFT

of all departments are issued , and Principals

and Kindergarten Material for all grades of are invited to apply for these. Terms for all

Juniors and Seniors. School Requisites are strictly competitive, and

School Uniforms, Blazers, Panama Hats, &c. the Service is of the very best.

THE EDUCATIONAL SUPPLY ASSOCIATION, LTD .,

ESAVIAN HOUSE, 171-181 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1 .

.

“ Begin reading “ The Cloister and the Hearth ' ” ;

“ Be prepared to speak for three minutes without

notes on Erasmus and Luther ” ; “ What is the

nearest place to your home where the Friars lived ? ”

R. J.

More Boys and Girls of History : by Rhoda and

Eileen Power. ( I , 1497-1610 ; II , 1618-1871.

Each 2s. 6d . Cambridge Univ. Press . )

The authors effectively and picturesquely realise

exactly what they set out to do . They say : “ Every

boy and girl likes adventure ' ' ; and these two little

books quiver with adventure . They say : " These

stories are meant not to supersede but to be used

with the ordinary text-book of political history " ;

and they shrewdly bar out the politicians and leave

politics fidgeting like Dr. Johnson in Lord Chester

field's ante-room . They aim at presenting historical

scenery, furniture, and costume in lively line and

colour, and they succeed . For instance, we cannot

stand in the crowd at Bristol, waiting for Cabot's

return from Newfoundland , without picking up in

formation about women's dresses in 1497 :

" The poor ones, in the usual coarse gowns and

old -fashioned wimples which hid their throats, the

rich merchants' wives in handsome flowing dresses

clasped with jewelled belts and cut square at the

neck to show their golden chains. ... The wind

fluttered the white kerchiefs on their heads and

made their coloured veils float out behind .”

And so , through whatever seafaring or barbaric

or tragical drama we move - Chancellor's travel to

Muscovy, Red Hugh's escape from the English

Pale, trading in “ the remote Bermudas," Ralegh's

scaffold, the arrival of pioneer merchants at Surat,

the wild corroboree of Australian blackfellows, and

the rest-we catch authentic glimpses of things and

people as revealed in carefully chosen records and

pictures. Even the somersaults turned by the Red

Indian damsel , Pocohontas, at Jamestown are veri

fied in a letter written by a Virginian settler . All

this is exceedingly well done, and the young reader

can joyously and instinctively revel in a medley of

light and shadow , feasts and sorrows , boisterous

dialogue and laughter, grim executions , and terrors

of the wilderness . A friendly caution , however ,

may be interjected . The history teacher must be

ware of conveying the impression that the great

human march is all bustle , excitement, drawn

daggers, and processions. The man at the plough ,

theshepherd of Salisbury Plain , and the men at

prayer are not negligible figures. The story of
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volume. As is well known , the three form one tri

logy, and they were presented as such at Athens

in 468 B.c. , then winning the first prize. Professor

Murray has written an introduction to the trilogy.

It is only when the three are read together as an

Oresteia that their full import is realised . The

introduction gives an exposition of the great series

of tragedies , beginning in gloom and ending in a

kind of reconciliation . At this time of day it would

be an impertinence in an ordinary reviewer to praise

Professor Murray's rendering. The English lan

guage, at any rate in a form acceptable to the

present age, cannot reproduce the sublime verbal

complexity of Aeschylus. But this translation , to

the mind of one reader who cannot cope with the

original with success, gives the grandeur of the

plays very effectively, and to read them, with the

knowledge of the story which the first audience

of course possessed, is certainly to have the pas

sions purged through pity and fear. W.

French .

on

Ruth , innocent of explosive episodes or beetle

browed bandits, has a quiet dignity which is an in

tegral historical value . ' And Milton, who himself

played a part in national evolution , said truly :

“ They also serve who only stand and wait. ”

F. ) . G.

A HISTORY OF THE BRITISH COLONIES : by H. L.

Jones, M.A. , and E. Sherratt , B.A. (35. 6d.

University Tutorial Press.)

This little book is very skilfully planned and

set out . The methods of historical sequence , of

geographical distribution , and of development of

the theory and practice of government are woven

or separated at need . The writers set out with four

main theses : geographical control, command of the

seas , individual enterprise, and “ thinking imperi

ally . But they have been intent on producing a

practical handbook, which they have done , in fact,

ambulando. Beginning with “ Elements of the

Empire,” “ World Discovery,” “ Pioneers and

Struggles,” they proceed to geographical divisions ,

ending with " The Growth of Imperialism " and a

chapter “ The British Commonwealth of

Nations. ” A very useful and compact students'

text -book . R. J.

Geography.

Popular Map Reading : by E. D. Laborde. ( 45. 6d .

Cambridge Univ. Press. Also Library Edition

at 6s . )

“ Popular Map Reading, " by E. D. Laborde,

justifies its title; the matter is clearly stated and

avoids those technicalities and difficult mathematics

which usually debar the general reader from the

works · upon this subject. The text is written in

such a way as to hold the interest of the reader

and at the same time deals carefully with the sub

ject at hand. Moreover, it is well illustrated by

maps, diagrams , sketches, and exercises , which , for

those who wish to get a real grasp of the matter,

should prove an infinite help .

Indeed, the book equally recommends itself to

those of the general public interested in the correct

interpretation of the Ordnance Survey or other local

maps and to students desiring a simple yet sound

foundation to a branch of geography which is the

foundation of all regional and human studies.

E. Y.

Classics .

THE ORESTEIA : translated into English Rhyming

Verse by Gilbert Murray . ( 75. 6d. net . Allen

& Unwin. )

The publishers of Professor Gilbert Murray's

translations of the three plays of Aeschylus, the

Agamemnon , the Choëphoroe, and the Eumen

ides , have now gathered them into one convenient

ANATOLE FRANCE : by R. L. Graeme Ritchie. (2s . 6d .

Nelson's " Modern Studies " Series . )

Messrs. Nelson's excellent “ Modern Studies

Series is too well known to need introduction . It

has established its own reputation for sound scholar

ship and attractive presentation.

Like the author's " Voltaire,” in the same series ,

the present work takes the form of a bibliographicalа

anthology; tracing Anatole France's career from

the early years at the Collège Stanislas , through

the “ domestic phase" with “ Le Livre de Mon Ami"

and “ Le Petit Pierre, ” the period of literary critic

ism and social and anti-clerical satire , to the later

years , which saw the publication of “ L'Ile des

Pingouins''; after which the long-expected “ Jeanne

d'Arc " is something of an anti-climax , in spite of

its “ formidable '' documentation and that supreme

mastery of style which casts its spell on puritans

who cannot accept his ideas, and intellectuals who

claim that he never had any. Anatole France will

live not only as a master craftsman in a language

which has been manipulated with more than ordinary

skill by so many word -artists ; he will live also as the

apostle of “ infinite indulgence and infinite pity. "

Those who are repelled by the irreverent wit of

“ L'Ile des Pingouins" must be attracted by the

tender sympathy of “ Crainquebille."

Perhaps the most interesting chapter is that

headed “Post-mortem Criticism , ” in which Pro

fessor Ritchic traces and explains the depreciation

which Anatole France's reputation has suffered

since his death , and adds his own opinion as to

the place he will eventually occupy in the House

of Fame : " near Voltaire's but lower. ... Voltaire

( Continued on page 132.)
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was an echo, but he was also a voice . . Anatole

France was an echo only ."

The brief bibliography omits Paul Gsell's “ Propos

d'Anatole France ” (Grasset, 1921 ) .

AND THE OF

Chemistry.

THE ORIGINS GROWTH CHEMICAL

SCIENCE : by J. E. Marsh , M.A., F.R.S. ( 55 .

net. Murray . )

An attempt is made in this book to show that

the science of chemistry has advanced not by fits

and starts-by a series of unconnected discoveries ,

as some have supposed -- but rather that the pro

gress has been uniform and gradual , each advance

being based on what has gone before , and leading

to further advances in a perfectly natural and logical

sequence. The division of the history of science

into epochs , each with its appropriate or inappro

priate label , is considered only to obscure the real

progress of the science by insisting on what is com

paratively unimportant : it thus becomes difficult to

discover when the science began and how and why

it progressed at all .

The author maintains his thesis in a logical man

ner , and all interested in the history of chemistry

will be repaid by a study of this book , even if they

do not agree with all that is said . T. S. P.

A MIDDLE SCHOOL CHEMISTRY : by J. A. Cochrane ,

B.Sc. ( Part 1 , 25.; Parts 2 and 3 , 2s. 6d. ;

Parts 1, 2 , and 3 together, 4s . Knopf. )

As an introduction to the study of chemistry pre

liminary to matriculation , these little books seem to

be very satisfactory . In books of this character

it is difficult to strike out new lines , but the author

is distinctly successful in Part 1 in that in each

chapter the first section , which is experimental and

theoretical, is completed by a second section which

deals in a general and interesting way with the

subject matter of the chapter, particularly in its

relation to everyday life . A beginner, working

through these books, will build on a sure founda

tion . Errors seem to be very few , but the reviewer

wonders how long it will be before the teachers of

elementary chemistry, when they refer to photo

graphy, realise that the basis of a negative film

or plate emulsion is not silver chloride but silver

bromide with some iodide. T. S. P.

all the measurements are taken and marked out

separately .

The standard patterns thus obtained can then be

adapted to various styles and garments. There

are also directions for alterations required for fitting

irregular or ill- proportioned figures. The book is.

amply illustrated, and can be recommended to

teachers of older girls and to workers in women's..

institutes where patterns of everyday garments are

constantly needed . M. E. R.

Drama.

ON THE ACTING OF SHAKESPEARE's Plays : by C. M.

De Reyes. (28. 6d. net . Blackie . )

It is the fashion nowadays, and a very excellent .

fashion , to stress the importance of creative work

in education . Authors and editors sound its praises .

in their introductions; then , forsooth , they proceed

to do the job for us , and so, like the Lacedaemonians.

of old , we go to our doom carrying out instructions.

The author of the present volume is the producer

of the Little Theatre, Citizen House, Bath , and he

knows, therefore , only too well that in the produc

tion of a play the really creative work is done in

thinking out the method of presentation, the ar

rangement of the scenes, and of what is technically

known as “ business." Here all this is done for

us in regard to some nine of the more popular of

Shakespeare's plays . But it is a busy world , and :

we have little time to think for ourselves, and

doubtless the book will have a ready sale .

Having, we hope not unkindly, shot our bolt at

the many handbooks of creative work , we hasten :

to add that those who aim mainly at effective pre

sentation will find this little book most useful. There

are some helpful notes on indoor and outdoor pro- -

duction , on costume, and on acting-suggestions at

once sound and practical . The detailed directions

in regard to each play bear witness to the thought

and skill which the Citizen House producer has ,

brought to bear on his work. P. M. G.

AND

Handwork .

PATTERN MAKING FOR DRESSMAKING AND NEEDLE

WORK . ( 25. 6d . Pitman . )

In this book simple directions are given for two

methods of drafting patterns for present-day gar

ments ; first, the proportionate, where a single

measurement serves as a basis on which to build up

the complete outline, and, secondly , the direct, where

General .

ROBBERS SOLDIERS : by Albert Ehrenstein .

( 75. 6d . Howe.)

This book represents a double “ first appearance"

in England. It is the first rendering of any of

Herr Albert Ehrenstein's works into English , and

the first English translation in this case , through

the German ) of a famous Chinese story book or

collection of stories , the “ Shui Hu Chuan, " or

“ Shun -Hu Chuan ” (“ The Island of the River ' ' ) .

The original, after the way of the East , is tre- -

mendously long-winded. Herr Ehrenstein, writing

for the West, has selected , omitted , and arranged.

We have missed , no doubt, much of that prolixity "

( Continued on page 133.)
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had not told him that it was translated at all .

And that is one of the best tributes to be paid to

any translation . R. J.

which seems to be a charm in Asia and a bore

in Europe. Equally no doubt, we have gained

in vividness and coherence. That there is no change

of Dr. Bowdler's sort we may be very sure . Herr

Ehrenstein might be tempted à épater les bourgeois

perhaps, but not to call a spade an implement of

agriculture. Some English publisher might illus

trate this point by a translation of his “ Briefe an

Gott . "

“ Robbers and Soldiers" is an adventure book ,

such as literary people classify as " picaresque .

Apart from all classifications , it makes bright and

interesting reading . The first great feat of the hero

-killing a tiger with sticks and fists, after a Gar

gantuan drinking of strong wine - is performed and

narrated in a manner as innocent of dignity and

round -tableism (Victorian edition ) as may be . The

same naïveté marks the whole story. How much

of this is due to the art or artlessness of the ori

ginal scribes, how much to the skill of the trans

lator from the Chinese, to the form that Herr

Ehrenstein has given , to the English rendering of

Mr. Geoffrey Dunlop, one cannot say. Of this last,

one may say that the book could be read through

without the reader being aware — if the title page

Professor G. M. Trevelyan has edited a volume

of " Select Documents for Queen Anne's Reign down

to the Union with Scotland, 1702-7 .' Professor

Trevelyan has drawn upon contemporary authori

ties , most of which are out of print or scattered in

different books, and some unpublished material from

the British Museum MSS. has also been included .

The volume will be published by the Cambridge Uni

versity Press this month .

Mrs. Grace Christie , the well known embroideress,

is about to publish a revised and enlarged edition of

her standard handbook on embroidery, " Samplers

and Stitches, a Handbook of the Embroiderer's

Art. ” The book has been found very helpful , and

has achieved popularity in England and America .

It has been carefully revised, and a number of fresh

designs have been added. It will be issued imme

diately by Messrs. Batsford.
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NOTES AND COMMENTS.

Readers are asked to note that The Education Outlook is not the organ of any association .

The views expressed in the editorial columns are wholly independent and the opinions

of correspondents, contributors, and reviewers are their own.

“ Senior ” or Secondary ." Reorganisation .

The latest Report of the Board of Education , The points we have mentioned are linked up with

which is reviewed on another page, affords mate- the two problems of reorganisation and salary re

rial for discussion as to the precise meaning of vision . Our N.U.T. correspondent reminds us that

the terms senior school and secondary school. It reorganisation was keenly discussed at the Llan

is well known that the new schemes of reorganisa- dudno Conference , and the President of the Board

tion provide a four-year course for children above has been saying that he desires to see an end of

the age of eleven . The Board's Report tells us that the social implications conveyed by the term " public

in grant-earning secondary schools the average elementary school." These implications can be

school life after the age of eleven was four years wiped out only when we have our schools graded

and one month , and that the average leaving age according to the stage of instruction with which

of pupils who left after the age of eleven was six- they are concerned. This grading will be based

teen years and one month . These facts reveal a mainly on the age of the pupils, although the kind

very small margin of difference between the two of work done in each grade will be affected by such

types of schools, and should lend support to the considerations as whether the pupil will proceed

suggestion that , ' instead of using such terms as to a university , to a profession recruiting at sixteen ,

" central" or " senior,” the new Hadow schools or to some form of industrial employment recruit

should be called Junior Secondary Schools . Doubt- ing at fourteen to fifteen . In each grade the quality

less the age of leaving in grant -earning secondary of the instruction should be the best for the purpose ,

schools will gradually rise, but it will be a long and , inasmuch as we now make no difference in

time before it reaches eighteen , since our present our public elementary school grading between the

practice is to recruit for business and for some pro- teacher of infants and the teacher of senior pupils ,

fessions from those who have passed the First so we should make no difference between the quali

School Examination at or about the age of sixteen . fied teacher in the primary grade and one in the

secondary grade. Whatever difference is recognised
Secondary and Primary . should be based on individual efficiency.

The Report also furnishes some interesting par
Salaries .

ticulars as to the amount of primary education now

being carried on in grant-earning secondary schools. The Burnham Scales may be revised in 1931 at

It is surprising to learn that of the 393,181 pupils the request of either party to the agreement, but

in attendance at these schools on October 1 , 1928, the more important authorities and organisations

no fewer than 23,277 were under the age of ten . of teachers display a certain coyness in the matter

The number of pupils over sixteen is 38,397 , or of demanding a revision . On each side there are

less than 10 per cent . of the whole . It is clear some who would like the other party to take the

that our secondary schools are devoting much time first step and there are others who are anxious to

and energy to primary school work. It is difficult avoid controversy for the present , on the ground

to see any justification for this, especially as teach- that the existing arrangement should stand pending

ing in secondary schools is paid at a higher rate the new developments arising out of the Hadow

under the Burnham Scale and the equipment of Report. It is clear that teachers in the new junior

these schools is usually designed to meet the needs secondary schools will press for a separate scale of

of pupils receiving secondary instruction . The salaries , and this will be unfortunate, since the last

Board say that, in view of the need for reserving thing to be desired is an addition to our already

the bulk of the available accommodation for pupils too numerous list of categories of teachers . The

over ben who are able to enter upon the main school professional solution will be a basic minimum scale

course , any tendency to an increase in the number for all Registered Teachers , with additions depend

of younger pupils will require to be kept under ing on individual responsibilities. Sooner or later

careful observation. It should be checked . this course must be adopted.
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Right of Entry .

The establishment of centralised junior secondary

schools threatens to revive the century -old contro

versies on religious teaching, and this revival is

being helped by a demand on the part of certain

religious bodies that they should receive aid in the

provision of school buildings. This is urged on

the ground that building costs have now become

prohibitive and that the denominations cannot hope

to raise adequate funds by private subscription . The

President of the Board has assured a Diocesan Con

ference that the simple Bible teaching given in

provided schools is of great value and many teachers

in such schools are anxious to retain it . They

are strongly opposed to any arrangement which

will give the right of entry to members of religious

bodies, with the result of dividing pupils in provided

schools into separate groups during the Scripture

lesson . As this lesson must be given either at

the beginning or at the end of a school meeting

and as the Anson By-law permits children to be

withdrawn from the school if their parents do not

approve of the type of religious teaching given, it

would seem possible for the religious bodies to be

satisfied by an arrangement by which the Scrip

ture period is taken at the end of the day, each

denomination providing for its own type of instruc

tion in its own premises.

The Teacher and R 1 gious Instruction .

Under the Act of 1902 the denominations were

relieved from very heavy responsibilities, and their

sole duty has been to provide adequate premises

which have been kept in repair, so far as school

use was concerned , out of public funds. Appar

ently the denominations now desire to be relieved

of all responsibility while retaining the right to pro

vide their own form of religious instruction. This
means, in practice, the right to have the schools

conducted in accordance with their own views . The

appointment of head teachers will remain in their

hands, and it is well known that teachers who are

members of certain religious bodies have a double

chance of promotion , being eligible for provided

and also for non -provided schools belonging to

their own denomination . If it is held that parents

have a right to demand that State funds and State

machinery shall be employed to give a particular

form of religious teaching to the children , the

logical method of carrying out this principle would

be to credit each parent with an amount covering

the agreed cost of each child's education and to

leave parents to make their own arrangements ,

subject only to the requirement that instruction in

secular subjects must he efficient and given under

suitable conditions . This plan would have the ad

vantage of bringing efficient private schools into

the system of national education.

Practical Subjects in Secondary Schools .

As some concession to the desire expressed by

the Association of Head Mistresses, the Board have

agreed that candidates in the First School Certi

ficate Examination may offer two subjects from

Group IV , provided that the remaining three sub

jects include one from each of the first three groups.

This change is introduced as an experiment, and

it will be interesting to see the result. One out
come to be expected is a great increase in the

attention given to practical subjects, music, and

art . We shall learn whether these can be so taught

as to form proper elements in a liberal education.

Much will depend upon the nature of the examina

tion, for experience has shown that it is all too

easy to turn even practical subjects into a kind of

dull grammar in which the element of drill is so

misused as to destroy all zest in performance .

The Report of the Consultative Committee on the

Differentiation of the Curriculum as between Boys

and Girls contains much valuable material bearing

on this problem, including some pattern examina

tion papers which were drawn up as a reply to

the suggestion that music and art are not " examin

able" subjects. The sound principle would seem

to be that, so long as practical subjects are recog

nised as suitable or necessary elements in a school

course , they should be taken into account in assess

ing the pupil's progress .

The Legality of School Plays.

Following a recent decision of the Lord Chief

Justice , it becomes doubtful whether performances

of plays in schools are legal . The case concerned

the well known Citizens ' House Players at Bath.

This company has for some time past been giving

performances of a private character , admission

being by invitation only. The building in which

the plays were given was not licensed as a theatre ,

and consequently they were held to be illegal. It

is , of course, quite proper that ordinary theatrical

performances should be governed by strict condi

tions to guard against the dangers of fire and panic ,

but hitherto it has not been supposed that such

conditions would be required where private per

formances, such as school plays , were in question .

It would seem , however, that the conditions do

apply and that those of us who have been trying

to encourage dramatic work in schools ought to

warn teachers that they are in danger of being

brought before the local magistrate and fined . It

is to be hoped that the attention given to the

Bath case may lead to some modification of the

law. Drama is too valuable an element in educa

tion to be discarded altogether, and the alternative

of making schools and classrooms conform with the

regulations drawn up for theatres is impossible.
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AT THE HIGH TABLE.

CURRENT PROBLEMS IN ENGLISH EDUCATION .

V. A Dominion View .

BY PROFESSOR F. CLARKE, M.A.

[ Professor Clarke has been Head of the Depar tment of Education at Capetown for the past
eighteen years, and his comments on English edu cation are those of a well-informed critic. - THE
EDITOR.

From the point of view of a Dominion observer “ provided ” and “ non-provided " schools, and still

(who had some experience in English education more by the creation of powerful local authorities

during the years immediately following the Act strong enough to exercise a co -ordinating control

of 1902), the present prospect of education in over all parts of education in their local aspects.

England presents a spectacle of absorbing interest. The result is to be seen in the amazing progress

For such an observer the existing situation has of the last quarter of a century, wherein diversifica

much more than a purely objective appeal; he tion and consolidation have, on the whole, kept pace

cannot view it with the detachment of a mere out- so as to provide England at last with all the essen

sider. The reason is obvious : the Dominions them- tials of a genuine system without any loss of that

selves are directly concerned in what happens in variety and elasticity which constitute so justifiable

English education during the next fifty years or a cause for national solicitude.

so . Political equality with England has been But this very progress in administrative pro

achieved, complete autonomy is now guaranteed , vision and efficiency has now brought English edu

and the prospect of any really effective economic cation to the point where the deeper educational

or fiscal union seems remote. Hence the chief re- issues and significances which could hardly be dis

maining bond is that of a common culture, sub- cerned in 1902 have at last to be squarely faced.

stantially English in its forms, expressing itself Not only the Great War but years of rapid social

in common social structure and social ideals, and and economic change, both in England and in the

guaranteed by a broad community of spirit and world generally, as well as the profound conse

aims in education . quences of improved education itself, have produced

Until comparatively recently the Dominions have a situation which calls for far-reaching decisions of

been disposed to copy English educational forms educational principle rather than of mere adminis

and methods, but the achievement of a distinctive trative practice. The reformers of 1902 thought of
national consciousness, along with the attributes of an England continuing substantially unchanged from

political maturity, has been accompanied by effec- the past, socially, economically, politically. The

tive steps towards educational systems adjusted to " elementary" system , with all its class pre-supposi

the real needs and habits and values of the now tions, still continued in all essentials, while at the

self -conscious community . The process has been other end of the scale the segregated orbit of

all too little noted in England generally , but it education for the upper classes, through preparatory

seems likely that a phase where England was the and public school and ancient university, remained

model and the Dominions were the imitators may virtually untouched by the sweeping reconstruction

now be succeeded by one where the rôles are , of the State's administrative system .

partially at least, reversed. At the same time there was little thought in 1902

However that may be, some movement towards of great economic changes such as have now

real community of educational spirit and aims, in modified so profoundly both the position of England

spite of much diversity of methods, seems to be in the world and the balance of social and economic

one of the conditions of the continuance of the forces in England itself. A very powerful economic

British Commonwealth as a solid and beneficent fact motive now comes into play to reinforce the other

in the organisation of the world . influences which are compelling in England a

The outstanding difference that can be distin- thorough -going overhaul of the whole stock of edu

guished between the England of 1902 and that of cational pre - suppositions and objectives.

1929 as concerns education is that in 1902 the The Hadow Report marks the change, for it is a

problem to be solved was primarily an administra- document of a new kind in English educational

tive one , while in 1929 it is overwhelmingly educa- history. For, though it handles rather timorously

tional, and administrative only in a subordinate the deep social changes which still influence so

way. profoundly the currents of English education , it

The administrative problem of 1902 was solved grasps firmly a fundamental educational principle

with wellnigh complete success , partly by the re- and bases all its recommendations for adminis

cognition, within limits, of the existing dualism of trative action on that.
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While it may not appreciate all the consequences

that may flow from its principle amid the still il

logical and tradition-governed growths of English

society and education , it does, nevertheless, set

out from a clearly enunciated principle of general

educational truth, and so is scientific in a way

that earlier English official documents have not

been .

The main issues to be faced are clear enough.

Those of outstanding importance are :

( a ) The achievement of greater equality of educa

tional (and therefore social) opportunity without im

pairing social unity , and without losing elements of

unique educational value such as are embodied, for

instance , in the practice and tradition of the great

public schools .

( 6 ) The adjustment and revision of educational

means to the changed economic situation.

The first is more peculiarly English ; the second

represents a necessity that involves the whole world

and is already bringing about far-reaching modifi

cations of traditional educational theory. To a

Dominion observer nothing is more striking in

English education than the presence of two dis

tinct series of schools corresponding to the less and

the more privileged strata of the population. I have

discussed elsewhere the contrast between this and

the social forces that govern Dominion education .

It is important in the present connexion because

it raises the question of the place of the ancient

public school in a system of national education that

has became both truly one and thoroughly demo

cratic in the best sense . Any levelling , unifying

tendency that worked in the direction of merging

the identity of the public school in a common

secondary school would have to be resisted . The

problem is rather that of breaking down the present
exclusiveness by the devising of means whereby

the genuine virtues of the public school (which

would have to be carefully discriminated from ad

ventitious social accretions) could be made freely

communicable through the whole field of English

education.

At present , the special social significance that ,

in England , attaches to the accidents of scholastic

pedigree, is likely to constitute a serious barrier to

real community of educational aim and spirit as

between England and the Dominions . For, in the

Dominions , there is no “ education of a gentleman”

in the technical privileged English sense , and the

absence of it is profoundly significant of the Dominion

outlook . But the friendliest critic of education and

society in the Dominions would admit wholeheartedly

that they have the liveliest need for that educa

tion of a gentleman in the more universal , moral

sense of which the English public school, with all

its shortcomings, still provides the best model for

the imitation of British peoples.

FROM THE OTHER SIDE .

THE EXAMINER SPEAKS.

Much has been said lately of examinations — their

drawbacks, their merits , their value ; but always

from the examiners' point of view . Audi alteram

partem. What of the weary lot of the examiner him

self, especially of the external examiner, and more

especially of the mathematical examiner ? Long are

the hours which he spends poring over hundreds of

papers , which appear at last , to his jaundiced eye ,

to vary only in degrees of badness. Not for him are

the unexpected gems of thought that brighten the

ways in classics or science or modern languages.

Collections of howlers are common and joyful; but

how many of these are mathematical ? This most

exacting of sciences is too austere for that ; she

cannot stoop to amuse , she does not condescend to

explain . Just once in a way, perhaps, the illiterate

outsider may be permitted to laugh at such a com

prehensible mistake as " the price of the whisky

works out at 2}d . a gallon " or " a litre of anything

weighs a gramme.

But even for the mathematician our far-flung

Empire supplies a little of the joy of life. The

hardest heart or the highest wrangler softens to

such names as Siman Appu W.W., or See Saw

Yuoh (a lady) , or Oh Ah Pe (a gentleman) , and he

notes with interest that the bearers of these exotic

names sit cheek by jowl , in distant examination

centres , with Mehmet Ali and Thomas Smith and

Montague Moss. And here , authentic and beyond

price , is a letter written on the final sheet of an

all- too- scanty paper, handed in many hundreds of

miles from the hand that corrected it :

“ Sir , I humbly beg of you, in the name of the

‘ Universal King ,' to give me a pass in arithmetic.

I am the eldest son of the family, my father has left

me to bear the brunt of the family. If your High

ness will do so , I will be very thankful and great

ful to you . This is my weakest subject, and it I

get a pass in arithmetic I am quiet certain I can get

through the examination .

“ (Sigd.)

Well , we will not give away his " sig . ” : partly

from kindness of heart and because we cannot read

it-it ends in an Oriental flourish entirely baffling to

the Occidental eye . It is gratifying to be raised even

once to the rank of Highness : it is cruel to refuse

a petition couched in such moving terms. But was

it really true that a pass in arithmetic would have

enabled the petitioner to bear the brunt of his

family ? Alas ! he secured only four marks out of a

possible hundred.

a
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THE LETTER H.

BY ANNE MEYRICK.

Two girls , aged about twelve or thirteen , were

on their way home from school. By their caps
I

knew that they belonged to the endowed secondary

school in our little country town. As we slowly

climbed the hilly street I could , without effort, over

hear a good deal of their conversation, which ran

somewhat as follows ::

“ 'Ave you 'ad a Lat'n less'n yet ? ” ( It was

near the beginning of term . )

" No, not yet.”

" Don't forget that we've got two French preps.

for to-morrow. Silly , ' avin ' two French lessons

the same day , isn't it ? " ( There is an afternoon as

well as a morning session .)

" Yes ; we've got ' ist'ry , too . I like ' ist'ry , don't

you ? "

seem no excuse

“ Yes ; but I like English best !"

The school of which these girls were pupils must

be mainly fed from the elementary schools of the

district, for there are only two very small private

schools in the town, both for little children, one

exclusively for those of the professional class who

have not governesses at home, and none of the
children of this class ever attend our grammar

school- the fear of their acquiring a bad style of

English speech being the main reason advanced

for not sending them there. Most of the little

girls and some boys of the other private school

go later to cheap boarding schools. Therefore, I

repeat, the majority of our grammar school pupils

(there are no boarders) pass on to it from the ele

mentary schools, though it has a small preparatory

department. They are generally admitted at about

the age of eleven , and then, as would appear from

the conversation of these two girls , they embark

upon two foreign languages, though they are evi

dently very imperfectly acquainted with their own.

I may be told , quite justly, that a chance con

versation is not a fair means of judging their speech ,

that few of us are as careful as we should be when

talking with our equals and contemporaries — and I

admitthe truth of this as far as slang and elisions

But the dropping of the “ h ” falls into a

different category. However ugly we may think

the breathed " h , however ardently we may yearn

for the day when, as in French and Italian , it

may drop out of our language, it is at the present

time an integral part of the word to which it

belongs, and from bitter experience we know that

ét is, alas ! only too apt to desert at critical moments

those who are not habitually trained in its use.

In other words , the person who counts upon being

able to use his aspirates on grand occasions only

will find that these very occasions, when he is

nervous and concerned about his speech, are just

those when the " h " has a trick of disappearing,

or, more awkward still, of cropping up at a wrong

place .

Whether it is reasonable or not , the " h " is

looked upon as the crucial test of ordinary good

speech, and , though the self-made millionaire may

drop his “ h's " with impunity, a clerk, a Govern

ment employee, or a salesman in a superior business

would never get a post if he lacked them. Here ,

then, is a cogent if rather base argument for train

ing the childmost carefully from its earliest school

days in the use of the " h " as at least one neces

sity of good speech . It will help him in many

careers which should be open to him if he should

later show a desire to follow them.

Supposing , however , that the elementary school

authorities have failed to train him in the aspirate

habit , is the grammar school to give it up as a

bad job while devoting infinite care and trouble to

his pronunciation of a foreign language ? Does

not this absurd ? It is for

slurring or omitting such training, though it may

be true that it is easier for one who all through

his childhood has been speaking his own language

badly to acquire a good pronunciation in a new

language than in the one he has so long misused .

Yet for one occasion that he may find an oppor

tunity for displaying his accomplishment in the

foreign tongue must be counted the constant dis

ability under which he must labour in his own

country when brought into contact with the better

educated . Is it not worth making any effort to

spare our sensitive young people the pain and

humiliation of the discovery that they dare not

open their mouths in the presence of people often

less well-informed or less able than themselves ?

The time devoted to speech training in the mother

tongue , though much may be needed, will be well

spent .

In London the improvement in the children's

ordinary speech within the last twenty years is most

marked . What is possible in unwieldy classes in

the city should not be impossible in the smaller ones

in country schools , whether elementary or secon

dary, and if the need for improvement were recog

nised the means of accomplishing it would certainly

be found . The greatest barrier between class and

class in England is not money or the lack of it

but speech.

go.
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EDUCATIONAL AIMS AND IDEALS.

Back to Aristotle !

By ARTHUR HASLAM .

Two opposite complaints are daily being made. tested as being no true education at all. What he

One is that present-day education is wasteful and chiefly emphasises is that , whatever a man's voca

useless ; the other that the system in vogue when tion may be - churchman , theological student,

the middle -aged were at school supplied nothing that landed proprietor, statesman-he would gain in

could afterwards be turned to account . But popular efficiency in his own particular sphere by the posses

fault finding, of the kind that appears in the corre- sion of sound learning. Erasmus had no sympathy

spondence columns of the press , leads nowhere, with people who urged in his day , as many do in

simply because those who take part in it have not ours, the sufficiency of “ The University of Life. "

considered the all -important question of what educa- “ Philosophy teaches us more in one year than our

tion really is , and the purpose that it is meant to individual experience can teach in thirty, and its

serve. teaching carries none of the risks which the method

“ Back to Aristotle " is a cry that needs to be of learning by experience of necessity brings with

raised in educational as well as in political matters. it . "

We may recognise the necessity of applying rather Erasmus would have condemned unsparingly all

than adopting his ideas, and refusing to be bound schemes for schools arranged on " vocational"

by his narrow conception of citizenship ; but we shall lines . He would have echoed all that Creighton

never advance on true lines until we think of educa- said about the necessity of training the man before

tion as he did as a preparation for fullness of human training the workman. “ The utility of education

life . Aristotle had in view the life of “ leisure " can never be immediately apparent. Into whatever

which was spent in public service . We take a wider line of life a man goes, he must begin with appren

and truer view, and regard all work as service to ticeship . No educational training can be adapted to

the community, and all men , whatever their occupa- fit a boy immediately for any particular business or

tion , as capable of citizenship ; but , with all our calling. We must first make him a man , and then

wider and humaner outlook , have we risen to we can make him a man of business. "

Aristotle's conception of education as a means of We are only creating a false and mischievous

fostering completeness in life ? antithesis in opposing " cultural" and " practical, "

If there is good reason to go back to Aristotle , " education for life" and “ education for work . "

there is good reason, too , to go back to Erasmus. Life and life -work are inseparable . We are really

Indeed , the two men, allowing for difference of most “ practical" when we are thinking least of

epochs, speak with much the same voice, certainly future occupations and concentrating on the enrich

to the same purpose . Erasmus, quite as strongly ment of the mind. Though the demand for " prac

as Aristotle , claims that service to the State is one tical education " is still being made, it seems as if we

of the main ends of men , and therefore of education . are to be saved from falling into the barbarism into

Both were also at one in taking a broad view of which the utilitarian school would eventually plunge

the kind of education required for “ public life . " us , not so much by the lofty appeals of men of learn

Aristotle's outline , in spite of its incompleteness , ing as by the discovery that is being made by great

gives the idea of a thorough grounding in “ liberal leaders of commerce that the one need of the day is

studies" as the true foundation of political activity men with trained minds, and that culture , in its true

and political wisdom. If Erasmus does not speak sense, can alone produce them .

at any length about " public life, ” in the narrower In spite of popular opinion , the " academic man "

sense, he insists upon " action " as the end of educa- has a much wider outlook than a man of commerce

tion , and a due consciousness of obligation to the or “ affairs. " His very aloofness is an asset in

community as the highest aim. He longed to sweep training the rising generation, whether for business

away the " barbarism " of his age , and saw in the or for politics , because he lives in a clearer and

study of ancient literature , and particularly in the calmer atmosphere than other men. His work is to

history and political writings of Greece and Rome, instil great ideas, and , by teaching his pupils to

the remedy not only for superstition and ignorance, think , to prevent them from being swept off their

but for cruelty , reckless war, and bad government. feet by the “ Questions of the day. ” We shall only'

What Erasmus says on training for professions become really " practical" when we adopt the belief

demands careful consideration to-day. The modern of the Greeks, that the philosopher was better fitted

claim for early “ vocational” education is really a than any other man of his time to train youth for

relapse into that medieval training against which life and public service , just because he was a thinker ,

Erasmus , in the true spirit of the humanist, pro- and “ saw life steadily and saw it whole. "

6
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you want.

LETTERS FROM A YOUNG HEAD MASTER .

V. More Classroom Activities.

My dear H . ,-What a pernickety , precise , matter- cent. accuracy , mechanical, habitual accuracy - with

of- fact old thing you are ! After the really beautiful speed . We expect to relieve our boys from the

letter I sent you , telling you heaps and heaps of
necessity of thinking about elementary calculation .

We expect to make the use of the first four rules

what we were doing in school, to write back in your as unconscious and easy as using one's legs for

ironical fashion to say it was all very interesting ; walking .

but you would still like to know what lessons ( if All our drills are built up on combinations of

any) were done in my school, and how they were figures — the fundamental bonds. Each drill con

conducted ( if at all ) . All right ; you shall have what
tains only one or two bonds, so that the same opera

tion is repeated over and over again .

I've always contended that what was wrong with

Every morning (except Friday ) a very large class middle school maths . was not so much that the

meets at 9.30 a.m. for sheer hard grind at mental boys could not understand the mathematics as that

arithmetic . Good, solid , intensive work in add- they got in a hopeless fog over the calculation part

of the business.
ing, subtracting , multiplying, and dividing, done in

We follow the same plan in language teaching.

squad-drill fashion , by numbers. No frills , no
You will hear each day and every day large classes

pretty - pretty problems on taps or tubs. And this

chanting in chorus la, ma, ta , sa, l'on , mon, ton,

is the manner of it . son, maçon, façon, passons, building up pronuncia

The class assembles , sharpening its pencils as it tion sound by sound. Dull ? Of course it's dull,

moves to its seats. Monitors distribute cyclostyled though to enliven the proceedings my languages

master makes up sentences for the youngsters,
sheets of sums and smaller slips of paper for the and he has the knack of making interesting sen

answers. The teacher calls “ Are you ready ? ” and tences from words which contain the consonant or

then (watch in hand ) , "Go !” the vowel sound which is the subject of the drill .

Forty papers flash over, and for four minutes or And have we really got to the bottom of this

so there is tense silence . Then up goes a hand. mystery of dull work ? Does a boy really hate dull

" Finished , sir . ” A few seconds later, another ; and work, if it's given to him at the right time, in the

so on . The teacher notes the names and the times. right quantity, and with a purposehe appreciates ?

At the end of five minutes precisely , “ Pencils I am afraid that, just as we impose so often on him

down !" comes the command. A vast sigh heaves our standards of interest, we protect him unneces

across the room . “ Change papers !” Forty papers sarily from much that we consider dull. My boys,

change hands . " Fifteen , fourteen , twenty- so far as I can judge, like these drills.

nine . .. " The answers are read through quickly . Anyhow, that's the idea we are developing for all

Then " Change back !" comes the word. " Fifteen, the essential things that must be learnt. It's all

fourteen , twenty -nine. ... The owners are check- very much in embryo at present , but we are experi

ing the marking. menting also with spelling drills and handwriting

“ How many have sixty ? " (The answers in each drills ; it's possible we may get to history , geo

drill contain sixty digits.) “Fifty-nine, fifty -eight graphy, science drills—I don't know . But I can

... forty-five to fifty ... below thirty . . . Smith , foresee a time when a portion-a small portion

time three minutes forty -nine seconds, bonus four- of each day will be occupied in learning the things

teen points ... graph your results . that must be learnt, and the rest of the day will be

“ I've beaten my own average , and the set free for creative and research work.

average. “ So've I. ” “ Oh hang, I'm down two The beauty of these drills is that they save so

points. ..." “ All graphs done ? Pass your papers much time. A man can take a huge class for an

along to the end ; monitors collect , and give out the arithmetic or a language drill , therefore, Q.E.D. ,

second drill . All ready ? ” another man can be taking a small class in work

Two minutes for preparations , five for the drill , that demands—not is done better with, but demands

two for marking, five for graphing — the whole -individual attention . Now do you see why I

thing done in a quarter of an hour . Is that hard organised my school in sets of ten, and not in

enough work for you ? Can you do twenty -five teacher units -- commonly called classes or forms ?

addition sums involving sixty digits in five minutes Now I'm interested to know what your objections

-and get them all right ? to this kind of work will be.

What is the point of the drills , do I hear you Yours ever ,

say ? What do we expect from them ? 100 per G. S.

9
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HISTORY TEACHING REBORN .

By FREDERICK J. Gould .

V.

Keeping kings and " the proud ” subordinate , I

sketch the Early Age of Britain , and onwards to

about 1300 , leaving the age 1300 to 1929 to the

sixth and last outline.

TO ABOUT 400 A.D.

1. Human Geography, &c.—Migrations by land

and sea . Hunting. Forests , pastures . Periods of

Stone , Bronze, Iron . Touch with Egypt. Dog ,

horse , cattle , pig , sheep, goat, poultry, bees , corn,

flax, beech , cherry .

2. Industry .-- Lake and cave dwellings : beehive

huts . Wookey Hole . Weaving ; horn , bone. A

few roads ; wheeled vehicles ; coracles. Money

(cattle, iron bars ).

3. Fine Arts .-Cave drawings (with glimpses of

Continental). Articles of gold , amber, jet , ivory ,

shell , bronze ; metal mirrors ; pottery , Bardic music

(with glance at Welsh Eisteddfods). Some of the

older tales of the Mabinogion (and add Irish ) .

4. Science .—Romans would introduce ideas of

calendar ; weights , measures, arithmetic.

5. Social Life . - Tribes, chiefs, slaves . Keltic

laws. Picturesque views , aided by story and legend,

of the faiths – Druid, Jewish , New Testament,

Mithraic (of Roman soldiers) , &c . Keltic folk -lore.

Pytheas the voyager. Story -life of Julius Caesar

and of Agricola (given by Tacitus) .

FROM 400 TO ABOUT 1300 .

1. Human Geography, &c.-Communal tilling

of fields. Domesday Book notes on farms , mills ,

animals . Value of forests and “ wastes" for food

and timber. Influence of forest life (Robin Hood

legends ; Shakespeare's forests). Flax , onions,

cabbage . Honey largely consumed. Crusades

stimulate trade in cotton, spices , sugar, lemons,

silk , &c. Herring a vital food . Salt a great neces

sity ; supply imperfect.

2. Industry. - Spinning -wheel (and folk-lore) .

Wool and cloth . Village industries ; blacksmith ,

&c. ( Weyland the Smith legends.) Town gilds ,

craft and merchant. Fairs important ; markets.

Shipping, from Viking and Norman to Medieval

merchant. Hansa traders . Some notice might

here be taken of old Scottish songs which accom

panied the labour of reaping, threshing, spinning,

weaving, rowing, kneading dough, milking , & c.

In this industrial field notes on weights and

measures should link with quite simple arithmetic

exercises (three barleycorns laid lengthwise equal

one inch ; twenty-four wheat grains equal one

pennyweight, &c.; and cloth , nails , yards , ells ) .

3. Fine Arts .-Beowulf and Caedmon poems;

Mabinogion tales ; Arthur legends. Miracle-plays

and associated Bible stories . Minstrels, Popular

songs and dances. Bells. Organ. Singing (unison,

latterly in three parts) . Missals. Houses, castles ,

churches, cathedrals ; church statuary , church win

dows, and associated Bible and saints -legends.

Carvings in wood and ivory . Tapestry . Costume .

Gardening. Arched bridges , & c .

4. Science . - Early clocks , Medical herbal lore.

Elder scholars might be interested in a simple out

line of the “ Seven Ascents ' of the stairway of

Medieval learning - grammar, rhetoric , logic , music,

astronomy , geometry , arithmetic. Anecdotal notices

of Roger Bacon and alchemists.

5. Social Life. - In the political aspect, it suffices

to note the release of England, by Norman dis

cipline , from Anglo-Saxon confusions, and (through

the Great Charter's check on royalty and the rise

of royalty above Church - power and baron -power )

the slow passage towards Parliaments and towards

the full union with Wales and Scotland. Serfdom.

Towns and gilds. Law courts, juries , ordeals.

“ Truce of God ” (eleventh century). Church build

ing as a social centre (wills signed , slaves freed ,

sanctuary afforded, gild services, &c. ) ; festivals,

parishes well marked out. Universities begin.

Lazar-houses ; knights - hospitallers . Modern

English language arises (simple etymological hints

can be given, e.g. “ saunter” equals to go on slow

pilgrimage in the " Sainte Terre," & c.). Forms of

money ; use of coinage extending.

On the side of biography (and , as before , legend) ,

in addition to the references already furnished , we

may include all the popular anecdotes (Alfred and

the Cakes ; White Ship, &c . ) , but linked with

general social life , and not with the dull old tables

of kings ; Scandinavian sagas ; legend of the Irish

Brendan and (Tennyson's) Maeldune, to illustrate

seafaring ; Arabian Nights ' Entertainments; story

life of Mohammed ; stories of St. Benedict and

Benedictines , St. Francis and Franciscans (Grey

friars) , Bede, Aidan, Boniface , Columba , Patrick ,

Bridget ; Alfred , William I , Richard Lion -heart,

Llewellyn , Wallace , Bruce ; the Faust legend .

I strongly suspect that , embedded in medieval

literature , scholarly research will yet reveal many

more anecdotal items of biography and social illus

tration than the conventional history books have

hitherto afforded. It is a happy sign that a vast

deal more of such material is available for young

learners than was the case a century ago.
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CREATIVE WORK IN EDUCATION .

By ROBERT JONES, D.Sc.

V.

Verse Writing (continued ) . One must know his Pope, one must have read,

Whether or not all creative work begins by an
and have listened to , both eighteenth- and nine

imitative process, certainly in its educational aspect teenth -century verse very closely to make such

the imitative factor is used , confessedly or not.
echoes. In noticing and listening, one becomes to

Robert Louis Stevenson frankly set himself to some extent a craftsman ; and art includes , must

imitative renderings of essays, now in the style of
include, craftsmanship.

Addison , now of Macaulay . Mr. Jack Squire made
Here are some verses written by a boy of

thirteen :many such imitations in verse . His volumes of

parodies, especially his “ Tricks of the Trade, " are
THE PIRATE .

full of material , both suggestive and corrective, for
If I were a pirate

a teacher who is not still in the fog that joins
Brave and bold

I would not do
and separates sentiment and sentimentalism.

But imitating , though it is a gateway to creative As I was told.

I'd sail the seas

work, may be its grave. A parodist who staysA
In a little boat,

at parody too long, as perhaps did Charles Stuart

Calverley, closes upon himself the more Elysian of
Take your money

these fields. But since in education we are con And cut your throat ;

Knock down masts,

cerned only with early stages, only with training,

this fear is not for us .
Tear up sails,

The value of imitative work is in the training
Pick up outcasts ,

And rob the mails.
it gives in technique. The effort directs attention

to the method by which the artist got his effects.
I'd hang a captain by the toes ,

For art is not pure naturalness expressing itself.
Put a cap upon his nose,

If you care to use the word, it is artifice, directed ,
Fill his mouth with cannon shot ,

brought under a rule and a way. If mute, inglori Give him mustard because it's hot.

When the wind stopped
ous Miltons often thought as Milton did—which

And there wasn't a breeze
is likely enough , though Ruskin seems to have

doubted it - yet until they had achieved Milton's
I'd give him pepper

To make him sneeze .
power of expression, his command over the tech

nique of verse-writing , they were mute, and hence There is a natural boyishness here ; the source

not Miltons. that is imitated may be left to the reader's guess

Consider these lines : ing . But ,. But , more usually, the tendency to imitate

“ The sounding seas abaft our beam
or to parody is more marked, as in the examples

Did strike our staggering ship . "
that follow . The first and the second are by boys ,

in each case about twelve years of age. The third
Coleridge , of course- " The Ancient Mariner." Yet

and the fourth are fragments from verses by a boy

one does not recall the lines . It is not Coleridge ,
of about fourteen years. These two have onemarked

but a deliberate imitation of the technique of his
feature — they show the writer's delight in a newly

" Ancient Mariner" style. Yet to make it , one
discovered power to make rhythmic measures .

must examine that style closely, and master its
THE MERMAID.

" tricks of the trade.” For we are not concerned ,

in teaching of this sort with the soul of poetry .
The mermaid sat upon the rocks

All day long ,

That we can reveal by better methods.

For an exquisite example, read Mr. Squire's re
Admiring her beauty and combing her locks

writing of :
And singing a mermaid's song.

And hear the mermaid's song you may

" O for the touch of a vanished hand ,
As sure as sure can be ,

And the sound of a voice that is stilled ”
If you will but follow the sun all day

in the style of Pope And fall with him into the sea .

" Nor may the pow'rs of infants that rejoice ANOTHER ODE TO THE NORTH-EAST WIND.

Restore the accents of a former voice , Oh , thou wild North -easter !

Nor the bright smiles of ocean's nymphs No wonder we all see

command Odes to every zephyr,

The pleasing contact of a vanished hand ." Only growls for thee.
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Think of our brave sailors

Standing on the decks ,

And you, you wild North -easter,

Blowing down their necks .

Think ofour poor home-folk !

I think it is not meet

To give them colds all over,

And chilblains on their feet.

Here are two other efforts which name themselves :

Come, sing me a tune to the glories of June ,

As I dance 'neath the moon to the lilt of a song.

Oh, there's nothing so fair in the world anywhere ,

That can ever compare to Old England in June .

There's a little wireless cabin just behind the

garden wall ,

Where I wander when there's nothing else to do ,

And I used to sit and listen when the night began

to fall

To the wireless down in Spain or Timbuctoo.

That these boys will never become “ poets ” is a

matter of very high degree of probability. But it

is also a matter of a very high degree of irrelevance .

We are not here seeking to manufacture nor to dis

cover poets, but only saying : “ Here are gardens.”

To disclose an open garden is to add to the sum

of life.

EIGHTY YEARS AGO .

Gleanings from our Earlier Volumes.

May , 1849. - Teachers should be Trained .

“ It would be rational to conclude that if training

and special preparation have been found necessary

in the case of the National Schoolmaster, training

and special preparation, in a still higher degree ,

would be deemed requisite for those who are

destined to undertake offices far more complicated

and extensive than those which fall to his lot; and

yet we find, practically , that college tutors , masters

of grammar schools , and private school masters are

most commonly men who have received neither.

Learning, or the presumption of it , as conveyed

by a university degree , being deemed in their case

sufficient evidence of ability to teach and to regu

late a school .

“ It would not be difficult to name many tutors

of colleges at both universities who have been con

stituted such at twenty -two or twenty -three years of

age, without any previous experience in the art of

teaching ; masters of grammar schools and prin

cipals of proprietary colleges who have received

their appointments solely in consequence of their

position in the class-lists of the universities, and

who were utterly inexperienced in and ignorant of

the art of teaching. The evils resulting from this

strange anomaly appear in the disorders of our

universities , the inefficiency of our grammar schools,

and the low tone of education throughout society."

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS .

Presentation of Diplomas .

An interesting little ceremony took place after

the half-yearly general meeting of the College of

Preceptors on March 22. This was the formal

presentation of diplomas to candidates who were

successful in the recent examinations held by the

College for Diploma of Associate (A.C.P. ) and of

Licentiate (L.C.P. ) . The conditions for entry to

these examinations have been widened by the

Council , with the general aim of making the

Diplomas directly professional. Graduates and

persons holding the A.C.P. Diploma may enter for

the L.C.P. , and persons qualified for registration

by the T.R.C. may take the Associate examination ;

and in both cases the examination is in the prin

ciples and practice of teaching and not in academic

subjects. Nearly 300 candidates were examined in

January and 198 passed. Of these , some thirty , who

are living in or near London , attended the ceremony.

The Dean of the College , in the unavoidable

absence of the President , Sir Philip Magnus, handed

the Diplomas to the recipients . In a preliminary

address he expressed the gratification of the Council

of the College at the success of their endeavour

to extend the usefulness of the College Diplomas

for teachers , and congratulated those who had ob

tained them. They were evidence of serious study

by teachers who are at work in schools of the

principles of their profession . The syllabus and

the examination upon it demanded a large amount

of reading and of reflection , as well as experience

in teaching . No one could hope to pass the tests

successfully upon mere empirical acquaintance

with the work of teaching in school. A body of

professional men and women like teachers could

but be commended if they study the principles that

lie at the base of education, with which they are

are daily concerned . It was the fashion in some

quarters to despise the theory of education as

being of little use in the rough-and-tumble of school

work. The College made no claim that the study

they suggested would be of immediate use in the

emergencies of the classroom . But the careful in

vestigation of what lies behind all empirical action ,

and the thoughtful study of principles , the College

would urge , must contribute to strengthen the whole

outlook of the teacher and fit him the better to

deal with problems as they arise. Teaching should

be a learned profession , not only in the sense that

teachers should be learned in the subjects they

teach , but learned in those wide regions of philo

sophy, psychology, and history upon which any

consistent and logical practice of teaching must

depend.
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“ AN OLD FRIEND IN NEW CLOTHING . "

By W. F. M.

A Boy's Dramatic Version of a Scripture Story .

The problem was : How to deal with a subject

that everybody knew already ? A junior form in a

northern secondary school are taking for Scripture

the early stories of the Old Testament, and in due

course we came to the story of Jacob and Esau

( Genesis xxvii . ) . We decided to turn it into a play .

First we discussed the story , and then , with our

Shakespeare selection as guide, we discussed the

structure of a play-title, scenes , characters , stage

directions. The teacher faded into the background,

emerging only to make reluctant suggestions when

required. Most of the writers showed a lively

realisation of the dramatic force of the story . Here

are some of the titles : “ The Stolen Blessing ,”

" A Wolf in Goat's Clothing, " " The Fraud , "

" Jacob's Deceit " ; and some of the stage direc

tions : “ Exit Esau with bow and thanks, “ Enter

Esau with hairy arms," " Isaac, old and sand

blind .” One writer wrote a whole scene in which

no word was spoken-reminding one of John Gals

worthy's " Justice” --to describe Esau's hunting.

The writer of the play printed below is about thir

teen years old . But for a few insignificant correc

tions her work is given without alteration.

ISAAC (speaking to Esau) . Go into the woods,

take your quiver and bow and get me some venison.

Then bring it back and make it into a savoury

meat in order that I may bless you .

Esau . I will be as quick as I can , father.

[ Exit .

(When Esau disappears REBEKAH calls JACOB. )

(Enter Jacob, who has been in the fields.)

REBEKAH. I have just found out that Isaac your

father is going to bless your brother Esau , and I

have made up my mind that you are going to be

blessed instead of him .

JACOB (in astonishment). But how can we manage

to deceive Isaac ? It will be a very hard task

because Esau is a hairy man and I have a smooth

skin .

REBEKAH (cunningly ). I will see to that difficulty.

Obey me and you shall have your blessing. Go

into the fields to the flocks and fetch me two kids

of the goats so that I can make a savoury meat,

JACOB (in a complaining voice ) . But my father

will become suspicious and will feel my arms be

cause he will instantly recognise my voice.

REBEKAH. Do as I command ; all will be well .

(Jacob goes out in order to bring the kids ; a pause . )
THE FAKE BLESSING.

Characters :

Isaac , an old man .

REBEKAH , his wife .

Jacob and Esau , their two sons.

Servants , &c.

Scene I.

( The country, Isaac's tent . Isaac lying on a coucha

and REBEKAH outside the tent weaving .)

Isaac (speaking to the servant) . Go ; bring my

son .

SERVANT. Yes, sir ,.

[ Exit ; a pause .

(Enter Esau . )

Esau. You did send for me , father ?

Isaac. Yes , Esau , in order to give you my bless

ing before I die .

(REBEKAH , outside the tent , hears Isaac talking

earnestly to ESAU and becomes suspicious.

Jumping up, she listens intently to Isaac's

speech and, hearing that Isaac intends to give

Esau his blessing, she becomes jealous and is

determined to have Jacob, her favourite son,

blessed . )

SCENE II .

(Isaac's tent. Rebekah awaits the return of JACOB

inside the tent. Jacob appears and goes into

the tent carrying the food .)

REBEKAH . Now I will make a savoury meat such

as your father likes .

( After a few minutes the meat is ready . )

Esau. What am I to do now ?

( REBEKAH disguises Jacob cleverly so that he has

the skin of ESAU but still the voice of Jacob .)

REBEKAH . All is ready now ; don't be nervous .

Esau is still in the wood, and won't be back for

some time .

Scene III .

(JACOB enters into another part of the tent, where

Isaac is waiting patiently for Esau's return .)

Isaac . So you have made me the savoury meat,

Esau . You have been very quick in bringing it ;

I have not had lorg to wait .

JACOB. The venison was easily got and I did

not waste any time in completing my task.
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me.

Isaac. Come nearer . I am just wondering if you

are really my son Esau ; or is it Jacob ?

(JACOB advances nearer to Isaac rather unwillingly,

and looking half afraid .)

Isaac (after feeling the hands and arms of Jacob).

You have the voice of Jacob but thehands of Esau.

Well , I suppose you are Esau. I hope no one

is deceiving me, because this blessing is a very

important matter and I do want my son to be

blessed .

(After eating his savoury meat Isaac gets ready to

bless JACOB. )

Isaac. Come, my son ; kiss me.

(Jacob kisses Isaac. )

ISAAC. The voice is the voice of Jacob but the

hand is the hand of Esau. May God give you

the dew of heaven , the fatness of the earth, and

plenty of corn and wine. Let the people serve you,

and may nations bow down to you ; and blessed

be he who blesseth you .

[A pause ; Exit Jacob.

given him my servants, and you, Esau, will have

to bow down to him.

Esau (looking pleadingly at his father, holding

out his hand ). Surely you have one blessing for

Bless me. (He weeps sorrowfully .)

ISAAC (answers him, shaking slightly because

of the shock). You shall have the fatness of the

earth and the dew of heaven from above. By

your sword you will live, but you must serve

your brother, and in time you will become as great

a man as your brother.

(A pause . )

Esau (with an angry expression on his face,

making him look fierce). I will slay my brother

the moment I find him , and the days of mourning

will be near at hand for my father.

(REBEKAH, who is hidden listening to what Esau

is saying, hurries to find Jacob in order to

tell him . After a few minutes REBEKAH finds

JACOB and hastily tells him. )

REBEKAH . Be as quick as you can and get to

gether your provisions and fly to my brother Laban

in Haran. Stop there until I send you word that

you will be able to come back. I will do so when

your brother's anger has died down and he has

forgotten what you have done to him.

(JACOB gets ready and hurries away as fast as he

can .)

CURTAIN Falls.

SCENE IV.

( Esau appears from the wood and comes into the

tent , bringing with him the provisions in order

to make a savoury meat as fast as he can.

He brings it to his father. Isaac, hearing

someone approaching, listens intently with a

look of wonder on his face . )

Isaac (speaking to the newcomer sharply) . Who

are you ?

Esau (looking at his father, wondering why he

asks such a question . I am your son Esau , and

have brought the venison so that you may eat

and afterwards bless me.

Isaac (starting up from his couch with a cry ,

trembling greatly in anger ; speaks in a low voice ).

Where is the person who has deceived me, who

brought me venison and I have eaten it ? I have

blessed him and all people will serve him ; nations

will bow down to him. He will have plenty of

corn and wine.

(He sinks back on the couch exhausted .)

ESAU (cries out exceedingly when he hears what

Isaac says . ) Bless me, even me also, O my father.

(He says it , looking pleadingly at ISAAC . )

ISAAC (angrily). Your brother has deceived me,Isaac

and took the blessing that belonged to you. Oh ,

how can I have been so foolish and given the

blessing to the wrong son ?

Esau. He took away my birthright and now

he has taken away my blessing.

Isaac. I have made him your lord , and have

Summer School of Spanish .

The tenth annual Summer School of Spanish , or

ganised by the University of Liverpool, will meet

at Santander, North Spain , from August 3 to 30.

A Preliminary Course, for those who desire it, will

be held from July 17 to 30. The success of the

School last summer, when over eighty members

attended it , has made it possible this year to grade

the members in three divisions - elementary, inter

mediate, and advanced. The instruction is given

mainly in the mornings, so leaving time for ex

cursions , social meetings , & c ., which , together with

special lectures delivered in Spanish , are organised

in connexion with the Colegio Mayor of the Univer

sity of Valladolid . A new feature of the School in

1929 will be the first awards of the annual Cer

tificate of Spanish Studies , which will be given by

examination at the end of the School in two grades

-elementary and advanced . Full particulars, both

of the School and of the Certificate, are available

from the Secretary, Summer School of Spanish ,

University of Liverpool.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN U.S.A.

BY JAMES EDWARD ROGERS, President of the Department of School Health and Physical Education

of the National Education Association of U.S.A.

[In the following article will be found an interesting account of recent developments in physical

training in U.S.A ] .

During the past decade no subject in the school the Joliet Township High School are finer in every

curriculum has received more attention and support detail than those of most of our large universities.

than physical education . One superintendent of schools in the East con

The National Education Association Committee, templates building seven gymnasiums for a high

in setting forth the seven main principles of general school enrolment of five thousand—three separate

education, gave first place to sound health . The small gymnasiums and one large gymnasium that

facts and statistics which follow show how we are can bedivided into four parts .

beginning to apprehend the obligation to train our Most of the junior and senior high schools of the

children in health and neuro-muscular skills , so that country are being provided with up -to - date , well

they may be prepared not only to make a living , but lighted , well ventilated shower and locker rooms

to live a life. We now believe that we must learn with the best material . Many of them are also being

to live as well as live to learn . Although the state- provided with swimming pools. The junior high

ments below show the rapid development of phy- schools of Trenton , N.J. , Des Moines, Iowa,

sical education since 1918, it must be remembered Rochester, New York , have excellent pools.

that it is one of the oldest of subjects . To the Less than five years ago in Harrisburg, that

Greeks it was the curriculum ; gymnastics and capital city of a congested industrial State , the two

rhythmics formed 90 per cent . of the subject-matter high schools were situated in the congested area

and training of the Athenian youth . without a foot of play or athletic space. To-day

To conduct a well developed programme in health they are on the edge of the town , one having forty

and physical education, including play, recreation , eight acres with a small lake for winter sports, the

and sports, adequate space and facilities must be other thirty-eight acres . This is typical of what is

provided. One of the outstanding facts during the happening over the country. High schools are not

past ten years is the growth in the size and number being built in the centre of towns where the land

of playgrounds, athletic fields, gymnasiums , swim- is costly and where it is impossible to get play and

ming pools, and other indoor and outdoor facilities . sport areas. In Bay City , Michigan, years ago, the

Practically no junior or senior high school with an Board of Education were wise when they moved

enrolment of four hundred students or more is being their high school out to the edge of town with

erected without both a gymnasium and an athletic many acres around it , not only for the high school

field . The following are examples : but for the athletic stadium . This was accomplished

In Des Moines, Iowa, a city of about 150,000, the in spite of the fact that real estate and business

elementary school has a special gymnasium and men wanted the school in the centre of town.

large ample playground facilities . It can almost be said that the outdoor area

In Providence, R.I. , the new elementary schools standards laid down by Strayer and Engelhardt are

being built have two gymnasiums , one for the boys being translated into realities . Those standards

and one for the girls . Some of the old elementary

schools are being remodelled with two gymnasiums. A one room rural school should have a minimum

In the juniorhigh schools of Des Moines there of 2 acres.

are two large gymnasiums, one for the boys and
A two room rural school should have a minimum

girls , and these may be divided into two parts , mak of 3 acres .

ing four gymnasiums, this being necessary because , A three room rural school should have a minimum

in Des Moines, every boy and girl in the junior high
of 4 acres.

school has a sixty-minute period of health and phy

sical education , and the enrolment of the school
A consolidated school not less than 10 acres .

usually is 1500. The cities that have unusually large
A junior high school 8 to 12 acres.

gymnasiums and excellent bathing facilities in the A senior high school 12 acres or more .

junior high school are now numerous. The N.E.A. recommendation of a minimum 150

Practically no senior high school of any size is square foot play area per child is now almost a fact

being built without ample gymnasium facilities . in many communities. In fact , many towns and

However, special mention should be made of the cities have some schools with play areas of over

senior high schools of Newton , Massachusetts, 300square foot per child.

Harrisburg, Pa. , Los Angeles, California , Joliet , Given adequate and well-equipped indoor and out

Illinois , and Detroit, Michigan. The gymnasiums of door facilities , the next need is ample time to con

are :

a
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aduct well-rounded and balanced programme. THE CLICK BEETLE .

Here, again, progress is seen . In Providence ,

R.I. , and Des Moines, Iowa , and many other cities ,
Many persons who recognise the wireworm as an

the elementary schools provide thirty minutes per
obnoxious pest do not suspect its intimate connexion

day, this time not including the ten minutes of recess with the click beetle . Yet , undoubtedly, it is the

and the four two -minute relief drills in the class- child of one beetle , and may well be the parent of

room . The average over the country is twenty others. As a beetle , the insect is known for its

minutes per day for health and physical education ,
method of regaining its footing when it chances to

not counting recess nor play periods .
fall on its back.

There are some cities that give even more time

to health and physical education in the elementary Like other insects , its body consists of a number

schools . For instance , Buffalo , New York , has four of rings, and one of these , bearing the front pair

fifty -minute periods, or two hundred minutes per of legs , finishes underneath in a dagger point , which

week . Rochester, New York, has a high standard. is known as the “ mucro ,” and fits into a groove be

The Director of Health Education in that city re- tween the middle legs . To regain its footing , the

ports that in Grades 4 to 8 of the elementary schools, beetle bends its body to rest on the back of the
245 minutes per week are devoted to physical train- head and the tail end , which raises the mucro out

ing. There are after -school recreational clubs for of its groove ; and then snaps it back, which jerks
boys and girls in all elementary schools . the body into the air, repeating the action rapidly ,

Many junior high schools average four periods or at intervals, till the footing is regained . Apart

per week : three for activity programmes, and one from this energetic habit, the beetle is sluggish like

period per week for health and safety education. most vegetarian insects.

Some cities give a daily sixty -minute period. The egg of the wireworm is laid underground,

The time allotment in senior high schools is probably on the root of some vegetable . When

steadily increasing. Some cities give four sixty- hatched, it grows into a stiff, round larva, appro

minute periods; others three seventy -five minute priately named, and hard enough to be unhurt by

periods ; others five forty - five-minute periods during the weight of a roller passing over its earthy resi

the week . dence .

The National Education Association Department For four or five years it lives destructively on

of Superintendence Year -Book for 1928 recom- various roots, frequently on those of useful vege

mends that a daily sixty-minute period for both tables , eating from one plant and leaving it to feast

junior and senior high schools be assigned to health on others .

and physical education . When it has made its full growth and is ready

The personnel is both increasing and improving. for its change to the perfect form , it builds a cocoon

In the last five years a number of States announced like a lump of earth and , inside it , changes to a

as high as 300 per cent, increase in the number of pupa , emerging as a beetle in about three weeks , or

special teachers employed as health and physical not before the spring should it cocoon in late

educators. Massachusetts shows an increase in the autumn .

teaching staff of two hundred and one special There are several species of these beetles , equally

teachers in 1922 to four hundred and ninety in 1927. destructive. Agriotes lineatus is known as the

West Virginia's increase in the same years is over striped click beetle , and measures about half an

400 per cent . inch , as does Athous ruficaudis . Athous haemor

Not only has there been progress in facilities , in rhoidalis is brown and smaller.

time allotment , and in personnel, but teacher train- The wireworm will not eat the root of the mustard,

ing has greatly improved . State teacher certification which is so injurious to it that a crop of mustard is
requirements are much higher. To teach physical sometimes grown and dug into the ground to check

education in the high schools of California means the increase of the pest .

having a Master's Degree, five years of university Click beetles are rather long and narrow , and have
training . The majority of the physical education the habit of sitting lengthways along the stalks of

teachers are taking degree courses . Normal schools grass, where they are inconspicuous.

are increasing their training departments from two The best defence against the ravages of this pest

to three and four year courses. is the appetite of such birds as the starling and the

Thirty - five States have compulsory physical educa- thrush , who search diligently over the surface of the

tion laws , twenty-nine have State programmes , and earth , especially when it has been turned over re

nineteen have State departments , with staff, pro- cently. On grassland, too, they will thrust in their

gramme, and budget. No other subject in the beaks for prey , as if they could hear the wanderers

curriculum has had such widespread legislative below or had some wireless knowledge of them.

recognition .
M. L. BROOKE.
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SECONDARY SCHOOL REGULATIONS.

The Regulations for Secondary Schools have only one Schedule now) , governing non -provided

been revised and the draft is now before Parlia
and charitable Trust Schools . For such schools in

ment. There are still twenty-seven articles , a
receipt of restricted grant the £7 ( £ 8 for Welsh

schools) of Article 17 has hitherto been reduced to

pleasant change from the old style of nine chapters £4. ios . No corresponding increase in this figure

and sixty articles , which disappeared with the de- has been made. So long as they continue eligible

parture of the 1922 Regulations , but a comparison for grant at all the smaller sum will hold .

with the 1926 issue will show that some change First Examinations and Forms.

has been made . The old paragraph 1 has gone ; The Circular refers to another change made in the

there is now no reference to the requirement that Regulations. Under No. 8 (b ) of the Regulations

salary scales " must be in conformity with the still in force , " except with the concurrence of the

Burnham Award of the 27th March , 1925." By the
Board, a pupil may only be entered for a First

Examination as one of a form so entered and with
time the regulations are revised again the salaries

out charge" (" only " ought to shift its position ) .
question may have been settled differently . In

The charge to the pupil is still forbidden , but the

order, however, that the “ Teaching Staff” sections rest of the rule is gone . In 1911 the Consultative

may still be Nos. 9 to 12 the old No. 12 ,
with Committee on Examinations in their report said :

its two sub -paragraphs, has been printed as two.
“ The Examination should not be concerned only

with picked pupils . The whole class should be pre
The Burnham Scales have their influence, for an sented. In no other way is it possible to judge

important change has been made in Article 17. fairly of the work of the school as a whole or to

The grant to non -provided secondary schools " on ensure that the ' tail ' of a class shall receive the

account of each pupil between eleven and eighteen proper amount of attention ." As long ago as

years of age at the beginning of the school year"
1914 this recommendation was adopted and Circu

lar 849 of that year said : “ The form and not
will in future be £ 9 instead of £7. The smaller

the pupil will be the unit for examination , and it

figure is to be retained where a payment in respect is contemplated that a large proportion of the pupils

of the tuition fee of a pupil is made by an Author- in the form should be able to satisfy the test."

ity. Why this increase ? The answer is to be found In the Regulations for 1922 entry by forms was still

in the Board's accompanying Circular No. 1401. the rule, the reason being that such entry avoided

Since 1917, when the Ez limit was introduced, any “ serious dislocation of the work of the school. ”

the Burnham Scales of Salary have thrown a heavy The current Regulations ( 1926) require the “ con

additional burden on the schools concerned . The currence of the Board ,” if the rule is to be waived .

Board therefore consider " the time has come to Though the rule and the exception are both to go

increase the grants payable to schools which have after August, the Board “ have not changed their

not elected hitherto , and do not in the future elect , view as to the general soundness of the recommenda

to cease to receive direct grants from the Board." tion of the Consultative Committee in 1911," but

( In Wales and Monmouthshire the £8 for each they feel that “ the time has come when provision

pupil between twelve and eighteen now becomes ally and as an experiment the specific requirement

£10 . ) of the Regulation may be waived. " There have

This additional grant will not be made in respect been complaints about the working of the rule ,

of pupils whose fees are paid wholly or in part by and it will be interesting to watch the effect of its

local education authorities. For the Board already removal. The practice of presenting a whole form

pay grant to local authorities in respect of their for a First Examination has not , of course , been

expenditure on payment of fees of pupils at schools confined to schools constrained thereto by being on
in receipt of direct grant . Nor will it be open the Grant List . The principle that the Examination

to governors who have elected to cease to receive is a test not of picked pupils , but of pupils " of

direct grant to change their minds on the matter reasonable industry and ordinary intelligence in an
in order to participate in the increased grants. efficient secondary school" has been generally ac

Also there is another school which will receive cepted . The Board think this conception of its

no benefit from the change. Under Article 25 the purpose should be maintained , and they rely on

Board may make a deduction from the grant if school authorities to take steps to ensure that atten

the requirements of the Regulations are tion is not concentrated unduly on pupils to be

filled - for instance , No. 15 , concerning Free Places, entered for the examination to the neglect of those

and certain of the rules in the Schedule (there is who are thought likely to fail if presented .
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THE NATIONAL UNION OF TEACHERS.

Our N.U.T. Correspondent writes : struction . The teacher knows that , whatever the

The Easter Conference of the National Union ,
nominal safeguards may be , sectarian teaching

although not by any means " lively, ” will be re
means Tests for Teachers, and he doesn't like them .

membered for the thoroughness of its debates, the Constitution of the Executive .

visit of Mr. Lloyd George, and the election of a
The proposal, by the Executive , to make pro

woman-Mrs . L. Manning-as Vice - President.

The visit of Mr. Lloyd George had , of course, no
vision by rule for the inclusion on the Executive

of two representatives of teachers engaged in
political significance. It happened that the Con

ference town - Llandudno — was in his constituency
higher education was again debated at the Confer

ence and again rejected . The reason urged against
and that he accepted the invitation always given to

M.P.'s for the district in which the Conference is
the proposal was that if one section of teachers is

held to attend and speak at the opening ceremony.

to be specially catered for other sections will

clamour for special representation. Conference

He had a very large audience, was accorded an

enthusiastic welcome, and gave a most inspiring
was of opinion that all candidates for the Executive

must seek the votes of the general electorate.
address .

There was sharp division of opinion. The motion

Education of “ the 11+ " Child . was heavily defeated on a show of hands , but on

The most debated motion on the agenda paper
a card vote the numbers were :-For, 32,881 ;

for public sessions was moved, on behalf of the
against , 43,555 .

Executive, by Mr. W. Hill , ex - President. It wel
The new policy of the Board of Education in

comed the facilities for post-primary education
dealing with cases which may involve the with

under reorganisation schemes, but expressed regret drawal of the teachers ' certificate was outlined to

at failure to give effect to some of the major re
the Conference and accepted as satisfactory. The

commendations of the Hadow Report. The debate Union will not now continue to press for an

ran into two sessions , several amendments were
“ Appeals Tribunal."

proposed and defeated, but in the end the motion

as submitted was adopted . During the debate it The following changes in the personnel of the
was apparent that great uneasiness exists about Executive have been made as a result of the elec

the future status of the junior school, the position tions :- Miss I. Haswell has replaced Mr. Beaton ;

of the teacher, and the wisdom of establishing Miss A. A. Scorrer returns in place of Mr. F.

selective central schools . Also there was evidence Barraclough ( retired) ; Mr. F. R. Bassett replaces

that not a few teachers think it would be better , Mr. G. H. Barker. Mr. T. H. Jones (London) de

where possible , to organise “ higher tops" in exist- feated Mr. C. F. Vernon ( Finchley) in the contest

ing large schools than to organise distinct and for the position of Examiner of Accounts. There
separate " senior schools." However, the policy are now seven women members of the Executive .

of the Executive prevailed .

Right of Entry .

The debate on the Executive's motion in opposi
Travelling Scholars .

tion to any " Right of Entry " into Council schools The annual Walter Hines Page Travelling

was notable for an attempt, by amendment, to get Scholarship of the English Speaking Union has

the Conference to pronounce itself in favour of the been awarded to Miss Agnes Ballance Brown , B.A. ,

“ secular solution . ' Mr. Mander stated the Union's Senior English Mistress at the Roundhay High

case against " Right of Entry,” and Mr. W. D. School, Leeds; the two special Scholarships, placed

Bentliff, Hon . Treasurer, and Mrs. Manning, ex- at the disposal of the Union by the Assistant Mis

President , opposed the amendment. The response tresses ' Association and the Association of Teachers

to the Treasurer's appeal to stand by the compro- of Domestic Subjects , have been awarded to Miss

mise and to have nothing to do with a proposal Mary Sybil Smith, Ph.D., assistant at the North

which would entirely remove religious instruction London Collegiate School, and Miss Margaret

from the schools made it evident that the amend- Kaye , of the Domestic Department at Clovelly

ment was doomed . On being put to the vote it Kepplestone School, Meads, Eastbourne , and the

was defeated by an overwhelming majority. That Chautauqua Summer School Scholarships to Miss

the “ secular solution ” should have been submitted Winifred Colliss , Head Mistress of the Heath

at all is a warning to those who are even Council Infants ' and Junior School, Chesterfield,

willing to disturb the compromise by seeking to and Miss Elizabeth May Peet, M.A. , Senior English

extend existing facilities for sectarian religious in- Mistress at the West Ham High School.

>

now
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LEGAL NOTES .

Sectarian Teaching .

The letter sent by the Board to the Dorset

Authority last October has roused the sectarian con

troversialist. Section 28 (2 ) of the Education Act ,

1921 , says of provided schools :

" No religious catechism or religious formu

lary which is distinctive of any particular de

nomination shall be taught in the school. "

This is the so - called Cowper - Temple clause that

appeared in Section 14 of the Act of 1870. The

Law Officers of the Crown advised the Board long

ago that the teaching of the Apostle's Creed is not

a contravention of the law, but it is agreed that

the teaching of the “ Duties” of the Church Cate

chism would be. The coming of the central schools,

however, which draw their population from provided

and non -provided schools alike , has created a de

mand that the bar to sectarian teaching shall be

removed .

The Anson By-law .

The Anson By-law was authorised in 1905 and

has been adopted by some 130 Authorities . It

runs : — “ The time during which every child shall

attend school shall be the whole time .. for

which the school shall be open , provided that where

the parent has notified to the managers in writing

his intention to withdraw the child from instruction

in religious subjects such time shall be for the

whole time for which the school selected shall be

open for secular instruction only .” It will be seen

that this permits of an arrangement by which de

nominational teaching can be provided in buildings

other than the school, by persons who are not on

the school staff .

Courtesy or Contract.

Such sectarian teaching does not offend Sec

tion 28. The Board's letter , however , seemed to

go further. Since it is a common practice among

authorities to permit the premises of a council

school to be used otherwise than for the purposes

of a school , “ it may be that if on occasion there

is a room which during part of the school hours

is not required for school purposes similar per

mission is sometimes given to use such room . ”

If then “ on occasion ” an authority may let a room

for a purpose unconnected with the curriculum ,

sectarian teaching, say , what is to prevent such

“ acts of courtesy" being extended into contracts

so to let a room ? The Board, in a more recent

letter to the West Riding Committee, have ex

pressed the opinion that " the assumption of such

an obligation would not be compatible with the

existing statutory responsibilities of local education

authorities.” And yet it is not easy to draw any

legal distinction between the circumstances.

ITEMS .

Dr. Robert Jones writes :

There will be held , from May 7 to May 11, an

exhibition of unusual interest to teachers. It is

to be a “ Teaching of History" Exhibition, and its

special character is that it is planned and organised

by teachers for the use and help of teachers.

The scheme originated in the South -east London

Branch of the Historical Association, and the small

Executive Committee which is managing the Exhi

bition represents that branch, the Historical Asso

ciation , the Goldsmiths' College , and a group of

teachers — chiefly in the S. E. district - who have

given their help. All types are represented - univer

sity lecturers, unspecialised primary school teachers ,

history masters, and mistresses in public and secon

dary schools , lecturers , and students in training

colleges.

The Exhibition will be held in the Goldsmiths '

College , New Cross , S.E. It will show books,

charts , diagrams, models, and various " aids ” to

history teaching. Mr. H. A. L. Fisher is to open

the Exhibition , and he will be followed by lecturers

on such subjects as “ Dangerous Places in Medieval

History, " " Dangerous Places in Modern History,"

“ International History," " London History, ” each

of them designed in view of the needs of teachers .

A New Light on America .

According to Mr. Freeborough, America is

" loaded with bribery in its very vitals," and the

reason is that American boys are often taught by

women. Bribery and corruption are women's

weapons for managing boys when they have charge

of boys' classes . The boys grow up into men , and

naturally adopt the same methods. New we know

why one of the six leading nations of the world is

foremost in corruption .

Some Appointments.

Mr. R. W. Jepson, M.A., who left Dulwich

College to become Head Master of the County

School for Boys, Bromley , has been appointed

Head Master of the Mercers ' School. He has

been succeeded by Mr. G. L. Heawood , M.A. , an

assistant master of Alleyn's School, Dulwich.

Miss G. E. M. Jebb, M.A. , Lecturer in Econo

mics at Armstrong College, University of Durham ,

has been appointed Principal of Bedford College ,

London University , in succession to Miss Tuke ,

who will retire in December this year.

Mr. C. E. Walker , of Leeds, has been appointed

Principal of Bournemouth Municipal College in
succession to Mr. L. B. Benny

Mr. Laurie Magnus succeeds Mr. Maurice

Llewelyn Davies asChairman of the Girls ' Public

Day School Trust .
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NEWS OF THE MONTH.

Gray of Bradfield . Sad but True.

A great head master, the Rev. H. B. Gray , D.D. , Professor J. E. Marcault , at a Conference on

died last month . He was appointed to St. Andrew's “ New Ideals in Education ,” told his hearers some

College, Bradfield , in 1880, when the school was startling things. “ It is a sad but true fact that

on the verge of bankruptcy , and when he retired , there is a time when intellectually a number of men

thirty years later , the school had become not only cease to evolve. If you test fifty adults at forty

successful but famous. In 1881 there were fifty years of age you will find that their mental age is

boys . He left it with over 300. It was in 1888 variable , and that some are fourteen or fifteen . ”

that Gray acquired a disused chalk pit , just outside “ By forcing the bright to wait for the dull to

the college, and converted it into a model of the reach their level we have slaughtered our geniuses."

Attic Theatre. Bradfield and Greek plays have That, of course, must be the explanation of our own

since been closely associated in public esteem . sad case.

The Lord Northcliffe Chair .

Devon and Somerset .
Lord Rothermere and Mr. Cecil Harmsworth

have given £ 30,000 to the Centenary Fund of
Though Devonshire County has thirty more pub

University College , London , to endow the Lord lic elementary schools than Somerset , the teachers '

Northcliffe Chair of Modern English Literature in
salary bill for Devon was £ 26,000 less than Somer

memory of their brother. The Chair will be filled
set's- £ 295,000 as against £ 321,000. Mr. T. S.

annually , and the holder each year is required to
Bradford , Somerset County Councillor, drew atten

deliver six lectures. Dr. Charles Sisson , the first tion to these figures and wanted to know why the

Lord Northcliffe Professor , gave an inaugural lec
estimate for salaries was up seeing that fifteen

ture on “ English Literature among Professors and
schools and more had been closed during the last

Students . "
ten years. The Chairman of the Education Com

mittee explained that the decline in the number of

Chigwell's Tercentenary. children worked out at less than two per school;

Chigwell School celebrated its tercentenary last no reduction of staff could be made on that. As

month, for it was founded on April 13 , 1629 , by for the extra £ 26,000 , Somerset tried to give a

Samuel Harsnet, Archbishop of York. Its most rather higher standard of education than Devon
noteworthy scholar was William Penn , founder of shire .

Pennsylvania, and it is proposed to make an appeal

to America for subscriptions to the memorial. A Writing Competition .

Canon Swallow , who conducted a service in the Mr. Richard Burbidge, general manager of

War Memorial Chapel , was head master from 1876 Harrods, raised public comment on his statement

to 1912 . that thousands of pounds were lost every year

A Wesleyan Secondary School .
owing to bad handwriting. The firm have replied

by offering two silver trophies, to be competed for
Already the recently opened school at Hunmanby,

by selected teams of eleven boys or eleven girls
near Filey , one of the excellent secondary schools

from any school in England. The scholars must
of the Wesleyans, is to be extended at a cost of

£18,630 . The original building cost £, 17,000 , and
be under fourteen , and will be required to write

the new block will accommodate another seventy
a paragraph from dictation , and the trophies will

five girls . Mr. T. R. Ferens, of Hull, whose muni
be awarded for the highest average marks obtained

for legibility, neatness, and accuracy. The com

ficent gifts for education are well known, has offered
petition will be held towards the end of May.

10,000 towards the capital outlay on condition

that a similar sum is raised from other sources.
Spanish Studies.

A Return Visit .
The annual prize of a return ticket to Madrid,

Last May Toc H entertained a party of German offered by the Anglo - Spanish Society, was won by

schoolboys in London ; this year it was the English K. J. Holmes , of King Edward VII School,

schoolboys' turn . A party of fifty, including boys Sheffield . Next in order of merit were Marjorie

from Wellington , Cheltenham , Christ's Hospital , Atkinson ( High School, Manchester) , V. J. Biggs

and Gresham's School, Holt , under the care of (King Edward's School, Birmingham) , A. E.

Mr. Barclay Baron, had a civic reception in Ham- Cherrill (Whitgift Middle School, Croydon ), R.

burg. They stayed there a few days and then Hilton ( Taunton's School, Southampton ), and

had a fortnight or so in Berlin as the guests of Phyllis Talbot (Welham Road County Council

the Kaiser Friedrich Gymnasium School . School, Streatham) .
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Extracts from TWO INTERESTING LETTERS concerning

NELSON'S FIRST FRENCH COURSE
By Professor R. L. GRÆME-RITCHIB and JAMES M. MOORE, M.A.

The following Communication has been sent to us from a well -known

Modern Language Master :

“ You will, I know , be interested to hear that the success of this Course has far exceeded

my expectations. To be quite frank with you, both I and my junior colleague, to whom your

representative showed the book on his visit , turned the book down at sight-merely, I fear,

because it appeared to contradict all the saws and maxims about early language teaching which

I have amassed in eighteen years' work , and which my colleague had imbibed frombooks.

Once again that amazingly incomprehensible human creature - the Public School boy --has

upset all the calculations of his pastors and masters, and refuses to behave as they allege he

should ! Of course it is true that I have changed my First French Book pretty regularly at the

beginning of each year-no course seemed to give the results that I was looking for and I had

almost determined to write a course for myself (as so many of my colleagues seem to be doing

nowadays !). I must own it would not have been anything like Ritchie and Moore's new book !

At the same time, both my colleague and myself, in three different forms-two rather dull and

the other distinctly bright - have got the boys' interest as never before, and are getting results.

Considering thatthe bare bones of nothing but sentences, of novery exciting character, to be

translated from English into French and back again, is all that is apparently presented to the

children, few Modern Language specialists would credit it . But the facts are there and it

only remains for us to find a reason .

" I think myself that the average editor has been trying to do too much for us in the past,

almost up to giving the lesson for us ! The result has been that , in endeavouring to present

the book in our own way, with our own little personal bias of the best way of teaching each

step, we have fallen between two stools and the wretched children have suffered . In R. and

M.'s book the bare bones are there, and practically nothing else. The course could be used by

either an old dug -out of fifty years ago, working by rule and rote, or by an ultra-modernist who

forbids a word of Englishin his classroom , or again by that very large majority of language

specialists to-day who compromise by adopting as much as seems valuable in both the ultra

schools. Perhaps the very impersonality of Ritchie and Moore's work is its greatest advantage

- every teacher can add the personal element, and in so doing make the book ‘ his own .' '

The above was submitted to Mr. Moore, who replied as follows :

“ I was very much interested in the experience of your correspondent. Hehas discovered

for himself theproper use of the First Course and has expressed very clearly its aim . I had come

to exactly the same conclusion—that the ordinary French course tried to impose on the teacher

the writer's own method — which, good , or even excellent though it might be in his hands, was

not likely to suit the average teacher. In this Course we aim at giving the teacher the absolutely

necessary material — the stone and lime with which he may build up his own method. I had

hoped that it would suit practically any method , and your correspondent has been broadminded

enough to discover and admit that it does.

" I am glad to have had this candid appreciation of the First Part, as it gives mecourage to

persevere with the same method in the Second . It is planned on these lines and intended to

leave the intelligent teacher a free hand , while providing a safe course for those who prefer to

stick to the text. That is why it suits both the intelligent and the backward class."

NELSON'S FIRST FRENCH COURSE is one of the “ Modern Studies

Series, and is published at 1s. 9d. Further particulars on application to

THOMAS NELSON LTD.

35 & 36 Paternoster Row , London, E.C.4

& SONS,
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LITERARY SECTION .

BOOKS AND THE MAN. as rapidly as circumstances will permit. Akin to

Education in 1928.

these developments is the Board's wise decision

to abandon their practice of conducting examina

In its new form the Annual Report of the Board tions for teachers in elementary schools. Hence

of Education is an excellent piece of work , bringing forward the old division between these teachers

together in one volume the general observations and their colleagues working in other schools will

and the necessary statistics. A further improve- become gradually obliterated, and it may be that

ment is the promptitude with which it is now com- before long the Board's Certificate will be replaced

piled and issued. The Report for last year has by a licence to teach , granted on the result of

already appeared, and may be obtained through university examinations and after due consultation

H.M. Stationery Office for 4s . net or 4s. 3d. post with the Teachers Registration Council and other

paid . The special interest of this volume is in bodies having a direct interest in the standard of

the concise review of the activities of the Board qualification among teachers . Accompanying these

concerning the reorganisation of elementary schools, developments there has been a steady growth in

the development of secondary education , the attempt the number of pupilsof pupils attending grant-earning

to link up education with commerce and industry secondary schools, and the President has been at

and the inquiries conducted by the Malcolm Com- great pains to enlist the interest and co -operation

mittee and the Consultative Committee of the Board. of powerful representatives of commerce and indus

Note is also taken of the Report of the Duchess He has pointed out that our schools and

of Atholl's Committee on Examinations for Part- universities are ready to play a great part in sup

time Students , and the work done by the Committee plying men and women who are fit to take their

on Universities and Training Colleges over which place as leaders , not only in the professions as

Mr. R. G. Mayor presided . hitherto, but also in business houses. The Report

The mere mention of these topics will serve as reminds us that if the co -operation of leaders of

a reminder that during last year the President and industry can be secured the Board are ready to

his colleagues were in no way slowing down in encourage developments which will have a power

prospect of a General Election . Alike in his speeches ful effect in promoting the economic welfare of

and in his official memoranda , Lord Eustace Percy the nation .

has shown a growing mastery of his job, and Meanwhile the figures show us that in England

many of us will feel regret if a turn of the political and Wales there are 21,352 schools ranking as

wheel should result in his departure from the Board , elementary , with 170,549 teachers and over five and

even though we find ourselves able to bear without a-half million pupils . There are 1,329 secondary-

undue grief the loss of other members of the schools on the Grant List , with 377,540 pupils and

Cabinet , 20,102 full-time teachers , of whom 49.7 per cent .

The record may be summed up briefly. To were men and 50.3 per cent. women. The propor

begin with , a distinct advance has been made tion of graduate teachers in secondary schools is

towards getting rid of the notion that a public increasing , 81.7 per cent . being men and 63.9 per

elementary school must be designed and conducted cent . being women . The elementary schools still

to meet the needs of the children of the “ labouring contain an undue proportion of unqualified or semi
poor " and for this purpose only . It is manifest, qualified teachers , 33,852 being uncertificated, and

of course , that the children of working men will 8,734 being classed as “ supplementary," a term

always form the great majority of those who attend which is used to describe women teachers who

public elementary schools, but this was never a have entered upon the work without any academic

sufficient reason for treating such schools as places qualification or professional training. There is a

akin to workhouses, wherein buildings , equipment , slow decrease in the number of unqualified teachers

and opportunities afforded to teachers were to be employed , but in rural areas supplementary teachers

governed by the notion that education should be still hold over 7,000 posts. Also there are far too

sparingly doled out as if it were a dangerous boon many schools on what is called the Black List ,

and likely to lead the pupils into wrong courses. which means that the premises are totally unsatis
Lord Eustace Percy has accepted the principle that factory or such as to demand extensive alteration.

education in public elementary schools should go These still number nearly 2,000 , although during
beyond the primary stage , with the corollary that last year 277 were removed from the List and

a secondary stage , beginning at the age of eleven arrangements
were made for the removal of a further

plus , must be available for all children . Already 349. The Report is a record of progress as well
arrangements are going forward to this end , not so as of purpose.

rapidly as some of us could wish , it is true, but SELIM MILES.

1
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METHUEN'S NEW AND RECENT BOOKS

ENGLISH

VERY YOUNG VERSES. By A. A. MILNE . With 73 of the

original Illustrations by E. H. SHEPARD . 28 . ( Methuen's

Modern Classics. )

FOUNDATIONS OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION.

By J. D. STEPHENSON, English Master at Highgate School.

Crown Hvo. 28. 60 .

EIGHT LITTLE PLAYS FOR CHILDREN . By ROSE FYLEMAN .
School Edition . Fcap . 8vo. Is. 62 .

PLAIN PROSE. By W. E. WILLIAMS, B.A. Crown 8vo . 38. 60 .

An analysis, illustrasted by extracts, of the principles upon which

a serviceable style must be based .

SELECTIONS FROM EVELYN'S DIARY. By H. A. TREBLE .

Fcap. 8vo . 28.

SELECTIONS FROM SWIFT. By W. T. WILLIAMS, M.A. Fcap.
vo . 2s.

TWENTIETH CENTURY LITERATURE : The Age of Interrogation .

Hy A. C. WARD. Crown 8vo. Ss. net . A general survey of all

branches of contemporary literature .

CHEMISTRY

AN INTRODUCTION TO CHEMISTRY. By J. MORRIS, M.A.

(Oxon .), author of " Outlines of Inorganic Chemistry. " . With 4.2

Diagrams. Crown 8vo. 36. An illustrated " first book ."

A CLASSBOOK OF PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY. First Year. By J.

MORRIS, M.A. (Oxon . ) . With 37 Diagrams. Fcap. 8vo. 28 .

OUTLINES OF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY . By J. MORRIS, M.A.
Crown 8vo . 78. 6d . Also in two parts . Pari I, 48. Part II , 4.

VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS. By A. W. WELLINGS, B.Sc. Crown

Hvo . 58 .

CONCISE SUMMARY OF ELEMENTARY ORGANIC

CHEMISTRY. By F. H. CONSTABLE, M.A., D.Sc., Ph.D.,

Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. 48. 6d .

THE GREAT CHEMISTS . By E. J. HOLMYARD, M.A. With a

Frontispiece . 28. 6d . Prize Edition . 38. 60. nel .

THE GREAT ENGINEERS. By IVOR B. HART, O.B.E. , Ph.D.,

B.Sc. With 33 Diagrams. 28. 6d . Prize Edition . 38. 6d . net .

CHEMISTRY IN DAILY LIFE. By S. GLASSTONE, D.Sc. , Ph.D. ,
F.I.C., Lecturer in Physical Chemistry in the University of

Sheffield . With 22 Diagrams. Crown 8vo. 68. net.

HISTORY

A HANDBOOK FOR HISTORY TEACHERS. Edited by D.

DYMOND , Goldsmiths ' College, University of London . Crown

Hvo . 38. 6d .

A JUNIOR ANCIENT HISTORY. For Middle Forms . Hy A. N.

DALE, M.A. Crown 8vo . 39. 60 .

A JUNIOR HISTORY OF EUROPE . By DOROTHY K. GORDON,
M.A. Crown 8vo. 58. Also in Two Parts . 1. 410--1527 . 28. 6 .

II . 1527-1927 . 38 .

A JUNIOR HISTORY OF ENGLAND . By A. W. P. GAYFORD ,

B.A., Senior History Master at Dulwich College . Crown 8vo .

35. 6 .

A HISTORY OF GREECE. By CYRIL E. ROBINSON, B.A. ,

Winchester College , author of " A History of England." With 33
Illustrations, 2. Slaps, and an End -paper Diagram . Crown 8vo .

7. 60 .

ENGLISH THOUGHT IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. By

D. C. SOMERVELL, M.A. Crown 8vo . 68. net .

STUDIES IN THE NAPOLEONIC WARS. By Sir CHARLES

W. C. OMAN , K.B.E., M.A. , M.P. 8s . 60. net .

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE SINCE 1783.

By Prol. A. P. NEWTON and Prof. J. EWING . With 11 Illus

trations and 4 Maps. ( In the press . )

HISTORY OF POLITICAL THOUGHT IN THE SIXTEENTH

CENTURY. By J. W. ALLEN, late Professor of History at Bed

lord College, London . Demy 8vo . 21s . net.

ENGLISH LIFE IN ENGLISH LITERATURE.

General Editors: EILEEN POWER, M.A., D.Lit ., and A. W.

REED, M.A. , D.Lit. Seven Volumes. Each 68. net .

A series of source -books for students of history and of literature

to illustrate the social environment in which our great authors

lived.

England from Chaucer to Caxton. By H. S. BENNETT. M.A.,

University Lecturer in English, Emmanuel College, Cambridge.

England in Shakespeare's Day. By G. B. HARRISON , M.A.,

Lecturer in English at King's College, l'niversity of London.

England in Johnson's Day. By M. DOROTHY GEORGE, M.A.

England from Wordsworth to Dickens. By R. W. KING, M.A.,

Lecturer in English , University College, Bangor.

Other volumes in preparation .

PHYSICS

METHUEN'S MONOGRAPHS ON PHYSICAL SUBJECT8. Edited

by B. L. WORSNOP, B.Sc. , Ph.D., Lecturer in Physics in the
University of London . Fcap. evo . Illustrated . 28. d. net each .

1. Spectra . By R. C. JOHNSON , M.A.

2. Wave Mechanics . By II . T. FLINT, Ph.D. , D.Sc. ( 38. 6d . net . )

3. The Physical Prinoiples of Wirelese. By J. A. RATCLIFFE,
M.A.

4. The Conduotion of Electricity Through Gases . By K. G.

EMELEUS, Ph.D.

In preparation .

5. X -Rays . By B. L. WORSNOP, D.Sc.

6. The Applications of interforometry . By W. EWART WIL

LIAMS, M.Sc.

7. The Thermionic Valve. By E. V. APPLETON, M.A., D.Sc. ,
F.R.S.

THE GREAT PHYSICISTS. Bv IVOR B. HART, O.B.E. , Ph.D. ,

B.Sc. With 25 Diagrams. 25. 6d . Prize Edition . 38. Ed . Bet .

TEST EXAMINATION PAPERS

( Matriculation Standard . )

Test Examinations in Latin . C. A. F. GREEN, M.A. Is . 30 .

Tost Examinations in English . W. T. WILLIAMS, M.A. , and G. H.

VALLINS, B.A. 18. 3d .

Test Examinations in Fronch . T. R. N. CROFTS, M.A.

( In preparation .)

Test Examinations in History . A. W. P. GAYFORD, B.A.

In preparation.)

Test Examinations in German . A. S. MACPHERSON , MA 18. 60 .

Tost Examinations in Goography, D. WILFORD. Is. 30 .

Test Examinations in Physics. A. W. ANSCOMBE . 16. 30 .

Test Examinations in Chemistry. F. M. OLDHAM . Is. 30 .

Test Examinations in Botany. MARY A. JOHNSTONE, B.Sc.

( In preparation .)
Test Examinations in Mathematics. A. S. PRATT , M.A. Is. 60 .

With Outlines to Answers. 38 .

Matriculation Advanced Mathematics Test Papers . A. S. PRATT,

M.A. 18. 9d .

Test Examinations in Mechanics . A. S. PRATT. Is . 6d .

(Higher Certificate Standard . )

Higher Certificate Mathematical Test Papers . A. S. PRATT, M.A.

1s. 6d .

Higher Certificate Applied Mathematics Test Papers. A. S. PRATT ,
M.A. 18. 9d .

Higher Certificate Chemistry Test Papers . J. MORRIS, M.A.
Is. 6d .

Higher Certificate Physics Test Papers. By A. H. COOPER , M.Sc.
13. 60 .

LATIN AND GREEK

EASY LATIN FOR BEGINNERS. By R. E. BURNS, LL.B., and

A. E. BURNS, B.A. Crown 8vo. 28. 60 .

LATIN PROSE REVISION. By B. H. RENDALL , M.A. Fcap .

Svo . 2s . A series of short exercises suitable for the top forms

of Preparatory Schools and the lower forms of Public Schools.

THE PIRATES ; AND THREE OTHER LATIN PLAYS ON

CAESAR'S LIFE. By HAROLD MATTINGLY, N.A. Fcap .

#vo . 2s . 60 . Four plays, written in simple Latin, and designed

to familiarise pupils with life in the Rome of Caesar and Cicero.

A HANDBOOK OF GREEK MYTHOLOGY. By H. J. ROSE, M.A.,

Professor of Greek in the University of St. Andrews. Deny 8vo.
16 $ . net

METHUEN & CO. Ltd., 36 Essex Street, LONDON , W.C. 2
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Education .

THE AFRICAN LIFE READERS. Primer, Is . ; First

Reader, is . 3d.; Second and Third Readers,

is. 6d . each. (Ginn .)

These Readers represent a new method of ap

proach to the problem of teaching the young African

how to read. The principle is worth noting, since

it may be applied with advantage in every part of

the British Commonwealth where native races are

coming into contact with our language and litera

We are to -day experiencing some of the ills

which result from a mistaken method of handling

the problem , and we may look back ruefully to the

early attempts to turn young Hindus into fervent

admirers of such works as Gray's “ Elegy in a

Country Churchyard" or select plays of Shake

speare. " The African Life Readers ' are

piled by Miss Rachel Anne Fuller , with the help

of a committee of teachers from Africa, and they

aim at teaching the child to read and speak English

in terms of his own daily surroundings. Inasmuch

as these differ according to locality, the stories
and lessons are varied in order to foster mutual

understanding This excellent purpose does not

run counter to the aim of the series , but rather

heightens interest . The method is direct , calling

for action first, and the excellent coloured drawings,

especially those in the primer and first book , are

skilfully introduced to illustrate things and actions
represented by words. These things and actions

are such as the pupil will recognise at once in the

picture and find helpful in associating words and

sounds. Repetition is provided for without the risk

of tedium , and the four booklets are exceedingly

well graded . There are lists of words for practice ,

and in the later volumes an attempt is made to

introduce such topics as weights and measures and

coinage. The simplicity and direct approach which
mark these booklets will ensure for them success

in Africa , and the principle on which they have

been compiled is worthy of adoption elsewhere .

pages devoted to books of reference , one page of

preface, wherein the author tells us how his former

pupils have prospered, and a page of epilogue, in

which he tells us that he contributes to a well

known educational newspaper and advises us to

read it regularly.

It is all very naive, and the flavour of guileless

ness is strengthened when we are confronted at

the outset by an inset list of no fewer than thirty

two " errata," with the explanation that " the proof

reading was done under difficulties." All proof

reading is done under difficulties, but it is seldom

that so many errors are permitted to appear in a
serious book . With a sympathetic sigh we pass

on to the book itself, which falls into two sections,

dealing respectively with “ Matter, " or " What
Shall Teach ? ” and “Method," or “ The

Teacher's Art and Craft. " In both of these our

author shows himself to be well versed in what

has been said and written . His weakness lies in

selection and arrangement. The book is far too

comprehensive in its aim, and we are at times left

in doubt as to what the writer means. Thus, in

discussing the question of bias in the curriculum ,

he tells us that " the curriculum should be coloured

by the locality , but should look beyond it."

should be added that he proceeds to describe vari

ous kinds of curricula and displays a first -hand

knowledge of conditions in different types of school.
The chief fault of the book is that too much is

attempted . Instead of indicating the purport of regu

lations and the bearing of other men's views, Mr.

Davis is prone to set them forth in full or at great

length , with the result that his own argument is
obscured. As material for a prolonged lecture

course these chapters may be useful , but as pabulum

for the young teacher's own reading they are too
diffuse . Nevertheless the book is interesting and

valuable as revealing the mind of an experienced

teacher who has developed the excellent habit of

thinking out the reasons for methods and for the

various components of the curriculum . D.

BibliCAL MORAL INSTRUCTION.

CONDUCT CHARACTER : by Canon Morley

Stevenson and C. W. Bailey. ( is . 6d. Dent. )

Nineteenth -century evangelicals might have looked

dubiously at a scheme of “ Ethical Readings" such

as two experienced educationists have here gathered

from the two Testaments, but Canon Stevenson and

his colleague stride past “ Articles of Belief " and

choose biographies and legends and prophesyings

and parables, &c. (Joseph , David , Elijah , Nehe

miah, Daniel, Sheep and Goats, Good Samaritan,

and pages from the Epistles) , purely with a view to

personal and social conduct - issues. They finely and

significantly close with St. Paul's Hymn to Charity.

F. J. G.

( Continued on page 168.)

R.

AND

THE MATTER AND METHOD OF MODERN TEACHING :

by Valentine Davis, B.Sc. (6s . net . Cart

wright & Rattray . )

This book contains a trifle less than 400 pages,

including a three -page " Prologue" by Miss Wini

fred Mercier, the distinguished Principal of White

lands Training College , who commends the encyclo

pædic nature of the work and tells us that nothing

of interest to teachers is alien from its purpose,

Certainly Mr. Davis has made a wide stretch in his

endeavour to leave nothing out . Of the 400 pages

the equivalent of at least 140 are taken up with

quotations from other books and from official regu

lations or pamphlets. In addition , there are 21
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EDWARD ARNOLD & CO ., LONDON

HISTORY WITH THE NEW OUTLOOK

Britain and Europe

AN INTRODUCTION TO HISTORY.

By R. A. F. MEARS, M.A. , B.Litt., F.R.Hist.S., Senior

History Master, Warwick School.

Profusely illustrated. Book I, 3s. Book II, 3s . 6d .

This is a strikingly original and valuable course designed for

pre- School Certificate stage. It combines British and European

history and shows how our country has been influenced by the

civilisations of the past and by great continental movements .

No better book could be desired for inculcating a broad and

super -national outlook to history .

IMPORTANT NEW VOLUME IN

A Progressive Geography

By C. B. THURSTON , B.Sc., F.R.G.S , Geography Master,

Kilburn Grammar School.

BOOK IIA . BRITAIN OVERSEAS.

By using the new volume in place of Books II and III where

desired , this series may now beused as either a four- or a five-year

course to School Certificate. Each volume is fully illustrated .

Book 1. The Home Region and Home Land . 160 pages. 28, 3d.

Book II . Africa and Australasia . 2s . 3d .

Book 111. America , 192 pages . 2s. 6d .

Book iv. Eurasia . 2s. 9d .

Book V. Th . World . 450 pages . 5s.

160 pages.

224 pages.

SO SO

NEW EDITION .

A Social and

Industrial

History of

England

By F. W. TICKNER, D.Lit. ,

B.Sc. Econ . 7s . 6d. net.

Or Three Parts, 3s . each .

This well known text -book

has been completely revised and

now comes down to 1928 .

Just Out 38. 6d . net

A Housemaster

and His Boys

“ There is much vital information ,

vivaciously imparted , that we are inclined to place

it among the best hall -dozen books of its indis

pensable species . This Housemaster's book is an

amazing revelation of the service and self-sacrifice

which are the basis of Public School life , and it is

to be hoped many parents will read it and take

its advice . "-Morning Post, Leader .

NEW EDITION .

Arnold's

Short

English

History

By C. E. M. HAWKES

WORTH, M.A.

The addition of a chapter on

the 20th century brings this

popular concise work completely

28.

up to date.

The Building of the Modern World
By J. A. BRENDON , B.A. , F.R.Hist.S. With many Maps

a d Ilustrations. Four Books, 25. 6d . each

A series giving a clear account of the development of modern

European civiti -ation .

1. The Childhood of the Wostern Nations (300—1453).

II . The Age of Discovery (1453-1660 ).

111. The Expansion of Europe ( 1660-1795).

IV. Since 1789 (To 1924 ).

English Diaries

Edited by ELIZABETH D'OYLY. With an Introduction by

Professor GEORGE GORDON. 25. 6d .

A new selection of extracts, by the Editor of “ English Letters "

and “ English Essays," which give a vivid picture of life and

thought from the sixteenth century to the present day.

Elementary Botany

By W. WATSON, D.Sc. , Biology Master, Taunton School.

Covers a complete course up to Higher Certificate Standard .
Fully Illustrated . 6s. 6d .

“ This pleasantly written book is serviceable both in school (class -room

and laboratory) and in the field , and is successful in correlating the two

types of work . " - The Journal of Education .

Third Leaders from The Times

A School Selection from these fine modern essays, which form

excellent models for Essay -Writing and Composition. With an

Introduction by Prof. GEORGE GORDON, 256 pages. 25. 6d .

" The teacher of English will welcome a book so full of varied interest ,

so fruitful and suggestive in starting original thought. " - Schoolmaster.

Three Plays of Sheridan

The Laureate Song Book
Adapted and Edited by THOMAS F. DUNHILL.

NEW PUPILS' EDITION.

With words and Tunes only (both notations) . Two parts, 9d. each .

Complete Edition with Accompaniments. 2s . each part .

THE RIVALS, THE SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL, THE CRITIC.

Edited, with Introductions and Notes, by GUY BOAS, M.A. ,

St. Paul's School. Separately , Limp Cloth , is . 3d, each ; or in

one volume, Cloth Boards, 3s .

" Mr. Boas has the art of making introductions and notes interesting,

and his essay -questions show resource and ingenuity . ” — The Journal of
Education.

EDWARD ARNOLD & CO., 41-43 Maddox Street, W.1
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English .

READING AND THINKING (Book VI) : edited by

Richard Wilson , B.A. , D.Litt. ( 25. rod.

Nelson .)

This volume well keeps up the reputation of an

admirable series which we have had occasion to

commend already . The subject matter in this in

stance could not have been better chosen. Appen

dixes contain interesting and useful comments and

questions, short biographical notices , and library

lists . Some excellent coloured reproductions of

well known pictures are included .

First GRAMMAR LESSONS : by Charlotte M. Mason .

( is . 6d . Dent. )

This little book is an introduction to the first

principles of English grammar, written in simple

language for children round about the age of nine ,

and as such it would seem quite adequate and

well put for its purpose.

We must confess, however, that , apart from the

interest attaching to the author's name, we cannot
admit that the book contains anything in the way

of subject matter or method to distinguish it from

the regiments of books on similar lines which have

appeared in quite recent times . Possibly this may

not be regarded as a drawback.

Blackie's ENGLISH STUDY READERS (Book V) .

( 25. gd . Blackie. )

We have favourably reviewed this series on

previous occasion , and the volume before us in no

way falls short of its predecessors. The subject

matter is very well chosen , and the illustrations ,

some of which are in colour , are excellent . Self

study exercises and vocabularies are appended .

Notes to “ Poems OF TO -DAY . " First and Second

Series. Compiled by H. R. Hall . (6d. each .

Sidgwick & Jackson . )

On the covers of these booklets there appears a

notice to the effect that the English Association

takes no responsibility for this or any other collec

tion of notes to “ Poems of To-day.” Inasmuch

as the Association performed the great service of

collecting and issuing the selection , and carefully

refrained from including any notes , we may gather

that notes are not to be encouraged . Hence the

warning on the cover. Hence, too , a topic for de

bate, and one which will be duly discussed in

coming issues of THE EDUCATION OUTLOOK. The

question is whether we are to use plain texts alone

or to supply notes for the use of pupils , or to have

annotated texts for the private use of teachers.

Without waiting for the verdict we may say that if

we are to have notes they should be compiled with

discretion and be provocative of inquiry instead of

shutting it down in magisterial fashion . Teachers

are almost as human as their pupils , and if they

are supplied with notes and interpretations which

a

are plausible they may be tempted to disgorge

them without troubling to relate them to their own

knowledge and ideas. Later, the pupils, in turn ,

will disgorge them, in a moremore or less mutilated

form , on examination papers.

In these booklets a difficult task has been carried

through with discretion and a corresponding

measure of success . The compiler has evidently

tried to avoid superfluity of help, and , although it

is possible that some of his notes are not needed

by some people, it is probable that few or none

could supply his explanations offhand . It may be

that some of these explanations could be improved,

some dispensed with, but, taken as a whole, they

are excellent for their purpose. A wise teacher

will treat them as material for further investigation

and as subjects for " project work. " A Lancashire

teacher , for example, may invite comment on the

meaning given to the dialect word " agate ."

will probably find that his pupils understand that

" to get agate ” is to make a start , to begin , applied

either to a task or a journey. But in these notes

the meaning is given as going abroad or out. The

error is trivial, but it may be turned to good use.

Other notes, and these by far the most numerous,

are clearly the outcome of much hard work and

patient research such as a busy teacher is hardly

likely to undertake . In theory, of course, he ought

to know it all beforehand , but in practice he doesn't,

and he may use these notes with a clear conscience,

provided always that he does not use them as a

complete substitute for his own professional skill .

R.

History .

HISTORY THAT RUNS, LAUGHS, AND FASHIONS .

SUGGESTIONS FOR PRACTICAL WORK WORLD

HISTORY : by 1. O. Evans. (6d. Evans,

24 Haydon Park Road , S.W.19.)

" Pick out the planets," " Look through a spectro

scope,” “ Visit South Kensington Museum " -such

are the genial commands which impel young

learners (on the basis of H. G. Wells's “ Outline' ' )

to pick up the history of “ The World before Man ."

And in this way Mr. Evans's thirty - nine articles

travel over thirty-nine historical sections. At every

stage the orders ring out . We reach the origin of
writing , and the imperious voice cries : “ Learn the

picture-writing signs used in maps, " Copy a

cuneiform inscription, " " Learn the Runic alphabet,'

&c. We reach the close of the Middle Ages, and

the decree runs : “ Attend services at Roman

Catholic churches and at Protestant churches , ' '

“ Learn how to bind a book," &c. We arrive at

to -day, and are persuaded to “ Visit trade union

meetings" and to “ Play Norman Angell's money

game, " & c. The “ Kibbo Kift" organisation, which

inspires this lively scheme, loves grass and hills

(Continued on page 170.)

IN
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Books from the House of Grant

REVEAL TRENDS IN MODERN TEACHING METHODS

NOW READY.

THE SENTENCE METHOD OF TEACHING READING

By J. HUBERT JAGGER, M.A. , D.Litt.

Price 38. 6d .

A book that teachers in Infants' Schools will enjoy reading , even though it assails accepted methods.

The book is piquant in style and helpful in suggestion .

Ready A COURSE IN TECHNICAL DRAWING
Shortly .

(Suitable for Industrial Courses in Central and Technical Schools, also for the preparatory stages of
Technical Continuation and 11 Plus Classes . )

By DAVID MILLER, B.Sc. , A.M.I.E.E.

A pupil's text-book (in 2 Parts) on the principles and practice of technical drawing in industry, arranged
for school use .

The work, which is copiously illustrated, is written on thoroughly practical lines, and there is an easy

grading and continuity in the examples and exercises . The work will be published at a moderate price and

will contain a three years ' Scheme of Work .

JUST PUBLISHED .

THE DEFINITE GEOMETRY

By CHARLES IRVING PAYNE , M.A.

Full Cloth , 9d.

An introduction to geometry through graded exercises .

POEMS OLD AND NEW

By H. N. ALTON .

Book 1 - The Fairy Ring, 10d. Book II - Magic Words, 10d.

Book III - Golden Voices, ls. 2d. Book IV - Time's Echoes , 1s. 4d.

“ I consider the collection really excellent and hope to adopt it in this department at the earliest oppor

tunity." - J. Jackson, Esq. , Head Master , Barrow Island Boys' School , Barrow -in -Furness.

"Your 'Poems Old and New ' is a really remarkable production and most enticing to a teacher . " - James

Easson , Esq . , Drumlanrig School, Roxburgh .

AN UP - TO -DATE SERIES OF HUMAN GEOGRAPHIES

LANDS AND LIFE

By E. C. T. HORNIBLOW, B.Sc. (Econ . ) , F.R.G.S. Illustrated by NORMAN HOWARD.

Book I , 18. 10d . ; Book II, 28. ; Book III, 28. 6d . ; Books IV, V, and VI in active

process of preparation .

This new Series is unique in geographical text-books. As the title suggests, these books are on the most

modern lines of geographical method and practice .

THE DEFINITE ARITHMETIC

Book I , ed .; Book II , ed .; Book III, 10d .; Book IV, 18.; Book V, Is . 3d .; Book VI , 1s. 4d .;

Teachers ' Handbooks to above : Book VII , 1s. 60 .

Books I, II , and III , price 2s . 60. each . Books IV, V , and VI, price 38. 6d . each .

The distinctive features of the series are as follows:

1. The work is so planned as to give the pupil an adequate grasp of the fundamental rules and

cesses of Arithmetic.

2. The Scholars' Books are intended to supplement the efforts of the Class Teacher, and are readily

adaptable to the requirements of " group " methods of teaching .

3. In the compilation of the series , due regard has been given to the ideas evolved from modern

research in the field of mathematics .

THE GRANT EDUCATIONAL CO. (LONDON) LTD., 3 Eagle St., Southampton Row , W.C.1,
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and camp fires and handicrafts and jumps. What

Gibbon and Mommsen would say we cannot guess.

What the present-day examiner would say we can

guess. Most healthy young people would not be

conscientious objectors. F. J. G.

FROM SAVAGERY TO CIVILISATION .

THE UNITED World : by the late S. S. Sherman

and Hebe Spaull. Foreword by Dr. G. P.

Gooch . ( is . gd. Dent.)

" A world which has got rid of the menace of

war, ” observe the authors , “ will be a world in

which the nations can apply their full energies to

industry and trade, to art and science . ” But our

young and immature world has already made credit

able progress from the grim days of caves and

flint knives, and the story of this evolution of lan

guage, art , machinery, commerce, hygiene, and

political organisation is here narrated in diction

suited to ages eleven or twelve to fifteen . Thus,

with pleasant pictures to help, we are brightly led

up to the League of Nations. F. J. G.

without saying that it is accurate. The units of

all the constants are, however, omitted in the table

on the last page. The illustrations are clear, and

the whole book is pleasingly produced. Although

quite adequate for Matriculation standard, the book

is hardly detailed enough for the Intermediate

examination except for a student who would be

content with the barest minimum of knowledge.

The published price is quite reasonable.

R. S. M.

Mathematice .

( 1 ) Test EXAMINATIONS IN MECHANICS. ( is . 6d .)

(2 ) MATRICULATION ADVANCED MATHEMATICS

Test PAPERS . ( is. ed .) (3) HIGHER CERTIFI

CATE APPLIED MATHEMATICS Test PaPeRS.

( 1s. 9d . ) By A. S. Pratt , M.A. , M.Sc.

(Methuen .)

Mr. Pratt has compiled three further little books

of examination papers. The first one contains

questions in applied mathematics up to School Cer

tificate standard , while the titles of the other two

are self -explanatory. They will probably be wel

comed more by the busy schoolmaster who is look

ing about for problems to set his pupils than by

the pupils who will have to spend many hours

working out the said problems. R. S. M.

PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS . Part I : by J. Gagan,

B.Sc. (4s. 6d . Sidgwick & Jackson .)

This is the first of a series of three books which

the author is preparing for those whose interests

lie chiefly on the technical or practical side of

mathematics. It deals principally with the graphical

representation of simple functions and elementary

algebra and trigonometry. A special feature of

the book is the fact that the examples have been

drawn from wide and varied sources, and are

likely to prove of great interest to the student.

The most valuable chapter is that entitled " Func

tionality Exhibited by Graphs," where the use of

both Cartesian and Polar co -ordinates is described

and several useful diagrams are reproduced . The

other volumes will be awaited with interest .

R. S. M.

Geography.

EUROPE AND ASIA : by R. E. Parry, B.A. (4s. 6d.

Pitman .)

This is Volume IV of a series of books that

aims at giving a scientific study of human settle

ment. The volume before us is fairly successful in

realising this aim , relates man and his settlements

to his environment, and links a fair amount of

history with the stage in which it was enacted .

We can recommend the book to teachers and

senior pupils but not, as the preface suggests, to

central schools or the new senior primary schools ,

the somewhat detailed nature of the information

and the difficult language putting the book quite

out of court for these younger pupils. There are

a number of uncommon pictures , copious extracts ,

and a useful bibliography,

Physics .

INTERMEDIATE Heat : by R. A. Houstoun , M.A.,

D.Sc. ( 35. 6d . Longmans. )

The appearance of a new book by Dr. Houstoun

is always awaited with interest , and his latest

publication is an elementary text-book on heat in

the same style as his " Intermediate Light " and

" Intermediate Electricity and Magnetism," already

published by Messrs. Longman, Green & Co. In

this book the author hardly maintains the high

standard that he has set for himself in this series ,

and it almost seems as though he never got really

interested in his subject. The treatment proceeds

upon entirely conventional lines , and , although the

book is well written , it lacks the originality of

thought włuch so often characterises Dr. Houstoun .

The subject matter is well set out , and it goes

KENT EDUCATION COMMITTEE

Folkestone Summer School for Teachers.

Eleventh Year - 3rd to 31st August, 1929.

Principal: Mr. F. H. KNOWLES, F.Coll.H.

( 1 ) Art, including Drawing, Design, and Composition . ( 2 ) Craft Work

in wood , metal, leather , &c. Needlework, and Practical Activities. (3 )

Speech training and oral work in English. (4) Regional Survey , in

cluding Geography and Local History, as outdoor studies. ( 5 ) Home.

crafts for non -specialist teachers in ruralschools. (6 ) Organisation and

Methods for Teachers of Infants . General Course in Choral Singing and

Folk Dancing open to all students attending the School.

General lectures will be given upon educational subjects . Excursions

will be arranged to places of interest . Prospectus and forms of applica

tion for admission to the School and the Hostels may be obtained from

E. SALTER DAVIES,

Director of Education ,

Springfield, Maidstone, Kent.
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224 pages.

MON LIVRE

By E. SAXELBY, Bolton School

PREMIER COURS DE FRANCAIS

Illustrated . 2s.6d.

COURS MOYEN 224 pages. Illustrated. 28. 6d .

COURS SUPÉRIEUR 200 pages. 26. 6d.

Phonetic Transcript First ten lessons Premier Cours.

Phonetic Dictations, Lessons XI-XXVI 40 pages. 1s.

Key to Cours Supérieur 62 pages. 28. 6d .

Some Notes on the Teaching of French 30 pages. 1s.

An attractive and thorough French Course on modified direct method lines, which covers every stage of learning the

language from its first beginnings up to and including the work necessary for an examination of School Certificate or Matri
culation standard . Cours Supérieur will prove useful, in addition , preparation for the Subsidiary French paper in the

Higher School Certificate Examination.

AVENTURES DE LA FAMILLE GAUTIER

By J. E. SPINK and V. MILLIS 224 pages.224 pages . Illustrated. 2s. 6d.

A first -year reader which describes in simple, interesting parrative the holiday adventures of some French children who are travelling

with their parents in the different regions of France. The narrative is charmingly written and illustrated. Its atmosphere is typically

French. Thegreater part of the book is in the present tense, the sentence structure and phraseologythroughout being verysimple. Question

naires on eachsection ofthematerial are contained at the end ofthereading matter, and tbe book closeswitha French - Englishvocabulary.

A complete list of modern language publications will be forwarded on application . Books sent for the examination of teachers.

GINN AND COMPANY LTD ., 7 Queen Square, London , W.C.1

FOUNDED
.1889

SUCCES7.
51
1

Central School of Speech Training and

Dramatic Art

( Incorporated ).

Principal : MISS ELSIE FOGERTY .

Summer School of Speech Training,

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE ANNEXE, OXFORD .

July 29 to August 10 .

Full course of Speech Training, Voice Classes, Curative Work , Phonetics,
Recitation , Mime Classes.

SUMMER SCHOOL OF DRAMA

at MALVERN ,

From AUGUST 19-31, 1929 .

During Sir Barry Jackson's Bernard Shaw Festival.

For further particulars applyto

THE REGISTRAR, CENTRAL SCHOOL,

ROYAL ALBERT HALL, LONDON , S.W.7.

NORMAL

UNIVERSITÉ DE RENNES (France)

FRENCH COURSES

1. HOLIDAY COURSES at SAINT SERVAN-SUR-MER ,

near St. Malo (côte d'Emeraude), from July 18 to

August 31 .

2. During the scholastic year at RENNES (Faculté des

Lettres ), from November 8 to June 15 .

Diplômes spéciaux de langue et de littérature françaises,
Doctorat.

Apply for Prospectus to M. LOUIS, Professeur au Collège
de St. Servan -sur-Mer ( Ille-et - Vilaine), France.

The College for Specialised Correspondence Tuition .

Established 34 Years.

Asthe Normal Correspondence Collegeis organised

under separate Departments, all underthe control of

Specialists, helped by a competent Staff of Trained

Teachers with special qualifications, our pupils get

that undivided and special attention which is so
essential to success.

Dept. 1. TEACHERS' EXAMINATIONS.

Dept. II. MATRICULATION .

Dept. III. UNIVERSITYDEGREES.

Dept. IV . PROFESSIONALEXAMINATIONS.

Dept. V. COMMERCIALEXAMINATIONS .

Dept. VI. LANGUAGES .

Dept. VII. MUSIC .

Dept. VIII. SCIENCE .

Dept. LX . ART.

Dept. X. MATHEMATICS.

Dept. XI. NEEDLEWORK and HOMECRAFTS.

Dept. XII. SPECIAL SERVICE .

Send for the NORMAL FREE GUIDE to the

Examination in which
you interested .are

NORMAL CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE,

Normal House and Lyddon House, Lordship Lane, S.E.
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3s . net .

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED .

EDWARD ARNOLD AND Co. LONGMANS, GREEN AND CO ., LTD .

A Housemaster and His Boys. 3s . 6d. net . Some Chapters on Writing English : by J. H.

Living English : by J. R. Crossland. Book I. Gettins. , 3s.

Paper, iod .; cloth , is . Applied Design in the Precious Metals : by P. W.

The Living World Geographies. Book 1- The Davidson. 75. 6d .

World in Outline : by J. T. Mulley, B.Sc. The Modern World : by F. S. Marvin. 35. 6d .

Paper, is . 3d.; cloth, is. 6d . Spanish Texts — Cinco Articulos : de M. Jose de

Larra . 25 .

G. BELL AND SONS , LTD .
East-South-East : by F. V. Morley . 75. 6d . net.The Principles of Mechanics : by H. C. Plummer,

M.A. McDOUGALL'S EDUCATIONAL Co. , Ltd.155. net .

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS .
Groundwork in Arithmetic : by J. O. Westworth :

Book I.
Light - An Introductory Text-book : by C. G.

Paper, 6d.; cloth 9d. ; Teachers ' ,

28. 6d . net .

Vernon , M.A. 4s .
Book IV. Paper, 9d .; cloth , is.; Teachers ' ,People of Other Lands : by E. D. Laborde, B.A.

Is. 6d .

People of Far -off Lands : by E. D. Laborde, B.A.
Progressive Practice in Mental Arithmetic : by A.

Kemp :

is . gd .
Book 1 .

CONSTABLE AND Co. , LTD.
Paper, 5d . ; cloth , 7d. ; Teachers ' ,

Dark Hester : by A. D. Sedgwick . 78. 6d . net .
is . 3d . net.

Theresa : by A. Schnitzler. 75. 6d . net .
Book V. Paper, 7d . ; cloth , 9 d . ; Teachers ' ,,

IS . 6d . net.

Toryism and the People, 1832—1846 : by R. Hill .
Gateways to English : by E. G. Brown , M.A.:

ros, 6d . net.

The Path of Glory : by G. Blake . 6s. net .
Book I. Paper, 7d .; cloth , iod .

Starved Fields : by E. I. Jones . Study Reading : by J. Methven , M.A. Limp cloth ,
75. 6d . net .

The Intelligent Woman's Guide to Socialism and
is. 6d . ; cloth boards , is . iod .

Capitalism : by Bernard Shaw .
The March of History : Book V—The End of the

58. net .

Seventeenth Century to 1832. 25. 9d .
H. F. W. Deane AND SONS THE YEAR BOOK Press,

Ltd. MACMILLAN AND Co., LTD.

The Public Schools Year Book , 1929. los . 6d . net . The Aeneid of Virgil in English Verse. Vol. III .

Books VII-IX : by A. S. Way , D.Litt.J. M. DenT AND Sons , Ltd.
55 .

net .
Conduct and Character : by C. W. Bailey , M.A. ,

A Book of Blank Verse : chosen by E. E. Reynolds.
and the Rev. Morley Stevenson , M.A.

The United World : by S. S. Sherman , B.A., and

Notes to the Golden Treasury of Songs and Lyrics .
Hebe Spaull. is . 9d .

Books I - V : by J. H. Fowler , M.A. 45 .

Electricity and Magnetism : by C. Mayes, M.A. The Danish Folk School : by O. D. Campbell.
3s.

8s. 6d . net.

The Riven Pall : by R. Gurner. 78. 6d . net .

METHUEN AND Co. , LTD.
Evans Bros. , LTD.

Larcombe's Junior Arithmetics :
Very Young Verses : by A. A. Milne .

Transition Book , 6d . net . JOHN MURRAY.

Books I , II , and III , 8d , each . Science Progress, April , 1929. 75. 6d. net .

Teachers ' Books, 25. 6d. each . Sir Isaac PITMAN AND SONS, LTD.

HAWKES AND SON, LTD . Higher Test Papers in French : by E. T. Griffiths,
Pathways to Music : by J. T. Bavin . 25. 6d. net . M.A. 55. Key, 2s.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON Press. Script Writing Copy Book. Book IV , 60.;

The Headway Histories . Book IV-Building the Book V, 8d .

British Empire : by F. W. Tickner, D.Litt . UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL PRESS.

Limp cloth , Is . Iod .; cloth boards, 25 . King Henry V : edited by A. J. F. Collins, M.A. ,
Fundamental Arithmetic for Secondary Schools :

and G. E. Hollingworth , M.A. Paper, is . 6d . ;
by P. B. Ballard , M.A. Without Answers, cloth , 2s .

45. 6d .; with Answers, 5s . 6d. Lessons in Geography. Vol. 1 - Gateways of

T. M. WERNER Laurie , LTD. Britain : by G. C. Fry , M.Sc. 25. 3d .

The Origins and Meanings of Popular Phrases and Précis-writing : by A. S. Collins, M.A. , and M. A.

Names. 75. 6d. net.

IS. 6d .

Is . 6d .
:

25.

Pink, M.A. 3s. 6d.
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The Editor is prepared to consideressays,

sketches, or verse, provided that they are

Page informing in substance but not ponderous in

style. General articles of a cheerful character

Notes and Comments 179 will be considered , and accounts of experi

ments in teaching or attempts to test methods,
A School at the End of the World 181

new or old, will receive special attention.

Eighty Years Ago 182 Articles should be in typescript or clear

handwriting. In length they may be oneCreative Work in Education. VI 183
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County Council of the

West Riding of Yorkshire.

Central School of Speech Training and

Dramatic Art

( Incorporated ) .

Principal: MISS ELSIE FOGERTY.

Summer School of Speech Training ,

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE ANNEXE , OXFORD .

July 29 to August 10.

Full course of Speech Training, Voice Classes, Curative Work, Phonetics,
Recitation , Mime Classes .

SUMMER SCHOOL OF DRAMA

at MALVERN ,

From AUGUST 19-31, 1929.

During Sir Barry Jackson's Bernard Shaw Festival.

For further particulars apply to

THE REGISTRAR, CENTRAL SCHOOL ,

ROYAL ALBERT HALL, LONDON, S.W.7.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.

A residential Vacation Course for men and women

teachers, to include subjects shown below , will be held

at the Training College, Bingley , Yorks, July 31—

August 14 , 1929 :

1. MODERN TENDENCIES IN EDUCATION : Prof. T. Percy

Nunn , M.A., D.Sc., Litt.D.

2. MENTAL TESTING AND RECENT RESEARCH IN EDUCA

TIONAL METHOD : Prof. Godfrey H. Thomson, D.Sc., Ph.D.

3. TEACHING OF ART : J. Littlejohns, Esq ., R.B.A., A.R.B.C.

F.R.S.A.

4. BIOLOGY IN RELATION TO HUMAN LIFE : E. Watkin ,

Esg., B.Sc., Ph.D.

5. SCHOOL MUSIC : PRACTICAL AND APPRECIATIVE :

J. E. Borland , Esq ., Kus.D., F.R.C.O. , Hon . A.R.C.M.

6. MODERN METHODS IN RELIGIOUS TEACHING : Miss

Eetty Lee (Mrs. R. Holland ), M.A.

7. THE TEACHING OF ORGANISED GAMES : Miss A. Thorpe,

Diploma of the Bergman Osterberg Physical Training

College.

8. THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH : P. S. Boas, Esq ., M.A., LL.D.

9. THE TEACHING OF HISTORY : D.C. Somervell, Esq. , M.A.

10. THE AMERICAN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL :

11. HANDWORK : Miss M. M, Comer, Higher Certificate of

the National Froebel Union .

A number of special evening lectures will be given by, among

others, Prof. ERNEST BARKER , M.A., Litt.D. , and FRANK

LAMBERT, Esq . , M.A. , F.S.A.

Teachers will be accommodated in the Halls of Residence, and

each will be provided with a bed -sitting room . The fee of £6 . 6s .

covers tuition as well as board - residence .

A Handbook containing full particulars of the Course will be

sent gratis on application to the EDUCATION OFFICER , County

Hall, Wakefield , Yorks.

KENT EDUCATION COMMITTEE

Folkestone Summer School for Teachers.

Eleventh Year - 3rd to 31st August, 1929.

Principal : Mr. F. H. KNOWLES, F.Coll.H.

( 1 ) Art, including Drawing, Design , and Composition . (2) Craft Work

in wood , metal, leather , & c., Needlework , and Practical Activities. ( 3 )

Speech training and oral work in English . ( 4) Regional Survey, in

cluding Geography, and Local History, as outdoor studies. ( 5 ) Home

crafts for non -specialist teachers in rural schools . (6) Organisation and

Methods for Teachers of Infants . General Course in Choral Singing and

Folk Dancing open to all students attending the School .

General lectures will be given upon educational subjects . Excursions

will be arranged to places of interest . Prospectus and forms of applica

tion for admission to the School and the Hostels may be obtained from

E. SALTER DAVIES,

Director of Education ,

Springheld , Maidstone, Kent .

THE UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER.

EXTRA-MURAL DEPARTMENT.

SESSION 1928-29 .

" PEDAGOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY OF MODERN LANGUAGE

LEARNING . "

SUMMER VACATION COURSE FOR TEACHERS.

( Practical Work, Demonstrations, and Lectures in Method and

Psychology .)

Conducted by

Hon. Professor J. J. FINDLAY, Mr. H. E. WALSH , B.A. ,

and Mr. EVAN J. JONES, M.A., at the

ABBOTSHOLME SCHOOL, ROCESTER, SOUTH DERBYSHIRE,

August 5 to 17, 1929.

Fee (including Board and Residence) Six Guineas.

Particulars from the DIRECTOR OF ESTRA -MURAL STUDIES, The

University, Manchester.

County Council of the

West Riding of Yorkshire.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.

VACATION COURSES IN PHYSICAL TRAIN.

ING will be held at the Grammar School, Ilkley,

Yorks, from July 29 to August 10, 1929.

The following Courses will be given :-(a) for

teachers in Elementary Schools and all who teach

Physical Training without fixed apparatus , (b) for

teachers in Central Schools and Technical Institutes.

Separate classes will be held for men and women .

A handbook containing full particulars of the Courses

may be obtained gratis on application to the

Education Officer ,

County Hall, Wakefield , Yorks.

FOR SALE.

OR SALE .-Suitable for Mission Room or Chapel ;

F (
two 12 ft . ) . One solidly built pitch pine pulpit with steps.

Au in perfect condition. Displaced from School Chapel on

installation of oak furniture .

Apply -- Head Master , The School, Bishop's Stortford .
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The Teaching of French
Too much time is at present spent

with the average pupil who lacks

linguistic ability on grammar and

alleged conversation , as well as on

writing French ; too little on reading

French and trying to get a glimpse of

the real France and real French

people through standard and modern

French books, and the French press .

To the ordinary Briton France means

the Quai d'Orsay, and there is in

finite danger in that .

At the present time practically every

boy and girl attending a Secondary

School is learning French . For what

reason ? According to some apologists,

to spend a holiday every five or six

years in France, until death or matri

mony intervenes , whichever shall be

the earlier. According to others, to

converse, in the intervals, with the

few French people they are likely to

meet in England . According to yet

more, to be able to express themselves

in French , written and oral . If such

were the only reasons French might

well be dropped from the school cur

riculum without further delay .

3

These boys and girls number at least

five hundred thousand . For the great

majority of them the ultimate aim is ,

or ought to be, the acquirement of the

power of reading modern French ;

reading quickly so as to get at the

general sense, and reading for enjoy

ment ; reading in order to understand ,

as far as possible, the French point

of view and appreciate the French

turn of thought , which can never be

rendered into English by translators,

however skilful .

It will be acknowledged by all dis

interested observers that at present ,

after the novelty of the first few weeks

has worn off, the French lesson be

comes very often a strain and a bore,

and that our pupils are not acquiring

even a desire to read French , to say

nothing of a love of reading it. This

is due, to some extent , to the un

attractive character of most of the

books in French issued for schools .

They are dull in appearance and in

contents. They are not alive.

In order to attain this really useful

end our methods of teaching must be

reconsidered in the light of common

sense . Shall we go on striving after

the unattainable with the majority of

those who take French in our schools ?

Let us forsake the mistaken notion

that all British boys and girls must

be taught to speak French fluently .

Let us rather teach them to under

stand spoken French , pronounce it

well and accurately — but chiefly con

centrate on reading, which is within

the power of all .

The solution of the problem is not

“ French in a hurry," or French for

those who run as they read . There

are many scholarly teachers through

out the land who are making French

a sound discipline comparable to that

afforded by the ancient classics. By

their teaching, French is doing for

the many what the ancient classics

did for the few. They are utilising all

the permanent advantages of the

Direct Method . They are at the same

time arousing real living interest by

describing the France they know, and

explaining the French through the best

of her literature . The best French

literature for our purpose is that which
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Readers are asked to note that The Education Outlook is not the organ of any association .

The views expressed in the editorial columns are wholly independent and the opinions

of correspondents, contributors, and reviewers are their own.

Politics and Education .

A remarkable feature of the General Election has

been the evident desire of all political parties to

declare their faith in education and their intention

of adopting the principles of the Hadow Report .

With the caution born of recent experience in ad

ministration , Lord Eustace Percy has replied to

certain questions in a manner which shows that he

realises the difficulties which attend a rapid reduc

tion in the size of classes , in the number of un

qualified teachers , and the immediate raising of

the age of compulsory schooling . Unlike the

other parties he is not in favour of a general aboli

tion of fees in secondary schools . He is opposed

to any change in the present grant system . Mr.

Lloyd George answers all the questions in the

affirmative. Mr. Ramsay MacDonald is at pains

to describe the steps which his party will take to

reduce the number of unqualified teachers and to

provide an open road from the nursery school to

the university.

Religious Teaching .

The question of religious teaching is being kept

in the background save for the efforts of those who

desire that State funds shall be expended in pro

viding schools for the exclusive use of particular

denominations. It would seem to be impossible

to reconcile the views of those who are satisfied

with what is called “ Cowper-Temple teaching " and

those who demand that instruction in religion shall

not be separated from instruction in other subjects .

The former party would appear to be content with

a well-devised curriculum covering what they re

gard as the basic truths of Christianity , whereas

the latter regard the schools as , in effect, a part

of the Church . This means the endowment in the

form of education grants of particular forms of

faith, and the religious body which is foremost in

making the claim is already in the fortunate posi

tion of being able to employ as teachers a number

of devoted men and women who do not actually

receive the salaries which are assigned to them .

The Common Purpose.

As between the parties there is little or nothing

to choose, since , in practice , all will be compelled

to follow the same road towards their common

ideal of the full development of educational oppor

tunity and , in particular, the provision of junior

secondary education for every child in the country .

Those of us who can remember the lowly place

which education used to take in election controversy

have reason to be gratified by the present interest

in the school system . The accession of women

voters is likely to make this concern for education

permanent, especially in regard to the physical

welfare of children. The working -class mother has

very definite views as to the treatment of her

children at school, and although she may be ill

informed as to subjects of instruction and their

place in the curriculum , she is likely to demand

more facilities in the way of nursery schools and

full opportunity for children of promise . Main

tenance grants are proposed as a corollary to adopt

ing the Hadow Report, but it remains to be seen

whether such grants will be regarded as compen

sating for loss of earnings.

The Dilemma and a Way Out .

It is extremely unlikely that any government will

consent to provide a special endowment such as

is asked for, but , on the other hand , it is clear

that the so -called religious difficulty cannot be

settled so long as there is a sincere demand for

the kind of separate treatment described. Ulti

mately it may be seen that there is only one way

out of the dilemma, namely , that of attaching the

education grant to the parent and not to the school

or denomination . Already the principle is accepted

in the system of rebates on the income tax of

parents, and it could be extended to cover the

whole field . It is true that there would be many

administrative problems, but these are not in

soluble. They should be faced and overcome in

the interests of peace and educational progress.

Lord Eustace Percy says that he wishes to get

rid of the social implications of the term “ elemen

tary school, ” and in these democratic days there

is no reason why parents in any class should not

be helped in educating their children without being
compelled to send them to free schools. Such

compulsion goes against the grain of human nature.
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Educational Warrants .

The idea of educational grants to parents was

mentioned recently in the House of Commons , and

one hostile critic described it as " a snobbish plan . ”

It is difficult to see the reason for such criticism ,

unless we are to regard as snobbish the modern

method of giving individual old age pensions instead

of consigning poor old folk to the workhouse .

The recipientof the old age pension is free to spend

the money as he chooses, but to the education grant

proposed there would be attached the stringent con

dition that the children on whose account it was to

be expended must receive efficient instruction under

approved conditions. The chief merit of the plan

would be that it would remove State education defi

nitely from its association with public assistance for

the labouring poor and would give us a system

which , under proper supervision , would embody the

eias city and variety which speakers on education

so often declare to be desirable . It would also

give encouragement to the efficient independent

school which could claim to be recognised as

place proper for the schooling of children, and in

efficient schools, lacking such support, would

inevitably disappear. No payment of money to

the parents is necessary, since a system of educa

tional warrants might be devised, and these could

be handed over in payment or part payment of the

school fees , individual parents supplementing them

to any extent that they wished .

A Farewell Speech .

At the age of seventy-eight Sir Alfred Hopkinson

feels himself obliged to resign from the position

of representative of the combined English Universi

ties , and on the eve of the dissolution of Parlia

ment he made a striking address to the House of

Commons, taking as his theme what he described

as “ certain heresies in educational thought and

practice .” He urged that the worst criterion of

efficiency in education is the amount of money ex

pended, saying that the dumping of money whole

sale upon educational institutions was harmful. He

wished to give greater freedom to the teacher, and

did not believe that high academic qualifications

were, of necessity , accompanied by high teaching

power. Freedom was especially necessary in the

universities , and he would rather see these institu

tions half starved than see them lose their freedom .

He mistrusted prolonged compulsion in education ,

and appears to think that fifteen is as high as

we can safely go in fixing the compulsory school

age. Certain modern methods came under his lash ,

especially the doctrine of self-expression in educa
tion . Sir Alfred appears to think that this means

for children complete freedom to do what they

choose . Perhaps some of his new leisure will be

given to a study of what modern methods mean.

a

Rural School Problems .

In country districts there are grave difficulties

attending efforts to apply the principles of the Hadow

Report . Existing schools are often very small , and

if the senior pupils are removed those who remain

form a group whose education will be extremely

costly if they are to have proper accommodation

and qualified teachers . Country parents are in

clined to resent proposals which will have the re

sult of taking away children from their homes for

the whole of the day to a central school some miles

distant . In some districts these parental objections

endure even though free conveyance is offered, the

chief reason being that the elder children have been

accustomed to take charge of their young brothers

and sisters on the way to and from the village

school . Local patriotism also counts , for it is not

uncommon to find two neighbouring villages ex

hibiting a strong local patriotism which makes

them unwilling to co -operate in any form of local

administration . These difficulties have to be borne

in mind by the authorities , and they furnish ample

reason for delay in carrying out the new project .

All changes in education have to be made slowly if

we are to have the support of a majority of the

parents concerned .

School Exhibitions.

On another page will be found a brief description

of an exhibition organised by one of the London

Branches of the Historical Association in associa

tion with the teachers of South - East London . It

will be seen that the display comprised many ex

cellent examples of work done by the pupils them

selves without minute direction and control , but

a survey of the exhibits was exceedingly instructive

as revealing the many different ways in which

history may be handled with interest and advantage

to the pupils . Wisely , there was no attempt to set

off one school against another or to institute com

parisons as to methods and results. Such exhibi.

tions have great value to pupils and teachers, and

they might well be organised in connexion with

other subjects of the curriculum . One great ad

vantage which they offer should not be overlooked,

for by throwing them open to the public the parents

are afforded an opportunity of learning something

of what their children are doing at school. The

developments in modern teaching practice have been

so numerous that many present-day parents are

disposed to be critical, chiefly because they are

not fully informed as to what is actually taking

place. The work shown at New Cross furnished

a complete answer to those who would say that

in the school of to -day children are allowed to have

an easy time with all difficulties smoothed away.
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A SCHOOL AT THE END OF THE WORLD.

Remembrances of New Guinea .

By A. M. KARLIN .

Where the Australian Mandate Territory touches this blowing on a drum covered with goat-skin ,-

the property of the Dutch in New Guinea there lies while a dog gently howled as a finishing touch . It

a small Dutch settlement called Hollandia. It lies must be mentioned that dogs come and go freely , lie

at the foot of the Cyclops mountain ranges , and , under the school forms, hunt for fleas, howl when

until January, 1928, it the only place their human friends sing , and greatly object to

where birds of paradise were allowed to be school inspections. They are found in every house

shot and exported. It was consequently a common and heard all over the place , except at night .

sight to these beautiful birds lying on As the school is a mission school supported by the

tables in the middle of the few streets , and to meet Dutch Government the Lutheran faith is taught , but

the brown hunters coming in for provisions . Though the Papuas keep to their pagan rites as soon as

the inhabitants far and wide were Papuas of a wild school is over , and the Mohammedans are fervid

tribe the people in Hollandia were chiefly Malays worshippers of the prophet, while the Chinese burn

and Chinese who had settled there for the sake of their incense sticks to mysterious josses . All

trade and gain. There was also a Javanese prince children are good at drawing, and the black boys

living there in exile . Altogether as out-of-the-way and girls have a surprising memory for form. They

a settlement as ever I touched upon in my eight can sketch any fish or plant or ornament familiar

years of travelling , and I was curious to see the to them merely by thinking of it , while Malays are

school. better at rhythm in dancing, &c .

It was a large wooden shed situated beyond the Geography is hardly taught at all , for everyone

river coming down the narrow ravine.
There were knowsthat the Papuas dwell in the bush and round

only one schoolmaster, a Malay, and I suspected the wonderful Lake of Sentani; it is quite super

him of not knowing much more than his little herd fluous to know where the white people live , for

of Chinese , Malay, and black children , boys and there are only three Europeans in the place , and

girls together, ranging from the age of six to four- considering that they are always fussing about one

teen and even fifteen . thing or another one could very well do without

They were divided into four classes , and while one them altogether. That the rest of the world be

set was doing arithmetic, the other copying some- longs to the Malays is a well known fact , for it is

thing, the third reading in a monotone, the fourth repeated in age-old tradition. First God sat down

was getting actual tuition . The pictures on the and made a lump of clay , intending to create human

walls were from Holland and were good. They beings . He put the small figures into His oven , but

showed native snakes , and illustrated the use of when He took them out after a little while they were

certain tropical plants. Birds and insects were all black . He tried another set , but fearing that

already known from personal experience , not always they should be too dark He took them out in a

pleasant, and this exhausted all interest in natural hurry. These were the Europeans , for they are not

history. baked enough. At last He took the figures out

The best pupils by far were the Chinese, who brown and sleek and perfect .
These were the

always attend school no matter where in the world Malays, and to them He gave His kingdom on earth .

they may settle , for they recognise the value of Since this is so, why trouble about learning

tuition much better than other coloured races . The history ? The children are taught the national

Malay children and those of mixed blood were un- anthem ; they know that the District Officer will

reliable , sometimes very eager, sometimes thor- become troublesome if he hears of any mis

oughly lazy , and the black children did their best to demeanour ; they see the Dutch Queen on the

forget what they had learnt as soon as they returned postage stamp, and if this is not enough learning at

to their native villages . The few boys who became the end of the world . . . ?

assistants to small traders continued to read and As diverse as the children are the dresses. If a

write in a desultory way , but understood the value Papua honours the school with his presence he puts

of a knowledge of figures. a scarlet loincloth , and abstains from painting

The one subject on which all were keen was sing- his body red or white ; the Malay child in general,

ing , a difficult task for the Guru , for the Mohammed- especially if of mixed blood, wears a dress some

ans had all falsetto voices as they had to sing-song what in our own style , and only the firm Moham

the Koran ; the Chinese also preferred halftones , and medan wears a sarong, a loose jacket of transparent

only the Papuas sang well according to our notions . material , and under his turban a bit of long hair ,

All played the rose fute, and a kind of bamboo flute so as to enable the Prophet to lift him into Heaven

with six small holes . One little boy accompanied at any moment he thinks fit. The Chinese girls

on
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wear narrow black trousers , the boys long wide

trousers and a jacket, both as a rule of a coarse

light blue or white material .

When the children can read and write in Malay,

play the bamboo flute, sketch a canoe, know a bird

from a fish or an insect , and can count up to one

thousand their education is complete, but luckily for

them there are many things to be learnt outside the

school which more interesting than these .

Strange fish swim up and down the river, eels lie

under huge stones, cassowaries run tame through

the streets , birds of paradise are drying outside

their houses , the hornbill flies over the low huts,

coconuts are gathered , the valuable massoi, a

sweet-smelling bark , is found and exported, there is

kulit lawang , the sea -plant akharbahar that heals

rheumatism if worn as a bangle , and a good many

other things only found round Hollandia .

Education .

CHRIST AND MODERN EDUCATION : by Canon Raven .

(3s. 6d . Hodder & Stoughton . )

Much in this book will lack freshness for ex

perienced teachers. Canon Raven attempts to show

the why and the wherefore of " the failure of our

religious education ," an attempt which lacks his

torical support . The first four chapters enjoy no

outstanding merit from a teacher's point of view .

The Canon is of the Church , and he argues from

that standpoint , although voicing the sentiments

of psychologists . Chapter V is extremely valuable :

few teachers can afford to ignore it , whether they

be friendly or antagonistic towards any branch of

the Church politic . Here the question of religious

instruction and method is treated in an illuminating

manner . It reads as though the Canon had ceased

to be a theologian , and wrote as one who has caught

the Christ-love of the very human and very mis

chievous juvenile at heart. He voices the very sen

timents which some of us learned by bitter experi

ences in the trenches of Flanders a decade ago .

Chapter V is worth the price of the whole book , and

should be read carefully , even though some of the

conclusions reached may well be termed contro

versial . H. C.

EIGHTY YEARS AGO .

Gleanings from our. Earlier Volumes.

June , 1849. — The Social Position of Elementary

School Teachers.

“ At Oxford , a superior knowledge of the Latin

and Greek Classics , combined with a very slight

tincture of Mathematics, attained during many

years of preparation, and three years of residence,

procure the diligent student a degree which identi

fies him with the upper classes by giving him the

title of Esquire, qualifies him for Fellowships , Tutor

ships , and Masterships of Colleges, admits him to

Ordination , and thus opens to him an access to

valuable preferments in the Church , or in the En

dowed Grammar Schools. At Cambridge, a superior

knowledge of the Mathematics, combined with a

little Latin and less Greek , obtained under circum

stances similar to those connected with the Oxford

course , admits the fortunate student to like advan

tages .

" At Battersea , Chelsea , and the other training

schools for Teachers and Schoolmasters , the case

is very different. There (unless indeed the whole

system be a farce , and an imposition on the cre

dulity of the public ) the Oxford and Cambridge

requirements must be combined ; nay, there must

be superadded to these a list of attainments suffi

cient to qualify their possessor to be a Fellow of

the Royal Society, a Professor in a University, and

a Dragoman at the Sublime Porte ; he must besides

know how to bring all this knowledge within the

reach of imperfect and untutored intellects , to create

and satisfy a taste for all this learning, in minds

brutalised by vicious associations, and crusted over

with ignorance of the most impenetrable character ;

and then, as a reward for unremittingly exercising

his natural abilities , his acquired talents, and his

professional skill, he shall receive from the liberal

Government of his grateful country the annual sum

of from £25 to £30 ; and lest he should find this

grant, when superadded to his salary of £50 or

£ 60 per annum , insufficient to enable him to in

dulge in the most costly refinements of aristocratic

and luxurious society, he shall be protected from

its temptations by a rigid exclusion from every

drawing -room , and every parlour , except that of the

alehouse ; and shall be compelled to herd with the

vulgar , the illiterate , and the rude. "

as

A New Public School for Girls .

Next September will see the opening of a new

public school for girls at Haynes Park, Bedford

shire . An earlier form of Haynes was “ Hawnes,”

and it will be known therefore “ Hawnes

School. ” It will be run on the same lines as St.

Felix School , Southwold , where Miss Townshend,

M.A. , who, with Miss Chapman , M.A. , will or

ganise the School , was formerly assistant mistress.

Miss Lucy Silcox , late Head Mistress at St. Felix ,

is a member of the governing body.

Chemistry .

The Chemistry Gate : by A. Spencer White , B.Sc.

(35. 6d . net . Blackie . )

This book is an attempt to combine historical

treatment and the applications of chemistry to daily

life . The attempt has been successful and the re

sult is a useful introduction to the elements of

chemistry. T. S. P.
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(2)

CREATIVE WORK IN EDUCATION .

By ROBERT JONES, D.Sc.

VI.

The English Lesson . Is so old

That the wings
The " English " as distinct from the old " Grammar"

Turn to mould .
lesson has become very generally a stimulus to

creative work. The following example — an actual Will You Go ?

one, in all details—may be taken in this sense or
Will you go ?

as an " English exercise " with only a subsidiary Will you go ?

connexion with creative work as such .
When the moon is bright

A class of boys ( fourteen to fifteen years of age) With me

read Edward Thomas's “ Will You Come? " and
This night

*Tennyson's “ Locksley Hall,” the themes in the
O, will you go ?

two poems having enough of similarity for a study

Where shall we go ?in contrasts. Then an exercise was set , with a

Where shall we go ?
choice of alternatives-(a ) to write a parody of

Will you meet* Will You Come ? " ' ; ( b) to write the lady's reply
Me early

in verse ; or (c) to give a paraphrase of the poem ,
Down the street ?

in prose.

Every reader will not have “ Will You Come? ” Oh , where shall we go ?

freshly in mind . The first verse runs : Will you come ?

Will you come ?
Will you come ?

If you think it better ,
Will you come ?

Then come
Will you ride

To a theatre,So late

Beloved , beautiful, come ..
At my side ?

O, will you come ? [Was " theatre" accepted as a rhyme to " better"

The verses that follow ask “ Will you " or " Would (thee -átter ) ? ]

you ' ' come if the moon were bright; if it were noon
(3) Will You Wait ?

day ; if it were morning.

Will you wait ?It ends :

Will you wait ?If you come,
At the tree

Haste and come.

So late
Owls have cried :

Just for me,It grows dark

O will you wait ?To ride .

Beloved , beautiful , come . Will you wait ?

Will you wait ?Here are some of the parodies :
If the sky

( 1 ) I WILL CONE. Has clouds

Dark and high
I will come

O will you wait ?

If we fly Would you wait ?
In the sky

Would you wait ?
Late at night If the night

I will come. Was clear

And so bright ?
I will come

Beautiful , would you wait ?I will come ,

If the moon Will You Rise ?

Starts to “ spoon ”
Will you rise ?

With the sun

Will you rise ?
I will come.

From your bed

I would come So late

I would come At this hour

But the plane
Will you rise ?

I will come ,

(4)
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Shall I go ?

Shall I go ?

I don't want

To go

Will you rise ?

Will you rise ?

To get to school

In time

For the roll

O will you rise ?

Would you rise ?

Would you rise ?

If the rules

Were stricter

More hard ,

Sluggard, would you rise ?

Here are passages from other parodies :

( 1 ) AM I There ?

Am I there ?

Am I there ?

No, I am here .

Why am I here ?

Ah, the question

It is the question.

Through rain and snow,

Shall I go ?

Shall I go ?

Shall I go ?

He wants me to ride

To -night

By his side ,

Shall I go ?

Yes, I shall go

I shall go,

Be it rain or snow,

But I shall take

My umbrella . ... Oh

Yes, I shall go.

One boy suspected something of a scandal .

evidently thought the lady was married and a

mother. In his " Reply " this appeared :

I am not yours

I am not yours

I am his

And the kids '

I am not yours .

The prose paraphrases were less interesting. Here

are one or two excerpts : - “ From the uneven beats ,

the poet, I think , meant to convey the idea of

riding on a horse ." " She replied in the negative. ".

“ The lady hesitated because it was rather late ,

and getting dark . " "... Hearing no answer ,

he became rather impatient . He tells the lady that

if she is going to ride with him she must hurry. "

“ The night-time is described as being full and bright

with the moonlight, the only piece of description

in the poem .” “ The young woman was perhaps

nervous, and the young man with more patience

asked her if she would come had it been noon -day."

Why are we here ?

Who is to know ?

But there,

You and I must go

When shall I be there ?

When you are there.

( 2 )

Have I gone ?

Have I gone ?

To a place

So near

Yet so far ?

Of course I have gone .

(The " place," as other verses plainly say , is school.)

( 3 )

Are you willing ?

Are you willing ?

To ride

By tram

For a shilling ?

Are you willing ?

( The “ all day, any tram ” ticket in London costs

a shilling . )

( 4 )

Are you near ?

Are you near ?

Pretty dear,

Just to ride

At my side

O, are you near ?

And here is “ The Lady's Reply " to " Will You

Come? "

A Correction .

A correspondent has pointed out an error in the

comments made last month on the Draft Secondary

School Regulations. The statement that the old

Paragraph 11, with its reference to the Burnham

Award of 1925, “ has gone" is , as he points out,

about three years late . Equally belated and erro

neous , therefore, was the reference to the changed

form of Regulation 12 . Both alterations were first

made, as he truly says , not in 1929 but in 1926.
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LETTERS FROM A YOUNG HEAD MASTER .

VI. Consequences .

My dear H . ,-Do you remember that funny old the old and still unsolved problem : “ What is the
game called " Consequences" which we used to play aim of education ? " I cannot answer that question ,

at Christmas parties when we were children ? You I can only formulate a partial and tentative reply .
know , I wrote a name, and then you wrote a name, The aim of education , as I see it , " through a glass ,

and then someone else wrote what he said , and darkly , ” is twofold . First , we must hand on know

someone else what she said , and where they ledge, that knowledge without which our children
met , and what they did . cannot hope to build , on the foundations of the

Your questions make me think longingly of that present, a better, saner future. Have we even

game - because in it the consequences did not matter . begun to think of sifting carefully among the in

You know , at times I dread your questions . I credible heap of the world's accumulated knowledge ,

dread lest at any moment I shall be confronted to determine what are the fundamental facts which

with one which will suddenly prove me to be all every child should be taught during the years of

wrong and a criminal mishandler of young lives. adolescence ? Or do we simply shovel up a hand

If that ever were to happen, I don't know what ful , here and there , and spatter our pupils indis

I should do. To resign would be a futility ; mag- criminately with gold dust, sand , and stones ?

nificent though the gesture might appear to the That is one aim of education, I am sure, to im

outside world, it could not redeem one single mis- part the right knowledge; for there is nothing

take, atone for one act of folly . truer than the saying that “ Knowledge is power .'

You see , I believe so desperately in the methods Without knowledge, as a writer in a popular

which I am putting into practice here that I dare periodical said recently, “ Freedom is sterility , only

not do otherwise than apply them wholeheartedly . he made the statement without qualifications, and

And for that very reason I am compelled constantly so was utterly and absolutely wrong. For the

to take leaps forward into the darkness ; I think I second aim of education is freedom . We must

can see where I am going , but I never can be liberate every atom of creative energy in every

absolutely certain . I know that ten years at least child ; we must give him full and free opportunity

must elapse before I can be justified or proved in to do, to make, to plan , to create . Most of all ,

the wrong. And in that ten years a thousand boys wemust give him opportunity to make mistakes.

will pass through the school. Knowledge, skill, imagination - equipped with

Yet what can I do ? I am convinced that as these three, to what lengths may not anyone go ?

yet we have hardly begun to understand the problem The first we can impart, the second we can train ,

of adolescent education, that we know next to no- the third we can only allow—we cannot even draw
thing of the workings of the adolescent mind , of it out . Do we allow it ? Does modern secondary

the developments of character during these years, education allow any sort of freedom for the imagina

of the inner nature of the adolescent's emotions , of tion ? Does it realise that most boys' imaginations

his spiritual, his æsthetic, his romantic aspirations, are in their finger tips ?

his attitude towards and his comprehension of the I hear such a lot of claptrap about “ teaching

world in which he finds himself. boys to think ” and “ training them to concentrate.'

Oh yes, I know we have a bright little set of What do the phrases mean ? A boy's mind is keener,

catchwords : “ The age of loyalty ,'P: “ The age of works more clearly than any adult's, save only

dawning-self-appreciation,” “ Develop the team those few rare beings who retain through life the

spirit,” and so forth and so on. But how far childish keenness of perception , and as for con

beneath the surface do any of these carry us ? centration , well , to talk about " training " children

Why do we do any of the things we do in school to concentrate is sheer bunk. What we have got

with boys between the ages of eleven and eighteen ? to do is to watch them so as to advise them what

( The same question , of course, is equally applicable to think about, what to concentrate on , that their
to all other schools , but I am concerned now with gifts be not wasted . And to show them that

my own particular problem .) Why do we teach thought and concentration are means, not ends .

them what we do, train them as we do? That is Do we do this ? I am trying to, and that is why,

what I am asking myself continually, and that is although I sometimes dread your questions, yet I

why I am prepared to scrap anything, even the always welcome them . For, next to being proved
most revered tradition, or to introduce any novelty, to be right in my methods, I would welcome being

however undreamt of, if it seems likely that by proved wrong—that I might immediately drop
scrapping or by innovation the education of my boys them and try again .

will be improved.
Yours ever,

And that questioning always brings me back to
G. S.
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HISTORY TEACHING REBORN .

BY FREDERICK J. Gould .

VI ( Conclusion).

Our final survey, easily coalescing with world- ideas from Cromwell onwards. Parliament;

history, covers the development of modern England Cabinet ; union with Scotland . Translations of the

and the British Commonwealth of Nations.
Bible. Eagerness of discussion and conflict. Wyclif ;

FROM ABOUT 1300 TO 1929-30 .

martyrs (Catholic and Protestant); Quakers;

Wesley ; Bradlaugh. Education from grammar

(The " 30 " is added to suggest a perennial glance schools to council schools. Sunday schools. Scouts.

towards To-morrow ; such a glance being a vital English language ; its growth (chatty notes on its

element of the historical sense . ) etymology. Latin, Greek , French, & c .)., ) Move.

1. Human Geography .—Growing use of manures ; ments of sympathy - missions ; anti- slavery ; factory

extremely important introduction of artificial grasses reform ; animals ; prison reform ; “ temperance ” ;

( grass- seed sown) . Breeding of horses , cattle, sheep , peace and arbitration (Alabama case to League of

& c. Wonders of Kew Gardens, experimental farm
Nations). Printing-press ; newspapers. Gold

of Rothamsted, Physic Garden of Chelsea , &c . smiths; banks ; paper currency ; credit ; taxation .

Splendid farming, &c . , in Dominions, and wide Steady growth of the British Commonwealth

wealth of food products, minerals, and plants . Re- (with notes on Union Jack, &c. ) ; Britain under one

markable oversea additions to British diet-tea , King ( 1603) ; American Colonies ; India , from the

coffee, tomato, potato , &c.; and industrial uses Surat factory to the modern Governments of 1919-29

of oil , rubber, & c . British triumphs of engineer- (sympathetic notes on industry and religion and

ing, dams, irrigation, bridges , roads , tunnels , &c . poetry being indispensable) ; Canada ; Australia ;

2. Industry . - Post-medieval wool trade . Hansa
South Africa, New Zealand ; Irish Free State ; Pro

merchants ( till near 1600 ).
tectorates ; L.N. Mandates.

Coinage of Libræ,
The Commonwealth

Solidi, Denarii. (A few simple sums in Troy, Avoir
ideal is the master-idea ; the wars of the seventeenth ,

dupois, &c. , worked as in the presence of fourteenth
eighteenth nineteenth , and twentieth centuries,

fifteenth -century merchants . ) Slow emergence of in
should be briefly sketched , with unfailing and gene

dustries, glass , coal, &c . Gunpowder. Merchant
rous recognition of military and seafaring heroism ,

adventurers and the great age of voyages. Light
yet with a forward look towards world unity.

houses . Canals. Sailing -ships, steam, oil . Over
For biography, besides the names already men

sea consuls. Wars of Roses lessen baronage ; rise
tioned , the following types may be attached to

(on money and trade basis) of " middle classes. " our five divisions :-(a) Bakewell, sheep -breeder;

Spread of machinery ; Industrial Revolution . Road
Lawes and Gilbert, scientific farmers ; Joseph Arch,

making ; steam -engine; railways ; electricity ; motor
M.P. , hedge-cutter ; (b ) Watt, Stephenson, Brunel.

ing ; aircraft.
Voyages and travels of Drake, Dampier, Cook ,

3. Fine Arts. - Poetry from Chaucer to Kipling ,
Mungo Park, Bruce, Livingstone , &c . (add Crusoe

for symbol), Gilbert Wakefield and George Gray for
not treated as a literary department but as a charac

Colonial spirit ; ( c) Milton, Burns, Wordsworth , Con
teristic “ work " of each period. Ballads . Music

stable ; (d) Gilbert (magnet), Harvey, Newton, Priest
( Purcell, Handel , &c . ) ; folk -songs and dances .

ley , Perkin, Lyell , Lister ; ( e) Thomas More, Francis
Drama and theatre , Shakespearean onwards.

Place , Owen , Hyndman ; John Howard , Clarkson , R.
Kinema. Architecture (Wren , Ebenezer Howard,

Martin (animals), R. Cremer (arbitration) , Florence
&c. ) . Church windows, brasses . Miracle-plays ;

Nightingale, Gresham , H. H. Johnston (protector
Bunyan, Blake ; Bible stories in new setting .

ates ) , Ram Mohun Roy, R. C. Dutt ( India ); Rodney,
4. Science.- Picturesque notices (as far as pos- Nelson , Moore, Wellington, Haig . Such lists are

sible in the modes of Faraday, Bragg, Robert Ball , merely given here to indicate diversities of choice .

Arabella Buckley) of British work in astronomy , No teacher could cover the ground here mapped.

chronometry, physics , geology, electricity , chemis- My chief aim has been to furnish a plan which em

try , biology. Healing art of sanitation in Britain bodies the formative achievements of civilisation ,

and tropics (Manson , Ross). The idea of evolution and shows them in proportion ; and any effort, how

( Darwin, Huxley, &c. ) . ever partial , to work by such a plan aids the re

5. Social Life. - Family life as affected by indus- nascence of history teaching. I avow my convic

trial conditions and emigration. “ Poor " laws . tion that history , thus treated, should constitute

Old Age Pensions, &c. Wage-system from Black the dominant theme of education in the schools of

Death of Wat Tyler to Trade Union era . Way- the world . It offers moral stimulus, intellectual

farers. From Thomas Spence's land schemes to exercise , and a sorely needed mode of unification

Socialism . Co-operative movement. Revolutionary of subjects at present dispersed and ill -balanced .
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HOW DO WE STUDY CLASSICS ?

BY WILLIAM DERRY.

People who discuss school curricula aim much the Romans were human beings who led lives not

criticism at the Classics. They point out that the
so very different from our own.

study of Latin and Greek is useless in the modern
Second Year. - In this year formal work must per

force continue , but the authors, simplified naturally ,
world , and to a great extent their criticism is just .

should be selected to throw light on the notes given
At present the teaching of classics - owing to the by the teacher , and to help the pupil to visualise

requirements of the School Certificate Examination Rome and the Romans .

-has been narrowed down to so many periods a In Greek the work would follow the lines of the

week of formal and extremely dull grammar, of First Year Latin course.

translation of the less inspired and less human Third Year, ( a ) Latin . - Literature of a personal

authors , and of endeavours to translate extremely type should be selected , such as the Letters of

turgid and verbose passages of English into a Latin Pliny, supplemented by notes on life during the

or Greek never spoken on the earth . early Empire , on the Civil Service , on the power of

It was different in the past. A classical scholar the Emperor, his personal control of affairs , &c .

then had an intimate knowledge, not necessarily of Any formal work done this year would be such as

grammar, but, far more important as an aid to would maintain accuracy , and translation from

culture, of classical lore , for which to -day the makers English to Latin should be from sentences or pas

of examinations appear to have no use . Education sages adapted from the author in hand.

has been divorced from culture , and if only our (6 ) Greek.-Formal work still to be done care

pupils can decline , conjugate , parse , and analyse fully , but reading should be selected with a bearing

with reasonable accuracy, the literary side of the on history and literature , particularly dealing with
classics , the mythology, the poetry , the amazing Athenian life and manners.

history, appear to be of secondary importance. Do Fourth and Fifth Years . At the beginning of

those who pass an official examination know any- the fourth year special study for the Leaving Certi

thing about Greece and Rome, or do they merely ficate would start, and pupils should , if possible, be

reproduce what has been hammered into them , dis- under the same hand during these two years .

missing it for ever when its use for examination History , Geography, Art , and Letters should be the

purposes is over ? keynote of their study. Plenty of translation should

Those responsible for the papers in the Certificate be done , but authors should be selected from a

Examination might take steps to include more ques- human point of view , that is for their interest, their

tions of a general nature. A pupil , as things are at connexion with the history of mankind, or for their

present , could pass with flying colours , knowing artistic appeal. Translation should be as free as

little or nothingof ancient life and letters , manners possible, without any quibbles over subjunctive

and customs, methods of law and order, provincial moods, indirect questions , and the petty inquisitions

and other administration , or other institutions which so often carried out. The pupils should certainly

have been largely inherited by the world of to-day . have some capacity to translate English into Latin

More attention to this side of classical study would or Greek , but that side of the subject would be

have a striking effect on school curricula . Greek much less important than now . It adds little to

and Latin are absorbingly interesting , both in them- one's knowledge or culture , being largely a mathe

selves and in their bearing upon the history of the matical exercise. In these two years many essays

world . It would be wise , therefore, to view them would be set on various appropriate subjects , with

afresh . Pupils of reasonable intelligence would soon a view to encouraging thought about the classics ,

lose their customary apathy if trouble were taken to apart from mere " mugging up. "

make the subject alive and interesting. By such methods pupils , on reaching School

Instead of the present pedestrian, cramped course, Certificate standard , would have a sound knowledge

something on the following lines could profitably be of classics-in the true sense — which would be far

substituted , as a five-year course in classics for more useful in a cultural sense than the present

secondary schools . method . It would also provide a far wider founda

First Year, Latin .-- This year would necessarily tion on which to erect a career at a university . The

be applied to the formal work. The framework classical languages as spoken tongues may be dead ,

must be built. But this formal work should be in- but the lessons left us by those that spoke them

terspersed with notes on the history of Rome, the are very much alive . Surely there is still some

habits, &c . , of the Romans, and even the origin of room for studies that are not utilitarian or material

the language might be touched upon . Every en- istic ? True study of the ancient world leads to

deavour should be made to press home the idea that ideals, and ideals are not quite out of fashion yet.
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MY EXPERIENCE IN FRANCE .

BY EX - RÉPÉTITEUR.

In some three months a vast number of students with my work , and invited me to their homes in

will be leaving schools and colleges, and it is a, the country during the holidays . As they lived in

certainty that many of them will not obtain posts. the Cognac district , I not only had a pleasant time

Those who are studying French should, if they but gathered a mass of information about viticul

cannot find work in England , apply to the Board ture, wines , and brandies.

of Education for a place as “ assistant, ” or “ ré- The pupils also were very friendly , especially

pétiteur '' in a French school or college . Such posts when I showed I was willing to fill a place in

exist both for men and women . their “ soccer” team . ( If you prefer , there are now

The work of the “ répétiteur" is simple and easy . " rugger" teams in almost every town, and they

He teaches spoken English only , usually for an always welcome Englishmen . For the summer there

hour, sometimes two , but never more, per day . For are quite good and inexpensive tennis clubs . )

this he receives no salary (except in universities) One class of pupils allowed me to join their

but gets board and lodging free . He takes his Touring Club , which during the summer vacation

meals with the teachers, the fare being plain but made a delightful trip in the Western Pyrénées.

wholesome . He is given a bed-sitting room and The time to apply for these posts is now , at the

is allowed the use of the common -room , if there office of Special Inquiries and Reports , Board of

is one . Provision is made for him even during Education . A report issued recently by this office

the holidays, if he wishes to remain at the school. notes the fact that many such posts for men go

All that the " répétiteur' needs, then , is pocket unfilled .

money.

The qualification necessary for the post of “ ré
History .

pétiteur” in a French training college is a certifi
cate of any English university equivalent to that THE MARCH OF HISTORY (Book V) : by W. H.

of London University Intermediate Arts examina- McHaffie. ( 25. gd . McDougall.)

tion . For the job of “ assistant” in a French lycée , Treating the period 1689 to 1832, this book is full

or university , a degree is required. The appoint- of very interesting material, excellent and pointed

ment is for one year, from October to July , but can
illustrations, and many very useful charts. The

be renewed . cause and effect of certain historical events have been

The advantages of this scheme for students of effectively portrayed, and the copious references

French are obvious. First , the year costs nothing, to other sources for further reading are to be com

save for travelling expenses . Next , the “ répéti
mended . There is insufficient information about re

teur, " by constant companionship with the resident gions outside the British Isles , information without

teachers , obtains a sound knowledge of the spoken
which the story of Britain cannot be fully appre

ciated .
language, of the country, and of the people.

H. C.

Thirdly, he has ample time to continue his own BRITISH COLONIAL POLICY AND THE SOUTH AFRICAN

studies , if he is still working for English examina- REPUBLICS, 1848-1872 (The Royal Empire
tions. And here, residence in schools has a great Society Imperial Studies, No. 3) : by C. W.

advantage over residence with a family , since the de Kiewiet, M.A., Ph.D. (12. 6d . Long

former usually possess well stocked libraries. mans . )

Further, the teachers are always willing to allow A South African history which begins at 1848

the " répétiteur" to listen to their own lessons (e.g. and ends at 1872 cannot but be somewhat unsatis

in literature ), to direct his studies, and even to fying for anyone who wants to read the story as
correct his written work. In my own case they a whole. This, however, is not a South African

also helped me to obtain from the municipal library history , but such portion of that rather queer

the use of rare books and dictionaries which I story as its title covers . It is a study of policy,

needed . and that for a rather short period. Nevertheless ,

Finally, a year's work as a " répétiteur” gives Dr. Kiewiet has embodied in it a general account

one the qualifications of " residence abroad ” which of British Colonial policy, as it was conducted in

is now the sine qua non of all French posts in the nineteenth century, and the account is made

English schools. It may be useful also for those judiciously , without heat. The work is well ar

looking for posts as foreign salesmen . ranged and well referenced by abundant foot -note

I myself spent two very happy years in an references to documents, Hansard , S.O. papers,

Ecole Normale, and have excellent memories of the and here and there to histories — Theal, of course.

kindness both of teachers and of pupils . The former There is a good bibliography and an index.

made me their inseparable companion , helped me R. J.
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THE MUMMERS.

By E. WILLMORE.

Schools are, or should be , places where they their plays were largely plays of action, based on

learn rather than places where we teach. The detective and adventure stories , and usually intro

interests and activities of the pupils are the things ducing a “ rough house. " When the influence of

that matter. Mr. Caldwell Cook and others have the " pictures' became too marked, one had to point

shown how efforts can be evoked by drama , but out that “ the play's the thing ," and that in a

others, less gifted , have often evoked only boredom, play speaking is a sine qua non.

especially if they have started off ambitiously with Play writing became almost epidemic, and I sel

a play of Shakespeare . dom entered the room without finding three or four

The following experiences may be of interest . budding playwrights waiting for permission to put

After various attempts at plays with large classes their plays “ on the boards. " While the epidemic

of boys from nine to fifteen years old , I came to lasted an enormous amount of serious writing was

the conclusion that we must walk, or rather crawl , done , with an earnest endeavour to “ sound right,”

before we could run . even if the grammar and spelling were rather shaky.

One day we decided to " act ” a passage from But these are often shaky even when boys or girls

“ The Golden Age,” which was entitled in our an- are set to write an “ Essay on Spring ' ( that hardy

thology “ The Cat's Search for Happiness.” It annual) , or “ The Drainage System of "

was simply to be read in parts . Then, as an inno- There was a period when form room plays were

vation (always welcome in schools), we had a part popular ; and then a set of scout plays were more

for the " reader," which included anything not popular still . There was a distinct advance in

spoken by the characters . The idea caught on .
dramatic appreciation , but less creative effort. It

The shortness of the piece allowed for competition seemed like a pause for growth and the digestion

as to who could speak the parts best . The rival of ideas. Then , under the influence of Christmas

claimants for the various rôles were then further and breaking-up plays, a few kindred spirits formed

weeded out by allotting the parts to those who a dramatic society - confined to one class, owing

knew them by heart . After that there was a de- to a growing self -consciousness. Their imagina

mand for dressing the parts , and so here we had tions were aroused again . There were to be stage

a play fitted . Whenever a suitable passage cropped and scenery , costumes, tickets , and programmes.

up, the question came : “ Can we play it ? ” A jumble sale was held to raise funds, which

Here we had plenty of interest and voluntary were handed over to the teacher as treasurer.

effort in learning and speaking English . We were ( Rather meanly, the treasurer seized the opportunity

now ready for the next step, the making of our of giving a lesson on the necessity of book -keeping

own plays . This practice began so easily that I and auditing accounts . ) Then a play in five acts,

have forgotten who suggested it . It was a result based on a type of school story very common in

of the general policy of encouraging and guiding boys' magazines, was written and rehearsed. It

spontaneous effort . went very well , although freely criticised . It had

As soon as the boys realised that they might some such title as “ Life at Grey Friars.” Another

construct any play they chose , there was “ The Mystery of the Manor, ” a ghost and

great deal of energy expended in play -writing -- all detective story, full of the ubiquitous automatic

homework, but not set as such. Boys wrote short pistol . Two short sketches were written by one

plays and were allowed to pick their own particular boy upon dramatic selections heard on the wireless.

cronies for the characters . The rest of the class One was entitled “ On the Road to Cambridge , '

played the part of audience, with the right of free and the other “ The Dreamer." Both were suc

criticism-after the performance. Correct behavi- cessful . If any copyrights were infringed the

our on the part of the audience was required . The teacher disclaims responsibility, as all this work

nuisance of handing a copy of a play from one originated with his pupils . He kept himself in the

person to another was soon realised , and the writing background - difficult for a pedagogue.

out of parts , with correct cues, was explained. The enthusiasm of children is as easily destroyed

After the performance the criticism was outspoken as the gossamer that can be seen on a sunny day

and uncompromising. “ It's too short !” “ It ends covering the grass and glittering in the sun . А

too soon !" " It doesn't seem to end right, ” &c. grazing bull tears up yards of it with every

The criticism were just , if ungrammatical, and thus step.

began an inquiry into the construction of plays. At present I am holding the funds (three and

This became part of the ritual , like the reader's fourpence halfpenny) and awaiting developments ;

part before mentioned (the Chorus in embryo ? ). for several of the leading spirits will not return

These boys being only nine or ten years old , after the holidays .

was a
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR .

A Denominational Claim .

To the Editor of The EDUCATION OUTLOOK .

Sir ,-I crave a little space to call the attention

of your readers to the claim which is being put

forward on behalf of schools under the control of

the Roman Church . It is well known that before

the Balfour Act of 1902 these schools, in common

with all schools controlled by religious bodies , were

not aided from local rates . They received the

Government grant , and were expectedto supplement

it from their own resources. They built the schools,

appointed and paid the teachers, and were in sole

control as managers. In 1902 the denominations

received a great addition to their resources , for

they became entitled to a share of the local rates

and were relieved of all financial responsibility be

yond providing a school building . Their teachers

were paid , the schools were equipped, and an

allowance was granted for such " wear and tear"

of the buildingas could fairly be ascribed to its

being used as a school. The managers retained the

right to appoint teachers , and were thus enabled

to preserve the special form of religious training

which they desired . These great concessions were

much opposed by a party which was hostile to pay

ing for doctrinal teaching out of public funds. It

must be confessed that the opposition was not wholly

consistent, since such teaching had for long been

supported by Government grants.

It now appears that there is a demand that

denominational managers shall be relieved of all

financial responsibility and that schools shall be

built at the public cost for the exclusive use of a

religious body. It happens that the demand is made

most insistently by a body which is able to employ

the services of a number of devoted men and women

whose salaries , paid from public funds , presumably

accrue to the general funds of the denomination.

That is the sole business of the teachers concerned ,

but it does serve to emphasise the query as to

why the denomination should find itself unable even

to build schools for its own use. To ask that the

public should assume this burden is asking too

much, and if the demand is pressed it may well

have the result of bringing support to the so -called

secular solution and excluding religious teaching

from all State aided schools. To most English

people - including teachers in Council or Provided

Schools - this solution would be deplorable , since

a knowledge of the Bible and of the foundations of

the Christian faith is part of our national tradition.

It is no part of that tradition , however, that English

public funds shall be devoted to the needs of an

alien Church . - Yours faithfully,

M. C. P.

Notes or No Notes .

Relating to the point discussed by Dr. Robert

Jones, we print the following letter :

Sır ,-With reference to your review of the notes

to " Poems of To-day," I should, as a teacher of

over forty-six years' experience, vote heartily for

notes , if in the pithy and accurate form that Mr.

Hall has given us. The older teachers among us

can recollect notes , such as those in Aldis Wright's

plays of Shakespeare, which were far above the

heads of the average pupils and of no great use

to the teacher. But the more foolproof an edition

of an English or modern language text is , the better

for both teacher and scholar. It saves the con

scientious teacher much time over his dictionary and

encyclopædia and it tells the pupil just what he

ought to know without going into too great detail.

I am not talking about texts for specialists or

university students, where often the notes have to

be longer than the text itself. No notes are suitable

in texts for rapid reading or for unseen passages.

-Yours faithfully,

DE V. PAYEN-PAYNE.

Kensington Coaching College, S.W.5.

Training for the Clergy.

SIR , -On reading " Eighty Years Ago, Teachers

should be Trained " in the May number of The

EDUCATION OUTLOOK , I felt that if “ Clergy " were

substituted for “ Teachers, " a great deal of the

extract would apply to some of the clergy of the

present day. Thus : “ It would be rational to con

clude that if training and special preparation have

been found necessary in the case of the school

master, training and special preparation in the

art of teaching) in a still higher degree would be

deemed requisite for those who are destined to

undertake offices ( equally ) complicated and ex

tensive; and yet we find , practically, that ” clergy

are often " men who have received neither, " admis

sion to Holy Orders " being deemed in their case

sufficient evidence of ability to teach and to re

gulate a school. It would not be difficult to name

many clergymen ... utterly inexperienced in and

ignorant of the art of teaching. The evils resulting

from this strange anomaly appear in ... the in

efficiency of some Sunday Schools, Confirmation

Classes , and Young People's Services. "

M. C. L.
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name was

or

ANNOTATED POETRY.

By ROBERT JONES, D.Sc.

[ The class use of annotated editions of poetry is discussed in the following article in connexion

with a review which appeared in May . We shall welcome correspondence on the question .-- EDITOR .]

The publication of " Notes to Poems of To -day ” Dan Chaucer ( " we thought his

raises one of the chief minor questions of educational Geoffrey ! ” ).

method. If it be held as a major question , its dis
Anadyomene.

cussion is all the more pertinent . The immediate
This is obvious enough ; and the Plain Text

theory rightly presumes an English master
occasion is this. “ Poems of To-day, ” a School

mistress, sufficiently competent , equipped and pre

Anthology of contemporary English poetry, was pared to answer such inquiries. In this same volume

issued in August, 1915 (just after a year of the war) , ( First Series) we have pre-pelasgian , Babilu , " the

by the English Association , through Messrs. Sidg- scrawl hath gorged,” Brumana, lavdanon, Chancle

wick & Jackson. A Second Series appeared in May,
bury, " each lag, each pasture, " palinode, Ebbw ,

nenuphars, Dorian , Attic Tereus.

1922. Both volumes were selected by a Committee
We may assume, in all cases , a teacher com

of the English Association , and both were issued as petent to deal at sight with these or any other words

plain texts with nothing but Indexes (Authors and and allusions , in this or any other anthology ; and

First Lines) and Prefatory Notes. The editions of we may — or must-put this assumption on one side ,

both, issued for the general public , have full biblio
having stated it . More reasonably , we may assume

a teacher fairly well equipped , who adds to this
graphical notes prepared by the English Association .

equipment a proper preparation of the book or the
There now appear two booklets of “ Notes to

poems to be read . This implies a good dictionary ,
Poems of To -day ,' one for the school edition of a gazetteer, and various books of reference : in fine,

each series , issued by the same publishers , and com a library, whether private , public , or institutional.

piled by H. R. Hall (6d. each) . On the cover of
It implies some long and elusive searches, and a

great waste of time , now and then , after a word or

each booklet is an announcement : “ The English
a phrase - dialects and obsolete words are not in

Association takes no responsibility for this or any cluded in ordinary dictionaries.

other collection of notes to 'Poems of To -day .' Then there is the teacher who thanks heaven for

There is , of course , no implication of any conflict the compiler's industry, even if he questions the

here , but there is an indication of the existence of explanation of “ agate” (Second Series , No. 89 :

differing theories of educational method , and of
to " get agate, " in Lancashire, is to get going ), or

protests that a “ gibbous moon ” is not “ full,” but
sufficient importance to be followed up . " hunched -backed, between half and full (First

The example in question is an excellent one for
Series, No. 56) . Such querulosities we all indulge

the discussion of educational methods.
The com

in at times, either as contributions to friendly dis

piler is an experienced writer with a wide practical cussion or as by-blows of our dignity. They do not

knowledge of schools and school books. This is no
lessen our sense of thankfulness for help. Though

case of a difference between artist and Philistine.
nineteen of every twenty of these notes should be

There are no Philistines in the story . unnecessary , the twentieth is often worth the whole

Let us begin with the Plain Text theory , which sixpence.

was evidently the basis of the original work . We We infer then that the issue of these books is

think that the Association was and is right in mak justified, and calls for our thanks. Whoever has

ing the Plain Text its basis . Now let us follow the had to do similar work will appreciate the labour

book into the schools. In Rupert Brooke's “ The and the boon . But we are not yet done with the

Old Vicarage , Grantchester " ( First Series , “ Poems question, There remain exposition and examina
of To -day, No. 47) , there are these words and tion .

allusions , each and all of them likely to evoke a
For the first the compiler has not limited his notes

question from at least one pupil of any age , in any to such informative points as those we have men

class , in any school : tioned . He ventures upon explanation, exposition ,

Café des Westens , Berlin . commentary. Here we remember valour's better

Du lieber Gott. part, and leave him to the wolves . His courage

Temperamentvoll
. must be beyond ordinary. For ourselves we find his

das Betreten ... verboten . comments and attempts not only readable , but in

His ghostly Lordship. teresting and often suggestive. But he is a bold

6
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man, a very bold man . True , there is not much in

the way of commentary, but very Daniel does not

escape unscathed .

So far we have assumed the Plain Text to be in

the hands of the class , and the Notes in the hands

(or on the shelves) of the teacher ; and so far, we

fancy, the Association is not greatly perturbed . But ,

in future , school editions are to be issued in two

forms : ( 1 ) plain text , ( 2 ) with notes . Here enters

the examination .

Most teachers will agree that if the teaching of

English, the appreciation of literature , the growth

of a culture , are alone or mainly in view, the plain

text is the better form for the class , the notes lying

on the teacher's shelf for reference , preparation ,

agreement, or brow - lifted protest. But if that class

is preparing for an examination where “ Poems of

To-day ” is a set book , then the pupils will want and

the teacher will recommend ( joyfully or sighfully )

the annotated edition . What did we do ourselves,

all of us , when we were preparing for an examina

tion , but get the fullest annotations that were

available ?

We arrive at this : that our English examination

system dictates here as elsewhere. The time , the

subjects , the content of the teaching, must all be

subject to the rules of the game in every school

where definite external examinations must be taken .

And that, no doubt, is part of the explanation of

the English Association's disclaimer on the covers

of these Notes. The members of the Association

know well enough what literature signifies. But

what are they to say to a teacher's “ They must get

through the examination " ? Most of them have to

say the same thing to themselves. And they will

all thank the compiler--with reservations on diverse

points. These small differences apart, the Plain

Text v . Annotations controversy remains with its

double answer.

LEGAL NOTES .

Non - Attendance at School : Reasonable Excuse .

The Courts have provided two interesting cases

this month . The first, London County Council v.

Maher, makes no new law , but once again em

phasises the true application of Section 49 of the

1921 Act . Dorothy Maher was certified to be deaf,

but the parent refused to send her child to Oak

Lodge Residential School at Clapham Common ,

twelve miles distant from her home . The local

bench of magistrates found that the respondent

had taken steps to provide efficient instruction for

the child in some other manner, and that a reason

able excuse for non-attendance at the Clapham

School had been shown. The High Court on case

stated dismissed the appeal by the L.C.C.

“ Reasonable Excuse."

Lord Hewart pointed out that the words " Any

of the following reasons shall be a reasonable ex

cuse " did not mean “ There shall be no reasonable

excuse except these. ” The Act said that what

ever else was excluded from being a reasonable

excuse the three matters set out in Section 49 should

not be excluded . If it was sought to find outside

these any other reasonable excuse the magistrates

must decide whether the facts adduced supported

the claim . The magistrates had so decided , and

the appeal must be dismissed . Mr. Justice Avory

agreed , and added that he was inclined to think

there was also reasonable excuse on the ground that

there was no school open within two miles of

the child's home, since it could not attend an ordin

ary school.

Some Appointments .

Mr. Francis Richard Dale , D.S.O. , M.C.,

M.A. , Head Master of Plymouth College , has been

elected by the Court of Common Council of the

City Corporation to the Head Mastership of the

City of London School.

Mr. A. S. Pratt, M.A. , M.Sc., Head of the

Mathematical department of Whitgift School, has

been appointed Head Master of the King Edward

VI Grammar School , Nuneaton.

The Rev. C. F. Russell , Head Master of King

Edward VI School, Southampton , since 1918, will

succeed , next September, Mr. H. Cradock Watson ,

Head Master of Merchant Taylors ' School , Water

loo, Liverpool.

Parental Authority v . School Discipline .

The other case concerned the right of a school

master to punish a scholar for breach of a school

rule when the boy was in the control and under

the authority of his father . Smoking in the street

was prohibited. The father had stated that his

son had his permission to smoke. The boy was

punished and the father preferred an information

charging the master with an unlawful assault . The

magistrates dismissed the charge, ordered the boy's.

father to pay £5 . 58. costs, and refused his appli

cation to them to state a case . The father ob

tained a rule nisi to compel them. The rule was

heard in the King's Bench and unanimously dis

charged. The Court held that the question was

one of fact and not law, and there was accordingly

no room for a special case . Rex v. Newport Jus

tices ex-parte Wright therefore but reaffirms the

law that a parent who chooses to send his child

to a school is taken to accept all the reasonable

rules of that school , and to subject him to the head

master's authority-which includes a right to

punish .
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MESSRS. LONGMANS' RECENT HISTORICAL BOOKS

1

.

SIXTH IMPRESSION. FIFTY-SIXTH THOUSAND.

HISTORY OF ENGLAND

By George Macaulay Trevelyan, Litt.D. , LL.D. , F.B.A. , Regius Professor of Modern History in the University of

Cambridge.

With 37 Maps. 8vo . 12s. 6d. net .

" First among its merits must be placed the lucidity and excellence of its style , which makes Mr. Trevelyan always one of the most read

able of historians, because his work preserves a literary quality too rarely attained by the moderns. ... A good and timely book ." - History.

BRITISH HISTORY IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, 1782-1901

By George Macaulay Trevelyan, Litt.D. , LL.D. , F.B.A.

With Maps . 8vo. 12s. 6d. net . ( Twenty -seventh Thousand .)

" Mr. Trevelyan's survey will be universally recognised as of sound value and significance. In the lecture -room and at the student's desk
it should be a lasting book. "-Daily Telegraph .

GREAT BRITAIN FROM ADAM SMITH TO THE PRESENT DAY

AN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SURVEY

By Charles Ryle Fay, M.A. , D.Sc. , Professor of Economic History in the University of Toronto .

With Maps. 8vo . 12s. 6d. net.

Companion volume to G. M. Trevelyan's “ British History in the Nineteenth Century ."

ENGLAND IN MODERN TIMES (1714-1902)

By Robert M. Rayner, B.A. , Clayesmore School , Winchester .

With Maps. Crown 8vo . 59.

PATRIOTS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

By E. F. Malcolm-Smith, M.A. , Fellow of Newnham College , Cambridge .

With 11 Illustrations . Crown 8vo . 38. 6d,

EUROPE IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, 1789-1914

By A. J. Grant, M.A. , and Harold Temperley, Litt.D. , M.A. , O.B.E. , University Reader in Modern History in

the University of Cambridge .

With 14 Maps , 8 of which are in colour . 8vo . 12s. 6d. net .

“ I commend this book to those who teach and those who like history, also to those ho dislike history, but appreciate a good story told
with clearness, vigour, humour, and sympathy . The maps are exceptionally forceſul, and the publishers are to be complimented for the
excellence of the typography." - Education Outlook .

THE MODERN WORLD

EUROPE FROM THE FRENCH REVOLUTION TO THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

By F. S. Marvin .

With 10 Maps. Crown 8vo . 3s. 6d.

OUTLINES OF ANCIENT HISTORY

By D. M. Vaughan.

With Illustrations , Maps, and a Time Chart . Crown 8vo . 2s. 6d.

GREEK HISTORY FOR YOUNG READERS

By Alice Zimmern.

With 61 Illustrations and 15 Maps, 8 of which are in colours . NEW EDITION . Crown 8vo . 5s.

Messrs . Longmans, Green & Co. , Ltd. , cordially invite Teachers to visit their New Showroom at 39 Paternoster Row,

London , E.C.4, where all their Educational and other Publications are on view . Hours, 9 to 5 ; Saturday, 9 to 12.30.

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO., LTD ., 39 PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON, E.C.4
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Messrs. Longmans' Historical List

Nineteenth Century England

A Political and Social History of the British Commonwealth , 1815–1914 .

By Robert M. Rayner, B.A. , Clavesmore School, Winchester. With 7 Maps. Crown 8vo . 6s.

“ For training in a sense of citizenship this book will be of great assistance to teachers and pupils. " - Schoolmaster.

Outlines of British Social History

By E. H. Dance, Senior History Master, The Grammar School, Wolverhampton . With Illustrations. Crown8vo . 3s.
“ A well -planned and well -written survey of British social history . . . . Should prove to be an invaluable companion to the ordinary text.

book of English history . "-The Journal of Education .

LONGMANS' HISTORICAL SERIES FOR SCHOOLS

By T. F. Tout, M.A. In Three Books . Crown 8vo .

Book I.-A First Book of British History, from the Earliest Times to 1919.

With 89 Illustrations, 13 Genealogical Tables , and 26 Maps and Plans. 3s. 6d .

Book II.-A History of Great Britain from the Earliest Times to 1919 .

With 37 Maps and Plans, 8 Genealogical Tables, and 150 Portraits and other Illustrations. 50. 6d .
Book II is also issued in Two Parts :

Part I.-From the Earliest Times to 1485. 3s. 6d . Part II .-From 1485 to 1919. 3s. 6d.

Book III. - An Advanced History of Great Britain from the Earliest Times to 1923.

With 29 Genealogical Tables and 65 Maps and Plans . 9s.

Book III is also issued in Three Parts :

Part I.-- From the Earliest Times to 1485. 3s. 6d . Part II .-From 1485 to 1714. 38. 6d .

Part III .-From 1714 to 1929. 3s. 6d .

A STUDENT'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND

From the Earliest Times to the Conclusion of the Great War.

By Samuel Rawson Gardiner, D.C.L. , LL.D. With 385 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 21s. net .

Or in Three Volumes as follows :

Vol . 1.-55 B.C. to A.D. 1509. With 173 Illustrations. Crown 8vo . 7s. 6d.

Vol . II .-1509 to 1689. With 96 Illustrations . Crown 8vo. 68. 6d.

Vol . III .-1689 to 1919. With 116 Illustrations . Crown 8vo . 6s. 6d.

A SCHOOL ATLAS OF ENGLISH HISTORY :

A Companion Atlas to Gardiner's “ Student's History of England. "

Edited by Samuel Rawson Gardiner, D.C.L. , LL.D. With 66 Maps and 22 Plans of Battles, &c . Fcap. 4to . 6s. 60.

HISTORY OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE

By C. S. S. Higham , M.A. With 15 Maps. Crown 8vo. 58.

THE GROWTH OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE

By P. H. and A. C. Kerr. With 4 Coloured Illustrations , 4 Coloured Maps, and 58 Maps and other Illustrations.

Crown 8vo . 3s. 6d .

A HISTORY OF EUROPE . By A. J. Grant, M.A.

New Edition, bringing the narrative down to the end of the Great War . With 13 Coloured Maps, and 13 Uncoloured

Maps and Plans in the Text . Complete in One Volune. Crown 8vo . 15s.

Also issued in Four Parts :

Part 1. - The Classical World . 4s.

Part II. - The Middle Ages. 68.

Part III .-- Modern Europe. 6s.

Part IV . - Europe in the Nineteenth Century, 1789-1918 . Being Chapters XIV to XXII of Part III. 38. 6d.

OUTLINES OF EUROPEAN HISTORY. By A. J. Grant, M.A.

New Edition , bringing the narrative down to the end of the Great War.

With 95 Illustrations and 22 Maps and Plans. Complete in One Volume . Crown 8vo . 6s.

Also issued in Two Parts :

Part 1. — To the End of the Middle Ages. 3s. 6d.

Part II. - From the End of the MiddleAges to the Present Time. 3s. 6d.

GREAT PEOPLES OF THE ANCIENT WORLD

By Dorothy M. Vaughan, M.A. With Illustrations . Crown 8vo . 3s. 6d.

THE MEDITERRANEAN WORLD IN GREEK AND ROMAN TIMES

By Dorothy M. Vaughan, M.A. With Illustrations , Maps , and Time Charts . Crown 8vo . 3s. 6d.

Messrs. Longmans, Green & Co. , Ltd. , cordially invite Teachers to visit their New Showroom at 39 Paternoster Ron ,

London, E.C.4, where all their Educational and other Publications are on view. Hours, 9 to 5 ; Saturday, 9 to 12.30 .

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO ., LTD ., 39 PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON , E.C.4
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MESSRS. LONGMANS' NEW BOOKS IN ENGLISH

PROSE OF TO -DAY

SELECTED BY THE ENGLISH ASSOCIATION.

Crown 8vo, cloth boards with gilt lettering , 3s. 6d . net ; SCHOOL EDITION, 28. 6d .

“ The range of passages is wide, and the temptation to select only or chiefly ' purple patches ' has been nobly
resisted the teacher has here at his command a storehouse of material for dictation lessons and for

précis far better than many collections made specifically with these objects in view ."' - The Journal of Education .

THE CHILSWELL BOOK OF ENGLISH POETRY

Compiled and Annotated for the use of Schools by Robert Bridges, Poet Laureate.

Dedicated by gracious permission to H.R.H. The Prince of Wales. Crown 8vo . 3s. 6d.

Also in Two Parts. Part I , 28. ; Part II , 2s.

LIBRARY EDITION , Crown 8vo. 6s. 6d. net . India paper edition , cloth , 98. net ; leather, 12s. 6d . net .

NEW EXERCISES IN ESSAY WRITING

By Guy Boas, M.A. Crown 8vo . 2s. 6d .

NEW EXERCISES IN PRÉCIS WRITING
By Guy Boas, M.A. Crown 8vo . 2s. 6d.

THE WRITING OF ENGLISH

By Guy Boas, M.A. Crown 8vo . 2s. 6d.

Key for the use of Teachers only . 2s. net.

SOME CHAPTERS ON WRITING ENGLISH

By Lieut. -Col. J. H. Gettins, D.S.O. , Army Educational Corps. Crown 8vo . 3s.

STUDIES IN ENGLISH

A Book for Secondary Schools. Part I. Language.

By William Robb, M.A. With Illustrations . Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d .

EXERCISES IN ENGLISH GRAMMAR

By A. A. Hughes, M.A. Crown 8vo . 2s.

FIRST PRINCIPLES OF GRAMMAR

By W. E. C. Clarke, M.A. Crown 8vo . 2s.

CLEAR SPEAKING AND GOOD READING

By Arthur Burrell, M.A.

With a preface by P. A. Barnett, M.A. New EDITION . Crown 8vo . 38. 6d .

A COURSE OF GRAMMATICAL TRAINING

By Philip H. Prideaux, B.A. Crown 8vo . 2s. 6d .

MAN'S GREAT ADVENTURE

Thirty Stories of Mankind from the Dawn Man to the Man of To-day .

By Stephen Southwold . With Black and White Illustrations by L. Gee.

SCHOOL EDITION . Imp . 16mo. 2s. 6d. BEST EDITION . With Coloured and other Illustrations . 4s. 6d . net .

AN ELIZABETHAN STORY -BOOK

Famous Tales from the Palace of Pleasure .

Selected and arranged with an Introduction by Peter Haworth , M.A. , Ph.D. Crown 8vo . 5s. net .

ELIZABETHAN LYRICS

From the Original Texts .

Chosen , Edited, and Arranged by Norman Ault. With Introduction and Notes. Crown 8vo . 10s. 6d. net .

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY LYRICS

Chosen , Edited , and Arranged by Norman Ault. 10s. 6d. net .

Messrs. Longmans, Green & Co., Ltd., cordially invite Teachers to visit their New Showroom at 39 Paternoster Row ,

London , E.C.4, where all their Educational and other Publications are on view. Hours, 9 to 6 ; Saturday, 9 to 12.30.

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO ., LTD ., 39 PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON , E.C.4.
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NEW AND RECENT VOLUMES

JUNGLE JOHN. A Book of Big-Game Jungles.

By John Budden. ( Abridged .) With Notes and Questions by T. H. Allen .

Illustrated by Major-General H. J. P. Browne, C.B. 2s.

THE MERCHANT AT ARMS. A Tale of Bosworth Field.

By Ronald Oakeshott. Abridged , with Notes, by J. C. Allon , and an Introduction by the Author. 2 ..

BUNYAN'S PILGRIM'S PROGRESS

Edited and Abridged by Emilie Fewstor. With Notes and Quostions by J. C. Allen . l . , 9d.

HEROES OF FRENCH HISTORY

By Louise Creighton . Edited for School Use by J. C. Allen . With Illustrations by Henry J. Ford . 2s. 6d .

VOYAGES OF SIR FRANCIS DRAKE AND SIR HUMFREY GILBERT

Taken from " Tbe Principal Navigations, Voyages, Traffics, and Discoveries. " By Richard Hakluyt.

With an Introduction , Notes, and Glossary by T. H. Allen . 1s. 9d .

MASTERMAN READY, OR THE WRECK OF THE “ PACIFIC ”

A Story for Young People . By Captain Marryat, R.N. Abridged for Schools by J. C Allen . Is. 6d .

THE BOOK OF THE HAPPY WARRIOR

By Sir Henry Nowbolt. Edited and abridged for Schools by J. C. Allen .

With Illustrations by Henry J. Ford. 2s . 6d .

SESAME AND LILIES

By Joho Ruskin . With Introduction , Notes, and Questions by J. W. Bartram , M.A. 1s. 6d .

SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON

Abridged , with Introduction and Notes , by J. C. Allen . ls. 9d .

A VOYAGE ROUND THE WORLD. In the years 1740-4 .

Made by Lord Anson . Abridged , with Notes, by J. C. Allen . 1s. 9d.

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE

By Jane Austen. Abridged , with Introduction and Notes, by David Salmon , Hon . M.A. 1 .. 9d .

THE CRUISE OF THE “ FALCON .” A Voyage to South America in a 30 - Ton Yacht.

By E. F. Knight. Abridged , with Notes , by J. C. Allen . With 2 Maps and Illustrations .

KENILWORTH

By Sir Walter Scott. Abridged , with Introduction and Notes by David Salmon. ls , 9d .

THE STEVENSON READER . Selected Passages from the Works of Robert Louis Stevenson .

Edited by Lloyd Osbourne. NEW EDITION . With Frontispiece. 2s. 6d.

a

2s

A Selection of other Volumes in this Series. Each with Introductions and Notes

Carroll's ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND . Is. 6. Macaulay's LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME : with Ivry and The Armada .

Defoe's ROBINSON CRUSOE. ( Abridged . ) With Illustrations. Is. 9d . With Biography. Is. 4d .

Dickens's A TALE OF TWO CITIES . ( Abridged . ) 1s . 6d . Macaulay's HISTORY OF ENGLAND. Chapter III .

Doyle's THE REFUGEES. A TALE OF TWO CONTINENTS . With Biography. 18. 9d.

(Abridged .) With 15 Illustrations . 28. 60.
Morris's THE MAN BORN TO BE KING. ( From " The Earthly

Paradise . '' )
Doyle's MICAH CLARKE : A Tale of Monmouth's Rebellion .

Is. 6d .

With 20 Illustrations.
Morris's THE WANDERERS, BEING THE PROLOGUE TO THE

28. 60 .

EARTHLY PARADISE . Is . 6d .

Doyle's THE WHITE COMPANY. (Abridged . ) Morris's THE STORY OF SIGURD THE VOLSUNG . Written in

With 12 Illustrations . 2s .
Verse by WILLIAM MORRIS. With Portions Condensed into

Froude's ENGLISH SEAMEN IN THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY. 2s . Prose . 2s . 3d .

Kingsley's HEREWARD THE WAKE . “ LAST OF THE ENGLISH ." Reade's THE CLOISTER AND THE HEARTH . ( Abridged . )

(Abridged .) 28. With Frontispiece. 28 .

Kingsley's WESTWARD HO ! ( Abridged .) With Frontispiece. Is. 9d. Scott's THE TALISMAN . ( Abridged . ) With Biography . 25.

Kingsley's THE HEROES, or GREEK FAIRY TALES FOR MY Scott's IVANHOE . (Abridged .) With Biography . is. 9d .

CHILDREN . With 6 Illustrations and 2 Maps . 15. 60 . Scott's QUENTIN DURWARD . (Abridged .) With Biography. 1 $ . 9d .
Lamb's TALES FROM SHAKESPEARE . (Selected . ) Stevenson's A CHILD'S GARDEN OF VERSES. Is. 60 .

With Illustrations. 2s.
TALES OF KING ARTHUR AND THE ROUND TABLE. Adapted

Lang's TALES OF THE GREEK SEAS , from “ The Book of Romance," edited by ANDREW LANG .
With 7 Illustrations by H. J. FORD, Is. 9d . With 20 Illustrations. Is. 6d.

Lang's TALES OF TROY. Zimmern's GODS AND HEROES OF THE NORTH .

With 6 Illustrations by H. J. FORD and a Map . 1S. 9d . With 12 Illustrations. 18. 6d ,

Other volumes in the Class-Books consist of Stories, Books of Historical Interest,

Travel and Exploration, Literary Selections, Biography, Poetry , & c .

A Complete List will be sent post free on application .
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Messrs. Longmans' Latin List

LONGMANS' LATIN COURSE

With copious Exercises and Vocabularies. Crown 8vo.

Part I.-Up to and including the Regular Verb, Active and Passive. 2s.

Key for the use of Teachers only, 3s. 10d. post free.

Part II. - Including Pronouns, Numeral Adjectives, Irregular Verbs, Accusative and Infinitive, Ablative Absolute ,

Dependent Questions, Dependent Clauses, the Use of the Cases and Oratio Obliqua. 3s. 6d.

Key for the use of Teachers only , 5s. 4d . post free .

Parts I and II.-Complete in One Volume. 5s. Key for Teachers only, 7s. 10d. post free.

Part III.- Elementary Latin Prose, with Complete Syntax and Passages for learning by heart.

By W. Horton Spragge, M.A. , Assistant Master at the City of London School. 4s. 6d .

Key for the use of Teachers only, 3s. 10d. post free.

The Pronunciation adopted in Longmans' Latin Course is in accordance with the Regulations issued by the Board

of Education with a view to securing uniformity .

ELEMENTARY LATIN UNSEENS.

With Notes and Vocabularies. Crowo 8vo . 2s. Key for Teachers only. 4s. 10d. post froe.

ILLUSTRATED FIRST LATIN READING BOOK AND GRAMMAR.

By H. R. Heatley, M.A. With 76 Illustrations by Lancelot Speed . Crown 8vo . 2s.

A JUNIOR LATIN READER . Compiled by P. M. Druce, M.A. , and M. D. Manduell, M.A.

With 38 Maps and Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 38. 6d.

A SENIOR LATIN READER . Compiled by J. Lang, B.A. With 82 Illustrations, Maps, and Plans. Crown 8vo . 4s.

ELEMENTA LATINA ; or, Latin Lessons for Beginners.

By W. H. Morris. Fcap . 8vo . 2s. Key for the use of Teachers only , 3s. 10d. net .

VIA CAESARIS

By A. A. Hughes, M.A. Crown 8vo . 2s.

SOME LATIN ESSENTIALS FOR THE COMMON ENTRANCE EXAMINATION

Edited by the Rev. E. L. Browne, M.A. , St. Andrew's School, Eastbourne. Crown 8vo . 38. 6d .

LATIN PROSE

By T. E. J. Bradshaw , M.A. , and G. G. Phillips, B.A. , LL.B. , Assistant Masters at Harrow School .

Crown 8vo. 38. 6d.

ARNOLD'S PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO LATIN PROSE COMPOSITION

By G. G. Bradley, D.D. Crown 8vo . 6s. Key for Teachers only , 5s. 4d. post free.

GRADATIM : An Easy Translation Book for Beginners._With Vocabulary.

By H. R. Heatley, M.A. , and H. N. Kingdon , M.A. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. Key for Teachers only , 5s. 4d. post free .

A LATIN -ENGLISH DICTIONARY

For Junior and Middle Forms of Schools. By C. G. Gepp, M.A. , and A. E. Haigh, M.A. Crown 8vo . 4s. 6d .

BOOKS by the late FRANK RITCHIE, M.A.

FIRST STEPS IN LATIN. Fcap . 8vo. 2s. 6d. EXERCISES IN LATIN PROSE COMPOSITION.

A Key for the use of Teachers only. 4s. post free . Crown 8vo . 2s, 6d .

A Key for the use of Te only . 5s. post fre

SECOND STEPS IN LATIN. Fcap . 8vo . 3s. EASY CONTINUOUS LATIN PROSE . Cr . 8vo . 3s. 6d
A Key for the use of Teachers only . 58. 3 d . post free .

FIRST STEPS IN CAESAR . The Expeditions to Britain .

EASY LATIN PASSAGES FOR TRANSLATION . De Bello Gallico , IV, 20–36 ; and V, 8-23. Crown 8vo. 2s.

Fcap. 8vo . 29. 6d . PREPARATORY CAESAR : DE BELLO GALLICO .

FABULAE FACILES. A First Latin Reader . Containing
Crown 8vo . Book II , 29. Book III , 2s. Books II and III , 3s, 6d

Detached Sentences and Consecutive Stories . With Notes and
LATIN GRAMMAR PAPERS. Fcap. 8vo . 1s . 6d .

Vocabulary . Crown 8vo . 3s.
EASY OVID. With Rules for Scansion and Exercises

IMITATIVE EXERCISES IN EASY LATIN PROSE .
thereon . Crown 8vo . 2s.

Based on “ Fabulae Faciles.” Crown 8vo . 2s. A FIRST LATIN VERSE BOOK. Crown 8vo . 29. 60.

Messrs. Longmans, Green & Co., Ltd., cordially invite Teachers to visit their New Showroom at 39 Paternoster Row,

London , E.C.4, where all their Educational and other Publications are on view. Hours, 9 to 5 ; Saturday, 9 to 12.30 .
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Messrs. Longmans' French List

CERTIFICATE FRENCH

A Collection of Sentences, Compositions, and Unseens. Selected from Papers set in the Examinations

for Higher Schooland Lower Certificates (Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examination Board ).

By J. B. D. Joce, M.A. , Assistant Master , Haileybury College. Crown 8vo . 2s.

CERTIFICATE FRENCH COMPOSITION

By the Rev. W. R. Flex, M.A. , Ph.D. , Assistant Master, Imperial Service College, Windsor ; and

Ch. H. Moulinier, Agrégé de l'Université , Professeur au Lycée Condorcet , Paris . Crown 8vo. 2s.

A Ke for use of Teachers only . 5s. 3d . post free .

LONGMANS' MODERN FRENCH COURSE

By T. H. Bertenshaw , B.A. Containing Reading Lessons, Grammar, Passages for Repetition, Exercises, and

Vocabularies. With Illustrations by D. M. Payne and from Photographs .

Part I.-Pupils ' Edition , 2s. Teachers' Edition , 2s. 6d.

Part II.-Pupils' Edition , 2s, 6d. Teachers' Edition , 3s.

Part III.-Pupils ' Edition , 3s. 6d. Teachers ' Edition , 4s. 6d .

The Teachers ' Edition contains all the matter in the Pupils' Edition, together with additional Notes on Reading

Lessons, Grammar, and Passages for Repetition , Translation of Exercises, & c .

THE PHONETICS OF FRENCH PRONUNCIATION .

Being Longmans' Modern French Course, Part I, Lessons 1-10, in the transcript of the Association Phonétique.

By Miss I. M. G. Ahern , B.A. Lond. Crown 8vo. 1s. 3d.

MODERN TALES FROM FRANCE . An Anthology of French Humour.

Edited by Frederick C. Roe,M.A., L. ès L. , Professor of French atthe University College of Hull.

Crown 8vo. Probable price, 2s. 6d . [Nearly ready .

LONGMANS' MODERN FRENCH PLAYS

Edited by F. S. Shears, B.D. , L.ès L. , D. de l'Univ . , Professor of French , University of Aberdeen, and E.Casati, L. ès L. ,

Lecturer in French Language and Literature , University of Aberdeen .

Le Jeu de l'Amour et de la Mort. By ROMAIN ROLLAND. Probable price, 2s. 6d. [Nearly ready.

La Fleur Merveilleuse. Pièce en Quatre Actes , en Vers . By MIGUEL ZAMACOIS . Probable price, 2s.6d. (Nearly ready.

Knock , ou le Triomphe de la Médecine. Comédie en Trois Actes . By JULES ROMAINS. Probable price, 2s. 6d .

LONGMANS' FRENCH TEXTS
(Nearly ready.

Edited , with Notes , Exercises , and Vocabularies , by T, H. Bertenshaw , B.A.

(a) Pupils' Edition , with Notes , Exercises , and Vocabularies.

(b) Teachers' Edition, consisting of the matter of the Pupils ' Edition , together with Translation of Exercises

and Additional Notes.

ELEMENTARY SERIES . 10d. each ; Teachers ' Edition , 1s. 6d. each .

Le Premier Coucou de la Forêt-Noire ( L. VUICHOUD ). L'Aventure de Jacques Gérard (M. STEPHANE) .

La Comète, &c. (ERCKMANN -CHATRIAN ). Ulysse chez les Cyclopes (OCTAVE Simone) .

INTERMEDIATE SERIES. ls. 3d . each ; Teachers' Edition , 1s. 6d . each .

L'Eclusier ( E. Souvestre) . L'Attaque du Moulin (E. ZOLA) .

La Montre du Doyen : Le Vieux Tailleur (ERCKMANN- CHATRIAN ) .

ADVANCED SERIES . Is. 9d. each ; Teachers ' Edition , ls. 9d. each .

Fontenoy (P. and V. MARGUERITTE) . Le Comte Kostia (V. CHERBULIEZ) .

Trente et Quarante (E. ABOUT) . Ursule Mirouët (H. de Balzac ) .

LONGMANS' ABBREVIATED FRENCH TEXTS

Edited , with Vocabulary , by T. H. Bertenshaw , B.A. , B.Mus.

JUNIOR

La Comète, & c. (ERCKMANN -CHATRIAN). 4d.

L'Aventure de Jacques Gérard ( M. STEPHANE) , et Le Paysan et L'Avocat (E. SOUvestre ). 4d.

La Blanche-Nef et La Poupée de Tanagra ( H. Guy ) . 4d. L'Histoire d'un Casse -Noisette ( A. DUMAs) , 4d.

MIDDLE .

La Montre du Doyen : Le Vieux Tailleur (ERCKMANN -CHATRIAN ) . 6d. L'Eclusier (E. SOUVESTRE) . 6d .

Le Lac deGers et Le Col d'Anterne ( RODOLPHE TÖPFFER). 6d.

La Petite Fadette (GEORGE SAND) . 60. Zadig, ou La Destinée (VOLTAIRE ) . 6d.

SENIOR .

Ursule Mirouët (H. de Balzac) . 8d. Le Comte Kostia (V. CHERBULIEZ) . 8d.

Messrs. Longmans, Green & Co., Ltd., cordially invite Teachers to visit their New Showroom at 39 Paternoster Row ,

London , E.C.4 , where all their Educational and other Publications are on view. Hours, 9 to 5 ; Saturday, 9 to 12.30 .
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Messrs. Longmans' Mathematical List

.

.

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

By F. Bowman , M.A., Lecturer in Mathematics in the College of Technology , Manchester. Fomerly Scholar of
Trinity College , Cambridge.

Part I. With Diagrams. Crown 8vo . 6s. Also issued in Two Sections : Section I , 4s. 6d. Section II , 28. 6d.

Part II. With Diagrams . Crown 8vo . 6s.

ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

By E. L. Ince, M.A., D.Sc., Professor of Pure Mathematics in the Egyptian University , formerly Lecturer in

Mathematics in Liverpool University.

With Diagrams . Royal 8vo. 36s. net .

No comprehensive treatise on this subject has been published in the English language for

twenty - five years . This book aims at bridging the gap by welding together the classical theory

and that work of the present century which seems most likely to be of permanent value . It is

therefore a book for students reading for Honours in Mathematics and for research workers.

A SCHOOL GEOMETRY

By Andrew Walker, M.A. , B.Sc. , and George P. McNicol, M.A. , B.Sc.

Crown 8vo. Probable price 5s. (Nearly ready .)

The book provides a course in plane and solid geometry covering the ground of Euclid , Books I-IV and XI .

COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC

By Frank L. Grant, M.A. , Mathematical Master, University College School , London , and Alexander M. Hill, M.A. ,

Head Master, Sir John Maxwell's School, Glasgow .

New Edition . With Answers . Crown 8vo. 5s .

AN INTERMEDIATE ARITHMETIC

By F. L. Grant, M.A. , and A. M. Hill, M.A.

Crown 8vo . 3s. 6d. With Answers , 4s.

AN INTRODUCTION TO PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS

By F. M. Saxelby, M.Sc. , B.A. , Head of the Department of Mathematics at the Battersea Polytechnic.

New Edition . With Diagrams. Crown 8vo . 4s.

A COURSE IN PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS

By F. M. Saxelby, M.Sc., B.A.

With 211 Figures, Examination Questions and Answers to the Examples . 8vo . 9s. net .

MATHEMATICS FOR TECHNICAL STUDENTS

By E. R. Verity, B.Sc. , A.R.C.S. , Head of the Department of Mathematics and Mechanics at the Technical College,

Sunderland . With Diagrams . 8vo . 12s. 6d. net .

HIGHER MATHEMATICS FOR STUDENTS OF CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO PRACTICAL WORK

By J. W. Mellor, D.Sc. , F.R.S.

With Diagrams . 8vo . 21s. net .

MECHANICS VIA THE CALCULUS

By P. W. Norris, M.A. , B.Sc. , and W. Seymour Legge, B.Sc. With Diagrams . 8vo . 12s. 6d. net .

LONGMANS' JUNIOR SCHOOL ARITHMETIC

Mental and Practical .

Fcap . 8vo . Without Answers , 2s. With Answers , 2s . 6d.

GEOMETRY FOR BEGINNERS AS FAR AS THE THEOREM OF PYTHAGORAS

By J. G. Bradshaw, late Scholar of Jesus College , Cambridge .

With Diagrams . Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d .

LONGMANS' JUNIOR SCHOOL ALGEBRA

By William S. Beard , F.R.G.S.

Crown 8vo. Without Answers , 2s. With Answers, 2s. 6d .

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

For the Use of Higher Grade and Secondary Schools.

By P. Ross, M.A. , B.Sc. Crown 8vo . Part I , without Answers, 3s. 6d .; with Answers , 4s. 6d.

Part II , without Answers , 3s. 60.; with Answers , 4s.6d. Parts I and II , complete in One Volume , with Answers , 7s . 6d.

Messrs. Longmans, Green & Co.,Ltd., cordially invite Teachers to visit their New Showroom at 39 Paternoster Row ,

London, E.C.4, where all their Educational and other Publications are on view. Hours, 9 to 5 ; Saturday, 9 to 12.30 .
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LONGMANS' MODERN MATHEMATICAL SERIES

.

General Editors :

P. ABBOTT, B.A., and F. S. MACAULAY, D.Sc. , M.A.

The Teaching of Algebra (including Trigonometry )

By T. Percy Nunn, M.A., D.Sc. , Professor of Education in the University of London . With Diagrams . Crown 8vo . Is.

Exercises in Algebra ( including Trigonometry )
By T. Percy Nunn, M.A. , D.Sc. With Diagrams . Crown 8vo.

Part I. Without Answers , 6s. 6d. With Answers, 7s. 60.

Part I. Section I , 3s. ; Sections II and III , 4s.

Part II . Without Answers, 7s. 6d . With Answers , 8s. 6d.

Exercises in Arithmetic and Mensuration

By P. Abbott, B.A. , Head Master of the Polytechnic Secondary School, Regent Street , W. With Diagrams. Crown 8vo .

Without Answers , 6s. With Answers , 6s. 6d . In Two Sections , 4s. each . Answers separately, 2s,

Also issued in Four Parts in Stout Paper Covers . Part I. Without Answers , 1s. 4d . With Answers, Is. 6d .

Part II . Without Answers , 1s. 6d. With Answers , 1s. 9d.

Part III . Without Answers , 1s. 6d. With Answers, 1s. 9d.

Part IV . Without Answers, 1s. 9d. With Answers, 2s.

The Groundwork of Arithmetic

A Handbook for Teachers. By Margaret Punnett, B.A. , Vice- Principal of the L.C.C, London Day Training
College ( University of London ). With Coloured and other Diagrams . Crown 8vo , 5s.

Exercises in the Groundwork of Arithmetic

By Margaret Puonett, B.A. Crown 8vo . Book I, 8d. ; Book II , 18. ; Book III , 1s.

Projective Geometry

By G. B. Mathews, M.A. , F.R.S., formerly Professor of Pure Mathematics in the University College of North Wales,

Bangor . With Diagrams. Crown 8vo , 6s.

The Elements of Non-Euclidean Plane Geometry and Trigonometry
By H. S. Carslaw , M.A. , D.Sc., F.R.S.E. , Professor of Mathematics in the University of Sydney, N.S.W.

Crown 8vo , 6s. net .

A School Course in Geometry (including the Elements of Trigonometry and Mensuration

and an Introduction to the Methods of Co -ordinate Geometry )

By W. J. Dobbs, M.A., sometime Foundation Scholar of St. John's College, Cambridge.

With 361 Diagrams. Crown 8vo . Without Answers, 5s. With Answers, 6s. Answers separately, 6d .

Ruler and Compasses

By Hilda P. Hudson, M.A. , Sc.D. , Lecturer in Mathematics , West Ham Municipal Technical Institute .

With 93 Diagrams . Crown 8vo , 6s. 6d, net .

Slide-Rule Notes

By Colonel H. C. Dunlop, late Professor of Gunnery, Ordnance College, Woolwich, and C. S. Jackson , M.A.

With Diagrams . Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. net .

Infinitesimal Calculus

By F. S. Carey, M.A. , Professor Emeritus in the University of Liverpool . 8vo , 168. net .

In Two Sections . Section I , 7s. 6d. net . Section II , 10s. 6d. net.

Differential Equations

By H. Bateman, Ph.D., M.A. , Professor of Mathematical Physics and Aeronautical Research at the California

Institute of Technology , Pasadena, U.S.A. 8vo , 10s. 6d. net .

Numerical Trigonometry

By P. Abbott, B.A. With Diagrams . Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Mathematical Tables and Formulae

By P, Abbott, B.A. Crown 8vo , 2s.

Examples in Differential and Integral Calculus

By C. S. Jackson, M.A. , formerly Scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge. 8vo, 6s. Det .

A Companion to Elementary School Mathematics

By F. C. Boon , B.A. , Principal Mathematical Master, Dulwich College. With Diagrams. 8vo, 14s. net.

The Elements of Mechanics

By F, S. Carey, M.A., Professor Emeritus in the University of Liverpool, and J. Proudman, M.A. , D.Sc. , F.R.S. ,

Professor in the University of Liverpool . With Diagrams . 8vo , 8s. 6d.
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Messrs. Longmans' Science List

.

SCIENCE FOR INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS

By David Moncur, M.A. , B.Sc. , and John Thorburn , B.Sc. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo . 4s. 6d .

Also issued in Two Parts. Part I , 2s. 3d. Part II, 2s. 9d.

THE GROUNDWORK OF MODERN SCIENCE

ATwo- Year Course of Experimental General Science. By John M. Moir, M.Sc. With Diagrams. Cr. 8vo . 38. 6d .

ELEMENTARY INORGANIC CHEMISTRY FOR SCHOOLS

By Francis W. Hodges, B.Sc. (Lond . ) . With Diagrams. Crown 8vo . 3s. 6d .

MODERN INORGANIC CHEMISTRY

By J.W. Mellor, D.Sc. , F.R.S.

New Edition , thoroughly Revised and Enlarged . With 369 Illustrations. Crown 8vo . 128. 6d . net .

INTRODUCTION TO MODERN INORGANIC CHEMISTRY

By J. W. Mellor, D.Sc. , F.R.S. With 232 Illustrations . Crown 8vo . 9s. net .

AN INTRODUCTION TO MODERN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

By Leonard A. Coles, B.Sc. (London ), A.I.C. With Illustrations . Crown 8vo. 78. 60 .

JUNIOR CHEMISTRY

By Frank Matthews, Ph.D. , B.Sc., F.I.C. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo . 2.. 6d . (Nearly ready.)

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

By William Wardlaw , D.Sc. (Dunelm) , F.I.C. , and Frederic William Pinkard , M.Sc. (Wales) , A.I.C.

Crown 8vo . 38. 6d.

AN INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

By F. B. Finter , M.A. With Plates and Diagrams. Crown 8vo . 6s.

PRACTICAL PHYSICS

By T. G. Bedford , M.A. , F.Inst.P. With Diagrams. 8vo . 10s. 6d. net .

INTERMEDIATE PHYSICS. Part I. Mechanics and Properties of Matter

By R. A. Houstoun, M.A. , D.Sc. With Diagrams. Crown 8vo . Probable price , 3.. 6d. (Nearly ready .)

INTERMEDIATE LIGHT

By R. A. Houstoun, M.A. , Ph.D. , D.Sc. With Coloured Plate and 160 Diagrams. Crown 8vo . 6s.

INTERMEDIATE PHYSICS

By W. Watson , C.M.G. , A.R.C.S. , D.Sc. (Lond . ) , F.R.S.

Second Edition . Revised by H. Moss, D.Sc. (Lond.), A.R.C.S. , D.I.C. With Diagrams. 8vo . 10.. 6d . net .

A TEXT-BOOK OF PHYSICS : Including a Collection of Examples and Questions.

By W. Watson , C.M.G. , A.R.C.S. , D.Sc. (Lond.), F.R.S.

Eighth Edition . Revised by H. Moss, D.Sc. (Lond .), A.R.C.S. , D.I.C. With Diagrams. 8vo . 16s. net .

A TEXT-BOOK OF PRACTICAL PHYSICS

By W. Watson, C.M.G. , A.R.C.S. , D.Sc. ( Lond . ) , F.R.S.

Third Edition . Revised by H. Moss, D.Sc. (Lond . ) , A.R.C.S. , D.I.C. With Diagrams and Illustrations .

Crown 8vo . 12s. 6d. net .

INTERMEDIATE ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM

By R. A. Houstoun , M.A. , D.Sc. With 155 Diagrams . Large crown 8vo . 4s . 6d.

A MODERN SCHOOL ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM

By R.G. Shackel, M.A. (Cantab . ) .

New Edition . With Answers to the Examples . With Diagrams. Crown 8vo . 3s. 6d.

ELEMENTARY ELECTRICITY

By S. G. Starling , B.Sc. , A.R.C.Sc. , F.Inst.P. Crown 8vo . 3s. 6d .

A SCHOOL FLORA FOR THE USE OF ELEMENTARY BOTANICAL CLASSES

By W. Marshall Watts, D.Sc. (Lond .), B.Sc. (Vict . ) . With 205 Illustrations . Crown 8vo . 4s . 6d.

.

Messrs. Longmans, Green & Co. , Ltd. , cordially invite Teachers to visit their New Showroom at 39 Paternoster Row,

London , E.C.4 , where all their Educational and other Publications are on view . Hours, 9 to 5 ; Saturday, 9 to 12.30 .
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Messrs. Longmans' Geography List

THE WORLD . A General Geography

By L. DUDLEY STAMP, B.A. , D.Sc. , F.R.G.S. , Sir Ernest Cassel Reader in Economic Geography

in the University of London.

English Edition. With 10 Coloured Maps and 404 Diagrams and Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 5s.

HANDBOOK OF COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY

By Geo. G. Chisholm , M.A. , B.Sc. , Hon . LL.D. (Edin . ) .

Eleventh Edition . Revised and Edited by L. Dadley Stamp, B.A. , D.Sc., F.R.G.S.

With Maps and Diagrams. 8vo. 25s. net .

THE UNIVERSITY GEOGRAPHICAL SERIES

General Editor : L. DUDLEY STAMP, B.A. , D.Sc., F.R.G.S.

AN INTERMEDIATE COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY

By L Dudley Stamp, B.A. , D.Sc. 8vo.

Part 1. COMMODITIES AND WORLD TRADE. With Maps and Diagrams. 7s. 6d .

Part II . THE ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY OF THE LEADING COUNTRIES. Maps and Diagrams. 12s. 6d.

THE TRADE OF THE INDIAN OCEAN

By Vera Anstey, B.Sc. (Econ . ) . With Maps , Diagrams, and Tables. 8vo . 8s. 6d .

LONGMANS' GEOGRAPHICAL EXERCISE BOOKS

By L. Dudley Stamp, B.A. , D.Sc., F.R.G.S., and Elsa C. Stamp, B.A.

With Illustrations in the Text . Small demy 4to .

Part 1. Map Reading Exercises. 9d .

Part II . Climatic Exercises. 9d .

Part III . Graphical and Regional Exercises. 9d.

lo One Volume. With 76 Maps and Diagrams in the Text . 2s.

A CAUSAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE BRITISH ISLES

By J. Martin , B.Sc. , Senior Geography Master, Coopers' Company's School, London .

With 110 Maps, Diagrams, and Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d .

AN ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY OF EUROPE

By D. H. Smith, B.Sc. (Econ . ), F.R.G.S. With Maps . Crown 8vo . 4s. 6d.

LONGMANS' GEOGRAPHICAL SERIES.

Book L. THE FIRST BOOK OF GEOGRAPHY. With 21 Illustrations and 53 Maps (of which 38 are Coloured ).

New Edition , 1927. Crown 8vo . 2s. 6d.

Book II. THE WORLD. FOR JUNIOR STUDENTS. With 57 Illustrations and 153 Maps (of which 69 are Coloured ).

Revised Edition , 1924. New Impression , 1929. Crown 8vo. 5s. This new edition has been thoroughly

Revised and brought up to date in accordance with the decisions of the Peace Treaty.

Book III. THE WORLD. FORSENIOR STUDENTS . With 277 Diagrams, Illustrations, and Maps (of which 99 are

Coloured ) . New Edition, Revised and Enlarged, 1925. Crown 8vo . 7s. 6d.

This edition has been brought up to date , both as regards subject matter and maps, in accordance with

the terms of the Peace Treaty.

Book IV. THE BRITISH EMPIRR. With 67 Illustrations and 114 Maps (of which 57 are Coloured ).
New Edition, 1926. Crown 8vo . 4s. 6d.

This new edition contains alterations in the position of States and changes in boundaries .

Book V. A PRIMARY PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. By Joh. Thornton, M.A.

With 138 Illustrations and 14 Maps (one of which is Coloured ).

New and Enlarged Edition, 1916. New Impression , 1929. Crown 8vo . 3s. 60.

Messrs . Longmans, Green & Co., Ltd., cordially invite Teachers to visit their New Showroom at 39 Paternoster Row ,

London, E.C.4, where all their Educational and other Publications are on view . Hours, 9 to 5 ; Saturday, 9 to 12.30.

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO ., LTD ., 39 PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON , E.C.4
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MENTAL DEFICIENCY IN CHILDREN.

Five years ago Sir George Newman, Chief for defective children ." Is their educable capacity

Medical Officer of the Board of Education , ap

by itself the proper measure of mental defect for

the purpose of the Act ? The Mental Deficiency

pointed a committee to consider the problems pre Acts , 1913-1927, seem to be governed by a differ

sented by the mentally defective child. A few ent conception—that deficiency which manifests

months later the adult defective was included in itself in failure of social adaptation-and the Com

the deliberations, and the original committee really mittee think that this test is not restricted , or

became a Joint Committee of the Board of Educa should not be , to feeble-minded adults merely but

tion and the Board of Control. The report, recently should apply to feeble-minded children as well.

published (H.M. Stationery Office, 5s . ) , supplies But if this is so there is considerable doubt thrown

answersto two questions set by Sir George New upon the alleged similarity between the mentally

man : “ How many mental defectives are there ? " and defective child of the Education Act and the feeble

“ What is the best way of dealing with them ? ” minded child of the Mental Deficiency Acts . The

In order to answer the first a Medical Investigator Committee, not being a Court of Law, do not pre

was appointed who held an inquiry in six typical tend to solve the doubt. But they are henceforth

areas . Dr. E. 0. Lewis, who carried out this careful to distinguish in their report the " mentally

investigation in a manner which could hardly be defective with the meaning of the Education Act, "

improved upon for thoroughness and scientific i.e. defective in educational capacity, and “ the men

method, has written an extraordinarily interesting tally defective within the meaning of the Mental
and lucid account of his researches. This forms Deficiency Acts,” i.e. defective in social adaptation.

Part IV of the volume , and all who read it will These mentally defective children are allocated,

agree that " it will prove of the highest value to generally speaking, to two main groups of Authori

all those who are concerned in any way with the ties - Education and Mental Deficiency Authorities.

various aspects, administrative, scientific, or social, It is the basis of allocation that, the Committee

of mental deficiency. ” think, must be altered . The boundary line must
All teachers certainly ought to read these stimu- be shifted . " Certification ” of the defective child

lating and enlightening pages — the Committee's for attendance at a special school should be

report and Dr. Lewis's. For one thing their ideas abolished and a more appropriate terminology in

will be clarified concerning that very elusive term troduced . As a result of their Investigator's find

“ mental defective " ; and for another they may be ings they recommend that the term " mentally

led to regard the “ backward child ” not as their defective ” should be confined to those children ,
bugbear but as an absorbingly interesting problem . feeble-minded , imbecile , or idiot, who have been

“The ' dull or backward ' class is too often little notified to the Local M.D. Authority as " inedu

more than a refuse heap for the rest of the school ; cable , ' while the children who are at present

the child is not selected on the basis of any sys- “ certifiable " under Section 55 of the Education

tematic tests ; he is not studied individually to dis- Act and the larger group of dull or backward

cover the causes of his backwardness ; no children would together make a new group - the

troubles to find out whether his backwardness is Retarded .

remediable or not, and many a teacher , being The total number of children between seven and

human, instead of realising that he has been en- fifteen who are mentally defective within the mean
trusted with interesting psychological cases, groans ing of Section 55 of the Education Act is approxi

because he will have nothing to show for his efforts mately 105,000 (about three times as great as the

and longs to be relieved or promoted to the scholar- number actually ascertained and certified by Local

ship class instead” (p. 146 ). Education Authorities) . Of these about one-third

Chapter III of the Committee's report gives a are " educationally ” rather than “ socially ” defec

review of the legislation concerned with the mentally tive , the remaining 70,000 being mentally defective

defective , and it contains some very acute criticisms within the Mental Deficiency Acts. This new group

of the current definitions. Section 55 ( 1 ) of the of the " Retarded" would contain, in addition to

Education Act, 1921 , defines the mentally defective these 35,000, a large marginal class of the " dull

as those who, “ not being imbecile and not being and backward ,” estimated to number 300,000 . All

merely dull or backward, are by reason of mental these must be brought into line with general educa

defect ... incapable of receiving proper benefit tional administration by making special educational

from instruction in the ordinary Public Elementary provision for them and arranging that there shall

Schools, but are not incapable by reason of that be a break for them at the age of eleven , such as

defect of receiving benefit from instruction in such the general opinion regards as necessary for the

special Classes or Schools as . may be provided normal child .

one
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CURATIVE EDUCATION .

By Baroness ROSENKRANTZ.

The name Curative Education is applied to work will strengthen the one , listening to a story will

of a special character for the upbringing of so -called
awaken force in the other.

At a moment when the chief authorities on mental

“ deficient" children and is part of the educational
deficiency have decided that “ a fresh orientation in

system devised by Rudolf Steiner, based upon his
our conceptions" is necessary, it is important that

understanding of how a human being grows and we have an opportunity for making acquaintance

develops through well-defined phases . with Dr. Steiner's outlook upon the subject and with

In a steadily increasing number of schools on the his practical advice for the treatment of afflicted

Continent these methods for bringing impaired
children .

faculties to right development have been practised

for the past decade, and at a Conference in London

on June 15 to 18 at the Rudolf Steiner Hall , Clarence
Association of Head Mistresses .

Gate, N.W.3 , it will be possible to make acquaint- The Fifty -fifth Annual Conference will be held

ance with these methods. Teachers will give de at Leeds Girls ' High School on Friday and Satur

monstrations of the means used for bringing out day , June 14 and 15 , 1929 , by the kind invitation

what they maintain exists even in the least gifted
of the Head Mistress, Miss L. A. Lowe, M.A. , and

or most afflicted child . Eurhythmy, music, and cer
the Governors of the School. The Lord Mayor of

tain handicrafts are of great importance together Leeds will hold a reception of members of the Con

with medical attention based on understanding of
ference in the City Art Gallery on the evening of

human growth. Friday , June 14.

It is held that the methods of ordinary institu- A Holiday Booklet.

tions for “ defectives ," while working very intelli The Canadian Pacific Railway Company have
gently , work without knowledge of soul development,

issued an attractive illustrated booklet describing a
and consequently tend to dwarf and diminish facul

number of holiday tours they have organised to

ties in the children that are already impaired . The Canada and the United States for the coming
faculties are there , they are not “ wanting.” Within summer months. The tours range from an inex

the most defective child there is a human spirit
pensive three weeks' trip, taking in visits to Quebec,

wishing to express itself in life . It is an actuality ,
Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Niagara Falls , &c . , to

and the fact that it is checked is due to physical
a seven weeks ' Tour de Luxe to the Pacific Coast,

defects, in some cases slight , in others so over
when many of the chief beauty spots and places of

powering that the poor soul relapses into apathy
interest in the Dominion will be visited . A copy of

and despair. To overcome these hindrances , happi
the booklet may be obtained post free on application

ness in the child is of first importance , then self to the Canadian Pacific Railway , 62-65 Charing

confidence . The least gifted child can be taught Cross , London , S.W.1 .

something that will lay a seed of confidence .

Anyone who understands the teaching of Rudolf The Associated Board (R.A.M. and R.C.M.)

Steiner knows that it deals with Principles. Thus the
Award of Medals .

treatment of these particular children implies an The following candidates gained the Gold

understanding of how the child grows up in body, and Silver Medals offered by the Board for the

soul , and spirit ; how the forces forming the body highest and second highest honours marks, re

work during early years , how processes forming the spectively , in the Final , Advanced, and Inter

soul work later , and the highest mental faculties mediate Grades of the Local Centre Examinations

last of all . This gradual development is watched in March and April last , the competition being open

by the teacher , and defects and misdirections re- to all candidates in the British Isles . Final Grade

cognised and fought by means both medical and Gold Medal : Gilbert Smith , Leicester Centre

educational , for doctor and teacher must unite in ( Violin ). Final Grade Silver Medal : Phyllis Lavers,

the work. The child must know nothing of the London Centre (Pianoforte ). Advanced Grade Gold

struggle on its behalf. If he is clumsy the teacher Medal: Percy E. Cliffe, Nottingham Centre ( Piano

must so guide his movements that he feels : “ I have forte ) . Advanced Grade Silver Medal : William A.

not done so badly. ” Always he must be encouraged Miller, Aberdeen Centre (Violin ). Intermediate

to be what he is not . The weak will , as important Grade Gold Medal : Rosemary P. Ferrand , Read

as the weak intellect , is too often overlooked . Both ing Centre ( Violin ). Intermediate Grade Silver

must be recognised separately and encouraged by Medal : Donald E. Bridger, King's Lynn Centre
different measures . Where an exercise in jumping ( Pianoforte).
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UNIVERSITY OF LONDON PRESS, LTD.

MEMORANDUM ON THETHE TEACHING

OF MODERN LANGUAGES

The report of a Committee appointed by the Incorporated Association of Assistant Masters in

Secondary Schools.

The report includes chapters on The Aims of Modern Language Teaching ; The Modern

Language Staff; The Organisation of Modern Language Teaching ; The School Course ; Aids to

Method ; The Testing of Knowledge ; with Appendices and Bibliography .

All teachers of Modern Languages will find valuable recommendations in this authoritative Report .

Prospectus will be sent post free on application .

THE PHILOSOPHICAL BASES OF

EDUCATION

By ROBERT R. RUSK , M.A. (Glasgow) , B.A. (Cambridge) , Ph.D. (Jena) ,

Principal Lecturer in Education to the Glasgow Provincial Committee for the Training of Teachers.

A book that discusses the main school of philosophic thought and shows how present-day English

education is predominantly naturalistic while American education is avowedly pragmatic.

5s. net.

4s. net .

PREPARATION FOR TEACHING

Edited by Madame O'LEARY.

This book attempts the practical and experimental

study of the Teaching Process by placing before

students wbat is actually done in the classroom .

Ready Shortly

THE PROPERTIES OF FOOD

By V. H. MOTTRAM , M.A. , and

Miss W. M. CLIFFORD, M.Sc.

This book is intended mainly for teachers in Ele

mentary and Secondary Schools. It gives simple

experiments on food which can easily be demonstra

ted to classes. Ready Shortly.

MODERN ENGLISH

By J. H. JAGGER, M.A. , D.Litt .

This book describes the main features of contem

porary English, and has been written principally

for teachers and students.

New Edition. 6s. net .

POETRY IN SCHOOL

By J. H. JAGGER, M.A. , D.Litt .

A discussion of poetic appreciation . This book has

been written with a view to aiding the teacher in
his actual work . 6s. net.

ERRORS IN SCHOOL

Their Causes and Treatment.

By Sir JOHN ADAMS, M.A. , LL.D. , B.Sc.

The author adopts the attitude towards error that

the doctor takes towards disease, and expounds the

preventive as well as the curative aspect of error
treatment. 6s. net .

MODERN DEVELOPMENTS IN

EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE

By Sir JOHN ADAMS, M.A. , LL.D. , B.Sc.

A survey of the many recent changes that have

taken place in educational practice. 6s , net.

New Edition , with additional Chapters.

LEATHERWORK FOR BOYS

AND GIRLS

By N. A. POOLE (Mrs. T. REED ).

The aim of this little book is to place in the hands

of children a safe guide to the simpler formsof

leatherwork . 1s, 6d .

ART IN SCHOOLS

By J. LITTLEJOHNS, R.B.A. , A.R.B.C. With

an Introduction by R. R. TOMLINSON , R.B.A. ,

A.R.C.A.

This volume provides a comprehensive review of

the whole problem of Art teaching as an integral

part of Education. Illustrations in black and white

and in colour 10s. 6d. net .

" It is the most helpful book on the subject in the language."
-Schoolmaster.

10 & 11 WARWICK LANE, LONDON, E.C. 4.
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THE LADYBIRD.

That this small beetle , of the genus Coccinella,

has long been a favourite with humanity is shown

in the familiar names given to it in different Euro

pean languages , such as the French Bête à Dieu

and the German Marien -käfer. The best known

species has the body coloured like red sealing -wax

with two black spots upon it .

Beneath its pair of curved and horny wings lie

others, much like those of the bee and the fly, but

of ample spread , most accurately folded .
Its an

tennae are short and , like all other insects , it has

six legs . Both as a larva and beetle it has a pecu

liar and unpleasant scent .

Through the late autumn and the winter the

ladybird takes shelter , often in our houses, and

emerges in the warmer days of spring ; but it is

not until the leaves have opened , and have acquired

colonies of young aphides, that the mother places
an ex

her eggs .

A NOTEWORTHY EXHIBITION.

On Tuesday , May 7, the Right Hon . H. A. L.

Fisher opened a History Teaching Exhibition at

Goldsmiths' College , New Cross . The display was

projected , assembled , and arranged by the combined

efforts of the local branch of the Historical Associa

tion acting through a number of Committees which

had the help of teachers in the district . The joint

enterprise was highly successful, and it would be

difficult to speak too highly of the merits of the

display . To begin with, it should be mentioned

that , apart from the graded and classified collec

tions of books useful in history teaching, which

had been kindly lent by the publishers concerned ,

the work shown was that of pupils themselves.

Even the screens on which diagrams, maps , and

pictures were arranged had been made and erected

by schoolboys. Every aspect of history teaching

was represented . From Rochester came

cellent exhibit based on a co -operative effort to

compile a local history . Individual pupils had un

dertaken special pieces of research , contributing

their share to the common stock . One little girl

living in Hackney had built up a quaint story of

her own district from materials supplied by her

grandparents and their contemporaries. From

Barking came a set of brass rubbings, excellently

made and mounted , illustrating costumes and

serving to bring home the position of the merchant

in his prosperous days . An extract from the Domes

day Book had been made the basis of a set of

imaginary maps showing the lay -out of a Norman

manor, and from Bermondsey Central School came

a set of original diagrams showing in a very clear

fashion the impressions left on the minds of the

pupils after a study of the Renaissance , the Labour

movement in England from 1815 onwards , and the

growth of the League of Nations. There were

many ingenious time charts and several sets of

costumes illustrating the dress of different periods .

Mention should be made of a remarkable series

of models showing the development of the navy.

These were well constructed of the simplest mate

rials , and their production had evidently given great

pleasure to the youthful makers .

Space does not permit of a longer description

of an Exhibition which was extremely interesting

and useful.

These are beautiful both in shape and colouring ,

an acute oval and of a rich creamy yellow or orange ,

and are arranged in groups of from three to thirty,

according to the supply of aphides on their leaf,

the medium number being more usual. They gene

rally hatch in about ten days and are apt to start

feeding on their empty eggshell.

At first the larva is black and, except for the

number of its legs , much like a small spider . It

feeds voraciously on aphides or other small pests,
when attainable , but , in the absence of more suit

able food, does not hesitate to dine on its nearest

relatives , which may help it to tide over a dearth

caused by storms or insecticides. Growth continues

until the skin is too tight , when the larva rests

in order to throw it off, the time between each

change of skin being known as an instar . Scarcity

of food seems to hasten the skin changing.

The body of the larva soon lengthens, making

its shape more lizard - like, while the colour lightens

to a dark grey with yellow or red spots.

When full grown it bends over into something like

its future shape , and remains quiet as a pupa for

some days till the perfect ladybird appears.

Of all the fifty British species , the most common

is the Two -spot (Coccinella bipunctata ). The Seven

spot (C. septempunctata ) is larger and not rare,

but C. ocellata , the handsome, eyed species, with

yellow-ringed black spots, is not often found. Other

species are of a metallic green running into blue ,

or the reverse , and most show a tendency to vary

the colour both of ground and spots and to change

the shapes of the latter into bars .

M. L. BROOKE.
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TREASURIES OF MODERN PROSE

Selected by H. A. TREBLE , M.A.

An entirely new series of attractively produced books designed to help senior scholars to appreciate

some of the excellences of modern prose writers, and to provide for school reading prose texts that

have hitherto not been available ina cheap form . The following four books will be ready in June .

By J. M. BARRIE

SELECTIONS FROM THE WELL KNOWN PROSE WORKS OF J. M. BARRIE

By J. M. BARRIE

SELECTED SCENES FROM THE PLAYS OF J. M. BARRIE

By ERNEST THOMPSON SETON

KRAG THE KOOTENAY RAM. And other Animal Stories by ERNEST THOMPSON SETON

MODERN DETECTIVE STORIES

By A. CONAN DOYLE, J. S. FLETCHER, R. AUSTIN FREEMAN , BARONESS ORCZY,

A. E. W. MASON , AND EDGAR WALLACE .

Write for Prospectus of the Series , with full details .

THE NEW REGIONAL MAP BOOKS
By V. C. SPARY, B.Sc. , Geography Master, William Ellis School.

Nothing quite likethese books have appeared before. They are designed to stimulate pupils taking a course

in schoolgeography to a more active response. Books on the following regions are in preparation :

1. THE AMERICAS. II. ASIA AND AUSTRALASIA .

III. AFRICA AND EUROPE . IV. THE BRITISH ISLES .

FUNDAMENTAL ARITHMETIC THE ELEMENTS OF MECHANICS

FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS By W. D. HILLS, B.Sc.

By Dr. P. B. BALLARD , M.A. This book is a course of mechanics that is suitable,

Comprising Books 5, 6 , and 7 of Fundamental sufficient, and necessary for thepurpose of a general

Arithmetic bound together in one volume. Gives education. Every teacher of this subject will find

abandant practice for the Matriculation candidate . this book readable and of great value .

With answers , 5s. 6d . Without answers, 4s. 6d . Fully Illustrated .

NARRATIVE VERSE

A SCHOOL CHEMISTRY Chaucer to Martin Armstrong

By ARTHUR BROOKS, B.Sc.
Edited , with Notes, by H. A. TREBLE, M.A. , and

G. H. VALLINS, B.A.

This volume deals with that part of chemistry
In this book an attempt is made to introduce the

which is usuallystudied in secondary schools dur best of English narrative verse to senior forms.

ing the two years preceding a First School The selection covers the period from Chaucer to the
Examination.

present day . Brief notes are prefixed to each poem .

With many illustrations, 4s. 6d . Cloth Boards. 3s.

A PRACTICAL COURSE IN

PRÉCIS WRITING THE ACTIVE FRENCH READERS

In Three Books. By G. M.BENNETT, B.A., Senior French Master,

By E. M. PALSER , Chief English Master,
Tooting Bec Secondary School, and E. PEYRE.

Westminster City School. A Series of Three Readers supplementary to “ The

These books are suitable for pupils in Middle and Active French Course," by Frank A. Hedgcock,

Upper Forms. The Exercises include papers set M.A. , Docteur- es-Lettres.

at various public examinations. These readers are intended to provide thoroughly

BOOK 1. Limp Cloth , 2s. 3d . Cloth Boards, 2s.6d. interesting and up-to-date reading matter for pupils

BOOK I. Part I. ls. 6d . Part II : ls. 9d. in the second and subsequent years of a four or

BOOK II.Limp Cloth , 1s.10d . Cloth Boards, 2s. five years' course .

** Should revolutionise the teaching of Précis . " - A.M.A .

10 & 11 WARWICK LANE, LONDON , E.C. 4.
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NEWS OF THE MONTH .

on

Presentation Day at London .

May 8 was “ Presentation Day" of London Uni

versity, and Sir Gregory Foster, Vice-Chancellor ,

offered congratulations to 3,383 men and women

“ Bachelors" and 508 recipients of higher degrees .

The admissions to the University during the year

numbered 9,708 , of whom 7,082 came in through

the ordinary Matriculation Examination . The

number of candidates for all examinations was

34,911 , nearly three times as many as in 1913

Whereas in 1905 the number of candidates for the

external examinations in the Colonies and Dominions

numbered 128, this year there were 1,730.

'The Education Ladder .

During 1927-28 , according to the President of

the Board of Education, 447 out of 629 holders of

State Scholarships at Universities were ex-elemen

tary school pupils, and during the years 1924 to

1928 out of an average annual number of 3,434
pupils proceeding direct from grant - earning

secondary schools to the Universities 2,150 were

originally pupils of elementary schools . The num

ber of university students holding scholarships or

receiving aid in other forms from Local Authorities

and the Board during 1927-28 was approximately

9,500 .

The Centenary of King's .

The centenary celebrations of King's College will

be held this month, beginning on June 25 . The

Duke and Duchess of York will visit the College

in the afternoon and in the evening a dinner will

be held at the Hotel Cecil . On the following day

there is to be a thanksgiving service at Westminster

Abbey . On June 27 a garden party and pageant will

be held at the Athletic Ground, Mitcham , at 2.30 ,

and in the evening there will be a dance for present

and past members of the College at Australia House.

From Hospital to School .

The Royal United Hospital of Bath is to be

purchased by the City Council for conversion into

a technical college. The estimated cost of the

scheme is £ 80,000 , of which £ 50,000 represents

the cost of reconstruction . It is proposed to move

the hospital to Combe Park .

The Buckinghamshire Strike .

The Buckinghamshire Education Authority have

required children of over eleven to attend Hazle

mere Church of England School , three miles away

from their homes , near Great King's Hill . The

parents objected , and a “ strike” was organised.

One Joseph Copeland was prosecuted , and the

magistrates have upheld the Education Committee .

• Relics of Antiquity . "

Socialists on the Burnley Education Committee

don't like private schools. When it was reported

at a recent meeting of the Committee that the

Board of Education had placed " Sunny Bank

School their list of efficient preparatory

schools, the Socialist members expressed the opin

ion that “ these private schools were relics of an

tiquity and ought to be abolished.” To recognise

them as efficient was a " reactionary policy . ”

Choice of School .

Opening a new high school at Ilford last month

Lord Eustace Percy said they wanted to sweep

away all possible administrative barriers to the

free choice of parents as to which school their

children should attend . Local Authorities were to

be asked to observe the principle that the continu

ity of a child's education ought not to be broken

when parents moved short distances to live in an

area covered by a neighbouring local authority .

“ Charlotte Mason " Public School Company .

With the support of some 150 members of the

Parents ' National Educational Union , negotiations

have been entered into for the purchase of the Sir

Philip Stott College, Overstone, Northampton, with
about 200 acres of land . A " Charlotte Mason

Public School Company '' is in process of formation ,

with the object of founding a public school for

girls from twelve to eighteen .

Shropshire's Voluntary Schools .

Shropshire, after conferences extending over four

years , has now an agreed set of conditions under

which voluntary schools may be transferred to the

Local Education Authority . The control of admin

istration will be in the hands of the County Council ,

who will have the right of appointing and dis

missing teachers . Agreements for transfer are to be

for twenty-one years and more, continuing there

after subject to twelve months' notice on either

side .

The Noble Art and Sheffield .

The Sheffield Education Committee have decided

to include boxing in the physical training course

at North Edge Secondary School . Dr. Styring

vigorously opposed the motion , holding that the

exercise was brutalising and degrading. Their duty

to ennoble and elevate the youth under their control

would not be fulfilled, he said , by training them

for the prize -ring Councillor Bennett, a former

teacher in evening schools, supported Dr. Styring ,

but the weightier opinion that boxing inculcated

habits of self-control and self-reliance won the day,

and the proposal was carried by a large majority.
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A NEW AND ORIGINAL MANUAL ON CHILDREN'S EDUCATION .

Containing 240 pages , with over 600 illustrations, including 8 plates in colour, 50 in half-tone, and many full- page and

smaller line illustrations in the text . Large 8vo,cloth , price 12s . 6d . Det (postage 6d . extra ).

EVERYDAY ART

AT SCHOOL AND HOME

By Miss D. D. SAWER,
Art Lecturer , Diocesan Training College, Brighton .

With a Foreword by Sir MICHAEL SADLER, C.B., K.C.S.I. ,
Master of University College, Oxford ,

THIS book has been compiled for the useof teachers and all concerned in the educationofthe Child. Its purpose
is to arouse by graphic means the child's natural instinct for self-expression , and to utilise this as a powerful aid

in his general education . Miss Sawer's long experienceas a teacher and lecturer rendershereminently fitted for this difficult

task. She has longmade a studyofchild education andpsychology, particularly in so far asthey relate to art,and the
system she hasevolved is based on the most approved theories of modern education. By following its methods the

joy of Colour, Rhythm , and Creative Work becomes a real factor in the everyday life of the child, influencing his

development throughout the school period , and ensuring , in later years , a true perception and appreciation of Beauty
in its varied manifestations.

The book is planned to meet the requirements of the Board of Education's Suggestions to Teachers, 1927.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF CONTENTS.

1. INTRODUCTION. V. FIGURE -DRAWING .

The use of Drawing as a subject in Education - Advice to Animal Forms-- verses related to the subject .

Teachers who think they cannot draw .
VI . PLANT-DRAWING : EDUCATIONAL VALUE .

II . MEDIUMS OF EXPRESSION . Practice-Types ol lessons .

Free Expression -- Perspective: a first course for country VII . OBJECT-DRAWING : EDUCATIONAL VALUE AND USE

children -- An advanced story for town children - Pattern in IN ADULT LIFE .

the Infants School-- Units for Repetition . Practice - Exercises in Object Drawing - Work in the

Upper School.

III . DESIGN IN THE UPPER SCHOOL .
VIII . DRAWING EXERCISES TO DEVELOP INTEREST IN

Design Practice - Design applied to Nerdlework - Leather HOME LIFE .

work - Stencilling - Lettering and its Use throughout the

SchoolClay Modelling.
House Planning--Everyday Things -- Stained Glass .

IX . TEACHERS ' THEORIES.

IV. COLOUR: ITS EDUCATIONAL VALUE. Colour : Educational Value --Colour Theories for General

Practice and Development in the Iníant School Colour Use - Aerial Perspective - Light and dark , shade and

Matching - Sky Pictures and Picture Composition ---Develop shadow - Line --Perspective Renections-- Notes on Clouds

ment in the iníant School- Development in the Upper for Sky Pictures - Principles of Ornament--Figure Pro.
School-- Verses related to Colour and Sky Pictures . portion .

Itstreatment of the subject is easily adaptable to the Dalton and other modern methods, and teachers who have not studied Drawing
as a special subject will find it of great assistance.

The textis crowded with useful bints, theories, and devices for teaching and holding the interest, while at the same time the course
of tuition advances stage by stage till at the end the pupil is capable of quite advanced work . Written in an easy , original style , Miss

Sawer has interspersed her text with a whole anthology of suitable verse quotations lending interest to the subject in hand. The 600 iliustra

tions, mostly from drawings by the Author, comprise studies in Colour, Tone, Perspective, Patterns, Handicrafts, Composition , Sketehing,

& c.; many of them aredesigned specially for class tuition , and all are calculated to appeal to the imagination of the child and to give scope
for creative work by the free use of colour and form .

FREE INSPECTION REQUEST.

Please forward a copy of " EVERYDAY ART AT SCHOOL AND HOME " for my inspection.
I undertake to return the book within 7 days of receipt , or alternatively to remit the sum of 13/- in
payment for it at the expiration of that period.

Signature ....

Address . ...

B. T. BATSFORD, LTD. , Publishers , 94 High Holborn , London
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LITERARY SECTION .

BOOKS AND THE MAN. pendence of schools which , after all , are under full

An “ Epic. ”
public control.

There is much pungent comment on other matters
Mr. J. G. Legge , the former Director of Educa

in the book. But Mr. Legge does not permit him
tion at Liverpool, has written a timely book en

titled “ The Rising Tide : An Epic in Education . "
self on this occasion to be satirical, and his pet

aversions hardly appear at all . The book reads as
It is published by Basil Blackwell at 3s. 6d . net ,

the outcome of considered reflections, and if it
and is well worth buying.

is enthusiastic the enthusiasm is based upon solid
The irrational press has lately shown a tendency

facts and not only on opinions.
to belittle the success of the secondary schools

etablished since 1902, to regret that so many pupils
It should also be emphasised that in his praise

of the municipal and county secondary schools Mr.
from elementary schools have been admitted into

Legge by no means overlooks the importance of
them , and to complain that many of the "free other forms of education beyond the primary stage.

placers” are not worth educating. A new educa
Indeed, he welcomes the Hadow Report, with some

tional snobbery sometimes seems to threaten us ,

not a social but an intellectual exclusiveness , which
minor reservations suggested by his knowledge of

educational administration , and looks forward to
would assert that secondary education ought to be

a new development of English education in the same
reserved for the few who are brilliant. It is really

democratic direction as that in which education has

refreshing to read Mr. Legge's vigorous defence

of the democratised secondary schools of the present
grown in the last twenty- five or thirty years . The

present reviewer , for one, has thoroughly enjoyed
century . Panegyrics are all too few in English

the book from beginning to end . W.

educational literature , and Mr. Legge's " Epic "

is all the more welcome . It is not merely an ex

pression of the optimism of an enthusiast , for, as
REVIEWS .

the notice on the " jacket" indicates, the book is Education .

well documented. In fact the author supports his
A HANDBOOK FOR HISTORY TEACHERS : edited by

statements by references to public reports and es D. Dymond , M.A. (3s . 6d . Methuen. )

pecially by statistics. His handling of statistics is
This handbook was prepared in connexion with

masterly ; they are well chosen , not picked out for
the recent Exhibition at Goldsmiths' College , which

special pleading, and they are planted in the book
is described on another page. Miss Dymond has

in the right place to clinch an argument or had the help of a number of teachers, and the

generalisation .
book is by far the best practical handbook that

The “ rising tide " is the movement in popular
has yet been published . Every school should have

secondary education made possible by the Act of a copy . The earlier sections contain valuable ad

1902. How large a movement it is , and how much
vice on syllabuses and schemes of work for all

its success owes to the influx of scholars from
grades in junior and senior schools, and these are

elementary schools Mr. Legge is at pains to prove
followed by classified lists of text-books and other

from facts that cannot be disputed . He has warm
material , including a section on historical fiction

praise for the elementary schools, and , incidentally ,
for children. Every book mentioned has been care

also for the elementary trained teachers who have
fully examined before inclusion , and the whole book

done a great deal to make the new secondary schools bears the stamp of practical authority .
a success .

Mr. Legge also pays a well deserved tribute to Good Counsel on ATHLETICS.

the voluntary service rendered by Education Com ATHLETICS : by D. G. A. Lowe and A. E. Porritt.

mittees . He protests against the idea entertained
( 12s. 6d . net . Longmans. )

by superior persons that plain men of business are The writers of this book are well known authori

not competent to control education . Substantially ties on their subject. Mr. Lowe was President of

the progress made since 1902 has been due to these
the Cambridge Athletic Club in 1924-25 and Mr.

men, who were not " experts " ; they are rightly Porritt was President at Oxford in the following

credited with the desire to consult experts of all year.

kinds , directors of education , and teachers , and Mr. Lowe carried all before him in the quarter,

with the practical ability to utilise their experience. half, and mile, was a soccer Blue, and twice won

In discussing this subject Mr. Legge examines two A.A.A. Championships in the same afternoon .
judiciously and in some detail the famous Sheffield He holds a world's record, and is the only man to

case with its implications, and his judgment de- win the 800 metres race in two successive Olym

cidedly leans to the side of the education authorities piads . Mr. Porritt is a marvellous sprinter and

as against extravagant claims for the entire inde ( Continued on page 212. )

a
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G. BELL AND SONS

GRAPH BOOK
By C. V. DURELL, M.A., Senior Maths. Master, Winchester,

and A. W. SIDDONS, M.A., Senior Maths. Master, Harrow .

This book, which is both a Text-Book and also a working Exercise Book , provides a course in graphical work (up to

the School Certificate stage) which will utilise to the best advantage the time available. Pupils must learn how todrawa

graph for themselves ; examples to provide the necessary practice are therefore given . But time is wasted if pupils

actually draw every graph which is needed for discussion or application ; numerous graphs of ordinary working size

are therefore printed in the book (i) to serve as models ; (ii ) to provide material for interpretation and application.

In strong manilla covers, ls. 9d. ; stiff boards, 28. ; TEACHER's Edition , including hints and answers, 2s.6d.

Elementary Latin Practical School Algebra

By H. GARDNER, M.A.

The author's aim is to appeal always to the pupil's intelligence,

and not merely to the " parrot" faculty. The typographical

arrangement has been most careſully thought out ; in all the

earlier sections, Explanation and Exercises are kept parallel, and

the accidence is so displayed that it may be soaking in all the

time, even when not being deliberately committed tomemory.

4s. 6d. Also Part I, 3s. 6d. ; Part II , 28.

By C. V. DURELL, M.A.

" No better introduction to the subject exists at the present time .

What we like especially about the book is that so many of

the examples are short and simple enough for the average pupil .

... Practical applications to arithmetic and geometry are numer.
ous and interesting . We commend it to the attention of

mathematical teachers . " - THE A.M.A.

48., or with answers 4s. 6d . Also in three parts.

Encore des Petits Contes
First Year

Practical Physics
By MARC CEPPI

Trente-deux Petits Contes has rapidly established itself as one of By ALWYN PICKLES, M.Sc.
the most popular of all Mr. Ceppi's readers . In this new volume SENIOR SCIENCE MASTER , WYGGESTON SCHOOL , LEICESTER .

ne provides a second equally jolly collection of quite short tales ,

suitable for pupils in their second or third year of French .
The measurement of length, area, and volume is dealt with in

considerable detail . Open-air work is also introduced in the form

Illustrated . ls. 6d. of elementary surveying . The chapters on fluid and air pressure

are illustrated by numerous examples and diagrams so that real

progress may be made by quite young students.

A Concise History
Ready Shortly, about 1s. 6d.

of Great Britain
A Junior

Elementary Chemistry
By D. C. SOMERVELL, M.A.

" It is really needless to add that A Concise History retains those By W. LITTLER , B.A., B.Sc.
features which have given the same author's previous work su SENIOR SCIENCE MASTER , HELE'S SCHOOL, EXETER .

high a reputation . We have in this book a really lucidly written

and readable history which will doubtless be kept when school.
" A very good text-book for junior forms who will eventually take

days are over. . . . The book is sure to receive general adoption
the subject in the School Certificate examination. It gives them

and certainly deserves it . " - SECONDARY EDUCATION .
all they need before the final year in a very readable way. "

THE A.M.A.

6s. 6d. Or 2 vols . ( divided at 1714) , 3s. 6d . each . Illustrated . Price 4s .

THE APPROACH TO TEACHING

By HERBERTWARD, C.B.E., late H.M. Chief Inspector for the Training of Teachers,

and FRANK ROSCOE, M.A., Secretary to the Teachers Registration Council .

" Here atlong last is a book which may safely be placed in the hands of every teacher ,” says Mr. F. F. POTTER,M.A.,

B.Sc. (Director of Education for Cheshire), in the Teachers' World . .. No two men are better known and more

esteemed in the educational world than these ... They form an ideal combination of ripe experience, keen critical

observation, and mature judgment. . . . Valuable to teachers of every grade, for even the most experienced craftsman

will read it with pleasure. . . . The volume should find a welcome in every training college and in every school .”

Second Edition . Price 5s , net.

YORK HOUSE PORTUGAL STREET :: LONDON, W.C. 2
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also first -rate at hurdling and long -jumping. Their

book is one of excellent merit and profound interest,

covering every phase of modern athletics and pro

viding also a sketch of the history of athletics ,

from the Tâiltean Games, founded in Ireland about

3000 B.C. , through the Ancient Greek Olympiad ,

and down to our modern Olympic Games. Every

form of athletics is fully treated and there are

valuable hints on training and technique . A set of

tables of records is given and many pages of the

book are illustrated by line drawings which are

exceedingly helpful. This volume ought to be found

in every school library, for nothing better could be

imagined for the instruction of the young athlete .

R.

English .

AN ENGLISH PROSODY ON INDUCTIVE Lines : by

Sir George Young, Bart . ( 155. net . Cambridge

Univ. Press .)

This is a thoroughly enjoyable book , the more

so, perhaps, because one feels that the author has

enjoyed writing it . He brings to the task the ripe

experience of over ninety years of a varied and

interesting life , with such achievements as a Fel

lowship of Trinity , Cambridge, in 1862, Membership

of Commissions on Coolie Immigration, Friendly

Societies. Factories and Workshops, Land Acts,

and Endowed Schools, and service as Chief Charity

Commissioner from 1903 to 1906. Amid all these

strenuous activities Sir George Young has main

tained his interest in literature. It was fostered ,

we may gather, in his infancy , for he says : “ I was

as a child taught by my mother to be a lover and

learner of poetry, especially in Cowper, Pope,

Shakespeare, and Milton , and in the MSS. of her

brother , Praed . As a schoolboy I had the benefit

of intimacy , in almost daily walks for years , with

Swinburne.”

His thesis is one which attracts by its good sense

and it is supported by a wealth of illustration and

valid argument. Briefly, he shows that the " rules"

of prosody derive from practice and exhibit the

methods of accepted makers of verse . The basis

is rhythm , the quality of regular recurrence which

is pleasing to the ear and seems to provide the

initial attraction in many human pursuits. From

this Sir George Young traces the growth of English

metres , telling us that the oldest is the pure four

stress verse, that it was followed by the innovation

of cinque-pace in Chaucer, from which were de

rived new lyric measures, new couplet forms , new

stanzas , and a new dramatic verse . He shows the

influence of Elizabethan drama in revivifying old

forms, and rightly concludes that “ whether for

creation or criticism appeal to the ear must always

be for the most part our first resort, so long as
enjoyment , as delight in beauty , is allowed to be

a criterion in the noble Art of Verse .” R.

The Tree of Life. An Anthology made by Vivian

de Sola Pinto and George Neill Wright.

(8s. 6d . net . Constable .)

There are many anthologies, and their number

increases , but here is one which is based on the

idea of bringing together from many sources ,

mainly English - a number of passages of prose and

verse which express or illustrate the essentials of

religion . The arrangement falls under such heads

as " God and the World ,” “ The Son of Man ," and

“ Life Everlasting ." Foreign authors are included

in translations , and the whole of the extracts - over

500 in number - are bound together in a pleasant

and handy form . J.

A POETRY BOOK FOR Boys AND GIRLS (Part 3 ) :

compiled by A. Watson Bain . ( 35. 6d . Cam

bridge Univ. Press . )

We have already commented favourably upon the

former volumes of this series , and the one before

us would appear difficult to improve upon . The

compiler's expressed views on school anthologies ,

viz . , “ Only the best , and ample variety , " are
certainly well exemplified in this book . Teachers

of English literature should enjoy using it with

their upper forms.

( 1 ) THE DOCTOR'S NIECE : by E. F. Pollard .

( 2 ) STURDY AND STRONG : by G. A. Henty.

( is . 4d . each . Blackie . )

These books are additions to Messrs. Blackie's

popular series , " English Authors for School Read

ing ," a reprint of established favourites issued as

“ Continuous Readers. '

The above, like the other volumes in this series,

contain very interesting subject matter, are well

printed , strongly bound, and very moderately

priced . Obviously just the thing for school and

class libraries.

History .

( 1 ) The AMERICAN COLONIES, 1492–1750 :by M. W.

Jernegan. (7s . 6d . Longmans.) (2 ) A FIRST

Воок CANADIAN HISTORY : by W. S.

Wallace. ( 28. 6d. Macmillan. )

“ The American Colonies , 1492—1750 ,” is one of

the most important contributions to the study of

British history which I have read. The work has

been approached with an unbiased mind ; the facts

are stated in clear , emphatic language ; the style is

facile and interesting , and the English employed is

delightful. Commencing his story from the days

of European economic necessity expressed in the

voyages of Columbus , Professor Jernegan traces the

settlement and growth of European colonies in the

New World . The colonies are not shut away in

a watertight compartment, but, aided by accounts

of activities in Europe , the story shows the re

action of the colonists to local and European pheno

(Continued on page 214. )

OF
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EDWARD ARNOLD & CO ., LONDON&

A MODERN INTRODUCTION TO HISTORY

BRITAIN AND EUROPE

By R. A. F. MEARS, M.A., B.Litt., F.R.Hist.S., Senior

History Master, Warwick School.

Profusely illustrated . Book I , 35. ; Book II , 3s . 6d .

This is a strikingly original and valuable course based on the most
up -to -date ideas and intended for the pre-School Certificate stage . It

combines British and European history, and shows how our country has

been influenced by the civilisations of the past and by great continental

AN ORIGINAL NEW TEXT- BOOK

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM

WITH OR WITHOUT MECHANICS

By J. M. MOIR , M.Sc. , Head Master of Wigan Grammar

School. Fully Illustrated . Without Mechanics (now ready ),

(Available shortly with Mechanics .)

The many original features of this book , such as the interest which

is aroused even on the first page, the emphasis laid on practical applica .

tions, and the large number of worked and unworked examples , are

likely to gain it speedy popularity with teachers and pupils alike .

38. 6d .

moveinents .

A PROGRESSIVE GEOGRAPHY

By C. B. THURSTON , B.Sc. , F.R.G.S. , Geography Master ,

Kilburn Grammar School .

Book IIA. BRITAIN OVERSEAS. 224 pages. 2s. 9d.

By using this new book in place of Books II and III

where necessary, this series may now be used as either a

four- or five-year course , from the age of 11 to School

Certificate . Book V may be used independently .

Book 1. The Home Region and the Home Land . 160 pages . 25. 31 .

Book 11. Africa and Australasia . 2s. 3d .

Book III . America . 192 pages . 28. 6d .

Book iv. Eurasia . 29 9d .

Book V. The World . 5s .

LIGHT

By F. BRAY, M.A. , Assistant to the Director of Education ,

Leeds ; formerly Science Master at Clifton College .

A complete course to the standard of the University Inter
mediate Examinations. 6s.

" The volume is copiously illustrated and is written in a style which

makes the subject readable and fascinating without sacrificing scientific
exactitude . It can be warmly commended . " - Scottish Educational Journal.

160 pages.

224 pages.

450 pages.

3s. 6d .

LATIN FOR BEGINNERS

By R. M. ALLARDYCE , M.A. , LL.B., Depute Director

of Education for Glasgow.

This book , based on the Author's former “ New Latin Course , " is suit.

able for use either by the direct or the ordinary method , and is distin

guished by the freshness and originality of even the earliest exercises .

It is provided with a grammar-summary and two special vocabularies, as
well as two general ones .

THEORETICAL CHEMISTRY FOR

JUNIOR FORMS

Ву HAYDN PRESTON , A.R.C.S. , A.I.C. , Chemistry

Master, Borden Grammar School. Illustrated . Cloth, is . gd.

" A little book for beginners, written in simple language and intimate
style, with the object of avoiding note-taking during lessons. Each of

the twelve chapters concludes with a summary and questions ; suitable

laboratory experiments are also suggested . " - The Schoolmaster.

A GUIDE TO PRÉCIS WRITING

By W. J. HALLIDAY, M.A., Assistant Examiner in English

to the Central Welsh Board.

“ The methods of approach are explained so clearly that pupils may be

left with contidence to work on individual lines after the introductory

lessons. The passages include many choice examples which cannot fail

to encourage à love of the best in books. ” — The journal of Education .

2S.

SENSIM

By R. D. WORMALD , M.A., Royal Grammar School,

Worcester .

Two Books. Book I now ready. is. 9d.

Book 1 of this course provides 140 interesting passages mainly from
authors not ordinarily read in school. Prose and the Verse passages are

each arranged progressively under syntax headings, and annotated .

TRIENNIUM

A Turee -YEAR LATIN COURSE .

By R. D. WORMALD , M.A. Book I , 25. ; Book II , 2s. 6d ;

Book III , 35 .

“ The nearest approach to the ideal Latin Course that we know ."
The A.M.A.

ENGLISH DIARIES

Edited by ELIZABETH D'OYLEY . With an Introduction

by PROFESSOR GEORGE GORDON . 25. bd . (ready

immediately ).

A new selection of extracts, by the Editor of " English Letters " and

" English Essays," which give a vivid picture of life and thought from
the sixteenth century to the present day.

THE TOUCHSTONE SHAKESPEARE

Edited by GUY BOAS, M.A., St. Paul's School. With

Introductions on the play, the life and times of Shakespeare ,

etc. , brief but adequate notes and questions . Twelve plays.

Blue cloth , gilt , is . 9d. or 29. each.

“ We can confidently recommend this edition for school use . It is well

produced and ( a desideratum for school books) stoutly bound . ” — The
1.31.A.

25. od .

CERTIFICATE EXERCISES IN FRENCH

By R. A. SPENCER , M.A. , Modern Languages Master ,

Central High School, Manchester.

For the use of pupils preparing for Schools Certificate. The examples

used to illustrate grammatical rules are drawn from modern French

authors, while continuous passages are provided for translation into

French .

CERTIFICATE FRENCH UNSEENS

By R. A. SPENCER, M.A. is . ed .

" A delightfully chosen scries of extracts from a wide range of authors.

It should do much to make the unseen a joy rather than a labour."

Teachers' World .

NEW ENGLISH EXERCISES

By GUY BOAS , M.A. 2s ,

" Mr. Boas has written a useful and interesting book . It is no long

and complicated course, but is intended to supplement the teaching of

those people who believe in originality and brightness rather than in

text-books. " - Education Outlook .

EDWARD ARNOLD & CO., 41 & 43 MADDOX ST., W.1
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mena. Wars are relegated to their proper sphere ,

the social and mental expansion of the colonies is

stressed , and the motives of the Americans are

vividly portrayed . After reading this book one can

sympathise with the difficulties of the English

Governments of the time , and with the hardships

and aspirations of the colonists. The book is of

exceptional value to all students of history .

" A First Book of Canadian History ” is a lightly

and interestingly told introduction to the storyof
Canada ; it is not overburdened with facts . The

illustrations are to the point, and the maps are

very clear. The book was handed to a boy of

fourteen . His remarks were : " Very interesting

and quite enjoyable. It is more like a book of

short stories than a book of history , and so, much

better than our histories. The pictures ? Oh, all

right—they do help the stories . The maps ? Not

bad-I found an atlas helped me when I wanted

to look up things. The type? Quite all right,

sir. Still , it's the story that counts most , sir,

isn't it ? It's a jolly good story . Canadians must

be awfully proud of that story, sir ."

They are. And Wallace has succeeded where

most have failed . He has made the story convey

the spirit of Canada . H. C.

Man's Great ADVENTURE : by S. Southwold. Illus

trated by L. Gee . ( 25. 6d . Longmans .).

The author's aim in this book is to write “ a

human account of the great adventure of mankind

upon the earth, ” for children who are round about

the ages nine to eleven . The chronicle of this

adventure is told in thirty stories , which range

from prehistoric times to the present day , and

each story attempts to typify some great human

movement of its period. Assuredly not a bad idea

and quite well carried out. All the stories are told

in a simple and attractive way with plenty of move

ment and colour. We think that the book should

become a favourite with the group for which it is

intended.

BRITAIN AND EUROPE - AN INTRODUCTION TO His

TORY. Book I , to the end of the Middle Ages :

by R. A. F. Mears, M.A. , B.Litt . , F.R. Hist.S.

(35. Arnold. )

In this book of 250 pages there are nearly a

hundred illustrations , maps, and time-charts, so

that the sullen " ranks of Tuscany,' that is , the

bare text , is well broken up, as younger-and ,

indeed, older-folk like it to be . And these pic

tures are nowhere irrelevant , but form a part of

the book .

The scheme is clear enough. Our English , or

British , civilisation is a part of that western civilisa

tion which began in Europe and is now spreading

over the world. Thus a history of Britain , if it

would explain itself, must bring in a good deal of

the history of Europe. And a history of Europe ,

to explain itself, must be traced back to the Nile

and the Euphrates. In fine, we have here a world

history, where proportions are set according to the

viewpoint or starting point. Britain is our fore

ground , Europe ourmiddle distance , the sands of

time and of the desert our horizon .

Mr. Mears has developed his own plan. He

treats of the Church in distinct chapters , and de

votes a chapter to the Vikings, another to the

Medieval town , a third to “ Emperor and Pope.”'

This means some sacrifice of sequential chronology,

and an abandonment of marking chapters or sec

tions by reigning monarchs. But more is gained

than is lost, and if the time-charts are properly

used as an integral part of the book and its method,

not as appendixes or additions , there will be no

chronological confusions . If Mr. Mears's Book II

is as good as his Book I , teachers of history will

have a very useful text - book at their command.

R. J.

Geography.

The BRITISH EMPIRE.

OUR EMPIRE : by H. Court, B.Sc., and L. Court,

L.L.A. ( Book I , Junior, 2s.; Book II, Inter

mediate , 25. 3d . ; Book III , Senior , 25. 6d .

Sampson Low .)

Imperial sentiment calls for some study of the

British Empire even at an early age. Geographical

reason urges that , as the British Empire is a thing

of shreds and patches, however glorious, its study

should come late when a knowledge of the world

has provided a background into which the several

elements can be fitted . The authors of this series

have blended a great deal of geographical , bio

graphical , historical , and other material about the

Empire into a not unreadable form , and , as each

book covers the whole of the Empire , the scheme

is concentric, and the teacher can satisfy the Im

perial sentiment early or defer to the geographer

and arrive at the Empire late in his course. Verse

has been freely introduced — a good point - but

much of it is not poetry. The national anthems of

some of the Dominions seem to shout for even

more revision than our own. The human element

is predominant, and children will , we think , from

these books, learn to look upon the Empire as a

place occupied by people and not simply as areas

tied together by trade routes.

The TRADE OF THE INDIAN OCEAN : by V. Aostey ,

B.Sc. (7s.6d. Longmans. )

Here is a book of real value to the advanced

student of economic geography, well worthy of

its place in the “ University Geographical Series , "

of which Dr. Stamp is general editor. It contains

a mass of information not easily obtainable in any

(Continued on page 216. )
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For Teachers of

ENGLISH, MATHEMATICS, HISTORY, and FRENCH

ENGLISH HISTORY

PROSE AND VERSE SPEAKING FOR SCHOOLS A HISTORY OF MODERN TIMES, 1789-1928

In Six Books . Edited by ALFRED DREW, M.A. , and By D. M. KETELBEY, M.A. About 600 pages. 8s. 6d . net.

BARRY ROBINSON . (June . ) (June . )

Books I to IV , 96 pages each, limp cloth.
9d . Written for the senior forms of schools, this survey is

Books V and VI , 128 pages each, limp cloth. ls . vigorous in its treatment . Special features are chapters on

Believing that the appeal to the ear , so often neglected , the U.S.A. and the Far East; the analysis of conditions

must be cultivated if noble writing is to produce its maximum
leading up to the French Revolution ; the democratic and

ellect, the editors of this anthology have graded their selec nationalist movements of the nineteenth century ; the social

tions not according to difficulty in meaning, but according to
movements from 1870 to 1914 ; and the War and post -War

difficulty in rendering. Thus children using this series will conditions.

receive a thorough training in the principles of clear and A SHORT SOCIAL AND POLITICAL HISTORY

beautiful speech , making an acquaintance at the same time
OF BRITAIN

with some of the most memorable passages in English litera

Much copyright matter has been included, and the New Edition, Revised.ture . By ROBERT L. MACKIE , M.A.

selections are suggestively arranged under the following head
Newly Illustrated and entirely Reset. In Two Parts Part I ,

ings: Song, Story. Picture, Speaking Out, Speaking Parts ,
to 1603; Part II, 1603 to 1928 ), each with a New Synopsis,

Fun and Jingle, For Special Times.
cloth boards, 2s . 6d .; or Complete, 4s. 60,

Since a new set of plates was required , Mr. Mackie has
A COMMENTARY ON PROSE AND VERSE taken the opportunity of revising this well-known book through

SPEAKING out and of adding two new chapters. The illustrations have

By ALFRED DREW and BARRY ROBINSON. 5s . net . ( July . ) been augmented and revised , and many half-tones have been

A useful companion to the above series, in which the authors added . (Prospectus on application .)
explain the principles on which they have based their selec

ENGLAND'S STORY
tion . Much ' valuable material is supplied for lessons in

ByDOROTHY MARGARET STUART, Author of The Boy
literary appreciation and declamation .

Through the Ages, &c . Fully illustrated . 3s , each.
INTRODUCTORY ENGLISH EXTRACTS AND

Part 1. To the Great Charter .

EXERCISES
Part II . Plantagenets and Tudors.

This is an entirely new history by an author whose scholar .
By F. H. PRITCHARD . 1s . 9d .

An excellent introduction to Pritchard's Complete Course in
ship and vigorous style have rapidly brought her into pro

minence. It is unhesitatingly recommended for middle forms .English to suit the requirements of pupils of from 11 to 12

years of age .

THE JUNIOR MODERN ENGLISH SERIES
FRENCH

General Editor : F. H. PRITCHARD , Designed specially for GROUNDWORK IN FRENCH
use in the new Senior Schools . Each volume contains Intro

By A. W. GREEN, B.A., L. ès L. 2s. 6d.

duction and Exercises. 2s . (June.) A first course for beginners of 12 or 13 years of age , with
First Four Volumes

whom rapid progress is important. The essentials of grammar
Pen -Portraits and Character -Sketches . are driven home by a wealth of exercises founded upon care

Edited by A. E. M. BAYLISS, M.A. fully chosen reading matter.
Contains copyright materialby H. A. I.. FISHER , R. L.

STEVENSON, JOHN MASEFIELD, E. V. LUCAS, JOHN HISTOIRE D'UN PETIT HOMME

DRINKWATER, &c. By M. ROBERT-HALT. Edited, with Notes and Vocabulary,

Travellers ' Tales and Sketches. by W. G. HARTOG , M.A. 2s. 3d . (June.)

Edited by A. E. M. BAYLISS, M.A. This is one lof the best books for boys ever written in

Under the headings " Incredible Journeyings," " Travellers
French It shows us a small boy working his way up to suc

in Fiction ," and " Travellers in Fact," are twenty thrilling cess , first in France and then in England, and gives many

episodes from accounts given by travellers old and new. intimate pictures of life in both countries, not without many

Twenty -Two Story Poems. touches of humour.

Edited by E. E. REYNOLDS.
L'ÉVASION DE LAVALLETTE

Includes poems by WILLIAM MORRIS, ALFRED NOYES,

RUDYARD KIPLING , JOHN MASEFIELD, J. E. By J. LUCAS-DUBRETON . Edited , with Notes and Voca

FLECKER. and AUSTIN DOBSON .
bulary, by W. G. HARTOG , M.A. ls . 60 .

Essays Old and New.
A new historical reader for middle and senior forms , It is

Edited by H. BARNES. the true story of Lavallette's escape and flight in 1815, as ex

citing as any historical fiction .

L'ÉPOPÉE DE L' “ EMDEN "
MATHEMATICS By CLAUDE FARRERE and PAUL CHACK , Edited by

THE ESSENTIALS OF ARITHMETIC
W. G. HARTOG , M.A. Is . 6d .

By ROBERT WALKER, Jordanhill Training Centre, Glasgow .
Told by a gallant seaman, the story of the Emden will

appeal to all boys. The German cruiser's exploits formed one
Complete, 6s. net ; Part I , 3s. 6d.; Part II, 3s . ( une.)

of the most thrilling and redeeming features of the Great War .The aim of this much-needed book is ( 1 ) to insist on obvious

broad principles in fundamental rules, and ( 2) to indicate how NOUVEAUX CONTES DE LA FRANCE CON

the student may then proceed to solve intelligently everyday TEMPORAINE
problems. Part 1 , "The Teaching of Arithmetic , " is designed

Selected and edited , with Biographies, Notes, and Voca
as a guide for student teachers. Part II , " Model Examples

bulary, by W. M. DANIELS. 25. 64 . (June. )and Exercises for Practice, " is based on actual problems in
Edited on the same plan as Dr. Daniels's earlier volume of

the counting-house, workshop , and laboratory. Contes, this collection is representative of some of the best

(Prospectus on application . )
short -story work of the Twentieth Century.

Full information, and new issue of Modern Language Catalogue, from

(

GEORGE G. HARRAP & COMPANY, LTD .,

39-41 PARKER STREET, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2
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garded merely as a necessary introduction to prac

tical problems in mensuration . R. S. M.

other form , brings it together, and interprets it

on a geographical basis . Students using this book

a few years hence will have to keep in mind the

constantly changing nature of statistics, but the

copious references to the " authorities' will ensure

that the diligent student need never be out of date.

Changes in trade figures sometimes occur more

rapidly than new and revised editions .

Three ANTIQUITIES.

( 1 ) World GEOGRAPHY : by J. Murray, M.A., Ph.D.

( 35. 6d . Murray.) ( 2 ) A REGIONAL SURVEY OF

The World : by T. S. Muir, M.A. , and J. H.

Birrell , M.A., Ph.D. ( 55. Chambers. ) ( 3 )

INTRODUCTORY COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY : by

J. H. Birrell , M.A., Ph.D. ( 28. Chambers. )

These three books hail from Scotland and belong

to the days before the Flood . They are crammed

with facts , statistics , names , and details , after the

manner of the worst examples of this kind of com

pilation . They show little or no originality , no

understanding of the aims and ideals of modern

teachers of geography, and lack almost anything

in the nature of interpretation or imagination . If

anyone wants to see what a modern geography

should not be we advise him to look at “ World

Geography, " page 88 , which contains , on that page

alone , over a hundred names of places and goods ;

or “ A Regional Survey of the World ” (which shows

little conception of the regional idea ), page 20,

where in one paragraph of eighteen lines there are

twenty-four place names ; or " Introductory Com

mercial Geography,” page 97 , where the last six

lines contain eleven names of towns, eight of which

are accompanied by their populations.

graphy is intended to give any kind of outlook upon

life and its problems these books are worse than

useless .

Mathematics .

LOWER AND Middle Form GEOMETRY : by F. W.

Westaway. (45. 6d. net . Blackie . )

The modern tendency in the teaching of geometry

is in a direction away from the formal logic of

Euclid . Probably in the not far distant future

teachers will find that the clear and accurate think

ing which is necessary for deductive reasoning is

not being imparted by their methods, and there will

then be a reaction . The author of this book has

been one of H.M. Inspectors of Secondary Schools,

and is thus quite au fait with modern methods. It

is written for boys up to about the age of thirteen

or fourteen years , and contains all the usual features

of the fashionable treatment of the subject , as well

as a brief introduction to the geometrical proper

ties of solids. Of its kind it appears to be ex

cellent , but it must still remain an open question

whether geometry is to be taught to provide a

severe mental training or whether it is to be re

Physics .

LIGHT. An Introductory Text-book : by C. G.

Vernon , M.A., B.Sc. (35. , or 4s. with exer

cises. Cambridge Univ . Press .)

The best method of teaching geometrical optics

is a question which has been much discussed re

cently . Last April the Physical Society devoted a

meeting to this subject, and very varying opinions

were stated ! There were two chief points of con

troversy :-(a ) whether the introduction to the study

of optics should be approached by way of the con

ventional treatment of rays, or from the point of

view of the wave theory ; ( b ) what convention of

signs should be adopted for facility in the working

out of problems, especially in regard to the known

conventions adopted by technical opticians.

The author of this book , who is the Head of

the Science Department at Bedales School, contri

buted a paper to that discussion , in which he strongly

defended the teaching of the wave theory. Natu

rally he has adopted this procedure in his book ,

which is of great interest. He is able to work into

his teaching the general behaviour of waves and

ripples , and to show the analogies with light waves.

An excellent mechanical illustration of refraction is

given with the aid of a brass roller fitted with box

wood wheels, and much use is also made of some

form of an optical disc for showing experiments to

the whole class. Chapter XIII , on “ The Sources of

Light,” is good, and some useful tables of values

are given while diffraction and polarisation are dealt

with in an adequate manner for this type of book.

The ray methods of geometrical optics are treated

rather in the nature of a revision course , but the

convention of signs adopted is not in agreement with

that used by technical workers.

All the same, Mr. Vernon is to be congratulated

on having produced an interesting and stimulating

book . R. S. M.

Chemistry .

A Concise SUMMARY ELEMENTARY ORGANIC

CHEMISTRY : by F. H. Constable, M.A. , D.Sc.

(45. 6d . Methuen . )

In these days of crowded syllabuses and keen

competition in scholarship examinations a student

or scholar supposedly has very little time to make

a digest for his own use of any particular subject .

This book is intended to supply such a digest of the

reactions of elementary organic chemistry, about

one- third only of the book having reference to

aromatic compounds. Bearing in mind the object

for which the book was written , it ferms a satisfac
tory and useful compilation. How much better,

(Continued on page 218.)
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MANCHESTER MUNICIPAL

College of Technology
Principal :

B. MOUAT JONES , D.S.O. , M.A. Oxon .

Books that hit the mark

UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER

(Faculty of Technology ).

DEGREE COURSES IN TECHNOLOGY.

The Prospectus gives particularsof the courses lead

ing to the Manchester University Degrees (B.Sc.Tech .,

M.Sc.Tech . , and Ph.D.) and Certificates in the Faculty

of Technology, in the following departments :

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (Prof. DEMPSTER SMITH ,

M.B.E. , M.Sc.Tech ., M.I.M.E. ) .

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING ( Prof. MILES WALKER , M.A. ,

D.Sc., M.I.E.E. ) .

MUNICIPAL AND SANITARY ENGINEERING ( G. S. COLE .

MAN. D.Sc.Eng., A.M.Inst.C.E. , A.M.Inst.M. and Cy.E. ,
F.R.San.I. ) .

APPLIED CHEMISTRY, including General Chemical Tech

nology, Chemistry of Textiles (Bleaching, Dyeing, Printing,

and Finishing), Paper Manufacture, Metallurgy and Assay.

ing, Chemical Technology of Brewing. Electro -Chemistry,

Photography, Colouring Matters, Foodstuffs, and Fuels ( Prof.

JAMES KENNER , D.Sc., Ph.D. , F.R.S.

TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY ( Prof. W. E. MORTON, M.Sc.Tech . ) .

INDUSTRIAL ADMINISTRATION (Post-Graduate Certificate

Course) (J. A. BOWIE, M.A. , D.Litt. ) .

A BRIEF HISTORY OF

ANCIENT TIMES

An edition of Ancient Times by JAMES HENRY

BREASTED, Ph.D., abridged and simplified by

W. HUGHES JONES, Education Officer, Royal

Air Force . Foreword by F. S. MARVIN

320 pages. Cloth . Illustrated 3s.

“ We venture to prophesy that this will become the

text-book for lower and middle forms taking ancient

history." - A.M.A ., November, 1927.

THE MIDDLE PERIOD OF

EUROPEAN HISTORY

From the German Invasions to the Age of

Louis XIV. By JAMES HARVEY ROBINSON

421 pages. Cloth . Illustrated . 78. net.
Prospectus will be forwarded free on application to the

Registrar , College of Technology, Manchester .

FOR BACKWARD AND DEFECTIVE CHILDREN .

Curative Education as founded by Rudolf Steiner .

CONFERENCE

at the RUDOLF STEINER HALL,

33 Park Road, London, N.W.1 ,

16, 17 and 18 JUNE, 1929.

LECTURES by EUGEN KOLISKO , M.D. (Vienna) ; GRETE

BOCKHOLT, M.D.; JULIA BORT, M.D .; KARL SCHUBERT,

Ph.D.; and others.

DEMONSTRATIONS OF CURATIVE EURHYTHMY.

EXHIBITIONS of Children's Hand-work, and artistic work .

Full Programme from Hon . Secretary , CURATIVE EDUCATION

CONFERENCE, 46 Gloucester Place, w.l.

MODERN TIMES

From the Age of Louis XIV to 1918 (being the

latter portion of Medieval and Modern Times)

By JAMES HARVEY ROBINSON

442 pages. Illustrated . 68. 6d .

PRACTICAL MAP EXERCISES AND

SYLLABUS IN ENGLISH HISTORY

By M. C. BISHOP, R. C. WILLARD, and E. K.

ROBINSON

Quarto . 2s. 6d .

This book consists of seventeen outline maps, with

suggested assignments, the purpose of which is to

familiarise the student with the more important geo
graphical and political features ibat influenced the

course of British history. An ingenious arrangement, by

which tracing paper is bound in opposite the maps,

affordsfacilitiesfor their reproduction, and renders them

adaptable for use with any Englisb history text .

Other Map Exercise books :

Early European History (to 1714) ; Modern Euro

pean History (since 1714) ; Medieval and Modern

European History : World History ; Ancient History :

American History.

UNIVERSITÉ DE RENNES (France )

FRENCH COURSES

1. HOLIDAY COURSES at SAINT SERVAN-SUR-MER,

near St. Malo (côte d'Emeraude) , from July 18 to

August 31 .

2. During the scholastic year at RENNES ( Faculté des

Lettres), from November 8 to June 15 .

Diplômes spéciaux de langue et de littérature françaises,

Doctorat.

Apply for Prospectus to M. LOUIS, Professeur au Collège

de St. Servan -sur-Mer ( Ille-et-Vilaine), France.

Full particulars of the above will be forwarded

on application. Books sent for the examination

of teachers.

GINN AND COMPANY LTD.,

7 Queen Square London , W.C.1
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book provides a good introduction to the subject.

It is written for boys aged about fourteen years,

and describes experimental measurements of length ,

area , volume, mass, and density . Due emphasis is

laid upon the order of accuracy obtainable by the

various methods, and in every respect the book

is to be recommended . R. S. M.

of 3 cc .

however, would it be for each student to do his

own compilation during the course of his reading !

His would be the benefit and he would not be a

victim of the " spoon -feeding " this book is apt to

foster. T. S. P.

AN INTRODUCTION TO QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS : by

W. 6. F. Shearcroft, B.Sc. ( 25. Bell . )
.

This small book seems to be a satisfactory intro

duction to the elements of volumetric and gravi

metric analysis. The instructions given are , in

general , clear and concise.

It is curious that in such books very little em

phasis seems to be laid on the volume of solution

which should be used in a titration in order to

reduce the error of experiment . It is a common

mistake of students to be content with titrations

and
4 T. S. P.

A JUNIOR ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY : by W. Littler ,

B.A. , B.Sc. (45. Beil . )

The ground covered by this book is selected from

that included in the usual School Certificate sylla

bus, the parts omitted being those which the author's

experience has shown are seldom properly under

stood by younger boys , e.g. Avogadro's Hypothe

sis and matter connected with it . Emphasis is

given to those parts of the subject which affect our

daily life .

The subject matter is treated in a clear , interest

ing manner , and the book can be recommended .

This is the first elementary book which has come

recently to the reviewer's notice in which reference

is made to the part played by hypochlorous acid

in the bleaching action of chlorine. T. S. P.

ELEMENTARY QUALITATIVE AND VOLUMETRIC ANA

LYSIS : by N. F. Watterson , B.Sc.
Cambridge Univ. Press . )

Methods for the analysis of a simple salt are

given and also a description of the methods of

volumetric analysis which cover acidimetry and al

kalimetry , and the use of standard solutions of

potassium permanganate and silver nitrate . There

is nothing new in the subject matter which calls

for any particular comment. Whether the best

method of approaching qualitative analysis is to

confine the study to simple salts is a debatable

question , on which the reviewer has his own opinion .

In this book , as in others, the relation between

error of experiment and volume of standard solution

used in titrations is neglected . T. S. P.

Biology .

British INSECT Life : by Edward Step, F.L.S.

( 255. net . T. Werner Laurie . )

This book is a popular introduction to entomo

logy. The Insects form by far the largest class of

animals in the world of living organisms , and al

though most insects are relatively small and seem

ingly insignificant their economic importance is very

great, and the realisation of the part they play

in the lives of men and other animals is only just

being recognised. This book is an attempt to place

before the reader information which is not only re

liable but also interesting concerning members of

the various families which comprise this great class .

Butterflies, moths, caddis -flies, may - flies, dragon

flies, beetles, grasshoppers, earwigs , bugs, bees,

wasps , ants , domestic flies, and other insects are

considered . In a work of this kind many species

are perforce omitted, but examples are given of

all the Orders into which this class is divided . The

eight coloured illustrations are realistic and useful,

are the thirty -two half -tone plates comprising

over two hundred figures. An excellent book for

any school library .

( 25. 6d.

Economics .

Exercises in Economics : by A. Plummer, B.Litt. ,

M.Sc. I. Econ ., M.A., LL.D. (25. Pitman . )

This is a student's handbook , intended as a help

to those who are preparing for an examination in

economics. After a short introduction, there are

thirty -six pages of questions and answers, fifty

five of them in all , ranging from whether M.P.'s

and housebreakers are " productive workers” to a

three-and-a-half page essay on Rationalisation .

Most of the answers are obviously too short, and

in many cases they resemble the “ skeleton answers ":

of the next section , of which there are fifty -eight in

twenty -seven pages . Over fifty other questions or

“ examination problems” follow , without answers.

Then come two appendixes , on the entrepreneur

and that child of the diagrammatic method , pro

ducer's surplus.

It is a rather unusual kind of book. Beginners

in economics, although they would find much of

it enlightening , had better leave it until they have

got a fair grip of Cannan , Clay , Marshall, or

some good general work (there is a bibliography

(Continued on page 220.)

Science .

PRACTICAL MEASUREMENT AS AN INTRODUCTION TO

SCIENCE : by H. R. Charter, M.C. , M.A.

( 25. 6d . Longmans . )

Physics has often been called , and justly called,

the science of accurate measurement, and this little
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Present Day Prose

Chosen and Edited by E. A. GREENING LAMPORN . With Notes on

authors and sources. 256 pp. School Edition , 28. 3d. Cloth
Boards , 38. net .

Practical Mathematics

By J. GAGAN , B.Sc. Part I. Numerous illustrations. 48. 6d.

Pure Mathematical treatment with Practical Applications and

Examples in Algebra, Trigonometry, and Geometry , and in the

exhibition of functionality of Graphs.
Notes to Poems of To -day

111
Compiled by H. R. HALL. Series I and II , separately , 6d. each .

Also bound up with the School Edition , Cloth, 2s . 6d . each (shortly) .

Poems of To -day

Series I and II . Compiled by the English Association . School

Edition , text only, 28. ; in Cloth with Notes on the text , 28. 6d.

(shortly ) . In Cloth Boards, with Biographical Notes , 38, 6d . net

each .

Chemical Analysis

By D. B. BRIGGS, M.A. , F.I.C. , F.C.S. For Higher Certifi

cate , &c . 6s. ; or separately : Qualitative Analysis ,

34. 6d.; Quantitative Analysis , 36. 6d.

A First Biology

By Prof. S. MANGHAM and Prof. W. RAE SHERRIFFS. An Intro

duction to Biology for Middle and Lower Forms. Profusely Illus
trated . 28. 6d .

A second volume, to be published shortly , will complete the

syllabus of the School Certificate.

An Arithmetic of Citizenship

By E. RILEY, B.Sc. , and J. RILEY , B.Sc. Everyday problems

of Savings , Insurance , Rent, Rates, Taxes, &c .

Fourth impression revised to date, in the press. 28. With

Answers, 28. 6d .

French of To -day : A New School Dictionary :

French - English By H. N. Adair . M.A. Cloth . 28. 6d.

English -French in active preparation .

" Plus moderne, plus hardi et plus complet que bien des diction

Livre excellent pour la conversation et le thème. " - Le

Français

LIFE IN INLAND WATERS, by Dr. K. E. CARPENTER,

opens up in a complete and masterly manner a fascin

ating field of study that awaits keen explorers . Fully

illustrated , large 8vo . 128. Det , or, by post , 128. 6d .naires

44 Museum Street, W.C.1

SCHOLASTIC APPOINTMENTS

Messrs. TRUMAN& KNIGHTLEY, Ltd.,

who are now receiving instructions regarding vacancies for Assistant Masters,

Assistant Mistresses and Lady Matrons for the coming Term in Public and

Private, Secondary and Preparatory Schools at home and abroad, will be
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SCHOOL TRANSFER DEPARTMENT.
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Offices : 61 Conduit Street, London, W.1..
Telegrams : " TUTORESS , PHONE , LONDON . " Telepbone : GERRARD 3272.
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given at the end of the book ). After a sufficient

first course they would find Dr. Plummer's book

a very useful help -- for examinations. R. J.

a

General .

HUNGER FIGHTERS : by Paul de Kruif. ( 125. 6d .

Cape .)

If you are of the generation that sat at the feet

of Samuel Smiles , it may be that you are one of

those who revolted , or even one who returned again

and sat . Now consider : if Samuel had been born

a century later, and on the other side of the

Atlantic, what would he have done ? You think ,

perhaps , that he would have written " From Log

Cabin to White House '' ? By no means . It was

always the men of action—the engineers , the in

ventors, the bridge-builders , the experimenters with

coal-gas and wooden hats (the wooden hat story

is in Smiles)—it was these who interested Samuel.

His true transatlantic incarnation is Mr. Paul de
Kruif.

Mr. de Kruif writes the American language in

a way that an Englishman can understand and en

joy. He gives us the human touch all through . His

enjoyment, when a lifelong research worker falls

under the spell of driving a car of his own , or talks

to a pressman ( sent to interview the great scienti

fic investigator, Dr. Babcock ) about something inter

esting , i.e. J. L. Sullivan, this enjoyment becomes

the reader's too .

“ Hunger Fighters " tells the story of Americans

who searched for better strains of wheat, for the

secrets of stock-feeding , for the cause and cure of

pellagra. It is a North American record-about

Carleton, Mackay, Dorset, Mohler, Francis, Shull ,

Hoffer, Babcock , Steenbock , Goldberger - all men of

U.S.A. or Canada. That is a weakness in any such

book , for the story of scientific and of more casual

searching, discovering , experimenting is non

national. It is blind to boundaries .

However, within his limits , Mr. de Kruif has

material enough — wheat, meat, maize ; from Red

Fife to vitamines. Of these last he hails Dr. Bab

cock as the father. " Mr. Hopkins, an English

man ," however, gets three lines about his experi

ments on rats.

Mr. de Kruif talks to you , and his talk is full

of interest , full of facts . Of the life-story of Mark

Carleton he makes a little epic. The durum wheat

that his ( Carleton's) years of labour spread across

the States became a crop worth six millions ster

ling in 1907. Carleton had his £ 600 a year ; and

an ailing family. Debt swallowed him , and he died

of malaria in Peru, as poor as any benefactor of

mankind could wish . His monument, says Mr. de

Kruif, very finely, is spread across the States in

golden wheat. R. J.

NEWS FROM THE PUBLISHERS.

Mr. H. M. Cundall , I.S.O. , F.S.A. , late Keeper

of Paintings in the Victoria and Albert Museum ,

has revised and brought up to date his standard

“ History of British Water Colour Painting , " which

deals with the subject from the earliest times to

the present day. The volume is illustrated by typi

cal examples of the work of all the chief artists,

and ten new plates of the work of recent painters

have been added . Sir H. Hughes Stanton, Presi

dent of the Royal Society of Painters in Water

Colours, contributes a Foreword, and the publishers

are Messrs . T. B. Batsford , Ltd.

Messrs. Bell announce they have persuaded Mr.

Ernest Shepard , the well known Punch artist , to

follow up his successful " Everybody's Pepys" with

“ Everybody's Boswell.” This abridged edition of

Boswell's " Johnson" will be issued, uniform with

the “ Pepys," next year .

" The Eighteen -Seventies," a volume of essays

by Fellows of the Royal Society of Literature,

edited by Mr. H. Granville-Barker, will shortly be

published by the Cambridge University Press.

The Marquess of Crewe writes on Lord Houghton

and his Circle ; Mr. Hugh Walpole on Novelists of

the Seventies ; Mr. de la Mare on Some Women

Novelists of the Seventies ; Mr. Saintsbury on

Andrew Lang in the Seventies and After ; Mr.

Drinkwater on The Poetry of the Seventies ; Miss

Sackville -West on The Women Poets ; Sir Arthur

Pinero on the Theatre ; Mr. Granville-Barker on

Tennyson , Swinburne, Meredith, and the Theatre ;

Mr. F. S. Boas on Critics and Criticism ; Dr. R. W.

Macan on Oxford ; and Mr. W. E. Heitland on

Cambridge.

Messrs . Heinemann will shortly publish " A

Four Years ' English Course, " by C. Granville and

A. A. le M. Simpson, and “ Simple Research Pro

blems in Chemistry," by F. S. Taylor, Assistant

Master at Gresham School, Holt.

Messrs . Methuen have in preparation the

translation of a volume of “ German Students ' War

Letters ," edited by Professor Philipp Witkop. All

who have at heart the future peace of the world and

the increase of mutual understanding among nations

will welcome the appearance of this book. It gives

a vivid picture of the Great War as seen through

the eyes of over a hundred German University

students who gave their lives for their country .
Their entire self-abnegation, their courage, their

burning patriotism , and their complete trust in

the rightness of their cause will come as a revela

tion to English readers. Not the least interesting

part of the book is the open way in which they

express their inmost thoughts , hopes, and feelings;
a lack of reserve which makes the account of their

experiences all the more real and enthralling.

a
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A SELECTION FROM

A. & C. BLACK'S LIST

STAGE A. GEOMETRY

By R. W. M. GIBBS, B.A. , B.Sc.

Containing 150 figures in the Text. With 358 Exercises .

Can be had with or without Answers. Price 2s.

The book is suitable for use in the lower forms of Public and

SecondarySchools , and in Preparatory Scbools it forms an admir

able preparation for " Common Entrance." In the examples, as well

as in the text , constant use is made of the pupils ' out- of -school

interests and activities .

" Thisis a delightful little book with which to introduce the

study ofgeometry .” — The Journal of Education .

Elementary Algebra for Schools. Part I

By R. C. FAWDRY, M.A. B.Sc. ,

Head of Military and Engineering Side , Clifton College,

AND

A

Holiday

to remember for Life !

Break away from the conventional holiday and

see Canada by Canadian Pacific.

Satisfy your craving for

romance this Summer.

Experience foryourself the thrills of the scenic

majesty that is Canada. Personally conducted

tours of seventeen days to seven weeks.

At inclusive fares from £51

covering ocean and rail travel, hotels, meals,

sight -seeing, and even gratuities. Parties

leaving every week , June, July, August.

Every mile a memory .

Take your choice of ample pleasures. Come

with us up the great St. Lawrence to old Quebec

or Montreal, then to Ottawa and Toronto. En

joy the unparalleled spectacle of Niagara Falls.

OCEAN HOLIDAYS

by Canadian Pacific Liners to Canada

from £38 return

Costs no more than a

humdrum Holiday ashore

Write to -day for Illustrated Booklet 17A to

H. C. BEAVEN , M.A. ,

Head of Mathematical Department, Clifton College .

Price 3s. without answers . 3s. 6d . with answers .

The early part of the book deals with the ordinary processes of

Arithmetic applied to algebraical expressions consisting of a single

term , and is restricted to those sections of Arithmetic which are

likely to have come within the scope of the pupils ' knowledge .

" This is an excellent introduction to the subject." - A.M.A .

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY

By ALEX . L, CURR, B.A. (Lond . ) . Crown 8vo .

Third Edition . Edited by R. J. FINCH , F.R.G.S.

With 150 Diagrams. Price 7s. 6d .

This text-book of Commercial Geography is expressly designed for

use in senior classes of Secondary Schoolsand intermediate classes

of Technical Colleges and Universities.

" The volume isin every respectsoundly geographical, strictly

educational, and accurate . " -- Scottish Geographical Magazine .

NBW BDITION

The Story of English Industry and Trade

By H. L. BURROWS, M.A.

Containing 36 Illustrations . Crown 8vo . Fourth Edition .

Price 3s.

" The chapters on life on a manor , and in a monastery, are
very well done, as is also the account of early taxation and

the Bxchequer methods. " - A.M.A .

NBW BDITION

An Introduction to World History

By M. W. KEATINGE, M.A. , D.Sc. , and

N. L. FRAZER, M.A.

Containing 23 Illustrations and 21 Maps and Plans.

Large Crown 8vo. Fourth Edition . Price 4s. 6d .

" A really first -rate piece of work . " -- Secondary School Journal.

25 VOLUMBS NOW RBADY

THE WELLS OF ENGLISH SERIES

Based on the Socrates principle of drawing out the pupil

by questioning.

General Editor : H. M. MARGOLIOUTH , M.A.

Crown 8vo. 96 pages . Paper 1s. each ; Cloth Is. 3d.each .

RBCBNT ADDITIONS

Francis Beaumont : The Knight of Daniel Defoe : Journal of the Plague

the Burning Pestle. Year .

Alice Meynell : Selected Poems and
Aa Old Testament Anthology.

Prose .

J. B. Priestley : Selected Essays.
Dekker : The Shoemaker's Holiday.

Malory : Chapters from Morte Francis Thompson : Selected Poems

D'Arthar. and Prose .

" This is a useful series, numbering among its attractions

clear type and alow price." -- The Journal of Education .

Write for detailed prospectuses of the above to

A. & C. BLACK , LTD .,

4, 5 & 6 SOHO SQUARE , LONDON , W.1.

CANADIANA PACIFIC
CRENEST

STEAMSHIPC -HOTES- MICHWA - RAILWAYS - SYPRESS :

62-65 Charing Cross, Trafalgar Square , S.W.1 ;

103 Leadenhall Street, London , E.C. 3 ; or local ageats .

Carry Canadian Pacific Express Travellers '
Cheques.
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25 . 28.

28.

IS .

IS.

28 .

28.

2s.

IS .

28.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED .

E. J. ARNOLD AND Co. J. CURWEN AND Sons, LTD.

Short English History : by C. E. M. Hawkes- Mental Effect : by T. M. Hardy . 25. 6d . net .

worth , M.A. We Cobblers Lead a Merry Life .

GEORGE ALLEN AND Unwin, LTD.
The Railway Porter .

Platform Oratory and Debate for Schools and
Songs without Words : Mendelssohn.

Colleges : by J. Rigg. 35. net .
Fantasia on Beggar's Opera Airs .

Offinger's Pocket Technological Dictionary, Part 1 , J. M. DenT AND Sons , LTD.

Vol. 2 . 6s . 6d . net . Treasuries of French Literature :

G. BELL AND SONS, LTD. Guy de Maupassant : Contes Choisis . is. gd.

An Introduction to Quantitative Analysis : by Hernani : par Victor Hugo. is. gd .

W. F. F. Shearcroft, B.Sc. The King's Treasuries of Literature :

Special Periods of History - European, 1715-1789 : Modern Short Stories .

by S. S. Cameron, M.A. Modern Plays in One Act .

A. AND C. BLACK , LTD.
Dialogues from Jane Austen .

Step-At-A-Time Arithmetic : by R. W. M. Gibbs ,
The Good Natur'd Man.

B.A. Junior Series , Books I and II . Paper,
Exploration in Africa .

7d.; cloth , iod. ; Teachers' Book , 2s , each . Burning Gold : Junior Poetry Book . IS . 4d.

Beginners' Course of Picture Lessons : by G. H. Phonetic French Dictation : by H. F. K. Snell .

Reed, M.A. Books I and II . 1od . each . is. 3d.

Thomas Dekker : The Shoemaker's Holiday .
An Elementary German Reader : by P. Vrijdaghs

Francis Thompson : Selected Poems and Prose.
and W. Ripman.

Paper, is . each ; cloth , is. 3d. each .
Verb Houses - An Easy Way to Learn French : by

BASIL BLACKWELL.
D. J. Falcy. 15 .

Translation from and into Spanish : by M. E.

The Rising Tide-An Epic in Education : by J. C. Bernard.

Legge. 35. 6d . net.
Heat , Light , and Sound : by P. J. L. Smith, M.A.

BROWN, SON AND FERGUSON, LTD.

Outdoor Hints for Boy Scouts. IS. 6d . net .
A New School Chemistry : by F. S. Taylor, M.A.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY Press . 58.

A Course of English Poetry : by J. H. Francis , Schools of To -day : by B. King. 35. 6d . net .3s

46.

EVANS Bros. , LTD.
Elementary Qualitative and Volumetric Analysis :

Speech Training in the School: by M. Gullan.
by N. F. Watterson , B.Sc.

is . 6d . net .

Selections from Carlyle : edited by A. H. R. Ball , GEORGE GILL AND SONS, LTD.

The Rubicon Research Series : by R. H. Morgan.

JONATHAN Cape.
Geography. History. Arithmetic. 4d . each .

Alexander the Great : by E. I. Robson . 7s . 6d . net .
The GRAMOPHONE COMPANY, LTD .

Classical Sculpture : by A. W. Lawrence. 155. net .
Hunger Fighters : by P. de Kruif. 125. 6d . net . The Golden Treasury of Recorded Music . Vol 2–

Greek Nature Stories : by E. I. Robson .
Wagner.

A Book of Nursery Rhymes : by M. Swabey,
GEORGE G. HARRAP AND CO. , LTD.

The New Outlook Geography , The Home of Man.

CHAPMAN AND HALL, LTD. Part 1 - The British Isles : by W. C. Brown,

Efficiency in Education : by J. C. Wright and M.A. , and P. H. Johnson, B.Sc. 35. 6d.

C. R. Allen . 155. net. Modern Physics : by C. E. Dull. 6s. 6d .

The Profession of Engineering : Essays edited by Contes et Recits : edited by J. E. Mansion . 25 .

D. C. Jackson , Jr. , S.M., and W. P. Jones,
JARROLDS , LTD.

Ph.D. 7s , 6d . net .
Monks' Island : by Gertrude Vaughan . 75. 6d . net .

CONSTABLE AND Co. , Ltd.

Dreiser Looks at Russia : by T. Dreiser. 5s. net .
T. M. WERNER LAURIE, LTD.

Scenes and Plays : by Gordon Bottomley . 6s . net .
British Insect Life : by E. Step, F.L.S. 255. net.

The Irish Drama, 1896-1928 : by A. E. Malone. UNIVERSITY OF LONDON Press.

Narrative Verse : Chaucer to Martin Armstrong :

The Tree of Life - An Anthology : by V. de S. Pinto selected by H. A. Treble , M.A., and G. H.

and G. Neill Wright. 8s. 6d . net. Vallins, B.A. 3s.

Rope - A Play : by P. Hamilton . 25. net . (Continued on page 224.)

35. 6d .

2s . 6d.

M.A. 4s .

IS .

3s. net.

3s. net.

155. net.

FIT
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ENGLAND AND THE

EMPIRE

The College for Specialised Correspondence Tuition .

Established 34 Years.

Asthe Normal Correspondence Collegeis organised

under separate Departments, all underthe control of

Specialists, helped by a competent Staff of Trained

Teachers with special qualifications, our pupils get

that undivided and special attention which isso

essential to success.

Dept. I. TEACHERS' EXAMINATIONS.

Dept. II. MATRICULATION .

Dept. IIL. UNIVERSITY DEGREES.

Dept. IV . PROFESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS.

Dept. V. COMMERCIALEXAMINATIONS.

Dept. VI. LANGUAGES.

Dopt. VII. MUSIC .

Dopt. VIII. SCIENCE .

Dept. X. ART.

Dept. X. MATHBMATICS.

Dopt XI. NEEDLEWORK and HOMBCRAFTS .
Dept. XII. SPECIAL SERVICE .

Sead for the NORMAL FREE GUIDE to the

Examination in which you interested .are

NORMAL CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE,

Normal House and Lyddon House, Lordship Lane, S.E.

THE INCORPORATED

FROEBEL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE.

COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS :

Grove House, Roehampton Lane, S.W.15.

DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL :

Colet Gardens, W. Kensington, W.14.

Chairman : C. G. MONTEFIORR, D.D. , M.A.

Principal : Miss E. E. LAWRENCE.

A Modern History with some account of

European Influences

BOOK ONE From Earliest Times to 1485.

By E. STEVINSON .

160 pages. Illustrated . 1s. 9d .

BOOK TWO From 1485 to 1660.

By EDWARD M. FIELD, M.A.

192 pages. Illustrated . 2s.

BOOK THREE From 1660 to 1815.

By EDWARD M. FIELD, M.A.

256 pages. Illustrated . 28. 6d .

BOOK FOUR From 1815 to 1925 .

By EDWARD M. FIELD, M.A.

320 pages. Illustrated . 28. 9d .

A well written and broadly conceived course for

Lower and Middle Forms which pays due regard to the

social, political, and economic aspects of the subject,

tells briefly the story of British expansion abroad , and

emphasises the ever-growing connexion between English

History and World History . The series provides an

excellent foundation for the more detailed study of

English and European History, which occupies the

latter portion of the pupil's secondary school career .

Suggestions for handwork follow each chapter of

Book One . Questions are included in Books Two,

Three, and Four. That the pupil may gain some

acquaintance with the raw material of bistory a limited

number of selections from the sources are contained in

Books Three and Four.

A Prospectus of " England and the Empire " will be

sent on application. The publishers will be glad to

consider applications for specimen copies of one or

more of the books from teachers who wish to examine

them with a view to class use .

Students are trained for the Examinations of the National Froebel Union .

Prospectuses and all particulars as to Scholarships, Loan Fund, and Grants

from the Board of Education may be obtained from the Secretary .

EXAMINATION PAPER
AJ USED BY THE

9

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.

lo strict accordance with the College requirements. Ruled and

printed one side only.

Packed in Reans of 480 Sheets .. per Ream , 4s. 3d . | Carriage
960 8s. 6d . paid .

ANSWER BOOKS for EXAMINATIONS IN BOOK -KEEPING .

Senior , 3 Books, 1/10 . Junior, 3 Books, 1/10 .

Preliminary, 3 Books, 1/10.

REMITTANCES SHOULD ACCOMPANY ORDER.

F.W. SHELBOURNE & CO. , Wholesale & Retail Stationers,

Phone : Chancery 7690 . 63 HIGH HOLBORN , LONDON , W.C.1 .

GINN AND COMPANY LTD .

7 Queen Square London , W.C.1.
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25. 6d .

2s .

IS. 8d .

The Teaching of History Series : No. 5.

of the Normans.

I Sing Them Myself. 25. 6 .

Music Practice . Senior Pupils' Book.

OXFORD IVERSITY PRESS.

The World : by 0. J. R. Howarth and W. A. M.

Bridewell. 6s .

Burns : Poetry and Prose : edited by R. Dewar.

28 .

28. 6d . 3s. 6d .

The Prophets of Israel : by A. W. F. Blunt.

35. 6d .

The Gospel According to St. Mark in the Revised

Version : by A. W. F. Blunt . 45. 6d .

GEORGE PHILIP AND Son , LTD .

Study Work English : by E. K. Molloy . Book I.

IS.

Foundation Exercises in Geography : by E. G. R.

Taylor, B.Sc. Part 6 The World . 6d.

Practical Exercises in Junior History : by S. H.

McGrady , M.A., and W. T. Williams , M.A.

Part 1-Earliest Times to 1485. iod .

The Case for Nursery Schools. 4s. net.

Sir Isaac PITMAN AND SONS, LTD.

Books from the MS. to the Bookseller : by J. L.

Young. 35. net.

George ROUTLEDGE AND SONS , LTD.

Introductions to Modern Knowledge. 6d. net each .

I. The Nursery Years : by S. Isaacs, M.A.

From Monkey to Man : by L. H. D. Bux

ton , M.A.

3 : The Savage as He Really Is : by J. H.

Driberg :

4 Europe Throughout the Ages : by N. H.

Baynes , M.A. , and E. Power, D.Litt.

J. SavillE AND Co. , LTD.

Class Dances for Older Girls : 3s. 6d . net .

iod .;

LONGMANS, GREEN AND CO. , LTD .

Spanish Texts Stories from Spanish History :

retold and edited by N. G. Ruiz.

Studies in English : by W. Robb, M.A. Part I

Language. 25. 60 .6d.

Buyers and Makers : an Introduction to Social

Economics : by D. M. Vaughan .

New Exercises in Essay Writing : by Guy Boas ,

M.A.

The World : by L. D. Stamp, B.A. 55.

War in World -History - Suggestions for Students :

by A. R. Cowan . 6s. net.

SAMPSON Low, MARSTON AND Co. , Ltd.

The New Approach Arithmetics : by E. Kenyon.

Book 1 - Paper, 7d. ; cloth , iod .; Teachers ' .

2s . 6d .

Book Il - Paper, 7d .; cloth , rod. ; Teachers',

28. 6d .

Book III — Paper, 8d. ; cloth , ud.; Teachers',

3s .

Book IV - Paper, 8d . ; cloth , uid . ; Teachers ',

3s .

Book V-Paper , 9d.; cloth , Is .; Teachers ' ,

3s .

Book VI-Paper, cloth , is . id .;

Teachers', 3s .

Book VII - Paper, IS . ; cloth , 3d . ;

Teachers ', 3s . 6d .

MacmilLAN AND Co. , LTD.

Teaching English : by G. L. Elton . 3s .

English Simplified for Foreign Students : by R.

Wenlock. First Book .

Practical Chemistry for Matriculation : by J. Bruce ,

Ph.D., and H. Harper , B.Sc. 25. 6d .

The Cloister and the Hearth : by C. Reade .

The Phrase Readers for Infants and Juniors : by

E. J. S. Lay and E. M. Jones . is. 3d .

The Student's Pocket Case of Mathematical Instru

ments. 9d . net.

Puffin , Puma and Co. A Book of Children's Verse :

by F. G. Evans . 75. 6d . net .

METHUEN AND Co. , Ltd.

Higher Certificate Physics Test Papers : by A. H.

Cooper, M.Sc.

A Handbook for History Teachers : edited by D.

Dymond, M.A.

The British Empire Since 1783 : by A. P. Newton,

D.Litt . , and J. Ewing , M.A.5S..

The Conduction of Electricity through Gases : by

K. G. Emeleus, M.A. 25. 6d . net .

THOMAS NELSON AND SONS, LTD .

The Teaching of English Series :

135. A Shorter Longfellow . is . 9d .

141. Bible Prose and Poetry. is . gd.

IS .

2 .

28. 6d .

2S .

a

Drama .

Rope : by Patrick Hamilton . With a Preface on

Thrillers . ( 25. Constable . )

This play is an attempt to produce horror with

out nausea . The attempt fails , chiefly because the

author tries to make use of the material which he

knows best, and Oxford undergraduates are not

particularly interesting or horrible outside their

temporary surroundings .

R.

is. 6d.

3s . 6d.

Messrs. Alfred A. Knopf, Ltd. , announce the pub

lication of “ A Grammar of the English Sentence,"

by H. R. Harries, B.A. , which presents grammar

in a new setting , the grammar of words being dis

carded in favour of a systematic examination of the

whole sentence recommended by the Board of Educa

tion's Report on the Teaching of English .
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Notes and Comments 229 style. General articles ofa cheerful character

will be considered, and accounts of experi
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The Change Over.

The new Government is installed, and Sir Charles

Trevelyan returns to the Board of Education, with

Mr. Morgan Jones as his Parliamentary Secretary .

The new directors are not new to their task, and

we may suppose that they will lose no time in get

ting to work . They have an excellent heritage from

Lord Eustace Percy, who has been an admirable

President, keen of mind, and ready to make more

advances than were permitted by his colleague at

the Treasury. The Hadow recommendations still

await fulfilment, but some progress has been made.

Especially welcome are the steps which have been

taken to enlist the goodwill of employers towards

the better education of young workers. It may be

expected that in both of these directions the new

President will make further advances, since his

party is pledged to educational progress, and he

will have a Chancellor of the Exchequer ready to

help. Also we may expect that early steps will be

taken to raise the leaving age to 15, since this

policy has a direct bearing on unemployment figures.

A Staffing Policy .

One consequence of carrying out the Hadow re
commendations must be the removal of existing

barriers between primary and secondary school

staffs. There is neither logic nor sense in a system

which applies the label " secondary " to a non

graduate who is teaching boys of twelve in a

county school, and the label " primary " to a

graduate who is teaching boys of fourteen in a

central school. To make these arbitrary differences

of label the pretext for differences in remuneration

is absurd. Salary should depend upon experience

and efficiency. In the past it has been sought to

create a type, known as the “ elementary teacher,

by special methods of recruiting, training, and

certification . Many individuals thus brought into

teaching may now be found in secondary schools.

Instead of trying to produce teachers who are nar

rowly fitted for one kind of work or another, let us

aim first at securing cultured men and women,en

couraging them to prepare for the branch which

attracts them and ignoring artificial distinctions.

Education Committoe Views .

The Association of Education Committees has ex

pressed satisfaction with the announcement that

block grants are not to replace the percentage grants

introduced in 1919. Their feeling will be shared by

all who care for educational progress, since block

grants would remove an important stimulus to the

more penurious or parsimonious authorities, while

leaving enlightened bodies to pay in excess for their

desire to advance. The Association appears to be

moving towards the idea of a “ real Board of Educa

tion " in the form of a National Advisory Committee,

made up of representatives of the Board, local

authorities, and teachers. Such a body might fulfil

the functions which the head masters in secondary

schools expected would be those of the Consultative

Committee when it was formed at their urgent re

quest some thirty years ago. Local education com

mittees are entitled to a recognised part in decisions

which concern the schools, and the teachers should

also be consulted . This involves no diminution of

the parliamentary responsibility of the President.

The Wrong Road .

The Hadow Report gives us a picture of second

ary education for all, beginning at the age of

eleven plus and ending not before fifteen . We are

in danger of substituting for this picture a poor

shadow which can be described only as higher ele

mentary schooling. Schools are being formed under

the name of central schools, but they are often

housed in buildings which are wholly inadequate

as places of secondary education . We must hold

firmly to the idea that every child shall have a real

course of post-primary instruction under proper

conditions and suited to individual aptitudes and

needs. Secondary education for all does not mean

that everybody is to go through the discipline which

we associate with secondary schools of the old type.

That is a good training for some, but by no means

the best for all. By enlarging our view of secondary

education and refusing to accept inferior substitutes

we may work a lasting improvement in our social

and industrial life.
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The Royal Society of Teachers.

We welcome the announcement that the King has

been graciously pleased to command that a body of

registered teachers and those whose names are on

the Official List of Associate Teachers shall hence

forth be known as the Royal Society of Teachers.

The Society has, in effect, existed ever since the

present Register was opened fifteen years ago when

the present Registration Council first began the

work assigned to it by Parliament. The time has

now come for the Council to make its efforts more

widely known in order that the public may realise

that there is an official body charged with the duty

of establishing and maintaining standards of attain

ment, professional training, and experience to be

reached by teachers who desire to be distinguished

from those persons who have taken up the work

without due preparation and because it is a voca

tion which is considered to be respectable . Recent

correspondence in certain newspapers has drawn

public attention to the fact that such persons are by

no means few and that their unregulated activities

are a source of damage to their pupils . All mem

bers of the Royal Society of Teachers will have

satisfied the conditions prescribed by their own re

presentative professional body, and the next task

before the Council is that of educating the public to

understand that it is unwise to place any person in

charge of a school who is not a fully accredited

member of the Society through Registration ,

Head Mistresses in Conference .

The Association of Head Mistresses succeeds

always in arranging a very interesting Annual Con

ference, and on another page will be found a special

account of the meetings held at Leeds on Friday

and Saturday, June 14 and 15. The President, Miss

L. A. Lowe, offered an attractive picture of the

school of the future wherein classrooms and desks,

with their suggestion of passive hearing of lectures,

would be replaced by workrooms and libraries sug

gestive of activity in the pupil. A paper by Miss

Haig -Brown on the function of examinations was

especially interesting. She said , rightly, that the

present system weighs the scale too heavily in

favour of the bookish -minded candidate, and she

rightly deplores the element of personal competition

which attends the present system. The purpose of

an examination, she suggests, is to throw light upon

the organisation , administration, teaching power,

and pupil ability, while testing the knowledge, in

telligence, and intellectual capacity of candidates for

higher stages of instruction . In a noteworthy

address Miss Addison - Phillips recalled Mr.

Baldwin's hope that extended education would serve

to destroy the snobbishness which has often made

a boys' school crest a social label.

The Case for a Profession .

Some will hold , with a certain amount of reason

on their side , that it is unwise to establish a close

profession of teachers and to prevent anyone

from trying to teach , but it should be remembered

that the Royal Society of Teachers represents no

such attempt. It will remain possible for anyone

to take pupils , but it will become possible at the

same time for the pupil or parent to learn whether

the teacher is a professional man or woman in the

ordinary sense. The merit of having a professional

body with proper standards of entry is that we place

the qualified workers in a position of special re

sponsibility , marking them off from casual or un

qualified persons in the same field . Professional

responsibility should attach especially to those who

undertake the direction or supervision of other

teachers , since the ordinary parent finds it difficult

to distinguish between those who are fully qualified

and those who are either unqualified or only partly

qualified . The efficient independent school suffers

greatly from the sometimes noisy competition of

charlatans, and there are at present far too many

schools carried on by people who have no kind of

claim to be called teachers .

What is a Public School ?

The Court of Appeal has supported the decision

of Mr. Justice Rowlatt that a school conducted by

the Girls ' Public Day School Trust is liable for

income tax , since a profit is taken for the purpose of

paying a limited dividend . Should this decision

standit will present a difficult problem to the Board

of Education, since grants may not be paid to

schools conducted for private profit. Twenty -five

schools are conducted by the Trust, and the loss of

the Government grant may be fatal to their con

tinued existence. Yet it is difficult to see how grants

can be paid if the present circumstances remain .

It might be possible to amend the law so as to per

mit of the payment of grants to efficient independent

schools and to interpret the term " private profit "

in a sensible fashion by allowing for proper re

muneration to the staff, including the proprietor,

and limited interest on invested capital. The term

“ private profit" leads to misunderstanding, since

it suggests that proprietors of independent schools

are engaged in a purely commercial undertaking

and seeking to obtain the highest possible price for

the cheapest possible article. That this is untrue

can be shown by an examination of the accounts

of any well-conducted independent school, and there

is no just reason why the parents of pupils attend

ing such schools should be excluded from all the

advantages of State aid and supervision in the

education of their children .
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AT THE HIGH TABLE.

( Under this heading appear from time to time articles from eminent men and women concerning

different aspects of education , In the following article a local inspector of great experience discusses

the effect of parochialism in teacher preparation.- EDITOR . ]

VI. The Teacher and the Parish Pump.

are

Whatever schemes we may devise for the im- desirable that we should attract into the profession

provement of our educational system, whatever pro- those who, from their early environment and up

grammes we may put forward, whatever changes bringing, have acquired not only gentle speech and

in curriculum or method we may advocate, the suc- manners, but that sensitiveness to what is fitting

cess or failure of our schools depends at last on the and appropriate which is the surest shield against

quality, skill, and personality of the teachers. excess in any form .

It is therefore of the first importance that recruits Of technical skill, of devotion to duty and hard

for the teaching profession should have natural work , of patience in the face of difficulties, the

qualities likely to fit them for the work , should re- teachers in our schools furnish many outstanding

ceive adequate training , and that local education examples ; but they would be helped very materially

authorities and other appointing bodies should fully in their work by having more frequent opportuni

realise the magnitude of their responsibilities when ties of mixing on equalterms with people of wide

choosing staffs. social outlook ; and these opportunities can best be

Perhaps the three questions concerning the provided by drawing the supply of teachers from

teacher which at the present moment call for the a wider field .

most earnest consideration are the source of supply, It is true that nowadays candidates for the teach

the quality and character of their training , and the ing profession must first pass some examination

methods adopted by education authorities in making which implies education in a secondary school; but

appointments , and, in particular, in selecting those though the standard of their school education is

who, as Head Teachers, will determine the tone and higher, their social environment is much the same

policy of the schools . as it was in the days of the old pupil teacher system.

The source of supply is , in some measure, It is still the general rule that children of the poor

governed by the large number of teachers re- shall be taught by teachers drawn from their own

quired . There some eight million children class , and it is this fact, perhaps, more than any

of school age, and for this huge multitude we are thing else, which is standing in the way of that

under obligation to find teachers. The number of full education which we desire for every child.

teachers needed cannot therefore fall far short of are to break down the barriers which

two hundred thousand. So large a number must separate class from class, if we are to mix freely

of necessity be recruited mainlyfrom the ranks of and easily with all conditions of society, we must

the artisan class . There is no other source of lay the foundation in our schools, and seek, by

supply which could be relied upon to furnish re- making of teaching a really liberal profession, to

cruits in sufficient numbers. But this is no reason bring about a wider understanding and a deeper

why teachers should be drawn exclusively from this sympathy.

source, or that the fact of being a teacher should We need then , in the first place, to recruit the

brand a person as belonging to a certain class. It teachers from a wider range of society, and,

is surely a bad thing that any profession should be secondly , to give them during their training change

recruited entirely from one class. The church , the of environment and opportunities for social experi

law, medicine, the army and navy, are no longer ences which will fit them to take their proper place

exclusively recruited from the ranks of the well-to- as members of a liberal profession , whose business

do, and these professions have gained by the in- it is to set a standard of behaviour free from the

fusion of new elements ; they have become more taint of a narrow provincialism .

representative and more efficient; and, moreover, When training colleges were few and far be

in the process of mixing, the spread of culture is tween , those who succeeded in gaining admission

assisted and encouraged. had , as a rule , to travel far from their native heath ,

Now teachers , more than the members of any and had the further advantage of finding among

other profession , are concerned first and foremost their fellow students teachers from all parts of the

with the spread of culture , with raising the general country. With the establishment of more training

standard of taste, and with implanting in mankind colleges it is becoming more and more the custom

a love of beauty and simplicity. It is therefore for teachers to enter a college in the neighbourhood

If we

a
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of their own home. Thus Yorkshire teachers are There are, unfortunately, many teachers who can

trained in Yorkshire, Lancashire teachers in not afford to live away from home, and whose earn

Lancashire, London teachers in London , and so on . ings are needed to help out the family budget. But

Indeed, now that many training colleges are being while home circumstances rightly call for sym

administered by local education authorities, many pathetic consideration , it should be remembered that

teachers never leave home at all, but are day the duty of every man , and of the teacher most of

students at the local college. This is a pity , for it all, is to his work ; he must be prepared to serve
means that our schools, instead of toning down where he may be most useful. It is therefore a

and softening local peculiarities, tend to emphasise thousand pities that there are among teachers so

them, and the gulf which separates people of vary- many who are not free to move.

ing rank and origin , instead of being bridged over, But the local education authorities must share

ismade wider.
the responsibility for this staffing the schools with

Education should make us feel at home any- local people. What is called local patriotism is

where ; schools which impress the local stamp more strong in the members of public bodies, and they

deeply tend to isolate us from our fellows and make
regard outsiders much as the Englishman is apt to

us uncomfortable away from our own little allot- regard foreigners. Further, they love the system of

ment.
patronage, to be able to put this one or that into

It is bad enough that so many teachers are a post, and to be approached by teachers and their

trained in colleges , entrance to which is limited to parents craving their vote and interest. The intro

prospective teachers ; it is far worse that many duction of outsiders would decrease the opportuni

should receive their training on their own door- ties for the exercise of this patronage, and of be

step. stowing their favours among their fellow townsmen .

No other profession is so much in need of wide No profession can flourish on patronage, and it

and varied experience , of a year or two spent away is greatly to be regretted that inthe local govern

from home; for the teacher's career, under present ment service , of which at present teachers form a

conditions, may be, and often is , dull and drab part, so much of it should still persist. It is well

enough. Born of artisan stock , his father perhaps nigh impossible to eradicate it altogether, but its

a miner, an overlooker in a factory, a clerk or a influence would certainly diminish if appointments

small shopkeeper, he goes as a child to the ele- were made from a wider field .

mentary school nearest his home, and in due course
The appointment of head teachers is a matter of

gains a free place at the local secondary school.
special importance. Applications for posts of this

Here, at the age of sixteen , he is labelled a bursar,
kind should be invited from the widest possible field .

and he knows his future. At eighteen years of age Length of service and local association should count

he goes to the nearest training college, often near for little. It should be the aim of the appointing
enough to allow him to live athome . At the close

body to bring into the locality a strong and vigorous

of his college course he seeks appointment in his
personality, a Head Teacher whose influence would

native town , and asks for a school not too far from
be felt not only in the school to which he was ap

the street in which he lives in order that he may
pointed but throughout the district.

get home to dinner without undue hurry. Possibly

In order to raise the standard of the teaching prohe goes back to the very school in which he received

his early instruction in reading and writing. The
fession we need first a wider source of supply, and,

important thing for him is not that he may be of
secondly, freedom of movement for its members.

real service as a teacher, but that he may aug
Young teachers should be advised to go for their

ment the slender income of the family. Little
training to a college as far from home as possible,

wonder that for him the profession of teaching is
and to seek appointments anywhere but in their own

town .

not a glorious adventure, with wonderful possibili

ties of " spreading truth and making love expand," Local education authorities should be prevailed

but a dull routine affair, after a few years of which upon to take a saner view in making appointments,

he can hardly escape becoming a dullish sort of
and to see that for the work of educating young

fellow and infecting his pupils with his dullness .
children there are qualities infinitely more important

Much the same is the story of the woman teacher, than poverty , local birth , and celibacy.

except that for her there is a way of escape. People Let teachers no longer stand in their own light,

who regard teaching as the easiest way of obtain- and in the way of progress in education , by limiting

ing steady employment and of having something to their service to their own particular locality ; let

turn to in case of need (and there are many such) them rather venture forth into a wider field , for in

can hardly be expected to do much towards raising this way they will assuredly best promote not only

the status of the teacher and making of teaching a their own further development, but also the develop

really liberal profession . ment of the pupils entrusted to their charge.
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TEACHING IN CHINATOWN .

By A. J. REES .

A long low building, struggling for breath among -roamed the sands of Arabia, has the sharpness of

a cluster of tenements, fish and chip shops, and foul a bird, the manners of a gentleman, and the makings

public -houses, is not an ideal educational establish- of a perfect valet.

ment. But we teachers in Chinatown have to make The tragedy of it is that many fine brains down

the best of things, and this drab -looking edifice, not here are afterwards wasted , suppressed by circum

too well-lit or ventilated, and with very little play stance .

ground attached , is a typical slum school. Discipline with such a mixed crowd is necessarily

With memories of a bright village school in mind, stern , but once it isstern , but once it is properly maintained, the

I was a little perturbed when I received a transfer to children are tractable and responsive. A touch of

this area, and when I began to pick my way down humour now and then , a sense of sportsmanship,

there through several unsavoury streets I had little the stimulation of a natural curiosity to know things,
appetite for lunch . and the life of the classroom runs smoothly as a

Soon , however, my nose became acclimatised, my glancing river. Indeed, to many of these poor

repugnance vanished, and I began to learn in stark youngsters, school, with its singing lessons, drill,

reality how the other half of the world lives. I games, and wonderful stories, is the sunshine of

found myself at the very heart of a strange exist- their lives.

ence , vicious and degraded, but with gleams of “ After all , it doesn't cost much to make kiddies

courage , cheerfulness, and hope illuminating all. happy."

By taking a human interest in my class it was That is a motto we have down here. We find that

easy to get some understanding of the pathos, the an occasional coin , as a meritorious reward, or a

sorrow, and the uncertain joy that permeates these treat round the fire when easterly winds have a

sunless streets. trick of playing with a few tattered garments, works

And who could help taking a human interest in wonders in the way of discipline. We, too, are re

an assortment of ragged young rascals such as I warded. Sometimes an " old boy" comes back , per

have to bring up in theway they should go ? Dusky haps a six - foot sailor lad whose ship is just in, and

little Arabs with gleaming smiles, half-caste Chinese it is good to see the real warmth of his hand -clasp

and Japanese with a paleness of cheek and round- with his old master.

ness of eye that betoken their mothers' race, open- But the classroom work is only part of a teacher's

faced Greeks and dark-eyed Italians , here and there life in slumland. We sign relief and unemployment

the heavy lips and woolly hair of the negro, and, forms for parents, and issue meal tickets to necessi

mingling as brothers with this cosmopolitan crowd, tous cases. We keep a special look -out for cases of

all the varieties of British youth it is possible to disease or defect, and report to the clinic. We assist

imagine. the probation officer and the N.S.P.C.C. inspector;

Here, indeed , is a wonderful field for the student and sometimes, rather than be continually annoyed

of human nature ; here is a liberal education in the by the sight of little bare feet splashing in the mud

art of keeping one's end up ; here are examples of all the winter, we make collections of left-off boots

under-feeding and overcrowding that would in among our suburban friends.

Auence one's political outlook to the end of one's Yet, despite these extra duties, despite the skin

days; here are such tales of heroic struggle as do diseases , the dirty necks, the lack of handkerchiefs,

one's character good to know . despite the exterior smells and noises, I am not

In the actual work of the classroom my early anxious to go back to the spoiled children , the
fears were soon dispelled. I found these boys, if " young gentlemen" of the suburbs.
anything, more intelligent than better -class

children . The body is often sadly neglected, but the

mind has an alertness and a vast store of general
Geography .

knowledge not often possessed by more sheltered PEOPLE OF OTHER LANDS : by E. D. Laborde, B.A. ,

offspring F.R.G.S. (Book I , is. 6d .; Book II, is.gd.

Of course, there are “ duds" here as everywhere, Cambridge Univ. Press.)

but the half -castes are seldom among them . To Young children who are not interested in these

balance these there are the exceptionally smart boys, delightful little books must be very hard to please.

among whom sometimes appears a coloured face. A pleasanter introduction to the study of geography

There was Ahman Dollah , an embryo laundryman , for very young people would be hard to imagine.

with a passion for reading, who very solemnly took A word of praiseis due to the excellent illustrations.

full marks in every subject at a recent examination . Methods of approach to geography have indeed

Abdul Ali , whose forbears - on one side , at any rate suffered a “ sea change" since our school days !
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CRUELTY TO ANIMALS .

By E. M. CHANNON .

" If we never exercise being cruel , we never shall Let us pass on to more concrete subjects : for in

be cruel.” stance , the ox :

This great truth is culled from an examination
“ The ox is a very ruminating animal. It supplies

us with tallow , beef, &c . , boots, and the handles of

paper, set by a certain most valuable Society to knives. The ox is a very large animal, and supplies

certain selected candidates , who appear to have us with very much milk . Ruminating is the peculiar

been well coached for it . Hear one of them, for faculty of eating its food after it has eaten it be

instance, on Cruelty :
fore . The cow's chief food is grass, and , if a cow

" The word cruelty means giving pain which is
is left to stray away, it will eat no less than 270

different plants."
not needed . When a cow is killed you might kill

This terrible result of insufficient care seems to

it in five minutes or you might enjoy its agony and have made a deep impression , for it is referred to

torture it for about half an hour which do you by two other people :

think would be best to kill it as quickly as you “ The ox is a good -looking animal. The horns

could or to torture it ? Why to kill it quickly of
are in the right place for goring their enemies.
When angry, the male ox is very fierce. If the ox

course, and it does not bruise the meat when the

were left alone it would eat no less than 276 plants."
beast is killed quickly."

“ The ox varies in colour very much . Some are

The italics are the examiner's, not the candi- all black , some are red with white faces, and some

date's ; but it is obvious that that boy, though some are altogether different colours. The ox has four

what weak in punctuation , has gained an all-round
legs , a tail, two horns, and a head. The ox is said

to have eat more than 200 different kinds of food
view of his subject. So has another very moral

while left in the field with herself."
child :

Noting, in addition, the interesting fact that " the

“ A butcher is cruel when he kills a pig for the ox lives on mangles , we turn to a poetical young

purpose of hearing him squeal . We should not try gentleman with a passion for capital letters :

to hurt or injure others for the purpose of hearing “ My favourite Bird is the Lark . In Summer you

them squeal. ” can hear it singing its Melodious Song. As soon as

One trusts that this fiendish butcher is it ascends from the Ground you can hear it singing

imaginary as the almost equally fiendish practitioner its Melodious Song ."

who follows : It is perhaps the same child who (reverting to the

“ If a dentist pulls out a tooth he gives you a lot Cruelty question ) observes with justifiable horror :

of pain " ( indeed he does ! ) , “ but that is not cruelty . “When a dog goes to play with a boy or girl they

If you saw that he liked to give you pain , so as to kick at the Innocent Thing " ; but it is another and

see you writhe and struggle, you would detest him more material person who informs us that “ The

of his cruelty . ” sheep supplies us with blankets for our beds. "

How true ! And how deeply one hopes never to Let us finish with the frog , who supplies material

meet either this particular dentist or that other who for two extremely interesting essays :

“ is cruel if , whilst cutting your leg or arm off, you ( 1 ) “ Frogs clear the water for us. There are

can see he is enjoying to see you suffer. ” There insects in water what we cannot see. If he wasn't

seems to be a little confusion of professions here , to drink water we should die of want of thirst. If

for another paper gives as an instance of cruelty : the frogs wasn't to clear the water the Insects would

“ When a dentist sets a limb and laughs to see your destroy our Bodies " (this must surely be our old

pain . ” friend of the Lark ) " and our whole system would

History is not wanting to add its quota : break down . "

“ Once Nero even ordered his own mother to be ( 2) “ We will take a frog into our hand and look

killed before his own eyes . This is one of the worst at it closely. What beautiful coloured eyes and

kinds of cruelty . This is the very essence of skin he has ; why, he is better -looking than we are ,

cruelty. ” considering he is an amphibious reptile and we are

And , as a final touch to the subject , one introspec- human beings. "

tive youth gives an admirable instance of mental And after this crushing dictum it may be as well

pain : to close : merely quoting a rather unfortunate sum

“ If your father promised to give you a hiding in ming -up of one well-meaning youth :

the morning, what a dreadful night you would “ There is a band of men to prevent all this

cruelty ; they are called Cruelty to Animals. "

as

have, ”
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A SCHOOL PLAY IN THE MAKING .

BY CHARLES W. BAILEY, M.A. , Head Master , Holt Secondary School, Liverpool.

If there is one thing more exciting than appearing to be considerably curtailed . Yet these old -world

in a school play it is making one.
If you are bold

stories have a simple dignity which requires an un

enough to take a very simple story , like the Wrath

hurried rate and quick or frivolous conversation

of Achilles or the Return of Odysseus, you may have

would jar as out of keeping with the spirit of the

epic. Speeches may be reasonably long if they

the heroic joy of changing the medium by which
enshrine the important parts of a story and if the

one of the great stories of the world is offered to stage picture retains its interest and variety.

young people. The Odyssey as a school play ! Well, In the “ Quest " there were two main difficulties

why not ? The story of Joseph is now a play for

of theatrical properties : ( 1 ) the centaur, (2 ) the

dragon guarding the fleece. It might have been

the young , despite what our grandparents would easier to have had the centaur played by two tall

have thought of the impious adventure. The sight
boys ; but we decided that the pantomime donkey

of a black and red Greek vase, with its vision of and its clowning were too closely associated with

eternal beauty and youth , may turn our minds to such a representation, and that any element of

its

burlesque would spoil the play . So we arranged to

make a hollow centaur without head or shoulders,

“ Brede of marble men and maidens overwrought,' and to have a boy kneeling in this property and

and those unfading figures

showing his head and chest to represent Cheiron.

Our centaur would have been excellent if the wooden

“ For ever warm and still to be enjoyed,
part of him had been more in scale with the size of

For ever panting and for ever young. " the performer.

Here we have the stimulating suggestion of some

The dragon worked out well. · He was built of

play on a Greek subject which will bring the " Ode

three -ply wood, wire netting, and painted cloth . His

head was modelled on a wire frame, and he smoked

on a Grecian Urn " into a fuller and brighter mean
well with the aid of a teapot on his head.

ing, giving to our lads and girls the light and colour We had to make some opportunity of introducing

and graceful movement of the days of Hellas. And
a ballet. The play could not have been Greek with

they need but the slightest encouragem
ent

to belong out a dance, and the incident of Hylas , the page of

in imagination to those far-off times. Dancing, Heracles , pursued by water nymphs was the sub

eurhythmic
s

, and Swedish drill have all helped to ject selected . With mermaids and starfish and a

give them a grace of movement and a poise which sea snail in addition to the nymphs, and with a

we seniors sadly lack . At any rate, it has never gallant boy who consented to be thus gracefully pur

been suggested that the staff should take part in sued, the descriptive dance was very successful.

the ballet !

The most interesting experiment was with the

The work of the staff is in a thousand other
stage lighting . In place of the usual coloured back

ways. Costumes, scenery , properties, lighting, cloths a luminous coloured effect was produced by

orchestra , not to mention - most important of all- throwing coloured light on to a white cloth . We

production and elocution . An ambitious school play had " dimmers , " too, made of homely drain pipes

is a great test of the loyalty of the staff. There filled with water and acid for electrical resistance,

ought to be an inscripta lex in schools to the effect and had the satisfaction of being among the first

that such admirable efforts should not be asked for
producers to adopt this simple and effective light

often. It is possible to believe that a school may
be ing scheme. No one who has had the joy of paint

play-ridden and the staff united in a fervent deter- ing the background with radiant light will ever go

mination to let these things drop .

back to mere cloth -paint. The luminosity of the

The story for this year's Holt School play was the wide blue spaces bring sea and mountain before our

“ Quest of the Golden Fleece, " and the material is in very eyes , and the silhouetted contours of trees and

Kingsley's “ Heroes" and Morris's “ Life and Death ships and palace pillars stimulate without embarras

of Jason, " with Appollonius and Pindar further to sing the imagination . Ruskin asks us to believe in

draw on .

Its outline is familiar to young people. the pleasure which one receives from “calm and

Jason's help to Hera and its reward, his adven- luminous distance" as the most singular and memor

turous and successful quest, make it a sort of geo- able of which we are conscious— “ the still small

graphical saga, certain to be interesting and pos- voice of level twilight behind purple hills or the

sibly dramatic. There is, of course, always a danger scarlet arch of dawn over the dark tremolous- edged

when you turn an epic poem into a play that the
How Ruskin would have enjoyed the new

explanatory and descriptive passages may require lighting !

sea . "
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LETTERS FROM A YOUNG HEAD MASTER .

VII . We Sell Organisation .

My dear H.-A member of my staff , coming out Of course , there have been lets and hindrances,

with me from a lengthy Games Committee meet and there will , no doubt, continue to be for some

ing, said , “ I chuckled to myself to hear you at the
time to come. The prefects have realised them

selves ; the school has now to realise the prefects.
same old game - selling organisation."

A full prefects' court sits weekly with the head

Building a school I find is one of the most wonder- master in the chair, and the offender against pre

ful experiences in the world, and not the least fectorial authority, be he big or small, has the error

wonderful because of its endless novelty and of his ways kindly but firmly pointed out to him .

variety . Had anyone told me last September how
It says much for both prefects and school that these

offenders are few in number.
I should spend my third term-well , I don't know

You may think such a procedure savours of
how I should have received it.

arrogance and carries in it the elements of danger

“ Selling organisation " -yes, that just about in that the prefects may become overfull of a sense

describes what I have been doing-in part. For of their own importance. Perhaps it will encourage

two terms I must just have let the organisation rip
you to hear that they do not scruple to inquire into

their own shortcomings; only to -day a house cap
(I can hear you comment, " Yes, I judged so ! ' ') . I

tain had to answer to a charge of neglect of duty .
don't mean, and you know that I don't mean, that

This desire for true organisation has not ended
classes didn't find teachers waiting for them at the with the prefects. The various committees ap

appointed hours , or that two classes found only pointed by the School Council are inquiring into the

one room allotted to them at the same hour, or scope of their duties and their powers, both ad
anything of that sort.

ministrative and executive. The houses, too , have

No ; I mean that for two terms the school was
appointed their committees, which are organising

outwardly organised, but inwardly disorganised be
for the benefit of their members and for the good

cause its members did not sufficiently realise them- of the school.

selves as members of a body corporate working for The total result has been a perceptible raising of

the good of all to wish for organisation otherthan
standards . The happiness, theenthusiasm , the glad

that organisation , outwardly and arbitrarily im- spirit of adventure which we felt from the start re

posed, which divides a school into houses, arranges main our most treasured possessions, but their

time-tables and lessons, declares when holidays
value is becoming enhanced because we are all be

shall begin and when end-routine organisation , in ginning to feel that we have guiding lines , that we

short.
are becoming closer knit, that one knows where to

That phase is ended . The school has demanded turn in time of difficulty, that there are policies and

organisation ; it has grown up suddenly, and de leaders emerging on every hand.
manded that we shall show it how to be neat and We are, I feel sure, selling more than organisa

clean , orderly and civilised . It has demanded also tion ; we are selling tradition, pride, self-respect,

that we shall set its feet upon the road to grand ideals . We are underpinning and making secure

adventure.
for posterity the great, glorious, chaotic structure

It began with the prefects . A month ago they thatstuck itself together during the first two terms.

emerged . Some of them had worn prefects ' caps If I were to have to crystallise our aims in this

and had the right of entry to the prefects ' room work I should express them in the words, “ Freedom

ever since last September ---but for all that , until a and Formality. " " Let all things be done decently

month ago, there were no prefects in the school. and in order, " as St. Paul said - in order that the

Then one day they realised that they were pre- greatest number of the best possible things may be

fects , and must have wondered why. So they done in the finest conceivable ways.

elected a committee and requested it to draw up a My time is up - it always is these days -- but in my

list of their duties . The committee invited my help , next letter I will, if you wish, explain a little more

and I gave it as generously as I could , having in detail some of the lines along which our organisa
waited for this moment through many weary tion is moving . In particular, I will try to define
months.

our method of “ Graduation ." Do you know what

We have now a school captain , a captain of I mean by that ? Yes, it has to do with the taking

games, four house captains , and four junior pre- of degrees — but there are no hoods !

fects. The powers, privileges, responsibilities , and

duties of each are set down on paper, and have been

published to the school. G. S.

Yours ever,
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“ OLD LAMPS FOR NEW ."

BY GORDON LEA (Author of " Radio Drama," &c . ) .

I suppose it was my fault. each root, till the lesson resolved itself into a sort

But remember this : my action was inspired by
of “ Hunt the Root ' maze.

I took a sudden decision.

the best of motives . That sounds better than saying
After all , I love Shakespeare.

that I meant well.

“ I'm afraid my methods are a little different, ”
There was a war on and we all had to do some- I said . “ We'll leave Shakespeare for this morning

thing. My something was (at first) to help in a and I'll tell you some stories instead. "

Grammar School. I was later called upon to do And I did. I told them a fascinating tale about

many other, much more strenuous and much less a shipwreck and an enchanted island - about dukes

pleasant, things to make up the quota of my bit- and fairies—a beautiful maid and a monstermand

but that's another story . much magic. They listened spellbound and, at the

The work was voluntary, which meant that I had end of it, one , bolder than the rest, voiced what

a little more latitude than the other, merely hired , seemed to be in all their minds.

masters of the establishment. Amongst other “ Please, sir, will you tell us the name of the book ,

things , I was made responsible for the English in so that we can read it for ourselves ? ”

the Fifth Form. This pleased me, as I am " With pleasure," I said with a smile. “ That's

genuine lover of Shakespeare. the story of 'The Tempest,' a play by one William

So, donning my gown and perching my square on Shakespeare. "

the back of my head , as I remembered my own The Form looked frankly incredulous , and one or

Form Master used to do when I was in a Fifth two of the boys winked at their neighbours , as who

Form, I stalked—I think that is the correct thing to should say :

do in a cap and gown — I stalked into the Form “ Tell us another ! ”

room , my mind in a pleasurable glow at the prospect My hour was up, so I gathered my books together
of inculcating in my charges a love of the immortal and turned to leave the room .

bard. " Oh, by the way,” I said , turning round in the

“ Which of the plays are you doing this term ? " doorway, " you are all invited to tea with me in my

I asked . diggings this afternoon after school. You know

" " Twelfth Night,' came in disjointed chorus where I live , No. 5 Yond Street. I've no doubt my

from the class. landlady can achieve something in the way of jam ,
“ Good . Well, then—who is the head of the though, as you are probably aware, 'cakes and ale '

Form ? " are a little scarce just now .'

Sheepishly rather , one , Totten , admitted that this A chorus of “ Thank you's, with an odd excuse ,

was his doubtful distinction . signified the fact that most of the Form would attend

( I forgot to say that it was on me as suggested.

school.) Then, as an afterthought, I said :

“ Very well , then , Totten . Yours will be the “ Bring your copies of 'Twelfth Night ' with you. "

pleasure of telling us all the story of the play. Use Then I fled before the look of hurt indignation in

your own words and tell it how you
will . " their offended eyes .

Surprise, a very large surprise, registered itself Tea was a merry affair, and only when the last

on Totten's face, an emotion which was copiously slice of bread had disappeared did it finish .

reflected in every other face. After tea I made them squat round the fire, and

“ I'm sorry, sir, ” he stammered in confusion ; " I I allotted to each of them characters from the play ,

didn't know it had a story. ” doubling in certain cases, as there were not so many

“ But you've read the play ? " I demanded. boys as characters. I took a part myself. Then we

“ No, sir. " started in and read through the play, as though we

“Do you mean to tell me that you have been were a company of actors at a reading -in.

working at it now for - let's see-a term and a-half, At first they read sheepishly , very self-conscious,

and you haven't read it ?” especially at the love episodes. But when the school

“ We haven't finished the First Act yet , sir . " full-back began to roll off his tongue the rich drol

! ! ! leries of “ Sir Toby Belch ” the thaw set in , and the

It was true . later scenes went with a real swing.

I gathered that he who had been before me re- It was clear, when they took their leave, that they

sponsible for the English of the Form had made had thoroughly enjoyed themselves.

them study, carefully and meticulously, each The next day, when I went into the school to take

archaism as they came upon it , tracing laboriously Shakespeare, I found a class of boys eager to get

a very athletic
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on with it . At the end of the lesson Totten rose in

his seat and, nervously clearing his throat , acted as

delegate.

“ If you please , sir, I've been asked by the Form

to ask you if we - er - may come again and read

another play some time soon ? We don't want your

tea , sir - I mean , sir , it's not a tea-party that makes

us ask . But we enjoyed last night so much that

we should like to do it again . Any play, sir , that

you care to choose . ”

I was delighted , and for three weeks we read as

many plays— “ As You Like It, " " King Lear," and

“ Macbeth . ” Then it came to a sudden stop.

The Head Master sent for me.

He expressed himself as being delighted at the

interest I took in his boys, and he had no doubt that

these informal readings were productive of great

good. But - here he became very impressive - did

I know that I was taking a grossly unfair advan

tage of the absent English master ? He did not

teach in that way , nor would he want to alter his

methods on his return , if the fortune of war decreed

that he ever should return . He was quite sure that

I had meant well , but, of course , I hadn't realised

how much I was hurting the absent one by doing

more for his Form than he had been used to do, or

ever proposed to do — and much more in this strain ,

till I came to the conclusion that I had been guilty

of a very grave indiscretion .

I apologised to my temporary head for tempting

my Form to enjoy eating of the Tree of Know

ledge, and I cast myself from his academic Eden

before I wrought any further havoc.

IF CHILDREN WERE IN PARLIAMENT .

By May ERVANT, B.Sc.

It is not a far cry from twenty -one to twelve .

Miss Twenty-one has had her say for the first time .

What if her younger brother and sister had their

say too ! Few of them would shrink from it , if one

can take the efforts of a class of upper children in

a school in a mining district as typical. Only one

has expressed doubt as to his ability to deal with

the affairs of the nation . “ I am not clever enough, ”

says he, “ and have a simple mind."

If the older children went to Parliament, what are

the things they would work for ? Let them tell you .

You will find that for them “ Politics " is “ Social

Reform " —they see so many things around them

that cry for remedy.

The most pressing need to them is that of work

for the unemployed. They think it within the power

of Parliament to find work somehow, even if it is

by " giving money to colliery owners to keep the pits

open , " the dole is for the owners, but work and

wages for the miners.

Another urgent need in the children's eyes is for

more and better hospitals and homes for orphan

children . They insist that these homes shall be

beautiful , to make the children happy .

They are unanimous in demanding that slums

should be cleared and nice clean homes provided .

Then they want better schools for themselves , more

books, and a chance to gain knowledge. Some even

demand that " every child of a working -man should

go to college. "

Most children would work hard to prevent war

and revolution ; some would support the League of

Nations, and one is very definite in his proposals :

" I would give the League of Nations a battleship

and some soldiers, and put ourselves in their hands."

Sidelights on home conditions are the pleas that

drinking shall be stopped or , at any rate , lessened ,

and that " children should not have to go out at

night to sell newspapers .”

That the children claim a " place in the sun " is

shown by their demand for better roads and playing

fields ; they want better houses, with baths and

electric light ; some want a telephone.

A few think that men can be made moral by Act

of Parliament. They would “ stop crime," " stop

quarrelling, " " stop swearing ," " stop robbing birds '

nests , " protect dumb animals ," " stop white slave

traffic, ” and-pathetic delusion- “ have colleges to

make men good.”

It is curious to find that only a very small pro

portion would work for their section " only — their

sympathies are wide . Better wages and shorter

hours for the miner, with no overwork , care for the

aged and destitute , and a chance for all - not a bad

programme.

London Amateur Dramatic Festival ( 1930 ) .

The British Drama League held a successful com

petition in March and April of this year among such

Amateur Dramatic Societies in the metropolitan area

as are associated with schools , boys' clubs , girls '

clubs, old scholars ' clubs , settlements , and the like .

It is proposed to hold a similar competition next

year. Societies which are up to the standard of the

National Festival of Community Drama are ex

cluded , but all other societies are invited to compete .

The competition is divided into an adult , an inter

inediate , and a juvenile section ; and trophies , to be

held for one year, are offered in each section .

Copies of the prospectus, including the rules and

conditions of the competition , and a list of recom

mended scenes , will be sent on application to The

British Drama League, 8 Adelphi Terrace , London ,

IV.C.2 .

a
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SOME EXPERIENCES OF A TEACHER .

By Robert McLean .

To the onlooker the life of the teacher may seem upon the ground. Although I knew this to be out

very dull and uninteresting, but the fact is that this side my domain , and that it was a case for the

is one of the most interesting and congenial profes- boy's parents , I nevertheless determined to say a

sions. The teacher passes all sorts and conditions few words to him on the subject. What I said must

of children through his or her) hands, and if he have impressed him, for I learned later that he had

has not ample opportunities for studying child apologised, and that the two children were good

psychology nobody has. He is a sort of second friends .

parent to his pupils , and plays a much More than twenty years later, as I was leaving

important part in the moulding of the children's the school , a young man and woman approached

characters than is generally assumed. “ Excuse me, sir, ” said the young man , “ do

To the teacher who is also a student of child you know us ? "

psychology (and it will be generally agreed that The faces were indeed familiar, and although I

every teacher ought to combine these two) the felt fairly certain that they had once been pupils of
pupils are invariably interesting. They are so simple mine I could not recall their names. “ I'm afraid

and unaffected — so sincere and natural - in every- I don't know your names, " I replied , " although

thing they do and say that one cannot help loving your faces seem rather familiar. I have certainly

them, despite any unpleasant qualities that go to met both of you before.”

their make-up. It is this naturalness and entire “ Well,” said the man , “ I'm the person you once

absence of affectation that renders any funny thing had occasion to reprimand for playing the trick on

they may say or do so brimful with humour. a little girl as she was returning from a farm with

I suppose no classroom , no matter how few the a can full of milk , and this” -indicating the young

number of pupils , is without its funny incidents . lady who stood beside him— “ is the girl who was

Following are some (humorous and otherwise) that the victim of my joke . She's now my wife. I may

occurred recently in one of the classrooms of a be late , but I've come to thank you for your words

school in the West of Scotland. of advice to me then . I've taken them to heart

There are in this particular class two brothers and married the girl."

who, although twins , are entirely different in appear- In my long experience of children I have been

ance and temperament. George is dark , robust, and called upon to solve many strange problems and

wild , and Jim is fair , delicate , and very reserved. answer many strange questions; but probably the

George is continually " putting on superior airs' question that I found most difficult to deal with

before his brother because of the fact that he is an satisfactorily came from our little friend , George

hour or so older than him. One morning he in- the twin . Handing me a slip of paper on which

formed me that his brother would not be able to were printed the words Tempus fugit , he said :

attend school that day as he had met with an acci- “ That's what written on the face of our new clock .

dent which necessitated a visit to the infirmary. On and when I asked father what they mean he told

my requesting him to tell me the nature of the me to ask you , and sent me to bed . ' “ That is the

accident and how it occurred, he said : - " Well, sir , Latin for 'Time flies,' " I informed him . A pause

Jim and me were playing at soldiers , and Jim had while the large eyes of the boy rested on an object

a flower -pot cover on his head for a helmet. He in the classroom that would be for ever associated

wouldn't march the way I wanted him , so I pushed with the information he had just received ; then :

the flower -pot cover down over his head to his neck , “ But, sir , what is time ? Is it what's inside the

and . . . father and mother can't get it off. So clock ? " Alas , my masters , I could not give the

they've taken him to the infirmary to get it broken true answer to that question . My definition ( that it

off. ” The operation must have been entirely satis- was the “ thing " we measure incidents by) left much

factory , for on the morrow Jim presented himself to be desired .

looking none the worse of his adventure. In the many thousands of boys that have passed

A very interesting romance began in my class- through my hands I have found , amongst the " bad "

room . One morning, just shortly after I began ones, only a very few to whom kindness was not

teaching, one of my girl pupils approached me a more powerful incentive towards good than the

with the complaint that a certain boy in the class more drastic methods. I have almost invariably

had met her as she was returning from a farm with found the tongue mightier than the lash , for it is

milk and told her that there was a hole in the my opinion that there is much goodness in every

bottom of her can . Without thinking, the girl had boy (no matter how “ bad” he may appear to be ),

reversed the can to ascertain if there was indeed and that it is the teacher's job to find it and nourislı

a hole, with the result that the contents were spilled it until it overcomes the “ evil" in him.
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It was my

1

ruse

In this connexion I recall one boy, the good in

whom appeared to be infinitesimal. His " speciality "

was a desire for other people's property , and it was

positively unsafe to leave anything lying about in

the classroom . That he was a clever thief was

evident from the fact that it was only by using the

most subtle methods that I succeeded in bringing

his thefts home to him , and that only on three occa

sions did I manage to bring a confession from him.

On one occasion I missed my watch .

custom to leave it on my desk , and on this occa

sion I forgot to take it with me as I was leaving

for lunch . Although I had not the slightest doubt

as to the thief I realised that I might find it rather

a difficult matter to bring it home to him , as there

would not be any likelihood of the watch being

found on his person in the event of a search being

made. Nevertheless , I made the thief confess by

the following method .

Acting on the assumption that there is in every

boy (no matter how “ bad ” he may be) a strong

sense of chivalry, I took one of the girl pupils out

before the class and informed them that if the thief

did not own up I would thrash her. ( It is , of course ,

unnecessary to add that in the event of my

failing I should not have thrashed the child .) I

would give him exactly one minute to own up , and

if no confession was forthcoming. ...

Less than thirty seconds of the minute had hardly

passed when the boy referred to stood up and con

fessed . “ Bad " as he was he could not see

innocent girl being punished for his misdemeanour.

That afternoon , when the rest of the children had

gone home , I had a quiet talk with the thief.

“ Tell me , Johnny," I asked him, “ why do you

take things that don't belong to you ?"

" I - I don't know, sir, " stammered Johnny.

“ When I see something I want I just can't help

taking it. "

“ Well, Johnny, " I advised him, “ next time you

feel your right hand going out for something that

doesn't belong to you give it a good hard slap with

your left hand , and you won't take it .

can do this , and you're going to prove it to me. I'm

going to place you in charge of everything in the

classroom-my watch included . You understand ,

Johnny ; I'm electing you as keeper of everything

in the classroom , and I know that you are not only

honest yourself , but that you can keep other

children from stealing things.”

And that brought a complete reformation in

Johnny . The knowledge that I trusted him, com

bined with the responsibility that I had given him,

made him an honest boy.

Johnny is now a prominent business man in

Glasgow and an ideal husband—at least so his wife

assures me.

LEGAL NOTES .

Schools and Income Tax .

A case of some interest , not only to the Girls '

Public Day School Trust, Ltd., was before the

Court of Appeal last month . The Wimbledon High

School, one of the schools belonging to the Trust,

claimed exemption from tax under Rule 6, Schedule

A, of the Income Tax Act, 1918. The Income Tax

Commissioners had held that the school was en

titled to exemption , but on appeal by the Crown,

Mr. Justice Rowlatt reversed their decision. The

Court of Appeal has upheld Mr. Justice Rowlatt.

What is a Charity ?

Mr. A. M. Latter , K.C. , for the school, argued

that , under the Income Tax Acts , “ charity ” meant

something more than mere eleemosynary gifts for
the relief of poverty . The question to be settled

was : “ Is the school run for a profit ? " If the fees

were fixed on a profit-earning basis , the inference

was that it was being run for a profit . In this case

the fees did not bring in a surplus over expenses,
and the deficiency had to be supplied out of public

funds . The Commissioners therefore were entitled

to say the school was run from the point of view

of a public undertaking, and not as a profit -earning

concern .

The Position of the Shareholder .

The Master of the Rolls pointed out that the

Trust, incorporated in 1872, had an authorised

capital of £ 200,000 and had to make returns as a

limited company. The shareholders were entitled to

a dividend of 4 per cent . on their shares, and in cer

tain circumstances to the repayment of their share

capital . Every possible credit was due to the Trust

for the manner in which they conducted their busi

ness of providing a good education to those ad

mitted to the school ; but the fact remained that

the school did provide a dividend for the share

holders.

The Essential Condition .

Lord Justice Lawrence said it was essential for

the claim to exemption that no person concerned in

the management or ownership of the school should

receive a personal profit out of its conduct and

capital . Lord Justice Slesser—this was his first

judgment after his appointment - said it was im

possible to hold that the Trust was not run for the

purpose of the emolument of the shareholders . The

difficulty arose from the fact that there was no de

finition of public school in Rule 6, which referred

to colleges , hospitals , almshouses , and similar in

stitutions . He imagined that something of a real

public nature was intended , in which there was no

private profit to the individual . The Privy Council

had held that a school carried on for private emolu

ment could not be regarded as a public school within

the meaning of the Act.

an

1

I know you
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CREATIVE WORK IN EDUCATION .

By ROBERT JONES, D.Sc.

VII .

The School Concert. stood French , was kept interested for a full half

hour.

In nearly all cases the school concert becomes a

lesson and training in self-expression, and some
The English play had a different history. A score

of “ Technical Side" boys (fourteen to fifteen years

dimes , more deliberately , a centre of creative work. of age) undertook to write plots of plays. Each

It will be illustrated here by the story of “ The boy copied his plot in the record book : fifteen in all ,

Book of the Monnow Concert,” which was " pub- for one boy withdrew, and others formed partner

lished" by the school in December, 1927 - about
ships . Not one of the plots , however, was good

enough for further development, and this was an
700 of the 2,000 being sold at 2d. , covering most of

nounced at the next gathering round the big table

the cost of printing. in the head's room . The plots were nearly all

In the February of 1927 a sketch of the intended ( 1 ) school stories , ( 2 ) knock -about farces, or (3 )

.concert was entered on the first page of the record mystery, crime, or detective stories. Love interests

thus : were faint and few .

( 1 ) Half-a-dozen new songs, the words of which After a general dissertation on the various plots

were already written . These were to be set to music . a fresh attempt was suggested, this time in the form

Of these four were sung at the concert nearly a of writing a complete one -act play . About ten days

year later. They were the work of four members of later four plays were offered , written by individuals

the staff, one being responsible for the words and or groups . At the next meeting the authors read

three for the musical settings . aloud their plays to the whole group, and a vote

( 2 ) A play in French . was taken on them—the head did not vote. It

( 3) A play in English . was unanimously agreed (a ) “ The Butler's Mis

( 4) A “ baby-grand” opera , “ The Village take " was the most promising of the plays , and

Maiden ,” by the staff. ( b) that it needed further work : sound decisions ,

The French and English plays need some descrip- both. There were five revisions made, by groups

rtion . For the French play about a score of boys and by single boys, and the original author was not

.signed their names in the record book as under- called in to take part until the final ( fifth ) revision .

taking a share in the task. The plot of the play The final result was successfully played by the

was given to them in English . Briefly, it was this : author (who , like Shakespeare , took a minor part in

A class of boys in a French school is visited by an the cast ) and his collaborators.

employer who wants to engage a young clerk with Thereis one phrase in the play, as printed and

a knowledge of English . In the course of the acted , that did not originate with the boys. Three

interview a boy who has lived for a while in Eng- " crooks" appear in the story, and one boy sug

land-in or near Old Kent Road and has acquired gested , in a round -the -table discussion, that they

a marked Cockney accent, is accepted . The scene should be made “ different.” The suggestion was

ends with “ La Marseillaise. ” welcomed , and one of the group proposed an

The boys were fifth -year Central School boys, " optimist" and a " pessimist" crook. For Number

who were leaving to take up posts. By the autumn Three they remained stuck . Whatever is the

only three remained . This had a bad effect on the Number Three of an optimist-pessimist series ?

progress of the play , which was largely the work Then the head waived his rule of non -interference,

of one boy. It was far too long, and had to be cut and remembering the Parasite in " The Insect

down by two-thirds - chiefly by the excision of long Play,"Play,” he suggested that the Number Three

speeches. It was corrected by the Senior French “ crook " might say to the optimist and to the

Master , and put into rehearsal. The boys were pessimist alike : “ That's wot Oi sez !” and this

given some hints and instructions in stage-craft , was adopted .

but the acting was chiefly their own. That is, they It will be seen from this account that , at one

were not told “ Do it like this , ” and asked to time , both plays were in danger of being stillborn .

imitate. They were given the general idea of the The final production gave no suggestion of the

character to be represented , and left to develop it hazards of the experiment ; and the next attempt ,

in rehearsals. Care was taken ,Care was taken, if any “ specimen "" this year, shows exactly the same dangers and un

acting of a passage were done, to act it in three or certainties, supported only by that ancient attitude

four different ways, one immediately after the other, of faith : “ Weń, we have done it once.” But one

to check any mere imitation. The result was good . needs a continual supply of faith in one's theories to

An audience , of which only about i per cent . under- drag them into the hard light of realities .
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SCHOOL SPEECH DAYS.

By " OLD BLUE. "

The columns of the press are at this time of the Speech Day in that era was the last day of the

year full of accounts of Speech Days. We see re- term (as it should always be ) , and therefore all the

ports of speeches by distinguished men discoursing
prizes for the term were given , the year coming to

seriously or humorously, according to their bent, on
a climax happily and with dignity . No names were

called out and no time wasted , for the names of
school lile and educational affairs . Seldom is any- the prize winners were printed on the programme,

thing of an original kind said on these occasions. and at the appointed time the procession passed up

Many of the serious utterances are little better than the hall. Only once was a Lord Mayor known to

platitudes , while those meant to be humorous are attempt to address the boys as he handed them.

scarcely calculated to make Speech Day an impres- their prizes , and he was cut short by the Head
sive occasion . Master's firm rebuke : “ No speeches , my Lord

Laudator temporis acti is often used in con- Mayor."

temptuous reproach , but only because of the wide- Recollections of these ceremonies aroused in me

spread heresy that what is modern is superior to a spirit of criticism at a recent Speech Day at

everything that was done in bygone days. But in another school. Everything was in contrast to

spite of “ an enriched curriculum ” and other vaunted what I used to regard as the natural order of things .

marks of progress it is possible to maintain that Term was still going on , and the examinations had

school life forty years ago contained much that de- not begun ; the prizes, therefore, were those gained
serves to be brought into school life to -day ; cer- a year ago , and this gave them a certain staleness.

tainly the Speech Day in at least one great school of But what most called for censure was the absolute

that time might well serve as a model for all Speech ignoring of the boys. There was a service in the

Days. It had none of the flippancy that seems more school chapel, it is true , but only a few of the boys.

and more to mark the modern Speech Day, nor did were present, most of the seats being filled with

it offer an opportunity to a visitor , however eminent, parents and friends , the chapel being too small for a

to give advice or to lay down the law on the science Speech Day service . But at leastone might have

and art of education . But it did one thing which expected that some function would have been given

few Speech Days in the present age even aim at to the boys in the hall . Yet they did nothing either

doing : it created a sense of dignity in every boy in in the way of singing or reciting, though their talents.
the school . There was a majesty about it that qualified them for both . The Head Master reviewed

orations by Cabinet Ministers or performances of the life and work of the previous year in a lengthy

scenes from Shakespeare cannot give. Moreover, it speech that was full of humour, but entirely devoid

was the School's Speech Day, and not a word was of the dignity that the occasion demanded . After

uttered save by the boys themselves. It was their the distribution of the prizes the usual" speech was

day and they filled the scene , not even the Head made by the distinguished visitor of the day , who,

Master taking any part in the proceedings . Speech to the Head Master's manifest annoyance , asked for

Day at Christ's Hospital under the rule of Richard a whole holiday for the boys.

Lee showed what a Speech Day might be. The impression created by this Speech Day was.

Stateliness was the order of the day ; even the that an opportunity had been missed, if not sadly

cheers at the end ( the last one being " for our noble misused . But this is the impression one gains from

selves ' ' ) had a splendour about them which fitted nearly every report of similar proceedings. Speech

well the dignity of all that went before . The music , Day, if it is to fulfil its purpose , must be marked

both of choir and band , was solemn, and the by dignity from beginning to end ; it must , above

organ interludes between the recitations were charm- all, be an occasion for revealing the stuff of which

ingly appropriate. The speeches - Greek , Latin , the school is made , the quality of its work , the

French , German, English --- were selected from nature of its life . Speech Day should never be an

famous authors , and each of them was chosen , with opportunity for a stranger to air his views, it should

care and skill, for its bearing upon some public event be the great day of the year on which the school

in the past year . The last speech was the English shows what it does . If a distinguished visitor is

Oration , composed in faultless diction by the Head invited he should come a spectator and an

Master and delivered as a rule by the Senior Grecian , auditor ; no speech should be expected from him or
but only when he was thought capable of doing permitted to him. It would be well to follow the

justice to the threefold task of welcoming the Lord ancient rule at Christ's Hospital and let the school

Mayor , of reviewing the work of the school year, year be reviewed by the captain of the school; the

and of recording the successes gained and the head master may write the English Speech , he
honours conferred . should never deliver it .

a

as
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THE PRE -SCHOOL CHILD .

The Case for Nursery Schools .

Everybody knows, from the outside at any rate , its mother-if the home was satisfactory — or at a

those products of the nineteenth century called " nursery school," which should , as a rule , be

Elementary Schools , with their three entrances for attached to public elementary schools. “ The ideal

“ boys,” " girls, ” and “ infants. ” During this first institution for younger infants will,” they said , “ as

quarter of the present century doctors , psychologists, a rule form an integral part of the Public Elementary

teachers, philanthropists have been finding out School System .” The Act of 1918 ( Section 18 ) gave

things about education and about children , and we power to authorities to supply or aid the supply

have begun to discover that the tripartite classifica- of nursery schools , but it was plain that an institu

tion is by no means adequate . Ideas about the tion was contemplated as separated from the ele

organisation of schoolsof schools have undergone great mentary school. In 1919 a set of Grant Regulations

changes, and the ignorant notion that education was issued ; but in 1925 the divorce between the
means " a drawing -out" has been supplanted by the nursery school and the infants ' school was made

saner one that it means, and can only mean , “ a complete by abandoning the separate issue of

bringing up . ". Two years ago an unofficial body of Nursery School Regulations and including them in
inquirers published , in " The Next Step in National the Regulations for Special Services. Thus it has

Education, a valuable report which demonstrated come about that, while the nursery classes attached

the urgent need for making better provision for the to infants ' schools come under the Elementary Code,

“ bringing up ” of boys and girls after the age of nursery schools are administered under the Regula
eleven . The same committee, with Mr. R. F. Cholme- tions for Special 'Schools. This separation of the

ley , C.B.E. , M.A. , as its chairman , have lost no time nursery school from the main and normal stream

in tackling the other end of the problem . In their of education Mr. Cholmeley's committee regrets .

book , “ The Case for the Nursery School" (George But that is only a small part of the “ case. " The

Philip and Son ) , they attempt to discover under fundamental problem is—what should be done for

what conditions the children who come into the ele- the two million children between the ages of two

mentary schools are to have a chance of profiting by and five who are in need of care ? Assuming there
any education whatever. are 600,000 in each age group and bearing in mind

Since 1900 there has been a steady decline in the that one-quarter to one-third of each group are in

number of children attending infants ' schools be- need of medical attention , the aggregate number of

tween the ages of three and five. In 1926 out of an children between two and five for whom provision is

estimated child population (three to five years old ) urgently needed is well over half a million. Yet in

of 1,413,217 , there were 181,492 , or a percentage 1926 there were but twenty-six nursery schools ,

of thirteen in attendance. Add to this number the eleven established by local education authorities and

1,507 in nursery schools and the 3,364 in day fifteen by voluntary committees , with a total

nurseries, and the total, 186,363 , subtracted from accommodation for 1,367 children ! If , as is uni

the number of children ages nought to five years , versally recognised , the first years of a child's life

leaves about three million children outside the pur- are of profound importance, this meagre attempt

vicw of any institution for education and nurture . at supplying the needs of the child population is

Restrict the figure to the ages oftwo to five years, pitifully inadequate .

and the number is about two million . Sir George The value of the nursery school and nursery school

Newman has stated that a - quarter to one-third of conditions and methods is beyond dispute. Any

the children admitted to the elementary schools at body who reads this book must be impressed by the

the age of five need medical treatment . That is the evidence, pictorial and otherwise, that it contains.

case for the nursery school in a nutshell . The School The finest results are mental , not physical. And it

Medical Service has far too many damaged goods. " is because this committee realises that no national

In 1905 the Board of Education published the system of education can be adequate that leaves out

reports of five women inspectors on the position of of account the very early years of children , that

children under five years of age in public elementary they recommend that the provision of nursery

schools, and in an introductory memorandum it was schools by authorities should no longer be merely

stated that " children between the ages of three and permissive but compulsory . All new schools for

five get practically no intellectual advantage from children under seven should take the form of open

school instruction . " In 1907 the question of the air nursery schools, and, wherever possible , exist

attendance of children below the age of five was ing infants ' schools ought to be replaced by new

referred to the Consultative Committee of the Board . buildings , or provided with the amenities desirable

The committee stated that , in their opinion , the in nursery schools . These are bold recommenda

proper place for a child of three was at home with tions , but if the case is proved , they logically follow .
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THE MAGPIE MOTH , OR CURRANT

MOTH .

EIGHTY YEARS AGO.

Gleanings from our Earlier Volumes.

July 1849. — The Three R's not enough .

" It has always appeared to us that in the educa

tion of the lowest order, whether on the National ,

British , or any other of the systems adopted

broadly in this country, too much attention has

been given to the means and form of instruction , too

little to its end . Charity children are taught, some

times successfully , to read, to write , and to cipher ;

but little instruction , or rather none, is given them

as to the objects on which these talents are to be

exercised when acquired , and as a necessary con

sequence of the absence of all training of the taste

and of the intellectual appetite , it battens chiefly on

the really loathsome and poisonous offal of a cheap

literature , which is made to suit their coarse and

uncultivated tastes by appealing to those emotions

which are most gratifying to a grossly sensual con

dition. We are of opinion that a sound system of

education for even the lowest orders would direct

aitention chiefly to the formation and development

of the moral and intellectual faculties , and would

place the acquirements , even the most elementary,

such as reading and writing, in a subordinate posi

tion . We conceive that such a plan would not only

be most efficacious in its results , but that it would

actually prove the easiest of application . We would,

therefore, commend the extensive use of lessons on

objects, and even of experimental lectures , as pre
liminary to the primer , the reading lesson , and the

everlasting slate-work . The result would be that ,

on emerging from the schools, children would be

prepared to enter with intelligence and interest on

subjects which at present are sealed to them ; and as

the demand for any commodity promptly causes a

supply, the cheap literature would quickly assume

a more healthy tone ; and instead of demoralising

the youthful population, as it now does, it would

become a powerful agent in the moral regeneration

of that portion of society. We should therefore

gladly witness the combination of an industrial ica

ture with those theological and literary elements

which now constitute ' national education . '

This is one of the commonest of the British moths

and of unusually varied colouring. The wings are

mottled with black , white (or cream) , and yellow .

But the moth may be nearly black , or almost white :

with the dark spots large or small , intense black ,

or modified to pale grey .

The caterpillar has the same colour scheme, and

much the same variations, the chrysalis being also

conspicuously banded with black and yellow .

The eggs are laid in July and August, and remain

dormant a short time before hatching. Each is

placed singly on a leaf, which is frequently that of

a black currant or gooseberry, though other plants

may suffer. The caterpillars hatch late in August

and are inconspicuous , being small and dark. They

grow slowly , and in the autumn fasten together the

edges of the leaves on which they rest , to make a

case in which they are protected from cold and

storms .

The moth belongs to the family of the geometers

or earth measurers , the name being taken from the

caterpillar's shape and consequent manner of walk

ing . Near its head it has six legs, which, modified,

will persist through its changes. There are no

more limbs on its body till the four claspers , or

pro-legs, near the tail end , of which the perfect

insect will show no trace . In walking, the body is

outstretched , the fore -legs set down, and the hind

legs placed near them , which forms the middle of

the body into a loop. From this habit the family

takes its name of “ loopers.

When the young buds open in the spring the

little caterpillars emerge from their retreats and

feed, sometimes stripping the bush of its leaves , to

the serious detriment of its future prospects. When

disturbed , the caterpillars fasten a thread to a twig

with the mouth and let themselves fall nearly to the

ground, afterwards climbing the thread back to the

twig.

Birds will not eat these caterpillars , nor, it is

said , will toads ; but the ichneumon flies, and some

others that belong to the order of the hymenoptera,

lay eggs in their bodies, with sharp-pointed instru

ments known as ovipositors. These hatch and feed

on the less vital parts of their victim's interior until

they are full grown , when they may burst its skin

and expose a number of small cocoons and almost

nothing more. Over 90 per cent. of these cater

pillars are supposed to suffer from the small black

flies , fortunately for the fruit grower.

Spraying with insecticide may be done in autumn

to destroy the young caterpillars ; but if they are

carefully hunted in May it may be sufficient in small

gardens, especially if moths seen later are caught

at once and destroyed .

The Duke of Devonshire Prize.

The subject for this year's " Duke of Devonshire

Prize" Competition is : " How best can the Empire

be made self-supporting in its food supplies ? " The

prize ( first, twenty guineas ; second, ten guineas ;

and third , five guineas) was established in 1909 in

mernory of Spencer Compton , Eighth Duke of

Devonshire, the first President of the British Empire

League. The competition is open to boys of all the

leading, public schools in the country.
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AT THE HEAD MISTRESSES' CONFERENCE.

BY OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

By invitation of its retiring President, Miss Lowe, First Examination Miss Haig -Brown would propose

the Head Mistresses ' Association held its annual
consideration by elementary and secondary

meeting in June at Leeds High School. The city
teachers and inspector. In ordinary examinations

there are temptations to intellectual dishonesty,
offered a civic reception, and the great parish church

teachers teaching towards an examination , children

a special service . It was, unfortunately, impossible trying to find replies that might be liked , and there

to accept also a welcome offered by the university. is truth in Sir W. Raleigh's gibe that questions are

Some 350 were present out of nearly 600 members. asked by those who do not want to know of those

Though the titles of papers varied, one underlying who cannot tell. There might be a plan of con

idea dominated all discussion . Through increasingly sidering a portfolio of finished work together with

differing methods, varied conditions of work , even the school record as a comment upon this.

differences of view and opinion, the many merge On marks and prizes Miss Stoneman said that not

now into the one. Of whatever social class and all the young of the human species are “ hydroptic

in whatever circumstances the girl of to -day has to with a sacred thirst, " though this may be fierce at

be prepared for new responsibility and opportunity , about eleven . Parents expect the school to teach

in professions, in citizenship, and in the home, and their child to work, and some test of Jane's work

the secondary school stands now in the limelight. may be useful for Jane , her parents , and her teacher.

Everybody is interested in education, and forthe The head mistress of a large school had not the

vast majority of the young womanhood of England resource of the motorist who, when she broke her

some type of secondary school will lead through speedometer, judged her pace by policemen's faces.

adolescence to the time of passing on to advanced Hard work in a subject may create interest in it,

study or to that education which consists in faithful and there may be even a place for the competitive

fulfilment of the work of life. Miss Haig -Brown's prize as a moral training in the conquest of jealousy

paper on “ The Philosophy and Function of Ex- at another's success .

aminations, " Miss Stoneman's on “ The Ethics of Miss Fisher said that her school had for motto ,

Marks and Prizes, " and the two fine essays of Miss “ Not for myself but for others," yet she had to

I. M. Drummond and Miss D. L. Walker on spend money on prizes. She translated marks into

“ Training in Mental Honesty " brought a dry light letters , and turned prize- giving into speech - day.

of criticism and questioning to bear on character and Another speaker maintained that the prize gave a

training. Miss Morison's paper on “ The Problem of girl from a poor home a book to possess and re

the Distribution of Women and Girls within the read, to which Miss Moberley Bell replied that a

British Commonwealth ” carried on these thoughts desired book might well be given to a deserving

into the question of fitness for response to the call school-leaver, and two speakers gave the view of

of the Empire. Even the President's address, which their own girls that prizes and marks made them

put the question : " What would the Brontë sisters “ catty."

-children of the neighbouring moors — have thought Miss Drummond spoke of mental honesty as con

of our present-day education of girls ? " fell natur- sistency to one's own vision of truth. The teacher's

ally into the same channel of thought. business , she held , is not to mould , which may be

Miss Haig -Brown spoke of a certain uneasiness to deform as with Chinese shoes or Victorian

on the subject of examinations. Are they, after all , corsets, but to provide material for growth . Hurry

an integral part of education , or merely a parasitic and cram led to acceptance of unrelated facts — the

growth ? The history of sixty years would seem to girl of nineteen crammed with undigested informa

show in them something of value ; certainly no tion could notgo further in study of results of the

satisfactory alternative has been offered by their experiments ofothers, of second -hand opinions, and

critics . For the school a test is invited from an the statements of text-books do the mischief ; in

external and impartial authority to prove its capacity competence in the use of language makes further

to work out its own salvation . To the candidate confusion . Slow, thorough work in science, art, in

---granting the danger that mere smartness and which the young often express themselves better

even a certain low cunning might be produced — the than in words, and a critical attitude towards

test of ability to make and maintain contact with sources of knowledge were remedies. St. Paul's

subjects, and of readiness or not for a further prayer had point here, that love may abound in

stage. But nothing should be relative to the work knowledge and all discernment. Miss Walker car

of others. The gain of one should not be at the ried the thought on to Plato's valuation of accuracy

cost of loss to the many, nor should loss come to and the many moral virtues taught in the effort to

the individual from failing to defeat others. In the obtain it ; love of truth , honesty, duty, self-respect
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that will not allow anything but the best work,

courage to correct mistakes repeatedly , humility

because of them . She found in older girls a loss of

the child's “ almost terrifying " love of truth .

Thought outruns speech , and mental dishonesty may

beginwith the lack of co -ordination of speech which

causes “ howlers. " Thus “ Cats have nine lives ,

which is not necessary because of Christianity .

But we come to believe what we say. The catch

word not only catches , but imprisons its victim .

Pursuing the subject of muddle-headedness , the

speaker suggested some of its causes . A want,

first, of mental content , the older habit of teaching

too many facts may be replaced by the opposite

error of demanding that a child shall think when

it has not enough food for thought. Then the child

may come at eleven to a new environment without

time to adjust itself to a new vocabulary. The

" howler ” given by another speaker is here en

lightening : “ The advantages of travelling are that

you get to your destination sooner than you other

wise would. ” Thirdly , abstract thinking may be

imposed too soon . The complaint that text -books

use unsuitable language was justified by an ex

tract :

London stands where the natural routes of

the plain come to a focus at the head of the

navigation of the principal maritime entrance.

Muddle -headedness may also come as a result of

teaching that strikes no answering chord of real

experience, while the constant switching on and off

of channels of mental activity may lay a wide pave

ment rather than a deep foundation on which to

build , so that vagueness results .

It is hoped that these two papers will be printed

in full . Discussion of the varied types of secondary

schools held nothing controversial . Lifted , as Miss

Addison Phillips phrased it , from the strain of de

pendence on fees and endowments to a modest

affluence, each school may in some sense become

its own type . Experiment is unlimited ; she herself

would rather lay out a course at its end than at its

beginning Mr. Baldwin hoped that education

would free us from snobbery , but as yet the ele

mentary and secondary school were to public schools

as the Merchant Navy to the Royal Navy. The

handling of subjects she felt to be more important

than their choice ; in the wrong hands classics may

become dead bones, literature merely a hedonistic

amusement. Untroubled freedom is needed for that

projection of ideals which is the business of youth

as the learning of good habits is that of the child .

Religion , in the fine reply given by a head master

to a question from Dr. Jack , should be taught

through all subjects ; in arithmetic by accuracy and

truth, in history by humility , in geography by

breadth of mind , in handicraft by thoroughness, in

astronomy by reverence, in games by fair play. Miss

Bone raised an interesting question by asking what

it might be hoped that a girl would carry away

from her years in the small school of the small

country town to illuminate a life that would per

haps be largely spent in selling buttons and elastic ?

Perhaps a love of reading , a hobby, a knowledge

of architecture or botany that would fill holidays

with delight ? an atmosphere charged with

monotony her own mind could make Heaven, or

Hell , or Limbo. As wife and mother would she be

able to keep the respect of her growing-up family ,

and enter into its interests ? In such small schools

there is the advantage of a more possible personal

knowledge of pupil and home, an advantage which

was rather construed by another speaker as a draw

back in the fierce light that beats upon the smaller

entity , the village and its school. The mixed

secondary school, except in some circles and some

notable instances , is evidently not meeting with

much favour. Parents distrust it , teachers find mixed

classes difficult ; the mere choice of suitable songs,

Miss Wills said , was a problem . And the fact that

upper work tends to be given to masters and that ,

as yet , only four mixed secondary schools are con

trolled by women, adds itself to a certain bitterness

that attaches to that other fact that there is no

woman Director of Education and that all the higher

posts in the Board of Education are held by men .

Speaking of the boarding school, Miss Steel felt that

home life from various causes is less static , that

town-dwellers were glad to send children to sea or

country , and that the school needed to make up to

the child for a certain loss in its learning the whole

art of life. Parents were anxious to give their

children the best , not least in the choice of a school.

There was danger lest they should mistake the most

expensive for the best .

Space does not permit of more than a mention

of Miss Morison's paper on the emigration of girls

and women , which raised the important question

whether the fostering of a herd spirit, inevitable in

the schools , prepares well for the facing of loneli

Also whether adaptability and readiness to

learn were being gained , and that spirit of adventure

awakened which would not merely revel in the too

rosily-painted prospect of open spaces and inde

pendence, but would gravely tackle real problems.

In educational and social work great avenues were

opening for women who would encounter grave

racial and other questions. African chiefs seeking

English teachers for their daughters and the young

wives of their sons , health visiting elsewhere, a post

offering at Lagos, a head mistress needed at

Khartoum. The timidity of mothers stood in the

way and must be conquered. “ But do not let them

go with the aim of uplifting anybody, " cautioned

Miss Hewitt .

ness .
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MESSRS. LONGMANS' NEW BOOKS IN ENGLISH

NEW EXERCISES IN ESSAY WRITING

By Guy Boas, M.A. Crown 8vo . 23. 6d.

NEW EXERCISES IN PRÉCIS WRITING

By Guy Boas, M.A. Crown 8vo . 2s. 6d.

THE WRITING OF ENGLISH

By Guy Boas, M.A. Crown 8vo . 2s. 6d .

Key for the use of Teachers only . 2s. net .

SOME CHAPTERS ON WRITING ENGLISH

By Lieut. - Col. J. H. Gettins, D.S.O. , B.A. , Army Educational Corps. Crown 8vo . 36 .

STUDIES IN ENGLISH

A Book for Secondary Schools. Part I. Language.

By William Robb, M.A. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo . 2.. 6d .

EXERCISES IN ENGLISH GRAMMAR

By A. A. Hughes, M.A. Crown 8vo . 2s.

FIRST PRINCIPLES OF GRAMMAR

By W. E. C. Clarke, M.A. Crown 8vo . 2s.

CLEAR SPEAKING AND GOOD READING

By Arthur Burrell, M.A.

Witb a Preface by P. A. Barnett, M.A. NEW EDITION . Crown 8vo. 3.. od.

A LITERARY HISTORY OF ENGLAND

By Bernard Groom , M.A. Oxon, and Lood . SCHOOL EDITION . Large Crown 8vo . 6s.

AN ELIZABETHAN STORY -BOOK

Famous Tales from the Palace of Pleasure .

Selected and arranged with an Introduction by Peter Haworth , M.A. , Ph.D. Crown Svo . 5o. net .

ELIZABETHAN LYRICS

From the Original Texts .

Chosen , Edited , and Arranged by Norman Aolt. With Introduction and Notes. Crown 8vo . 10s. 6d. net .

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY LYRICS

Chosen , Edited , and Arranged by Norman Ault. 10s. 6d . net .

PROSE OF TO -DAY

Selected by The English Association . Crown 8vo . SCHOOL EDITION . 2s. 6d .

BEST EDITION , with Gilt Lettering. 3s. 6d. net .

MAN'S GREAT ADVENTURE

By Stephen Southwold . With Black and White Illustrations. SCHOOL EDITION . Imp . 16mo . 2o. 6d .

BEST EDITION . With Coloured and other Illustrations . 4s, 6d. aet.

This book is an attempt to tell to children , in thirty stories, the history of humanity upon the earth from the age

of the Dawn Man to the Great War.

JUNGLE JOHN

A Book of the Big-Game Jungles. By John Budden. (ABRIDGED .) With Notes and Questions by T. H. Allen .

Illustrated by Major -General H. J. P. BROWNE, C.B. Crown 8vo . 2s.

Messrs. Longmans, Greon & Co., Ltd., cordially invite Teachers to visit thoir New Showroom at 39 Paternoster Row ,

London , E.C.4 , where all their Educational and other Publications are on rien . Hours, 9 to B ; Saturday, 9 to 12.30 .

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO ., LTD ., 39 PATERNOSTER ROW , LONDON , E.C.4
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR ..

Language Teaching. language classes , French , and sometimes, when the

Sir,I have read in the article by Mr. William minimum number of students can be collected,

Derry in your June issue that , in consequence of the
German and Spanish ; but I am not aware that any of

my students , or the students of other technical de
requirements of the School Certificate Examination ,

partments of the institution , attend these classes. I
the teaching of classics becomes so many periods a think the French students mainly want it to pass

week of formal and dull grammar, of translation some qualifying examination , which should properly

and of endeavours to translate English into Latin and
have been taken at school. This season German

Greek. I do not know when the “ past " was that
and Spanish collapsed, notwithstanding the supposed

commercial value of the latter. As far as I can make

Mr. Derry mentions , but his description just fits in
out , our students who take French do not use it for

with what I was dosed with. No endeavours were the purpose of reading French books.

made to explain the Romans and the Greeks. I I have seen plenty of arguments against Latin . It

thought all this had been changed, but it seems not .
is a dead language. A modern language, which has

It was after I left school and engaged in science
a commercial value, should be taught. I recently

interviewed the head of a grammar school in another
work, chiefly chemistry , that I turned back again to

district , at which Latin, Greek, and French were at

the classics and the French I had learnt. Upon my one time taught . He told me that Greek had gone ,

own account I got some inspiration about the Latin was just surviving, and they were concentrat

Romans and the Greeks, the start of which should
ing on French . The school was equipped in a good

modern style with workshops, & c .

have been laid at school, but was not. However, the
As far as I can see French is also a dead language

dull formal Latin and Greek grammar did me some
to the majority of grammar school boys. They learn

good. It enabled me to acquire a reading acquaint- it at school. They use it to pass an examination , and

ance with four other languages without any outside then they drop it. My observations in the district

help, and I now employ all of them for reading cer to which my experience applies support the remarks

tain classes of literature in which I am interested.
of Mr. Derry and of Messrs. Nelson . How is it that

the teaching of a living language like French fails
In your advertisement columns I read Messrs.

to awaken in learners any desire to keep it up ?

Nelson's announcement upon " The Teaching of From the nature of my experience I cannot supply

French . " It appears from this that much of the an answer, so I put the question to those who are

French teaching fails to elicit an interest in the experts in teaching languages . I regret to see

language and the circumstances of our friends across
students throw away valuable experience they have

gained at school, and with it the opportunity of
the Channel.

understanding the world a little better than the

I am in charge of the chemical department of a person who can read only his own language .—Yours

technical institution, and I have nothing to do with truly , F. I. C.

language teaching. My students are very largely

those who have left school and take taken up some
Schools and Derating.

business . They are taking evening work or part DEAR SIR ,—Here is a concrete example of the

effects of derating scheme upon businesses which
time day work. In consequence of the extension of

are carried on in rural areas :

the scholarship system by the educational authorities In the year 1928 this Boarding School, with its
of the area from which we draw our students , I find

playing fields and workpeople's cottages , paid , when

that I am getting an increasing number who have the local rate was 5s . in the £, £27. 195. 6d . for
passed a school certificate or some similar examina the six months ( April to September) .

tion in which a language is compulsory. I often
although the rate is only 45. in the £, the very

talk to students individually, and I generally find
same premises are liable to pay £42 . 175. (due to

that the language is French. I always tender the
increased rateable assessment ) for a similar period.

advice that , whatever language wastaken at school, The school is in a purely agricultural district , where

it should be kept up. I preach the doctrine that
all the farms have been derated . The school is

everyone should have at least a reading acquaintance actually 10 per cent . down on its numbers for 1928,

with some other language in addition to his own. but to relieve the generally prosperous farmer its

As far as I can make out, I have never found any rates have been increased to the tune of £30 a
one to follow it . I never find that anyone keeps up

year. - Yours sincerely ,
SCHOOLMASTER.

his French by reading French books. We have
( Continued on page 250.)

This year ,
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MESSRS. LONGMANS' NEW BOOKS IN SCIENCE

SCIENCE FOR INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS
By David Moncur, M.A. , B.Sc. , and John Thorburn , B.Sc.

With Illustrations. Crown 8vo . 4s. 6d . Also issued in Two Parts. Part I , 23. 3d . Part II , 25. 9d.

2

INTERMEDIATE ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM

By R. A. Houstoun , M.A. , D.Sc. With 155 Diagrams . Large Crown 8vo . 4s. 6d.

INTERMEDIATE HEAT

By R. A. Houstoun, M.A. , D.Sc. With Diagrams . 8vo . 3s. 6d .

INTERMEDIATE PHYSICS, PART I. Mechanics and Properties of Matter.
By R. A. Houstoun, M.A. , D.Sc. With Diagrams . Crown 8vo . 39. 60 .

AN INTRODUCTION TO MODERN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

By Leonard A. Coles, B.Sc. (London ), A.I.C. With Illustrations . Crown 8vo . 7s. 6d.

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

By William Wardlaw, D.Sc. Dunelm . , F.I.C. , and Frederic William Pinkard, M.Sc. Wales, A.I.C.

Crown 8vo . 3s. 6d.

PRACTICAL MEASUREMENT AS AN INTRODUCTION TO SCIENCE

By H. R. Charter, M.C. , M.A. With 5 Portraits and numerous Diagrams . Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

ELEMENTARY INORGANIC CHEMISTRY

By J. W. Mellor, D.Sc. , F.R.S. With Illustrations . Crown 8vo . 3s. 6d. [Nearly ready .)

COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC

By Frank L. Grant, M.A. , and Alexander M. Hill, M.A.

NEW EDITION . With Answers . Crown 8vo . 58.

PLANT LIFE AND ITS ROMANCE

By F. E. Weiss, D.Sc. , F.R.S. With Illustrations . Large Crown 8vo . 5s. net . School Edition , 3s. 6d ..

SECONDARY SCHOOL EXAMINATION STATISTICS

Prefaced by a simple Introduction to Statistical Methods .

By J. M. Crofts, M.A., D.Sc. , and D. Caradog Jones, M.A. With Diagrams. Crown 8vo . 2.. 6d.

HIGH CLASS COOKERY

By Margery Rhys. Crown 8vo. 6s. net .

LONGMANS ' INTRODUCTORY BOOKS ON SCIENCE .

JUNIOR CHEMISTRY

By Frank Matthews, Ph.D. , B.Sc. , F.I.C. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo . 2s, 6d .

BUYERS AND MAKERS

An Introduction to Social Economics . By Dorothy M. Vaughan . Crown 8vo . 2s.

Messrs. Longmans, Groon & Co. , Ltd., cordially invito to visit their New Showroom at 39 Paternoster Roz ,

London, E.č. , where all their Educational and other Publications aro on viow . Hours, 9 to 5 ; Saturday, 9 to 12.30.

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO ., LTD ., 39 PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON , E.C.4
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on

Training for the Clergy . historical novel that gave to boys and girls much of

Sir ,-With regard to the letter by " M. C. L." the background, more or less accurate , for the facts

on this subject which appeared in your June number, they were supposed to absorb in the classroom .

there are one or two points which deserve attention . Nowadays they still read, but they spend much of

Firstly , it must be realised that there are a great their time in the picture houses. Many of the films

many aspects of the priestly life , and that in the they see there have an historical setting ; the incidents

nature of things these cannot be equally developed depicted are often exciting and likely to remain in

in any one man. We in England expect our clergy the memory. Obviously these films are giving to

to be good preachers and teachers , good pastors and them a certain part of the information about the past

visitors , learned scholars and men of prayer, to be which goes to make up their knowledge of history .

able to sing beautifully , and yet to be men who will Clearly it is useless to talk of forbidding children

find time to sit on innumerable committees and take to see such films the assumption of their

the lead in all the social activities of the parish . historical inaccuracy . But it would be very valuable

Such paragons of all the clerical virtues are seldom for the purposes of our inquiry to collect from

met with in real life . The clergy often lack many teachers examples of the effects of the picture house

of these good qualities, including sometimes the films on the history teaching proper. Many in

ability to teach well. This is unfortunate, but in dividual observations of such effects, satisfactory or

certain cases undoubtedly true ; the important thing, the reverse , must have been made by experienced

therefore , is to look for the cause of the evil , and teachers . If collected and compared with the results

to try to remedy it in the future . of a detailed inquiry they might prove of great

It is a well known fact that the amount of in- value.

struction and preparation that ordinands are given May 1 , therefore , ask all teachers who have

in theological colleges is very much greater than noticed any effects of the picture house film on their

was the case before the war. Nowadays no bishop history teaching to communicate with Miss F. Con

will ordain a candidate unless he has spent at least sitt, B.Litt . , Film Inquiry, Department of Educa

a year at a recognised theological college , and in a tion , The University, Leeds ? I am emboldened in

large number of cases the candidates stay for two my request by the fact that our inquiry into the

years. The standard of the examinations in theo- potentialities of the historical film is essentially a

logy is considerably higher than it used to be , but teacher's inquiry , conducted by teachers and con

what is of chief interest from the standpoint of trolled by an association largely composed of

“ M. C. L.” ' s letter is that instruction in teaching teachers.-- I am, yours faithfully,

is almost invariably given , together with opportuni C. H. K. MARTEN, President.

ties for “ school practice" in the local Church The Historical Association ,

Schools if desired . 22 Russell Square, W.C. 1 .

There is no lack of vocations to the priesthood

in the Anglican Communion at the present time ,

but there are often great difficulties to be overcome Secondary School Leavers .

in enabling these vocations to be realised . The

During the four school years 1924-1928 the total

laity mustbe made to understand their responsibili number of pupils who left secondary schools in Eng

ties in this matter and to grasp the fact that what land and Wales was 166,691 boys and 147,139 girls.

is wanted is not carping criticism which looks back
The percentage of boys who left with the school

upon past failures , but support and encouragement certificate was 35.3 ; of girls 32.9. The percentage
for the future .-Yours faithfully, known to have proceeded direct to a University

R. S. MAXWELL.

was-boys 5.7 and girls 4.3 . In Wales alone the

St. Stephen's House, Oxford.

percentage of school certificate holders was 33.7
boys and 31.3 girls ; the percentage going on to

Films in History Teaching . Universities was higher than for England alone

8.1 boys and 5-7 girls .Dear Sir , —Thanks to the generosity of the

Carnegie Trustees the Historical Association has

been enabled to set on foot an inquiry into the pos
Canadian Holidays.

sible value of historical teaching films. The in

vestigator is now at work under the auspices of the A miniature Holiday Special Edition, entitled

University of Leeds, in the schools of the neigh- “ Jolly Times, ” has been issued by the Canadian

bourhood, testing by a variety of methods the teach- Pacific Railway ; it describes in picture and prose

ing value of such historical films as exist. the delights of a holiday in Canada. A copy may
It is not, however, in the formal lesson alone that be obtained on application to the Canadian Pacific

children learn their history. In the past it was the Railway, 62-65 Charing Cross , London , S.W.1 .
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NEW BOOKS IN HISTORY

GREAT BRITAIN FROM ADAM SMITH TO THE PRESENT DAY

An Economic and Social Survey .

By Charles Ryle Fay, M.A. , D.Sc., Professor of Economic History in the University of Toronto .

With Maps . 8vo . 12s. 6d, net .

ENGLAND IN MODERN TIMES (1714-1902)

By Robert M. Rayaer, B.A. With 7 Maps . Crown 8vo . 5s.

THE MODERN WORLD . Earope from the French Revolution to the League of Nations

By F. S. Marvin . With Maps . Crown 8vo . 3s. 6d .

PATRIOTS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

By E. F. Malcolm-Smith, M.A. , Ph.D. With Illustrations . Crown 8vo . 3s. 6d.

OUTLINES OF ANCIENT HISTORY

By D. M. Vaughan. With Illustrations, Maps, and a Time Chart . Crown 8vo . 2s. 6d.

GREEK HISTORY FOR YOUNG READERS

By Alice Zimmern. New Edition . With 61 Illustrations and 15 Maps, 8 of which are in colours .

Crown 8vo . 5s,

NEW BOOKS IN GEOGRAPHY

THE WORLD. A General Geography

By L. Dudley Stamp, B.A. , D.Sc., F.R.G.S.

ENGLISH EDITION . With Maps , Diagrams, and Illustrations. Crown 8vo . 5s.

THE UNIVERSITY GEOGRAPHICAL SERIES

GENERAL EDITOR : L. DUDLEY STAMP, B.A. , D.Sc.

AN INTERMEDIATE COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY

By L. Dudley Stamp, B.A., D.Sc.

Part I. Commodities and World Trade . With Maps and Diagrams . 8vo. 7s. 6d .

Part II . The Economic Geography of the Leading Countries. With Maps and Diagrams . 12s. 6d .

THE TRADE OF THE INDIAN OCEAN

BuigonBy Vera Anstey, B.Sc. Econ . With Maps , Diagrams, and Tables. 8vo . 8s. 6d .

LONGMANS' GEOGRAPHICAL EXERCISE BOOKS

By L. Dudley Stamp, B.A. , D.Sc. Lond., and Elsa C. Stamp, B.A.

With Illustrations in the Text. Small demy 4to. Part I. Map and Reading Exercises. 9d .

Part II . Climatic Exercises . 9d. Part III . Graphical and Regional Exercises. 9d.

lo One Volume. With 76 Maps and Diagrams in the Text . Small demy 4to. 2s.

NEW BOOKS IN FRENCH AND GERMAN

.

CERTIFICATE FRENCH COMPOSITION

By the Rev. W. R. Flex , M.A., Ph.D. , and Ch. H. Moulinier , Agrégé de l'Université , Professeur au Lycée,

Condorcet , Paris. Crown 8vo . 2s.

A Key for use of Teachers only . 5s. 3 d . post free .

MODERN TALES FROM FRANCE . An Anthology of French Humour.

Edited by Frederick C. Roc, M.A. , L. ès L. Crown 8vo . 2s. 6d.

LONGMANS' MODERN FRENCH PLAYS

Edited by F. S. Shears, B.D. , L. és L. , D. de l'Univ. , and E. Casati, L.ès L.

Crown 8vo . 2 .. 6d , each

LE JEU DE L'AMOUR ET DE LA MORT

By Romain Rolland.

LA FLEUR MERVEILLEUSE

Pièce en Quatre Actes, en Vers . By Miguel Zamıcois.

KNOCK OU LE TRIOMPHE DE LA MÉDECINE

Comédie en Trois Actes. By Jules Romains

A GERMAN COMPOSITION . With Grammatical Notes and Phrases and Parallel German Passages.

By J. Rivers, M.A. , and Dr. O. Vollenweider. Crown 8vo . 28. 6d .

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO ., LTD ., 39 PATERNOSTER ROW , LONDON, E.C.4
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NEWS OF THE MONTH .

Teacher M.P's . versity College , Swansea, for six years, and during

The new Parliament will have nearly fifty mem- 1925-26 he was Vice -Chancellor of the University

bers who have had experience in teaching or in of Wales. In 1926 he was appointed Principal of

educational administration . Fourteen have been London .

engaged in primary schools. Mr. Ralph Mosley is

an assistant at Southampton, Mr. R. C. Morrison
The “ Fine Art ” of Oratory .

comes from a London Special School, and Mr. F. R. " The notion that , by taking thought , a multitude

West from a London Central School. Mr. J. J. Mc- of persons at any given time could teach themselves

Shane was head master of a Roman Catholic School or be taught to reach and maintain the level of the

at Walsall, and Mr. Ralph Mosley was last Sep- Speech on the Crown was worthy to be placed side

tember elected President of the Class Teachers ' by side with the pathetic belief that , if only there

Federation . were a sufficient number of evening continuation

The Influence of Oxford and Cambridge .
schools, there would be an indefinite supply of

Miltons and Shakespeares. " - Lord Hewart at the
Mr. H. A. L. Fisher, at a dinner of the Weavers ' English Association .

Company last month , said that Oxford and Cam

bridge were educating 9,000 undergraduates of Youthful Ambitions .

every creed from every part of the world . There

The Archbishop of Canterbury visited the City of
was not a dominion of the Crown , nor a State in

London School to present the Beaufoy and Mortimer
America , which did not come under the influence of

Prizes for the encouragement of the study of
these great historic foundations . It was matter

Shakespeare and for proficiency in English . He re
of profound satisfaction to him that education was

called his own schooldays and confessed that he hadno longer a political issue ; for all parties in the
not the faintest recollection of a single word of all

State had come to believe that education was one
the good advice given solemnly and at length by a

of the great national causes and that it was their
succession of elderly gentlemen who spoke on

duty to promote it .
similar occasions. It may be that Dr. Lang's

Epidemics in Boarding Schools .
audience may forget what he said about the value

of the study of Shakespeare, but they will remem
The Medical Research Council, after consultation

ber him as the Archbishop who, in youthful imagina
with the Ministry of Health and the Board of

tion , became successively engine-driver, tramcar
Education , have appointed a committee to inquire

conductor , sailor, actor, Foreign Secretary, and
into the prevalence and mode of spread of minor

Prime Minister.
epidemics in boarding schools , especially those be

lieved to be spread by “ droplet infection " ; and to
Schoolboy Visits .

report upon the means by which they may be pre

vented or restricted . The members of the committee Eighteen Bremen boys , with their teacher in

are :-Sir George Newman, K.C.B. (Chairman) ;
English, Dr. E. Schütte , have been attending the

Dame Janet Campbell, D.B.E. , M.D.; R. H. Junior Technical School connected with the Medway

Crowley, M.D .; Surgeon -Commander S. F. Dudley,
Technical College at Chatham. They have had five

O.B.E., M.D. , R.N .; J. A. Glover , O.B.E. , M.D .; years ' English , so that they were able to take part

Professor M. Greenwood , F.R.C.P. , F.R.S.; L. R. in all the lessons. Twenty -four Chatham boys, at

Lemprière, 0.B.E. , M.B.; Miss E. M. Newbold , the end of the visit on June 21 , returned to Bremen

M.A. ; Professor W. W. C. Topley, M.D. ,
with them.

F.R.C.P.; and Mrs. Joyce Wilson, M.R.C.S.

(Secretary ) .
The Buckinghamshire Strike .

The Buckingham school strikers seem to have
Reading's New Vice-Chancellor. won their case. The Managers and Head Master of

Dr. W. M. Childs , who is retiring from the Vice- Prestwood School have been informed that the

Chancellorship of Reading University in September, parents of children residing in Great Kingshill have

will be succeeded by Dr. T. Franklin Sibly , D.Sc. , a legal right to send their children to Prestwood

Principal of the University of London. Up to 1913 School. At the time of writing these notes the

Dr. Sibly was Lecturer in Geology at King's Authority had not yet decided the question of their

College , London ; then he went to Cardiff as Pro- paying bus fares for approved children , but the

fessor of Geology for five years. In 1918 he was Special Sub-Committee had recommended that fares

Professor at Armstrong College (University of should be paid - subject to the Board's observa

Durham) . In 1920 he became Principal of Uni- tions.
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“ Teaching of English "

)

Literature in the modern manner.

SERIES

Messrs. NELSON announce the following FOURTEEN NEW ISSUES, which are almost ready.

Applications for specimens will be retained until publication .

The Whale Hunters A Shorter Longfellow

and Other Stories Edited by ARTHUR STAMP. With Portrait.

By J. J. BELL. Price is. gd . Price is. 9d.

Mr. Bell's stories of adventure will help to meet the demand All the favourite shorter poems, as well as copious extracts from

for the literature of to -day. some of the longer works.

Bible Prose and Poetry
The Quest of the Golden Fleece

With Introduction and Brief Running Commentary
and Other Plays from Epic Poetry

by GEOFFREY H. CRUMP, M.A. Price is.gd. By C. W. BAILEY, M.A.

This volume treats the Authorised Version of the Bible as
Illustrated . Price is. ed .

" The Quest of the Golden Fleece, " " King Arthur and the

Knights of the Round Table," "The Wrath of Achilles," and

Three Elizabethan Plays
" The Return of Odysseus."

Abridged and Edited by J. D. ANDREWS, M.A. , Five Lives from Plutarch

and A. R. W. SMITH , M.A. Price is . 9d . Retold by W. H. WESTON .

" The Knight of the Burning Pestle," " Every Man in his Edited by A. J. J. RATCLIFF, M.A.
Humour," and " A New Way to Pay Old Debts."

Price is. 6d.

The Men of Laxdale
Lives of Themistocles, Alexander, Coriolanus, Julius Caesar,

and Brutus.

Newly Translated from the Icelandic Saga by Twenty -four Stories
CECILIA FOX , M.A. Price is. gd .

This book offers fresh material connected with certain branches Edited by A. E. M. BAYLISS, M.A.

of English Literature. Price is. 9d.

Short stories by Buchan , Bullen , Conan Doyle, Wilde, D. C.

Shakespeare as Poet Calthrop. Mark Twain , & c .

AN ANTHOLOGY FROM THE PLAYS . Tales of the South Seas

Arranged and Edited by
By LOUIS BECKE. Price is. 9d .

A. R. ENTWISTLE, B.A. Price is. gd.
Thrilling adventure stories of natives and white traders in the

The finest passages in the great plays as well as some of the Pacific .

Ballads Ancient and Modern
Tanglewood Tales

Edited by R. MACINTYRE, M.A.
Selected and Edited by ROBERT MACINTYRE, Price is. 6d.

M.A. Price is. gd.
Hawthorne's popular retelling of Old Greek Myths, with Notes,

Arranged on a parallel scheme, contrasting the genuine ballad Questions, and 'Pronouncing Index.

with itsmodern imitation .

English for Schools

The Idylls of the King
By GEOFFREY H. CRUMP, M.A.

By ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON. Edited by Price 2s. 6d . Post free 2s. gd.

JOHN HAMPDEN , M.A. 288 pages. Price is.gd. A complete survey of the whole of the work of the Teacher of

The Complete Copyright Edition by arrangement with the Poet's
English , with Specimen Schemes, & c .

Executors . NO SPBCIMBNS .

Sonneto .

THOMAS NELSON & SONS, LTD .

35 & 36 Paternoster Row , London , E.C.4.
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SUMMER SCHOOLS OF 1929.

COUNTY COUNCIL OF THE West RIDING OF YORKSHIRE

There is no falling off in the number of vacation
VACATION COURSES IN PHYSICAL TRAINING at the Grammar

courses available for those who wish to spend part School, Ilkley , Yorks, from July 29 to August 10. Address

of the summer holidays in study under pleasant Education Officer, County Hall, Wakefield , Yorks.

conditions. Some there are who would declare that The Tonic SOL -FA COLLEGE SUMMER VACATION COURSE at

a teacher's best holiday is one spent far away from Earlham Hall , Forest Gate , London , E.7, from July 30 to

things of the school, among new acquaintances and
August 15 . Address- The Secretary , Tonic Sol- fa College,

surroundings . Certainly the teacher who moves
26 Bloomsbury Square , London , W.C.1 .

only in the orbit of pedagogy is making a mistake, Abroad .

but the summer vacation is long enough to make DALCROZE SUMMER School at Geneva , from August 12 to

possible a variety of experiences, and for most of August 17 . Address — The Dalcroze School, 23 Store Street,

London , W.C.1 .
us there is much to be gained from a “ refresher

UNIVERSITY OF RENNES HOLIDAY COURSE at Saint Servaa

course" either in our own subject or in the more sur-Mer , St. Malo, from July 18 to August 31 .

general topic of education , Among the courses Address — M . Louis, Professeur au Collège de Saint Servan

announced for this year the following deserve sur-Mer (Ille- et - Vilaine), France.
special mention . Full particulars should be obtained UNIVERSITY OF STRASBOURG HOLIDAY COURSES at Stras

bourg, from July to September Address - The

from the addresses given . Secretariat des Cours de Vacances, Université de Stras.

bourg, France.

At Home. Folkestone Summer School .

ASSOCIATION FOR THE REFORM OF LATIN TEACHINI; SUMMER

The Folkestone Summer School, which is now inSCHOOL Eden Hall, near Penrith , from August 6 to

August 17.
Address “ Miss M. F. Moor, 45 High Street , its eleventh year , will be held at the Harvey

Old Headington, Oxford . Grammar School, Folkestone, during the month of

BRITISH DRAMA LEAGUE SUMYER SCHOOLS at Fairlight Barr August . At its formal opening the speaker will be

Theatre, near Hastings, from August i to August 14 , and Sir Percy Jackson, J.P. , LL.D., Chairman of the
at St. Andrew's University Hall (residential ) , August 21

West Riding Education Committee, and during the
to August 30. Also under the direction of the Village Drama

Society , at Tavistock , August 7 to August_21. Address- month other visitors to give special lectures will be

Community Drama Secretary, British Drama League, the Master of Balliol , the Warden of Goldsmiths '

8 Adelphi Terrace , Strand, W.C.2 . College, and Mr. S. E. Winbolt.

THE CENTRAL SCHOOL OF SPEECH TRAINING AND DRAMATIC The regular tutorial staff consists of men and
ART WILL HOLD A SUMMER SCHOOL OF SPEECH TRAINING at

University College Annexe, Oxford, from July 29
women who are expert in the teaching of the sub

August 10 , and a SUMMER SCHOOL OF DRAMA at Malvern , jects on which they lecture. There are a number

from August 19 to August 31. Address — The Registrar , of courses covering all branches of art and craft

Central School of Speech Training and Dramatic Art, Royal subjects from the theoretical and the practical side.

Albert Hall, S.W.7. There are courses in the humane subjects of the

CITIZEN HOUSE, BATH, SUMMER SCHOOL DRAMATIC
school curriculum expressing the new outlook in the

PRODUCTION, August 2 to August 16 , in Little Theatre, Bath .
Specially adapted to needs of teachers. Apply Secretary. teaching of English, history, geography. There is

CITY OF LONDON VACATION COURSE . This well known course special provision for teachers of infantsand juniors.

begins on July 26 and lasts for two weeks. Apply for The wood and metalwork courses are recognised by

illustrated booklet to The Secretary, C.L.V.C. , Montague the Board of Education for the qualification of

House , Russell Square, London, W.C.1 . teachers of handicraft. The Summer School is open

DERBY TRAINING COLLEGE Summer VACATION COURSES at
to teachers in all types of school, and the organisers

Derby, from July 15 to August 3 . Address - Secretary,

Vacation Courses, The Training College, Derby.

have profited by their experience of the past ten

FOLKESTONE SUMMER SCHOOL FOR TEACHERS, from August 3
years in their task of designing courses of instruc

to August 31 .

Address - E . Salter Davies, Director of tion which shall be of value to teachers working

Education, Springfield, Maidstone, Kent. under varying conditions .

INSTITUTE OF HANDICRAFT TEACHERS Summer School at Accommodation for students is provided in the

Chester , from July 27 to August 10 . Address - Charles A. three hostels staffed and managed by the Kent

Watts, Secretary, I.H.T. Tutorial Courses, 124 Belgrave Education Committee. The school has a strong

Road , London , S.W.1. social and recreative life , for the organisation of
PEDAGOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY OF MODERN LANGUAGE LEARN

ING SUMMER SCHOOL FOR TEACHERS at Abbotsholme School,
which a committee consisting of students and mem

Rocester, S. Derbyshire, from August 5 August 17. bers of the staff is responsible. Excursions are

Address — Director of Extra-Mural Studies , The University , arranged to France and Holland as well as to places

Manchester. of interest in the neighbourhood.

COUNTY COUNCIL OF THE West RIDING OF YORKSHIRE The Handbook of the School may be obtained

VACATION COURSB at the Training College, Bingley, Yorks,

from July 31 to August 14 . Address - Education Officer,

from the Director of Education , Springfield, Maid

County Hall, Wakefield, Yorks.
stone .

to
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to
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NEW NELSON PUBLICATIONS
IN THE BEGINNING

A First History for Little Children . By EVA ERLEIGH

Fully Illustrated . 128 pages . Cloth . Price 2s.

The Authoress writes with extreme simplicity . Her story begins at the dawn of Creation , and concludes with the

acceptance of Christianity by the Roman Empire .

AUSTRALIA : A General Account byG. S. Browne, M.A.
Vice - Principal of the Teachers' College, Melbourne.

272 pages . Cloth . Gilt Title . Price 2s. 6d.

This unique volume bas been specially and carefully prepared to remove the reproach which has recently been

attached by publicists to books on the Dominions published for school use in this country . It is written by an Oxford

man who has adopted Australia as his home and knows the continent from end to end . It begins with an unconven

tional geographical description , passes onto the thrilling story of discovery and exploration, and then describes in vivid

language all the present-day activities of Australia, not forgetting its Test Matches. Finally, it deals fairly and squarely

with Australia's social problems

The volume contains a coloured map of Australia, absolutely up to date , 27 Maps in Black, and 80 Illustrations .

JUST PUBLISHED . FOR TEACHERS ONLY

I SING THEM MYSELF

A First Song Book with a Sol-fa Supplement

By SYBIL FOUNTAIN and RUBY HOLLAND

Decorations by MAURICE Foxell. Cloth . Price 2s. 6d. Post free 28. 9d .

This unique song book contains ( 1 ) Sixteen New Nursery Rhymes with simple settings in staff notation ; (2 ) Seven

Sol-fa Songs of extreme simplicity , with titles like “ Dob is Strong and Soh is Bright," each followed by a new song

containing only the notes mentioned.

FOR LOWER FORMS

UNWRITTEN HISTORY

Book I. — The Age of Stone. By HENRY RUSHTON HALL

Author of “ Days before History, " " The Threshold of History . "

With 8 Coloured Plates and 83 Black -and-white Illustrations by H. W. WHANSLAW .

Large Type . Beautifully Bound . Price 2s. 6d.

Book II . — The Age of Metals. In Active Preparation .

AN IMMEDIATE SUCCESS

A PAGEANT OF HISTORY

An Outline of the History of the World

By R. G. IKIN , M.A. , History Master at Kings' School , Ely .

With 12 Coloured Plates and 106 Line Illustrations and Maps . 276 pages . Gilt Title . Price 2s. 9d .

The Appendix contains a Full Set of Time Charts with Exercises .

This book is specially suitable for use after an Elementary Course in National History .

FOR THE SCHOOL LIBRARY

TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY

By ARCHIBALD WILLIAMS

Author of " How it Works," " How it is Made," Victories of the Engineer, " &c .

A Comprehensive Work, tracing the subject from the birth of Telegraphy to the invention of Wireless Telephony

and Television , written in a lucid , non -technical manner and very fully Illustrated .

Cloth . Price 10s, 6d. net . Detailed Prospectus on application .

THOMAS NELSON & SONS, Ltd., 35 & 36 Paternoster Row , London, E.C.4
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LITERARY SECTION .

BOOKS AND THE MAN. Scandinavia but throughout the whole world , so

The Irish DRAMA, 1836–1928 : by A. E. Malone.
the effect of the plays of the Irish dramatists is

( 155. net . Constable .)
being felt far outside their own country . Perhaps

The prominence which the Irish Drama has at the most interesting theatrical events in London in

tained in the last quarter of a century makes the
the first quarter of this century have centred round

the work of the Irish dramatists as interpreted by
appearance of this book particularly appropriate.

the Irish players.
The attention which Irish Drama has attracted in

recent years is all the more remarkable from the
Indeed, it may truthfully be said that a national

fact that until the end of the nineteenth century
drama worthy of the name ceases to be merely

Ireland had been without any national drama. The
national, becomes incorporated in the drama of

unsettled condition of the country was in some
the world, no matter from what country it emanates

measure responsible for this , and the energies which
or in what language it is written . This view finds

might have been devoted to the arts were dissipated
expression in the concluding chapter, in which Mr.

ina long series of political struggles .
Malone speaks optimistically of the future of the
Irish drama.

There is apparently a certain antipathy between

excessive political activity and the growth of " From the very days it opened its doors

national art, and it was not till political disillusion- the Abbey Theatre has been a model and an

ment came at the end of the nineteenth century that inspiration to everyone interested in the theatre

attention was diverted into other channels and an and in the development of the drama. ...

impetus given to those cultural movements of which Its repertory system has proved its worth by

the Irish theatre is an outstanding example. giving to Ireland a national drama which has

The author pays a generous tribute to the work
attracted the attention of the world. It has

of the founders of the Irish Literary Theatre ; made drama possible to Irishmen at home and

W. B. Yeats, George Moore, Edward Martyn , and has produced dramatists and actors of whom the

Lady Gregory ; and the plays and playwrights of world has been glad to take note.

the Abbey Theatre are critically appreciated in a

series of chapters dealing in a lively and interesting “ A new Ireland is in the process of formation ,

way with the stages through which the Irish drama and that new Ireland will not be so morbidly

has progressed. concentrated upon its nationality as was the

Throughout the book Mr. Malone treats the drama Ireland of the past. If Mr. Bernard Shaw's

as something which not only interprets life but metaphor may be used, the broken arm has

illuminates it, and the theatre as a place to which been reset , and it no longer absorbs all the

we go not merely for amusement and cheap thrills attention of its owner. The Irish drama of

but for the larger enjoyment which comes from in- the future will be not so much an expression
tellectual activity . of Irish nationality as of the Irish view of

human nature."

“ So long as the primary function of the

theatre is amusement rather than entertainment
Mr. Malone is already known and esteemed as a

in its full meaning, it may be supposed that literary and dramatic critic of distinction , and in

audiences will go to the theatre for laughter the present volume he has given us a valuable

and thrills , to laugh or to cry.
contribution to the literature of the theatre which

country the theatre that is anything more than
should further stimulate the already widespread

an amusement booth has to struggle against
interest in dramatic work.

this demand and to make its appeal to the
REVIEWS.

small section of the population which is suffi
English .

ciently cultivated to require intellectual enter

tainment and the stimulus of art. "
COMMON-SENSE ENGLISH COURSB : by F. F. Potter,

M.A. B.Sc. (Pitman .)

Perhaps the fact which emerges most strongly This is a series of eight books - four for juniors.

from Mr. Malone's book is the magnitude of the from eight to eleven years of age and four for

debt which the English theatre owes to the move- seniors from eleven to fifteen years of age. It

ment which was started by the pioneers who were has been prepared to meet all the requirements
.

anxious to establish a national drama for Ireland. both of the junior and the senior modern schools,

They have done far more than they set out to do. as reorganised on the lines suggested by the Hadow

All art which rises above mediocrity must tend to Report.

become universal rather than national ; and, just Each book contains a full year's work, and can

as Ibsen's work influenced the drama not only in ( Continued on page 258.)

In every
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A. & C. BLACK , LTD .
L

BLACKIE THE ACTION -PICTURE

FRENCH COURSE

BY

LOWER AND MIDDLE FORM

GEOMETRY

By F. W. WESTAWAY,
Formerly one of H.M. Inspectors of Secondary Schools. Author

of " Scientific Method , " " Geometry for Preparatory Schools," &c.

Just Published . Cloth boards. Price 6s. 6d . net .

C. H. LEATHER, B.A. , and

RENÉ TALLARD, L. Ès L.
!

PRACTICAL MATHEMATICS

FOR JUNIORS

By G. W.MANFIELD , B.Sc. Lond .,

Becontree Upper Boys' School, Ilford.

Crown 8vo. Cloth boards. 3s .

This book has been specially prepared for use in the lower

forms of Secondary Schools, in Central Schools, and in the top

classes of Elementary Schools for pupils who have satisfactorily

completed the ordinary arithmetic course and are remaining at

school.
1

THE CHEMISTRY GATE

A Text-book for Beginners.

By A. SPENCER WHITE, B.Sc., L.C.P., F.C.S.,

Assistant Science Master, Bournemouth School.

With eight portraits. 3s. 6d . net.

1
ON THE ACTING OF

SHAKESPEARE'S PLAYS

By C. M. DE REYES,

Lecturer in English, University College, Exeter, and Producer of

Little Theatre, Citizen House, Bath.

Price 2s. 6d . net.

The aim of the author of this volume is to place before any

one who contemplates the production of a Shakespearean play,
whether he be teacher, social worker , or lover of the theatre, a

small handbook dealing with those plays which recommend them

selves most to community playing.

LIVRE DES PETITS

With a frontispiece in colour, and 41 illustrations in black

and white.

Crown 8vo. Price 1s. 4d . Limp cloth.

This book forms a suitable introduction to " Lisons et

Parlons , ” a First Year Course, primarily intended for use in

Secondary Schools .

“ The whole method of this little book seems to us well

adapted for introducing young children to a strange

tongue."—The Schoolmaster.

LISONS ET PARLONS !

COURS DE PREMIÈRE ANNÉE

Containing viiii + 118 pages, including 23 action - pictures.

Crown 8vo. Price 23. Cloth.

“The best features of the best First Year books are to be

found in this one . . . admirableexercises .” — A.M.A .

"A well-designed and carefully graduated year's work

in French . Children who follow this through under a

capable teacher willhave laida prettysolid foundation and

have acquired a useful vocabulary .” - Education .

LISONS ET PARLONS !

COURS DE DEUXIÈME ANNÉE

Containing viii + 224 pages, including 26 action -pictures.
Crown 8vo. Price 3s. Cloth.

The eternal principles of true educational method will not

be less potent if the material used in the class -room contains

some of that spirit of adventure, spontaneous merriment and

cinematographic variety of scene and incident, so keenly

appreciated by the child -mind in the picture-house and in

its recreative literature. In this Cours de Deuxième Année,

the authors have made an attempt to provide material that

shall prove both attractive and stimulating.

BRITAIN AND ABROAD

ByTHOMAS PICKLES, B.Sc. ,

Senior Geography Master, Holgate Grammar School, Barnsley.

Fully Illustrated . 25. 60.

This book is an introduction to the study of general and

economic geography. Commencing with discussions of the posi

tion of geography in everyday life and of the value of maps, it

goes on to deal with the natural regions of the world , their pro

ducts, and modes of life .

READINGS IN ENGLISH

LITERATURE

Selected and Annotated by B. G. ASTON , B.A. Ozon .,

Classical Exhibitioner of Worcester College, Oxford .

With Time Chart.

Just Published . Price 2s. 9d .

A New Series of Geographies.

THE WHERE AND WHY

GEOGRAPHIES

By LIONEL W. LYDE, M.A., F.R.G.S.,

Professor of Economic GeographyintheUniversity of London ,

and E. M. BUTTERWORTH , M.A.,

Ozford Diploma in Geography : Gilchrist Geography. Student

Tutor in Geography at Edge Hill Training College, Liverpool.

With Illustrations, Maps, Notes, and Exercises .
In Three Books.

Cloth boards . Price 2s. 6d . each.

By M. ANCEAU and E. MAGEE

RÉCITS ET COMPOSITIONS

D'APRÈS L'IMAGE

With 14 page illustrations in colour.
Demy 8vo. Price 1s. 4d . Limp cloth .

“ This little book will be a useful addition to the tools of

the modern language teacher, according to the Direct

Method ." -- Educational Times.

LECTURES ILLUSTRÉES

ÉLÉMENTS DE GRAMMAIRE

Containing 58 illustrations , of which 32 are in colour.
Crown 8vo. Price 3s. 6d . Cloth .

“ Some of the coloured illustrations are of the utmost

charm . They are fortunate children who begin French

under the auspices of this delightful book ." - A.M.A .
BLACKIE AND SON, LIMITED ,

50 OLD BAILEY , LONDON , E.C.4 .

4 , 5, & 6 SOHO SQ ., LONDON , W.1
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be used both for class and individual work, and

also for home work, which latter , we suggest ,

might well play a larger part in the schools of

the future.

The extracts for reading and study and the

varied exercises which follow them are alike

excellent, and, indeed, the series is admirable in

every way. Pupils working through this course

would certainly gain a sound knowledge of English

and should be able to express themselves clearly

in speech and writing .

We commend the series very heartily to the

notice of teachers . P. M. G.

A COURSE OF ENGLISH POETRY : by J. H. Francis .

(45. Cambridge Univ. Press.)

In this admirable book , Mr. Francis sketches

in broad outline the main features in the pro

cession of English poetry. Beginning with Beo

wulf, he passes quickly to Chaucer and Spenser ,

and thence traces the main movements which have

marked the development of poetry down to the

present day. The aim of the author is to give

the pupil some account of the influences which

have brought about changes in the form and spirit

of poetry and to indicate how much each stage in

development derives from what has gone before.

Mr. Francis deals very successfully with the growth

of form and pattern in poetry, a subject which
may easily be treated too mechanically. Each

stage in development is illustrated by well chosen

passages from contemporary poets, and these

are supplemented by appropriate questions and
exercises .

Altogether this is a book which should be of

material help to senior pupils, uot only in giving

them a wider knowledge of poetry, but also in

implanting in them a feeling for poetic beauty and

a critical appreciation of the qualities which are

common to poetry in every age . P. M. G.

Nelson's “ Teaching of English ” Series .-BIBLE

Prose Poetry : by G. H. Crump. A

SHORTER Longfellow : by Arthur Stamp.

( is. gd . each . )

Of thetwo volumes, the first is the more success

ful. Many extracts from the Bible have been

collated to form a fascinating story . Sufficient

editorial matter links the extracts together. A

better method for Bible instruction to juveniles

cannot be suggested , and the book merits great
attention from teachers . The Longfellow selection

contains some of the best of the poet's works. The

series of questions and notes should prove useful

in the form rooms. H. C.

STUDY READING : by J. Methuen, M.A. ( 1s . 6d .

McDougall .)

The avowed object of this book is to supply

materials for training in “ intensive reading . '

There are a number of selected passages, with the

inevitable exercises, suggestions, questions, aids

to " thought-getting " and " motivation ," and so

Quite a useful little work, and up to the

average of the battalion of school books on similar

lines that have appeared of late. A.

History .

The “ Teaching of History " Series.-- THE AGE OF

The NORMANS : by David C. Douglas. (25. 6d .

Nelson . )

When the projected thirty -four volumes of this

series are all issued, they will form an admirable

handbook for the teacher of British and European

history . An excellent standard has been set up,

and has been well maintained . Mr. Douglas's

volume on the Normans embraces a study of

feudalism , an account of " the exaltation " of the

monarchy under Henry I , and its " collapse" under

Stephen. There is also, of course, an account of

the great conflict of the Conquest, with a very

useful introductory chapter, “ England at the Cross

Roads, ” and a study of “ The Age of The Normans"

at the close. Church relations are dealt with in

a separate chapter. The illustrations and maps

are not many, but they are good .

From the whole study of the period, as far as

these 250 pages can stretch , very clear and definite

pictures result. The feudal organisation, the

manorial system , the uncleanly houses and villages

come out vividly enough. It is a period, as Mr.

Douglas points out, with a contemporary document

of extraordinary value and of great detail - the

Domesday Book . No continental country has had

(or has preserved) any document of the time com

parable with this , so that we have a basis of exact
statements on which to build .

It is a good book in a good series. Mr. John

Buchan , the General Editor , and the writers of

the different volumes have reason to be satisfied .

R. J.

" Special Periods of History ." - EUROPEAN HISTORY,

1715-1789 : by S. S. Cameron , M.A. (25.
Bell . )

This is one more study of the eighteenth century ,

and as such - that is as a period fairly complete,

and certainly distinctive-Mr. Cameron regards it ;

and , as we think , rightly regards it . We begin,

therefore, not with the years round about 1715, but

with the century as a whole, the century of Voltaire,

Frederick the Great Walpole , Catherine II . A

century of hedonism , of shrewd maxims, of scepti

cism , materialism , when knight-errants were out

of fashion and wigs were in fashion .

The War of the Austrian Succession and the

Seven Years' War naturally fill a big space . A

" domestic sketch ” of the whole period fills one

( Continued on page 260.)

AND
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Holiday

Horizon
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New

CAMBRIDGE

Books

The Cambridge School Geographies

Book L. People of Other Lands.

With 16 Illustrations (4 in Colour ). Crown 8vo.

Book II. People of Par -Off Lands.

With 25 Illustrations (5 in Colour). Crown 8vo. IS 9d .

By E. D. LABORDE.

These are the first two of a series of eight books for Element

ary, Junior, Senior, Central, and similar Schools, designed to

meet the new Suggestions of the Board of Education. Books

I and II , writtenin story -book form and intended for children

of about 7 , describe typical scenes and people in European

and extra -European countries respectively . Each volume

includes a series of Questions.

A Course of English Poetry

By J. H. FRANCIS.

Crown 8vo. 45.

This book is intended for use chiefly in the 4th , 5th , and

matriculation forms of secondary schools. Each chapter deals

with a particular style or period, and contains coosiderable

extracts from English poetry accompanied by explanatory

matter, questions, and exercises.

Exercises in English

By E. E. REYNOLDS.

Crown 8vo. 38 6d .

Selections from Carlyle

Edited by A. H. R. BALL, M.A.

Crown 8vo. 45.

A new volume of selections, with an introduction , by the

editor of Ruskin as Literary Critic .

Graphic Chart of Ancient History

By G. H. REED , M.A. Sise 40 x 30 inches.

Paper, folded, in envelope, is gd . Mounted on canvas,

folded , 4s 6d . Mounted on canvas, varnished , on rollers, 6s.

German Exercises

By F. R. H. MCLELLAN. Crown 8vo . 35 6d .

A volume of nearly 250 Exercises , with a Vocabulary .

Though planned as a companion to the same author's School

Grammar of Modern German (55 ) , this book has been so de

signed that it may be used with any other German Grammar.

Elementary Qualitative and
Volumetric Analysis

By N. F. WATTERSON, B.Sc.

Crown 8vo. 25 6d .

Light

An Introductory Text-book by C. G. VERNON.

Crown 8vo. 38 6d . With exercises , 4s.

This book, which, in contrast with many others, uses the

Wave concept as the means ofapproach to thestudy of Light,

covers all the requirements of the First School Examination .

VISIT CANADA

and the U.S.A

CANADIAN PACIFIC

CONDUCTED TOURS

leave everyweek during July and August . Seven

teen days to seven weeks, all inc ., £51 upwards.

A GRAND TOUR DE LUXE

including special train througb Canada

from Coast to Coast, is being organised

by Canadian Pacific to leave Liverpool

July 26. Inclusive fare £197 . 10s . , cover

ing ocean and rail travel , meals, hotels ,&c .

Ocean Holidays from £ 38 Return

For further details apply for Booklet 17a to :

CANADIAN PACIFIC

62-65CHARINGCROSS,TRAFALGARSQUARE ,

LONDON , S.W.1

103 LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON , E.C.3

OR LOCAL AGENTS

Carry Canadian Pacific Express Travellers' Cheques CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Fetter Lane, London , E.C.4.
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a

chapter, and another is given to the Diplomatic object of these books is to give junior pupils a

Revolution of 1748-1756. Lastly , we get a study good groundwork in the geography of their country

of Europe, and then of France, in the last twenty and the world at large, and incidentally to impart

years before the French Revolution which they some understanding of maps. We think that they

prepared and made. should achieve these objectives.

There is a list of dates, another of books for Certainly we can affirm that amongst the " mon

further reading - a good idea — and there are three strous regiment" of school geographies " on modern

maps. R. J. lines " now on the market, it would be a difficult

PRACTICAL EXERCISES IN JUNIOR HISTORY : by S. H.
matter to find better specimens than those produced

McGrady, M.A. , and W. T. Williams, M.A. by Messrs. Brooks and Finch . We have seen none

Part I , English History, 1485. ( iod . Philip .)
better. J. A.

Unless you are one of the teachers who like “ Try FOR YOURSELF” GEOGRAPHY : by M. Waring

to have a prepared exercise book for your class ton . ( Is. Black .)

(and the present writer is not of that group) this A junior geography on the " Dalton " plan, con

book will not thrill you . There are maps to be sisting of atext-book and exercise book combined,

filled in , tabulations to be made , time lines , blanks so that each pupil may work by himself and at his

where knights in mail and Norman ships and own rate.

architectural drawings are to be made. The authors The book contains sixty-four pictures and ac

are fully aware of the limits of utility of such an companying questions, It forms a one year's

exercise book . Like Mr. McGrady's own " Digest, course , and is designed for use in the middle and

it is an extract and an addendum to history or upper classes of primary schools. A useful,

history teaching. The lesson and the descriptive interesting little manual. J. W. B. A.

book must give the story , the background and the THE WORLD : by O. J. R. Howarth and W. A.

atmosphere. Well used, this book of exercises Bridewell. (6s. Also in Parts : I , 4s . 6d.;

would be a help and a stimulant, but it cannot II , 2s . Humphrey Milford .)

fill (and does not profess to fill) the general need THE WORLD, A GENERAL GEOGRAPHY : by L. Dudley

of history teaching. For a lazy or incompetent Stamp. ( 55. Longmans.)

teacher it offers a facile road , but not to a full The names of the authors of these two books

education in history. We think that the authors
are sufficient guarantee that the contents

will subscribe to these warnings, and now, may not reliable and up to date. Each is built upon a some

the children have the fun of answering the what similar plan, one section devoted to general

problems ? R. J. physical and world geography and one to regional

The BRITISHEMPIRE SINCE 1783 : by A. P. Newton geography, though there are, naturally , certain

and J. Ewing. (55. Methuen. )
differences in detail. Excellent maps and diagrams

Tracing the development of the colonies since ( and, in the case of the second book , of pictures)

1783 in a sane and intelligent manner, the authors and a complete index add to the attractiveness and

have bridged a gap in school literature . The text usefulness of both. As convenient sources for all

is virile and interesting, the maps clear and ac classes of teachers and as useful summaries for

curate , and the illustrations excellent. The book pupils of matriculation stage these two new texts

can be recommended for use in upper forms , and deserve the highest commendation .

also in places where would-be statesmen gather.

From the view -point of a colonial , it is one of the Economics.

best things produced in the Homeland for many BUYERS AND MAKERS.-- AN INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL

a long day. H. C.
ECONOMICS : by Dorothy M. Vaughan. (25.

Geography .
Longmans .)

There has been a demand for simple intro

“ The Columbus Regional Geographies :" by L.
ductory books on Economics since the days of

Brooks, M.A. , andand R. Finch . Book I ,
Miss Marcot , and it is a sign of a healthy interest.

CHILDREN OF Many Lands . ( is , 6d . ) Book II , This one is addressed to girls and women, as

Many THINGS FROM MANY LANDS . (1. 7d . )
consumers and spenders . But the chapter on

Book III , ROUND THE WORLD. (2.) Book IV,
“ Mrs. Smith Goes Shopping " is followed by one

The BRITISH ISLES. ( 25. ) (University of called " The British Nation Goes Shopping ." And

London Press. )
there is a chapter with the delightful title, “ The

The above form the first four books of a pro- Cheerful Tax -payer." So we get foreign trade and

gressive series on modern lines, designed for use taxation as well as " domestic " economics.

in primary schools , and provide a suitable course There is a clear setting out of some problems,

for children from the ages seven to eleven . The
(Continued on page 262.)

are
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Mappin Watches

and the new

Milanese Bracelets
a

n

t

i

s

A Mappio Watch on the new Gold Milanese Bracelet

is indeed the vogue of 1929.Thewatch illustrated bas

a thoroughly reliable fullyjewelled Lever Movement

and carries the Company's guarantee of reliability.

On Milanese Bracelet as illustrated £7 10 0

If on Moiré Silk Band 25 0 0

A fully illustrated Catalogue of Ladies' and

Gentlemen's Watches will be sent by return of post.

The illustration represents the

actual size of the watch and

bracelet . MAPPIN & WEBB
LTD .

156-162 Oxford Street, W.1 . 172 Regent Street, W.1 .

2 Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4 . LONDON

LONDON HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE AND DENTAL SCHOOL.

The Medical College and the Dental School of the London Hospital are fully equipped to meet modern

requirements. The various departments are under the direct control of University Professors or Lecturers who

devote their time entirely to work in their department, andwho are assistedby a number of Demonstrators. The

Hospital contains 839 beds, and is the largest General Hospital in England . Its position in the neighbourhood of the

extensive docks,factories, and workshops of the East of London renders it for accidents one of the largest hospitals

in the world. The Wards, Out-patient, and Special Departments present a wide fieldfor clinical instruction, and

afford exceptional opportunities for acquiring an extensive and practical knowledge of all phases of disease.

FEES . - MEDICAL : Intermediate and Final Courses Entrance Fee, 20 guineas. Annual Fee, 40 guineas.

Final Course Entrance Fee, 10 guineas. Annual Fee, 40 guineas.

DENTAL : Full Course £240 in four equal annual instalments. HOSPITALCOURSE : £ 130 in two equal

annual instalments. MEDICAL AND DENTAL (Six years' Course ) : € 360.

SPECIAL COURSES AND REVISION CLASSES are held in Anatomy, Physiology , Pharmacology, and Pathology

for the M.B. and Fellowship Examinations.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES . - Scholarships and Prizes amounting to £ 963 are awarded annually.

RESIDENT APPOINTMENTS are more numerous than at any other Hospital in the Kingdom .

RESEARCH FUNDS to the value of approximately £ 113,000 permit of financial assistance being given to Students
and Graduates engaged in medical research .

ATHLETICS, RESIDENCE, & c . - A Clubs' Union with an Athletic Ground of thirteen acres, Students' Hostel
on Hospital Grounds, College Dining Hall, &c .

(Men Students only are eligible for admission .)

A PROSPECTUS GIVING FULL PARTICULARS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE DEAN :

Prof. WILLIAM WRIGHT, M.B., D.Sc., F.R.C.S., Mile End, LONDON , E.1 ,

Who will be pleased to make arrangements for anyone wishing to see the Hospital and Medical College.
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as that which begins with " money makes money, "

the relation of great wealth to great power over

the lives of others . Of course , we trip here over

“ Socialism ," and , having tripped, Miss Vaughan

avoids the danger zone and turns to savings banks

and things . In a book of this size and kind , she

is right in doing so .
A very readable little book. Mrs. Smith will

find it more interesting than she expects . And

there is a fairly happy ending too . R. J

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED .

GEORGE ALLEN AND UNWIN, LTD.

Before the Bluestockings : by A. Wallas.

net.

E. J. ARNOLD AND Co.

A Progressive Geography : by C. B. Thurston ,

B.Sc. Book Ila, Britain Overseas. 25. 9d.

Latin for Beginners : by R. M. Allardyce , M.A.

3s. 6d .

IS.

G. BELL AND Sons, LTD.

Monsieur " Le" et Mademoiselle “ La " : par M. M.

Acock , B.A.

L'Image Expliquée : par M. Ceppi . Is.

Elementary Latin in Five Stages : by H. Gardner,

M.A. Part 1 , 3s . 6d . Part 2 , 2s. Complete,

IS.

45. 6d.

4s .

IS .

Handwork .

STITCH PATTERN AND Design FOR EMBROIDERY : by

A. Brandon - Jones. ( 35. Batsford . )

Here is an excellent little book for senior classes

in schools, and for all interested in embroidery.

It shows not only the necessary stitches and how

they are formed , but also provides a series of in

teresting patterns which in themselves suggest

dozens of modifications and alternatives.

APPLIED Design IN THE Precious Metals : by

P. W. Davidson . (75. 6d . Longmans,)

Longmans' Technical Handicraft Series receives

a welcome addition in this volume . It is a work

that should be in the hands of every metalwork

teacher and craftsman . Whilst its declared limits

are the precious metals , the book has a great value

for its enunciation of much needed truths about

metalcraft in general. In particular , the stress laid

on the absolute function of the tool in determining
the form of pattern is excellent . The recognition

that the machine has arrived and must influence

metalcraft practice is honest and wise, and advice

is given as to how machine-spun " blanks ' should

be used . Equally sound is the appeal not to torture

metal by unrelated and restless excess of ornament .

A wise book by a real craftsman .

C. R. L.

Practical Chemistry for Senior Forms : by A.

Pickles , M.Sc. 45. 6d .,

Encore des Petits Contes : par Marc Ceppi. Is . 6d .

A. AND C. BLACK , LTD.

Visual Geography Series : The Big Shop of the

Empire.

BLACKIE AND Son , LTD.

Science Teaching : by F. W. Westaway. ros , 6d.

net.

Blackie's Handy Dictionary. IS. net .

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY Press .

Ben Jonson : The Sad Shepherd. Is . 3d .

CONSTABLE AND Co. , LTD.

Liberation : by S. A. Mellor. ios . net.

The Poems of Sir Walter Raleigh : edited by

A. M. C. Latham. 16s. net.

H. F. W. Deane and Sons the Year Book Press .

Famous Cricket Clubs : by H. E. Powell-Jones.

25. 6d . net.

J. M. DENT AND SONS, LTD.

Les Cures Merveilleuses du Docteur Popotame : par

L. Chauveau. is . 4d .

Passages of Standard Prose : spoken by W. Rip

man.

GINN AND Co. , LTD.

Theoretical Mechanics : by J. S. Ames and F. D.

Murnaghan. 225. 6d. net .

Descriptive Geometry : by H. H. Jordon , B.S. , and

F. M. Porter , M.S. 12s. 6d . net.

Electrical Engineering Laboratory Practice : by

0. E. Edison, E.E. , and F. W. Norris, E.E.

125. 6d . net.

Introductory Theoretical Chemistry : by G. H. Cart

ledge. 16s . 6d . net.

( Continued on page 264.)

Drama .

SCENES AND Plays : by Gordon Bottomley . (6s .

Constable . )

These plays have been written more particularly

for those who are interested in and practise the
revived art of verse -speaking.

In a note at the end of the volume the author

tells us that some of the scenes were performed at

the Oxford Recitations and met with considerable

is. 6d.

success .

The plays can be performed in an ordinary room

with little or no stage setting, the interpretation

being achieved almost entirely through the medium

of the voice .

The mystic beauty of Mr. Bottomley's poetry

lends itself admirably to this method of presenta

tion . P. M. G.

:
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Almost Ready
AN IDEAL HANDBOOK FOR SCHOOLS DESIRING

TO INCLUDE SOME LEAGUE OF NATIONS

TEACHING IN THE HISTORY LES

SON , AND AN INTERESTING

ADDITION TO THE

SCHOOL LIB

RARY .

EUROPE AND ENGLAND

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

FROM IDEA TO REALITY

Its place in History and in the World of To - day.

By

ROBERT JONES, D.Sc.. und S. S. SHERMAN , B.A., B.Sc.,

late Head of Education Department, League of Nations Union .

With a Foreword by LORD CECIL .

An Attractive, Readable, and Stimulating Account of the History,

Aims, and Work of the League. Cloth Gilt, with many Illustrations.

58. net.

" We unhesitatingly assert that, as a handbook for Teachers
who desire to have the facts of the world movement towards

unity arranged for presentation in a convincing manner, no moro
suitablo book than this has yot been published ." - The School
master .

" This volume fills what Viscount Cecil quite fairly declares in

his Foreword to be a long- felt want. In our opinion , teachers

will find in this volume just the material they are seeking for

useful and practical lessonsand courses for all classes and all

types of schools ." — The London Teacher .

Prospectus froo on application .

Sir ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, LTD .,

Parker Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

1789–1914

By P. MEADOWS M.A.,

Haberdashers' School, Cricklewood .

CLOTH . PRICE 3s.

With Ten Coloured Maps (mostly double page) and

numerous excellent portraits.

T This book has been specially prepared to
meet the syllabus in European History of

the General School Examination .

It is clearly andsimply written, and care

fully planned -- the work of a practical

teacher and well known author.

T The Suggestive Exercises form a valuable
feature of the volume.

a " Europe and England" will be followed

later by " England and Europe " cover

ing the same period .

Applications from Responsible Teachers of the General

School or Matriculation Form will be welcomed by

THOMAS NELSON& SONS, LTD .,

35 & 36 Paternoster Row , London , E.C.4

MANCHESTER MUNICIPAL

TOUNDED 1889

College of Technology SUCC....
Principal :

B. MOUAT JONES , D.S.O. , M.A. Oxon .

NORMALUNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER

(Faculty of Technology ).

DEGREE COURSES IN TECHNOLOGY

The Prospectus gives particularsof the courses lead

ing to the Manchester University Degrees (B.Sc.Tech .,

M.Sc.Tech., and Ph.D.) and Certificates in the Faculty

of Technology, in the following departments :

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (Prof. DEMPSTER SMITH ,

M.B.E., M.Sc.Tech ., M.I.M.E.) .

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING ( Prof. MILES WALKER, M.A.,

D.Sc., M.I.E.E. ) .

MUNICIPAL AND SANITARY ENGINEERING (G. S. COLE .

MAN , D.Sc.Eng. A.M.Inst.C.E., A.M.Inst.M. and Cy.E. ,
F.R.San.I.) .

APPLIED CHEMISTRY, including General Chemical Tech.

nology, Chemistry of Textiles (Bleaching, Dyeing, Printing,
and Finishing), Paper Manufacture, Metallurgy and Assay.

ing. Chemical Technology of Brewing. Electro-Chemistry ,

Photography, Colouring Matters, Foodstufis, and Fuels (Prof.

JAMES KENNER, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.R.S.

TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY (Prof. W. E. MORTON, M.Sc.Tech . ).

INDUSTRIAL ADMINISTRATION ( Post-Graduate Certifcate

Course) (J. A. BOWIE , M.A. , D.Litt.) .

The College for Specialised Correspondence Tuition .

Established 34 Years.

As the Normal Correspondence College is organised

ander separate Departments, all under the control of

Specialists, helped by a competent Staff of Trained
Teachers with special qualifications, our pupils get

that undivided and special attention which is so

essential to success.

Dept. TEACHERS' EXAMINATIONS.
Dept. II. MATRICULATION .

Dept. III. UNIVERSITY DEGREES .

Dept. IV. PROFESSIONALEXAMINATIONS.

Dept. V. COMMERCIALEXAMINATIONS.

Dept. VI. LANGUAGES.

Dept. VII. MUSIC .

Dept. VIIL. SCIENCE .

Dept. IX . ART.

Dept. X. MATHEMATICS.

Dept XI. NEEDLEWORK and HOMECRAFTS .
Dept. XII. SPECIAL SERVICE.

Send for the NORMAL FREE GUIDE to the

Examination in which you interested .

NORMAL CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE ,

Normal House and Lyddon House, Lordship Lane, S.E.

Are

Prospectus will beforwarded free on application to the

Registrar, College of Technology, Manchester.
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:

IS .

In

IS. 6d .

Commercial Education in Secondary Schools : by

H. D. Kitson . ros. 6d. net .

Introduction to Education : by F. L. Clapp, W. J.

Chase , and C. Merriman.

Evolution and Man : by H. W. Shimer.
IIS. 6d .

net.

La Familia de Alvareda : por F. Caballero. 45. 6d .

George G. HARRAP AND CO. , LTD.

Advanced Latin Tests : by J. M. Milne, M.A.

The Story of the Greek People : by E. M. Tappan ,

Ph.D. 25. 6d .

Readings from Vergil : Aeneid I-III : edited by A.

Duthie, M.A. is. 6d .

Great Essays of All Nations : edited by F. H.

Pritchard . 8s . 6d . net .

The Essentials of Arithmetic : by R. Walker. 6s .

net.

W. HEFFER AND SONS , LTD.

How Shall We Train the Teacher of Modern

Languages ? by E. H. A. Robson , M.A. 55 .

net.

W. AND A. K. JOHNSTON, LTD .

Modern School Atlas.

LONGMANS, GREEN AND Co. , LTD.

The Book of the Aeroplane : by J. L. Pritchard .

78. 6d . net .

A Junior Chemistry : by F. Matthews, Ph.D. 25. 6d .

Le Jeu de l'Amour et de la Mort : by R. Rolland .

23. 6d .

Modern Tales from France : edited by F. C. Roe,

M.A. 23. 6d .

England in Modern Times ( 1714-1902 ): by R. M.

Rayner, B.A. 55 .

McDougall's EDUCATIONAL Co. , Ltd.

Groundwork in Arithmetic : by J. O. Westworth .

Book II-Paper, 7d.; cloth , iod.; Teachers ' ,

25. 6d . net.

Book III—Paper, 8d.; cloth , uid. ; Teachers ' ,

2s . 6d . net .

Book V-Paper, iod .; cloth , is . id . ; Teachers ' ,

35. net.

Practical Gramma
r : by C. F. Allan , M.A. 25. 6d .

MACMILL
AN AND Co. , Ltd.

The Odes of Bacchylid
es in English Verse : by A. S.

Way, D.Lit. ros . 6d . net .

The Trail of Life in College : by R. M. Jones .

75. 6d . net.

The Elements of Logic : by R. Latta , M.A. , and A.

Macbeath, M.A. 6s .

A French Course for Schools : by H. E. Collins ,

M.A. Part 1 , 25 .

Elementary Principles of Education : by E. L.

Thorndike and A. I. Gates . 6s . 6d . net .

ELKIN MATHEWS AND MARROT, LTD .

A Guide to the Best Historical Novels and Tales :

by J. Nield . 30s. net.

METHUEN AND Co. , LTD.

Test Examinations in French : by T. R. N. Crofts,

M.A. is. 3d .

A History of Greece : by C. E. Robinson. 75. 6d.

JOHN MURRAY,

This Bondage : by Commander B. Acworth, D.S.O.

75. 6d . net.

THOMAS NELSON AND SONS, LTD.

The Art of Arithmetic : by H. E. J. Curzon , M.A.

Pupils ' Book VIII, 25 .

Modern Studies Series : No. 25. A Third Book of

French Poetry. 2s. 6d .

Teaching of English Series . is. gd . each .

132. Shakespeare as Poet.

140. Twenty- four Stories.

147 Ballads , Ancient and Modern .

150. Tales of the South Seas.

153 . The Whale Hunters and Other Stories.

the Beginning : A First History for Little

Children : by E. Erleigh . 2s .

Twelve Cards showing Lettering for Arts and

Crafts . IS. 6d .

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS.

Commerce : by S. Carter, B.Com. 35. 6d . net.

Sir Isaac PITMAN AND SONS, LTD .

Design : by F. R. Smith . 23. 6d . net.

Principles of Accounts : by J. Stephenson, M.A.

Part 2 , 5s . net.

How to Speak in Public : by C. F. Carr and F. E.

Stevens . 3s . 6d . net .

GEORGE ROUTLEDGE AND SONS, LTD .

The Rhythms of Life and Other Essays in Science :

by D. F. Fraser-Harris, M.D. ss . net .

HERBERT RUSSELL.

The Celebration Bulletin : edited by Dr. F. H. Hay

ward . Nos. 8 , 9 , 10, and 11 , is. each.

Ability Exercises in English : by A. C. S. Ashmore

and R. T. Williams. Book I , 5d .

True Fairy Tales from Nature : by Mrs. D. H. Hind.

Book X. 1 , Bobtail and Runfast. 2 , High

Alier.

Book XI . 1 , Little Bobby Redvest.

Nibblers .

Book XII . 1 , Mr. Prickly . 2 , The Two

Blackjacks.

Paper, 2 d . each ; cloth , 4 d . each .

The People's Music Library . Books I to XII , 6d.

each .

UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL PRESS .

A Manual of Psychology : by G. F. Stout, M.A.

Fourth edition, 12s. 6d .

Groundwork of Calculus : by W. Hunter, M.A.

2, The

55. 6d.
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NOTES AND COMMENTS .

Readers are asked to note that The Education Outlook is not the organ of any association .

The views expressed in the editorial columns are wholly independent and the opinions

of correspondents, contributors, and reviewers are their own.

The Leaving Age . The Parents' View.

Great disappointment has been caused by the In many industrial districts , especially in the

Government's failure to include any mention of North of England, parents are unwilling to relin

education in the King's speech at the opening of quish the earnings of their children or to abandon

Parliament, and especially by the absence of any the idea that a child must make some return to

reference to the leaving age in public elementary his parents before setting up a household of his

schools. During the election members of the Many of those who take this view were

Government and many of their supporters in the themselves sent to work as half-timers at the age

House of Commons were understood to pledge of 12 or earlier and they are unmindful of the dis

themselves to early measures with the object . of advantages and dangers of sending boys to the mine

preventing the present flow into industry of children or girls to the factory, for these are not blind-alley

of 14. It was thought that these measures would occupations and the parents argue that early ex

be adopted , if not on educational grounds, at least perience is essential to future success. One Lan

as part of the campaign against unemployment. cashire working man expressed his opinion vigor

The disappointment which is felt has already led ously by saying “ Do they mean to tell me that I

to deputations and remonstrances , but apparently must send my lad to school until he has tò borrow

the Government find it inconvenient or impractic- money from me to get a shave ? " The truth is

able to introduce the desired measure before the that many of the rank and file of the Labour Party

year 1931. In fairness it should be remembered that are by no means ready to support an extension of

pledges given before elections are often found the leaving age.

difficult of fulfilment when Bills have to be drafted .

Difficulties .

The difficulties which attend the raising of the
The Next Step .

school age are partly administrative , partly finan- It will be seen that the Government can adduce

cial , and partly political. It will be recognised that reasons for delay and those who support the Hadow

to carry out the recommendations of the Hadow policy should organise a systematic campaign

Report in full will be impossible without an exten- throughout the country with the object of con

sion of compulsory schooling. But this extension vincing electors and rate-payers that extended edu

should be accompanied by a well-rounded building cation is valuable , not only to the nation in general,

programme, for it is not enough to select the but to the individual as well . It is to be regretted

senior pupils from a group of schools and place that the Continuation Schools proposed in the

them in another building of the elementary school
Fisher Act were given up. Our aim should be

type. They will need facilities in the way of to secure some kind of educational supervision over

laboratories, workshops, and playing -fields such as all young people up to the age of 18 at least .

few elementary schools possess and to provide them The method is of comparatively little importance.

will cost large sums of money . Apart from this Thus , we might have had the Fisher Continuation

financial difficulty is that of arranging for junior Schools in the South of England and in the North

secondary schools in rural areas. The obstacles a system of extended half-time schooling as was

of distance and local jealousies are not easily over- proposed by the late Sir Henry Hibbert . Con

come. Even in some towns parents are raising ditions vary so much in different parts of the

difficulties over the new arrangement which means country that varieties of method are justified, and

that the younger members of the family have to if the delay foreshadowed results in well supported

journey to school without the escort of their older and practicable schemes, we shall have no reason

brothers and sisters . to complain .
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Regional Control. The Practicable Step.

Recently the Director of Education for Leeds As the law stands it is extremely difficult to

read a valuable paper to the Association of Tech- bring about the suppression of an independent

nical Institutions on the topic of Regional Com- school which receives boarders from different parts

mittees for Technical Education . He made some of the country. Proceedings would have to be

sensible criticisms of a scheme which is being brought against the parents before their own local

devised for Yorkshire, pointing out that it was magistrates , and in practice this would be impos

cumbrous and over-burdened with sub - committees. sible. A strange situation would arise if one bench

He urged that the wider view should be taken of magistratesfound that the education given in a

and that facilities for technical instruction should particular boarding school was efficient and an

be properly co -ordinated throughout an area, point- other bench found that it was not. It might be

ing out that there is at present far too much possible to enact that each Local Authority shall

duplication arising from the existence of com- be responsible for seeing that all the schools in

paratively small independent units . He advocates a its area are efficient, but this again might lead

Central Council for each area, charged with the to wide variations of standard, oneAuthority order

duty of securing full co -operation between teachers , ing a school to be closed which another would

administrators, leaders of industry and of com- sanction as reasonably efficient. The best and

merce , in order that no effort may be wasted and simplest plan would be to enact that every school,

that in every area there may be offered to the whether publicly controlled or not, must be in

young worker a chance of obtaining the highest charge of a properly qualified teacher and have on

form of technological training without any of the the staff a due proportion of properly qualified

present handicaps which arise from the lack of assistants . For the present it would be enough to

a proper linking up between local institutions . say that after a given date every school established

It is not without significance that Dr. Graham's shall have at the head a Registered Teacher, and

proposals reflect once again the idea of Provincial that the staff shall include at least one additional

Councils for education . Sooner or later some such Registered Teacher for every fifty pupils .

form of decentralisation will be recognised as

inevitable .

The Transfer of Pupils.

A writer in the Manchester Guardian recently

Inspection of Independent Schools.
stated that parents found it difficult to transfer a

Some Local Authorities are evidently becoming girl from one secondary school to another, even

alive to the importance of devising a system of in- where the first school was proving to be unsuitable.

spection for independent schools . At the recent This statement calls for examination. Obviously,

annual meeting of the Association of Education there can be little or no difficulty when the transfer

Committees a resolution on the subject was pro- is brought about by a change of residence by the

posed, and the seconder expressed the view that , parents of a girl attending as a day pupil, but

in addition to the present simple requirement that where she happens to be a boarder, or where the

parents shall be responsible for seeing that their transfer is due to a parental dissatisfaction with

children receive efficient elementary instruction , the schooling given, there may be certain diffi

there should be legislation to compel them to pro- culties We have known instances in which the

vide practical instruction suited to the age , abilities , natural chagrin felt by the head of the first school

and requirements of the child , and courses of has caused obstacles to be placed in the way of a

advanced instruction for older or more intelligent transfer. Recently there was an instance where a

children . This is an indirect method of ensuring boy who had attended the preparatory department

that independent schools model themselves and their attached to one of our public schools wished to

work upon the schools conducted by the State , but , enter another public school after the preparatory

in the meantime , the question of inspection remains stage, but he was not told anything about the Com

to be dealt with . On this the Board of Education mon Entrance Examination and when arrangements

and Local Authorities are not doing what was in- were made to enable him to take it, the school

tended when the Act of 1921 was passed . This authorities still refused their help on the ground

Act compels the owner of an independent school that a boy who had attended their preparatory

to submit to inspection by the officials of the department was expected to pass on to their own

Board or by those of the Local Authority , as he school. This view is not unreasonable, but itwould

may choose. In practice the offer to receive in- have been well if the parents had been informed

spectors has evoked little response, with the result beforehand of this requirement so that they might

that inefficient schools may go their way untroubled have sent the boy to one of the recognised pre

either by the Board or by the Local Authority. paratory schools.
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AT THE HIGH TABLE

no

VII. The Royal Society of Teachers .

( In the following article will be found an account of the origin and development of the Royal

Society of Teachers, a body which consists of those enrolled on the Official Register of Teachers

maintained by the Teachers Registration Council in accordance with the Education Act of 1907

and the Privy Council Orders of February, 1912 , and December, 1926. )

A Note on Origins. land and Wales. The Bill met with no success ,

The announcement that His Majesty the King but ten years later Sir Lyon Playfair introduced

has commanded that the Society of Teachers shall
another Bill in which , for the first time , profes

henceforth be known as the Royal Society of sional training was mentioned as a qualification

Teachers may serve as the occasion for a brief for registration, Subsequent Bills were intro

review of the attempts which have been made
duced in 1881 , 1890, 1891, 1893, and 1896.

during the past eighty years to establish the work The Council of 1912 .

of teaching on a professional basis . These attempts In all , no fewer than twelve attempts were made

began when the College of Preceptors was founded, before the Act of 1907 authorised the establishment

in 1846, with the express purpose of “ raising the of a Teachers Registration Council , with the duty

character of the teaching profession . " Those con- of forming and keeping a Register of Teachers,

cerned in this effort were mainly engaged in in- the names to be arranged in one column and in

dependent schools, such as had been established to alphabetical order. Even then it took some five

fill the many gaps left by the decay of endowed years to devise a constitution for the proposed
grammar schools. At that time there were few Council , but in February, 1912 , there was issued

public elementary schools . The State was only a Privy Council Order establishing a Teachers

beginning to provide for the education of those Registration Council on a representative basis,

who were called “ the children of the labouring and including in its membership teachers of every

poor. ” There were state-aided secondary type nominated by the universities and the various

schools, and many of the endowed grammar organisations of teachers .

schools had fallen into neglect, while others, bound This Council issued conditions of registration

by their trust deeds , were unable to supply the in the early part of 1914. These provided that for

educational needs created by the growing prosperity a limited period admission might be granted to

of the country . So it was left to teachers in inde teachers of experience who were able to adduce

pendent schools to take the first step towards evidence of successful work under conditions ap

establishing themselves as a professional body by proved by the Council, but it was indicated that

-creating an institution resembling , in some respects , future entrants would be required to reach standards

the Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons, and re- of academic attainment appropriate to the subject

stricting membership to those who satisfied reason- or subjects they proposed to teach, and also to

able demands in respect of attainments and effi- undertake a systematic course of study in the

ciency in teaching. methods and principles of teaching supplemented

State Intervention .
by experience under approved conditions. Inas

From the beginning the work of the College
much as the Council was independent of State

was hampered by the growth of state activity in
subsidy or control, a registration fee was neces

education, which led the government department
sary and this was fixed , provisionally , as a single

concerned to retain in their own hands the sole
and final payment of one guinea , a sum raised

power of determining the qualifications of teachers afterwards to two pounds to cover the growing

in public elementary schools.
cost of the Council's work and the reduced value

This they did by
establishing their own examinations for admission of money after the War.

to training colleges and for the “ Government Progress and Changes .

Certificate, " and by ordering later that , as a rule, When the Register was opened, in 1914 , it was

no public elementary school could be recognised welcomed by the great majority of teachers as an

for grant unless the head teacher held that certifi- instrument by which they could achieve professional

cate . This supervision by the State did not extend unity and a new status for their work, but the

beyond the elementary school. Teachers in other outbreak of war, a few months afterwards , gravely

schools continued to urge the desirability of estab- hampered the work of the Council, and it was not

lishing a professional register, and, in 1869, until 1920 that a fresh start was possible. This re

Mr. Forster introduced a Bill to provide for the sulted in a great increase in the number of registered

registration of teachers in endowed schools in Eng- teachers , so that in 1926 it became possible to

a
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principles of teaching , accompanied by practice

under supervision. The practical element in train

ing is further emphasised by the fact that a period

of satisfactory experience is demanded before ad

mission to the register can be granted . It is

somewhat remarkable that, among teachers them

selves , there should be so much scepticism as to

the value of professional training . The saying

that the teacher is " born , not made, " is no justifi

cation for appointing young men and women , fresh.

from the universities, to instruct children . Such

instruction is bound to be unskilful and fumbling

at the start . Even where the teacher has natural

aptitude for the work he will make many mistakes

which could have been avoided if his early efforts

had been properly directed and carried out in the

light of even a rudimentary knowledge of principles.

Moreover, we cannot depend on “ born teachers'

to staff our schools . The birth rate of such teachers

is too low for our needs . It is time for us to have

done with the absurd suggestion that teaching is

the one calling for whichno specific preparation is

required. Head masters and governing bodies are

belittling the work of teachers when they appoint

recruits merely on the strength of a reasonably

good degree or because of some boyish proficiency

in games.

obtain a new constitution , whereby the Council is

elected by the registered teachers themselves voting

according to thebranch of teaching work in which

they are engaged. The sole exception is that

university members are nominated by the univer

sities as such and provision is made for twelve

university members. Should the number of uni

versities increase in the future the power to nomi

nate will pass in rotation . Thus the new Council

consists of twelve university members and three

groups of twelve members working respectively in

public elementary schools, secondary schools, and

various specialist branches . These elected members

have power to co -opt not more than two teachers

to represent types of teaching work which , in their

opinion , are not adequately represented in their

own number.

Standards of Registration .

It is sometimes asked whether the Registration

Council exists solely for the purpose of creating a

register of teachers. An affirmative answer to this

question gives a very inadequate account of the

nature and scope of the Council's responsibility.

The formation of a register involves more than

the consideration of the claims of individuals to

enrolment. There is the task of fixing appropriate

standards of educational attainment and of pre

scribing suitable forms of professional training.

So far as elementary and secondary schools are

concerned there are standards which have come to

be accepted and usual, but in the great and grow

ing field of specialist work teachers have found

considerable difficulty in deciding which examina

tions will afford the best evidence of their know

ledge. Hence the Council has had to consider

the standards of many examinations before decid

ing which shall be accepted as satisfactory for

registration purposes. This work is by no means

complete and much remains to be done by way of

discouraging the activities of examining bodies

working for private gain . So far the Council's

aim has been to secure that the person who in

tends to take up teaching as a profession shall first

obtain a good general education and later spend

at least three years in advanced study of the sub

ject or subjects he proposes to teach .

Training in Teaching .

Then comes the period of professional training,

for the Council has all along recognised that some

kind of professional training is essential if the

teacher is to be distinguished from other reason

ably well educated persons . No attempt has been

made to prescribe a rigid training college course

or to affirm that one method of training is better

than another. The Council has been content with

the broad requireînent that the applicant shall have

spent a year in the study of the methods and

What of the Future ?

The Royal Society of Teachers has nearly 80,000

members and associate members. The latter are

young teachers who are qualified in respect of at

tainments and professional training and are wait

ing to complete the prescribed period of experience .

With this membership the Society, working under

the direction of a representative body of teachers ,

is able to claim the support of all who believe
that teaching should rank as a profession and be

entrusted with a definite share in prescribing stan

dards of admission . The Board of Education have

wisely abandoned their certificate examination for

elementary school teachers in favour of tests con

ducted by universities, Henceforward it will be

possible to aim at a minimum standard of entry

upon responsible teaching work, adjusted to the

needs of the branch in which the recruit will be

engaged. We may have a teaching profession in
reality as well as in name. It will have unification ,

but not uniformity, and membership of the Royal

Society of Teachers will become essential for all

who aspire to posts of responsibility . It remains
to be seen whether the teachers of this generation

are prepared to realise the aims which were vainly

sought by their enlightened predecessors for over

fifty years. The goal is now within sight. It will

be reached when every qualified teacher is a member

of the Royal Society of Teachers and duly admitted

to the Officiai Register of Teachers.
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A TEACHER .

By A. J. Rees.

There was a man once who was an oddity. That hunted his evening meal . Perforce he begged that

is nothing unusual now, but this man lived when night , and was reluctantly fed . This happened

men were much alike-in an early age before civilisa- again , and yet again , so that the elders murmured.

tion had complicated things. Thus was born a habit which grew strong and

One day this man saw a boy trying to chip a took hold of Taecan, so that he was changed. He

small flint on a larger, and sucking the cuts he had now spent all his days with the young ones, guiding

made in his clumsy fingers. And the man came and them , or else sitting upon a lonely rock with the

showed the boy how to hold the stones and how to wide sea all about. He lost the old hunting spirit ,

strike , so that the flying splinters might not hurt and lived upon the scraps which were granted him.

his bare brown skin . His knowledge was not for himself ; he gave it to

The boy comprehended , but could not go on with others. His life became a giving of all that he had

his toy -making for wonder at this strange man. learnt through the years , so that the young ones

He ran and told his little naked playmates , and might know more than he knew at their age .

they , too , opened wide their eyes , for no one had But the elders were blind . They despised Taecan

shown them the manner of doing a thing before ; as an idler, a dreamer, and he had to be content

they had had to find out for themselves. with the pickings of the bones.

At evening, when this strange man came wander- Once a lad crept up to him and showed a piece

ing through the caves and paused awhile in the of bark with a drawing. The One who Shows was

Aickering haze of a fire, the children stared at him. glad , for the boy had the measure of an artist. Soon

But soon they came to know him , and ere long they the smile faded, and the old man forgot the boy in

were eager for the sunset hour, that he might sit watching the dying sparkle on the waves.
with them again. " Why are you sad , O Master ? " whispered the

They called him Taecan , the One who Shows, for boy .

when the stones were rolled across the cave mouth , Taecan started.

and the spirits moved through the black forests “ I was thinking of that great fire going down into

without, he would gather the urchins about him in the water, yet rising unquenched on the other side

a corner away from the elders , and would open their each morning. I wondered what was behind those

eyes and mouths with tales of river and forest, shadowy hills yonder ; I thought of the spirits that

mammoth and reptile , and the tiny imps that danced roar across the waves and through the trees , and

down the moonbeams in the glades , and the mighty strike great Hints above the clouds. "

ones that stalked over the tossing , fog-bound billows “ But why do these things make you sad, my

in the night. master ? "

He would show them how best to shape Aint heads " Because my thoughts were of the spirits that

and thong them to their hafts , how to strike the fire will soon come for me, my son , as they came for
flints , and how to read tracks in the mud. Often- the old man , thy grandfather, at sunrise, and I shall

times he would draw a strip of white bark from a never know why all these wonders are .

fold of his skins , and with a point of burnt stick The boy watched the strange skin -wrapped figure

from the fire would mark the tree skin , so that the glowing in the sunset , but was young and did not
children would cry : “ That is a mammoth ! See

understand.

now , he has made a snake ! " " Why do the elders say ill of you , O Taecan ? "

Sometimes the bark was forgotten , and then , lest he ventured at last . “ They despise me because I

the little ones be disappointed,he would take a flint think not of myself, but only of guiding you , and

from the floor and transform the walls of the cave because they have to feed me. They think me a

with his crude art. foolish idler. "

There were times , often many journeys of the sun , “ But you have told us many things that make us

when the One who Shows would be lost altogether , glad. Will you say more about the spirits of the

and though he returned worn and thin , there was a woods to-night? "

new light of knowledge in his eyes. New tales to The boy grew up with his generation wiser than

tell, new lore to show , and thus the evenings slipped their fathers because of the knowledge they had

away. gained. They knew the herbs and birds that were

The strange man was no longer a stranger in the good to eat ; they could hollow trees for crossing the

caves amongst the crags. But then a sad thing hap- waves ; and they could send messages on bark strips .

pencd. But long before these things came to pass the

One day Taecan was so busy showing the children One who Shows had gone away with his spirits , and

the best bark - trees that dusk fell before he had not many remembered that he had ever lived.
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CREATIVE WORK IN EDUCATION .

By ROBERT JONES, D.Sc.

VIII .

Historical Diagrams .

If in a school there exists a belief in the value

of creative work , then it will express itself, ap

parently in sporadic fashion , in one and another

subject of the curriculum , or aspect of school life.

For it has some of the infectious qualities that

mark many beliefs. Sometimes the growth and

spread are obvious and traceable. This was so

with the diagrams, chiefly historical, which were

the subject of the personal experiments and trials

here recorded.

In this case, the Head had a weakness for

expressing himself in diagrams. Some of these

were copied from his rough drawings by boys

who already had a fair mastery of the technique

of lettering, design, colour work , and mechanical

drawing . They were hung in the school, and a

double development resulted . Some designs and

diagrams made by different masters appeared on

the walls , and a few boys were invited to try their

hands — and brains - in making diagrams and

drawings, in line , shading , or colour, to repre

sent historical phases, changes, and developments.

Some of the earlier efforts centred round the

idea of evolution . We had a large chart offered ,.
,

each containing a series of pictures or drawings

illustrating “ The Evolution of Arms and Armour, "

“ The Evolution of Writing ,” “ The Evolution of

Machinery, ” “ The Evolution of Dress. " There

was a boyish touch about this last . A series of

colour-drawings showed men in varied costumes

from a simple loincloth to a twentieth -century

dress suit ; and then there was added-obviously

as an afterthought - a few costume drawings .

The sketches for these “ diagrams” were made

at home or in the local free libraries , where some

boys searched assiduously for " material," as they

did also in the books of the school and class

libraries. When they
were approved - in the

rough-as having sufficient promise the approval

was accompanied by a large sheet of drawing

paper, on which the finished diagram was made.

This also was normally done at home, but some

times a special period was allotted for it in the

school, as at the end of the term , in the slack

interval between the term examinations and the

holiday.

The output of diagrams is more correctly as

sessed if it is subdivided, mentally or actually,

into such groups as may be called Special and

General. The Special features, in our experience,

were these :-(1) the occasional outstanding work

of a boy whose skill in drawing and colour -work

was much above the average. This skill did not

usually appear apart from ingenuity in the

devising of diagrams, symbolic or realistic. The

two powers, or tendencies, usually appeared in

the same boy , as if the mental attitude which

made a boy like drawing and painting were closely

related to the impulse towards creative design and

symbolic expression . It is to be understood , of

course , that the phrases “ creative design " and

“ symbolic design, as used here , do not imply

a high degree of work. They imply the thing

itself, an impulse and a power, whether in a rather

advanced , high , elaborate form , or in the simple

form of a circle, a rectangle , a clock face , a ladder,

a fight of steps , used to express some fact, re

lationship , or movement. The technical excellence

of the drawings is secondary, and not a primary

aim in encouraging creative work.

( 2 ) Another Special feature, occurring in the

experiments described , was that the boys not only

had the preliminary advantage of the usual Art

Room training , with drawing practice also in the

Handicraft and Science Rooms, but many of them

had in addition a training in mechanical draughts

manship, giving them some command over Indian

ink work, close-measurements , and colour-washing.

The more General features I would indicate as

these :

( a ) A strengthening of the general class interest

and individual interest in History , with a marked

improvement in the content and vividness of the

history assimilated.

( b ) A marked variety in the diagrams offered .

Thus, among a pile now before me , are these

themes, taken haphazard : a bursting shell (Vienna

Congress, 1816) ; a woodman felling a tree , a stump

beingsplit (decay of Manorial System in both cases);

shackles , a wall and loose bricks; a box made and

also in parts ; a plant in a pot ; flags ; a magaet ;

a scroll ; an Alpine peak ; the Bastille on fire ; a

torn field with a black -and- red sky (this is " War") ;

chains; steel plates bolted together ; a hut propped

by beams ; staves held by iron bands ( these last to

picture Medieval European unity ) ; a bursting

bubble ; the sun , at stages of rising ; a child's swing :

a rocket; a bouncing ball ; an electric switch and

lamp ; a spectrum drawing. The whole range of the

boys ' experience seems to be drawn upon, and the

variety of expression in a class , on a single theme,

is often very striking.
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ENGLISH EARTH.

By LORD GORELL.

I.

Myfootsteps fall on English earth

In sound of English sea,

And , new as though unfelt before,

Its glory falls on me.

II.

Dear ever are my countrymen ,

The children of my race ,

But dearer is my country's self,

Her soft and silent face.

you know .

IF YOU GO TO PARIS .

By HELEN WILLIAMS.

If you go to Paris this summer and want to

air your French, beware of the following very

usual mistakes :

Don't shout for a porteur at the station ; facteur

is the word .

Don't speak of a policeman as a gendarme, an

error that has taken deep root in the English mind .

Agent is the correct term , gendarmes being members

of a sort of country militia . If you speak to the

agent, address him as Monsieur, and , should you

wish to be thought really polite, it is as well to

raise your hat at the same time .

If you are a man , do not speak of your girl

acquaintance as a fille. This, except when it

means " daughter, ” is a most disrespectful term

" hussy " is its nearest equivalent . A giri is always

a jeune fille. Similarly , if you are a young lady ,

be careful how you talk of the garçons whom

“ Waiters ? " your Gallic friends will

murmur in astonishment, their eyebrows lifted

painfully. The familiar English and American

" boy" becomes in France a jeune homme, jeunes

gens in the plural , and a petit jeune homme if he

is a fairly youthful specimen. But here , again ,

a qualifying adjective removes your difficulties;

a petit garçon is , indeed , a little boy, and you

may know as many charmants garçons as you

like.

Parents is another common pitfall , not meaning

necessarily your father and mother, but relations

in general.

If you wish to express sorrow don't say you

are fâché, which means " cross, ” but simply je

regrette. And for surprise Tiens! and not Vrai

ment ! is the word to use .

Lastly , if you remember always to address every

one with whom you have dealings as Monsieur ,

Madame, or Mademoiselle (as the case may be) you

will help to destroy that reputation for bad manners

that we English have often , in all innocence,

acquired.

III.

I will not praise her more than this

She everywhere has known

Whole centuries of quiet love

As deep as is my own .

IV.

Noble and peasant, squire and priest

Her leafy ways have trod,

And for their boon of loveliness

Have lifted thanks to God.

V.

Before the eyes of dying men

In every age and clime

Her visioned memory has come

To ease them out of time.

Dr. W. Howarth , English Master at Burnley

Grammar School, succeeds Mr. A. R. Pickles next

September as Director of Education .

VI.

Love is Love's child , and every scene

Returns again to me

The blessing of the hosts who felt,

And feel, her witchery.

Teachers of Eurhythmics.

The following candidates were successful in the

examination for the Teaching Certificate in

Eurhythmics held on July 3 and4 by the London

School of Dalcroze Eurhythmics :-Elinor Archer,

Frances Joan Hunt , Ethel Mackinlay, Margaret

Elizabeth Ruegg, and Eleanor Margaret Wyatt.

VII.

The lanes, the fields, the trees are

dowered,

Breathing the love so given,

And, walking on the English earth,

I am not far from Heaven .

:
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LETTER TO EDITOR.

a

Burnham Scale of Salaries .

SIR , -While we all realise the merits of the

Burnham Scales , we are also aware that time and

experience have found certain inconveniences which

could and should be smoothed out when the Scales

comes up for revision . These should be discussed

well in advance.

One of the most manifest is that fear of losing

their posts prevents teachers over thirty years of

age from moving to other types of schools for

new experiences , because at the higher rates of

Burnham Scale pay they are often handicapped

in trying for new posts . Competition with those on

a lower rate is too disadvantageous .

This could be cured by clear -sighted measures .

My own suggestion would be that up to twenty

five the advances should be slow . Then between

twenty - five and thirty the advances should be

rapid , thirty reaching the maximum for assistant

teachers. The practical result of this would be

that the man or woman over thirty could com

petitively face any other teacher . Those under

twenty -five would lack experience, those of thirty or

over would be on the same scale as himself, those

of between twenty-five and thirty would be so

rapidly advancing to full scale as to offer no real
opportunity to the “ economy first" advocates.

Then, again, I would like to see marriage and

family allowances for men teachers. Miss Eleanor

Rathbone has clearly shown the logical justifi

cation and economic arguments for this. And no

one can justify the unmarried man teacher in claim

ing a higher wage than the unmarried woman

teacher doing exactly similar work .

Lastly , I should like to see the possibility of

pensions at fifty -five for those who feel that they

cannot with real success continue their work . Not

long ago a woman teacher committed suicide at

fifty -four, owing to this inability of satisfactory

continuance, and it occurs in many cases , not so

extreme but with highly prejudicial results all

round.

From actuarial figures, the difference between

a pension at fifty -five and one at sixty is , roughly ,

in the proportion of eight to nine . But we have

also to remember that at fifty - five there would be

five less instalments to be paid . The Scale could

quite fairly offer at fifty- five a pension of, say , four

fifths of what would have been given at sixty .

That this solution would ease the problems facing

many head masters and head mistresses must be

well known to practical educationists. - Faithfully

yours , WILLIAM Platt.

( Hon . Treasurer , Froebel Society .)

4 Hallswelle Road , N.W.11 .

THE HOVER FLY .

By M. L. BROOKE.

This fly is apt to attract notice by its unusual

habit of remaining still in the air above a flower or

leaf. It may be taken , at first sight, for a wasp ,

but its colouring, apparently of black and yellow

rings, does not extend beneath its body, which is

not firm and round, but rather flat and hollow in

appearance below, and it has no sting. It belongs

to the Syrphid genus, and its two common names

of hover fly and hawk fly are taken from its custom

of alternately hovering and making swift darts, when

selecting a suitable spot for a nursery. This is

chosen carefully , the eggs being deposited on leaves

well stocked with young aphides ; for the hover fly

larvae are, probably, even more rapacious consumers

of such pests than those of the ladybird.

The larvae suffer from their appearance, which

is more like a modification of the slug or the leech ,

and from a want of general knowledge of their

usefulness. Many otherwise practical gardeners

habitually kill the hover fly larvae at sight. Their

substance is molluscous, and their shape tapers ,

either smoothly or with an indented edge, from a

rounded tail end to a much narrower head. Their

body, being soft, is changeable in shape ; the colour

also varies between grey and a velvet green , accord

ing to the species .

Their method of feeding is to feel about their leaf

with their mouths as if they could not see, and when

they knock against an aphis to seize it and hold it

high in the air till its juices are sucked dry, when

it is thrown away and another victim is promptly

picked up.

The larvae dispose of an astonishing number of

aphides each day until full grown. Then they choose

a quiet corner, where they remain in a sleepy con

dition ; the pointed head thickens and becomes

rounded, and the tail, wider before, becomes pointed ;

the body bends over into the shape of what is called

a puparium, made of the thickened skin of the larva,

a kind of case which soon forms, and out of which ,

in the course of a few days, the hover fly, in its

perfect form , comes to start its useful career.

This valuable insect is doubly handicapped, first

by the dubious appearance of its larva, sooften mis

takenly killed , and next by the resemblance of the

fly to its sting -bearing relative , which may cause the

destruction of a few individuals by nervous people.

(Note. — On the picture accompanying this

article the name Asilidae is incorrect. It should be

Syrphidae . - EDITOR .]

Mr. Sydney Farrar , M.A. , has been appointed

Head Master of the County Secondary School,

Bradford -on -Avon .
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)

FOR OR ABOUT.

Books and the Child .

By D. G. BENTLIFF.

If you were to ask a dozen people - grown -up It should be remembered , too , that the pretences

people — whom they considered to be the best of a child are , for him, serious matters. His fancies

children's author of the present time , they would are the most real and the most important things in

most probably all reply : his life . The writer of books for boys and girls must

“ Oh, A. A. Milne, of course ! I do think When never hint that his stories are to be treated lightly

we were very Young' is delightful." or as entertaining fiction . Richard Jefferies wrote

It is delightful, and so is “ Winnie the Pooh." I one of the finest of boys ' books because he was thus

wonder, however , what Christopher Robin , the child in earnest . In " Bevis, the Story of a Boy, " Jefferies

hero of Mr. Milne's books, would think of his elders ' entered wholeheartedly into the life of make-believe .

opinion. I believe he would disagree. Bevis and Mark, the heroes of the story , sail a small

The child of to - day is much studied by grown- boat on a large pond in Wiltshire. Boy-like , they

ups. Clever writers produce the most realistic imagine they are explorers in an unknown ocean.

pictures of small boys and girls , describing their Jefferies pokes no fun at the pretence , nor does he

doings and their funny sayings with a delicacy and make interesting psychological reading for the adult

a charm based on long and loving study of children . to gloat over. He tells the tale as if the two boys

But these descriptions are written from the adult were real explorers . For the time he and the reader

point of view . They are sophisticated. Their very forget that Bevis and Mark are barely in their

charm and humour lies in the fact that their teens .

authors can stand outside the child's world and see There is scarcely a single joke in “ Bevis'' - the

it in its entirety , with all its delightful immaturities. life of an explorer is too serious for jokes or fip

Books written from the adult point of view can pancy . “ The Golden Age" is full of fun , but when

be appreciated by adults alone . The talk of small we read it we are merely amused and sympathetic
children is not funny to its users. Christopher Robin spectators . We are watching a play which we know

would be not in the least amused by Mr. Milne's to be only a play. When we read “ Bevis, " we

very lifelike description of him saying his prayers. share with Bevis and Mark their real experiences .

If he read that description he would probably be “ The Golden Age " is a book for adults , because

surprised and annoyed - surprised that anyone it is humorous and fanciful ; “ Bevis ” is a book for

should be so interested in such an unexciting boys, because it is serious and matter-of-fact.

ordinary thing as a small boy saying his prayers ,

and annoyed at the intrusion on his privacy .

We must remember that children are not in

terested in themselves . Childhood is for them a EIGHTY YEARS AGO.

boring affair , a kind of bondage from which they

are for ever longing to escape. Their thoughts and Gleanings from our Earlier Volumes .

fancies are in the world outside , the world of grown

men and women . Consequently, children do not
August, 1819. - University of London - New Charter.

wish to read about themselves and their own dull , “ Her Majesty has granted to this University a

circumscribed world. In their games of make-be- new charter , which is likely to excite great interest

lieve they try to get out of that world . They are for and attention in the educational world . As our

ever pretending to be other than they are, and they readers are doubtless aware , persons who have

like to read about the people and the doings of their graduated for honours at Oxford and other universi

fancies. “ Swiss Family Robinson ” and “ Treasure ties are sometimes compelled to refrain from taking

Island ” are far more enjoyed by them than the ad- a degree owing to their conscientious objections to

ventures of Christopher Robin , for " Swiss Family subscribe to the Thirty -nine Articles. By the new

Robinson ” and “ Treasure Island " are the stories charter the council will be empowered to conſer the

of shipwrecked people and pirates , and shipwreck respective degrees of Bachelor of Arts, Master of

and piracy form a very large part of the child's daily Arts , Bachelor of Laws, and Doctor of Laws, on any

programme of make-believe. persons who have graduated at Oxford, Cambridge,

We must, then, not confuse books about children Durham , Trinity College, Dublin , or any other uni

with books for children . Books about children are versity in the kingdom . Another point in the new

often very entertaining -- to the grown -up. Let us, charter , which will be of great service, is that the

therefore, read and enjoy " Winnie the Pooh , " and council may institute examinations for certificates of

Kenneth Grahame's “ Golden Age, ” but let us be- proficiency in any subject which they may think

ware of forcing such books on the young. fit connected with the Sciences or Arts ."
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RAISING THE SCHOOL AGE.

It was somewhat surprising to find that the some 400,000 children at the age of fourteen when

King's speech made no reference to education , and they ought, in any case , for their own sakes and

it is therefore not surprising that some disappoint
because of their future responsibilities as citizens

to be continuing their education ." This motion

ment has been felt that the Government has not
has the support (at the time of writing) of twenty

been a little more definite about its intentions in four members. They regard the refusal to intro

the matter . “ Labour and the Nation " told us what duce legislation at once as a breach of the pledge

a Labour Government would do if returned to given during the election campaign to do so .

Fees at grant-aided schools were to be
Even if such a pledge were given-and it is at

power.
least doubtful—such measures carrying vast social

abolished ; growing children would no longer be
results could not possibly be carried through at

debarred from continuing their education by the eco- once . The effects of delay, however, must cause

nomic disabilities of their parents. “ It will take anxiety to the Local Education Authorities, who

steps therefore ," said the pamphlet, “ to ensure ought by now to be putting the final touches on

that the task of providing the school places required
their schemes of development for the three years

ending in March , 1933. No new instructions have

proceeds without delay, will raise the age of com
been issued to these Authorities, and Sir Charles

pulsory school attendance to fifteen with a view Trevelyan said he had no intention of sending any.

to its being raised to sixteen as soon as that further If that is so , their schemes must be framed on the

reform shall be practicable ; will require Local Edu- assumption that building programmes will have

cation Authorities to develop maintenance allow- reference to a leaving age of fourteen and not of

ances on an adequate scale , and will make the fifteen . The President of the Board of Education

necessary financial provision to ensure that the cost told the House , on July 11 , that it might rest

of such allowances shall be met from national assured he was exploring the matter, and he had not

funds. " the slightest doubt that the Government was going

Doubtless these statements of a Labour Govern- to fulfil all its promises.

ment's proposals were the text of numerous speeches To a question from Mr. D. G. Somerville on

during the pre -election days, and the country sup- the cost of providing education for another year

posed that the party was pledged to legislation to some 450,000 potential scholars, with mainten

compulsorily raising the school age. So it un- ance , the President said he had no reliable estimate

doubtedly is , but no Government could possibly be available. Just over five years ago, however ,

held to be pledged to immediate legislation on such Mr. Trevelyan (as he then was) put some possible

a question. As an educational policy the raising of figures of the cost before the House, and they were

the school age has long ceased to be an academic formidable . The average annual cost in 1924 was

one ; but that is not to say that it can be brought round about $ u per head . To that would be

about by the stroke of a pen , or without considera- added , say , 52 loan charges for new buildings , and

tion of ways and means . It is a little premature a further £10 in respect of maintenance for each

therefore to assume , as in some quarters it seems to pupil between fourteen and fifteen . A total cost

have been assumed , that the matter is to be post- per child of £23 would for 450,000 pupils amount

poned or even shelved . What may be reasonably to the respectable sum of over £ 10,000,000, about

assumed is that the Government regard the matter half of which would fall on the local rate - payer.

as something intimately bound up with their un- We have no means of appraising these figures, for

employment policy, and therefore it will be con- they were never tested . Even if they are a con

sidered by the Committee which has been set up to siderable overestimation the sum is bound to be

explore the question of industrial employment . large. But the cost of raising the school age may

The daily press informed us early in the month well be very small compared with the cost of not

that the Government had definitely come to the con- raising it . For the cost of unemployment to -day

clusion that it would be impossible to introduce is great, and the saving on that by keeping child
legislation for the purpose of raising the school ren of such tender years out of industry should
age during the present session . Three Socialist go far to balance the additional expenditure on

M.P.'s, Mr. Charles Buxton , Mr. Chuter Ede , and education . In some areas the raising of the school

Mr. W. G. Cove, placed on the Order Paper of the age may have little effect on local unemployment,

House of Commons a resolution demanding the but the Malcolm Committee pointed out that in the

introduction of legislation . “ This House is deeply past the withdrawal of children led to the work
sensible of the evil social effects of pouring into the being done by the age - group next above them .

labour market at a time of acute unemployment That argument must still be sound.
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LETTERS FROM A YOUNG HEAD MASTER .

as

as

VIII. Graduation .

My dear H. ,-Last week was new boy's week. supreme distinction , of School Captain - previous

You never saw such sights . From early morning honourable service both Prefect and House

till late afternoon they and their parents decorated Captain is necessary.

the stairs outside my office in what seemed to me But that is only one side. On the other, he will

an endless picture . And the tales they-I mean, find himself with a little, a very little , time during

their parents—told ! Parents are a plausible race. the week for “ free' activities . He will find his

I promised to tell you in this letter about “Grad- way into the studio, the reading room , the junior

uation. " That's why I've begun with the new boys, handicraft room ; he will enjoy the freedom of the

aad not because they happen to sit rather promi- garden , whether for work or as a quiet retreat.

nently in the foreground of my mental vision at Ho will , we hope , regret that his time for free

the moment. The story of Graduation begins , as activities is so short . He shall have more, next

all good stories ought to begin , at the beginning. year, if he proves to us that he needs it . But he

Those children whom we shall select from the must graduate ; we have given up the idea of allow

heap of raw material which presented itself last ing new boys the same amount of " free" time as

week , and which will no doubt continue to present the others get . They must first show us how they

itself next week et seq . , will be known affection- stand in need of it .

ately next term our “ babies. " (Oh, no, He will probably find the junior handicraft room ,

we shan't insult these young gentlemen of eleven for example, a very jolly place, but rather small

by calling them that to theirfaces ! ) and apt to get overcrowded . He may find , too ,

As babies they will be under strict and careful that some of his companions are not so skilful as

tutelage. On the first day of term they will be he or are more careless with tools. Then we shall

" christened ," or rather initiated, officially. In show him that there are two other handicraft rooms

full assembly the name of each new boy will be available during free time, but we shall tell him

called ; he will come forward, be welcomed as a that the right to use these is limited to those who

member of the school, and receive his copy of a can pass very severe tests in the care and handling

very short pamphlet prepared for new boys ( I of tools, in the preparation of drawings and the

enclose one ; do you approve of it ?) . execution of work .

That is his first step in Graduation . He has won In short , he must prove that he is a craftsman

his place in the school, and by this ceremony we if he wishes to enter one of those rooms. If he

hope to help him to realise that he has won some- finds it worth his while to apply himself in his

thing worth while. We hope also that he will realise lessons , to master the requisite knowledge and to

that in the school of which he is now a member acquire the necessary standard of skill - good, we

there are many promotions and privileges, any or will admit him as a graduate.

all of which can be won by merit , character, and The same principle applies throughout , or will

determination. apply throughout , the school . We have a very

A few days after his initiation he will be present fine historical laboratory for research work . For

at the reception of set captains , who have been everybody, Tom , Dick, and Harry, to work in ?

chosen by their fellows as leaders of the small Certainly not ; for those only who prove that they

groups we call sets. ( He himself will not be per- are capable of undertaking the skilled and interest

mitted to choose his captain until a later date , ing work the laboratory offers. Can he attempt

because he does not yet know his companions the beautiful advanced work he sees in the geo
sufficiently well . ) graphy room ? Yes ; when he has proved , by doing

After that will come the induction of new pre- well the preliminary work we shall set him , that

fects, and he will learn that, while all prefects are he is worthy of it .

elected by popular vote of their House , no one can And so on. That, in very brief, is the system

be nominated for the office who has not served for of Graduation towards which we have been work

a considerable period as Set Captain or in some ing during the whole of this , our first year . It

other post of responsibility. is , on a small scale , and in a school world , the

He will learn also that, just as he, a new boy, career open to talents and industry . Our aristo

has to serve a period of novitiate, so, too, must a cracy is to be an aristocracy of brains and

prefect, high place though he has attained in the character. The greatest thing in the world for the

school. No one , he will find , can become a House boy is to become a person of importance in our

Captain without first serving as a Junior Prefect; little world ; because no one can do this without

while to reach the post of Second Prefect - or, having earned the right. Step by step a boy wil !
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work his way, not simply up the school , but into

the circle of those who matter because they can

do things .

You may write and tell me that all I have

described is just what happens in every other

school, that all schools work by Graduation. I

know , but is it the result of deliberate policy, or

does it simply happen ? If the latter, isn't the whole

business rather haphazard ? I've seen many a boy

suddenly arrive at a post of great responsibility in

the school world without quite knowing why he

has got there , and make rather a mess of things

through no fault of his own , but because , never

having had his eye on the post he has come into ,

he knows nothing of its responsibilities, its privi

leges and its duties, and has to learn them as he

goes along. That's what I want to avoid .

Yours ever,

G. S.

[ The following is a copy of the card of welcome

referred to above. - EDITOR. ]

TO EVERY NEW BOY.

You are now a member of the School . You

have become a member because we think you are

the sort of fellow the school can help . The school

exists for your benefit.

You have the right to get all the help you can

from everyone and from everything the school can

offer. You will find everyone ready to help you ;

and you will be expected to help everyone else .

We expect nothing but the best from you ; the

best work, the best play, the best behaviour, the

best appearance. Our standards are very high, and

we look to you to make them higher.

There are all sorts of privileges to be gained in

this school by those who are prepared to do their

best. But those privileges must be earned. We

believe you can earn them .

Respect all who are set in authority over you ,

whether masters or boys. They have earned the

right to be in authority . By obeying their com

mands cheerfully and promptly you too will earn

the right to be in authority.

Respect the buildings which house the school.

They are very old , very beautiful , very valuable ,

and very frail . It is easy to do them damage.

Be careful.

Remember always, in school or out, our motto

“ Happy toil , fruitful rest." Enjoy every moment

of your time , but enjoy it usefully .

HOME GEOGRAPHY .

A Noteworthy Experiment in

Northamptonshire .

Some time ago it was discovered that geography,

like charity , begins at home. On occasion the dis

covery has been misinterpreted, for it is not always

true that things nearest at hand are most readily

understood . In sociology the policeman is a more

complicated phenomenon than the less familiar

guardsman , and in geography one's natural sur

roundings need discriminating treatment if they are

to become the basis of wider knowledge.

With the encouragement and aid of the North

amptonshire Education Committee and its accom

plished Secretary, Mr. J. L. Holland, Mr. E. E.

Field , B.Sc. , F.R.G.S., has recently carried out a

memorable enterprise in the shape of a map of the

county showing how every portion of land is now

utilised . Mr. Field enlisted the help of the schools

of the county, and each school became responsible

for mapping its own neighbourhood. To begin with,

6 -inch Ordnance maps were provided as the founda

tion , and traced copies of parish areas were pre

pared in the schools. Then followed a series of

visits to verify, and correct where necessary , the

boundaries shown on the map , and to add new fea

tures . Then each group or class proceeded to pre

pare its own allotted section of the map, making

further visits , and marking the section map to

show the use made of different areas. The map

was finished in water colours, light green indicating

grassland ; dark green , woodland ; brown, cultivated

land ; and the uncoloured portions representing land

occupied by buildings or containing minerals. The

various parts were then assembled , and the result

is printed in three maps published by the Ordnance

Survey Office, Southampton.

We thus have a most valuable and permanently

interesting record of land utilisation in the county.

Every school is to have a copy of the map relating

to its own district, and we may be sure that the

children will read it with interest and intelligence,

for it represents their own work . Even the youngest

pupils had a share in the enterprise, and we are

told that local residents , especially the farmers ,

have taken great interest in the undertaking .

It cannot be doubted that these young map

makers have been learning real geography in a most

interesting manner . There is no reason why their

example should not be followed in other districts,

for it is an important part of early education to

know and understand one's surroundings.

Great credit is due to Mr. Holland, Mr. Field,

and the teachers of the county for so successfully

contriving to keep their many teams in step and

for producing a record which is at once unique and

extremely serviceable. R.GOOD LUCK TO YOU.
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NEWS OF THE MONTH .

Somerville College Jubilee . Efficient Schools .

Somerville College , Oxford , celebrated its jubilee The Board of Education have issued a new

last month. Some five hundred old students at- edition of the list of grant-earning and other

tended a dinner at the college, and Dame Emily secondary schools in England recognised by them

Penrose, the former Principal, presented the col- as efficient. The list contains the names of some

lege with a cheque representing the gifts of old 1,500 schools, with the name of the responsible
students. Miss Fry announced that honorary body, the name of the head master or head mis

fellowships had been conferred on the Hon. Miss tress , the fees charged, and the number of pupils.

A. M. Bruce, retiring Vice-Principal, Miss J. M. on October 1 last . Boarders are shown separately.

Kirkaldy, Miss Kate Norgate, and Miss Eleanor Similar information for preparatory schools which

Rathbone. These fellowships are marks of dis- are recognised as efficient is given at the end of

tinguished work, and the recipients are not neces- the volume.

sarily members of the college. Miss Norgate, the Robert Whiston of Rochester .

historian, for instance , was member.

A memorial tablet was unveiled last month in :
Miss Bruce is to be succeeded by Miss Pope.

Rochester Cathedral to the memory of Robert

Christ's Hospital . Whiston, M.A. , Head Master of King's School,

Christ's Hospital has received a gift of £ 4,000 Rochester, 1842-1877. It was Whiston who, after

to the fund for extending science teaching at the
protracted legal proceedings , secured an amended

boys' school. The donor, a lady, wishes to remain
administration of the Cathedral revenues , securing

anonymous. A sum of £ 20,000 has been spent on
a proper proportion for the foundation scholars

the new buildings of the girls' school, recently
and university students maintained by the school.

opened by Princess Mary. The boys ' school at It was due largely to Robert Whiston also that

Horsham still requires £ 21,000, but the work will
the “ Guy Fawkes Day ” service was removed from

he begun this month in the hope that further the Prayer Book . He died in 1895.

donations will be made. The Proof of the Pudding .

What is a Public School ?
Greets Green Infants ' School, West Bromwich ,

has made a second test of the merits of vita-glass
Mr. Frank Fletcher, Head of Charterhouse , in an

as compared with ordinary glass windows. Thirty
address at Canford School, said ridiculous and in

six pairs of children were divided into two classes,
adequate answers were given to the question “ What

one being taught in a classroom admitting the

is a Public School? ” One definition said a public ultra -violet rays of the sun through vita-glass , the

school was one with an O.T.C. As Chairman of
other in the usual classroom . After six months,

the Head Masters ' Conference he protested
Miss Fisher , the head mistress , reports that the

against the suggestion that a public school was
vita - glass children showed such marked superiority

one whose head master was a member of that

in health , physique, and attendance that it was .
body . Whatever else it might be, he suggested

decided that the classes should change rooms.
that a public school was one which behaved like

After another six months the children who left the

a public school. It was one of which they were
ordinary classroom pulled level with the others,

proud to be members, and one which would make
making up a loss of an average .4 pound in weight

them all their lives abstain from low and mean
and a deficit of 7.8 per cent. in attendance .

actions , because they carried the reputation of their

school with them wherever they went .
An Opportunity for Schools.

The Bishop of London, the Lord Mayor, and

Tamil Schools in Malaya . Sir Owen Seaman have published an appeal to .

A syllabus of work published by the Straits all the schools in the land for help towards raising

Settlements Government for the use of Tamil a fund of £ 25,000 for the Heritage Craft Schools

Schools contains the following directions under the at Chailey in Sussex. The three hundred crippled

heading " General Knowledge" :-Hygiene. Per- boys and girls need new buildings to replace the

sonal cleanliness will form the main requirement temporary and decaying structures in which some

in this subject - cleanliness of body, food , clothing, of them are housed . The fund would be the

and residence ; the need of exercise and rest ; chief schools ' share in the National Thanksgiving for

diseases, their causes, and how to avoid them . the King's restoration to health . The Prince of

Good Manners and Right Conduct . This will com- Wales has given £ 500 entrusted to him by a friend

prise all that is necessary to help the pupil to be- for a charitable purpose and added a personal gift

come a polite, well-behaved, self -respecting, honest , of £25 . Subscriptions should be sent to Mrs. C ..

and loyal citizen. W.Kimmins , C.B.E. , at the schools.
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LITERARY SECTION .

BOOKS AND THE MAN. William Shakespeare, " by John Quincy Adams, a

new edition at ros. 6d ., with illustrations. It is a

Some Holiday Books. masterly piece of work , setting forth all the known

Everybody who reads at all takes some pains to facts , and placing them against the excellent back

select books for holiday reading , and few succeed in ground of the author's wide knowledge of the

reading everything they intended. Returning trunks Elizabethan drama.

invariably contain volumes which have not been Lastly may be mentioned the interesting, though

opened since the holiday began . This is a discourag- somewhat over -detailed, story of the raising of the

ing thought for one who essays to suggest books for American submarine S.51 . The great task was

the holidays, but the publishers are not deterred, and directed by Commander Edward Ellsberg , whose

Harrap has an admirable new series of “ Short book is published by Constable under the title " On

Stories of To - day and Yesterday " in neat volumes, the Bottom ” ( ios . ) . The record of these deep - sea

excellently printed and bound, at 2s . 6d. each . Here divers is full of thrilling interest .

will be found the best of Arnold Bennett , Chesterton , Selim MILES.

Jacobs, and many others . The same firm offer a

new issue of “ Essays of To -day and Yesterday ” at REVIEWS .

is. each , with representative writings of such
Education .

authors as Philip Guedalla, A. C. Benson , H.

Belloc, c . E. Montague- in all a choice of twenty TEACHING ENGLISH : by G. Y. Elton . Edited by

six volumes.
J. Compton. (35. Macmillan. )

unusual

Also from Harraps comes a splendid book of the
This somewhat book provides the

sea , entitled “ Sea Lore," and written by Stanley
teacher with just that tonic of which he is so

Mr.Rogers, the author of “ Ships and Sailors .'
often in need . It will , we feel sure , stimulate

Rogers knows all about seafaring, and he has the
him in his work, furnish him with new ideas,

knack of telling us what we want to know. Hc revive his sense of humour, and generally put

does this with an engaging simplicity of style , cover
more life into him. It does not tell him exactly

ing a score of topics, from types of craft to sea
what to do, as so many ill-advised people are for

language and superstitions . His drawings in black
ever attempting, but rather forces him to see that

and white are quite first-rate. The price is 75. 6d .
there are hundreds of ways he has never thought

Another sea book comes from Heinemanns. It is about of arousing a keener interest in the use and

entitled “ Child of the Deep” (8s. 6d . ) , and gives practice of English.

the story of Joan Lowell's childhood on a South
It is a courageous piece of work, and perhaps

Sea trader , where she lived from infancy under the
its chief value is that nobody will agree with all

care of her father , the ship's captain and a real sea
the author says. It is provocative, challenging,

Doubt may be felt as to the genuineness of
fresh , and invigorating ; it arouses us from our

the story, but we are told that it is true in sub lethargy , and makes us sit up and take notice.

stance.
We recommend teachers to get this tonic and takeIt is certainly an interesting tale of ad

venture, told with racy freedom of epithet.
it in large or small doses according to their needs.

P. M. G.
From Longmans there comes a charming volume

entitled “ Home" (45. 6d . ) . It is written by Alan English .

Mulgan , a middle -aged resident in New Zealand, Macmillan's “ English Literature“
Series . " - ( 1 )

who tells of his long -desired trip to the Mother SelecTIONS FROM Swift : edited by W. ) .

Country. His impressions are extremely interesting , Halleday , M.A. (25. )

and, although he is critical here and there , his book This little volume of selections is very well done ,

is full of warm affection for England. There are and can be recommended for young students. It

some excellent woodcuts by Clare Leighton and a contains an interesting introduction , some useful

preface by Mr. J. C. Squire . notes , and questions and subjects for essays.
Readers of Emerson will welcome the volume There are no extracts from “ Gulliver ," but that

issued by Constable at 3s . 6d . under the title “ The popular person has a volume to himself in this

Heart of Emerson's Journals. ” The editor is Bliss series.

Perry, who has prepared an admirable collection of (2) A BOOK OF BLANK VERSE : edited with intro
noteworthy passages from the larger work which duction , notes , and suggestive exercises by

appeared some twenty years ago. The present E. F. Reynolds. ( is . 6d .)

volume has a useful subject index, and it makes an An excellent selection illustrating the develop

excellent companion for a journey . ment of this form of verse from the sixteenth

From Constable also there comes “ A Life of century to the present time, from " Gorboduc" to

man.
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Clemence Dane. Many of these pieces are suitable

for practice in recitation .

( 3 ) THE TRUMPET MAJOR (abridged) : edited by

J. H. Fowler, M.A. ( 1s . 9d .)

Mr. Fowler deserves to be congratulated on this

excellent series (of which he is the General Editor) ,

and in particular on the attractive little volume in

question , which serves as a capital introduction to

Hardy for young people . It has already been

approved by the class librarian of our Upper Form .

J. W. B. A.

French .

( 1 ) L'EPOPEE DE L'EMDEN : par Claude Farrère et

Paul Chack . Edited by W. G. Hartog.

( 15. 60 . Harrap's “ Modern Languages "

Series . ) ( 2) La BatailLE DES FALKLAND : par

Claude Farrère et Paul Chack. Edited by

W. G. Hartog. ( 1s. 6d. Oxford Univ. Press . )

There are still many who for obvious reasons

would not find these two “ epics ” of the war

palatable reading. Boys under the age of thirty.

will not be of their number. The staunchest pacifist

amongst us is stirred by tales of war and bloodshed :

boys brought up with Henty and Kingston cannot

fail to be thrilled by these two accounts of events

so recent . The names of the authors, two French

naval officers, are a sufficient guarantee of historical

accuracy and literary merit. A. B. G.

A BOOK OF FRENCH Verse FROM HUGO TO LAR

BAUD : edited by T. B. Rudmose-Brown . ( 25.

Oxford Univ. Press . )

This will serve as a useful introduction for senior

forms to modern French verse from the Romantic

movement to the present day. The examples are

well selected (the more aggressively obscure types

being omitted) and arranged in sections represent

ing the various “ schools. ” The introduction gives

a brief account of the structure of French verse.

Short biographical notes are added. A. B. G.

German .

MODERN GERMAN SHORT STORIES : selected and edited

by H. F. Eggeling. (35. 6d . Oxford Univ .

Press. )

Mr Eggeling, feeling that there is a lack of read

ing material in German forpupils preparing for the
University Entrance and like examinations which

is sufficiently alive , i.e. , of present day interest ,

has very successfully supplied the need . The book

contains eight short stories of varied interest , brief

notes , short sketches of the authors ' lives, and a

vocabulary . Included in the introduction is a five

page summary history of the German novel and

short story from the time of Goethe to the present

day, which those wishing to pursue the subject will

find very useful. In every way an excellent book .

J. S. H.

Physics .

( 1 ) Heat, LiGHT, AND SOUND : by P. J. L. Smith ,

M.A. (5s . 6d . Dent . ) ( 2 ) ELECTRICITY AND)

MAGNETISM : by C. Mayes, M.A. (35. Dent.)

(3 ) AN INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL SCIENCE : by

1. B. Hart, Ph.D. , B.Sc. Second Edition .

(45. Humphrey Milford . ) (4 ) PRIMARY Phy

SICAL Science : by W. R. Bower, B.Sc.

( Pitman .)

The number of books dealing with elementary

physics up to the standard of the Matriculation

and School Certificate examinations is increasing

with alarming rapidity. Every teacher of physics

appears to be anxious to proclaim to the world

his own particular method of teaching and his

own particular order of dealing with the usual

familiar topics . The sad part of all this is that

the books when published are all so alike that it

is quite difficult to distinguish one from the other .

Nearly all are quite efficient, and probably most of

them possess one or two points of advantage over

their fellows, but for the rest they are so terribly

ordinary .

Four books on school physics are under con

sideration here :

( 1 ) Mr. Smith is the Senior Science Master at

Loretto , and has written on Heat , Light , and Sound

for Matriculation candidates. The wave theory of

light is introduced from the first, and this is prob

ably an advantage, because the boys realise at the

start that the geometrical conception of rays is

purely a convention which is used to facilitate the

working out of problems. The section on Sound is

also interesting, and contains some references to

recent work in this subject.

(2) Mr. Mayes is an assistant master at Eton.

His book on Electricity and Magnetism for School

Certificate boys is perhaps not quite as detailed

as some of the similar books on the subject , but

nevertheless makes interesting reading .

( 3 ) Dr. Hart has issued a second edition of his

book . He has made very few alterations from the

first edition , which was reviewed in these columns

when it appeared, and the section on Magnetism

and Electricity is still very short . It is quite suit

able for beginners , but cannot be regarded as a

" formal” text -book .

(4) Mr. Bower's book is , as its name implies ,

an introduction to science for pupils of considerably

less than Matriculation age. The course which he

has provided comprises the elements of Mechanics,

Hydrostatics, and Heat, and explanations are

given of phenomena which are continually met with

in everyday life. The book is rather expensive for

its size, but should prove useful to those for whom
it is intended . R. S , M.
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Chemistry .

A New SCHOOL CHEMISTRY : by F. Sherwood

Taylor, M.A. , B.Sc. (5s . Dent.),

The special feature claimed for this book is that

it contains the whole of the work , both theoretical

and practical, which is needed for the certificate and

matriculation examinations . The text is arranged

with the idea of relieving completely the teacher

and class of the necessity of spending time on
lecture notes . Whether it is a good thing to re

lieve the class in this respect is a matter which

is open to question. If any of the class later become

students at a University they will not have learned

the essential art of note-taking and thus be con

siderably handicapped .

The method of treatment adopted proceeds along

the usual lines and the subject matter necessary

for the above -mentioned examinations is adequately

covered . In some cases more care might have

been taken with the diagrams , this being especially

noticeable in Fig. 54 , where three tubes, all of which

are meant to be of the same size, are all drawn of

different sizes. The old-fashioned idea of represent

ing chemical bonds as hooks is used . It is news

to learn that silver bromide does not darken on

exposure to light . The old method is given for

making phosphorus, no mention being made of the

modern electro -thermal process. T. S. P.

History .

WAR World History : by A. Reid Cowan .

(65. Longmans . )

The author attempts to show the influence of

war upon history, and concludes pessimistically

with the idea “ that men in the mass have always

loved fighting for its own sake as well as for

economic advantages. ” To smash down his argu

ment, I need only refer to Elliot Smith's “ Human

Nature, ” Perry's “ War and Civilisation ," or the

more elementary “ Story of Civilisation " by Cory .

Mr. Cowan uses the term " instinctive warfare. "

An instinct is a gift from nature ; it is not a product
of education . Warfare has to be taught; that is

why we have courses of military education and

sergeant-majors . Therefore the idea that war is

" a biological imperative' lacks support . War is

the result of a lengthy education in organised

violent behaviour, and , by reversing that education ,

war can be annihilated .

When dealing with pure history , Mr. Cowan's

remarks are interesting, even if they lack newness .

But his wanderings in biology and anthropology

cannot be accepted as possessing historical values ,

neither do they support his argument since they

do not treat the subject as fully as they need to do.

The book offers little cause for enthusiasm , and

the story of the origin and future of war could

be told in less than half the number of pages used

by Mr. Cowan . H. C.

General .

A PEACE ARCHITECT.

THE ORDEAL OF This GENERATION . Halley Stewart

Lectures, 1928 : by Gilbert Murray. (45. 6d.

Allen & Unwin. )

Since the Great War Professor Gilbert Murray

has been a foremost figure, not merely in peace

making by maxims and exhortation but in practical

and ( in the best sense of the term) political methods

of peace -architecture. At the League of Nations

Assembly at Geneva , in 1923 , his proposal to have

League Consuls in disturbed Minority regions

failed ; but we may regard Murray himself as an

unofficial League Consul for the whole world. The

seven lectures here collected not only convey a great

deal of clear information on the working of the

League . They put the League into a stream of

social dynamic, and invite the reader to regard

the League and its Covenant with continuous

friendly criticism . The title of the series— “ The

Ordeal of this Generation ” -points to a process of

disillusion , repentance , and purgatory, by which

the nineteenth -century mind won its painful way

through the war to the Covenant and the Court

of International Justice. In nine years the League

has habituated the nations to pacific conferences :

" Where formerly an international confer

ence was a rare and formidable affair, and

every international agreement a precarious ad

venture liable to be wrecked by one dissentient,

now the conferences take place as a matter of

routine every three months, while settlements

of disputes by arbitration or judicial settle

ment are so common and create so little con

cern that they are scarcely mentioned in the

newspapers. ”

On arbitration , mandates, disarmament, and

economics the Professor provides ample notes and

queries , and his essays are illumined with historical

allusions , lively personal references, and a paternal

philosophy . F. J. G.

IN

The Associated Board, R.A.M. and R.C.M.

The Exhibitions offered annually by the Associated

Board of the Royal Academy of Music and the

Royal College of Music, which entitle their holders

to free tuition at the R.A.M. or the R.C.M. for two

or three years, have been awarded to the following

candidates :—Beryl Price , London (pianoforte ) ,

Gilbert Smith, Leicester ( violin ), and Eileen H. Mc

Carthy, London (violoncello ) , at the R.A.M.; and

Joanna A. MacLeod, Oxford (violin ), Ann S. C.

Ram, Totland Bay ( Isle of Wight) (violoncello ).

and Carl O. Lewis, Bournemouth (violin ) , at the

R.C.M.
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PART IV

FOUNDED
dis .

of

SIDDONS & HUGHES'S

UCCEDI new

TRIGONOMETRY

NORMAL
The College for Specialised Correspondence Tuition .

Established 34 Years.

Asthe Normal Correspondence Collegeis organised

under separate Departments, all under the control of

Specialists, helped by a competent Staff of Trained

Teachers with special qualifications, our pupils get

that undivided and special attention which isso

essential to success .

Dept. TEACHERS' EXAMINATIONS.

Dept. II. MATRICULATION .

Dept. III. UNIVERSITY DEGREES.

Dept. IV . PROFESSIONALEXAMINATIONS.

Dept. V. COMMERCIAL EXAMINATIONS.

Dept. VI. LANGUAGES.

Dept. VII. MUSIC .

Dept. VIII. SCIENCE .

Dept. IX . ART.

Dept. X. MATHEMATICS.

Dept. XI. NEEDLEWORK and HOMECRAFTS.

Dopt. XII. SPECIAL SERVICE

Send for the NORMAL FREE GUIDE to the

Examination in which you interested,

( Infinite Series, Products, &c . ) is now ready

Price 3s 6d

The publication of Part IV completes the book , which is now

obtainable in the following forms :

Part 1 (Numerical) Is 9d

Part II ( Algebraical) 2s 6d

Part III ( Complete Numbers and Finite Series)
ls 9d

Part IV ( Infinite Series, Products, &c . ) 3s 6d

Parts I and II in one volume 3s 60

Parts I - III in one volume 4s 6d

Parts III and IV in one volume
4s 6d

Parts I -IV complete in one volume 7s 60

The answers to the exercises are printed at the end of each
volume .

A Key to the book , entitled " SOME HINTS AND SOLU.

TIONS," is now in preparation and will shortly be published.
It will not contain solutions to all the questions , but will give
hints for the solution of a good many and will outline solutions
of others.

“ This must surely be the best Elementary Trigonometry pub
lished for many years. We say 'Elementary' only as to the

nature of the presentation , and not to the scope of the subject

matter, for the book contains practically all the Trigonometry

necessary for ordinary degree examinations. The book work is

splendidly treated ; graphical illustrations are introduced wherever

possible and the illustrative examples are taken from many applied
subjects . The examples are multitudinous and varied, and,

altogether, the book should be invaluable for students who are

taking Higher School Certificates and University degrees. "

Education .

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS

Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4

are

NORMAL CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE,

Normal House and Lyddon House, Lordship Lane, S.E.

SCHOLASTIC APPOINTMENTS

Messrs. TRUMAN & KNIGHTLEY, Ltd.,

who are now receiving instructions regarding vacancies for Assistant Masters,

Assistant Mistresses and Lady Matrons for the coming Term in Public and

Private, Secondary and Preparatory Schools at home and abroad, will be

glad to hear from candidates seeking appointments.

THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR REGISTRATION . TERMS ON APPLICATION .

ܕܐܝ

SCHOOL TRANSFER DEPARTMENT.

Ladies and Gentlemen seeking Partnerships in, or to take over schools

of their own, should communicate personally with Mr. TRUMAN, who

undertakes all negotiations connected with the Transfer of Schools, and

who is in a position to offer assistance and sound advice to purchasers,

to whom no charge is made.

Publishers of “SCHOOLS,”the most complete Directory of the Educational Establishments of Great Britain

( 3/ postfree) ; and of "THE JOURNAL OF CAREERS.”a Journal of interest to everyoneconnected
with Education ( 1 /. monthly ).

Offices : 61 Conduit Street, London, W.1 .,
Telegrams : "TUTORESS, PHONE, LONDON .” Telephone : GERRARD 3272 .
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PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED .

EDWARD ARNOLD AND Co.

The Living World Geographies. Book 2 – The

British Isles : by M. T. Woodhouse, B.A.

Paper , is . 3d . ; cloth , is . 6d .

Sensim - A Systematic Course in Latin Cnseen

Translation : by R. D. Wormald , M.A.

Book II . 2s . 6d .

Calculus for Technical Students : by S. N. Forrest ,

M.A. 55 .

Electricity and Magnetism : by J. M. Moir, M.Sc.

35. 6d.

3s. 6d.

NEWS FROM THE PUBLISHERS .

Correction . — The publishers ofThe publishers of Thurston's

" Progressive Geography," Book Ila , and Allar
dyce's " Latin for Beginners ' ' are Messrs . Edward

Arnold and Co., and not E. J. Arnold and Co. ,

as appeared in the July issue under " Publications

Received . "

The London County Council's monumental sur

vey of the metropolis will shortly be enriched by the

publication , through Messrs . B. T. Batsford ,

of a new volume dealing with the City parish of

All Hallows Barking. The Church of All Hallows

is one of the few existing City churches which
escaped the Great Fire , and is now closely identi

fied with the Toc H movement. The volume con

tains a full historical account of the parish church,

followed by a detailed description of its architec

tural features , the whole fully illustrated by photo

graphs of exterior and interior views and details,

besides drawings and sketches.

The Cambridge University Press will publish

shortly a new book by A. W. Siddons and R. T.

Hughes for use with their “ Trigonometry.” It

is not intended to provide solutions to all the ques

tions , but to give hints for the solution of a good

many and to outline the solutions of others . The

title of the book will be “ Some Hints and

Solutions. "

Messrs . Constable announce that they will

publish this month three text-books for extra-mural

studies, the titles being “ Chemistry in the Home, '

by J. B. Firth , D.Sc.; " Studies in European Litera

ture , by Janko Lavrin ; “ The Growth of the

World and of its Inhabitants ,” by H. H. Swinner

ton , D.Sc.

Messrs . William Heinemann will publish in

the early autumn " Joyous English ," by Miss E. I.

Walker , describing an entirely new method of

teaching children to read, which has proved ex

ceptionally successful in classes of widely differing

type , and has been accorded the enthusiastic

recommendation of many prominent educationists.

A Social and Industrial History of England : by

F. W. Tickner, D.Litt . 75 6d . net .

Living English : by J. R. Crossland . Book 2.

Paper, iod . ; Cloth , is .

Britain and Europe : by R. A. F. Mears , M.A.

Book 2 .

George ALLEN AND UNWIN , LTD.

A Modern Philosophy of Education : by G. H.

Thomson . 8s. 6d . net.

G. BELL AND Sons , Ltd.

Experimental Hydrostatics and Mechanics, for

School Certificate Students : by E. Nightin

gale , M.Sc.

First Year Practical Physics : by A. Pickles , M.Sc.

45. 6d .

is , 6d.

De Segur-La Retraite de Moscou : edited by

J. C. M. Edwards, M.A. is . 6d.

Latin Prose Composition : by E. C. Marchant, M.A. ,

and G. Watson , M.A. 45. 6d.

BowES AND Bowes.

The Previous (Fourteenth Series) containing papers

set in the Previous Examination, 1925-1928.

58.

BRENTANOS , LTD .

The Primary School Child : by V. Rasmussen .

5s. net.

The Intermediate School Child : by V. Rasmussen.

55. net.

Nature Study in the School : by V. Rasmussen .

5s. net.

28.

Travelling Scholarships.

The Commercial Education Committee of the

London Chamber of Commerce have awarded the

two Charles R. E. Bell Senior Travelling Scholar

ships to Mr. William A. Mercer , of Hele's School ,

Exeter, and Mr. Arthur G. Fitzgerald , of the

L.C.C. Highbury Commercial Institute. The

scholarships are worth £ 150 each .

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS.

Dépit Amoureux : by J. P. Molière .

Trigonometry : by A. W. Siddons, M.A. , and R. T.

Hughes , M.A. Part 4. 35. 6d .

Mr. John Drake , M.A , Oxon . , B.A. and

B.Sc. London , Senior Physics Master at Ruther

ford College , Newcastle, has been appointed

Head Master of King Charles I School, Kidder

minster.

CONSTABLE AND Co. , LTD.

Man and Civilisation : by J. Storck. 155. net .

The Heart of Emerson's Journals : edited by Bliss

Perry . 35. 6d . net .

The Hittite Empire : by J. Garstang, M.A. 255 .

net.

On the Bottom : by Com . E. Ellsberg. ios. net .

(Continued on page 288.)
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UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM .

FACULTIES :

SCIENCE : MEDICINE :

Subjects : Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Zoology, All subjects leading to Degrees and Diplomas in

Botany , Geology , Engineering (Mechanical, Civil , Medicine and Dentistry.

Electrical), Metallurgy.Mining, Oil Engineering and

Refining. Brewing and Bio-chemistry of Fermentation ,

Anatomy and Physiology .
COMMERCE :

Subjects leading to Degrees in Commerce.
ARTS :

Subjects : Latin , Greek , English , French , German ,
LAW :

Italian , Spanish, Russian, Philosophy, History, Geo

graphy, and Music. Subjects leading to Degrees in Law .

THE SESSION 1929-30 COMMENCES ON SEPTEMBER 30, 1929.

All Courses and Degrees are open to both Men and Women Students.

In the Medical School , courses of instruction are arranged to meet the requirements of other Universities and Licensing Bodies .

In the Faculty of Law complete courses of instruction are also provided for the Intermediate and Final and Honours Examinations

of the Law Society, and for the Bar Examinations .

Graduates, or persons who have passed Degree Examinations of other Universities may, after one year's study or research ,

take a Master's Degree.

Separate Syllabuses, with full information as to Lecture and Laboratory Courses, Fees, Regulations for Degrees, Diplomas,

&c . , Exhibitions and Scholarships, are published as follows:

( 1 ) Faculty of Science, (6) Department of Social Study,

(2) Faculty of Arts, (7 ) Department of Education ,

(3) Faculty of Medicine, (8) School of Malting and Brewing,

(4) Faculty of Commerce, (9) Pamphlet re Careers for University Graduates,

(5) Faculty of Law , ( 10) Pamphlet— " The Law Student and the University , "

and will be sent upon application to the Registrar .

LONDON HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE AND DENTAL SCHOOL.

.

The Medical College and the Dental School of the London Hospital are fully equipped to meet modern

requirements. The various departments are under the direct control of University Professors or Lecturers who

devote their time entirely to work in their department , and who are assisted by a number of Demonstrators. The

Hospital contains 839 beds, and is the largest General Hospital in England. Its position in the neighbourhood of the

extensive docks, factories,and workshops of the East of London renders it for accidents one of the largest hospitals

in the world . The Wards , Out-patient, and Special Departments present a wide field for clinical instruction, and

afford exceptional opportunities for acquiring an extensive and practical knowledge of all phases of disease .

FEES.-MediCAL : Intermediate and Final Courses Entrance Fee , 20 guineas. Annual Fee, 40 guineas.

Final Course Entrance Fee, 10 guineas. Annual Fee , 40 guincas.

DENTAL : Full Course £240 in four equal annual instalments . HOSPITAL Course : £130 in two equal

annual instalments. MEDICAL AND DENTAL (Six years' Course) : £ 360 .

SPECIAL COURSES AND REVISION CLASSES are held in Anatomy, Physiology . Pharmacology, and Pathology

for the M.B. and Fellowship Examinations .

SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES.-Scholarships and Prizes amounting to £963 are awarded annually.

RESIDENT APPOINTMENTS are more numerous than at any other Hospital in the Kingdom .

RESEARCH FUNDS to the value of approximately £ 113,000 permit of financial assistance being given to Students
and Graduates engaged in medical research .

ATHLETICS, RESIDENCE, & c . - A Clubs' Union with an Athletic Ground of thirteen acres, Students ' Hostel

on Hospital Grounds, College Dining Hall , &c .

(Men Students only are eligible for admission .)

A PROSPECTUS GIVING FULL PARTICULARS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE DEAN :

Prof. WILLIAM WRIGHT, M.B., D.Sc., F.R.C.S., Mile End, LONDON, E.1 ,

Who will be pleased to make arrangements for anyone wishing to see the Hospital and Medical College.
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2s . 28. 6d.

ros , 6d .

Joining Charles and Other Stories : by Elizabeth
Bowen . 6s. net.

Progress of Two : by J. Kitching . 75. 6d . net .

J. M. DENT AND Sons , LTD.

Biology by Discovery : by E. Green, M.Sc. , and

E. A. Potter, B.Sc. 5s .

Idiomatic English of the Present Day : by B. T. K.

Smith. 25. 6d.

Evans Bros. , LTD.

The First Book of Schemes of Work . 35. 6d . net .

The Second Book of Schemes of Work. gs . 6d . net .

George G. HARRAP AND Co. , Ltd.

Introductory English Extracts and Exercises : by

F. H. Pritchard . is . 9d .

Travellers ' Tales and Sketches : edited by A. E. M.

Bayliss , M.A.

Pen - Portraits and Character - Sketches : edited by

A. E. M. Bayliss , M.A. 25 .

Sea - Lore : by S. Rogers. 75. 6d . net .

Short Stories of To -day and Yesterday : by Neil

Lyons , G. K. Chesterton , Arnold Bennett ,

23. 6d. net each .

W. HEFFER AND Sons, Ltd.

An Introduction to Individual Psychology : by

A. Raven . 3s . 6d . net .

W. HEINEMANN , LTD.

Child of the Deep : by Joan Lowell . 8s , 6d . net .

ALFRED A. KNOPF, Ltd.

The Borzoi County Histories-Sussex : by J. H.

Ford , M.A.

LONGMANS , GREEN AND Co. , Ltd.

La Fleur Merveilleuse : by M. Zamacois.

An Introduction to Modern Organic Chemistry :

by L. A. Coles B.Sc.

An Introduction to the Chemistry of Plant Products :

by P. Hass , D.Sc. , and T. G. Hill , D.Sc.

ros . 6d . net .

Modern German Composition : by J. Rivers, M.A.,
and Dr. O. Vollenweider .

Home- A Colonial's Adventure ,: by A. Mulgan .
4s . 6d . net .

A School Chemistry : by A. Brooks , B.Sc. 48 , 6d .

The Active French Course : by F. A. Hedgcock.

Fourth Year.

MACMILLAN AND Co. , Ltd.

Poets and Poetry : by E. J. S. Lay . Senior Books

I and 2 . Paper, is , 2d . each ; cloth , is . 5d .

each . Senior Book 3. Paper, is . 6d . ; cloth,

is . 9d .

Basketball for Women : by L. E. Anderson . 55 .

European History, 1713 to 1914 : by C. Hollis .

4s . 6d . net .

ELKIN MATHEWS AND Marror, LTD.

County Anthologies :

Yorkshire : by G. F. Wilson.

2 . Lanarkshire : by H. Quigley , M.A.

3. Derbyshire : by T. Moult.

3s . 6d . each . School Edition , 25. 6d . each .

METHUEN AND Co. , Ltd.

Test Examinations in Botany : by M. A. John

stone, is . 3d .

Test Examinations in German : by A. S. Macpher

son , M.A. Is. 6d .

Examples in Applied Mathematics : by R. O.

Street , M.A. 4s .

An Approach to Poetry : by P. Mallam . 35. 6d.

JOHN MURRAY.

Science Progress - July, 1929 . 75. 6d . net .

Devil's Drum : by Lord Gorell . 75. 6d. net.

Thomas NELSON AND Sons ,LTD.

Australia-A General Account : by G. S. Browne,
M.A.

The Golden Staircase—Poems and Verses for

Children : chosen by L. Chisholm . Part Vi ,

7d . ; Part VIII , 9d .; Part X , 8d .

Kegan Paul, Trench, TRUBNER AND Co. , LTD .

The Art of Interrogation : by E. R. Hamilton, M.A.

75. 6d . net .

The Growth of Reason : by F. Lorimer.

GEORGE PHILIP AND ON , Ltd.

British History : by Ramsay Muir . 75. 6d .

Sir Isaac PITMAN AND Sons , LTD.

How to Choose Your Career : by W. L. Ivey.

3s . 6d . net .

In the Service of Youth : by J. B. Opdycke.

128. 6d . net .

Common -Sense English Course : by F. F. Potter,

M.A. Senior Series . Book
3 , 6d.

Book 4 , Is. 9d.

Mathematical Geography : by A. H. Jameson ,

M.Sc. , and M. T. M. Ormsby. Vol. 2 ,

6s. net.

George ROUTLEDGE AND SONS , LTD.

Introductions to Modern Knowledge Series : 6d .

net each .

6. The English : by H. W. Nevinson.

7 . Music for All : by C. Winn.

8 . What Darwin Really Said .

The Will to Work : by G. H. Miles .

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON Press.
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NOTES AND COMMENTS .

Readers are asked to note that The Education Outlook is not the organ of any association .

The views expressed in the editorial columns are wholly independent andthe opinions

of correspondents, contributors, and reviewers are their own.

The School Age. The Supply of Teachers .

The Government announce that the school age is The raising of the school age will bring an addi

to be raised to fifteen in April , 1931. This news is tion of about half a million pupils , and if these are

welcomed in many quarters , but it is idle to ignore to receive the right kind of instruction we shall need

the administrative difficulties which attend the pro- fifteen thousand teachers . The present total annual

ject. These are so great that there is a real danger output from the training colleges is considerably less

of our losing for years to come the true benefits of than half this number, and it will be necessary to

the Hadow proposals. It is almost worse than use- take special steps to obtain new teachers. Already

less to extend elementary schooling as we have the Board have given permission to the colleges to

known it in the past . To say this implies no dis- increase their number of entries in the autumn. This

paragement of the teachers or of the schools con- will do something towards absorbing the hundreds

cerned , since their chief duty has been in the field of applicants who were excluded for want of room ,

of primary education . Down to a few years ago but the addition will not go very far towards meet

this was so far recognised that the period of full- ing the need. There is a danger that we may be

time attendance in public elementary schools might led to accept a large number of unqualified and un

end when the child was twelve years old . Hitherto trained persons such as were recruited for ele

the raising of the school age has not been accom- mentary schools years ago under the name of supple

panied by adequate provision for post-primary mentary teachers and are still retained because they

needs. We have merely stretched the elastic band are cheap. This example should serve to remind us

without increasing its substance . Children have been of the difficulty of getting rid of such substitutes .

kept at school without due regard to their educa

tional needs because the country has not been ready Dilution .

to meet the cost of building and equipping schools
Any wholesale dilution of the teaching profession

such as are necessary for the post-primary stage .
should be resisted . Other expedients offer them

selves . Thus the rule requiring women teachers to
The Hadow Proposals.

resign on marriage should be suspended where it is

The Hadow Report recommended that all children in force. Also there should be some relaxation of

should have a period of post-primary schooling, and the custom , based on economy rather than educa

it is for this purpose alone that the school age should tional considerations, which is leading to the super

be raised . We must not permit the true reason to annuation of teachers as soon as they attain the age

be overlaid by talk about unemployment, although of sixty , whether they are fit to continue or not . A

it is true that this offers a good subsidiary argument further measure would be to extend the facilities for

for the change. Our aim must be educational rather training in teaching by enlarging the existing col

than economic, for if the educational aim is fulfilled leges and university departments of education, and

there will follow economic consequences far greater also by developing the plan, already provided for in

than those connected with any immediate problem the Board's regulations, whereby the young teacher

of unemployment. During the next nineteen months may take a course of training in an approved school.

we must provide or adapt schools and equip them Our aim should be to secure an annual recruiting of

for the secondary stage of education . We must also ten thousand trained teachers. Nothing less will

select a corps of teachers who are fitted for the satisfy our needs in the future . The number is

new work which will be required . This will de- large , but it is not too large if we have regard to

mand a large outlay , and it remains to be seen the scope of the Hadow proposals and to the fact

whether the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the that the present staffing of elementary schools is far

local authorities will be ready to find the money. from satisfactory.
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The Grading of Teachers .

Problems of recruiting are bound up with the ques

tion of the professional status of the teacher. It is

extremely unlikely that we shall be able , in the near

future, at any rate , to provide a fully qualified and

trained teacher for every group of pupils. In every

profession there are subordinate grades in which

individuals have duties which they are qualified to

perform without being vested with final respon

sibility. They are responsible to the professional
man or woman with whom they work . Thus the

doctor, as a professional man, is responsible to the

public , but the nurse or dresser works under the

doctor's supervision and is responsible primarily to

him. Similarly we ought to have grades in educa

tional work . Responsible positions should be

assigned only to teachers who are registered as full
members of the Royal Society of Teachers. These

alone should be described as teachers ; others in sub

ordinate grades should be in every instance respon

sible to a teacher , and they might be described as

instructors . At present we apply the term teacher

to young women who have no attainments beyond

a charitable school certificate and have taken no

course of training for the work which they are per

mitted to attempt . Such people cannot properly be

described as teachers , although many of them are

able to do useful work under skilled direction .

School Buildings.

The provision of school places for half a million

children is a material difficulty no less great than

finding a supply of teachers. On our present scale

of building costs the outlay required may well ex

ceed twenty millions . This great sum will make the

authorities pause . It ought to make us revise our

notions of school building. At present we

spending more than is really necessary or even use

ful in the long run . Schools are constructed in a

manner so solid and permanent that they become a

hindrance to progress . There are many schools of

which the plan was approved and convenient when

they were first built , but to-day they are obsolete .

Examples are to be found in London , where the older

schools have classrooms to take sixty pupils ,

whereas the modern demand is for classes not ex

ceeding forty . All over the country there are

schools which are out of date , although far from

being included on the Board's “ Black List.” Yet

we cannot easily discard or alter them. In some

instances they are not yet paid for owing to the

absurdly long period allowed for the repayment of

loans on school buildings . In these days it is quite

practicable to have schools which are seemly and

convenient built of materials
which are compara

tively cheap. Such schools could be altered and kept

up to date , or even discarded altogether, without
ruinous loss.

The School Certificate .

The latest criticism of the First School Certificate

Examination is directed against the difficulty of cer

tain papers so far as they concern pupils who have

gained free places after a period in elementary
schools. Such boys and girls have to take up Latin

and French from the beginning, whereas their

schoolfellows have begun those languages some years

earlier . The critic suggests that the Latin papers

are too difficult for the late starters . A more general

criticism is made , namely, that the pass standard is

too high . It can hardly be denied that something

is wrong with the examination. It was intended

to be a test which average pupils could take without

special preparation . As things are turning out , the

School Certificate requirements are dominating be

yond reason the whole life of our secondary schools.

The prospect of failure makes many children un

happy , since the entrance to a large number of

careers is barred to those who cannot fulfil a re

quirement which is arbitrary and in some respects

absurd . When teachers become professional men

and women they will no longer submit to having

their work adjudged by external bodies , nor will

they permit the future prospects of their pupils to

remain at the mercy of examiners who sometimes

behave as if they had never been children , but had

sprung, fully armed , like Minerva, from the head of

some academic Zeus.

are

World Conferences .

We print this month short accounts of World

Conferences on Education . These gatherings are

doubtless interesting and profitable to those who

attend them . They offer limited opportunities for

promoting international good fellowship , and ap

parently they are regarded also as occasions for the

display of special systems and methods. But their

effect on the real work of education is very slight .

To begin with , they are attended almost solely by

those who are already alert-minded-some of them

to the extent of being wrong -headed - and what we

most need is not a mutual exchange of enthusiasms

but a wider spread of them . The vast body of

teachers in all countries are convinced that the

common round and daily task furnish all they need

to ask. It is no part of their interests to read books

on educational theory, to study new methods, or to

consider the reasons for what they do in their class

rooms day by day. Many are feebly ashamed to be

known as teachers, and would never dream of read

ing an educational journal in a public vehicle , even

if they read one in private, which is doubtful. This

deplorable lack of interest in the principles of their

work reflects itself in their teaching , making them

mere empirics when they ought to be professional

workers in the real sense.
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AT THE HIGH TABLE .

[ Under this heading appear from time to time articles from eminent men and women concerning

different aspects of education . In the following article Professor J. J. Findlay gives some impres

sions of the recent Conference at Elsinore.]

VIII . A Mighty Crowd and a Great Achievemcnt.

I am writing this sketch on the spot after a

week in Elsinore, with another week to follow.

This meeting of teachers is noteworthy if only

because of the numbers it has attracted : but there

is a good deal more behind. As regards numbers,

the registered total is 1,777 ; Scandinavia (including

Finland) contributes 566 ; Germany, Austria , Hol

land 300 ; the British Empire and the United States

about 600, the Romance countries only 100 ; about

the same from Poland and other Slav countries ;

another fifteen countries contribute each a few. An

unwieldy crowd ! Mrs. Ensor and her staff did not

expect such an assembly , and the resources of these

good -natured Danes are taxed to the utmost.

What brings them ? Two motives seem to stand

out. First of all there has grown up a pretty de

finite idea of the “ New " Education , which attracts

many teachers who, in their daily round , feel dis

couraged : as one of them said to me : “ Here we

feel that we are in the right : that others are on

our side.” These wistful strugglers for a new way

in education find about them a whole cohort of con

fident reformers, to whom I will refer in a moment.

Then, secondly, there is the urge to internationalism .

There are hundreds of people here who know little

in detail of the European scene , but their emotions

have been stirred to the depths by all that has passed

since 1914 : they come here on a kind of " con

ducted tour to a world set free. "

The cynic might indeed find matter for scoffing as

one sees, so to speak , booths erected for the worship

of a dozen various “ systems” of education that

alternately compete and combine. Here is Madame

Montessori herself, with a special " Congress of

her own . The Dalton Plan is expounded by its

founder, Miss Helen Parkhurst ; Dr. Decroly sails

in from Brussels ; the Winnetka Plan from “ Pro

gressive" America ; Cizek from Vienna is , unfor

tunately , debarred by illness , but a representative

hands you his circulars. It appears that in many

quarters of the globe a teacher can obtain merit if

she can produce testimony that she has attended a

course conducted by one of these great folk . About

a dozen " courses ” are offered of this kind ; courses ,

that is , for which a special fee has to be paid in

addition to the general membership fee . Hundreds

of people stand aloof from courses ; they come in

order to pursue some special aspect of “ The New "

in education , and join with foreigners from all parts

in a “ group, ” which meets daily to thrash out some

specific problem . These groups , in a general way ,
remind one of the Sections of the British Associa

tion-not , of course , in the quality of the researches

set forth , but in the division of the multitude into

its parts. Finally one or two public lectures every

day , and a daily lecture course devoted to novelties

in psychology, gives something to occupy those who

apply themselves neither to courses nor to groups.

of the junketings — trips, receptions, national

“ fests, ” dances, songs - nothing need be said , for

they naturally get into position when a multitude

forgathers in the cheerful atmosphere of the seaside

in Scandinavia.

Now is this great gathering of the clans worth

while ? Has it provided much more than a change

of scene for hundreds of weary teachers ? I think

it has : I think very definite impressions are being

made, especially on the minds of the beginners , if

we may so call them , to whom Europe has hitherto

been a closed book . And for a few it has done more,

much more : some definite contributions have been

made in the field which the organisers specifically

marked out for this Conference , viz ., in psychology

as affecting the curriculum . I myself have only

attended a few lectures, but I have learnt much

from Dr. H. Siffel, of Berlin , on Leibesübung , and

from Dr. Grube , of Vienna , on Art . Professor

Nunn has not yet arrived , but he is visiting Elsinore

for a few days , and we may be quite sure that he

will handle his title “ The Basic Principles of the

New Education " in a fashion that will carry us

beyond the shibboleths of systems to the philosophy

and psychology which should underlie them.

One great hindrance besets us : the curse of Babel .

Translators do their best , but it is tedious to wait

while a rendering, often imperfect, is delivered .

The Esperantists are, of course , around , pointing

the moral and reproaching the authorities for not at

once taking steps to set everything right . I share

their aspirations , and have gone so far as to learn

this charming tongue ; but as propagandists they
have much to learn . Meanwhile those who cannot

follow a discourse in German or French are miss

ing much , and , I think , missing even more by hav

ing to confine themselves to social intercourse with

the Anglo -Saxon race . Our gathering, in fact , re

minds me of the medieval university where the

different “ nations ” each had their own quartier.
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HENRY ADAMS ON UNIVERSITY TEACHING .

In the volume published some little time ago by Constable under the title “ The Education of

Henry Adams” there appears the following shrewd criticism of University life. Adams was an Assis.

tant Professor of History at Harvard for seven years and he found the experience unsatisfying.

“ The uses
of adversity are beyond measure his doubts about their own utility . Unlike him

strange . As a professor , he regarded himself as self , they knew more or less their business . He

a failure. Without false modesty he thought he could not tell his scholars that history flowed with

knew what he meant. He had tried a great many social virtue ; the Professor of Chemistry cared not

experiments, and wholly succeeded in none. He a chemical atom whether society was virtuous or

had succumbed to the weight of the system . He not. Adams could not pretend that medieval

had accomplished nothing that he tried to do. He society proved evolution ; the Professor of Physics

regarded the system as wrong ; more mischievous smiled at evolution . Adams was glad to dwell on

to the teachers than to the students ; fallacious from the virtues of the Church and the triumphs of its

the beginning to end. He quitted the university at art ; the Professor of Political Economy had to treat

last , in 1877 , with a feeling that , if it had not been them as waste of force. They knew what they had

for the invariable courtesy and kindness shown by to teach ; he did not . They might perhaps be

every one in it , from the President to the injured frauds without knowing it ; but he knew certainly

students, he should be sore at his failure . nothing else of himself. He could teach his students

" The only part of education that the professor nothing ; he was only educating himself at their cost.

thought was a success was the students . He found “ Education, like politics , is a rough affair , and

them excellent company. Cast more or less in the every instructor had to shut his eyes and hold his

same mould , without violent emotions or sentiment, tongue as though he were a priest. The students

and , except for the veneer of American habits , alone satisfied . They thought they gained some

ignorant of all that man had ever thought or hoped , thing. Perhaps they did , for even in America and

their minds burst open like flowers at the sunlight in the nineteenth century life could not be wholly

of a suggestion . They were quick to respond ; industrial . Adams fervently hoped that they might.

plastic to a mould ; and incapable of fatigue. Their remain content ; but supposing twenty years more

faith in education was so full of pathos that one to pass , and they should turn on him as fiercely as

dared not ask them what they thought they could he had turned on his old instructors — what answer

do with education when they got it. Adams did put could he make ? The college had pleaded guilty and

the question to one of them , and was surprised at tried to reform . He had pleaded guilty from the

the answer : ' The degree of Harvard College is start , and his reforms had failed before those of

worth money to me in Chicago. ' This reply upset the college.

his experience , for the degree of Harvard College “ The lecture-room was futile enough , but the

had been rather a drawback to a young man in
faculty -room was worse . American society feared

total wreck in the maelstrom of political and
Boston and Washington . So far as it went, the corporate administration , but it could not look for

answer was good , and settled one's doubts . Adams help to college dons. Adams knew, in that

knew no better, although he had given twenty years capacity, both Congressmen and professors, and he

to pursuing the same education , and was no nearer
preferred Congressmen . The same failure marked

the society of a college . Several score of the besta result than they. He still had to take for granted
educated, most agreeable, and personally the most

many things that they need not-among the rest , sociable people in America united in Cambridge to

that his teaching did them more good than harm . make a social desert that would have starved a

In his own opinion the greatest good he could do polar bear . . . . Society called them professors , and

them was to hold his tongue. They needed much professors they had to be . While all these brilliant

were greedy for companionship, all werefaith then ; they were likely to need more if they
famished for want of it . . . Thus it turned out that,

of all his many educations, Adams thought that of

“ He never knew whether his colleagues shared school teacher the thinnest. "

.

men

lived long
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RECENT EDUCATIONAL CHANGES IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA .

[ From A CORRESPONDENT. )

To understand the recent educational changes in Hall were known even before the war , and Thorn

Czechoslovakia it is necessary to look back at pre- dike's influence is now apparent . The tendency to

war conditions. The Czech school system , although wards internationalism is strong , and many excur

Austrian as far as the organisation was concerned, sions have been made recently to Vienna, Germany,

was Czech in spirit . From the time of the national Switzerland , Holland, and Jugoslavia. The teachers

renaissance all prominent Czechs have tried to go want to see the work of other countries and to com

back to the period of the Czech Brethren and pare it with their own.

Comenius. In this spirit the nation was educated, Czechoslovak educational ideas are at present re

so that with the beginning of the world-war it was presented primarily by some experimental schools.

prepared to fight for its liberty in the same name of These are of two types . One is individualistic,

democracy. Masaryk's book, " The World Revolu- emphasising the æsthetic character of schooling .

tion, " shows this development very clearly. Educators of this type regard themselves as educa

After the war educators were ready to begin under tional artists and desire to express their own in

new conditions the great work of renovation . Two dividuality in educating children , and their schools

of the greatest , Joseph Ulehla and Professor Drtina , are like the American establishments in the pro

Masaryk's pupil , who were in spirit very near to gressive educational movement . Some are de

Comenius, worked out a new basis for building up scribed in C. Washburne's book “ New Schools in

Czechoslovak schools. But these ideas could not the Old World .” Next come schools for crippled

be realised immediately after the war. First of all children . This type, however , is disappearing , and

the new State had to be organised , and political another type , represented by Professor Chlup's small

questions took the first place. Slovakia , which , school , which is attached to the Masaryk University

under the Magyar government, was without Slovak at Brno (Moravia) is more favoured . The basis of

schools, was a difficult problem . The school system this school is scientific . The different school sub

had to be started anew , and two universities and jects are studied and the results are measured, so

many technical schools were founded . It must not that they can be used by other schools. The pupils

be forgotten that the new State was poor. For these of Professor Chlup's school are specially selected

reasons it was impossible to begin with a general children .

school reform . Other schools are also following this method .

Among the changes introduced the most important All the better public schools are trying to keep pace

was the inclusion of civic instruction into the ele- with present educational tendencies. ' Activity

mentary schools. This new course of study was a Schools " is the slogan , expressing the character of

result of a political compromise between the progres the effort. In moral education social needs are

sive parties and the conservatives. The former fol- emphasised , and the Junior Red Cross is of much

lowed the French ideal of a secular school , the help in this respect . These efforts, however, are

conservative group tried to build up the system on impeded where the work is not organised, and

a Catholic basis . The influence of the Catholic Prague leads in the effort towards organisation.

party , since its participation in State government, The plan of this work , which has been published ,

has grown constantly , yet it was not strong enough contains important elements of a solid basis for

to change the former line of development . each reform based on facts collected by the Prague

There were few external changes in the conduct Pedagogical Institute. It has been found that of

of Czechoslovak schools, but there were many the pupils entering the elementary school in the last

changes in their internal development. Pedagogical two years 5 to 19 per cent. repeated the first grade.

theory underwent radical revision . The theoretical Many children repeat the same grade several times.

basisof the former educational work was positivist About 10 per cent . of children of fourteen years

philosophy , but a turn from this line began to be have passed through only five elementary grades.

apparent. During last year Professor Radl's The third grade of the higher elementary school is

pamphlet " The Revision of Progressive Ideals in the attained only by 52.6 per cent . of pupils .

Elementary Schools " was subjected to lively dis- This retardation is due to social as well as to

cussion by Czech teachers . This work is radically educational conditions . The studies made by the

opposed to positivism . Though Rádl's view was not Pedagogical Institute , the examinations by the

generally accepted, the content and methods of Pirquet method, and cases treated by the centres of

school work were changed greatly . In practice the the social institutions " Nasim detem , ” &c . , and a

influence of Switzerland and Germany is to be noted . recent study by Dr. Nečasová (of the Social School)

In the last two years the influence of America has shows a very close relation between social condi

grown rapidly. James and Dewey, Baldwin and tions and the school progress of children . It is
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necessary to remove unfavourable influences. The

city of Prague is therefore about to double the

number of school doctors and to introduce social

workers into the schools . It is necessary to organise

all factors , so that there will be close co -operation

between social institutions and school. Therefore a

central office for child welfare is to be organised in

the near future.

Educational hindrances are found , too, in the in

sufficient differentiation of Czechoslovak schools.

Only the feeble -minded are taught separately in

special classes and schools . The fact , however, that

such a high percentage of children are repeating the

grades demands a broader differentiation , the basis of

which must be psychological . The reformers desire

to begin with the differentiation as early as possible.

There are to be established parallel classes in suffi

cient number for the children of a lower ability but

not feeble -minded (Mannheimer system ) . These

classes will include about 10 per cent . of pupils .

They will be an organic part of elementary schools,

but their programme of study and methods will be

accommodated to the special needs of backward

pupils .

The relation of the higher elementary school to the

lower secondary school is to be as close as possible.

The reformers, backed by the High School of Peda

gogical Studies, are preparing an experiment with a

common type of this grade , as is the Junior

High School.

School reforms are most important. Teachers are

to be specially prepared for this new work. Official

training is as yet insufficient. There have been no

changes since the war . The teachers are trained in

normal schools of a secondary school type. A new

type of training is to be introduced at an early date.

Candidates, after finishing the whole secondary

school course , will follow courses at a teachers'

academy (one to two years ). Up to the present

higher preparation was possible only through private

study. The two schools for high pedagogical studies

are private institutions , supported by teaching

organisations . Special preparation for the proposed

changes is therefore necessary . Courses for all

teachers will be arranged so as to enable them to

carry out the work of reform . At the same time

certain educational experiments will be conducted .

The effect of this intensive work is naturally to

be seen outside Prague . The teachers of Brno are

to begin with the reform next year and also the

teachers of Bratislava, In Brno at present a peda

gogical museum and institution for the scientific

study of education called " The Pedagogical Centre"

is ready. Outside the large cities numbers of out

side schools are doing similar work . We can hope

that in a short time the movement will be extended

to the majority of Czechoslovak schools,

All these activities were undertaken without the

direct co -operation of school authorities. Since Pre

sident Masaryk announced the necessity of school

reform in the native land of Comenius , and ex

pressed the fear that our schools might fail to keep

pace with progressive foreign countries , a change

has come about . The Minister of Education called

together a gathering of specialists and asked their

opinion about certain questions concerning the

organisation of a new school system. Two ques
tions especially were dealt with : the relation of the

higher grade of elementary school to the lower

secondary school and the question of classical

languages in the different types of secondary schools.

The great majority agreed that it is necessary to

bring the two types closer together, so as to make

possible an easy transition from one type to the

other as the first real step to unification .

As far as the classical languages are concerned,

the tendency is to introduce Latin in the fifth or at

least in the fourth grade . The Minister of Educa

tion promised to support all sound experiments and

reforms, and to take the initiative. The Ministry

of Education is to introduce some experiments .

The effect of all this has been to arouse a strong

interest in the Czechoslovak public . New associa

tions arise , political parties and politicians are in

terested , parent-teacher organisations are

formed . If the present enthusiasm is maintained , a

new era in the development of the Czechoslovak

educational work is certain .

new

EIGHTY YEARS AGO.

Gleanings from our Earlier Volumes .

September, 1849.—Teaching as a profession .

" Compare the condition of teachers with that

of lawyers, of physicians , of surgeons , of divines ,

nay , of shoemakers and masons and tailors , and

almost any other trade or handicraft , every one of

which has its guild , or its association, with rules

and provisions for mutual assistance and the

general good. What bond of common education ,

of common interest , of sympathy in common pur

suits , brings teachers together in any great fellow

ship ? When, and where, and how do they meet

each other, as do lawyers and physicians ? ' Their

occupations keep them necessarily much apart , it

must be owned ; each must work in his own school

room ; but what organisation is there to bring them

together elsewhere, to make them feel that though

divided they are one, to erect teaching into a

distinct , recognised, and respected profession, and

to obtain for that profession the high standing

and acknowledgment which it may well claim , and

which one day it will surely have ? "
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TEACHER DIARISTS.

By S. W. JOHNS.

I wonder how many teachers keep diaries. I do “ I met the old man in the town , who, with

not mean little waistcoat pocket affairs for noting out any provocation on my part , or saying a
engagements and petty expenses , but diaries that word to him, loaded me with opprobrious

would be worth publication if discovered a couple of language , and told me the report of the town

centuries hence as revealing interesting personalities was that I was a drunken , saucy , covetuous

or the life and thought of these post-war years . Not fellow , and concluded with his opinion , that I
a great number, I guess ; probably not more than had neither good breeding nor honesty.

an infinitesimal percentage.
In an application for another school the harassed

Curiously enough, the only teachers ' diaries men
master wrote that " a bare recital" of " all the in

tioned by Mr. Arthur Ponsonby in his enthralling dignities offered me by my antagonist , old Kent, ”
books on diaries all belong to the eighteenth cen would " fill a volume in folio . " However, though

tury . There are but four of them and they pair off
the friction continued , Mr. Gale held his post for

contemporaneously, Walter Gale with Thomas
about twenty years , only, unhappily , to be removed

Turner, both of Sussex , in the middle of the cen
eventually " for neglecting the duties thereof."

tury , and Samuel Teedon with John Fitzgerald in
Of the four diarists Walter Gale gives most in

the nineties , but separated by the Irish Sea .
formation about his pedagogic life, and he throws a

Walter Gale, a dismissed excise officer, was ap
great deal of light on his extraneous activities , too.

pointed master of the free school at Mayfield,
Like thousands of his professional brethren since

Sussex , in 1750. Soon after his appointment he
that day he had perforce to find means of adding to

wrote in his diary : — “ Master Kent and Mr. M. his meagre stipend . He was therefore " a land

Baker came to the school. They discoursed with me measurer, a practical mathematician, an engraver

of the number of scholars I would teach for £16
of tombstones , a painter of public-house signs , a

per annum. Master Kent proposed twenty-four ,
designer of ladies ' needlework , and a maker of

but after much debate the number was fixed at wills .” He received half-a -guinea for designing a
twenty-one ; the third part of which are supposed to

bed-quilt , which he finished " after five days ' close

be writers. Later, the £16 was augmented by a application ," and as reward for a handkerchief he

house and garden , which let for £18. was given “ a pint of strong. "
The master's plea for a smaller class was evidently

I might go on , referring to his thirst , his clothes ,

successful , but the premises should have been placed
his books , and his eye for nature , but others are

on the black list . On one occasion the master

waiting in the queue . We have to thank the merest
“ found the greatest part of the school in a flow , by

chance for the preservation of Walter Gale's diary.

reason of the snow and rain coming through the
A century after it was written its pages were found

Another time he records handing to the
by the Mayor of Hastings " spread out in a garden

Squire the following memorandum :
to be dried for the purpose of lighting fires ! ” The

“ Whereas the deplorable situation of the diary has been printed by the SussexArchæological

schollers of the free school, arising from their Society.

being confined in a close room with a charcoal I wonder if Walter Gale ever met Thomas Turner.

fire, hath been made to appear, it is thought He says on one occasion , “ I went to Church at

absolutely necessary to do something whereby Hothley .” In 1754 Thomas Turner was practising

the pernicious vapour which arises thence may as a schoolmaster at East Hoathly, but , unlike his

be vented and carryed off, for which purpose a contemporary, he was a teacher for a very short

cupola has been proposed ; it appears by an time and made few references to the fact in his

estimate that the charge will amount to £3. 35. ; diary. Thomas Turner's pupils paid 3d . a week,

it is proposed to raise that sum by subscrip- but he soon abandoned schoolmastering for

tion .
multiple shop, and doubtless found his hydra

One fine day Mr. Gale “ left off school at 2 o'clock, occupation of grocer, draper, haberdasher , hatter ,

having heard the spellers and readers a lesson clothier , druggist, ironmonger, stationer, glover,

apiece , to attend the cricket match of the gamesters undertaker , hop and wheat dealer , with overseership

of Mayfield against those of Lindfield and Chaley. " of the parish by way of relief, more remunerative

It was not very long before there was friction with than teaching

the managers. “ A ragged congregation of On June 20 , 1755 , he wrote : - “ This day being

scholars” was required to sit in the new church my birthday , I treated my scholars with about five

gallery . The Squire and “ Old Kent” insisted that quarts of strong beer , and had an issue cut in my

the master should sit with them, but " to this I did leg" ' ; but on May 15 , 1756, he said : “ This day I

not assent. ” Later we read : resigned up my school to Francis Elless ." Con

leads. "

a
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viviality Thomas Turner's besetting sin ,

though he was honest enough to write : " I think

I never found the vice of drinking so well exploded

in my life, as in one of the numbers” of the Tatler.

The entry shows that he was something of a reader .

He read “ Clarissa Harlowe" with his wife , Homer's

“ Odysseyes, ” Gay's " Fables," Tillotson's Sermons,
“ Paradise Lost," the Spectator, and " John“

Wilkes's ' North Briton . ' " . Thomas Turner was

twenty - six when he gave up teaching and sixty-one

when he died . His diary , which covers eleven years ,

was published by The Bodley Head in 1925 .

Samuel Teedon schoolmaster at Olney ,

Bucks , and a friend of William Cowper. Over

seventy of the poet's letters to Teedon are in exist

ence , though only one is included in Mr. E. V.

Lucas's selection in the World's Classics . Teedon's

school occupied the upper room of an old building

called the Shiel Hall. He was assisted by Eusebius

Killingworth , his cousin's son , who was “ a beautiful

penman ” and " a first- rate arithmetician and

algebraist." The masters , who also held evening

classes , “ deserved a popular and flourishing estab

lishment, ” but education was not popular and its

Olney exponents were far from flourishing. Teedon

" prayed extempore every morning with his scholars ,

and on Thursdays delivered an exhortation to them .

His diary , which runs from October, 1792 , to Feb

ruary, 1794 , was edited by Mr. Thomas Wright and

published in 1902. Almost the first entry records the

offer of " the Schoolmastership to the Colony of

Sierra Leone, " but Teedon " gave a positive denial

on the score of the climate.”

The diary covers a variety of everyday topics ,

visits , ailments , expenses , domesticities , reading,

gossip . Comparatively few of the entries relate to

the school, and some merely record the arrival or

departure of pupils or payment of fees . One entry

reads : “ I kept school till 3 of the clock .

Writ. ” Another : “ Willson called me in and desired

his boy should be set more & kept stricter in

tasks , & c . " And another : “ Mr. Tyrrell , at the

Swan at Newport , agreed to send his son to school

by the Qr at gs . I to find ink and pens. ” One day

he “ could not bare the school on Acct . of the

Smoak ," and on another he purchased a “ beating

block . Finally he wrote : “ I went to school , it

proving a deep snow which came very suddenly . I

had but 2 came which I dismissed , & in the after

noon I had but 6."

John Fitzgerald , an Irishman , combined the duties

of an itinerant “ Teacher of Mathematics" with the

editorship of the Cork Remembrancer. A diligent

student of the newspapers, he was often to be seen

in coffee -room and oyster tavern . Few passing

events seem to have escaped his notice. He con

tributed to the Remembrancer " a Chronological

Account of all remarkable Battles , Sieges , etc. , and

other memorable occurrences that have happened

since the Creation , to the Present Year, 1783 - more

especially for the City of Cork ."

His diary , extracts from which have been pub

lished by the Cork Historical and Archæological

Society (to whom I am indebted for the loan of

copy ), exactly covers the year 1793 .
Almost every

day the state of the weather is noted , and many of

the entries have to do with the movements of regi

ments and the coming of ships to the port. There

are some interesting details of food and coal prices ,

mention of a comet which astronomers have failed

to recognise, a few references to national and con

tinental events , and numerous records of which " J.

Baily and I had 3 pints of punch " is typical.

Most of Fitzgerald's data relating to teaching

are , like Teedon's , mere notes that he began or

ceased to instruct some named pupil. Here is the

first scholastic entry : " 14th Jan.-A desperate cold

day, wind due N. I began to teach abroad this

morning for the first time since Christmas, at

Allen's, Mann's, and Dr. Orpen's.” Another entry

reads : " Mr. Sandiford's drawing -room this day con

verted into a school-room for his boys. " And

another : " Began to teach Whetham's son and

Parker Dunscombe at Mr. Hincks ' School , and is

to give me but a guinea a quarter in future , but I

don't know how it will be with regard to the quarter

now going on .”

“ Sent a bad judgment on Parker Dunscombe for

inattention ” is ominous, as is also " Ned Daly

eloped most of the day , and I discharged him , as his

mother would not allow me to whip him .”

Had 13 .

Westonbirt's First Speech Day.

Westonbirt has had its first Speech Day, Lord

Gisborough presiding. The Head Mistress , Mrs.

Houison-Craufurd , reporting on the first year , said

the school opened in May , 1928, with seventy -two

girls and nine teachers . In September it would have

grown to 230 girls and a staff of thirty -two. She

felt there was a glorious future for Westonbirt and

for what they regarded as the Westonbirt spirit

the development of a strong sense of truth and

honour, and an understanding of the responsibility

of working for the good of the community and to

be of service in the world .

Inherent Capacity

In his annual report , Dr. A. Brown Ritchie ,

School Medical Officer for Manchester, writes :

“ No education will ever elicit a capacity which is

not inherent in the individual. A fairly large pro

portion of the children we call 'backward ' are

children whose capacities are definitely of a non

linguistic type and concrete rather than abstract, a

type that can handle things more readily than

ideas. ''
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LETTERS FROM A YOUNG HEAD MASTER .

IX . School Camps, and some Conclusions.

My dear H.-We have survived . Our first school Before we took action (and it was that we waited

camp is over , and with it our first adventurous year. for) there was gathered round us in a solid , deter

Now, as Walter de la Mare says , “ Rest, rest , and mined phalanx all the best elements in the camp,

rest again , ” until September. ready and eager to support us in any effort to put

The camp was all of a piece with our other ex- an end to a situation which frightened and repelled

periences . We were fortunate ; the sun shone bril- them. We had to let them see what could happen

liantly throughout, the little village we had chosen before we could draw them to us .

satisfied the needs of everyone, and we had no After that we drove in the ideas of service , cour

casualties . tesy , restraint at every possible moment. And the

But oh ! time and again I remembered your wise response : magnificent ! The little band of those

words— “ If you organise a school camp merely for upon whom we could rely anywhere , at any time ,

the sake of giving your children a good holiday , your for anything, grew and was reinforced daily, till at

labour is barren and your undertaking fruitless. " the end there were but few remaining of whom one

I fought you over this ; I argued that the sun and had to say that camp had taught them nothing.

the sea and air on the youngsters' limbs were alone Yes : camp was all of a piece with our experience

worth all the time and trouble : but I think I see throughout the year. From the start , even through

now some of the possibilities in a well run school thosehours weleaders held so critical , the tide of

camp ; and I am grateful to you for maintaining happiness welled up and bore all along on its flood.

your view unflinchingly. From the start , a tiny group, gradually increasing ,

Camp is life with the lid off. ( I'd seen phrases who saw deeper than the surface , and who longed

like that before , and read them , and passed them for the richer happiness that comes alone from the

by ; but now that I myself have written the previous well-ordered life ; and who became resolved to ob

sentence , knowing fully that I mean it , and what tain for all that richer happiness. From the start ,

I mean by it , I can never again read lightly any a superstructure, many parts of it valuable , many

author who makes use of a similar expression.) parts redundant ; and a band of devoted workers

“ Each for himself , and the devil take everyone desperately, feverishly , working against time to

else ” ' ; for two days that motto was writ large on underpin it, lest its own weight should prove its

almost every face in our camp. Our discipline and
downfall .

our preparations carried us through the long and Have I made you understand ? It has been a

wearisome journey and the taking up of our tremendous struggle, this first year, none the less

quarters ; and then all the primeval savagery locked arduous because we have all been so happy through

up in our youngsters ' hearts was for a while let out . But it has been worth it, because now I feel

loose . I have with me a group of friends , both men and

The meals—you should have seen them . Greed boys , who realise that happiness is not enough, and

and chaos unchained . You would hardly believe who are prepared to go with me anywhereand to

(though, of course, you must have witnessed similar do anything, in order that in our school we may

scenes , or you would never have stuck to your guns achieve that peace which comes only from the con

as you did regarding school camps) that ordinarily
sciousness of a grand purpose worthily striven for

decent, well-behaved children could become such and in part attained through united and single

little savages. I , at any rate , had no conception .
hearted effort.

What did we do ? What I am sure you would Last year I started out alone , save for friends

have done, and have done , in an emergency like such as yourself, who from a distance never failed

ours . For thirty-six hours, through six deafening in encouragement and advice ; now I have my

and disgusting meals, we sat and looked on . Then Tenth Legion .

we felt we knew exactly what we had to face , and Yours ever,
we acted .

G. S.

Really , it was absurdly simple. Five minutes '

quiet talk , two rules , and chaos resolved itself into Some Appointments.

order ; and the order remained with us throughout. Mr. B. Libbish, B.A. , has had conferred upon

Of course , we staff could have imposed those rules him the Order of “ Officier de l'Instruction Pub

at the outset and they would have been obeyed , and lique, ” in recognition of his services as Modern

there would have been no chaos ; but I am sure you Language Master at the Coopers Company's

will agree that we were right in the course School, London, and head of the Language

took : and I am equally sure that you have already Department successively of Queen's Road and of

anticipated our reasons for taking that course. the Paddington Commercial Institutes , London .

we
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THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH IN JAPAN .

By C. Boyd -BOWMAN , late of the Seikei Gakuen and Waseda University, Tokyo.

From the time immediately following the re- The foreign teachers of English are about half

opening of the country to intercourse with foreign English and half American , and on them the In

stitute urges the need for direct methods .
nations when Japan was organised as a modern

In

practice the foreign teacher must use direct methods,

state , education became increasingly important. As
for only in rare cases does he speak Japanese well

the major policy of the Meiji Era was directed to enough to use it for a medium for his teaching, but

the absorption and copying of Western ideas , there is still room for much improvement. Since ,

methods and practices , the study of modern Euro- however, the mischief is already done when the

pupils reach the higher schools and come under thepean languages was regarded as the first step . Al

foreign teachers, it is clearly necessary to concen
though French has never occupied a place in the

trate on raising the efficiency of the six or seven
curriculum of any save a few special schools, from thousand Japanese teachers of English.

the beginning English study has become a principal In carrying out direct methods the teacher

feature of secondary education , while German be- should be proficient in the language, and here is

the wellnigh insuperable difficulty with which re

comes important in the higher schools or interme
formers are faced. Would it not, in fact , be better

diate colleges. Since English is the commercial
to abandon compulsory English for the mass, make

language of the Far East and North America ,
it optional and concentrate on getting first - class

apart from the desire to study our literature , the results from the best teachers working with clever

practical value and importance of English is uni- and enthusiastic pupils ? The present average size

versally recognised and this has led to of classes, forty to sixty, makes really effective work

remarkable results. almost impossible.

In the reaction against the too -rapid Western- The majority of Japanese pupils , like the major

isation of the country during the Meiji Era , the cry ity of English ones , have no great aptitude for

has been raised that too much importance is given learning languages . They study hard , and often

to English in the time-tables of the secondary achieve remarkable results , but it is heavy work

schools. At present English is a compulsory subject for them . Opinion has been stirred by the activities

and the entrance examinations to the higher schools of Mr. Palmer and the Institute , a good deal of

make it the principal test . It is urged that some resentment caused among the older teachers , and

600,000 boys and girls between the ages of thirteen considerable support among the younger

and nineteen are obliged to give each week from generation, who realise that the desired reforms are

three hours (girls ) to nine hours (boys) to English ; on the right lines. Methods of oral approach are

that for the vast majority, particularly in the country directly opposed to the traditional methods of

districts , English has no value; that only a small reading, for all reading to the Japanese (and

percentage reach fair proficiency despite the efforts Chinese) is the visualisation of ideographs.

put forth , and that the time of all , except those There are still many foreign teachers in Japan ,

who show special ability or need English for their apart from those connected with missionary in

future work, could be far more usefully employed. stitutions, and while it is true to say that in accord

The feeling that all is not well with English teach- ance with the march of the times their prestige ,

ing has been growing for some years , and the personal and professional , is lower than formerly

Ministry of Education admitted as much when , in when the Japanese had a much greater regard for

1922 , the Institute for Research in English Teach- anyone or anything foreign , their efficiency as

ing was established. teachers is much higher. It is not sufficient to be

The functions of the Institute , which is a semi- a good teacher of that language. As long as

official advisory body , are to promote better results . Japan is ambitious of holding her place among

The Director is Mr. Harold Palmer , M.A., formerly world powers, so long will a knowledge of the

at London University as one of Professor Daniel English language be necessary to a considerable

Jones's band of ardent phoneticians , and he has number of her people . It is early yet to see

worked for seven years with enthusiasm and energy whether the results of the new methods will make

to raise the standard of English teaching in the a better knowledge more widespread, but at any

Japanese schools and colleges. The incompetence rate the first steps , the focusing of attention on

of many of the teachers has been attacked , while the wastefulness of the old ways, and the train

an unceasing campaign is being waged against the ing of a new generation of instructors, have been

old traditional indirect methods.
taken .

won
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FATIGUE IN THE SCHOOLS.

a

By Harold Biggs , M.A.

There is an old saying that “ All work and no it was found that three hours work daily was

sufficient.play makes Jack a dull boy ' ' ; and the truth of this
The capacity for maintained attention of boys

cannot be denied . under sixteen varied from fifteen to thirty minutes .

Dullness , however , is often due to over-fatigue, In inattention Nature has provided a wonderful

and as such is a matter for the serious considera- safety-valve in cases of nervous exhaustion. For

tion of all school authorities .
when the brain becomes over- tired , concentration

Originally education was only for the few , and

ceases , and the mind is switched on to a fresh line

of thought .

the element of over-study was practically negligible . For this reason , inattention should be treated

But now that learning is within the reach of every- less harshly in schools, and be regarded less as a

one , competition has become much keener and is punishable offence than as an indication of a tired

increasing every day. The result is that the tax brain .

Other signs of fatigue are manifested in a droop

on the mental powers of the modern child is pro
ing head , a lolling attitude of body, a roving eye,

portionately very much heavier than that experienced yawning or sleeping in class , all of which should

by the previous generation .
tell the teacher that the child is over tired .

In the primary schools the danger of over -fatigue According to a German head master the most

has been realised, and protective measures have
exhausting lessons are mathematics , languages,
and religious instruction , in that order . The most

been taken , by the instruction of teachers in the
easily learned subjects are history , home language ,

physical and hygienic aspects of school life .
and natural history .

It is , for instance , now conceded that games , Assuming the truth of this statement , no day's

which many parents regarded at one time as a work should include more than one of the more

deplorable waste of time , are in reality essential difficult subjects mentioned , if the element of fatigue

to the health and welfare of the average schoolboy.

is to be seriously considered .

That it must be so considered will be evident

For the brain and muscular systems are so inter to all parents and teachers who regard the child's

dependent that each nerve centre depends on the health as of paramount importance.

movement of certain muscles , and conversely each In this age of specialisation , there is a tendency

group of muscles has its own brain centre .
in secondary schools to strain the mental faculties

Thus by increasing the circulation of the blood,
of the child by overwork. This is not only un

reasonable from the point of view of efficiency , for

the exercise of the muscles of the body refreshes a tired brain cannot work as well as one that is

and invigorates the nerve centres . fresh , but it is positively dangerous.

When the nerves are tired , toxic or poisonous The boy who sits down at night to two or three

bodies , caused by chemical activity , enter into the hours of study after a full day at school cannot

system and accumulate . These poisons are only
return to his work in the morning with the same

mental strength as if no homework had been set .

expelled when the nerves are at rest , in which state If homework there must be, let it be in the nature

energy-producing molecules are simultaneously in- of revision or of some creative kind of work that

troduced. calls for imagination and originality . If this were

Rest is therefore the chief factor in the recupera- arranged, there would be a change in occupation ,

tion of both mind and bortv. and less fatigue would be felt than under the present

Another means of combating fatigue is effected exhausting conditions.

by a change of occupation , which , by bringing into As it is, the high standard of education demanded

play a different group of nerve centres , is in itself results in long hours of work at school , followed by

a comparative rest . wearisome homework at night when the boy is

It has been agreed by all authorities that the best thoroughly tired out.

method of teaching, with the view of lessening the The effects of overwork are too serious and far

chances of fatigue, is to provide periods of mental reaching to be set lightly aside by parents and

exertion , followed byfollowed by some form of physical teachers, and the keenest watch should be kept on

exercise. each child to detect instantly the first signs

In the case of children under the age of eleven , of fatigue and to alter the work accordingly .
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SIGNS OR PORTENTS ?

The wheel turns , and, after a long time , I teach

little children again. They are learning to use

numbers and to form habits . I am learning afresh

to wonder.

I wonder how I ever learned to add, subtract ,

divide, and multiply . Certainly I did not learn at

school, for my first recollection of school life is of

my teacher “ marking " a long division sum (pre
sumably quite long) alternately wrong , right , wrong ,

right, wrong ... and dancing, foot and brain, the

while. Poor man ! He was a composer by calling,

a schoolmaster by trade , with seventy in his class.

I have just left a room full of seven . I wonder

if the summation of the vagaries amassed by the

seventy would overcount the produce of the seven ?

yet “ vagary" is unjust and smacks of slander . The

seven are rational , even logical , and — when not

otherwise occupied — conscientious in the execution

of “ sums." They do not dream. They are not

vague. They have received , and they apply. But

what have they received , and what applied ? Can it

be that their preceptresses, scientifically detached ,

nodded in the upper heaven of observation while the

children taught themselves to count ? One picks no

quarrel with the efficacy of the teaching . Its effects

are lasting enough . Of this alert and able seven only

two can tell that eight and nine make seventeen

without counting : and their average age verges on

nine . But should they still be counting ?

Glibly enough has one spoken of preceptresses :

what of those who sit in high places in the lecture

rooms of colleges and other places dedicate to the

Muse of Education ? In preaching ( if they do

preach) the gospel (which I would preach myself)

of permitting a child to find his own congenial ways

of working, do they also nod for briefest fragment of

a moment, and forget that man must breathe ? His

breath goes out , his breath comes in , and he lives .

His consciousness is no whit other. But-and

should I say “ alas '' ? — his consciousness is ' ticed

without so oft , so sharply , so amazingly, that it all

but ceases to breathe. From pillar to post it is set

to jigging about , and a nimble toe dance it achieves.

Can one in the same thought with toe dance murmur

the word " gestation ," and dream of the kindly cow

supposed by kindly man to ruminate ? Much labour

and an opulence of apparatus is showered upon the

path of childhood, in faith apparently of our right

to direct the outward flow and organise the dance ;

but what of the aftermath ? Are we to leave it to

take care of itself entirely ?

You see my signal - or portentous — seven have

had their fill of the outer world of counting, beads

and fingers and handy things galore. But only two
know 7 as a 7 and 5 as a 5 , and roundly

make a round dozen out of the two wholes .

W. W.

THE AFTERMATH OF EXAMINATIONS.

The Meditations of a Schoolboy about to

enter the World .

With steaming heads we have emerged from

the furious existence of feverish scribbling which

goes by the calm name of an examination .

Our eyes have staggered over paper after paper.

“ Estimate the importance of William Pitt ! "

" Prove Pythagoras ' theorem !" " Explain hardness

in water !" " Indicate the significance of the Ser

mon on the Mount ! " Answer book after answer

book has reeled from our desks to the examiner's,

and now—well , it is over.

Life stands before us. We knew when the door

would open , yet we seem to have been hurled

across the threshold . We shall have to get a job

-a job -- and it will be neither engine driver nor

Prime Minister. We had not thought of it in this

way before.

What most of us know about jobs could be

written in the margin of an examination paper.

There are
a few, of course, who have always

itched to write, or to enchant the world with music,

or to paint masterpieces . But most of us—it is as

if we had been pushed out into the sunshine after

ten years in a dungeon.

It seems to me now that the higher we get in

school, the fewer careers are open to us. On leav

ing the elementary schools we might have made

builders , plumbers , undertakers , or poets. Now with

our burden of Greek and Latin and Algebra the

horizon is considerably narrowed .

Our schooling stops . Suddenly we find that we

are expected to make a contribution to the break

fast table. We wait. We may see a place empty.

We try to slip in . Whichever number our dart hits

may be ours for life , for in England a boy getting

a job at sixteen may be found at the same address

at sixty .

Every town abounds in offices. The job is usually

in one of these. Or we serve an apprenticeship to

accountancy , not because we rejoice in figures, but

because it seems a steady and fairly comfortable

job among the few that we may choose. Perhaps

we go into the Civil Service , or become teachers

in elementary schools, not because we love " red

tape" or teaching , but because the holidays are

generous and certain .

I cannot help thinking that had we been able

to answer a paper on the “ Jobs of the World, ”

had we been ready to answer “ What are your

main characteristics and how would you apply

them in selecting your place in the world ? " we

should have been far more eager to step through

the door of the school to run up the ladder to

success which stands outside.
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CREATING THE DESIRE TO READ .

BY A TEACHER .

Interest is essential to attention in all subjects , terested , a handwork lesson should be given on

reading included . The various methods of teaching how to make a book . Stout brown paper should be

reading are made attractive by most teachers , but used, and the children will take great trouble in

the subject as a whole does not greatly appeal to originating artistic cover designs . The teacher , too ,

children . If their interest is aroused , before the should make a book, and her effort will form the

subject is actually launched , the progress should be foundation of the library .

more rapid . By this time the teaching of reading by con

When children first come to school, as their shy- ventional methods will have begun . Sounds will be

ness wears off, they volunteer small items of in- taught by games , stories , and phonic jingles . The

formation at all times of the day . Gradually , how- news items will provide endless scope for the “ Look

ever, they are encouraged to reserve their news and say ” sentence method . The children will be

until the news lesson , when each chil given the intensely interested in the work , as it deals with

opportunity to talk . This period is one of vital themselves , their pets , and their homes.

interest to all , and each child listens to other Constant revision of the news books will have

people's news . made most of the children familiar with the words

Before any formal reading lessons are given the and the pictures . At this stage the words without

news lesson can form the nucleus of the interest a picture should be presented on flash cards . They

arousing campaign. During this period the teacher should be arranged in the same way, as the arrange

can create the desire to read . The campaign opens ment will be the children's chief guide at first.

when the teacher remarks on the wasted news . When the whole sentences can be recognised they

“ What a pity we cannot write the news for every- should be split up into phrases and treated in the

one to read . This idea appeals immediately , and same way.

the children conjure up mental pictures of printed Children who can repeat each sentence from the

newspapers. news book cannot be said to be able to read . It

The next step is when the teacher writes on the is not real reading, but thought association . At first

blackboard the most important item of news. She the object of this treatment is “ thought getting, "

reads this to the children , who, although they can- but gradually the sentences acquire a new interest.

not read the words, understand the message. From phrases the children move on to individual

Usually they are anxious to copy this , and paper words, and only then is the real reading beginning .

and crayons are supplied . When each child has These steps have been passed through in intense

written the words - probably very badly - he is enjoyment . The children have been anxious to read ,

allowed to select a vehicle for illustration , such as so that the news book and other books of interest

paint , crayon , coloured pencils , or coloured paper, are open to them . So often , after weeks of “ slog

to cut out and stick . The children illustrate the ging " at word building , a beautiful book is pro

words in their own way. The item of news , such mised to the children . When it arrives it contains

as “ Tom has a new baby at home,” is printed by such matter as “ The fat cat sat on the mat,” which

the teacher on a poster, with a suitable illustration. cannot be called vitally interesting to anyone. Word

This is hung on the wall , where it is daily com- building is a necessary evil, but when children are

mented on by the children . Again they do not know keen to progress they are willing to do spade-work

the words , but the picture helps , and they are able sometimes.

to translate the meaning. The news book will prove an incentive to im

In following news lessons children take turns in proved writing and handwork. A spirit of healthy

selecting the most important news item , so de- competition will be roused , as each child will strive

veloping a sense of proportion. This is treated in to make his work the best. The teacher's model,

the same way, and gradually the writing improves. constantly before the class , will inculcate good taste

Each child's papers are fastened together with a and correct ideas of letter and word spacing .

paper fastener, and his pride in this—his first In conjunction with the news book scheme a

book - is charming to see . Daily he can be seen notice board is found to work successfully . The

turning over the pages and memorising the sen- children cannot read , but when an attractive notice

tences with the help of the pictures . is pinned on the board the class gathers round with

The teacher should illustrate her poster with great interest . The teacher reads the notice to them ,

simple but artistic designs. Her work will be re- and throughout the day the children often look at

flected in the future illustrative attempts , so that the illustrated words . No word-as a word-is

she should set a high standard . known to them, but the whole message becomes a

When the children have become thoroughly in- familiar friend . Often they ask to be allowed to
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copy it . This is encouraged, but the children are LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

asked to supply an original illustration to the words.
" Annotated Poetry ."

Through the news items , &c . , the teacher gets to

know children well, and they become extremely in- Dear Sir ,-Dr. Jones's article on " Annotated

terested in each other's home and pets. A feeling Poetry” does not leave much more to be said by
of camaraderie results , which produces a pleasant

those who believe that there is a legitimate place

atmosphere. Children are often called upon to help

each other in this campaign , and do so willingly .
for notes , of the right kind , in the study of literature .

One child , when in difficulties about his reading ,
literature .

asks his friend to help him . This encourages a Does not the common prejudice against then

helpful spirit , and impresses sentences on the two arise from the fact that in the past notes have so

minds .
often been pedantic dry - as -dust things aiming not

The first and most difficult steps of reading can

be passed easily and pleasantly , and reading as a
at a better understanding of the subject , but at

subject will have become a firm favourite. a ponderous soul-killing erudition ? There was the

type of note, for example , explaining that in the

line ,

“ Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,”

" setting ' is an adjectival gerundive . The school.

Physics .
master in one of Calverley's poems, showing his

pupil the glories of nature and impressing upon him

Modern Physics : by C. E. Dull . (6s . 6d . Harrap . ) that the Latin for heather is erica , would have

The title of this book is perhaps somewhat mis- written notes like that.

leading, for the word " modern '' as applied to But notes can be necessary and very useful . Is

physics has come to possess an almost technical it not possible that a budding interest in “ Lycidas"

meaning, and to be synonymous with atomic and may often have been killed by the sheer difficulty

relativistic physics in contradistinction to the older of seeing what it means ? A beginner comes across

“ classical” physics of the last century . A more the lines :

explanatory title would have been “ Everyday

Physics" or " Physics of Everyday Life ," but it
" Sleep'st by the fable of Bellerus old

Where the great vision of the guarded mount
is possible that the author may not have been able

Looks towards Namancos and Bayona's hold ."
to use these for various reasons .

This is essentially a book which tells the reader What do they mean ? Who or what is Bellerus ?

the scientific explanation of the various things he What is the vision of the guarded mount ? Why

meets in his daily life . The author writes in an should it look towards Namancos ? His book gives

attractive manner, and describes many interesting him no help , and in irritation he may put aside

applications of the fundamental physical principles. the poem in disgust, and be henceforth the poorer

All the usual branches of the subject are dealt with for not knowing and loving one of the glories

in an elementary fashion , and it should prove a of English poetry

suitable book for boys who do not wish to specialise Let us then have notes that really help appre

in science , but who, nevertheless , desire to have ciation. The booklets of Mr. Hall do this . They

some knowledge of “ why the wheels go round. say what is wanted and no more. If they err , it

A novel and valuable feature is the last chapter is on the side of assuming occasionally too great

entitled “ The Automobile. ” In it a résumé of all an ignorance on the part of the reader, but that

the other chapters is given, and an application of is not a serious fault . His little critical hints are

the knowledge thus gained is made to the explana- delightful , and may well help a beginner to grasp

tion of the working of a motor-car. the point of view of a poem and make the poem

interesting , and should make a great appeal to live for him .

boys, as well as causing them to remember a great May one who, in common with most readers , has

deal of useful scientific information . suffered from having to keep two widely separated

The book is produced in the best American way, pages of a book open at the same time , commend

and , as everyone knows , this is very good indeed. the separate booklet ? It has other advantages :

There are almost eight hundred illustrations — more the plain text is inviolate for those who like it ,

than one to every page—and these greatly increase and the teacher who wishes - dreadful thought

the reader's enjoyment. The published price is re- to find what his pupils have assimilated will be glad

markably low for the size and the excellent to have the notes apart from the text .—I am , Sir ,

appearance of the book . R. S. M. yours very truly , W. J. S.

This is very
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EDUCATION IN AUSTRALIA .

By H. J. Fells.

With a population less than that of Greater together by free transport to a centralised school.

London , scattered over area nearly as large This, however, is not always possible , for some

of these children never see any of their kind ,
as Europe, it is the aim of the Australian State

Governments that the child in the largest city
except their relatives , for long years at a time.

New South Wales used to provide the itinerant
or the farthest back block shall have as good a teacher with a van built and stocked to speci

chance as possible of mounting the educational fication . It was 7 ft . by 3 ft . 6 in . , with a

ladder. In order the more easily to carry out canopy 5 ft . high , provided with one horse, one

this difficult task , the educational systems of the bunk , and a tent for teaching , 12 ft . by 14 ft .

various states are strongly centralised . Allfinan- Another method adopted was the half-time school,

cial support comes from the Government , none the teacher visiting on alternate days, and on the

from any local rate . In most states the teachers day that he was absent he was of course busy

are civil servants and every teacher starts his elsewhere .

career in a country school. Again, in Victoria By far the most useful medium , however, is the

for example , teachers are classified in a roll which state correspondence school. New South Wales

is revised every three years by a committee of started such a school in 1916 with three pupils .

three , of whom one is a teacher. Position on this It now caters for over 3,000 pupils and employs

roll was position for promotion till such an im- 66 teachers. Thanks to the correspondence school

personal method brought about an amendment a Victoria has only two itinerant teachers on its

few years ago, though the classification list still roll and provides courses for 400 children .

exists . In some states private schools may be South Australia started such a school in 1920 and

opened without question , but in Victoria all such caters for nearly 800 children . Queensland has

schools must be registered while in New South 2,500 pupils on its correspondence books. It even

Wales children may only attend such schools as provides university correspondence courses, util

are certified as efficient. ised particularly by up -country teachers . Travel

This centralisation has its advantages in the ling technical schools are drawn through Queens

circumstances, the chief drawback being that there land on the railway track and are backed into

is no public opinion on educational questions. sidings , where they remain for weeks at a time .

This possibly accounts for the outbreak of op- The correspondence school, of course , starts

position in New South Wales when it was pro- with the initial difficulty that the pupil must have

posed to raise the basic salary in 1920 from £132 been taught to read, but the parents are splendidly

to $ 156. keen on preparing their children to take advan
The Principal of the Teachers Training College tage of the facilities offered . Each teacher is

at the University of Sydney points out also that , specially chosen for the task , for experience proves

while after the war in nearly all countries there that the work requires sympathetic imagination

were considered changes in the school system , and patience of no mean order. The children are

this did not occur in Australia . In fact , he states encouraged to write personal letters to the teacher

that if it were not for the initiative of the Directors telling of their mode of life , their hobbies and their

of Education there would never be any advance at pets . There is little doubt that some of the parents

all . In this connexion it is interesting to note learn almost as much as the children , particularly

that the Australian states are now recruiting staff as children's newspapers are sent out to the pupils .
from the United Kingdom . The problem of what to do with the “ twelves

Centralisation helps to make regulations more to fifteens' has troubled Australia it has

feasible as well as more - frequent . The State of troubled other lands . New South Wales has a

Victoria , for example, was the first government in two -year course beyond the primary stage, and

the British Empire to insist on all secondary in agricultural towns gave the syllabus a natural

teachers completing a Diploma course in Education bias towards agriculture, book -keeping, hygiene,

at a university . and cookery. Entry to these superior public

The methods which have been adopted to bring schools , as they are called (and , appropriately ,

education to the children in the vast open spaces democratic Australia calls its state schools

make almost romantic reading. As a principle " public ''), is by certificate. An alternative is the

most of the states are prepared to open a school evening continuation school, for those not con

wherever even six children can be gathered to- tinuing studies in the secondary or high schools .

gether. The expense of this provision is obviously The post primary problem is quite largely com

great and , where possible , children are brought plicated by the question of population and area.

as
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LEGAL NOTES .

What is a Public School ?

The expression public school is nowhere defined

by law . The Public Schools Acts apply to seven of

the great schools only : viz . , Eton, Winchester ,

Westminster, Charterhouse , Harrow , Rugby, and

Shrewsbury , but the description is commonly given

to certain ancient foundations affording education

of a secondary character to boys, which have risen

into positions of national importance, and to

a number of younger foundations modelled on these

others ; schools, for example , such as Marlborough ,

Wellington , Haileybury, or Bradfield . Their in

comes arise from endowments and from fees .

When the Royal Commission was formed in 1861 to

inquire into the endowments and management of

certain of these foundations , including St. Paul's

and the Merchant Taylors ' , these two were omitted

from the Public Schools Acts because the Mercers

and the Taylors Companies claimed private property

in their endowments. The seven schools mentioned

are expressly exempted from the Endowed Schools

Acts , 1869 to 1889, as they had been (except

Shrewsbury) excepted from the Grammar Schools

Acts.

It has been left to the Courts to discover a mean

ing of " public school' when the term is embodied

in other statutes . The Income Tax Act of 1842 ,

Sect . 61 , Schedule A VI (now reproduced partly by

Section 37 and partly in Schedule A VI of the In

come Tax Act , 1918 ) , grants exemption in respect

of any land , &c. , belonging to any hospital, public

school , or almshouse . . . so far as the same are ap

lied to charitable purposes only. " In Blake v . Mayor

of London ( 1886) it was held that the City of London

School was such a “ public school," for it had a

charitable substratum , it was managed by a public

body, no private person had any interest , no profit

was intended , and the object of the school was to

benefit a large class of persons .

In the Ackworth School case (Ackworth School v.

Betts , 1915 ) , Mr. Justice Rowlatt decided that this

was not a “ public school" within Section 61 of the

1842 Act . Founded in 1779 , it was intended in the

first place for children who were members of the

Society of Friends in Great Britain . Its income

was derived from fees of substantial amounts ,

investments, and endowments. Referring to his

decision here , Mr. Justice Rowlatt said , “ I did not

intend to decide that case because it was denomi

national , but what I did think was that these people

did not want the school to be identified with even

the Quakers throughout the community. They

wanted to keep it essentially private , essentially

domestic, apart from the current of national life .

That is why I decided as I did ."

THE CRANE FLY .

(Daddy -Long -Legs.)

The crane fly , popularly called daddy -long -legs,

is often accorded a good -natured toleration which

is scarcely justified. This insect is the parent of

one of the most troublesome pests known to the

gardener.

The pest from which they have developed, and

into which their eggs may hatch, is called by

gardeners the leather- jacket, and is a soft bodied,

legless grub, with thick , tough skin from which

it takes its name. It terminates abruptly , both at

head and tail : having the habit of retracting its

small head inside the larger, foremost rings of the

body . For nine months the leather -jacket lives

and grows underground, while it feeds upon roots,

principally on those of grasses , going deeper into

the earth in frosty weather.

The first brood pupates in the early summer,

and , after a short rest in the earth , forces its way

up, by the aid of bristles upon its body and two

curved horns on its head , till half its length is

above ground. From this position the perfect in

sect works itself out. The male emerges without

difficulty, but the female, with a moresubstantial

body, frequently needs assistance and receives it

from the male , who, as soon as he can move about ,

searches for a mate and helps her out of the last ,

close - fitting part of the pupa -case.

Hatching frequently takes place in the evening

twilight , and as the newly hatched gnats have not

strength , at first, to use their wings there is op

portunity for their collection and destruction on

a large scale.

August and September are the months in which

the winged insect may be expected, and then the

mother gnat may be found , while they are boring

into the earth with their ovipositors, in order to

place their long shiny black eggs in a suitable

position for the future larvae near accessible food.

The leather- jacket thrives best in damp surround

ings , so that good drainage, for a lawn, is an im

portant point. Starlings give most enthusiastic

help against these pests ; and may often be seen on

the lawn, in companies , driving down their beaks

to pull them out . M. L. BROOKE.

History .

The STORY OF The Greek PEOPLE : by E. M.

Tappan. ( 23. 6d . Harrap . )

A simple outline of Greek history told in spirited

language, this book is generously illustrated with

pictures which should help the young to gain an

adequate impression of Grecian life. There is

no ponderous detail , yet the economy axe has not
destroyed essential items . It is live story

which will appeal to the young, and should prove

of great value in the classroom . H. C.

1
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ADULT EDUCATION IN LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE.

Adult education in North -West England is almost The Table of Occupations of the students in the

traditional, so that when University Extension one hundred University Tutorial and the three Pre

lectures began to be organised in the seventies of paratory Tutorial classes is given on page 23 , and

last century , there was a field here ready for the it is interesting as indicating the type of student

new growth. One of the earliest experiments in drawn to this adventure in education . Out of a total

course lectures had been made at Crewe as long ago of 1,812 more than half, 955 , follow clerical or pro

as 1867 , and no other provincial towns can boast so fessional occupations - over 200 are teachers in ele

numerous a record of courses as can places like mentary schools. Though the main occupations are

Southport, Chester, Bolton , and Rochdale. In 1903 almost all represented, there are fewer than 500

the Workers ' Educational Association came into workers in the staple industries of cotton and iron .

being, and it is not surprising that one of its first There are eighteen colliery workers , twenty tailors

" districts” was this North-Western . It at once and dressmakers , twelve printers , three boot re

formed the backbone of the new movement , and the pairers , four blacksmiths, besides railway servants,

experience gained in these northern counties did postal workers , managers , food workers, insurance

much to shape its policy . Four years later University agents , and so on . Since the preponderating number

Tutorial classes were begun in co -operation with are secretaries , teachers, or typists, the question

Oxford University , and Rochdale organised one of obtrudes itself whether this particular type of educa

the first two courses in the country . By 1909 the tion provides for the demands of the large numbers

district was running twelve out of the total of thirty- of men and women who could profit by it . A care

eight in the whole country. In 1912 it was found ful reading of this commentary will prevent the too

necessary to appoint a separate organiser for the hasty answer that it does not . In the first place the

Yorkshire classes , and the sub-district of West gradual increase of numbers plainly shows that the

Lancashire and Cheshire became in 1920 a full tutorial class has proved and is proving a most useful

district with its own organising secretary . instrument ; but as an instrument it has its limita

The Board of Education Pamphlet No. 73 is a tions. The demand for courses involving strenuous

study of adult education in these two counties as and long continued effort on the part of the students

No. 59 was of Yorkshire . It is a readable com- grows only slowly as compared with that for less

mentary on a movement which , as the historical in- exacting forms of popular education. In the second

troduction shows, is by no means new, but which place it must not be overlooked that adult education

has in this area reached a notable stage of activity. and tutorial classes are not equivalent terms . Be

In a district with a population of seven million yond these and other less ambitious types there are

( 1921 ) there were in 1928 one hundred tutorial numerous other educational activities among adults

classes . Fifty-eight are year courses and forty-nine which the Board's pamphlet is not concerned to

terminal courses—a total of classes only one fewer appraise , though it makes frequent acknowledg

than that of London. None of the other eleven ment of their existence. “ Lancashire towns, ” says

districts ( using the W.E.A. division of the country ) the report, " may be drab in appearance, but they are

can boast so many tutorial classes . Yorkshire comes not dull . Amusements are plentiful , and the social

nearest with ninety-two , while London has only fifty- and intellectual life promoted by religious and other

two. London beats it in terminal courses , and York- organisations is much more vigorous than in most

shire has 147 one-year courses as against the North- other parts of the country. The people are accus

Western area's fifty-eight. It is with the tutorial tomed to helping themselves. The amount and

classes, the aim of which is to provide courses of variety of informal quasi-educational work accom

university standard for working -class students , that plished by numerous small societies throughout the

these experiments in adult education have met with area is very considerable. ” Moreover, an area that

such striking success , and “ nowhere has adult can boast a Beechcroft Settlement in Birkenhead and

education in its higher phases more completely a Co -operative College in Manchester is one which

vindicated the faith of those who first set it upon its plainly possesses centres of educational enterprise

path . ” The pamphlet pays merited tribute to the that entitle it to a leading position in the order of

enthusiastic and consistent support given to the merit. Doubtless the number of classes of the uni

movement by the universities of Liverpool and Man- versity type and the number of students enrolled in

chester, and to one man especially no small measure them could be increased if there were some lowering

of the exceptional quality of the work in the area is of the standard the local committees have set them

due : the External Registrar of Manchester Uni- selves . But to relax conditions in the hope of in

versity has devoted his leisure to voluntary service creasing numbers has always proved a delusive

in the cause of adult education during the whole expedient. It is an expedient which , in Lancashire

period of its organised existence. and Cheshire, is not likely to be adopted .
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THE GREAT SCOUT RALLY.

We make no apology for describing the gather

ing of Boy Scouts at Arrowe Park , Birkenhead, as

a magnificent educational conference. Here were

seen the results of twenty -one years of devoted work

on the part of Lord Baden -Powell and his

colleagues , animated by a desire to enable boys to

live wholesomely as boys. The Scout movement has

succeeded because of its appeal to the natural and

appropriate interests of boyhood . Already it bids

fair to become a supreme instrument in education

and a means of promoting international goodwill.

We congratulate the founder on a well- deserved

Royal honour, and hope that he will live for many

years to carry on his great enterprise. The Uni

versity of Liverpool conferred on him the degree of

Doctor of Laws, honoris causa , and in presenting

the Chief Scout Professor Campagnac spoke of

him as follows :

“ It is the pride of the University to praise famous

men : it is her privilege to bid them welcome to her

society, and, for celebration of their coming, to

offer them garlands woven not from her modest

flowers but from their own bright honours .

“ To -day we greet and acclaim and take to our

selves a man illustrious in the arts of peace and of

war , a model of chivalry , a pattern of courage and

of courtesy , a visionary who has brought noble

dreams to noble fulfilment, a practical idealist .

Soldier and sportsman , writer and sculptor, traveller

in many lands, he has learned in the lively school of

experience to turn romantic hope to assured reality,

and has given unity to his many gifts by dedicating

them in love and loyalty to his God , his King , and

his country. The world has been his university, but

England is his home .

" In England his heart was fixed in whatever far

campaigns he carried the livery of Mars ; under

Minerva's ægis he must needs serve England still ,

and has set himself to teach her children lessons

which he himself has learned . He has taught them

that for her sake they must win and keep athletic

vigour of body and alertness of mind, and achieve

that perfection of craftsmanship which gives to work

a virtue religious and artistic . He has taught them

that piety and honour, truth and tenderness are to

be proved in all the concerns of daily life , in town

and country, in work and in play, alike in great and

memorable deeds and in ' little nameless unremem

bered acts of kindness and of love. ' For love of

England ' dear for her reputation through the world ,'

he has united in a world -wide association her sons

homekeeping in this sceptred isle ' or scattered in

the uttermost parts of her dominions. He has been

their comrade and counsellor , the apostle and

exemplar of a fervent and far-reaching patriotism . "

WORLD FEDERATION OF EDUCATIONAL

ASSOCIATIONS .

Biennial Conference at Geneva .

Calvin and Rousseau were notable citizens of

Geneva. Rousseau would certainly have rejoiced to

witness the assemblage, under such liberal auspices ,

of 1,500 delegates from forty-eight nationalities;

the more so, when he observed the active part taken

by Pierre Bovet, Director of the " Institut Jean

Jacques Rousseau.” At a preliminary social meet

ing, Bovet welcomed the delegates in genial Ger

man , French , English, and Esperanto . Americans

predominated, and their accent sounded its special

music in all the nineteen “ sections." French and

Germans were fairly numerous ; the English were

few ; the business-like Japanese listened keenly ; and

Indian turbans suggested Asiatic philosophy . Great

crowds followed with intense interest the addresses

of Professor Gilbert Murray , M. Albert Thomas

(Director of the League of Nations International

Labour Office ) , Count Hayashi of Japan , Paul

Monroe (the educational encyclopædist) , and Pro

fessor Arcari. Big audiences attended a Pestalozzi

play and a Dalcroze Eurhythmic celebration .

Nineteen “ sections" were too
many.

They

tumultuously endeavoured to deal with “ Parent,

Teacher, Home and School,” “ Health ,” “ Practical

Education as distinct from Vocational Work ,"

" International Aspects of School Administration , "

" International Co-operation and Goodwill, " " The

Unusual Child," " Rural Life , " " Social Adjust

ment, " " The Press, " " Library Service, " " Ele“

mentary Education " - " Secondary " - " College'

“ Adult, " &c . The wine was too strong. As we

rushed from section to section our brains reeled with

bewildering and overlapping questions. The task

of History teaching, for example, was handled with

needless repetition in a variety of assemblies , and I

contributed to the melancholy repetition myself. But

this same topic elicited one of the finest utterances

of the Conference-an address on " The History of

Labour," by Fernand Maurette, an official of the

International Labour Office. M. Maurette took us

through the ages , and at all points of social evolu

tion chalked in the function of daily toil and of the

arts and crafts . And one of the most striking parts

of the Exhibition held at the Palais des Expositions

consisted of pages from the “ Atlas of Civilisation "

(by the idealist Belgian pioneer, Paul Otlet), which

gave pictorial views of the march of invention and

construction . M. Otlet attended the Conference ,

and took some of the delegates to a hill by the Lake

of Geneva, and, like Moses indicating the Promised

Land, he showed them the spot on which , as in a

dream , he saw arising his “ Mundaneum , " or Educa

tional World Centre .

FREDERICK J. GOULD.

a
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NEWS OF THE MONTH .

Casual Teaching Service. Cranleigh's New Buildings .

Hitherto casual teaching service , unless it Archbishop Lord Davidson visited Cranleigh last

amounted to a period of four consecutive weeks, month to open a new block of buildings called the

not been counted for superannuation purposes . The Connaught buildings , which the governors have built

Board of Education have now decided that , as from at a cost of £ 10,000, and a special hall presented

August 1 , 1929 , casual service is to be treated as by Viscount Davenport, an old Cranleighan and

contributory service even if it lasts for one day only, vice-chairman of the governors. Mr. J. W.

provided that it be full time . Furthermore, after Williams has also presented a new library , and the

consulting the Burnham Reference Committee , the Earl of Midleton ( Chairman of the School Council )

Board have decided to recognise for grants the has given new entrance gates . The school, which

counting of these short periods of service for pur- opened in 1865 with twenty-six boys under Dr.

poses of increments under the Burnham Scales . Merriman , now numbers 380 boys.

The Month's Statistics . A Condemned Building .

Sir C. Trevelyan estimates the number of children Cheltenham Grammar School is to be rebuilt .

aged thirteen to fourteen to be on the registers of According to Sir Francis Hyett it is one of the best

public elementary schools on March 31 , 1933 , as
secondary schools in the country , but of all the build

589,000 . The estimated members for succeeding ings in which such schools are carried on no other is

years, 1934 to 1937 , are 636,000, 595,000 , 536,000,
so unsuitable or unsanitary. The £ 10,000 which

and 527,000 . If the school leaving age were raised
would be required to put the old school in decent

to fifteen , the numbers of children aged fourteen to order would be lost if spent upon renovation . The

fifteen estimated to be on the registers would , from governors , being of opinion that it would be a waste

1933 to 1937 (March 31 in each case) , be : 431,000, of money to spend it on the present site , suggest a

578,000, 627,000, 587,000, and 527,000. new school on the playing field . The County Educa

The Educationist Tribe . tion Committee agree.

“ ‘ Educationists , ' and I suppose I am one of that An International School .

tribe , are too prone to assume that parents demand ,

or desire , or are willing to swallow , what the educa
An international gathering of school children, ages

tionist thinks they ought to want because it is good
ranging from twelve to sixteen , has been held at

for them . " - Sir L. A. Selby-Bigge.
Bedales School , Petersfield , this August. This is

the first school of the kind held in England. The
Cardiff and Welsh .

boys and girls have separate houses , and the pro

The foreigner, that is the non-Welshman , who gramme included language study each morning,

may think that Welsh is a language spoken by French, German , and English , and games, sports ,

everybody in Wales will be disillusioned as the re- and excursions . Miss E. M. Gilpin , of the Hall

sult of a survey that has recently been made in School, Weybridge, was the director of the school .

Cardiff. Of some 35,000 homes only 310 used the

language exclusively, 858 used both Welsh and Eng- Garages at School.

lish , while in 34,554 homes English was the only The Malet Lambert High School and the proposed

language spoken. The Cardiff children are rarely new secondary school at West Hull are to have

bilingual . There were 1,244 who spoke Welsh , garage accommodation — that is , if the City Council
910 could understand it, but couldn't speak it , while agree to the recommendation of the Education Com

33,568 could do neither . English was their only
mittee . Many teachers at Hull , it seems , own

tongue. their own cars , and as there are no garages for them

Are you Musical ? when they bring them to school they have parked

them in the playground and so restricted playing

“ Everyone should be able immediately to turn
space . All the same it is a little difficult to see howinto musical notation any melody he hears . Unless

people can do this they cannot claim they are really
building garages aveids restricting space.

musical . It can be acquired with a very little deter- Mr. J. J. Walton , M.A. , B.Sc. , has been ap

mined practice , and the beauty of it is that it can pointed head master of Sandown ( Isle of Wight )

be done anywhere--on the bus or tram , in the street , Secondary School . He succeeds Mr. John Miles ,

or when you are doing your hair in the morning, M.A., LL.B. , who goes to the new county school at

&c. , by just thinking of any melody which flashes Uxbridge, Middlesex. Mr. Walton , a Wrangler in,

through your mind in musical notation . " Thus Mr. the Tripos of 1922 , has been head of the mathe

Basil Allchin at the Oxford Summer School in Music matical department of Warwick King's School since

Teaching 1925 .
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LITERARY SECTION .

REVIEWS .

Education.

:

BOOKS AND THE MAN.

County Anthologies .

A child's interest in literature is easily stifled by

pedantry or by ignoring his natural interests . One

of these interests may well be found in the stories

of his native county or district , or in the writings

of those who have lived there in the past . For my

self, I count it a fortunate chance that , as a boy in

Lancashire, I had access to Roby's " Traditions of

Lancashire" and to the dialect writings of Edwin

Waugh and Samuel Laycock . These were con

cerned with scenes and ways of life which were part

of my everyday surroundings, and I found them full

of interest.

This personal experience leads me to offer a hearty

welcome to a new series published by Elkin Mathews

and Marrot under the general title “ The County

Anthologies, " and edited by Professor R. Pape

Cowl. The volumes already issued include " York

shire ,” by G. F. Wilson ; “ Derbyshire,” by Thomas

Moult ; and " Lanarkshire, ” by Hugh Quigley .

These well known and highly competent authorities

have brought together examples of prose and verse

relating to the respective counties. The aim is ex

cellently set forth in the General Preface by Pro

fessor Pape Cowl , which appears at the beginning

of the Yorkshire volume , and might well have been

reprinted in the others also.

In this preface we are told that the series will

attempt to survey and illustrate the debt of English

literature to the scenery and special genius of in

dividual counties . The literature thus intimately

associated with definite geographical areas is very

extensive , and exhibits many variations of form and

substance , one county being rich in nature poetry ,

another in novels or plays that have drawn their in

spiration from the life and characteristics of its

people . Professor Pape Cowl urges that to the

people of a county the verse and prose that record

the poets' vision of it should be as precious as the

canvases on which the painters have immortalised

its scenic beauties .

Certainly any native of Yorkshire, Lanarkshire ,

or Derbyshire will find in these volumes an excellent

stimulus to a fresh interest in the county of his

birth . The series will be continued to include other

counties , and London will have a volume to itself.

An excellent start has been made in carrying out an

excellent idea , and a special word of praise is due

to the publishers for the good type and binding . The

binding is in two styles , with prices to correspond ;

but even the more expensive is only 3s . 6d . a volume ,

while a stoutly covered copy for school use costs

only 2s . 6d .

Selim Miles.

The SENTENCE METHOD OF TEACHING READING : by

J. Hubert Jagger, M.A. , D.Litt . ( 35. 6d . The

Grant Educational Co. , Ltd. )

Dr. Jagger has made here a contribution of first

class importance to the theory and practice of lan

guage learning. Negatively it is an attack on the

various phonic methods which have afflicted little

children for the last thirty years . Positively it gives

an exposition of the " speech unit meaning" as the

basis of what actually happens in the child's mind

when he penetrates the mysteries of the alphabet.

The author bases his theory on Huey , Jespersen ,

and other sound modern philologists. The one cri

ticism one canmake against the book is that it may

prove too difficult for those whose conversion is

designed by the author. Most infant school teachers

are content to get hold of some apparatus or some

dogmatic, simple plan of teaching which they carry

through without further reflection on principles. If

they will seriously study this little book, they will

not find it really too difficult , and one may expect

a great reform in this field of infant school work

as a result.

Science Teaching : by F. W. Westaway. ( 1os. 6d .

net. Blackie . )

The author of this book is well known to many

teachers by reason of his excellent work as a Board

of Education Inspector. In this capacity he visited

many secondary schools, saw the work of some

hundreds of science teachers , and was present , as

he tells us , at " something like 1,000 lessons a year

for over thirty years. " Yet he is still full of zest for

workmanlike methods, as this book clearly shows.

Mr. Westaway must be related to the verger of St.

Mary's, the University Church in Oxford, who told

a visitor that he had heard all the university sermons

for two-score years, and added piously : “ I thank

God that I am still a Christian . "

We may be thankful that Mr. Westaway is still

a teacher. In some of our inspectors the daily round

seems to induce a kind of peevish cynicism , others

are bored but urbane, and some are turned into

educationists, still - into “ educa

tionalists,” spending their years of retirement in

preaching doctrines which are comfortably remote

from the actual conditions of school life. Here we

have a book by a retired inspector which reveals on

every page the zestful interest of a true craftsman

in teaching, blended with informed good sense . The

errors of former days are depicted and our author

gives his own early experience : " When I began

(Continued on page 314. )

or worse
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MESSRS. LONGMANS' NEW BOOKS IN ENGLISH

NEW EXERCISES IN ESSAY WRITING

By Guy Boas, M.A. Crown 8vo . 2s. 6d .

NEW EXERCISES IN PRÉCIS WRITING

By Guy Boas, M.A. Crown 8vo . 2s. 6d.

THE WRITING OF ENGLISH

By Guy Boas, M.A. Crown 8vo . 2s. 6d.

Key for the use of Teachers only. 2s. net.

SOME CHAPTERS ON WRITING ENGLISH

By Lieut. -Col. J. H. Gettins, D.S.O. , B.A. , Army Educational Corps . Crown 8vo . 38.

STUDIES IN ENGLISH

A Book for Secondary Schools. Part I. Language.

By William Robb, M.A. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo . 2s. 6d.

EXERCISES IN ENGLISH GRAMMAR

By A. A. Hughes, M.A. Crown 8vo . 28.

FIRST PRINCIPLES OF GRAMMAR

By W. E. C. Clarke, M.A. Crown 8vo . 2s.

CLEAR SPEAKING AND GOOD READING

By Arthur Burrell, M.A.

With a Preface by P. A. Barnett, M.A. New EDITION . Crown 8vo . 3s. 6d.

A LITERARY HISTORY OF ENGLAND

By Bernard Groom, M.A. Oxon . and Lond. School EDITION . Large Crown 8vo . 6s.

AN ELIZABETHAN STORY -BOOK

Famous Tales from the Palace of Pleasure.

Selected and arranged with an Introduction by Peter Haworth , M.A. , Ph.D. Crown 8vo . 5s, net .

ELIZABETHAN LYRICS

From the Original Texts.

Chosen , Edited , and Arranged by Norman Ault. With Introduction and Notes. Crown 8vo . 108. 6d . net .

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY LYRICS

Chosen , Edited , and Arranged by Norman Ault. 10s. 6d. net .

PROSE OF TO -DAY

Selected by The English Association . Crown 8vo . SCHOOL EDITION . 25. 6d.

Best EDITION , with Gilt Lettering. 3s. 6d , net .

MAN'S GREAT ADVENTURE

By Stephen Southwold. With Black and White Illustrations . SCHOOL EDITION . Imp . 16mo. 2s. 6d.

BEST EDITION . With Coloured and other Illustrations . 48. 6d . net .

This book is an attempt to tell to children , in thirty stories , the history of bumanity upon the earth from the age

of the Dawn Man to the Great War .

JUNGLE JOHN

A Book of the Big-Game Jungles . By John Budden. (ABRIDGED . ) With Notes and Questions by T. H. ALLEN .

Illustrated by Major-General H. J. P. BROWNE, C.B. Crown 8vo . 2s.

Messrs . Longmans, Green & Co. , Ltd., cordially invite Teachers to visit their New Showroom at 39 Paternoster Rox,

London , E.C.4, where all their Educational and other Publications are on view . Hours, 9 to 6 ; Saturday, 9 to 12.30 .

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO ., LTD ., 39 PATERNOSTER ROW , LONDON , E.C.4
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teaching in 1886 I was given the opportunity , rather

reluctantly, to give two lessons a week on chemistry

as well as the regulation two lessons in mechanics.

There was no laboratory and no fitted demonstration

table. The only balance available was a home-made

one costing about 3s . 6d. ... The apparatus in stock

was worth perhaps £ 2. "

I have no doubt that even this meagre equipment

served , for the core of Mr. Westaway's teaching is

that science work in schools must not end with

dexterous conjuring with apparatus but result in a
knowledge of method - a philosophy. Hence the

value of his hints on teaching and his shrewd com
ments on some lauded tricks and devices . Seeing

science as a whole, he deplores the neglect of bio

logy and kindred subjects .

This book should be read by all head masters and

head mistresses in secondary schools, and it is

worthy to be studied by every teacher of science.

If its counsels are adopted and followed we shall see

a great and beneficent change in the present method

of dealing with science as a factor in education.

F. R.

SCHOOL DRAMA.

THE SCHOOL DRAMA IN ENGLAND : by T. H. Vail

Motter. ( 155. Longmans.)

England has a variegated record in the matter of

plays, and within living memory it was considered

hardly safe to embark on the production of a school

play lest parents of Puritan views should be

alarmed at the prospect of their children acquiring

a liking for the theatre . There is , of course , the

Latin play at Westminster , and Mr. H. B. Gray

was able to present Greek plays at Bradfield. Mr.

Vail Motter begins at the beginning, and traces the

growth of school drama from play cycles enacted

in cathedrals, with boy choristers as angels (a

triumph of acting, surely !). He tells us of the boy

bishops and of the boy actors who took women's

parts on the legitimate stage. We are reminded

that Nicholas Udall, the head master of Eton who

was dismissed for misconduct, was the author of the

first English comedy, " Ralph Roister Doister. "

Schools did not always play for safety by keeping

to the classics , and Charterhouse has supplied the

stage with some notable actors , among them being

Cyril Maude , Aubrey Smith , and Sir Johnston

Forbes-Robertson.

These are but a few of the points mentioned by

Mr. Vail Motter, whose book is a monument of

patient research . It comes at a favourable moment ,

for there is a revival of school drama, and we are

beginning to see that acting offers one of the best

means of cultivating ease of bearing and correct

ness of speech . Besides , it is such good fun .

F. R.

English .

TRAVELLERS' TALES AND SKETCHES ; Pen PORTRAITS

AND CHARACTER SKETCHES : by A. E. M. Bayliss.

( 25. each . Harrap .)

Both volumes are anthologies. The first col

lection is of lengthy extracts from authors of the

incredible , fiction , and fact, and range from grave

to gay . It is an excellent medium with which

to entice the immature to sound literature . The

second collection has not the same appeal to the

young, but the extracts can fruitfully be used as

models of illustration or of essay structure , whilst

many of the extracts are valuable for dictation

exercises . H. C.

BALLADS, ANCIENT AND MODERN : by R. Macintyre.

( is.gd. Nelson .)

SHAKESPEARE AS Poet : by A. R. Entwistle . ( 1s . gd.

Nelson . )

Of these two anthologies newly added to the

“ Teaching of English Series," the first has the

greater value for the teacher. In it , ballads of

early and late times have been happily chosen ,

and the collection forms a history of the ballad

with examples . This book was received with en

thusiasm by a form of boys aged 12 to 13 . The

second volume gives condensed narratives of

Shakespeare's plays , with passages of high poetic

value in extenso . The author has placed his

emphasis upon the poetry, not the play ; alas !

the examiners place the emphasis upon the play.

H. C.

AN APPROACH TO POETRY : Phosphor Mallam .

( 35. 6d . net. Methuen .)

“ A lounging mental attitude or a dull sensibility

is an affront to thoughtful and beautiful work . ... '

This is Mr. Mallam's comment on the passive , lazy

reading of literature, the reading “ merely for plea
sure , as we say ; and the purpose of his present

book is to help us to approach poetry with alertness

and activity of mind and with a keener sensitiveness

to its beauty.

Mr. Mallam complains that we pass judgment on

poetry too casually; that , though we spend hours

on the study of a picture or a musical composition ,

we are satisfied that we know all about a poem

after a single reading .

While we do not share this faith in the prevalence

of intense interest in music and pictures , there can

be little doubt as to the truth of his complaint of the

general attitude towards poetry-an attitude of in

difference, if not actual dislike , largely due, as Mr.

Mallam suspects, to our unfortunate experience of
poetry at school .

Teachers who wish to know how to introduce their

pupils to poetry more successfully will find Mr.

Mallam's book both helpful and stimulating .

(Continued on page 316. )
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MESSRS. LONGMANS' NEW BOOKS IN SCIENCE

SCIENCE FOR INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS
By David Moncur, M.A. , B.Sc. , and John Thorburn, B.Sc.

With Illustrations . Crown 8vo . 4s. 6d. Also issued in Two Parts. Part I , 2s. 3d. Parts II and III, 25. 9d.

INTERMEDIATE ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM

By R. A. Houstoun, M.A. , D.Sc. With 155 Diagrams . Large Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d..

INTERMEDIATE HEAT

By R. A. Houstoun, M.A. , D.Sc. With Diagrams . 8vo . 3s. 6d.

INTERMEDIATE PHYSICS, PART I. Mechanics and Properties of Matter.

By R. A. Houstoun, M.A. , D.Sc. With Diagrams. Crown 8vo . 38. 6d..

AN INTRODUCTION TO MODERN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

By Leonard A. Coles, B.Sc. London, A.I.C. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo . 7s. 6d.

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

By William Wardlaw , D.Sc. Dunelm . , F.I.C. , and Frederic William Pinkard, M.Sc. Wales, A.I.C.
Crown 8vo . 3s. 6d.

PRACTICAL MEASUREMENT AS AN INTRODUCTION TO SCIENCE

By H. R. Charter, M.C. , M.A. With 5 Portraits and numerous Diagrams. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

ELEMENTARY INORGANIC CHEMISTRY

By J. W. Mellor, D.Sc. , F.R.S. With Illustrations . Crown 8vo . 3s. 6d.

COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC

By Frank L. Grant, M.A. , and Alexander M. Hill, M.A.

NEW EDITION . With Answers . Crown 8vo . 59.

PLANT LIFE AND ITS ROMANCE

By F. E. Weiss, D.Sc. , F.R.S. With Illustrations. Large Crown 8vo . 5s, net . School Edition , 3s. 6d .

SECONDARY SCHOOL EXAMINATION STATISTICS

Prefaced by a simple Introduction to Statistical Methods .

By J. M. Crofts, M.A., D.Sc., and D. Caradog Jones, M.A. With Diagrams. Crown 8vo . 2s. 6d.

HIGH CLASS COOKERY

By Margery Rhys. Crown 8vo. 6s. net .

LONGMANS' INTRODUCTORY BOOKS ON SCIENCE .

JUNIOR CHEMISTRY

By Frank Matthews, Ph.D. , B.Sc. , F.I.C. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 28, 6d .

BUYERS AND MAKERS

An Introduction to Social Economics. By Dorothy M. Vaughan . Crown 8vo . 2s.

Messrs. Longmans, Green & Co. , Ltd., cordially invite Teachers to visit their New Showroom at 39 Paternoster Row ,
London, E.C.4, where all their Educational and other Publications are on view . Hours, 9 to 5 ; Saturday, 9 to 12.30 .

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO ., LTD ., 39 PATERNOSTER ROW , LONDON , E.C.4
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When he tells us “ it is better to have learnt one

set of verses by heart , voluntarily and for the sake

of the pleasant sound of the words , than to know

the names and dates of all the poems and poets the

world has produced," he goes to the heart of the

matter , for we must first learn to love poetry - know

ledge and understanding may come later. Mr.

Mallam's book is , moreover, no mean contribution

to the literature of criticism , and its lively style

should commend it not only to the student but also

to the general reader. P. M. G.

History .

THE MODERN WORLD-EUROPE FROM THE FRENCH

REVOLUTION TO THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS : by

F. S. Marvin . (3s. 6d . Longmans.)

This work has the “ Marvin " mark and dis

tinction , from the characteristic sub-title to the

equally characteristic epilogue on " The New and

the Old ." Here we read : “ Indeed, in this sphere

of the common utilisation of the resources of

science lies the natural and permanent solution of

the discords and evils that still afflict so large a part

of mankind ... physics and engineering

biology , especially mutations and heredity

cosmogony and the doctrine of relativity.” “ The

universe is no longer an infinite, or , if an infinite ,

is centred and contained in the eye and the mind

of the observing man.” This is the quiet and

confident voice of “ The Living Past.” In the brief

Epilogue that follows there sounds the note of

the hopeful Future . Mr. Marvin has a faith in his

and our successors as strong as Mr. Wells's. “ Our

story has traced the growth of co - operation in

the world . ... And they (of the Living Past)

are glorious and deserve our thought , because

through their labours paths have been opened on

which we may walk , and others after us , to a still

brighter future. ”

This view and this setting characterise the whole

book . The pioneers “ deserve our thought, " which

is less usual and less facile than “ deserve our

praise . " And dawn arises everlastingly on the

future of all mankind .

The arrangement is into five books :-1 , 1789

to 1815 ; II , 1815 to 1848 ; III , 1848 to 1871 ;

IV , 1871 to 1901 ; V, 1901 to 1920 . Each book

has from three to seven chapters . And after the

apparently final chapter on “ The League of

Nations and the Beginnings of its Work , " there

comes another which we might have forecast from

the authorship (but did not ) on “ The Expansion of

Science in the New Age.” For Mr. Marvin is ,

above all things, the historian of Human Civilisa

tion , and this “ Western ” Civilisation in which

we live is , above all things , marked by the scien

tific cast of thought and the tangible results of

the science that we call modern .

For leisured enjoyment of reading the story of

man , or for solid study , the book is equally appro

priate . R. J.

ENGLAND IN MODERN TIMES (1714-1902 ): by Robert

M. Rayner, B.A. ( Longmans . )

Mr. Rayner's " Periods" are ( 1 ) The Rule of the

Whigs ( 1714-1763 ) , ( 2 ) The Wars against Republi

canism (1763-1802 ), (3 ) The Rule of the Tories (1802

1832) , (4 ) The Rule of the Middle Classes (1832

1867) , ( 5 ) The Rise of Democracy ( 1867-1902).

Such classifications are always interesting. They

indicate a writer's underlying conceptions. Here the

dominant political interest is clearly marked , as also

is a continuous movement of the seat of power from

class to class : a movement that the year 1929 has

accentuated . One might indeed ask whether the

wars against republicanism ended in 1802, and

that without any reference to post-war Russia and

the White Invasions . But the title of the section

is nevertheless a good one.

As an important part of teaching method,

Mr. Rayner uses chronological charts and maps.

The charts are good . They present, on a first

glance, three things : the reigning monarch, the

ministries, and the wars of the period, each in

one of three columns. There is a little overcrowd.

ing , but not much. Whoever likes and makes

charts knows that " leaving out a bit more" is a

cruel process . Mr. Rayner has done well when we

can say that his charts are only a little overcrowded .

The maps are even better. They show just what

is needed, and no more . Altogether, we like his

school book . R. J.

A SOCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL History of ENGLAND : by

Dr. F. W. Tickner . (75. 6d . E. Arnold . )

This is a new edition of a work first published

in 1915 , and now revised . The fact that it has

passed through eleven reprints is sufficient testi

mony of its practicality . This twelfth impress is

the first of the new ( 1929) edition . R. J.

A HISTORY OF GREECE : by Cyril E. Robinson .

( 75. 6d . Methuen . )

Mr. Robinson knows how to write a history book

for youth . It is an art distinct from direct teach

ing on the one hand, and from learning and scholar

ship on the other. Fusions of these three things

are naturally rather rare—at least , the cases are

rare which show anything like an equal and

sufficient balance of the three . We will not ven

ture to say that Mr. Robinson has or shows the

perfect balance : but in the main requisite, the

writing of a readable text-book, his success is

definite.

The general aim seems to have been to give the

" Greece " portions of “ The Cambridge Ancient

History " in school-book form . We get, in con

(Continued on page 318. )
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NEW BOOKS IN HISTORY

GREAT BRITAIN FROM ADAM SMITH TO THE PRESENT DAY

An Economic and Social Survey,

By Charles Ryle Fay, M.A. , D.Sc. , Professor of Economic History in the University of Toronto.

With Maps . 8vo . 12s. 6d. net .

ENGLAND IN MODERN TIMES (1714-1902)

By Robert M. Rayaer, B.A. With 7 Maps. Crown 8vo . 5s.

THE MODERN WORLD . Europe from the French Revolution to the League of Nations

By F. S. Marvin . With Maps . Crown 8vo . 39. 6d.

PATRIOTS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

By E. F. Malcolm -Smith , M.A. , Ph.D. With Illustrations . Crown 8vo . 3s. 6d.

OUTLINES F ANCIENT HISTORY

By D. M. Vaughan. With Illustrations , Maps, and a Time Chart . Crown 8vo . 2s. 6d.

GREEK HISTORY FOR YOUNG READERS

By Alice Zimmern. New Edition . With 61 Illustrations and 15 Maps, 8 of which are in colours .

Crown 8vo . 58.

NEW BOOKS IN GEOGRAPHY

THE WORLD . A General Geography

By L. Dudley Stamp, B.A. , D.Sc. , F.R.G.S.

ENGLISH EDITION . With Maps, Diagrams, and Illustrations . Crown 8vo . 58.

THE UNIVERSITY GEOGRAPHICAL SERIES

GENERAL EDITOR : L. DUDLEY STAMP, B.A. , D.Sc.

AN INTERMEDIATE COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY

By L. Dudley Stamp, B A. , D.Sc.

Part I. Commodities and World Trade. With Maps and Diagrams. 8vo . 7s .6d.

Part II . The Economic Geography of the Leading Countries . With Maps and Diagrams . 12s. 60 .

THE TRADE OF THE INDIAN OCEAN

By Vera Aostey, B.Sc. Econ . With Maps , Diagrams , and Tables. 8vo . 8s. 6d.

LONGMANS' GEOGRAPHICAL EXERCISE BOOKS

By L. Dudley Stamp, B.A. , D.Sc. Lond ., and Elsa C. Stamp, B.A.

With Illustrations in the Text. Small demy 4to. Part I. Map and Reading Exercises. 9d.

Part II . Climatic Exercises. 9d. Part III . Graphical and Regional Exercises. 9d.

In One Volume. With 76 Maps and Diagrams in the Text . Small demy 4to . 2s.

NEW BOOKS IN FRENCH AND GERMAN

CERTIFICATE FRENCH COMPOSITION

By the Rev. W. R. Flex, M.A., Ph.D. , and Ch. H. Moulinier, Agrégé de l'Université , Professeur au Lycéc ,
Condorcet , Paris . Crown 8vo . 2s.

A Key for use of Teachers only . 5s. 3 d . post free .

MODERN TALES FROM FRANCE. An Anthology of French Humour.

Edited by Frederick C. Roe, M.A. , L. ès L. Crown 8vo . 2s. 6d.

LONGMANS' MODERN FRENCH PLAYS

Edited by F. S. Shears, B.D. , L. és L. , D. de l'Univ . , and E. Casati, L. és L.

Crown 8vo . 2s, 6d . each

LE JEU DE L'AMOUR ET DE LA MORT

By Romain Rolland ,

LA FLEUR MERVEILLEUSE

Pièce en Quatre Actes, en Vers . By Miguel Zamacois.

KNOCK OU LE TRIOMPHE DE LA MÉDECINE

Comédie en Trois Actes . By Jules Romains

A GERMAN COMPOSITION. With Grammatical Notes and Phrases and Parallel German Passages.

By J. Rivers, M.A., and Dr. O. Vollenweider . Crown 8vo . 2s. 6d.

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO ., LTD ., 39 PATERNOSTER ROW , LONDON , E.C.4.
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is a

sequence, a modern view of the rise of Greece .

The work of Dr. Schiermann and of Sir Arthur

Evans, of course, is incorporated.is incorporated. The older

picture of a Greece that arose, mysteriously, out

of nothing in particular, has happily faded out .

The new versions, such as this, give us

thing of the cultural roots from which there grew up

the glory that was Greece . All they cannot yet

give , and the picture is not yet wholly clear .

Mr. Robinson has wisely chosen, for a book of

this kind , to leave controversial questions alone,

and to give " such conclusions as appear probable .”

The story runs complete to Alexander and his

successors, ending only when the eagles of Rome

are settled on the Ægean , and Constantine is mak

ing his famous declaration .

The Hittite EMPIRE : by John Garstang. ( 255 .

Constable . )

The claims of the Hittite Empire have been

overshadowed by the many discoveries of recent

years in Egypt, Babylon , and Crete . Professor

Garstang stresses the importance of the Hittites ,

and those to whom the story of Paris and Helen

mere myth will find much to marvel at in

this book . There is now no doubt that the Hittites

were a link between the ancient and the modern

worlds , and at one time of great importance.

Whilst giving the history of this people, the author

describes the geographical environment and its in

fluence on history . The story is told in clear,

sparkling language , arguments are anticipated and

answered , and even though one or two items are

controversial the narrative is very interesting.

The book is lavishly illustrated , and many maps

add to the value of the work : the type, paper,

and binding are worthy of the subject. The

price is expensive for the pocket of the average

teacher , but every history master should borrow

a copy from the local library . It merits reading

and study , and is as fascinating as a novel al

though written by a great scholar. H. C.

Classics .

A NOTEWORTHY Latin Book .

The Roman Bridge FROM LATIN TO English . - Les

Ponts ROMAINS ; I , Du LATIN A L'ANGLAIS : par

Paul Crouzet et Armand Fournier. ( 246 pages .

18 francs. Didier , Paris . )

School children who, on being asked “ Can you

talk Latin ? " answer “ No, ” may be entertained and

instructed by simple indications of Latin elements

in everyday speech , as in the words “ school,”

" street, " " station ," " class, " &c . On an

tensive scale, suited to secondary schools, central

schools, &c . , the authors of this first member of the

" Roman Bridge Series" display the associations , in

words and grammar forms, of English with Latin ,

the work being divided into three hundred workable

sections. The manual teems with learning and in

terest, and it does not disdain an occasional smile.

F. J. G.

French .

A Batch of French Books .

( 1 ) Encore des Petits Contes : par Marc Ceppi

( 1s . 6d .). " Junior French Series ” : L'IMAGE

EXPLIQUEE : par Marc Ceppi ( Is . ) ; MONSIEUR

" LE " ET MADEMOISELLE " LA ' ' : par M. M.

Acock ( is . ) . ( Bell . )

( 2 ) “Modern Language Series " : PHONETIC FRENCH

DICTATION : by H. F. Kynaston Snell ( 1s . 3d . ) ;

LES Cures MERVEILLEUSES DU DOCTEUR POPA

TAME : par Leopold Chauveau ( is . 4d . ) . " Trea

suries of French Literature " : HERNANI : par

Victor Hugo ( 1s . 9d . ) ; CONTES Choisis : par

Guy de Maupassant ( is . 9d .). ( Dent. )

( 3) “ Modern Studies Series " : A THIRD BOOK OF

FRENCH POETRY : selected and edited by R. L.

Graeme Ritchie, D.Litt . ( 25. 6d. Nelson . )

( 4 ) “ Modern French Plays ” : LA FLEUR MERVEIL

LEUSE : by Miguel Zamacoïs (25. 6d .) ; LE JEU

D'AMOUR ET DE LA Mort : par Romain Rolland

( 25 , 6d . ) . MODERN TALES FROM FRANCE : edited

by Frederick C. Roe. ( 25. 6d . ) ( Longmans. )

( 1 ) Marc Ceppi continues his delightful stories ,

with some capital notes and other teaching material

in French . " L'Image Expliquée " is more elemen“

tary , but equally delightful , and some of the il

lustrations are capital fun . We cannot say as much

for “ Monsieur Le ' et Mademoiselle ‘La ' " , by

M. M. Acock ; the idea of trying to make stories

out of the definite and indefinite articles is neither

childish nor childlike ; for children, in the opinion

of this reviewer, are not amused by attempts to

mix the powder with the jam .

( 2 ) In Dent's Modern Language Series we have

a book of Phonetic French Dictation which shows

that the phonetic alphabet is seriously pursued
in a number of schools . There seems no reason

to employ the title Dictation , for the passages , as

Mr. Dumville says in the Foreword, may equally

well be used for reading , apart from dictation .

Victor Hugo's " Hernani,” with some capital notes

by Dr. Paul Vrijdaghs, is now added to the “ Trea

suries of French Literature," and also a collection

of stories from Maupassant. The edition of Chau

veau , by Miss Clarke , is most enjoyable, and ought

to have a very wide circulation among English

children . The illustrations greatly help the text .

In a book like this, one regrets that Questionnaires
and Exe ises have to be inserted as a sequel to the

stories . Miss Clarke thinks that Chauveau stands

on a par with Kipling ; we cannot put him on that

( Continued on page 520.)

ex
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EDWARD ARNOLD &ARNOLD & CO ., LONDON

Book I, 3s .

on no

A Modern Introduction to History . An up -to - date New Latin Course.

BRITAIN AND EUROPE
LATIN FOR BEGINNERS

By R. A. F. MEARS, B.A. , B.Litt., F.R.Hist.S. , Senior
By R. M. ALLARDYCE, M.A. , Deputy Director of Educa

History Master, Warwick School .
tion , Glasgow. Two Vocabularies, 3s . 6d .

Profusely illustrated.

Book II , 3s . 6d .
This book partly based on the author's earlier Latin Course , is dis

tinguished by the freshness and originality of even the earliest exercises.

“ The book is an unusually valuable one and deserves to be widely It may be used with the direct method iſ required .
known . It is a book for which teachers of classes in Central and Senior

Schools have long been waiting , and account should it be SENSIM
missed . " - Schoolmaster.

A Systematic Course in Latin Unseens.

By R. D. WORMALD, M.A. , Royal Grammar School ,

ARNOLD'S SHORT ENGLISH Worcester. Book I , is . 9d . Book II , 25. 6d.

These books provide interesting Prose and Verse passages, arranged
HISTORY progressively under syntax headings, and annotated .

By C. E. M. HawkeSWORTH , M.A. " The authors are decidedly interesting, for

Cloth , 2s .
among them many of whom boys at

school seldom or never hear, and they have

This favourite concise work has been the advantage of offering variety in a field

brought up to date with a new chapter by ELECTRICITY AND in which the choice is apt to be narrow . '

Dr. Tickner. Times Educational Supplement.

MAGNETISM

are

By J. M. MOIR , M.Sc., Head Master of

Wigan Grammar School. With 181 dia .

grams. 35. 6d . net.

ELEMENTARY

SCIENCE

By F. BRAY, M.A., Assistant to the

Director of Education , Leeds ; formerly

Science Master, Clifton College.

A simple three years ' . in the

elements of Mechanics, Heat, Light, and

Electricity , for Central School pupils aged 11
to 14. in Three Books. Book I and II ,

each , paper ls. 2d . , cloth ls. 4d . Book III ,
paper Is . 6d ., cloth ls. 9d .

ELEMENTARY

SCIENCE

FOR GIRLS

By A. ROYDS , B.Sc. , Head of the

Derker Central School, Oldham .

Paper, is, gd. Cloth , 2s.

A simple course, with experiments and

questions , in the scientific principles under

lying the various rules and recipes of house

craft.

Special features are the quickness with

which interest is aroused ; the emphasis laid

on practical applications, and the wealth of

original exercises , worked and unworked .

The course covers School Certificate syllabus ,

and its freshness of treatment should win

for it speedy popularity.

course

Important New Volume in

A PROGRESSIVE GEOGRAPHY

By C. B. THURSTON , B.Sc. , F.R.G.S. , Geography Master,

Kilburn Grammar School.

Book IIA. BRITAIN OVERSEAS. 224 pages . 2s. 9d.

By using this new book in place of Books II and III where necessary ,

this series may now be used as either a four or five years ' course , from

the age of 1l to School Certificate . Book V may also be used indepen

dently .

Book 1. The Home Region and the Home Land. 160 pages . 2s . 3d .

Book 11. Africa and Australasia, 2s . 3d .

Book III . America. 192 pages. 2s. 6d .

Book iv. Eurasia. 2s 9d .

Book V. The World . 450 pages . 6s .

A Valuable New Anthology.

ENGLISH DIARIES

Edited by ELIZABETH D'OYLEY , editor of “ English Let

ters, " English Essays,' &c. Introduction by Prof.

George GORDON . 2s , 6d .

These diaries transform historical incidents and characters into vivid

realities and living people , besides throwing unique light on the characters

of the authors. Each extract is long enough to form a continuous story .

160 pages.

224 pages .

CALCULUS FOR SCHOOLS

THIRD LEADERS FROM

THE TIMES

With an introduction by Prof. GEORGE GORDON . 23 , 6d .

" The student of the art of essay-writing will find happy inspiration

in the style and temper of the various writers , while the teacher of

English will welcome a book so full of varied interest , so fruitful and

suggestive in starting original thought. " - Schoolmaste
r.

By R. C. FAWDRY, M.A., B.Sc. , Head of Military and

Engineering side , Clifton College ; and C. V. DURELL,

M.A. , Senior Mathematical Master, Winchester College.

Complete with Answers , 6s . 6d . Also in Two Parts, each

with Answers, Part I , 3s . 6d . Part II , 4s .

SINGING CLASS MUSIC

Edited by THOMAS F. DUNHILL.

This well known series now contains nearly 200 unison and part - songs

by leading composers, each with Sol-la and Staff Notation. The new

DESCANT SERIES includes 27 traditional songs , arranged with Descants

by Thomas F. Dunhill . Prices 3d . and 4d . Complete catalogue post free .

CERTIFICATE FRENCH

UNSEENS

By R. A. SPENCER, M.A., Modern Languages Master,

Manchester Central High School. is . 9d .

" A delightfully chosen series of extracts from a wide range of authors .

It should do much to make the unseen a joy rather than a labour . '

-Teacher's World .

EDWARD ARNOLD & CO., 41 & 43 MADDOX ST., W.1
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pedestal, but in his own style Chauveau isown style Chauveau is matics, chemistry , and physics for the various

charming
Matriculation Examinations . It is difficult to see

( 3 ) Nelson's editions are good competitors with what real use such a series can possess. Both

Dent's , and we now have the third book of French publishers and authors state that the books are " in

Poetry from Professor Ritchie, which keeps up the sufficient as text-books,” and disclaim any idea of

high standard set by him in the first and second encouraging " cramming " for examinations, but it

books. seems only too probable that these books will be

(4 ) We have also on our list two new French
used for this objectionable practice . R. S. M.

plays in Longmans ' Series. No teacher dealing First YEAR PRACTICAL Physics : by A. Pickles ,
with the higher work of secondary schools can com M.Sc. ( 1s . 6d . Bell . )
plain to-day of not having an adequate choice of The author writes in the preface : " The Course

material . The same publishers give us an “ An
in Elementary Physics outlined in this book has

thology of French Humour," but it may be per
been found suitable for boys aged from about

mitted to doubt how far English children will enjoy twelve to thirteen who are just starting Science

these tales . French humour is a subtle affair , and

until students have acquired some appreciation of

and able to give about one and a-half hours per

week to this subject. The work described does

the French outlook and disposition it is doubtful
not cover a wide field , but represents what can be

whether they will get the best out of what is here done thoroughly in one year." The course com
offered to them from Daudet, Anatole France , &c.

prises simple measurements of length , area , mass,
It may , however, be recommended without mis

Sixthgiving to
and volume, while a little elementary hydrostatics is

Form pupils and t'niversity introduced towards the end of the book Some

students .
interesting applications of the use made of air

Physics. pressure in the common things of life are dealt

with in the last chapter . R. S. M.

LABORATORY Physics : by H. W. Heckstall-Smith ,
M.A. , and B. A. Fletcher, B.Sc. ( 45. 6d .

Humphrey Milford . )
Mathematics .

This book describes a course of practical physics DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY : by H. H. Jordan , B.S. ,

suitable for " all experimental work up to the and F. M. Porter, M.S. ( 12s . 6d. Ginn and

standard of the Higher Certificate Examination ." Co. )

It is , of course, meant to be used in conjunction " Descriptive geometry deals with the funda
with one of the standard theoretical text-books,

mental theories underlying the only universal
and although the authors have found the order of

language-namely, the graphical language, or
experiments as they have given them to be con drawing As the name implies , the descriptions

venient , the order could quite easily be altered to must be in the form of geometrical constructions ,
fit in with any theoretical course . Mr. Heckstall

comprehending both plane geometry and solid
Smith and Mr. Fletcher are the Physics Masters at

Stowe and Gresham's Schools respectively , and

geometry materials and methods. Its function

is to describe, in geometrical terms, the shape,
they can guarantee that all the experiments de

size , space location, and space relations of geo

scribed here have been tried and found to work

satisfactorily . The two qualities that the authors
metrical magnitudes. " The authors have written

a sound text - book on this difficult subject , and
have tried to cultivate in their pupils are self

reliance and clear thinking, and to this end most
it should prove very valuable to serious students

of higher mathematics.
of the experiments have a large number of questions

The first three chapters deal with projections
subjoined . There is a key to these at the end of

of points and lines , and with representations of
the book , but the pages can easily be detached if

planes . The fundamental relations between points,
it is not thought desirable to put them into the

lines , and planes are next discussed , and a large
hands of the class. The subjectmatter of the whole

number of theorems and problems are included .
work is quite adequate, and both authors and

The next chapter is on surfaces , and there is a
publishers are to be congratulated on having

final chapter on " Pictorial Drawing " which treats
produced such an attractive book. R. S. M.

of the various projections used in practice . Some

( 1 ) A Revision Course in MECHANICS AND Hydro- eighty pages of problems complete the book and

STATICS : by C. N. Lewis, B.Sc. ( 2 ) A Re- increase its usefulness. R. S. M.

VISION COURSE IN AT, LIGHT, AND SOUND : CalcuLUS FOR TECHNICAL STUDENTS : by S. N.

by W. F. F. Shearcroft , B.Sc. ( Pitman . )
Forrest , M.A., B.Sc. (55. Arnold . )

These two little books are part of a series which
This is a good straightforward book on the

are being issued as “ Revision Courses” in mathe Continued on page 322.)
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COME ININ ANDAND BROWSE

ON SCHOLASTIC FARE.

A cordial invitation is extended to the Volumes embracing the latest books in every

teaching profession to call at ESAVIAN branch of School Work and Activity. The

HOUSE and inspect the Comprehensive Books, which are marked with the published

Reference Library of School Books. The prices, are arranged under “ Subjects " ; con

old Book Room has been developed and sequently books can be selected quickly suit

enlarged and is comfortably furnished to able for any particular subject or form.

ensure quietness. “ Set ” Books for 1930 Examinations are

The Library comprises more than 7,000 arranged separately for easy reference .

ESAVIAN HOUSE

is situated at the

EXTREME WEST END

of

HIGH HOLBORN

within 3 minutes of the

BRITISH MUSEUM

THIS CENTRAL POSITION IS FAVOUR

ABLE TO E.S.A. IN PROVIDING

AN EXCEPTIONALLY COMPLETE & EFFICIENT

SCHOOL SUPPLY SERVICE

INCLUDING

SCHOOL STATIONERY SCHOOL REQUISITES

SCHOOL BOOKS SCHOOL UNIFORM

SCHOOL FURNITURE KINDERGARTEN , &c .

ABUNDANT STOCKS ARE READY FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH

CALL OR WRITE FOR TERMS AND CATALOGUES

FREE TO PRINCIPALS

ES

THE EDUCATIONAL SUPPLY

ASSOCIATION LIMITED

ESAVIAN HOUSE, 171,181 HIGH HOLBORN , LONDON, W.C.
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the difficulty by including examples of several

types of design in the volume on leatherwork .

C. R. L.

DESIGN : by F. R. Smith. ( 25. 6d . Pitman . )

This little book presents at a very modest price

an introduction to the study and practice of design.

That such a book is overdue is testified by the

thousands of amateur craftworkers whose technique

is competent but whose applied ornament is taste

less and poor. Mr. Smith's book is a very suitable

manual for these . It shows the student the raw

materials of design , explains how these are used ,

and gives many illustrations of the application of

design to different purposes. Suggestions for

materials and methods of work make the book

thoroughly practical . C. R. L.

9

Art .

elements of differential and integral calculus.

The author has very sensibly avoided all the so

called “ short cuts ' ' so often taught to enable

students to “ get results quickly. ” He writes :

" I have not attempted always to conduct the

student by the shortest possible paths, these being

often the least satisfactory in the end , but have

adopted a longer, more easily graded approach ,

during which it may be hoped that the ideas in

volved in the new methods will be thoroughly
assimilated ." This method is sound educationally ,

and it is refreshing to meet with it in the writer

of a modern text-book for technical students.

The first seven chapters “ proceed via coordin

ate geometry and gradients to the differentiation

and integration of powers. " The remainder of

the book is more advanced , and “ makes a some

what heavier demand on the student's knowledge

and powers of manipulation .” The more general

methods of differentiation and integration are dealt

with , and a few elementary types of differential

equations are discussed. The book is well pro

duced, and it is to be hoped that it will be widely

used . R. S. M.

Scripture .

The CLARENDON Bible , St. Mark (Revised Ver

sion ) : Introduction and Commentary by

A. W. F. Blunt , B.D. (45. 6d. Humphrey

Milford .)

This is the most recently published volume of

the Clarendon Bible , which is being issued under

the general editorship of the Bishop of Oxford ,

Bishop Wild , and Canon Box . The introduction

and commentary are interesting and up to date ,

while points of especial difficulty are dealt with

in separate essays . The illustrations , which include

photographs of the East and reproductions of

ancient pictures , much increase the attractiveness

of the book , which is excellently produced . It

will prove valuable to teachers and to pupils in

the upper forms of schools . R. O.

CLASSICAL SCULPTURE : by A. W. Lawrence . ( 155 .

net . Jonathan Cape .)

If any justification were needed for the national

expenditure in archæological research , it would be

furnished by such a vork as the present, which

could not possibly have been written twenty or thirty

years ago, when our knowledge of the Greek and

Roman schools of sculpture was limited to a few

meagre references in Pliny the Elder and other late

Latin authors. Treatises on sculpture , as on other

branches of art , written at first hand by competent

authorities, were in the possession of the ancient

world , but not one of these has come down to us .

We have to depend for our knowledge of the de

velopment of classical art almost entirely upon the

patient industry of the investigators of ancient sites

and on their ingenuity in interpreting the facts their

labours in the field have brought to light. As a re

sult a singularly full and detailed treatment of the

subject has become possible. Mr. Lawrence traces

the development of classical sculpture from its be

ginnings in crude imitations of Oriental models down

to the Age of Constantine, when the cmotional in

fluences from the new religion , now officially

adopted, were no longer compatible with classical

ideals. The chapters in which Mr. Lawrence deals

with the principles of classical sculpture and with

the kinds of evidence on which works of art are

dated or attributed are of particular interest . En

passant we are told much that is curious or of deep

human significance. We learn , for instance, that in

their portraits the Greeks were content with ideal

types recognisable as philosophers, poets, or what

not, or merely as cultured gentlemen and ladies .

The Romans, on the other hand, required realistic

portraits , and they demanded that these should

possess uncompromising truth to nature . C.

( Continued on page 324.)

Handwork .

( 1 ) Flower MAKING : by V. Brand . ( 2 ) Glove Mak

ING : by 1. M. Edwards. ( 3 ) LEATHERWORK :

by F. R. Smith . ( 28. 6d . each . Pitmans.)

This useful series of craftwork books is planned

on sound lines . Each book begins with definite

and practical instructions , such as a beginner ap

preciates, and each , within about pages,

arrives at examples of work of some importance.

The series is more than usually well illustrated ,

largely by photographs of actual examples.

Flower making and glove making involve little

drawing, but leatherwork makes definite demands in

this direction . An attempt has been made to meet

100
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MACMILLAN

EUROPEAN HISTORY

By CHRISTOPHER HOLLIS

With Maps. Part I : 1713 to 1815 . Part II : 1815 to 1914 . 2s.6d .

each . Complete , 4s . 6d .

Times Educational Supplement.-- " A useful book for revision

before examinations , compressing as it does into a comparatively

small space a crowded and eventful period for all the countries of

Europe. Mr. Hollis has succeeded in making his book readable as

well as comprehensive."

A FRENCH COURSE FOR SCHOOLS

Part I. By H. F.COLLINS, M.A. ,

Head Master of the High School for Boys , Chichester, late Head of

the Modern Side , Manchester Grammar School .

With 16 fuli - page illustrations by H. M. BROCK . 2s .

Schoolmaster – Each lesson in this carefully graded course

consists of a French text suitable for oral work and illustrated by

pictures a grainınar section , and a series of reproduction exercises.

This book should prove a useful and popular introduction to

the language for the average rupil."

TEACHING ENGLISH

Class Exercises and Notes for Teachers . By G. Y.

ELTON . Edited by J. COMPTON . 3s .

The Journalof Education.- " The most experienced teacher of

the subject would learn something from this book , with its spirit of

youth , its living contacts with boyhood , and the first approaches of

the childish mind to literature and creative art . . . . The exercises

are wonderfully fresh and stimulating."

POETS AND POETRY

A Series of Six Books . Arranged by E. J. S. LAY.

Illustrated .

Senior Book I. Paper , 1s . 2d . ; Limp Cloth , Is . 5d .

Senior Book II . Paper, Is . 2d . ; Limp Cloth , Is . 5d .

Senior Book III . Paper, Is . 6d ; Limp Cloth , Is . 9d .

Previously published Junior Books I. II , III .

CHOSEN POEMS OF

THOMAS HARDY

School Edition 2s . 6d .

A. & C. BLACK'S

GEOGRAPHY SERIES

A Selection of Important Volumes

MAN AND HIS WORK

By A. J. and F. D. HERBERTSON .

Containing 26 Illustrations, mostly full -page . Fifth Edition .
Small crown 8vo .

Price 28. 6d .

" The book is well informed and carefully written , and will
call the attention of teachers of geography lo much that is new

and interesting - il not as single facts, at any rate as standing

in the connections under which these facts are exhibited .

After all, however , the real service which Dr. Herbertson has

done us is to present us, clearly and effectively , with the pro

blems of geography and human lile viewed from a point far too

often ignored by writers and teachers. We are gratelul to him . "

- Journal of Education .

DESCRIPTIVE GEOGRAPHY

FROM ORIGINAL SOURCES

By A. J. and F. D. HERBERTSON .

Crown 8vo, cloth, Illustrated, containing Bibliography and Index .
Price 38. 6d . each .

AFRICA AUSTRALIA and OCEANIA

AMERICA (Central and South ) BRITISH EMPIRE

AMERICA (North) . BRITISH ISLES

ASIA EUROPE

All successíul teaching of geography depends upon the care and

skill with which the teacher cultivates the pupils' imagination.

These books place before pupils vivid descriptions of foreign

lands, written by explorers and travellers who can speak of them
first -hand.

Each contains some 250 pages of carefully selected extracts,

giving first-hand impressions of eye-witnesses who are careful
students of what they describe .

cover

A GEOGRAPHY OF THE

BRITISH ISLES

Withnumerous practical Exercises.

By A. MORLEY DAVIES, D.Sc. Lond . Second Ed . ,

completely revised . With Maps and Illustrations . 35. 6d .
(Macmillan's Practical Modern Geographies .

EVERYDAY CHEMISTRY

By J. R. PARTINGTON , M.B.E. , D.Sc.

Part I : Chemical History and Theory, 3s . Part II : Some Non

Metallic Elements and their important Compounds, 3s . Pari III :

Organic Chemistry and Metals , 2s . 6d . Conplete . 7s . 6d .

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY FOR

MATRICULATION

By JAMES BRUCE, Ph.D. , B.Sc. , and HARRY

HARPER, B.Sc. With Figures, 2s . 6d .

The Journalof Education . The book is excellently written and

produced, and is very cheaply priced at half-a-crown.
We can

thoroughly recommend it."

THE ELEMENTS OF LOGIC

By ROBERT LATTA, M.A. , D.Phil., LL.D. ,

and ALEXANDER MACBEATH , M.A. 6s.

Glasgow Herald.- " The result is certainly a very excellent book .

Weshall be surprised if it does not shortly take its place as the fort
most introductory manual of its kind ."

Send for Macmillan's Educational Catalogue.

Post free on application.

-St. Martin's St., London, W.C.2

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY

AN INTERMEDIATE TEXT-BOOK

By ALEX . L. CURR, B.A.

Contining 150 Maps and Diagrams, 450 pages . Third Edition .

Price 7s, 6d .

This book is planned to the syllabuses in Economic

Geography in the upper forms of Secondary Schools, especially

where pupils are preparing for the Commercial Matriculation
Examination of London University , or for the Inter . B. Com .,

or the examinations of the Royal Society of Arts and the London
Chamber of Commerce, or other examinations of similar scope

and standard .

MAN AND HIS CONQUEST

OF NATURE

By M. I. NEWBIGIN , D.Sc.

Containing 24 Illustrations . Small crown 8vo . Third Edition .

Price 3s. 60 .

“ Man and His Conquest of Nature' is a work which is in .

tended to be used as a supplement to the ordinary text-books of

geography, The writer is Miss Marion 1. Newbigin , D.Sc.

(Lond .), and her treatment of a fascinating subject is attractive

in the extreme. It is learned without being dull , and the book

is well calculated to widen the interests of the pupil, and to en

large his understanding of social and industrial conditions, as

these have been influenced by man's natural surroundings.

Numerous illustrations enhance the interest of the volume.

Scotsman .

CLIMATIC CONTROL

By L. W. BONACINA, F.R.Met.S.

Containing 3 Illustrations and 44 Diagrams. Small crown 8vo .
Third Edition . Price 3s. 6d .

This text-book discusses the general principles of climatology ;
shows how vegetation characteristics and other features of

landscape are controlled generally by climatic influences, and
illustrates the effects of special or typical climatic conditions

from different parts of the world, with special reference to man

-his life and occupations. It concludes with a chapter on the

general principles of meteorology .

4 , 5, & 6 SOHO SQ ., LONDON, W.1
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wereSchool Plays .

Miss A. S. Jackson , of 220 London Road , East

Grinstead , sends copies of three plays written for

juveniles . “ Fish out of Water" is based on the

experiences of a country girl and a town young lady

who change places . “ The Cavalier's Escape " con

cerns the adventures of a Royalist in 1651 and offers

scope for costume . “ A Forgetful Fairy, ” described

as a comedietta, has many amusing lines. All three

plays may be performed without fee , and copies are

obtainable from Miss Jackson at the address given .

whether schoolboys having lessons in

chemistry or cartridges were used in guns. These

are small points, mentioned only in support of the

view that the smugglers are not the best foil for the

real action . Mr. Greene should make his next book

deal with contemporary life , for his power of

analysis and the beauty of his prose would be well

exercised on people of to -day. That he will write

more novels is certain , and it is equally certain that

he will rise beyond even the high standard of his

first effort. For this book bears on every page the

impress of a conscientious writer who respects him

self and his public. R.

General.

CHILD OF THE DEEP : by Joan Lowell . (8s . 6d .

Heinemann .)

The writer of this book tells us that she spent the

first seventeen years of her life on board a South

Sea trader , commanded by her father. She grew up

among a rough crowd and went through strange

experiences which are described in a racy manner.

By contrast with the childhood of a suburban girl

her young days evoke a comment similar to that

made by the respectable Victorian matron after see

ing a performance of " Antony and Cleopatra "

“ How very different from the home life of our own

dear Queen . " Miss Lowell has written a very

interesting book , one which is almost too good to be

true . R.

A NOTEWORTHY FIRST Novel.

Mr. Graham Greene may claim the attention of

an educational journal , inasmuch as he is a son of

Mr. C. H. Greene, who lately retired after a period

of successful head mastership at Berkhamsted

School. The son has a special claim on the

EDUCATION OUTLOOK , since it was in these columns

that he made his first essays in authorship, apart

from school and college magazines. Now comes his

first novel , published by Heinemann at 7s . 6d . and

entitled “ The Man Within . " It is a remarkable

piece of work , with merits which have been widely

recognised by professional critics of novels. The

theme is not new in itself, for we have a picture of

the struggle between a man's real nature and the

unreal façade which he presents to the world . The

struggle is placed in the early days of last century

amid a group of smugglers. This staging is not the

best conceivable , although it brings something of
a romantic flavour to the book . Smuggling yarns

suggest action , and here there is little of overt deeds,

though much of inner conflict between the hero as

he is and the hero as his companions think his

father's son should be . I find the smugglers too

shadowy to be interesting, and I doubt whether

cottagers in those far -off days offered tea to casual

wayfarers, even after a funeral . I doubt also

A GREAT SALVAGE EFFORT.

ON THE BOTTOM : by Commander Edward Fllsberg .

( 10s . Constable.)

In September, 1925 , the United States Submarine

S.51 was rammed by the s.s. “ City of Rome. " She

sank to a depth of 152 feet , fifteen miles off shore

and in waters which are stormy. The order went

forth that she was to be raised , and Commander

Ellsberg tells us how the stupendous task was

accomplished. It is a thrilling tale and the gallantry

of these deep sea divers is beyond praise. Whether

it was right to ask of them such efforts is perhaps

doubtful, but it is always inspiring to find men

able to defeat nature at her worst. Boys will revel

in this book and, incidentally , they will learn many

things about the technique of diving and the use of

“ air -locks. ” They will also gather much as to the

adaptability and resourcefulness demanded of the

diver . This is an “ adventure book " of the best

kind, for the adventures are real and they are de

scribed with becoming modesty by one of the chief

adventurers. F.

KING'S COLLEGE.
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON . )

Courses in Theology for Women

Women are prepared for the following examinations :

B.D. London, the Lambeth Diploma in Theology, the

University of London Diploma in Theology, and the

University of London Certificate in Religious Knowledge.

Day and evening classes are arranged. A special reduc

tion in fees is made to Church workers. The lectures

are open to members of all denominations.

For particulars as to fees and courses, application should be

made to the Tutor to Women Theological Students, Miss Evelyn

Hippisley , S.Th. , King's College, Strand , W.C.2. Next term

begins on October 2nd.

S. T. SHOVELTON , M.A., Secretary.
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SIDGWICK & JACKSON LTD

A First Biology

By Prof. S. MANGHAM and Prof. W. RAE SHERRIFFS. An Intro

duction to Biology for Middle and Lower Forms. Profusely Illus

trated . 28. Bd .

A second Part , to be published in December, will complete the

syllabus of the School Certificate.

The British Isles of To -day

By Prof. J. F. UNSTEAD. 2nd improsslon , roviood .

Book 1 of the Citizen of the World Geographies. With Maps,

&c . 3. 6d. each .

Both of human and literary interest . . . . It is this broad treat

ment which makes the book so readable , so informative, and so

unlike the average school book . " - Bducation Outlook.

Present Day Prose

Chosen and Edited by E. A. GREENING LAMBORN . With Notes on

authors and sources . 256 pp. School Edition , 28. 3d. Cloth

Boards, 38. net .

" An unusuallygood selection from contemporary writers . " - A.M.A .

Chemical Analysis

By D. B. BRIGGS, M.A. , F.I.C. , F.C.S. For Higher Certifi

cate , &c. 68. ; or separately : Qualltativo Analysis ,

38 6d.; Quantitative Analysie , 3s . Bd .

Poems of To-day

Compiled by the English Association . Series I and II . Cloth

Boards , with Supplement of Biographical Notes , 3 Bd. net each .

School Edition, text only , 28. each ; in Cloth , with Notes on the

text , 28. 6d. each ; Notes separately . Bd. each .

An Arithmetic of Citizenship

By E. RILEY , B.Sc. , and J. RILEY, B.Sc. Everyday problems

of Savings , Insurance, Rent, Rates , Taxes , &o .

Fourth impression rovised to dato . 20 With

Answers, 28. 6d.

French of To -day : A New School Dictionary :

French-English By H. N. Adair , M.A. Cloth , 28. Bd. LIFE IN INLAND WATER8, by Dr. K. E. CARPENTER,

It is hoped that the English -French Part will be ready Jan. , 1930 . opens up in a complete and masterly manner a fascin

" Plus moderne , plus hardi et plus complet que bien des diction ating field of study that awaits keen explorers . Fully

naires . Livre excellent pour la conversation et le thème . " -Le illustrated, large 8vo , 120 net , or, by post , 128. Bd.

Français .

Detailed Prospectuses, & c ., from

44 Museum Street, W.C.1

ADMINISTRATIVE COUNTY OF LONDON

LECTURES FOR TEACHERS

The programme of Lectures and Classes for Teachers for the Session 1929-30

comprises a wide range of subjects which will be dealt with by distinguished lecturers and
leading authorities.

Teachers in all types of schools (public and private ) , whether in or outside the county , are

eligible to attend.

A number of courses in art , literature , French , geography, history , mathematics,

music , and science are specially suitable for masters and mistresses in secondary schools.

Special awards for courses of study for University diplomas and post-graduate work,

tenable at University Colleges and Schools, are available for teachers in London Schools .

Copy of the Handbook giving particulars of the courses, syllabuses, and fees, can

be obtained, post free, on application to the Education Officer (H.4) , The County Hall,

S.E.1 .

MONTAGU H. COX,

Clerk of the London County Council.
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PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED .

GEORGE ALLEN AND UNWIN , LTD. UNIVERSITY OF LONDON Press.

Self-Determination for Austria : by F. F. G. New Regional Map Books : by V. C. Spary, B.Sc.

Kleinwaechter. 35. 6d . The Americas .

Sex in Civilisation . 20s. net .
Active French Readers : by G. M. Bennett , B.A. ,

Margaret Ethel MacDonald : by J. R. MacDonald . and E. Payre. Limp cloth , Is . 6d .; cloth

boards , is . 9d.

EDWARD ARNOLD AND Co. Treasuries of Modern Prose :

Living World Geographies : Book 3 , Europe and the Krag, the Kootenay Ram.

Mediterranean. Paper, is. 3d . ; cloth , is. 6d . Modern Detective Stories . 2s . each .

G. BELL AND Sons , Ltd. An Introduction to the Study of Map Projections :
Maîtres Conteurs : Le Napoléon du Peuple : by by J. A. Steers , M.A. Ss . 6d . net.

Honore de Balzac. is . gd . LONGMANS, GREEN AND Co., Ltd.

A. AND C. BLACK , LTD. A Literary History of England : by B. Groom , M.A.

Step-At-a-Time Arithmetic : by R. W. M. Gibbs, 6s .

B.A. , D. G. Perry , B.A. , and J. A. Howells. Knock ou le Triomphe de la Médecine : by J.

Junior Series . Books
3

and 4 , Paper, 8d .,
Romains. 6d .

each ; cloth , id. each . Teachers' Book 3 , An Introduction to the History of Architecture : by

23. od . H. B. Carpenter and J. Knight. 6s. 6d.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY Press . Spanish Texts : Un Verano Santander. 25.

Cambridge Intermediate Mathematics : by H. J. Mariana : Historia de España. 25.

Larcombe, Ph.D. Arithmetic , Part 2 , 2s. 6d . ; MACMILLAN AND Co. , Ltd.

with Answers, 25. gd . Algebra , Part 2 , A Course in General Mathematics : by C. H. Cur

25. 6d. ; with Answers , 2s . 9d . rier and E. E. Watson. 155. net .

CHAPMAN AND HALL, LTD. Adventures in Young America : by E. McGuire,

Methods and Teaching Problems in Industrial A.M. , and C. A. Phillips, Ph.D. 45. 6d .

Education : by F. T. Struck , Ph.D. 13. 6d. Chosen Poems of Thomas Hardy.

Efficiency in Vocational Education : by J. C. Wright Nativity Ode, Lycidas, Sonnets , &c . : by John

and C. R. Allen . 155. net .

CONSTABLE AND Co. , LTD. Everyday Chemistry : by J. R. Partington , D.Sc.

A Life of William Shakespeare : by J. Q. Adams.

ros . 6d. net . METHUEN AND Co. , Ltd.

The Fiddler : by S. G. Millin . 6s . net . A First Book on Teaching : by N. Catty, M.A. 55.

Chemistry in the Home : by J. B. Firth , D.Sc. gs . OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS.

net . Lectures on the English Poets : by W. Hazlitt .

Studies in European Literature : by J. Lavrin . 55 .
net. The High Road of Australian Verse : selected by

The Growth of the World and of Its Inhabitants : J. J. Stable.

by H. H. Swinnerton , D.Sc. SIR ISAAC PITMAN AND SONS , LTD.

Little Novels : by A. Schnitzler . 75. 6d . net. Science and Mathematical Tables : by W. F. F.

J. CURWEN AND SONS , LTD. Shearcroft , B.Sc. , and D. Larrett, M.A. IS.

Lost Childhood : Children's Operetta. 35 . Junior Test Papers in Physics : by P. J. L. Smith ,

The Animals Went in Two by Two. M.A.

String Series : Londonderry Air. French Homonyms and Synonyms : by M. H. Lar

Song of the Children in Paladore . 6d . moyer. 58. net.

Sing Ivy . 4d . Test Papers in English Literature : by F. W.

Orpheus with his Lute . 6d . Robinson, M.A. 45. 6d .

W. HEINEMANN, LTD . SCHOFIELD AND SIMS , LTD.

A Four Years ' English Course : by C. Granville , Research Geographies : Great Britain and Ireland :

B.A. , and A. A. Le M. Simpson , B.A. Part 1 , by J. G. Bannell , M.A.

25. 3d . Part 2 , 2s . UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL PRESS.

GEORGE G. HARRAP AND Co. , Ltd. Physical Chemistry : by J. B. Firth , D.Sc. 55. 6d.

The Little One in Between : by M. St. John Webb. The Hygiene of the School : by R. A. Lyster, M.D.

3s . 6d . net.

England's Story : by D. M. Stuart . Part 1 , To the FREDERICK WARNE AND CO. , LTD .

Great Charter, 35. Part 2 , Plantagenets and Feeding the Child—All Ages : by I. Y. Ross , M.B.
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NOTES AND COMMENTS.

Readers are asked to note that The Education Outlook is not the organ of any association.

The views expressed in the editorial columns are wholly independent and the opinions

of correspondents, contributors, and reviewers are their own.

Confused Purposes.

Much of the dissatisfaction concerning school

examinations is due to a failure to recognise their

true purpose. From one aspect they are regarded

as tests of the proficiency of individual pupils and

especially of fitness to proceed to a university or to
enter a profession or business. The purposes here

set forth are somewhat confused , since a boy or girl

may be highly intelligent and yet fail to meet the

precise requirements of a university or profession.

Still further confusion is brought in when the list

of successes comes to be regarded as an index of the

educational efficiency of a school. In itself the list

tells us very little , since a correct estimate of the

value of a school calls for a knowledge of many

other factors besides examination successes . The

President of the Board might seek the help of the

Consultative Committee in an effort to discover the

best form of examination . Professions and com

mercial houses would be well content if they were

assured that the examination afforded a test of good

general knowledge and of real ability .

A Report on Examinations.

At the recent Conference of the New Education

Fellowship an interesting report was presented ,

giving a summary of the arrangements for examin

ing pupils in the schools of several countries . This

report shows that although examinations are in

general use they do not follow a uniform model .

Some are designed to discourage a display of

memorised knowledge. Thus in Austria the prin

cipal test is an essay . In Norway the University

entrance examination consists of a written test in

four subjects, together with a viva voce . The four

subjects are selected by a Council, and vary from

school to school and from year to year. They are

not made known to the teachers until the day of

the examination , and in the remaining subject marks

are given on the school record of the candidate. In

Sweden and Hungary there is an oral test , while in

Belgium the teachers set the examination questions .

This last-named practice is to be commended , since

examinations suitable for children cannot be carried

out by those who have lost touch with the working

of the youthful mind .

Some Conclusions.

The Committee express the view that examinations

as now conducted tend to determine the curriculum

and also the methods of teaching. That this is true

will hardly be denied , even by those teachers who

find the “School Certificate ' useful as a stimulus

to pupils and for themselves a convenient prescrip

tion , absolving them from the task of framing a

curriculum . These advantages do not outweigh the

manifest drawbacks of a system which in practice

compels schools to comply with the requirements of

bodies of external examiners . An external examina

tion may be extremely valuable if it is conducted by

men and women who are themselves teachers and

well informed as to what should be expected from

ordinary children . But even such an examination

will be harmful if overmuch importance is attached

to the result , so that the boy who fails to pass be

comes excluded from a wide range of careers . It

was never intended that the School Certificate ex

amination should assume the importance of a dress

rehearsal of the Day of Judgment.

Examinations in Elementary Schools.

For some forty years past the public elementary

schools have been freed from the former rigid system

of individual examination which was associated with

“ payment by results .” In some quarters it is alleged

that the freedom has been misused and that children

are not so well grounded as formerly. They are

said to be inaccurate in arithmetic and spelling , un

able to read well , and slovenly in penmanship.

Hence it is sought to impose a uniform test of all

pupils at or about the age of eleven , and in one

area where this test has been applied it is claimed

that great improvement is to be seen .

to believe this , for nothing is more easy than to

arrange a scheme of drill lessons which will pro

duce such results as were necessary to obtain satis

factory grants under the old system . But that

system was abandoned because it was found to

impede real education, and although nobody would

question the importance of a thorough grounding

in the " three R's,” these subjects are not to be

regarded as ends in themselves .

It is easy
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Vision and Reality. Adult Education .

Some years ago there appeared in our columns an The recent Conference on Adult Education at

attractive programme of education, devised by the Cambridge brought forth nothing new. There was

Soviet Government for the benefit of Russia . This the usual outpouring of sentimental talk and a com

scheme was beautiful in its symmetry and magni- plete ignoring of the fact that the movement attracts
ficent in its scope. It evoked many expressions of only the merest fraction of working people . Of

admiration from short-sighted enthusiasts in this those who are attracted , many are seeking con

country who forgot the truth , of which we have firmation for their political views rather than quest

lately been reminded by Sir Amherst Selby- Bigge , ing for truth . The development of adult education

that systems of education which commend them- cannot be undertaken apart from juvenile and

selves to the " tribe of educationists ' ' are sometimes adolescent education . As things are , the movement

rejected by parents and citizens . The pace cannot be is impeded by the fact that the great majority of

forced without risk of violent or passive opposition . working men and women have been compelled by

This truth is illustrated by the story of what has the circumstances of their daily lives to abandon

happened in Russia , where parents are displaying general intellectual interests in favour of what con

keen resentment towards the Government schools cerns their bread and butter needs . The state of

and are occasionally visiting their wrath upon the things might have been different if we had supple

teachers , some of whom have been killed , while mented our scheme of primary education by an

others , more fortunate , have been able to escape adequate social training and intellectual discipline

with a flogging. Even where they are permitted to during the years of adolescence. This might have

carry on their work the teachers are bitterly poor. kept alive a range of intellectual interests which

The splendid paper edifice of M. Lunacharsky turns might have been strengthened and developed in

out to be a ramshackle affair, wholly unfitted to the association with the experiences of factory or office,

needs of Russia . Yet some innocent pilgrims from enabling the worker to acquire some real knowledge

this country have returned with glowing accounts of of the background of his civic and economic rela

what they have seen during a short stay in Moscow tionships. As things are , he has often lost facility in

or Leningrad . Apparently there are a few show even the elementary arts of reading and writing , so

places for visitors , but for the most part the problem that if a belated desire for knowledge comes to him

of illiteracy is hardly being touched. he is discouraged by having to go to school again .

Reorganisation Difficulties. The Royal Society of Teachers .

Here in England many parents are disposed to The writer of a paragraph in the latest issue of

resent the establishment of central post-primary the Review of the Incorporated Association of Head

schools. Their feelings find vent in protest meetings Masters quotes from the official document issued by

or occasionally in a concerted refusal to send their the Royal Society of Teachers and ends by saying

children to the new schools . The reasons for this that the purpose of the new body is not known to

attitude are not such as will appeal to the zealous him . Treating this remark as rather a plea than a

administrator , but they are easily understood by boast , it may be worth while to point out that the

anybody who knows the conditions of life in many R.S.T. is the body of Registered Teachers , compris

working -class neighbourhoods. The mother has ing , that is , all teachers who have submitted evi

been accustomed to place the young children in dence of their fitness to have their names enrolled on

charge of their elders, thus being enabled to feel the Register of Teachers maintained by the Teachers

that they are reasonably safe amid the dangers of Registration Council in accordance with the Educa

traffic . She has been able to arrange the times for tion Act of 1907 and the Privy Council Order of

meals according to the hours of only one school. 1926 . This Order in Council made

Now she finds that the older children must leave important change in the mode of forming the T.R.C.

home earlier and return later than the younger ones , Formerly this body consisted of persons nominated

and that the latter are deprived of their escort . by the universities and selected organisations of

Doubtless these domestic reasons against the change teachers . Now it consists of persons elected directly

are supported by a vague objection to change as by Registered Teachers voting according to the

such , but the feelings of parents ought not to be types of teaching work in which they are engaged ,

disregarded , even though the official mind is together with representatives of the universities.

impatient. In some districts the change is being Hence there is now a wide constituency of electors,

brought about with comparative ease , because the and the T.R.C. may be regarded as the duly

officials and members of the Committee have been appointed executive of the body now known as the

at pains to consult the parents beforehand, giving a Royal Society of Teachers. The Society will in

full and reasoned explanation of the proposals and clude none save qualified teachers , and it should

dealing fairly with objections , properly include all of them ,

a very
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AT THE HIGH TABLE.

(Under this heading appear from time to time articles from eminent men and women concerning

different aspects of education . In the following article a local inspector of great experience discusses

the effect of parochialism in teacher preparation.- EDITOR.]

IX . Home-Keeping Teachers.

BY ADMINISTRATOR .

In an article on Local Bias in Education which only in cases of real need that this argument can

appeared in these columns some time ago I called be sustained .

attention to the fact that the great majority of Lastly, there is the reason put forward by parents

students on the completion of the Training College that their sons and daughters are too young to live

Course seek appointments in their native town or away from home without parental guidance . Now

county - in other words, they desire to teach in a it is true that on leaving college the majority of

school as near home as possible. teachers are nowadays very young ; but if they are

This theme is so important that I venture to re- to take full charge of a class of forty to fifty pupils

turn to it , and to consider briefly what may be said they should at least be capable of looking after

foror against the home-keeping teacher. themselves .

The reason most frequently given for the practice These , I think , are the main points in the case

is that it is cheaper to live at home. It is some- for the defence. It remains now to consider what

times added that living at home is more comfortable may be called the case for the prosecution .

than living in lodgings, but this , as a general First there is the educational loss to the teacher

statement , is obviously open to exceptions . himself. Just as going away to school or to college

But the economic argument is beyond dispute ; as has an educational value apart from the course of

a general rule it is cheaper to live at home ; the study pursued , and because of the new environment

question remains whether this is in itself a sufficient and the necessity of conforming to a new form of

reason for choice .
community life , so living in a town or district away

It is no unusual thing for sacrifices to be made in from home is a further education for the young

the interests of one's chosen work or profession . teacher , who has to form new social contacts. This

In following their present course it seems reason- in itself is a valuable training in character.

able to infer that the teachers concerned are either It will be for what he is that he is valued in the

not convinced that it is in any way detrimental to society in which he finds himself, and it will be for

their professional work , or that they have not him to make a reputation for himself. In his own

thought much about it , or that they have become town his home environment has already helped to

teachers solely on economic grounds. make a reputation for him .

Now in days when the initial salary of teachers in Now one of the things from which the teaching

elementary schools was so small that it was impos- profession suffers and which , indirectly perhaps , but

sible for them to pay for decent lodgings the none the less surely , works adversely to the cause

economic argument was enough . But to - day things of education , is the attitude of the authorities and

are different, and it is possible for a teacher to live the general middle-class public towards the teachers ;

independently and with reasonable comfort in any to put it bluntly, they don't think much of them.

part of the country — and in seeking an appoint- This is no doubt due , in some measure, to ignorance

ment points other than the economic one should of the value of the work which teachers are doing ;

be considered . but it is also, to some extent , the result of the

There are some who will always place financial intimate knowledge which their fellow townsmen

concerns first, and give little or no consideration to have of the antecedents and home environment of

other questions . But this should not be true of their teachers . This may seem to be mere snob

teachers at the end of their course of training in bery , but it is unfortunately very much in evidence ,

a good training college, which has sought to inspire especially in city and urban areas .

its members with high ideals and a healthy profes- You may feel little affection for the stranger , but

sional spirit. you are bound to treat him with some respect be

It is sometimes urged that young teachers should cause he is a stranger and because you are not

seek appointments at home in order to be of quite sure how important a person he may turn out

financial help to their parents. In regard to this to be.

I will only say that he is a wise parent who refuses So long as teachers continue to teach in their

to put any obstacle in the way of his children's native districts they will tend to move in a second

freedom in the pursuit of their life's work , and it is rate environment of tea-meeting gossip and profes
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sional jobbery ; they will have difficulty in finding

among their fellows that intellectual stimulus which

teachers more than any other profession so con

stantly need . Life in the classroom and the per

petual association with children make this not only

desirable but imperative if the teacher's own mind

is to be kept virile and active.

Most important of all is the bad effect which this

practice of breeding-in has on education , and , in

this connexion , we must think of education not as

the mere instruction of children in reading , writing ,

and arithmetic, but as a great civilising force,

acting on the whole community, as something which

makes first and foremost for the spread of culture .

Education should serve to foster the spirit of

urbanity, to kill the provincial note so common in

this England of ours ; and , by provincial , I do not

mean of the country as opposed to London , but

rather that narrow parochial outlook which may very

well , and indeed frequently does, exist and flourish

in the metropolis .

For this purpose a very strong case exists in

favour of the stranger as against the local man , for

the sympathies of the teacher are broadened by

movement, and as his own sympathies become wider

so will he the more effectively tend to widen the

sympathies of his pupils and the people with whom

he comes in contact .

EDUCATION AND THE WESTERN FRONT.

By J. Reeves .

It is said that the Great War revealed among our

troops a wide lack of general elementary culture.

But this lack was not surprising to those who re

membered that most of the men had left the ele

mentary school at eleven or twelve years of age ,

and that few of them had received any kind of

education afterwards. We have recently been in

formed that about 70 per cent . of the children

who leave the elementary schools of London not only

receive no sort of further education , but do not even

come under the influence of any social club or other

cultural institution ; and the proportion in many

other towns and in rural areas is even greater.

For these reasons it was inevitable that many of

the men should have forgotten how to write a letter ,

and that they should find the reading of books diffi

cult and irksome. A number of war novels have

drawn attention to this .

W. J. Locke, in “ The Red Planet,” passes a

sweeping criticism on our educational system (re

ferring chiefly, no doubt , to our elementary schools ).

He alludes to the Board of Education as “ that beau
tiful timber-headed, timber-hearted , timber-souled

structure . "

Another criticism lately noted is hardly less

severe , though not so comprehensive. In “ All Quiet

on the Western Front, ” Remarque relates a con

versation between group of young German

soldiers who had recently left school . These youths

proceeded , by a series of derisive questions , to state

their conclusion that " it is rot ... all that they

teach you.” One asked : “ What was the purpose

of the Poetic League of Göttingen ? ” Another :

“ How many children had Charles the Bald ? " And

a third : " How many inhabitants has Melbourne ?"

Then one demanded " hotly ” : “ How can you ex

pect to succeed in life if you don't know that? "

Such criticism refers to a time when our school

history books consisted largely of names, dates, de

scriptions of battles , personal gossip, and other in

significant matter , and when geography books were

made up of lists of towns, mountains, capes , bays,

&c . , to be memorised. Recently someone took the

trouble to count the number of pages devoted to war

in the history books of twenty to thirty years ago

and in those of to -day, and he found that the de

crease is about 20 per cent. A similar exclusion

of other unimportant elements has occurred, and

history is coming to be the story of social features

and of the progress of civilisation . A like advance

has been made in geography, which has been largely

transformed into a significant and educative account

of the activities of man in relation to his environ

ment ,

a

ON HIMSELF.

(After the French of CLEMENT MAROT,

1495-1544 . )

Translated by GILBERT Pass .

I am no more what I have been ,

And never more shall be again .

The Spring and Summer I have seen

Haveflown, no signs of youth remain .

O, Love, who claimed a master's price,

Above all gods have I served thee,

And if I could be born but twice

A better servant yet would be.
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STOP TALKING !

By A. Berts.

A chill settles on me as I write the words ; does impossible . To teach how to teach is merely im

anyone read them without sharing it ? They recall possible . If , after striving to teach my own subject

to me the ugliness , the boredom , and the headache for some years , I have evolved no method of my own ,

that seemed to linger about my school days ; they is it likely that by reading of somebody else's experi

recall the sapless lessons I gave in my diploma ences , condensed into half a page, I shall acquire

year , when the whole problem of teaching seemed one ? If I can grasp to the full all that such a writer

to be the problem of keeping order ; and those first means it is because I have been all over her ground

weary days of teaching, when, at distressingly short myself, and therefore I do not need her half column ;

intervals, I would stop the flow of my own talk to if I do not grasp it, her method , as I apply it , be

bid my fellow victims " stop talking !' comes something different from what she is ad

I never say the words now, but I have not stopped vocating

talking myself. How can I ? Talk is the very Books telling other people how to teach should

essence of our profession . Others have talked to be reduced in number and confined to training

us (how they have talked to us ! ) , and we must tell colleges , where they can provide students with

our pupils what they said . Our pupils tell the ex- something to bite on . They do indicate the kind

aminer, then they are told some more, and then of problem that has to be faced and show how

they tell other children what we told them, and we others have faced it , but after that we have all to

all tell each other that experience is the best teacher. face our problem in our own way. It is doubtful if

I once knew a teacher who never allowed the phrase the problem is the same for all of us , and it is cer

" to enjoy myself ” to escape her red-ink pen . Asked tain that the solution is different. No one else can

why she objected to it , she said that when she was give us our method. I should like to go on writing

a “ pupil in Standard V ” her teacher had always that over and over .

crossed it out in any exercise , and now that she Let people tell us what they do if they like.

taught Standard V she , too , should cross it out. When geniuses condescend so far they are stimulat

Laborious efforts were made to show her the error ing , and lesser men find relief in the thought that

of her ways, and a volume of the “ New English greater spirits think the thing worth while, but

Dictionary ” was propped up before her. “ I do not geniuses seldom invite imitation . They know better

said she, “ what the ' New English what they do than how they do it , and understand

Dictionary ' says , that teacher who taught me in the individual quality of their work too well to seek

Standard V was a good teacher and she always to universalise it . Geniuses , however , in the world

crossed it out and I shall do the same. " of education appear to be few , and how many books

be an extreme instance of the sinfulness of our there are !

educational system , but it is typical of the kind of And there are as many methods. And they are

thing we do . No matter how many researches we all equally good and all equally bad. I do not be

may make, how much foreign travel we achieve lieve that any one thing can be said in favour of

(and it is all too often how little ! ) , we perforce hand any one method that cannot be counterbalanced by

on to our pupils much that is , for us , hearsay. I something against it . History proves that any

believe that our profession is in such disrepute be- thing can be proved from history. Theories of

cause it is a profession of words ; as indeed is litera- education show that any theory can be held of

ture , but literature is an end in itself , pretends to education. That would not matter if each man kept

be nothing else , and need be nothing else . his theory and his practice to himself and never tried

The remedy for this would be a revolution in to show that his was, if not the only, at least the

education such as this age would not contemplate, best theory . What a gain it would be in vitality

but it does seem that something might be gained to some of us if we never any more had to con

if we could take ourselves a little less seriously; if template little books on how to teach composition !

many of those solemn tomes and treatises on Probably nobody knows how to teach composition .

“ method ” which now assail us were scrapped ; if Who has not watched, at one time or another, a

the voice of criticism on the same question sank new member of a staff, going about her business

low. I do not know which are the greater sinners , with a calm knowledge that at least her subject is

those hopeful ones—surely Pelmanists—who set out being taught properly , according to the latest

in a single column to make us masters of some theory , and then has not smiled to remember that

branch of our profession , or those whose well-in- her predecessor had just that calm knowledge ,
tentioned but dull utterances extend over a com- though her methods were so different ? Do not I ,

plete volume. To teach—that is to add to the funda- versed in the latest psychology, sure of the virtue
mental experience of some human being - is almost of all my doings, shrink from the thought of my

care, "

That may
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successors undoing all my work ? I might do so did we may only try and succeed ( try to succeed is really

I not envisage already the smile of satisfaction that the truth ) , and so we adopt others which we only

spreads over her face as she explains to my girls half approve or only half comprehend. If we make

that such and such will no longer be done , but that mistakes we hide them quickly — when we see them ,

thus and thus will be the order of the day. but the huge mistake we all make engulfs us, so

We, who as educators so respect tiuisms , would we do not see it.

do well to consider them. It is a truism which we What is wanted is a shifting of emphasis. We

accept , that a good method and a bad teacher are should realise that the children thrive in spite of us ;

worthless in comparison with a bad method and a that we can afford outwardly to be a little less

good teacher . The only test of a method is whether solemn about ourselves—that , as there is no absolute

it achieves the result aimed at . The result aimed right in teaching , we can sometimes own up to

at will depend on the religion , or philosophy, or being a little wrong. If we were less solemn we

personality, or essential quality , or absence of any should not write and read so many volumes telling

such , on the part of the teacher , and no one but us how to do what no one can tell us how to do.

herself will know what that is . It is the utmost Then we might make real experiments, not timid

folly, therefore, to bend the eye of the unmistak- little overtures. If we dared to take ourselves a little

able, even if well bred , critic on other people's less seriously we might take ourselves very seriously

teaching methods. Just as no one can put us in indeed . Then we should not talk so much.

possession of a method , so are we incapable of

understanding the method of which others are in

possession , except in so far as it coincides with our
EIGHTY YEARS AGO.

own.

Gleanings from our Earlier Volumes.
Are incompetent teachers , then , to shelter behind

this silence , this absence of criticism ? It might be October, 1849.–Irish Schoolmasters.

better so . They at least have the virtues of their “ Every one knows that , low as the state of the

vices, as Charles Lamb might testify , and they exist, schoolmaster is in England , it is much lower in

talk the critics never so. If teachers are, as Pro- Ireland . There, indeed, learning and poverty (that

fessor Adams used to say , either cobblers or artists , is , the old book lore called classical, and rags and

criticism will make little difference. It will not turn whiskey) are found wedded — a most unfortunate

a cobbler into an artist , though , on the other hand , match-much more frequently than here. A squalid

artists have suffered under it . And if a few wholly teacher lolling at the door. of a mud cabin , spouting

incompetent teachers survive , does it matter so Sophocles or Terence in his drunken frenzy , is a

much ? Would it be so dangerous to the children character not only to be found in the pages of every

as we might think ? I doubt that our influence on Irish novel , but to be seen in the street of every

our pupils is anything like as great as it is supposed
Irish village. We fear the National Schools of

to be—as great as theirs on us. I believe that our Ireland , now 4,109 in number, with 507,469 scholars ,

power for harm is as limited as our power for good , will increase rather than lead to the extinction of

and that , in so far as it depends on words and this unfortunate race , seeing that they already have

methods, seems to me negligible. What we are may a total of 660 male teachers, trained and untrained."
influence our pupils — we do not know that it does

so ; some of us may hope that it does not-and what

we are will show , though our methods be the best

dreamed of . If we had humility enough to believe
Montessori Training Colleges.

this we could be honest , could admit that we are A Montessori Training College is to be opened

sometimes in the wrong. If we were allowed a in October at Studio House, Rosslyn Hill , N.W.3.

margin of error we could experiment, and our work It is one of a group of training colleges it is in

would come alive. While, however, we are haunted tended to open in certain of the chief cities of the

by the necessity to show good results - not neces- world for training teachers and others in the

sarily examination results ; while every effort of ours methods of Dr. Montessori . There is already one

must materialise into some achievement , some at Rome.

advance ; while we never dare acknowledge that we

have made mistakes ; while we are watched and
Education Figures.

criticised by colleagues , inspectors , directors , and

examiners all expecting certain standards, certain According to the local Taxation Returns for Eng

methods, we are all compelled to approximate to land and Wales, 1926-27, the education account of

something whose significance we have not grasped . the London County Council is over $ 12,000,000 a

We dare not evolve our own methods , because trial year, Birmingham's is £ 1,825,000, Manchester's

and error are necessary to scientific experiment , and £ 1,720,000, and Liverpool's £ 1,695,000 .
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EDUCATION IN PALESTINE.

BY VERNON GIBBERD.

One of the most hopeful results of the Mandatory scope of educational work. In order to encourage

in Palestine is the development in the field of educa- rural education the Government offered to provide a

tion . Under the Turkish regime educational facili- teacher if the village would provide and equip a

ties were so inadequate and unsatisfactory that any The response was immediate , and by

change to a more stable and civilised form of govern- voluntary contributions from the inhabitants of the

ment would make for improvement. But the pro- villages over two hundred of these schools are in

gress which has occurred under British influence has existence. The demand has proved greater than the

been full of achievement and of promise for the Government's ability to meet it. The writer was

future. informed that there was a great and increasing

It is estimated that the number of children in the desire for education in the rural districts . This is

country between the ages of five and fourteen is surely of the most hopeful augury for the future

roughly 155,000 . Of these only 17 per cent. of the development of the country .

Moslem children are in attendance at school, com- In regard to secondary education it should be

pared with 81 per cent . of the Christian children , noted that, in addition to the secondary section in

while no less than 96 per cent . of the Jewish the elementary schools, already referred to, there

children between these ages are in school attend- are thirty special or technical institutions which are

Between the ages of fifteen and eighteen the in receipt of financial aid from the Government.

figures are :—Moslem 3 per cent . , Christian 37 per The writer was enabled to visit some schools in

cent. , and Jewish 42 per cent. Jerusalem , to which a brief reference may be made.

The present writer paid a visit to Palestine , during One was a Government elementary school consisting

which he had opportunities of seeing various schools mainly of Arab children , housed in a first -class

and of meeting educational officials in Jerusalem. modern building. The classes were commendably

Education is not at present compulsory and , so small and there were more teachers than classes ,

far as Government effort is concerned, it is , in the thus obviating the evil , common to so many ele

main , confined to elementary schools. In these mentary schools in this country, of the individual

schools the pupils are mainly Moslem children . At teacher being constantly engaged in teaching. There

present there is no provision of State secondary was evidence of a good conversational knowledge

schools, but certain elementary schools contain of English among the scholars . A troop of boy

secondary sections. scouts was attached to the school; football was

There are now eight secondary sections attached played as an organised school game, and matches

to elementary schools in Jerusalem and certain other were played with other schools. Generally the school

towns, but so far no section provides the full second- appeared to be well equipped, well disciplined , and

ary course of four years. A handicap to the proper to have a good tone.

development of the sections , according to the last The secondary section attached to this school was

report of the Administration, is the early age at doing a good work, and some of the boys were very

which so many boys leave . smart and alert.

It is hoped to establish in Jerusalem a large Although the Government provision of secondary

secondary school, to which boys of promise from education is at present admittedly meagre, it must

all parts of the country will be admitted. This, of not be supposed that other facilities do not exist .

necessity, will have to be a combination of day and First of all there is , for example, in Jerusalem , a

boarding school. school, which the writer also visited , which has en

Of the primary schools of the country 312 are joyed a high reputation for many years. This is the

Government provided and 397 non -provided. In the St. George's Secondary Day and Boarding School,

Government schools there are 19,195 pupils on the carried on under the auspices of the Church of Eng

rolls, and in the non -provided 34,136. Of this last land Society . Here all lessons were conducted in

total no less than 18,311 are Jewish children and English whatever the subject , except Arabic , with

13,348 Christian . Grants in aid , on a per capita the result that the standard of English is remark

basis , are made to non -Government schools subject ably high . Moslems, Jews, and Christians were re

to certain conditions . It is , however, in the exten- presented among the pupils , and apparently no

sion of village education, which the Government difficulty existed on this account . The fees for

has undertaken , that the greatest development has boarders amounted to £50 a year, and the school is

taken place , and from which a great deal is ex- available only for the wealthier children .

pected. There is an immense leeway to be made One of the chief difficulties is the lack of fully

good here , due to the fact that hitherto so many of qualified teachers. The writer visited a training

the Arab village children have remained outside the college for teachers in Jerusalem, where a five years '
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training in general education, and pedagogy for the interval for lunch . There was no afternoon school,

last year, is provided , but this is inadequate to the but children were free to return in the afternoon for

needs of the country and to the standard of training woodwork or domestic science. The writer wa

required. No university training is available for assured that parents were very keen on education ,

potential teachers in Palestine, though the American and in many cases made considerable personal sacri

University at Beirut , to some extent, meets the need. fices to secure it for their children .

To this institution , one of the finest educational in- One of the defects of modern education is that it

stitutions in the East , the Government offers cer- is too little related to life . Certainly in the Jewish

tain scholarships, with the intention of providing the schools a real attempt is being made to avoid this

schools with more efficient and better qualified danger . In this same town of Tel-a-viv there is a

masters . hostel for Jewish immigrant girls where training is

Secondly , there is the very ample provision by the given to such girls , many of whom come fromthe

Jews in both primary and secondary education. It ghettos of European countries. Here they are

is among them that the greatest facilities for educa- taught domestic economy under conditions they will

tion exist. It is not only adequate , but , as the have to face in the land of their adoption, including

figures already quoted show, practically every Jewish simple farming operations, poultry keeping,

child in the country is brought within the scope of vegetable and fruit growing, such as will be useful

one or other of its educational agencies. With but tothem in the Zionist colonies to which many of

few exceptions all Jewish children are educated in them will ultimately become attached .

Jewish schools, up to thirteen in elementary schools , But at Haifa , where there is a large Jewish com

with provision for higher education by means of munity , the writer discovered a striking instance of

evening schools, by part-time day continuation secondary education adapted to actual life and the

schools, by secondary schools, and agricultural requirements of the country. This he found in the

training institutions. Moreover, the project of a Haifa Secondary School and Technical College,

Jewish university in Jerusalem is already taking situated at the foot of Mount Carmel, in a spacious

definite shape. modern building, with ample space for development .

In Tel-a -viv, a large and prosperous Jewish Dr. Biram , the head master, has a whole -hearted

suburb of Jaffa, the writer visited a Jewish High enthusiasm for education , his aim being, as he ex

School. This , like all Jewish schools, is co -educa- pressed it , to make of the school a happy com

tional , and it has 550 pupils . The school week con- munity . He told me that his methods were largely

sisted of thirty -five hours of teaching , but only founded on those of Sanderson of Oundle.

twenty-four hours per individual teacher. A primary Generally , the education provided is that of a good

department is attached , so that it is possible for a secondary school with a definite technical bias.

child to spend his whole school life here , from six During the six years of their school career the

to eighteen years of age . Children also come here scholars go through a systematic course of manual

from the elementary schools. The classes visited in- training of twelve hours per week. The school is

cluded those in chemistry , mathematics, Bible teach- provided with three splendidly equipped workshops

ing , painting , drawing , and English . Hebrew was, for metal work , bookbinding, and carpentry. It was

of course, being taught, one of the aims of the found that , notwithstanding the relatively large

Zionists being to revive the ancient Hebrew language amount of time devoted to manual training , the

as a spoken tongue. The teaching methods were more formal instruction did not suffer in any way.

notable for their up-to-date character, and from in- Not only do the pupils acquire the same knowledge

teresting conversations with the staff it was gratify- of general science as those of other secondary

ing to find they were imbued with sound ideas on schools, but formal instruction in mathematics and

education and with the wisdom of giving free scope physics is very greatly facilitated by practical ex

to the child's individuality . perience in the workshops. The combination of

One of the chief difficulties experienced , a diffi- manual and intellectual work made for independence

culty which the writer found existed elsewhere in of thought and action , and this education through

Palestine , and in Egypt also, is the absence of good work was found to have a definite moral value .
text-books, suitable for the East . Many of those Dr. Biram states that it makes children familiar with

in use were wholly incongruous. A very large work and directs their thoughts to the practical

school garden is included in the school premises, the requirements of the building up of Palestine. Great
planning and laying out of which was done by the emphasis is laid on the training of character , for it

children, displaying considerable ingenuity and is felt by the governors of the school that , for the

originality . Other provisions compriseda woodwork reconstruction of Palestine , certain qualities must

room , a nature study room , and gymnasium, where be fostered : exactness, honesty of work , a sense of

Swedish drill was taught. responsibility and discipline , and good citizenship.

The school hours are 8 to 2 , with half an hour's Similarly , the education of girls is related to
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practical life , it being realised that efficient and com LEGAL NOTES.

petent women are urgently needed in the country . “ School Strikes . "

They are taught needlework, and all, big and little,

make theirown clothes. They are trained for house
The school children's " strike" is an unexpected

hold work in all its branches, and receive instruction
yet natural outcome of the many reorganisation

also in infant welfare work. schemes that are being put into force all over the

The writer formed a definite impression of eager country. The parents of Tom and Mabel are re

ness on the part of pupils , enthusiasm on the part quired by the local education “ despots" to send

of the staff, and a very high esprit de corps through them to schools different from those they have

out the school. One could not help feeling that in
hitherto attended . The new school is strange ; the

the uphill work which lies before the Zionist colonies teachers are strangers ; and the distance from the

in Palestine, and in the development of harmonious home is greater than before . Tom and Mabel very

relations with the Arab population, the work of such
probably dislike the change ; their parents aid and

schools as the Haifa Secondary School is full of pro
comfort them, and refuse to send them to any

mise for the future and for the fostering of a real school but the old one. The children join the other

spirit of citizenship .
" strikers. " What, then, is the legal position of the

parents of Tom and Mabel ?

Leaving aside deaf or blind or other defective

Farewell Dinner to Sir Gregory Foster.
children , where the recent case of London County

Council v . Maher might be of some assistance , we

A Farewell Dinner to Sir Gregory Foster, who must look at Sections 42 and 43 of the 1921 Act ,

retires from his position of Provost of University where are laid down the duties of parents and

College, London, on December 31 ,
will be authorities . The parent must cause the child to

given by Past and Present Students of the College receive efficient elementary instruction in reading ,

on Friday, December 20 , at 7 for 7.30 p.m. The ; writing, and arithmetic . The authority must take

Dinner will be held in London and the place will proceedings to enforce that duty upon the parent if

be determined when the number of those intending he neglects it , and under certain circumstances ob

to be present has been ascertained . tain a “ school attendance order ' from a court of

Past and Present Students who wish to attend summary jurisdiction , which will direct the child to

the Dinner are asked to inform Mr. B. N. Parker, attend some certified efficient school, selected by the

Hon. Sec. , Old Students ' Association , at the College , parent, willing to receive him .

with as little delay as possible, and are requested Among the “ reasonable excuses" open to the

to add particulars of their faculty and dates of parent is that the new school is more than three

student years at the College . miles (or whatever other shorter distance is fixed

by the by-laws) distant from his home by the shortest

road, and " road " includes " footpath " (Hares v .

Chemistry . Curtin, 1913 , 2 K.B. ) . But that will not avail if

A SCHOOL CHEMISTRY : by Arthur Brooks, B.Sc. the authority has provided conveyance ( Section

(45. 6d . Univ. of London Press . ) 49 ( c) ]. If none of the usual excuses for non-attend

“ This volume deals with that part of chemistry ance, viz. sickness , distance , or efficient instruction

which is usually studied in secondary schools during in some other manner, can be offered, the parent

the two years preceding a first examination . " Like will find it hard to resist on any other ground . He

the other books of its class , too many of which are may attempt to show that he has carried out his

being published at present, it covers the ground in duty by sending his child regularly to the school to

a fairly satisfactory manner, there being nothing which he has been accustomed to send him .

startlingly new in the manner of presentation . A But the cases are against him . Parents have tried

few points call for comment. The definition of an that argument before . One sent his child to a school

acid given on page 131 states that it is a substance where he knew admission would be refused . The

containing hydrogen , some or all of which is re- Justices convicted him of not causing his child to
placeable directly or indirectly by metals. Truly such attend school. A case was stated for the High

a definition leaves much to be desired—as stated Court . The Queen's Bench upheld the magistrates

by the author. The bleaching properties of sulphur (Jones v . Rowland, 63 J.P. , 454 ) . Walker v . Cum

dioxide are compared with those of chlorine , although mings (28 T.L.R. , 442) was case where the

chlorine is not dealt with till later in the book. Justices declined to convict on the ground that the

Chlorine is wrongly said to have the same action as school to which the child had been sent refused to

iodine on sodium thiosulphate, and the soluble silver admit him (he was verminous) . The High Court ,
sodium salt of thiosulphuric acid does not have the however, held that sending a child in such circum

composition NaAgS,O3. T. S. P. stances was not " causing him to attend school.”

a
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN.

By A. TOWNLEY SCOTT, B.A.

The International Federation of University meeting , open to the public , Professor Spurgeon

Women has held its fifth Conference at Geneva. delivered an address on “ The Imagery of Shake

Ten years ago, at the inauguration in London , two speare,” which was received with great enthusiasm .

national Associations of University Womea formally Dean Gildersleeve assisted at the later meetings as

joined the Federation , while two other Associations
consultant on questions of order , succeeding Miss

sent representatives as visitors . Since 1919 Con
Corbett-Ashby, B.A. , who had performed the work

ferences have been held at Paris , Oslo, and during the earlier days.

Professor Winifred Cullis , O.B.E. , D.Sc., pre
Amsterdam, and the Council has met also at

sided at a session at which the President and
Brussels , Vienna , and Madrid. The Federation

others spoke on “ The Aims and Record of the

has grown apace since 1919, the national Associa Federation . " M. Zimmern , of the Institute of
tions most recently admitted being those of Mexico, Intellectual Co -operation , spoke on the work of

Jugoslavia, Latvia , Portugal , and Lithuania . There
the Institute , and M. Fuss , of the International

are now thirty-three national Associations, repre- Labour Bureau , spoke on " Unemployment among

senting an international membership of more than Intellectual Workers. "

forty thousand university women . The delegates from the national Associations gave

The aim of the Federation is two-fold . It is a a whole day to such matters as the finance of the

means whereby national Associations provide oppor international fellowships ' scheme, the hours of work

tunities for personal intercourse between members of secondary school pupils, the most effective method

of different languages and cultures , and, at the same of solving the language problem at international

time, by establishing international fellowships and conferences , arrangements for group travel within

club houses , it works for the advancement of learn- the Federation, the interchange of professors and of

ing and high scholarship. secondary teachers.

At Geneva the President of the Conference was In addition , discussions on short papers , held by

Mlle E. Gleditsch , D.Sc. , Professor of Chemistry groups of women doctors, lawyers and barristers,

in the University of Oslo, elected to the office at professors and teachers, and educational psy

Amsterdam in 1926. About six hundred members chologists .

from thirty-three national Associations were pre- Especially interesting was a pamphlet on the

sent. The languages spoken were chiefly English “ Nationality of Married Women,” prepared for the

and French ; there was also some German. Transla- Conference by Miss Chrystal MacMillan, B.Sc.,

tions were made into English and French by Mlle M.A. A gift of £ 1,000 from the Carnegie Trust ,

M. Ginsberg, whose brilliant work received high granted through the American Association towards

praise. the expense of travel , was announced.

Mme N. Schreiber Favre , President of the Swiss Not the least interesting features of the Con

Association , was, with her Association , responsible ference were visits to the International Bureaux. At

for the reception of the Conference . This Associa- the League of Nations addresses were given by Sir

tion had been able to secure the patronage, per Eric Drummond, M. Avenol, and Dr. Norman

sonal interest , and actual presence of educationists White . At the International Labour Bureau , in the

and others engaged in public work , and prominent absence of M. Albert Thomas , a speech was made

in society in Geneva and in Switzerland . by M. Phelan. The members of the Conference

The inaugural meeting was held in the Great were graciously received and conducted over both

Hall of the University. Speeches were made by M. buildings .

Martin Naef, Counsellor of State ; M. Charles The Council of State and the City of Geneva re

Werner, Rector of the University ; and the Pre- ceived the Federation at Ariana , a beautiful park

sident and others. Letters of greeting and en- and museum situated on ground rising gradually

couragement read from the Right Hon . from the lake. The Swiss Association arranged

Ramsay MacDonald and Miss Margaret Bondfield . visits to Coppet, Chillon , Tournay , and Ferney . At

Telegrams were read from Dr. Fridtjof Nansen and each of these places members were received by

M. Pilet -Golaz, of the Federal Council of Switzer- leaders of society or by men or women prominent

land . Letters were also received from Sir Charles in public life . At Coppet and Ferney addresses were

Trevelyan , British Minister of Education , and Miss given on “ Madame de Staël” and on “ Voltaire. "

E. Rathbone, M.P. At Ariana there was a display of country dancing

Two former Presidents ofof the Federation in costume , while at Chillon and at a public dinner

attended : Professor Caroline Spurgeon , D.Lit.; in Geneva well trained choirs sang folk songs , which

and Dean Virginia Gildersleeve , LL.D. At gave much delight.

were

a
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In

OPEN-AIR SCHOOLS.

By E. A. COCKER .

It would appear that those who so gallantly London, surrounded by a dreary wilderness of teem

pioneered the open-air school movement have been ing streets, the large garden of an old mansion , that

amply justified. Apart from the hopeful tendency
has long since seen its best days, has been used .

Government huts have been adapted, and the

of school authorities to build light and airy schools children learn their lessons in open classrooms, sleep

of the bungalow type , with easy access to the open , for two hours every afternoon under the trees (ex

and the adaptation of older types of building to a cept on wet days, when they retire to a covered

more enlightened policy of " health first, " various resting shed) , and have three good meals a day.

schemes of open -air education have been recently
Winter and summer they live in the open , without

fires, without coughs, colds, or measles—and , what
developed . Though still few in number — at present

is more, without feeling cold ! Of that I was assured

there are fifty day and twenty-seven residential open- when I visited the school on a raw, uninviting day

air schools in this country , providing for 6,450 in February. Care is , of course, taken that brisk

children — they have shown what can be done for exercise alternates with lessons at short intervals ,

physically defective children , who stand no chance and wide stretches of movable duckboards keep the

in an ordinary school, by placing them, even for a children's feet dry in the muddiest weather. In

short time , in thoroughly wholesome conditions . spite of a typical London atmosphere , these delicate

some schools provision is made for the continuous children thrive here exceedingly, and are frankly

education of anæmic or debilitated children under disconsolate when doctor certifies them fit for re

open-air conditions; whilst in others facilities are turn to an ordinary school. They enter with pallid

afforded for children attending ordinary elementary faces , dulled brains, and slouching gait , and dur

schools to have a “ breather, a change of air , for ing their stay become pounds heavier, are bright

a few weeks in the country or at the seaside. Open- faced , mentally alert , and physically " full of beans. "

air education is also a feature of a number of A school of quite another type is London's school

ordinary schools, where classes can be held outdoors in the country , a beautiful place — in fact , a model

in suitable weather , either in the playground or and, I am told, quite unique . It is a residential

nearby park or recreation ground. open -air school, established in a dignified Georgian

The development is largely an economic question , residence belonging to the King, and once a royal

for all these good things cost money. A child costs hunting lodge. Situated in beautiful Bushey Park,

£16 per annum in an ordinary elementary school, near Hampton Court, whose sylvan solitudes still

close on £ 40 with board and lodging in an open- remain untouched by the encroaching outer suburbs

air school. On the other hand , the open -air schools of the mighty metropolis, it was graciously offered

are building up useful healthy citizens from children to the London County Council to promote the health

who would otherwise become a charge upon the of London's delicate boys. During the war, the

public purse in sanatoria and hospitals as ailing, and Canadians erected temporary hospital buildings in

therefore non -contributory, members of society. its grounds , and at the expiration of war offered

Besides fresh air and outdoor conditions , open-air these buildings and equipment to the King, hence

schools supply other valuable factors — wholesome its name " King's Canadian Residential Open-air

regular meals, rest and sleep , remedial and physical School. ” It is like a little settlement. The main

exercises, bathing, and a general hygienic regime. building contains the staff quarters , kitchens, dining

There is , too , an adapted curriculum , which includes hall, and rest -room for the boys. Outside are the

more handwork and out-of- door subjects , such as dormitories with rows of beds (one for each boy ) ,

gardening and nature study. Otherwise lessons sick ward, medical , and dental rooms. Near by is

pursue much the same course as at an ordinary the bathing -room with hot and cold showers, class

school, and experience has shown that the child rooms which can be opened in suitable weather, or

soon gets used to his novel surroundings and settles closed and stove-heated when absolutely necessary.

down as steadily to work as he would indoors. There is also a large lecture hall with a stage for

At Bow, for example , a typical slum school, two dramatic performances, and much talent is dis

scholars have recently won scholarships in open covered among the boys and made use of to add to

competition—a real achievement, seeing that they the interest and pleasure of school life . All around

entered the school severely handicapped by debility, are lawns and flower gardens, and beyond are the

and were consequently backward . Bow Open -air woods, pools, and streams , all within the school

Day School specially appealed to me as an example Truly a children's Paradise. Adjoining

of taking things as they are and making the best of is the wide vista of greensward, dotted with magni

them ! In the heart of the factory district of East ficent trees , with deer and cattle grazing , and wild

grounds.
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THE SPIDER.life in all its infinite variety. One can hardly imagine

what such a place must mean to the city-bred

children , many of whom have never seen the country

before , so vast is London .

At all seasons the boys, of whom there are three

hundred always in residence, enjoy an open - air life .

Tramps to Kew and Richmond and Hampton

Court, rain or fine ; boating on the river, and whole

day excursions into the country when the weather

permits , provide health and a wonder-time to the

nerve-racked, light- starved ailing boys who are sent

here to recover . Cardinal Wolsey's river provides

much joyous recreation in the genial months ; there

is a charming waterfall and bathing pool, and the

paddling pond is in constant use throughout the

summer. There are pigs, poultry, sheep , rabbits,

and tame mice kept at the school; and an aviary and

duck pond, well stocked , are sources of keen de

light in practical nature study when school work is

over. And though the work of school is so different

-so much in the open air—it is , none the less ,

serious school work .

The food provided is ample and varied . On the

day I visited I saw rows of well-behaved, clean , and

cheery -faced boys waiting for the signal to tuck into

a big plateful each of stewed beef , potatoes, and

haricot beans , to be followed by milk pudding and

stewed fruit . Fresh fruit and salads are also part

of the dietary , and are grown in the large kitchen

gardens , which provide all the vegetables except

the full supply of potatoes .

Regular rest is as important as regular food and

exercise , and eleven hours ' night sleep is strictly en

forced . I am told the boys sleep like tops in the

quiet of the country, with the air freely blowing

around them as they lie cosily tucked up in their

comfortable beds . Nurses are in residence to give

any attention , such as remedial exercises for slight
physical defect and in case of illness . A dentist

visits the school, and everything is done to promote

the boys' health during their stay .

Though such ideal conditions are not easily found ,

there are old mansions dotted about over the country

near our congested centres of population , usually

with large gardens , which can often be rented

cheaply, and with some adaptation , not by any

means costly , could be made to serve as recovery

schools for children who are languishing in the

ordinary elementary schools. Even our derelict and

melancholy town squares could be brought into use

-as at Euston Square , where, close by two great

railway stations, a happy band of children is learn

ing a new way of life and health within a stone's

throw of swarming mean streets .

Where there is a will, there is a way, and the

open-air school is opening out a new era in educa

tion that is going to build a firm foundation for the

race in the child - life of our nation .

The body of the spider is divided into two parts ,

the cephalothorax, which is a combination of the

head and the chest, and the abdomen . On the

upper part of the former are the simple eyes , some

of which are raised on small projections, and the

legs are attached underneath the same division .

The breathing is by lung sacs , often combined

with trachea (air pipes).

An adult spider has generally eight legs : though

one pair may be modified for other uses . The

fangs are hollow and connected with glands that

secrete a liquid apparently acting more as an

anæsthetic than as a poison : for a victim may

recover , after a time, though helpless when first

bitten . Hence the binding of the prey when left

for a future meal.

At the end of the abdomen are the spinnerets ,

which are tubes , generally six in number, each

perforated with very small holes, that communicate

with glands producing liquid silk that hardens at

once on exposure to the air. The thread from each

hole unites with the others from the same tube,

and this combination joins with those from the re

maining spinnerets, giving strength to the thread .

Injuries to the spider's limbs are not serious, as

it replaces the damaged member at the next moult .

In many species, the female is the larger and

stronger and her distaste for an admirer may result

in her making her next meal upon him . The wed

ding feast is thus enjoyed by the bride alone : with

the bridegroom as the one dish . She frequently

carries her eggs, as a ball , in a finely woven cover,

until they hatch . Some of the Wolf Spiders carry

the young ones, clinging to their bodies and legs,

for several months .

The House Spider makes its web in a closely

woven sheet , with a tube opening from it for re

treat .

The Garden Spider (Epeira) spins a geometrical

web , and a foreign species varies that plan by form

ing the radiating threads to the shape of a dome.
The young of some kinds of Epeira assemble

along the centre parts of threads that radiate in

all directions. When undisturbed they appear about

the size of a chestnut, but if alarmed disperse rapidly

along the threads .

The Water Spider stores its small thimble-shaped

web with air bubbles carried down to it through

the water . The male of this species is the larger.

The Trap-door Spiders make their homes in silk

lined tubes in the earth , which are closed by small

circular doors , silk-lined , and covered outside to

match their surroundings.

Mygale , the Bird -eating Spider, sometimes

measures eight to ten inches across the spread of

the legs .
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THE FIRST LOVE OF MASTER LUKE.

By F. J. NICHOLSON, M.A.

Master Luke tossed his “ Horace" into a corner of truths which are so often convenient. He had lost

the room. That was an unusual way for him to his copy of the " Tempest, " and would Betty Crew

handle his school books. Master Luke was a good please lend her copy to him for a little ? Of course

boy — a “ conscientious lad,” the Head called him. she would ! Just let him come along with her until

But on this long sunny evening how could the most she “ fetched it " from the house.

angelic of lads stay indoors and scan dactyls and The boy and girl lingered at the gate of No. 13 ,

trochees on a dirty little book ? Oh ! that blackbird loth to part . Master Luke opened and closed Betty's

outside , how wantonly it was singing . copy of the “ Tempest" a score of times , and mur

Master Luke strolled out of the house , feeling a mured “ Thanks awfully " repeatedly. The girl

little guilty and a little elated . It was fine to be smiled and giggled . Luke glanced fearfully at the

out in the open , he thought . One couldn't be always mauve curtains. “ Oh , they're all out , Betty

at work. " Carpe Diem ," he had just been assured him teasingly . Luke laughed and spoke

attempting to read . There might be some sense in more boldly :

that , after all ? A dangerous thought ! Surely one “ It's a topping night , isn't it ? ”

must prepare strenuously for all the great things one " Just ripping , " Betty gurgled.

was to do when grown up. “ Carpe Diem ? ” Just “ I say — er - would you care to go for a walk ? "

occasionally ? One had such queer feelings at times ! " All right , let's ...'

When the boy stole from the garden into the sun It

lit streets he had not decided where he was going.
was wearing late that night when poor

“ Horace” was rescued from his ignominious repose.
There was only an unformulated desire lurking deep

There was yet another ode to " do " before the morn
within him . Something kept urging him along

ing. “ Doing" it was a fearful bore — with Betty's
down this street and up that lane . When Luke ap

laughing face haunting the boy's imagination . Luke
proached No. 13 St. Colne Street that Something

found his attention wandering from the metrical
jumped clear into conscious recognition, surprising

and exciting the boy . He slackened his pace and
arrangement to the actual significance of what the

old Roman had written . He became curiously in

looked about him very self-consciously. Was SHE terested . He even went back over some of the

sitting behind the No. 13's curtains ? Perhaps he
“ Odes " already “ done.” His absorption caused

would hear her pretty laugh trilling up and down the
him not a little alarm .

scale . That lovely laughter which he had heard
“ These old poets, ” he mused, “ knew something

echoing through the school corridors : with which
after all . “ Carpe Diem ! ' What was it Milton said :

she had greeted his few attempts at pleasantry when

he had had the courage to speak to the girl .
' Sport with Amaryllis in the shade ' ? Of course, he

wouldn't do that. But one felt queer at times.”
The boy cast one quick eager glance at the

Then Master Luke took up Betty's “ Tempest,"
windows of No. 13. The mauve curtains framed no

and began to read avariciously when he ought to
radiant girl's face . “ What does it matter to me? "

have been sleeping :
Luke lied to himself. “ I'm just out for a breath of

“ You, O you ,
air. " But at the end of the street Master Luke's

heart went thumping against his ribs . SHE was So perfect and so peerless , are created

actually walking towards him ! He was sickeningly
Of every creature's best. ”

excited, so bright and adorable was the girl in her “ Of every creature's best, ” Luke repeated . Betty !

sunlit summer frock . Oh , Lord ! Here she was. By Jove, these poets really wrote from life ! It

Master Luke blushed scarlet when the girl smiled , came as a revelation to the boy that literature was

and , tugging quickly at the rim of his cap, he hur- not a matter of prosody and annotations , and that

ried-almost ran-past . Then a storm raged in his poets were made of flesh and blood like all mortals.

heart . " Oh, the silly ass ! Why hadn't he stopped The days and nights of Master Luke came to be

her and spoken ? Why was he always so shy ? " he haunted by lines of poetry . They coloured his

asked himself in bewilderment. thoughts and capped all his observations. They be

Then Master Luke acted so suddenly and boldly gan to interpret life for him . They intruded on his

that he marvelled at himself for days afterwards . work and kept dragging his thoughts away to

Turning smartly on his heels he called to the re- Betty . But Master Luke was a good lad , and he

treating girl : " I say - er - that is," and then his warred against attention to what had always seemed

voice dried up. He didn't like to say “ Betty ," and to him a mere triviality . “ For what were women ,

he could not bring himself to say “ Miss Crew . anyway ? Just flowers, fading the very hour they

The girl halted and turned round. Urged by he were displayed . Shakespeare knew. He, Luke, was

knew not what instinct, the lad told one of those un- out for the enduring things of life. Woman ?
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Betty ? The passing glory of an hour ; the blushing scream , and a shrill voice exclaimed : " Oh, Golly !

glory of an hour. Not a bad phrase that ! Poetry Behold everybody! Betty Crew , the famous 'blush

was inspiring-made you see very clearly. He ing glory of an hour. ' Oh , I say ! The boy's

must work that phrase of his into a poem about mad ! "

Betty. ..." Master Luke felt suddenly sick . All the girls were

So Luke mused, his nascent imagination creating laughing now, giggling round that corner , and

a sentimental picture of Betty, and his young mind (horror of horrors !) high above the chorus rose

seeing there all the pathetic evanescence of beauty. Betty's peculiar trill . That sound was too much for

His head pulsing with lines from the poets, he Luke, and he turned and fled .

wrote : - “ We were laughing in a little garden lying " Of course , he had been mad ," he thought per

by the sea, " and he felt delighted with the lilt of the plexedly. “ He ought to have expected that ! 'Most

alliteration . ( It wasn't really in a garden by the. friendship is feigning , most loving mere folly .'

sea . That was poetic licence , or some such thing , Mere folly ! Shakespeare knew. He would go

and the girl would appreciate the figure .) “ You back to the things that endure. ”

dropped a hand upon a rose, plucked it ... and ...

and . . . gave it to me.” (No, no, that was too

awful ! ) “ You dropped a hand upon a rose, plucked

and gave it me." ( That was better. The " plucked "

after the cæsura conveyed the very movement . ) Congress on Technical Education .

The rose was Betty, and about it had gathered The Government of the Province of Liége , under

all the light of sunsets and the fragrance of flowers. the patronage of the Belgian Government, is oro

And yet , it was but the blushing glory of an ganising at Liége , from August 1 to 5, 1930 , in

hour ! ... connexion with the International Exhibition there ,

Luke thus found himself carried away by his first an International Congress of Professional Technical

poetic frenzy . With this sudden bubbling up of his Education , that is, education (of lower than

creative instincts there was thrown out that feeling University standard) for industrial and commercial

which seems inseparable from the artistic tempera- employments.

ment, namely Vanity . Proud beyond sobriety of his The following subjects, amongst others , will be
first literary offspring, Master Luke determined that dealt with :-Instruction in relation to vocational

Betty should see it . With a lover's cunning he guidance ; relations between technical instruction and

slipped the paper into the pages of the " Tempest, " other forms of education ; co -operation of employers

and handedthe book back to the unsuspecting girl. and employees in technical instruction ; the training

As soon as the deed was done Luke fell into many of teachers for technical instruction ; and the present

doubts and perplexities. If Betty should respond to position of technical instruction in the different

his poem like the ideal woman , could they dwell for countries.

ever in a world of tender romance ? What was Persons desiring further information with regard

Life ? To be sure there were many mysteries ! to the Congress should address themselves to the

Probably these secrets would reveal themselves , Secretary of the Organising Committee , M. F.

simply, naturally—as he kept working for the Mabille , at the Office of the Provincial Government

future ? Ought he to make these rash experiments ? at Liége. Applications for membership of the Con
Suppose Betty just giggled and told him he was

gress must reach the Secretary of the Organising
silly ? Of disillusionment he had heard . ... Committee before May 1 , 1930.

Waiting was an agony. Twenty - four hours

seemed an eternity of suspense to the young poet

lover. Once he passed Betty in the school corridor.

She was running along with some other girls , and

she scarcely as much as smiled to the anxious boy.
The Elements of Success.

Perhaps she had not yet discovered the poem , Luke At the Drapers ' Summer School at Oxford Mr.

reflected hopefully . He was bound to know some F. H. A. Riceman enumerated fifteen elements of

time. success :-1 , enthusiasm ; 2 , vitality ; 3 , knowledge;

Know he did , that same day. As he strolled out 4 , willingness to do the extra bit ; 5 , tact ; 6, con

of the school-yard in the late afternoon his medita- centration ; 7, perseverance ; 8, making the most of

tions were rudely disturbed by the sound of girls ' your job ; 9, increasing your profitableness; 10,

voices which came round a corner. Luke imme- good health ; 11 , languages, particularly French ;

diately contemplated turning to go the opposite way , 12 , imagination ; 13 , neatness and cleanliness ; 14 ,

for he had a premonition that Betty was there, and manners ; 15 , doing as you would be done unto.

he hated to blush before a crowd of girls. Then Certainly any candidate for success with all these

suddenly someone screamed as only a girl can qualifications would merit it .
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SCHOOLBOY GUILE.

By H. R. CHITTENDEN .

It seems possible that the originator of the doc- fortunate student from doing his fair share of work

trine of original sin was a teacher ; how else could -but nobody ever steals his basin when school

innate depravity be attributed to such innocent
meals are served or succeeds in preventing him from

getting a front seat when " story -reading " by the
seeming cherubs as daily confront us in school, teacher comes along.

and await with patience and wondrous fortitude And what of the lad who " shams stupid " ? He

the administration of the little daily dose of can tell , almost at a glance, the difference between

education ? the total scores of the Mudilat Rangers and their

Deprived of that liberty of action reputed to be
various opponents ; he knows, as though by instinct ,

what is meant by “ goal average" and transfer
so dear to the hearts of us all, the trailer of clouds

fees. But divest the figures of their football glamour

of glory frequently reveals a side of his nature which and you talk in vain ; only the “ hammer and

might have made the poet alter his notions as to chisel" style of pedagogy appears to affect him now ,

the material of which those clouds are composed. and even then the effect is but transitory .

The class was unusually quiet , itself a danger
It is believed on good authority that " there is

signal to the watchful teacher ; the class was also
nothing new under the sun ” and years of obser

vationconvince one that this is true of boyish tricks.

unusually industrious, a still more grave portent An enterprising teacher might embark on a search

of mischief brewing. Then, from nowhere, came for a really new inside -school prank, but his time

sweet, faint , monotonously musical notes, which would be wasted .

abruptly ceased when the teacher looked in the
In the " good old days" when conversation in the

direction from which they appeared to come, only
class was frowned upon, the youth with something

good to tell spoke under his breath or behind his
to break out on the other side of the class as a

hand ; his descendants still do these things but are

thin antiphon . Nobody could be blamed for this gradually realising that the hand in front of the

seemingly psychic phenomenon ; was not everybody mouth is a note to the teacher; they prefer to twist

engaged industriously in " private study" of the
the mouth sideways , possibly thinking that the

most intense kind ? No, not quite all ; a few choice
teacher cannot see the talking side of the mouth !

Sweet are the uses of the private study period

spirits had inserted pins into the hinged joints of if the teacher is not too watchful or has not learned

their desks and by plucking these with careful to suspect the youth who, as Kipling has it , “ looks

fingers were able to produce " music " which , how- too wise" and studies just a shade too intently to

ever , failed entirely to " coothe the savage beast ”
be genuine . This is the period when it is some

times possible to steal a few priceless moments from
who made it his business , as soon as the class was " The Coalfields of England " or some topic equally

dismissed , to go round and note the seats beneath
unproductive and devote them to The Mystery of

which the pins were lying ; the bandsmen had for- the Fireless Grate or The Boy Detective.

gotten to remove their instruments . But teachers will persist in standing behind the

Then there is the dear little boy who looks so
private study class and many a reader of the " penny

attentive and follows the teacher's every move
a -line" classic owes the loss of his library to this

disgusting habit.

ment so carefully that the unsuspecting one is apt Time fails me to tell of the " whispered warn

to think that Johnny , at any rate , is learning for ing ,” of the manifold uses of the scholar's ruler ;

learning's sake. It is not so , however, but far of the ways in which an interior window may be

otherwise ; Johnny is attentive merely that he may used to see what passes outside. What better

seize the right and safe moment for a suck at the opportunity could one find for the swapping of

" unchewed morsel" of sweet or give another turn " fag " cards than that which occurs while a lengthy

to the chewing gum . problem is being written on the blackboard ?

Then there is " the sweet little cherub ” who sits , The same old tricks which we as youngsters

not aloft, but usually at or near the bottom of the played upon each other and upon the teacher are

class and can never find his " gear." If writing is still with us. It may be that their presence helps

to be done someone has stolen his pen, or , is com- to endear the young rascals to us, for the man never

position the order of the day, the same mythical grows really old who can enjoy the wiles of youth

personage has purloined his book ; something and can retain a sense of humour even after he

always happens to prevent this diligent but un- has lost his teeth .
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JUNIOR UNEMPLOYMENT CENTRES.

Before earning a living becomes a habit it must proposals must necessarily be tempered therefore by

become an ambition , and it is an ambition which the recognition that the scheme is but tentative , and

many thousands of boys, and perhaps a smaller
the suggested regulations are not likely to become

rigid till experience and practice has tested the

number of girls , begin to acquire round about the theory underlying them. In any case they should
age of fourteen. For nine long years at least , rarely receive a general friendly welcome as being an

fewer, often more, these same boys and girls have attempt to deal with the serious evils , moral and

submitted more or less gladly to a course of educa
social, inevitable under a condition of affairs where

tional existence which they fondly hoped would set
boys and girls leave school and undergo long periods

of waiting for something to turn up, in a state of
them on the early rungs and would in due course

maleficent idleness.

enable them to climb towards attaining that of which The general regulations provide that a centre for

they had dreamed. The more fortunate among them one sex only may be established if there are within

have gained a first foothold ; the less favoured left a radius of five miles of it at least fifty “wholly

their school, where there was much activity and

unemployed " juveniles of that sex , each of whom

has been out of work for a period of twelve con
plenty of enthusiasm , to find themselves members of secutive working days. But here comes in a con

a big army of unemployed and disappointed seekers dition which looks rather like the proverbial fly

after that thing called work—and wages. in the proverbial ointment . Of those fifty , at least

To mitigate the evils of an army of unemployed thirty - five must be claimants to unemployment

youths and young persons of both sexes is a pro
benefit , and this unemployment benefit, as was

blem that has been tackled , and is being tackled , by

pointed out just now, is available only to those who

are at least sixteen years and thirty weeks old . It

many State and voluntary agencies. The Ministry may turn out that the proviso can be complied with

of Labour , for example , has caused to be set up a in more areas than at first view seems likely . But

number of educational centres in places where un- certain members of the Council are so dubious about

employment and industrial distress are most sadly it that they declare that , but for the clause that

prevalent. Some five or six thousand boys and girls describes the scheme as experimental , they could

have been attending them, which shows that a goodly not have accepted the report at all . They do so

number are eager to take advantage of any scheme only with a reservation and they record their view

which promises to help them to be self-reliant that the criteria for establishing centres are much

workers and wage earners . True, a large proportion too stringent to encourage , or even enable, authori

of the number attending have gone to them under ties to set them up . They think that , if the rule

compulsion of the Unemployment Insurance Act of that there must be thirty - five juvenile claimants for

1927 — for a claimant to the benefits thereunder must unemployment benefit be insisted on , the establish

show thirty weeks of insurable work after reaching ment of a centre in many areas will be an impos

the age of sixteen . If, that is , he is sixteen years sibility . The members who subscribe to this view

and thirty weeks old and eligible for unemployment are Sir Percy Jackson , Messrs . A. Conley , H. H.

benefit he must support his claim by attendance at Elvin , W. Keen, and Miss J. Varley . There may

an unemployment centre . In places where distress be , of course , cogent considerations underlying the

is worst the number of these “ claimant” pupils has considered contrary view of the majority , but

been fewer by many than the non -claimant pupils . general opinion will be on the side of the dissident

In some of the Welsh mining areas the percentage minority ; for it would be a pity , if these centres for

of the latter has reached 64. juveniles, doing such valuable work as they are ,

There has been recently issued through H.M. were hampered by such a restrictive condition . It

Stationery Office the first report of the National is worth noting that a similar first report for Scot

Advisory Council for Juvenile Employment (Eng- land, from a Council under the chairmanship of

land and Wales) . It deals with the future of these Lord Elgin , suggests no such limitation . There the

" unemployment centres " -certainly not a happy proposed condition to be satisfied is that fifty wholly

choice of description — and sets out proposals for the unemployed young people are likely to attend the

conduct thereof. The main recommendations are proposed centre.

embodied in the form of a memorandum setting out There are other points in the suggested regula

regulations for an experimental pattern scheme of tions that invite criticism , but we feel inclined to

centres , which could be issued to all local education forgive every blemish because both reports have

authorities who would bring them into force as and recommended the substitution of Junior " Training "

when required . Any fervid desire to criticise the centres for Juvenile “ Unemployment” centres.
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EXAMINATIONS : AN INQUIRY.

At the World Conference on New Education, held in the various countries; (3 ) the changing curricu

at Elsinore, Denmark, in August, 1929, reports on lum ; (4) the more recent developments in psy

examinations were submitted to the Examinations. chology, particularly available evidence on

Inquiry Committee from twenty-two different emotional effects of the present examination system ;

countries. Some of these reports were the results (5) the practical experience in pioneer schools in

of intensive studies carried out over a considerable different countries; ( 6) the scientific measurement

period ; others were in the nature of less formal in- movement with its efforts on behalf of new-type

quiries ; still others were statements based primarily examinations, the proper and improper uses of

on experience and observation . Practically unan- “ intelligence tests,' achievement tests in skill and

imous dissatisfaction with the examination systems information, and devices for measuring other than

as conducted in their respective countries was academic qualities .

expressed by the delegates, both in the Committee 5. EXAMINATIONS AND THE ADOLESCENT Period .

and in the public meetings held in connexion with The nations are more and more tending towards

the Conference. The following conclusions were protection and education of children and youth up

reached : to 18 years of age for all the population, rather

1. The PreseNT SITUATION. than for a selected few . For this reason an

Existing examination systems seriously interfere examination should not be the determining factor in

with educational progress in many countries . the question of providing further education for

2. Need FOR INQUIRY.
children and youth after the first five or six years

Careful , scientific inquiry into the examination
of schooling or at any other period in adolescence.

system is necessary . We commend particularly the
Instead , a normal progress into secondary education

beginnings made in England by the New Education
should be provided for all children , the determining

Fellowship in co -operation with teachers ' organis
factor as to the kind of education to be the needs

ations , and we urge the Executive Committee to
and capacities of the individual and the require

bring together and make known the results of such
ments of society. The imposition of an examination

inquiries throughout the world . The suggestion of
by a university or any other institution upon pupils

Sir Michael Sadler that in England the Government
not proceeding to the institution concerned is to be

deprecated.
or some corporation appoint a Commissioner for a

term of years to inquire into the workings of the
6. ADMISSION TO UNIVERSITY STUDY.

examination system would seem to be appropriate
As to examinations for entrance to universities

in principle for many if not all of the countries and higher technical institutions , it will undoubtedly

represented at this Conference. be necessary to devise more adequate methods of

selection than we have now . University and other

3. TEACHERS AND EXAMINATIONS.
authorities should give careful consideration to the

The positive educational contribution of the in body of recent evidence indicating the unreliability,

dividual teacher needs to be carefully considered for determining intellectual fitness, of the traditional

in any reform of the examination system , especially examination alone, and the desirability of taking

as affecting younger children . Modern school
into account other measures of the candidate's

administrators recognise that improvement in edu ability to profit by university study , such as the
cation depends largely upon the increase in the judgment of the teachers and the record of school
number and influence of competent, resourceful, de

work . Experiments that have been made in prac
voted teachers who understand the needs and

tically unrestricted admission to university study in
abilities of children . Experience indicates that a several countries should also be examined for the

rigid , mechanistic type of external examining and
light they may throw on the whole problem .

supervision interferes seriously with good teaching .
7. New SCHOOLS AND EXAMINATIONS.

As the responsible persons in closest contact with
Those interested in the New Education are

children and youth , the teachers should take an
especially concerned with the examination question ,

active part , both as individuals and in their cor
not because they necessarily object to adequate test

porate capacity , in examination procedure and re
ing of their results , but because they recognise that

form , co-operating with other bodies in the com
a fixed examination system , based , as it almost in

munity vitally concerned.
evitably is , upon a rigid older curriculum and method .

4. Possible Scope OF THE INQUIRIES. discourages the effort on behalf of a new curriculum

With respect to the inquiries herein suggested, and a creative, spiritual , active , responsible approach

they should take into account : (1 ) a which is the special contribution of the New Edu

philosophy and method in education ; ( 2) the ex- cation and is the greatest single need of education

panding programme of publicly -supported education to -day.

newer
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THE HALL -MARK .

BY MARCELLA WHITAKER.

" Oh, I'm going to college in order to get the hall- recognise prejudices and " be a sport. " In time

mark, ” explained one student . In due course she one begins to realise that each person has a share

was stamped with the precious hall -mark of training, in the well-being of the whole, and must work and

certainly , but she also found that she gained much play so that the college may gain the glory. This

that she never expected to gain . also drives home the fact that every one must share

In the course of college training, even as at pre- in the drudgery of life , that one can only attain

sent arranged , one gains a new outlook on life, so one's desires by working or playing or conducting

that one leaves college a different person from the oneself in a way that will be of benefit to others,

one who entered , and, as a rule , a better person . and that a purely self -centred attitude leads nowhere

“ It knocks the corners off you ," someone and defeats its own object. This is a hard lesson

plained. Perhaps it does. At any rate, it combats for many of us to learn , but it is my firm belief that

the rawness, the provincial or parochial point of nowhere can it be mastered so rapidly and easily

view, and helps one more than anything else to be- as by living in a community.

come a unit in society. There was Sallie , who " forgot" to carry her share

That is the greatest advantage that communal life of the burden when picnics were afoot, and con

has to offer. If it could be arranged that every sequently she was given a double share on all future

individual in every walk of life were obliged to expeditions! And Nellie, who would always spend

spend a couple of years thus in some community, half an hour in the bathroom and stay there right

there would be less haziness about the meaning of up to the last minute in the morning whilst a queue

civics , less mistaken notions about the relation of of late risers were impatiently awaiting their turn ;

the individual to the community. Perhaps those was she not outwitted by united action, so that the

who have lived sheltered lives as very important enormity of her offence was brought home to her

members of small families , or who have lived in without words ?

isolated villages, gain most benefit in this way. The Oh, yes , college life broadens one's outlook , in

give and take of the life, the need to adapt oneself creases one's knowledge of human nature , and is

to one's surroundings, soon effect an enormous death to selfishness and lack of consideration for

change in most girls. others.

Of course there are those who fail to benefit, who At the same time , one gets the opportunity of

resolutely pursue their own course regardless of the studying under ideal conditions, and one has plenty

rights of others . I well remember, for instance , of time to let one's ideals grow . In the newer

those two young ladies who never went short of buildings the æsthetic side is cultivated by spacious

anything in the difficult rationing period during the rooms, good music , a few fine pictures, and well

war. They had healthy appetites and took all that arranged furniture and decorations . All this uncon

appeared , so much so that such as I , who had the sciously trains the taste . One cannot realise how

honour of sharing their table , had to eat porridge far this has taken place until one returns to an

without sugar on countless occasions, and the table ordinary small crowded house, when the breathless

might easily have degenerated into a game of feeling of lack of space is most uncomfortable for

“ grab. " We tried hints, we expressed our dis- a time. If everyone had had the benefit of life under

approval in snubs, and even became outspoken on good conditions in large rooms not over furnished,

the matter, but nothing moved them. They be
surely more taste would be displayed in private

longed to the hippopotamus family and remained houses , and essentials would be given first place.

unmoved amidst social ostracism , a law to them- I have not touched on the academic side at all ,

selves. They were exceptions, however , and went because to me that is far less important than the

their way , gaining the minimum benefit from their social side, and those who do not enter a residential

communal life, and leaving behind them a trail of college miss half the benefits and pleasures of the

hot, burning injustice. When others failed to obey life even though they gain the valuable " hall-mark. "

the unwritten law that they were not the only

personages in the land they were soon brought to MARGARET ETHEL MacDonald : by J. Ramsay

a sense of shame, however. Who can bear with MacDonald. ( 58. Allen and Unwin. )

impunity the facing of the word " prig " upon their This re-issue of the Prime Minister's biography

mirror, in soap letters ? Who does not blush to of his wife will be welcomed by all who knew her.

be pilloried in the " Coll. Mag . " ? It is a revealing book , telling us much of interest

Unless one is exceptionally thick-skinned or ex- about the author himself although he keeps in the

ceptionally able to rest firm on one's own belief in background and writes with a sedulous avoidance

oneself, one is driven to do as others do, and to of the peril of mawkishness.
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GEORGE LEIGH MALLORY, TEACHER.

[ In the life of George Leigh Mallory , written by David Pye and published by the Oxford University

Press , there is an excellent account of Mallory's experiences as a master at Charterhouse, from which

we take the following passage :-)

“ His ideal for education was a growth of the the surface of men's minds, no delicacy of approach,

spirit , through freedom , into self- discipline, and the no more than a scant degree of modesty. Super

same process of evolution was what civilisation ficial and self -satisfied, he is disastrously ill-equipped

should bring about between nations. More and more for making the best of life. I cannot discover that

he turned to education as the only instrument with he has acquired from any honest thinking the right

which to build up a civilisation and to consolidate to a single opinion, and yet he is more than suffi

the ground gained by humanity. Education , more ciently opinionated and easily contemptuous of any

than anything else, could set man free from the opposite view . He is no less mentally a coward

worse part of himself ; by education his imagination than he is physically courageous, and as prejudiced

and sympathies were released from the narrow con- as he is dependent . I find his whole scale of values

fines of personal interest to see with the eyes of petty and unenlightened ; he judges by little forms

other races and to feel for other men . Education and conventions without seeing to the heart of

could confer that habit of sifting evidence and of things; he will notice a man's tie and his socks

thinking hard and clearly , which alone makes a sane without remarking that he is a liar ; he will prefer

and unprejudiced judgment possible ; it alone could him for being rich ; and he will dub him eccentric

focus feeling, where feeling was right and proper , if he is particularly in earnest . For literature , music ,

upon injustice , greed , or carelessness , and prevent art , he cares nothing, and for nature little more.

it from trespassing in the province of clear thought , He seems to have no interest beyond cricket and

clouding facts and realities with its red or rosy a motor-bicycle , and no taste beyond the music-hall
mists . vulgarities. It would be difficult to find any one

“ I have imagined myself," he wrote , “ to be con- more readily bored . Nice things to say about one's

fronted by the accusing finger of a father. ' I gave own son ! But I have tried to be just . Put him, you

you a boy,' he seems to say , ' with the unspoilt may say, in a responsible post and see how he will

beauties of boyish qualities. He wasn't exquisitely acquit himself. It would not perhaps be an ignoble

refined, nor was he a paragon of virtue, nor yet performance ; and that's so much to the good . But

supremely talented. He was a decent little chap, are you to take the credit ? We can most of us rub

truthful , honest , and persevering.
He had a gay along without making a mess of things ; like others ,

roguish way of fun , and his laughter was without I expect he will be able to muddle through ; you

malice or contempt. I hardly ever knew him short haven't destroyed that capacity. But his education

of a job. He was a creature of the open air, with was to give him so much more. Perhaps I am

an interest quick to be aroused . Books were not a partly to blame. But from the first I was helpless.

great interest with him ; but he knew how to con- When I gave him to you he was lost to me. I knew

sult them for information about birds or flowers, him no longer and couldn't know him. The open

or whatever he was pursuing. In all a pleasant flower closed and its beauty was hid. In vain I

companion full of young curiosity , a healthy animal , attempted to follow him into the new and strange

a proper English boy. And to me how much more world . His lips indeed spoke, but his heart was

than that ! For he had an open heart ; open to me closed from me and from his mother. We gave you

at least , and to his mother, so that we could easily youth with the bloom of childhood - you have

know him .' ... ' And what has school done for my rendered , not indeed man , but youth again with

boy ?' he goes on to inquire. “ It is a different tale man's hard skin . '

I have to tell now. My son is a capable athlete ;

he can take hard knocks and give them ; he won't

funk , and he knows it ; he has any amount of what Chemistry .

he would call " guts. ” I'm glad of that . And he A JUNIOR CHEMISTRY — THEORETICAL AND Experi

has something that might pass at a pinch for MENTAL : by Frank Matthews, Ph.D. , F.I.C.
manners — a method of light conversation , an assur- ( 25. 6d . Longmans.)

ance , an address. But of manners in the finer sense , This book covers the ground in chemistry pre

the manners that " makyth man , ” he knows little liminary to the year in which work is done more

enough. He may offer a glass of lemonade to a particularly for the General Schools Examination.

lady, and at best he may do it gracefully . But you It forms a satisfactory introductory course, and, as

are not to imagine that he puts others before self ; usual , has been written because the author, as a

he has never a serious thought about their feelings teacher, could not find a book to suit his own par
or their interests . He has no desire to look below ticular requirements. T. S. P.

)
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NEWS OF THE MONTH.

A Loss to Scholarship . Compulsory Retirement.

Classical learning has lost a valued worker by the The Glamorgan Education Committee have de

death of Dr. E. A. Sonnenschein . When Mason cided that all teachers who have reached the age of

College , Birmingham, in the early eighties added sixty and have rendered forty years' recognised

Greek and Latin to its curriculum , Sonnenschein
service shall be compulsorily retired . Councillor

was appointed to guide its classical department, and Williams said that forty years was a sufficient time

here for thirty -five years , 1883 to 1918 , he
for any man to serve in a profession , and it was

laboured—the last eighteen as Professor in Bir
time elderly people should make way for younger

mingham University . He was one of the founders persons with fresher ideas . Notices are to be given

of the Classical Association . to the teachers affected by the resolution ( which

was passed by an overwhelming majority) on

The “ Passing " of " Ahss." January i to terminate on March 31 .

The B.B.C. Advisory Committee on Spoken Eng- Italian Studies .

lish have issued another list of recommendations. The first prize awarded on the result of the

Those who speak South-Eastern English are quite British Italian League's annual examination in

uncertain whether “ ass” should rhyme with Italian has been awarded to Patricia B. Turner ,

“ brass,” to which they give the long a , or with Cheltenham Ladies ' College. It takes the form of

“ lass,” which has the short one. The committee a 500 lire ticket to be used on the Italian railways,

have decided that “ ahss' shall go. About “ off ” offered by the Italian State Tourist Department.

the committee say : " Young students , in places like The second prize was won by B. A. B. Burrows,

the University of London and the Royal Academy Eton College. In the elementary grade the joint

of Dramatic Art , definitely reject ' cawff , ' ' crawss, ' prize was won by Ursula Beechcroft, St. George's

&c. . . . but they are uncertain with regard to 'off . ' School, San Remo ; and M. B. Hutchinson, Eton

Some say “awff' and some say 'off .' The committee College .

has decided to give 'off ' the benefit of its blessing , Classes for Bakers .

and it is to be hoped that 'awff ' has 'gawn ' for There were two new classes when the L.C.C.
ever. "

opened its evening institutes this session . Up to the

New School at Canons Park .
present there has been hardly any provision for

training young bakery hands. But now a start has

The mansion at Canons Park , Little Stanmore ,
been made in South-East London at the West

once the home of Sir Arthur du Cros , has been
Square Junior Technical Evening Institute , St.

acquired by the North London Collegiate School
George's Road, and in North-West London at the

for Girls. The first house was built early in the
Acland Institute , Fortess Road. The fees are

seventeenth century ; another was erected by the nominal , and some students may be admitted free.
Duke of Chandos, who died there in 1744 . This

For those showing exceptional ability there are ex
was pulled down and a third was built, and this was

hibitions carrying free tuition and a grant of £3
once owned by Captain O'Kelly , who buried his

a session .

racehorse Eclipse in the grounds. From 1718 to

1721 Handel was music master at Canons, and a
The Bradford Strike.

Master of the Rolls . Sir Thomas Plumer also lived
School “ strikes” are still taking place -- they have

here , so the new school has some varied associa- been reported at East Ham, Bradford, and Wins

tions .
ford in Cheshire. The “ strikers " in Bradford are

from six to nine years of age. They object to

Oxford Locals.
going to Ryan Street School instead of Marshfield.

Of the hundred children who were directed to
Of the 10,115 candidates for the School Certificate

of the Oxford Local Examinations , over 64 per
change their school after the holidays only about

cent . were successful . Over 2,000 who passed with
The others are recalcitrant,thirty-five complied.

credit in the written examination in French also
as the parents object to " the children being moved

passed the oral test . The corresponding numbers
about here and there like so many cases of goods. "

in German and Spanish were twelve each, and in
Mr. R. A. Gordon Cane has been appointed

Italian one . Of the 2,648 successful junior candi
head master of Kinmel School, Abergele , North

dates , 312 of those who satisfied the examiners in Wales. Mr. Cane was for five years head of Saffron

the written French papers also passed the oral
Walden Grammar School.

test . The corresponding number in German was Mr. E. N. Tuck , the first head master of

one. The examination was held at over four Chippenham Secondary School, has retired after

hundred centres. filling the position for thirty years.
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LITERARY SECTION.

BOOKS AND THE MAN. creatures in cages . Our author provides a most

Children as Naturalists . informing chapter on " What Children Say about

Recently there has been a widespread demand for Education , ” embodying the results of a thorough

more attention to biology as a school subject . The
and careful inquiry. The whole chapter is worth

demand is in harmony with the modern view of
quoting, but one sample must serve . A boy of

education as a process of enabling young people to eleven writes : - " I don't like natural history be

understand their surroundings. Herbert Spencer cause we have to examine so much , but sometimes

was urging this view over fifty years ago, but it is
can't see anything.” Could any remark be more re

only in later years that we have come to see that
vealing ? The remainder of the book contains many

the biological sciences are as important in everyday
valuable hints on method , based on the author's

life as are chemistry and physics. We no longer
own experience and alert -minded study of the re

think of them as a soft option to be taken by girls
actions of his pupils. He is evidently a skilled and

in the form of botany , or as a pleasant form of
enthusiastic teacher , and I commend his work to

recreation to be taken by young pupils under the all those who are desirous of saving themselves and

designation of nature study . Nor do we regard them
their pupils from the boredom which comes of doing

as exclusively worthy of the attention of those boys
things in a routine and blind way .

Selim Miles .

and girls who intend to become medical practi
tioners .

It is now seen that Spencer was right in REVIEWS.

his main contention , although he was not always
Education .

convincing in his arguments. Biology is beginning
The GROWTH OF REASON—A STUDY OF THE RÔLE

to take its proper place in the curriculum and time
of VERBAL ACTIVITY IN THE GROWTH AND STRUC

tables of our public schools , despite the lack of well

equipped teachers of the subject. This lack will not
TURE OF THE HUMAN MIND : by Frank Lorimer.

be met by a mere increase in the number of uni
( 10s . 6d. Kegan Paul . )

versity graduates with honour's degrees in biology.
The title and sub -title of this book scarcely indi

The range of knowledge in the subject is so vast
cate the same entity . A study of the growth of

that the student is compelled to specialise . But the
what we call reason is one of the human activities

teacher should be able to envisage the whole and
“ What we callthat runs through the ages.

avoid the riding of his own hobby overmuch . He reason ” ; on this Mr. Lorimer says : “ Reason is

will gain great help from the careful study of a thought controlled by explicit statement rather than:

valuable little book lately published by Glydendal, of by merely intuitive , sensory, motor, and visceral pro

Copenhagen , and obtainable through their British To reason is , in the generic sense of the

agents , Brentano's , Ltd. , 31 Gower Street , London , word, to syllogise , to state together .” This de

W.C.1 , for 5s . net. It is entitled “ Nature Study finition rather tends to limit " reasoning' within

in the School,” and was written by Vilhelm Ras- processes akin to the syllogism . We find it too

mussen in 1909. This translation is by G. G. Berry ,
narrow a definition . It has the advantage, however,

who gives the author's message very clearly . of bringing in the great argument of the sub - title ,

The core of this message may be found in the which is another (not the same) subject of the human

preface , where the author tells us that so long ago inquiry : whether “ reasoning” is thought possible or

as 1890 he began to experiment with nature study practicable without words. Do we , or can we (as

in schools. After a few years he laid down as prin- we sometimes claim) really think without words ?

ciples that “ the pupil shall become an observer in Mr. Lorimer's inquiry is in the human field ,

the open , that he shall learn to note not only the though he turns to apes and doves in the course

structure of animals and plants - morphology- of his search . His main method is worked through

but also their mode of life - biology - and that he our (and his ) observations of children just beginning

shall understand these in their connexion . Secondly to use speech. He does not hammer out very com

when he has acquired a number of details , he shall nletely the “ thinking with or without words” thesis.

learn to arrange them in a natural manner so as to Some readers, expecting an account of the growth

obtain a comprehensive survev ; and all this is to be of reason , and another group , expecting an expli

done as far as possible on his own initiative and cation of " thought without words," will be equally

with his own resources . Each pupil is to become half - satisfied .

a natı alst on a small scale , a scientist if one will.” However, these are but expectations arising from

Here is a programme which goes far beyond the the title and sub-title . The study is in itself , apart

trivial nonsense which used to pass for nature study from its name ; and the last chapter, " Logic in

in the days when schoolrooms were littered with Society , ” is of practical value to the teacher and

half-decayed vegetation in jam jars and by wild to the intelligent citizen .

cesses .

R. J.
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:

History.

MAN AND CIVILISATION—AN INQUIRY INTO THE BASES

OF CONTEMPORARY LIFE : by John Storck . ( 155 .

Constable.)

The long lists of references of allusion or quota

tion at the ends of the chapters of this work indicate

its wide sweep and its necessary character of “ bits

of many things." Bertrand and Dora Russell ,

Anatole France, Hamlet, Swift, Samuel Butler ,

Graham Wallas, Binet , Adler, Jung , Tyndall,,

Exodus, Maupessant, Clive Bell , Poincaré ( Henri) ,

Roger Fry, “ A Winter's Tale '' - everybody and

everything seem to come in . We start with the

cell and we work through adolescence to maturity .

We have the social complexes, routines , language,

opinion, the family , economic life , art , science , and

religion . Man and his Civilisation !

The object of the book , we are told , is " to enable

the ordinary educated reader to realise his place in

the scheme of things .” If he is not already edu

cated in some of the many theses of this book , he

may become appalled and oppressed. If he is , he

may want a fuller treatment of some of these many

branches of inquiry. We have some sympathy with

the " friend ” who read this sentence : “ Sentiments

are heavily coated with the feeling of value , and

what after all is more valuable than values? " (page

109). The friend said : “ This is terrible .” There

was a lady once who would say : " I always think

that snow looks so white and so cold . Don't you

think so ? " Indeed we do . R. J.

British History—A Survey Of The History Of

ALL THE BRITISH PEOPLES : by Ramsay Muir.

( 75. 6d . Philip. )

This is a fat volume of over eight hundred pages,

good value for its price in bulk and in quality.

Professor Muir and his publishers are at a little pains

to insist that this is not an abridgment of the

author's “ British Commonwealth ' ' - a work of

double the size — but an independent work , a text

book for the higher forms of schools . It is distinctly

but not aggressively a text-book, with the periods

marked out , the roads and paths made clear , with

over fifty maps and plans , a chronological summary,

genealogical tables, and a good index of nearly

ninety columns. It is issued , not only in one volume ,

but also in four, ending at the years 1485 , 1714 ,

1815 , 1929. These are again subdivided so as to

give ten sections in all -- to 1215 , 1485 , 1603, 1688 ,

1714 , 1783, 1815 , 1880 , 1914 , 1929. Few will

quarrel with the choice of periods .

The text , of course , is readable, and more than

readable. It has sufficient of the personal note .

If one must pick a bone, only small bones are

available . Here is one , " A History of all the

British Peoples' would of necessity include the

whole history of the United States , even if but in

outline. Professor Muir has given us about the

usual proportions ( usual in modern histories) of

history as seen from London , Edinburgh, Dublin,

Belfast, New York , Quebec, Cape Town , Calcutta,

Sydney, and Wellington. The predominant partner

is still rather too predominant . On the other hand,

he has done very well in the matter of interweaving

social with political history ; and we do not see

how he could have provided all that a school text

book must contain about " English " history, and

yet have room for an account of “ all the British

Peoples” according to their deserts. He must supply

the teachers ' demands, and they the examiners ' .

The type of “ questions likely to be set" controls

alike the writer, publisher, teacher, and pupil.

R. J.

Scripture.

THE PROPHETS OF Israel : by A. W. F. Blunt , B.D.

( 25. 6d . Clarendon Press. )
“ The chief value of the Old Testament is the

story which we can read out of it of the way in

which the Hebrew religion developed and made pre

paration for Christ . In that development the prophets

were the chief figures.” And yet so often the mean

ing of the prophets is so difficult to understand ,

when , for example, a chapter from one of their

writings is read apart from its historical background .

“ We cannot study the prophets properly without

more guidance than the mere Bible text will give

us," and this book has been written to provide that

guidance. In just over one hundred pages the author

has skilfully managed to draw a portrait of each

of the prophets and to state his teaching in correct

relation to his position in Hebrew history .

book is well written , and should help “ teachers

in secondary and public schools or in Bible classes ”

as well as the general reader . It may be strongly

recommended.
R. O.

Applied Mathematics.

( 1 ) THE PRINCIPLES OF MECHANICS : by H. C. Plum

mer, M.A. , F.R.S. ( 155. Bell . ) (2 ) MECHANICS

AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS : by W. D. Hills ,

B.Sc. ( Parts I and II together , 8s. 6d.

Univ. of London Press . ) (3) THE ELE

MENTS OF MECHANICS : by W. D. Hills , B.Sc.

( 25. gd . Univ. of London Press .) (4 ) EXPERI

MENTAL HYDROSTATICS AND MECHANICS : by

E. Nightingale , M.Sc. (45. 6d . Bell . ) ( 5)

EXAMPLES IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS : by R. O.

Street, M.A. , M.Sc. (45. Methuen. )

Mechanics may be defined as “ the science which

treats of the laws of motion and force.” Such a

science possesses many methods of approach, but

there are two main methods, the theoretical and the

experimental . Several books have recently been

(Continued on page 356. )
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METHUEN'S NEW AND RECENT BOOKS

ein Just published

A FIRST BOOK ON TEACHING . By NANCY CATTY , M.A.

Crown 8vo . 58. net.
drm

102 ENGLISH

VERY YOUNG VERSE8. By A. A. MILNE . With 73 of the

original Illustrations by E. H. SHEPARD. 28 . ( Methuen's

Modern Classics .)

FOUNDATIONS OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION .

By J. D. STEPHENSON , English Master at Highgate School ,
Crown 8vo. 28. 6d .

EIGHT LITTLE PLAYS FOR CHILDREN. By ROSE FYLEMAN .
School Edition . Fcap. 8vo. 18. 6.

PLAIN PROSE. By W. E. WILLIAMS, B.A. Crown 8vo . 38. 60 .

An analysis, illustrated by extracts, of the principles upon which

a serviceable style must be based .

SELECTIONS FROM SWIFT. By W. T. WILLIAMS, M.A. fcap .
8vo . 28 .

TWENTIETH CENTURY LITERATURE : The Age of Interrogation .

By A. C. WARD. Crown 8vo. 33. net . A general survey of all

branches of contemporary literature .

CHEMISTRY

AN INTRODUCTION TO CHEMISTRY. By J. MORRIS, M.A.

(Oxon .) , author of " Outlines of Inorganic Chemistry. " . With 49

Diagrams. Crown 8vo . 38. An illustrated " first book ."

A CLASSBOOK OF PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY. First Year. By J.
MORRIS, M.A. (Oxon . ) . With 37 Diagrams. Fcap. 8vo . 2s .

OUTLINES OF INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. By J. MORRIS, M.A.

Crown 8vo . 78. ed. Also in two parts . Part I , 48. Part II , 48.

VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS. By A. W. WELLINGS, B.Sc. Crown

8vo. Ss .

А CONCISE SUMMARY OF ELEMENTARY
ORGANIC

CHEMISTRY. By F. H. CONSTABLE, M.A., D.Sc. , Ph.D. ,

Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge. 48. 60 .

THE GREAT CHEMISTS . By E. J. HOLMYARD, M.A.
With a

Frontispiece . 28. 6d . Prize Edition . 38. 6d . net .

CHEMISTRY IN DAILY LNE. By S. GLASSTONE , D.Sc., Ph.D. ,

F.I.C., Lecturer in Physical Chemistry in the University of
Sheffield . With 22 Diagrams . Crown fro . 6s . net .

MODERN SCIENCE : A GENERAL INTRODUCTION . By J.

ARTHUR THOMSON, M.A. Crown 8vo . 65. net..

de

德 ,

PHYSICS

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY

A HANDBOOK FOR HISTORY TEACHERS . Edited by D.
DYMOND, Goldsmiths ' College, University of London . Crown

8vo. 3s . 60 .

A JUNIOR ANCIENT HISTORY. For Middle Forms . By A. M.

DALE, M.A. Crown 8vo . 38. 6d .

A JUNIOR HISTORY OF EUROPE. By DOROTHY K. GORDON ,
M.A. Crown 8vo . 5s. Also in Two Parts. 1. 410-1527 . 28. 6d .

II . 1527-1927 . 3s .

A JUNIOR HISTORY OF ENGLAND, By A. W. P. GAYFORD ,

B.A., Senior History Master at Dulwich College. Crown 8vo.

3s. 6d .

A HISTORY OF GREECE. By CYRIL E. ROBINSON , B.A.,

Winchester College , author of " A History of England. With 33

Illustrations, 22 Maps, and an End-paper Diagram . Crown 8vo.

7s. 6d .

AN INTRODUCTION TO MEDIEVAL HISTORY. By DOROTHY

DYMOND , M.A. Crown 8vo . 6s .

ENGLISH THOUGHT IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. By

D. C. SOMERVELL, M.A. Crown 8vo. 68. net .

STUDIES IN THE NAPOLEONIC WARS . By Sir CHARLES

W. C. OMAN , K.B.E. , M.A. , M.P. 8s . 6d. net .

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE SINCE 1783 .

By Prof. A. P. NEWTON and Prof. J. EWING. With 11 Illus

trations and 4 Maps. 5s .

HISTORY OF POLITICAL THOUGHT IN THE SIXTEENTH

CENTURY. By J. W. ALLEN. late Professor of History at Bed
ford College , London . Demy 8vo . 21s. net .

SOUTH WALES : A PHYSICAL AND ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY.

By S. W. RIDER and A. E. TRUEMAN , D.Sc. With 34 Maps.

Crown 8vo. 48.

ASIA : A REGIONAL AND ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY.

DUDLEY STAMP, D.Sc. Demy 8vo. 275. 60. net .

METHUEN'S MONOGRAPHS ON PHYSICAL SUBJECTS. Edited

by B. L. WORSNOP, B.Sc. , Ph.D., Lecturer in Physics in the
University of London. Fcap . 8vo. Illustrated . 2s. 60. net cach.

1. Spectra. By R. C. JOHNSON , M.A.

2. Wave Mechanics . By H. T. FLINT, Ph.D. , D.Sc. ( 35. 6d . net . )

3. The Physioal Principles of Wireless. By J. A. RATCLIFFE,

M.A.

4. The Conduction of Electricity Through Gases . By K. G.

EMELEUS, Ph.D.

In preparation.

5. Magnetism , By E. C. STONER , Ph.D.

6. X -Rays. By B. L. WORSNOP, D.Sc.

7. The Applications of Interferometry . By W. EWART WIL

DIAMS, M.Sc.

8. The Thormionio Valve. By E. V. APPLETON, MA ., D.Sc. ,

F.R.S.

TEST EXAMINATION PAPERS

By L.

MODERN LANGUAGES

5s .

ADVANCED GERMAN COMPOSITION . By JETHRO BITHELL,

M.A., Reader in German , University of London , and Head of the

Department of German , Birkbeck College.

Complete Key. By J. BITHELL and W. THEILKUHL. 68. net .

ADVANCED GERMAN UNSEENS. By C. E. STOCKTON , M.A.

Feap . 8vo . is. 3d .

A MODERN GERMAN COURSE. For Students of History, Geo

graphy , Economics, and Literature. By JETHRO BITHELL ,

M.A., and A. C. DUNSTAN , B.A., Ph.D. Crown 8vo. As.

EL MAGICO PRODIGIOSO. By CALDERON DE LA BARCA .

Edited by J. N. BIRCH , B.A. Fcap. 8vo . 38 .

(Matriculation Standard )

Test Examinations in Latin . C. A. F. GREEN , M.A. 1s. 3d ,

Tost Examinations in English. W. T. WILLIAMS, M.A. , and G. H.

VALLINS, B.A. 18. 3d.

Test Examinations in French . T. R. N. CROFTS, M.A. 1s. 3d,

Test Examinations in History . A. W. P. GAYFORD , B.A. is. 3d .

Test Examinations in German . A. S. MACPHERSON , M.A. Is . 6d .

Tast Examinations in Geography. D. WILFORD . is . 3d.

Test Examinations in Physics . A. W. ANSCOMBE , 1s. 3d .

Test Examinations in Chomistry . F. M. OLDHAM . is. 3d .

Test Examinations in Botany. MARY A. JOHNSTONE , B.Sc. 1s. 3d .

Test Examinations in Mathematics. A. S. PRATT , M.A. Is, 60 .

With Outlines to Answers . 3s .

Matriculation Advanoed Mathematics Tost Papors . A. S. PRATT,

M.A. 18. 9d .

Test Examinations in Mechanics. A. S. PRATT. 1s. 60 .

(Higher Certificate Standard .)

Higher Certificate Mathematical Test Papers . A. S. PRATT, M.A.

Is. 60 .

Higher Cortificate Applied Mathematics Tost Papers. A. S. PRATT,
M.A. 18. 9d .

Higher Certificate Chemistry Test Papers. J. MORRIS, M.A. 18. 60

Higher Certineato Physics Test Papers. A. II . COOPER , M.Sc.
16. 64 .

METHUEN & CO. Ltd., 36 Essex Street, LONDON, W.C. 2,
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published on this subject, and these may be con

veniently grouped together for the purpose of a

review . Although differing widely both in standard

and in outlook, they nevertheless afford a good

illustration of the fact that the same truth may be

reached by varying paths , and that different types

of people require different methods of approach to

the same problem .

( 1 ) Prof. Plummer's work is an introductory

treatise on mechanics-indeed , its sub-title is “ An

Elementary Course ” —but it is definitely intended for

the use of those who will ultimately proceed further

into the higher parts of the subject; the method

of approach is along such lines , and is entirely

theoretical . The first part of the book is devoted

to kinematics and deals with velocities and accelera

tions ; then come two parts on the dynamics of

translation and statics , while a brief introduction

to rigid dynamics follows. The last chapter is given

up to the consideration of some of the chief problems

of elasticity , such as stresses and strains, torsion ,

bending of rods, &c. There are a large number of

examples, both those worked out in the text and

others provided for the use of students. “ Few of

them will be found to be of the numerical type,”

because the art of computation is far too important

to be cultivated by casual application to examples

such as these , " which “ are designed to exercise the

student in giving a mathematical form to mechanical

ideas. " This book is a serious contribution to the

teaching of mechanics, and is likely to remain in

use for many years .

( 2 ) This is the second edition of Mr. Hills's book ,

which was reviewed in these columns when it first

appeared. Two short new chapters , on elastic im

pact and circular motion , have been added , and they

appear to be quite satisfactory. The two parts may

now be obtained bound up together in one volume.

( 3 ) Mr. Hills has also written a more elementary

book which “ gives, with as little mathematics as
possible , a general account of the ideas of motion ,

force , and mass.” It is a good little book which

should prove suitable for beginners in the subject .

A pleasing feature is the use of very artistic drawings

above the various chapter headings. These draw

ings have reference to the subject matter which

follows and are most attractive. The concluding

chapter on “ Time and its Measurement” is an addi

tion to the material usually met with in a book of

this kind, and is decidedly interesting.

(4 ) Mr. Nightingale deals with the subject up to

School Certificate standard very largely from the

experimental side , athough he manages to find space

for many interesting historical anecdotes which are

not generally known. He writes in an attractive

style which should commend itself to boys , and the

book is plentifully illustrated . It seems unfortunate

that , in a book of some 230 pages on mechanics ,

the distinction between mass and weight should

not be drawn until page 208, but the author has

evidently done this quite deliberately , Also it is

not possible to obtain results of any accuracy when

the acceleration of a Fletcher's trolley is measured

by the method given here. This is really rather a

difficult experiment to perform satisfactorily, and it

is doubtful whether it is suitable for boys of this

standard .

( 5 ) The examples in applied mathematics which

Mr. Street has gathered together have mostly been

taken from questions set in Liverpool University

examinations, although some are from other sources.

They are approximately of the standard of the

Intermediate Examination, and should prove useful

both to teachers and students. The compiler has

drawn up a table defining exactly what is meant
by the various terms used, e.g. , string, rod , rough

surface, & c ., and by this means any ambiguity can

be avoided. This is very sensible , and may well be

adopted by other writers . R. S. M.

Chemistry.

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY SENIOR Forus : by

A. Pickles , M.Sc. (4s . 6d . Bell . )

Another book for those studying for the Higher

Schools and University Scholarship Examinations !

It contains a series of practical exercises in in

organic, physical and organic chemistry, and should

be useful to teachers who desire a number of exer

cises from which to choose . The descriptive matter

is generally good , but in some cases more care

might have been taken . The reviewer would be

interested to see any boy fit up satisfactorily an

apparatus such as that shown in Fig. 20 ; the anode

has gone seriously astray . In the exercise on the

velocity of reaction between sodium thiosulphate and

bromo -acetic ether no mention is made that the

latter compound is a powerful lachrymatory. Oc

casionally there are misprints in some of the

equations given , as in the first one on page 103 .

As mentioned in the review of another book ,

some of the exercises are of such an advanced char

acter that they would be better left till the student

is at the university, and the time thus saved spent

in obtaining a broader training. T. S. P.

FOR

Physics.

ELEMENTARY SCIENCE : by F. Bray , M.A. ( Paper :

Parts I and II , is . 2d . each ; Part III , is . 6d .

Arnold . )

These little books provide a three -year course in

elementary physics " suited to the needs of children

in elementary and central schools (1+ to 14+ ) . '

The author has arranged his syllabus so as " to

keep expenditure in apparatus and equipment within

reasonable limits” -a very laudable object in these

(Continued on page 358.)
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MR. MURRAY3

1

THE E.S.A.

REFERENCE

LIBRARY

By CYRIL NORWOOD, D.Lit. ,

Headmaster of Harrow School.

A cordial invitation is extended to the

teaching profession to call at ESAVIAN

HOUSE and inspect the Comprehensive

Reference Library of SCHOOL BOOKS.

The Library, which is quiet and comfort

ably furnished , comprises more than 7,000

Volumes embracing the latest books in every

branch of School Work and Activity. The

Books, which are marked with the published

prices, are arranged under “ Subjects " ; con

sequently books can be selected quickly suit

able for any particular subject or form .
60

THE E.S.A.

PROVIDES

An Exceptionally

Complete and Efficient

SCHOOL SUPPLY SERVICE

THE ENGLISH TRADITION OF

EDUCATION

Dr. Norwood writes primarily of the public schools, their

history and their tradition, what they have been , are, and

ought to become ; but also he does not fear to deal with the

vitally interesting problem of the relationship that should

existbetween them and the rest of the nation. And he passes

by natural transition to the dangers of to -day and the special

responsibilities of Education in the age of democracy. This is

a book of profound feeling and deep experience. 108. Bd . net.

SHORT STUDIES IN

SHAKESPEARE

By G. F. BRADBY

' Remarkably subtle and original little essays in Shake

spearean criticism . Lucky indeed is the schoolboy who is

privileged to read his Shakespeare under Mr. Bradby's guid

ing eye. " -Daily Telegraph . Bs . net.

A SCHOOL CERTIFICATE

CHEMISTRY

By G. H. J. ADLAM, M.A. , B.Sc., Senior Science Master,

City of London School.

Meets the requirements of three years following a one-year

introductorycourse, andpresents acomplete course of School

Certificate Chemistry. The principles of modern manufactur

ing methods have been taken into account as far as they can

be . Many diagrams. 48. Bd .

PHYSICS

By W. J. R. CALVERT, M.A. , Science Master at Harrow .

Part I. Mechanics, Heat, and Heat Enginos. 38. Bd .

Part II . Sound . 38 . Part III . Light. 38. Ready.

Part IV. Magnetism and Electricity . 4s.

Ready in October.

These booksmeet the requirements of a First School

examination . The treatment is experimental— it is clear to

the boy why he wants the particular information he sets out

to get. The practical, everyday application of Physics is

never forgotten .

SCHOOL LABORATORY

MANAGEMENT

By A. SUTCLIFFE, M.A., B.Sc., Cambridge and County
School.

The vade-mecum for all science masters. Deals with the la

boratories and their fittings, organisation , and management, the

preparation and storage of re -agents, and accidents. 48. Bd .

INCLUDING

SCHOOL STATIONERY

SCHOOL BOOKS

SCHOOL FURNITURE

SCHOOL REQUISITES

SCHOOL UNIFORM

KINDERGARTEN, &c .

ABUNDANT STOCKS AVAILABLE .

WRITE FOR CATALOGUES AND TERMS

THE EDUCATIONAL SUPPLY

ASSOCIATION LTD.

171-181 HIGH HOLBORN

LONDON, W.C.1
PRÉCIS -WRITING

By T. W. MOLES, B.A. , B.Sc., Rutherford College,

Newcastle -upon - Tyne.

Helps to solve the two problems of précis -writing : the
estimation of the essential ideas and the more mechanical

reduction in the number of words. 2 ..

A
H

ALBEMARLE STREET , W.1
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days ! At the same time he has not sacrificed much NEWS FROM THE PUBLISHERS .

by this economy, because in the majority of cases

the simpler forms of apparatus are just as suitable
Messrs. Batsford announce that they are pub

for instructional purposes as those which are more lishing “ Social Life in Ancient Greece, " a new

elaborate. The subjects dealt with comprise measure
series written and illustrated by Marjorie and

ment, heat , magnetism, electricity , and light ; the
C. H. B. Quennell , to be completed in three volumes,

more difficult sections are naturally left until towards
of which Volume I is now ready.

the end of the course . R. S. M.
Messrs. Blackie have just issued their New

General. List of Books for 1929-1930 . Copies can be obtained

THE HEART OF EMERSON'S JOURNALS : edited by on application to the publishers.

Bliss Perry. ( 35. 6. Constable .)
The third and concluding volume of Dr. J. H.

This is a welcome reissue of the first English
Wylie's “ History of the Reign of Henry V ™ has

edition of extracts from Emerson's diaries , which been completed by Prof. W. T. Waugh, of McGill
extend from 1820, when he was seventeen , to 1875 . University , Montreal, and will be published by the

For more than half a century he was setting down
Cambridge University Press early this month .

his thoughts and impressions. In their complete
This volume covers the years 1415-1422 , and con

form they run to ten volumes , but in this extremely tains a memoir of Dr. Wylie, by Prof. T. F. Tout.
pleasant and modestly priced book we have the

heart of them . As the editor , Mr. Bliss Perry, Messrs. J. M. Dent and Sons have just issued

says : “ There is a certain freshness and charm in eight more new volumes in the “ Everyman's

these original jottings that is sometimes lost in the Library. " This brings the total of the series to

smoothly finished paragraphs of the published 836 .

“ Essays. ' ” The arrangement of the extracts is con

venient and chronological, each period having a The volumes next to appear in the “ Borzoi

useful editorial head-note . The result is a com County History Series" are “ Wiltshire, " by R.

panionable book such as all admirers of Emerson
Welldon Finn , M.A., and “ Suffolk , " by Miss

will value greatly . R.
Lilian Redstone. Messrs. Alfred A. Knopf

will also publish “ A Social Approach to History,

by J. D. Griffith Davies, M.A. , specially written

for the central and modern schools .

What of

their

Future ?

PARENTS' RESPONSIBILITY

WHEN SCHOOLDAYS END

Now comes the time when the most

difficult decision has to be made.

A suitable careermust be chosen

for the children. The whole of their

future depends upon this moment

SIR CHARLES WAKEFIELD'S

OMNILNIMUMANITI INSPIRING BOOK MINUTU UTIMITID

ON LEAVING SCHOOL

AND THE CHOICE OF A CAREER

will be welcomed gladly by every
father and mother who is faced

with this most important problem

TH EDITION . 3/6 NET

HODDER & STOUGHTON

Messrs. Longmans, Green and Co. have just

published " The Further Adventures of Jungle

John ," by Major John Budden , illustrations by

Major-General H. J. P. Browne. This volume is a

sequel to " Jungle John : a book of the Big Game

Jungles, " which was published two years ago.

Admirers of A. A. Milne will welcome the appear

ance of a new omnibus volume- 884 pages of

humour and high spirits-- containing his master
pieces of engaging nonsense : “ The Day's Play,

“ The Sunny Side," " Once a Week ,” and “ The

Holiday Round ." This volume has just been

published by Messrs. Methuen under the title

“ Those were the Days."

Mr. Murray announces the publication this

month of “ The English Tradition in Education , "

by Dr. Cyril Norwood. He writes primarily of the

public schools; their history and their tradition,

what they have been , are , and ought to become;

but also he does not fear to deal with the vitally

interesting problem of the relationship that should

exist between them and the rest of the nation .

And he passes by natural transition to the dangers

of to -day and the special responsibilities of educa

tion in the age of democracy,
9
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SCHOLASTIC APPOINTMENTS

Messrs. TRUMAN&KNIGHTLEY, Ltd.,

who are now receiving instructions regarding vacancies for Assistant Masters,

Assistant Mistresses and Lady Matrons for the coming Term in Public and

Private, Secondary and Preparatory Schools at home and abroad, will be

glad to hear from candidates seeking appointments.

THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR REGISTRATION . TERMS ON APPLICATION .

SCHOOL TRANSFER DEPARTMENT.

Ladies and Gentlemon seeking Partnerships in , or to take over schools

of their own , should communicate personally with Mr. TRUMAN, who

undertakes all negotiations conncoted with the Transfer of Schools , and

who is in a position to offer assistance and sound advice to purchasers ,

to whom no charge is made.

Publishers of “SCHOOLS,”the most complete Directory of the Educational Establishments of Great Britain

(3/- post free ) ; and of " THE JOURNAL OF CARÉERS,” a Journal of interest to everyone connected
with Education ( 1 /- monthly ).

Offices : 61 Conduit Street, London, W.1.:
Telegrams : " TUTORESS, PHONE , LONDON . "

8 Telephone : GERRARD 3272 .

M.Sc. 55.

a :

Part 2 ,

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

George ALLEN AND UNWIN, LTD. BLACKIE AND SON, LTD.

The Case of Miss R. : by A. Adler. 129. 6d . net . Fables from Aesop : retold by D. King. is . 4d .

EDWARD ARNOLD AND Co.
Rambles in Science. is . 3d . each .

Intermediate Practical Chemistry : by E. S. Hedges,
About Coal and Oil : by C. R. Gibson .

Discoveries in Chemistry : by C. R. Gibson .

Rambles in Biography : Charles Dickens and Some

B. T. BATSFORD, LTD. Others : by A. M. Pagan. 15. 3d .: is.

Architecture as Career : by P. A. Robson , The Story of the British Constitution : by S. R.

F.R.I.B.A. 5s. net. Brett, M.A. 35. 6d .

Introductory Handbook to the Styles of English The Secret of the Australian Desert : by E. Favenc.

Architecture : by A. Stratton, F.S.A. is. 4d .

Tudor and Renaissance. is. Ed . net. Election Scenes in Fiction . iod .

Modelling and Sculpture : by F. J. Glass. 18s . net . César Birotteau : by H. de Balzac .

G. BELL AND Sons, LTD. CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY Press.

Auf Forscherfahrt : by A. E. Brehm. Selections from Rossetti and Morris : edited by

A Pronunciation Dictionary of the French Language H. M. Burton , M.A. 35. 6d .

based upon Gasc's Concise Dictionary. 28. ; Cambridge School Geographies : Book III , The

with Concise Dictionary , 7s . 6d . Homeland : by E. D. Laborde, B.A. is.gd.

A. AND C. Black, Lid.
A New Approach to European History : by E. T.

Lisons et Parlons! Cours de Deuxième Année : par
Smith . 45. net.

C. H. Leather, B.A. , and R. Tallard. 35 . CONSTABLE AND Co., LTD .

Beginners ' Course of Picture Lessons : by G. H. The Harley Street Calendar : by H. H. Bashford.

Reed , M.A. Books III and IV, iod . each. 75. 6d. net .

Two Thousand Years of Science : by R. J. Harvey- London : Its Origin and Early Development: by W.

Gibson , C.B.E. 125. 6d. net. Page. 75. 6d. net.

IS .

IS. 6d . :
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The Dilemma in India : by Sir Reginald Craddock ,
G.C.I.E. 155. net .

Interludes of an Editor : by Sir Owen Seaman .

75. 6d . net .

CHRISTOPHERS.

A New Regional Geography of the World : by

M. I. Newbigin , D.Sc. 55 .

A Geographical Grammar : by C. C. Carter , M.A.

3s . 6d .

J. CURWEN AND Sons , LTD.

String Series : Tunes from Carmen .

MACMILLAN AND CO. , LTD .

The History of Henry Esmond, Esq. : by W. M.

Thackeray. 25. gd.

Elements of Commerce : by H. P. Hopkins and

G. G. Wilkinson, B.A. 55 .

JOHN MURRAY.

Short Studies in Shakespeare : by G. F. Bradby.

6s. net.

School Certificate Chemistry : by G. H. J. Adlam ,

M.A. 45. 6d.

A First Course in Precis-Writing : by T. W. Moles,

B.A. 25.

METHUEN AND CO. , LTD.

Advanced German Composition : by J. Bithell , M.A.

5s .

THOMAS NELSON AND SONS, LTD.

Europe and England, 1789-1914 : by P. Meadows,
M.A. 3s .

The Roundabout Song Book : Part I , for Juniors,

IS . Sonatine .
:

IS .

2s, 6d.

28.

37 .

Is. 6d.

25 .

Over Hill , Over Dale : Two-part song . 4d.

EVANS BROS. , LTD.

Enid Blyton's Nature Lessons . 3s . 6d . net .

Wells GARDNER , DARTON AND CO . , LTD.

Easy Reader Series . Cloth, 2s . 3d . net cach ; paper
boards , Is. 6d . net each . School edition ,

is. 6d . each .

More Tiny True Tales : by M. Cheney.

Wander Tales : by M. Moffat .

The Bounteous Elements : by J. D. Haynes. 25. 6d.

Tales of Valour Series . IS . net each .

The Story of Alexander Selkirk .

Baby Sahib.

GINN AND Co. , Ltd.

Education in the United States : by E. W. Knight .

125. 6d. net .

George G. HARRAP AND Co. , Ltd.

The Peoples of the World . Vol . I , The Nations of

Europe : by E. J. G. Bradford, M.Sc. 2s . 6d .

Short Stories of Yesterday . 25. 6d.

Twenty-Two Story Poems.

Nouveaux Contes de la France Contemporaine :

chosen by W. M. Daniels , D.Litt . 25. 6d .

Histoire d'un petit Homme : Par M. Robert -Halt.

25. 3d .

Les Provinces de la France . 2s . 6d .

French Verse and Song for Children .

GERALD Howe, LTD.

Men Who Found Out : by A. Williams-Ellis. 55 .

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON Press.

Properties of Food : by W. M. Clifford , M.Sc. , and

V. H. Mottram, M.A.

Everyman's Psychology : by Sir John Adams, M.A.

ros. 6d . net.

Fundamental Arithmetic Cards : by Dr. P. B.

Ballard , M.A. Standard I. Sets A and B ,

is . 3d . per set .

LONGMANS , GREEN AND Co. , LTD .

Studies in English : by W. Robb, M.A.

Literature. 35.

Doubts and Difficulties : by Dr. Cyril Alington . 5S .

net ; paper, 3s. 6d. net.

L'Epopée de Roland et de Charlemagne : by W. G.

Hartog , M.A.

Is. 6d .

IS .

The School Bible .

Modern Studies Series . 2s . each .

Le Roi des Montagnes : by E. About.

49. Three Plays : by A. de Musset.

Teaching of English Series :

88. Tanglewood Tales .

136. Three Elizabethan Plays . 15. gd.is

143 . The Idylls of the King . 1S. d .

152 . The Tale of the Men of Laxdale . is. gd.

157. My First Library. is. 9d.

NORMAL PRESS, LTD.

Algebraic Equations Made Easy : by K. H.

Hagopian, B.Sc. iS. 6d . net .

GEORGE PHILIP AND SONS , LTD.

A Graded Course of Geography. Book IV . Part 1 ,

Eurasia : by E. S. Price.

Sir Isaac PITMAN AND Sons, LTD.

Constructive and Decorative Woodwork : by A. C.
Horth . 25. 6d . net.

A Revision Course in General Geography : by H.

Brown , B.Sc.

Science in the Home : by W. B. Little . 25. 6d .

GEORGE ROUTLEDGE AND Sons , LTD.

Business Economics : by T. Beach , B.Com ., and

D. H. Smith, B.Sc. 35. 6d . net .

Introductions to Modern Knowledge. 6d . net each.

Europe Throughout the Ages.

The Restless Earth .

14. The Women of To - day.

15 . Practical Economics.

HERBERT RUSSELL .

Ability Exercises in English : by A. C. S. Ashmore.

Book II , 5d . Book III , 7d . Book IV , paper,

gd . ; limp cloth , is .

2s. 6d .

2s. 6d .

10.

Part 2 ,

2s .
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NOTES AND COMMENTS.

Readers are asked to note that The Education Outlook is not the organ of any association .

The views expressed in the editorial columns are wholly independent and the opinions

of correspondents, contributors, and reviewers are their own.

The Cost.

It begins to be clear that the raising of the school

age to fifteen is not to be accomplished without great

difficulty. Almost everybody agrees that the step

ought to be taken , in view of the increased demand

which modern civilisation makes upon the intelli

gence and resources of information of our citizens .

But the question of cost cannot be ignored . Already

the Government is pledged to a very great extension

of social services , including the provision of pen

sions for widows. It is difficult to see how the cost

of a great increase in our outlay on schools is to be

met in any Budget of the near future. Even when

it is remembered that the withdrawal of half-a

million fourteen-year -olds from the labour market

will bring about some saving in unemployment pay

there will still be a heavy net charge upon the

national funds . That is not to say it will be too

heavy, provided always that the money is well

expended.

Enforced Bounty.

What has been said should not be misunderstood

as meaning that the community owes nothing to its

weaker members. The State , as an organisation ,

should exist mainly for the purpose of securing the

just treatment of every one of its citizens . None

should be oppressed or denied the opportunity of

making the most of whatever talent he may have.

Even where opportunity is neglected or talent mis

used , we must be charitable and take steps to

alleviate misery. But these obligations of the State

need not be carried out in a wholesale and hap

hazard fashion tending to discourage effort by re

moving the need for it . Every beneficiary of the

social services should understand that he is drawing

from the common stock . He should be taught that

he has no inherent right to the benefit save in so

far as he is willing and ready to play the part of

a good citizen.

The Paternal State.

Few seem to consider the probable effect of these

extensions of social service upon the spirit of the

ordinary citizen. Already in our schools there are

thousands of children who receive free instruction ,

free medical care , free meals , and sometimes free

clothing Neither the children nor their parents

ever consider the true sources of these gifts. They

ascribe them to a mysterious entity which they call

“ the Government." The youngsters grow up in the

belief that the Government — which means the com

munity at large — is under some obligation to pro

vide for them . Fortunately there still remains

enough of the old and traditional spirit of independ

ence to induce the vast majority to stand on their

own feet. But a growing minority is demanding

“ work or maintenance.” The slogan is thus worded,

but the order of preference is often reversed , with

the result that we have many households in which

the breadwinner has never learned a trade nor held

a job for any length of time.

Grants for Schooling.

The foregoing considerations should lead us to

revise our present methods of giving State aid for
education . As things are , the parent who sends his

children to a public elementary school must perforce

accept the full measure of State bounty in educa
tion whether he needs it all or not . In some dis

tricts the same rule applies in regard to secondary

schools . Many people would be strongly opposed to

removing children at an early age from the care of

their parents and placing them in charge of State
officials. Yet we seem to be adopting some such

policy . A better plan would be to grant aid to

individual parents to an amount measured by the

acknowledged interest of the State in the proper

training of future citizens . This aid should be

supplemented either by the parent or, in cases of

proved need, by the community and by philanthropic

effort. The responsibility of the human parent is

not biological only , and education suffers if it is

not a matter of constant interest to fathers and

mothers as well as to officials and teachers .
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The Value of “ Literacy ."

In the Indian Report it seems to be taken for

granted that popular education or universal school

ing must result in what is called " literacy, ” that

is , the ability to read and write . Our own system

has been dominated by the same idea of the " three

R's . " Yet it may be doubted whether an early

induction into these elements is really the best kind

of education . Dogberry was in error when he said

that “ to write and read comes by nature," but it is

probable that both would come with less labour if

we deferred the formal teaching of them and stressed

manual activities in the early stages of learning .

Such activities might be so ordered as to instil much

valuable knowledge which is now neglected. Not

more than a small proportion of those in any social

grade are zealous readers or ready writers , and it

is in no way remarkable that magistrates occasion

ally find that a young fellow on the witness stand

cannot read the words of the oath correctly . He is

out of practice , having been busied over other

and , to him at any rate , more important matters.

Universal literacy is a desirable thing , no doubt ,

but it is not a complete justification for universal

compulsory schooling. It is an aim which will

probably be accomplished most speedily and with

the most permanent effect if we approach it in

directly .

Building Grants.

It is announced that the Board are prepared to

pay increased grants towards the cost of school

buildings. These grants will be available only for

provided schools and will be of little direct help in

dealing with the " black list" schools which have

been condemned as unfit for use . For the most

part these places are owned by religious denomina

tions . It is to be doubted whether building grants

are advisable. It would be wiser to provide

higher grants for the running of schools and so

release local resources for the purpose of building.

Local Authorities are often disposed to take pride

in school buildings , and of late there has been great

advance in school architecture, especially in certain

areas where local interest has been aroused . The

schools are a visible return for the rates and an

asset to the district , whereas the advantages of

education itself are not recognised. The State

grants should go mainly towards the salaries of

teachers and the provision of books , leaving the

cost of buildings and their upkeep as local charges .

In this way we should remove the difficulties brought

about by the reluctance of rate -payers to pay ade

quate salaries to teachers or to provide a supply of

straw for the bricks which the teacher is expected

to make .

Education in India .

The report of the sub-commission which has in

vestigated educational conditions in India is full of

interest . It gives a picture of the difficulties which

attend the effort to develop a system of compulsory

schooling in the vast and diversified mass of the

Indian peoples . Apparently the effort has not been

entirely well-directed, for the report says bluntly
that : " Throughout the whole educational system

there is waste and ineffectiveness. In the primary
system the waste is appalling ." Concerning

secondary education there is a comment which might

be applied nearer home, for we are told that " the

whole system of secondary education is dominated

by the idea that every boy who enters a secondary

school should prepare himself for the university.”

The education of girls is obstructed by the practice

of early marriage . The census of 1921 showed that

81 million girls under 15 were wives, and of these

nearly 21 millions were under 10 years The

number of children attending school shows an in

crease , but the number making real progress is

disappointing. The committee hold that the primary

system should produce ability to read and write and

the capacity to exercise an intelligent vote . These

requirements are scarcely fulfilled at home, even

after half a century of popular schooling , free from

vernacular difficulties , the handicaps of a rigid caste

system, and other obstacles to be found in India.

" Shawperiority.”

Mr. Bernard Shaw is a playwright of quality, but

as an actor on the world's stage he is over-fond of

the limelight. His favourite “ turn " is to stand on

his head and waggle his feet derisively at some

object of general regard. One of the latest of these

over -familiar exhibitions was staged in Exeter,

whither Mr. Shaw had been induced to go to open

a hostel for students . He told his audience that if

they had asked him to open a school he would have

closed it instead , throwing the key away. The

laughter having subsided , the gratified orator went

on to say that he desired the complete abolition of

Oxford and Cambridge. Much as he liked the

beauty of their ancient buildings he would tear them

down and strew their sites with salt. Apart from

the hope of exciting attention the reason for his

dislike is not clear . He said that he had known

some products of the old universities and apparently

he does not admire them . But he expressed his

belief in the value of hostel life, ignoring the fact

that the colleges in Oxford and Cambridge are

hostels and little more. Doubtless they suffer from

the fact that they never had Mr. Shaw in residence,

and it may be that he suffers too , although he will

never admit it .

of age.
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SOME MEMORIES OF A SCHOOL INSPECTOR.

By J. Reeves.

I. Schools and Managers.

To one brought up in a liberal atmosphere the schools ; and , by counting up the marks for all

visits paid to rural schools during the last few years English districts for a particular year, it was found

of the nineteenth century disclosed certain painfully
that every district except one had secured a better

result than the metropolis. The best marks com
interesting features. As I drove from the station

monly fell to the more northerly towns , though a

to the school many of the villagers " bobbed " to few other towns and a few counties did well .

me, or rather to the conveyance, which was usually Most of the schools I visited were Church schools

a closed one, so that I was unrecognisable if not in country villages , and the examination was often

invisible . Some of the schoolmistresses curtsied and followed by lunch at the rectory or vicarage. The

some masters were unpleasantly obsequious. bodily fare was usually excellent , though occasion

The school buildings were in most cases very ally the enjoyment of it was marred by an awkward

poor. One was a barn , converted into a school- incident , as, for example, when a clergyman , on

room chiefly by the application of a thick coat of bringing me into his house, was soundly rated by

whitewash , and some others were little better. In his wife , in my presence, for asking me to lunch

appearance the rooms were at their best at the when spring cleaning was going on .

annual examination , of which notice had , of course , Of mental fare , on the other hand , there was

been given . But the ugliness of the rooms, with disappointingly little . Many of the clergymen were

their bare walls, their meagre , old - fashioned, and men of somnolent type , and took little or no interest

often dilapidated furniture , and general insufficiency in general intellectual and social matters . Their

of equipment could not be concealed. It was not , wives and daughters often talked brightly of many

however, until visits without notice began , about things, in a superficial way , not infrequently refer

1898, that the normal poverty , dirt , and untidiness ring to the “ Godless Board Schools, ” and to the

(due in part to the lack of sufficient cupboard ac- stupidity of trying to educate children who would

commodation) and other forms of inadequacy were soon become farm labourers and domestic drudges .
fully revealed . Sometimes a bit of chalk and a Occasionally the luncheon was enlivened by a

serviceable pen-nib were difficult to obtain (at this clergyman of another kind . One very earnest man

time , in many schools, the children wrote entirely was possessed of a restless energy which prevented

on slates) . The unkemptness of the children was him from sitting down at the table . While he made

often conspicuous . On the other hand there were feverish attacks the joint , or between his

a few schools of a more recent type, built chiefly by occasional mouthfuls, he poured forth , as he pranced

the School Boards since 1870 . Here, encouraged about pugnaciously, streams , or rather veritable

by better initial conditions and equipment , the idea cataracts , of pious verbiage concerning the careless

of “ the school beautiful” was arising ; and the eye ness , foolishness, and wickedness of people in

—so often offended by roughness and meanness—was general .

refreshed by a cloth and a glass of flowers on the A more tragic note was sounded in one case , when

head teacher's table or desk , a fair show of pictures a dear old rector took me into his study and told

and illustrations on the walls , and the sight of how he had lost no less than three head mistresses

children who were clean and tidy . through the determined amativeness of the local

For some years the chief part of my work was squire. A new head mistress , of a very superior

concerned with the old drawing examinations . type, had just been appointed, and she was pro

These were of no special interest . The school cor- vided with rooms at the rectory , so that she might

respondent usually met me at the school , but soon be afforded some measure of protection from this

afterwards disappeared, and a rather dreary time of great , if not perfect, lover . The manager of this

waiting and watching ensued . The children's draw- school , as early as 1899 , had been greatly impressed

ings were then collected , packed in a canvas bag , by the improvement in dress and general appearance

and left at the nearest post office to be forwarded of women teachers which had taken place since he

to South Kensington. became a country clergyman ; and he concluded his

As the papers were examined at the office by a remarks on the subject by exclaiming , “ And now
staff of experts, working to uniform standard , the you can hardly tell them from ladies !" If he still

results were doubtless dependable. These results, lives it would be interesting to hear his remarks on
as recorded in an annual blue book, showed one the same topic to - day.

remarkable feature — namely, the lowness of the Here and there the schools and the children were

summary mark awarded to most of the London cared for in a benevolent way by a lay manager.

on
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Of these, the most interesting I have known was FOR THE MAIMED.

Miss Charlotte Yonge , the well known writer . She

stayed at the school during the examination , then
A THOUGHT FOR ARMISTICE DAY.

showed me her conservatory and garden (she was BY GILBERT PASS.

much interested in botany , as I was) , and at lun

cheon chatted delightfully about her plants , the ( To-day, more than fifteen years after the outbreak

school, and the scholars. of war, there are still in our Hospitals over fifteen

The only other eminent woman whose connexion
thousand men from all parts of our Empire so

with schools I can recall was Mrs. Barclay , the
hopelessly injured in mind or body that their only

author of “ The Rosary” and other books. She hope of relief is Death .-From a newspaper report .)

was the wife of a country vicar. At the Vicarage Lord , for the maimed we offerprayer to Thee,

the most notable , and rather incongruous , feature

was a large collection of lethal weapons, chiefly
For thousands who as years have passed

swords and daggers, which were strikingly laid out ,
them by

in radial fashion , on a great drawing -room table . With tortured minds and twisted bodies sigh

Of the few great landed proprietors who were

sufficiently interested in the elementary education
For that relief from War's fell legacy

of the children on their estates to visit the schools, Which comes to them alone by Death's

the most famous in any district in which I was decree.

located was Lord Rosebery. I was not fortunate
Grant that their souls may suffering defy

enough to meet him , but the mistress told me that

he paid fairly frequent visits to the school, when And comfort know and patience fortify

he was at his Buckinghamshire home, and talked
Through the example of Gethsemane.

delightfully to the children about books, history,

and other things . Grant unto us the pardon that we need

The improvement in the general bearing and con- That through our imperfections we allow

duct of the people since the spread of education that

followed the Act of 1870 was a frequent subject of
Such things to be. Teach us the better way

remark by older and more interested school man- Our difference to resolve, and ever lead

agers . But even at the close of the last century ,
To gentler paths of Peace, and make us vow

a few rural head mistresses tearfully complained

to me that they had been struck , and even kicked , Thy children ne'er again such price shall

by older boys . Later still in a large outlying village pay.

two mistresses had to resign owing to the roughness

of the boys , who in some cases were apparently

encouraged by rough parents. The appointment of EIGHTY YEARS AGO.

a man who possessed considerable strength , both Gleanings from our Earlier Volumes .

physical and mental , soon put an end to the worst

features, the new era being inaugurated by certain
November, 1849.—The Ideal Nursemaid .

“ We desire in our
strong measures, which included the knocking down nurses the piety

of a man who, in a half-drunken condition , paid an that can love and reverence the child , and re

early visit to the schoolhouse with evident intent gards no action as insignificant - all duties , even the

to ridicule and intimidate the new schoolmaster. highest , as bearing on the sum , on which depends

Along with the improvement of the schools the the infinite account ; in morals , we would have them

attitude towards popular education of clerical and as enlightened as pure ; in manners, free from

other managers improved. The tendency to regard vulgarity, at least ; and their mental powers should

the education of the poorer classes as a sort of be of the sound and sober kind , which can put our

joke - if not , on the other hand , as a tragedy- children in the way of observing and examining for

slowly waned. When I left one county in 1899, themselves. If to these qualifications we add a

after five years ' work there, I had met only one seemly appearance in person and dress, and accuracy

clergyman, a young curate , who seemed to be in- of language , and combine all this with a position

terested in the full enlightenment of the people . accountedmenial, an income insufficient to provide a

But when I left another county in 1922 I could competence for age , and duties that demand almost

have named at least half dozen, two of them absolute seclusion and unceasing application ; who

being enthusiastic educationists ; and it was evident does not see that the subordinate educator of the

that one of them , who invited me to give an edu- nursery fills a position so singular as to deserve

cational paper at his ruridecanal conference , was attention ; so difficult as to inspire commiseration

carrying many of the people of the village with him . and invite assistance."
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LETTERS FROM A YOUNG HEAD MASTER.

X. We Start Again .

My dear H.-I am not dead , nor did I go so far want to do, and I had to put them all down so as

away for my holiday that I forgot the way back . to be sure of the few things I did want to do. )

I started with the environment. There was my

I have simply been restarting my school.
school , and there, grouped round it , were the homes

H'm ! I can hear you grunt : nothing so very
from which my boys came , and in them , yes , in

difficult about that. No, perhaps not for you ; but them , were the boys themselves . It's no good, I

then you have been a head master for so long that thought to myself, blinking the fact that these boys

I feel sure you have almost forgotten you were do spend the majority of the twenty-four hours in

ever anything else . Head-mastering, I expect, has those homes.

practically become a reflex action with you. But I That settled , there came the question : " What do

am only an infant at the job, twelve months old , and these boys, in their homes, want from the school? "

still cutting my teeth . On top of that came immediately two others : “ Are

Did you , in the initial stages of your career as a they getting it ? " ( and the answer was “ No ”) and

head master, ever find it necessary to think hard " Is it right that they should get it ? " (and again the

about yourself ? ( I don't mean to be rude ; of course answer was “ No” ). But there was a good deal of

you did, and you still do ; otherwise you wouldn't “ Yes," I found , mixed up with those two “ No's, ”

be you . ) Well, that's what I've been up against , and so I set to work to disentangle the affirmative

and that's why you haven't had a letter for so long . from the negative.

When I say I've been thinking about myself, I Have I succeeded ? Heaven forbid that I should

don't mean in a personal sense . I've been trying to be so presumptuous as to suggest that I have , but

dissociate myself from that quite sincere , fairly I do feel that I've cleared my mind of a certain

steady -going and hard -working person known as amount of haze . I don't pretend that I've found a

G. S. , and to focus my thoughts upon that imper- solution , or anything approaching a solution , to the

sonal abstraction , the head master of the G. School further question : " Do we allow these boys to evolve

( curious the initials should coincide , isn't it ? ) . themselves, assisting at the process with our advice

I started off with the question “ What is he doing and assistance, or do we, bearing in mind their

there ? ” and , being able to discover no satisfactory heredity and their environment, impose upon them

answer, switched quickly off on to another : “ Why the training we think fittest for them ? ” No ; that

is he doing it ?" I leave you to resolve the apparent question requires generations of thought , and team

futility of my thought processes ; I'm not going to upon team of research workers, but I am become

try to explain it , or even to explain it away. I'm convinced that a two - fold answer of some sort is

simply going to tell you what happened . required , and that that answer is not of the either

I found myself after a while busily covering sheets .. or type , but of the both . . . and . We must

of paper with quite illegible handwriting. ( You re- assist at evolution , but we must also impose train

member the wonderful longhand-shorthand I've ing. And on the basis of that conclusion (a tenta

evolved in order to be able to write quickly ; you tive one) I drew up my plan of campaign.

always said the contractions must take longer to Of course , there were other minor complications .

recall than it would to write the whole word .) Quite a surprisingly large number of children seemed

Those sheets represented my first frantic efforts to to want to join the school , in spite of all my errors

state what I thought I was doing ( for I soon got and mistakes during the first year. ( Yes , they did

back to that question) and why I thought I was all want to come ; I asked them . I liked the little

doing it . chap who said quite frankly he didn't know why he

Of course I destroyed most of those sheets , but wanted to come, and that he didn't know anything

the upshot of the matter was that , as a result of about us, but he wanted to come , and he was quite

some weeks of mental outpouring , I came to two prepared to risk us whatever we were like . That's

conclusions : first, that most of what I was doing the spirit of true adventure.)

was probably right in spirit , but was certainly No ; my new class - rooms are not yet ready for

wrong in detail ; and , second , that it was about time occupation, and the furniture I ordered has not yet

I really set out to do something in some approach arrived . But what does it matter ? I've got a

to an efficient style and with some definite purpose . new light on the job ; and thanks to the few prepara

So again I fell to covering sheets of paper with tions I was able to make, and the cleanings-up I

contracted handwriting, and , again , most of the was able to do as the result of that new light , so,
sheets I destroyed . ( It's so darned easy to be de- I believe , have some of the boys.

structive, but it's a mighty job to be constructive . Ever yours sincerely,

I could put down any number of things I didn't G. S.
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“ PUGGY ” : A CLASSROOM SKETCH.

By J. W. S. NELSON .

How Puggy came by his nickname I have never and water when he got home , were found to have

been able to make out . Hair of his particular shade given up the ghost , when they were brought out for

usually earns for its owner some such popular inspection in the train later in the day . No doubt

alias as “ Carrots” or “ Ginger, " but these had the " rock ," which he had purchased out of his

probably already been appropriated by other fiery- meagre funds for the less fortunate members of his

headed individuals when “ Puggy ” Lawton first family, lost nothing in flavour through being carried

entered our school. home in the same pocket.

Not by any stretch of the imagination could he be

called good -looking - his features are moulded on One direction in which Puggy easily outstrips all

too generous lines -- and yet there is something rivals is in the strength of his voice . ( I believe he

attractive about his big blue eyes , especially when holds the record among those of my pupils who are

the lesson happens to be one that takes his fancy, " paper -boys" for the sale of Football Editions . )

such as , say, the story of Sir Francis Drake. Asked
During the singing lesson you can always tell with

in a recent composition exercise to say in which
cut looking his way whether he is doing his bit.

period of our history he would like to have lived , he Our choral efforts are much pleasanter to listen to

plumped for the spacious days of Good Queen Bess, when he is not doing his bit .

painting in glowing colours the glorious time he
Another direction in which his efforts leave a

would have had as a member of Drake's crew, great deal to be desired is his book -work . As is

attacking and sinking " Spanish galleons like any- usual with the more volatile spirits , this is invariably

think , " and contrasting those exciting times with
slovenly and untidy. Just now he has a craze for

the tameness of present-day experiences. illustrating his written answers. The other day he

Puggy had a great time on our trip to New submitted an essay on “ Cleanliness, " which he had
Brighton one day last summer . It was the first

illustrated by a series of crude sketches in pairs .
time in his life he had ever been on a boat , “ barrin ' The first pair represented the body, the one dotted

one o ' them big swing boats at th ' wakes. " What all over and labelled : “ BEFORE – Pores stopt up

adventures , real and imaginary, he managed to pack with dirt "'; its fellow , without spot or blemish ,

into that one day ? If only the clock could have labelled : “ AFTER.” “ Before " and " After” views

been put back a few hundred years—if, instead of of the teeth were also shown, the first very heavily

merely ferrying across the Mersey, we were just off shaded . His finest effort, however, depicted a head

to the Spanish Main if the great liner lying in whose owner had neglected to wash it , showing

mid -channel were only a foreign treasure -ship ! " varmint, " as he termed them , sporting in a mass

He had a thousand and one questions to ask about of tousled hair.

the various craft, the docks, the landing -stage, and I am revising my opinion regarding Puggy's

finally the New Brighton pier. A problem which future. I had thought that his magnificent lung

had been agitating him ever since we left the land- power, his academic qualifications, and his oft

ing -stage at Liverpool, namely, how we had managed repeated assertion that he does not intend working

to slip on board so easily without paying , was solved for a boss all his life , foreshadowed a useful career

as we passed through the turnstile . Then followed for him as a hawker of fish or greengrocery ; but

a discussion as to means of evading payment of the this last effort of his indicates latent talent , which

toll , but as this could apparently be managed only only needs developing to assure him a brilliant

by vaulting over the pier rail and climbing down future as advertising manager to a firm of soap
the standards, Puggy disposed of the suggestion by makers.

asking : “ Yis, an ' ' ow about gerrin ' back ? "

After a crowded hour or two of glorious life on

the sands , he was firmly convinced that this was the

ideal spot to live in , though he didn't think much

of Liverpool - it was too dear. Asked what had English.

given him this impression , he informed me that as

we came through the town he had seen a gentle A First Course IN PRÉCIS WRITING : by T. W.

man's tie in a shop -window, marked 7s . 6d ., and
Moles, B.A. , B.Sc. ( 25. Murray .)

he knew a shop near his home where you could get This book can be safely recommended as a good

one for 6d. (Thus are we sometimes convinced by first course for schools in this subject.

the evidence of eye-witnesses.) The hints and instructions are adequate and well

Several little crabs which he had put in his put , and there is a large number of well chosen

pocket, with the intention of dieting them on salt and well graded exercises for practice,
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It will be noted that the rooms are arranged round two grass quadrangles and connected by a covered

way or cloister. This permits of free access of air and light . The southerly aspect of the school ensures

as much sunlight as our climate permits , and the placing of the Assembly Hall and Gymnasium is very

convenient.
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PROBLEMS OF SCHOOL PUNISHMENT.

By J. CONWAY Morris, LL.M.

The theory of punishment, as such , in relation to This , it will be said , is an ideal state of affairs,

the schoolboy is a subject of perennial interest. and, where it exists , the problem of corporal punish

Both schoolmaster and parent, who are primarily ment would vanish like mist before the rising sun .

concerned , find in this all-absorbing problem a Indeed, the merits and demerits of corporal

common ground upon which to express their con- punishment would never be discussed as a serious

currence or displeasure in a system which , rightly subject were it not that some masters are hopeless

or wrongly, is accepted as an axiom in the cur- disciplinarians.

riculum of study at most schools. Most readers will remember the story of a famous

Whether corporal punishment as an institutional French poet who, on taking his first class , informed

device to correct recalcitrant students under a given them that he had come there to earn a living, and

age , is sound from a psychological point of view or that if any youngster took it upon himself to prevent

not , is a question which concerns every right- this from being accomplished , the matter could be

thinking man and woman be he or she schoolmaster, settled one way or the other, outside-after the

parent, " educationist," psychologist, or other person class was over.

interested in the welfare of the future generation . Whatever the common law prerogative of school

It would appear that the problem has, too often , masters may be to cane a boy, based presumably on

been approached by a consideration of the principles delegated parental authority, it will hardly be denied

of punishment as applicable or in relation to society that the " right" to do so is based on the concep

at large. Organised society takes good care to look tion of fear which savours, in a qualified way , of

after itself . A conflict of interest between society medieval cruelty , and is therefore a mode of punish

and the individual must be composed, whether the ment intolerable in an enlightened age .

interest is apparent and superficial or real and funda- The majority of schoolmasters resent , no doubt ,

mental . Punishment destroys the interest-society being told that the infliction of corporal chastise

is satisfied , the wrongdoer, in theory, restored to ment is out of date, and persist , with commendable

his status in quo . fortitude, in asserting what they believe to be a

Every offence, as Locke has it , must be made necessity.

an “ ill bargain to the offender . ” The ultimate goal We do not subscribe to the view that corporal

of the criminal law is , to quote the words of a bril- punishment, as such , is necessarily degrading.

liant jurist , “ to make the evildoer an example and There may be isolated instances where it is absolutely

a warning to all that are likeminded with him . necessary, just as in our public law the “ cat" is

Punishment is based on the assumption that, in certainly deterrent in its effect in dealing with a
the majority of cases , it will deter. But whether violent and cruel type of criminal .

the purposes so served by criminal justice are de But as a generally accepted system it is submitted

terrent, or whether, as some allege , reformative, that it has no educational value whatever.

preventive or retributive, the fact seems clear that We are inclined to the conclusion that school

these same purposes bear a strong analogy and can masters who rely on the necessity of physical punish

be reconciled with the purposes served in administer ment rather study their own convenience and

ing corporal punishment to the refractory school- limitations than the beneficent effect it may have

boy . Is this theory justified ? Does corporal punish- on their victims. Be this so or not , the underlying

ment deter the obstinate youngster ? Based on motive governing our criminal code — whether de

fear , we venture to suggest that in the majority of terrent, reformative, preventive, or retributive

cases the deterrent effect is of little value . No should not be taken as a pattern upon which to found

schoolboy with a healthy mind will be cowed into the relationship existing between master and pupil .

submission through the fear of being caned . The two problems are entirely different and the

Surely the theory of corporal punishment in rela analogy between them does not exist.

tion to the schoolboy is a relative one depending
Nature Study.

on the character and personality of master and boy ?

If a schoolmaster possesses character and personality
THE BOUNTEOUS ELEMENTS : by J. Dudley Haynes .

it seems not unreasonable to suppose that he can ,
( 25. 6d . Wells Gardner.)

and will , keep order. If he cannot, then , however This very interesting little volume (not an ordin

distinguished he may be, he fails to discharge an ary school text book) should become very popular
important part of his duties. And so with the boy . with all children who like " Nature Study ” and are

If he is made, through the personality of his master, fond of country life . It is full of practical hints on

to appreciate the niceties of discipline , he will soon outdoor activities of various kinds , and should make

discover the value of it . a special appeal to Scouts and Guides .

a
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THE ARITHMETIC NIGHTMARE.

By MURIEL C. SHERWIN.

Hints for the Arithmetic Lesson, The books we use contain short exercises with .

frequent changes of rule. ( No child spends a whole

Writing after twenty - five years ' experience in
term labouring through all the stages of multipli

preparatory school teaching of girls up to twelve cation, as the writer well remembers doing in her

and boys to ten years of age, drawn from the own early school days.) This reduces boredom ,

middle classes in a rural district, I can see no reason difficulties seem to be sooner overcome, and the

why there should be so much trouble over arith- small child does not forget what he has already

metic in a modern school. Method, and perhaps done. In the first book there are none of the long

sympathetic understanding of a child's difficulties, double lines of figures - quite meaningless even to

are alone needed to ensure success in arithmetic grown people - to be added or subtracted, but the

teaching The chief responsibility rests with the simplest little problems, such as : I eat 2 buns + 1

junior schools. bun . How many buns ? These are found to be

In the first place I recommend that we destroy quite interesting and lead to useful talks with the

all arithmetic books compiled on lines similar to little ones . As we get on purely mechanical sums

those of our own school days. are as few as possible, although the children appre

Our own method is to make the subject as interest- ciate these in moderation . Most of the exercises

ing as we can from the beginning. With the tinies are simple everyday problems. Fractions, unequal

number and counting are taught entirely by sight sharing, mensuration , graphs, algebra , &c . , are all

with the aid of simple objects. When bookwork is introduced in early stages in their simplest forms

begun we do not use a book which covers the whole and so become familiar before, in some cases , they

* school course, but one in which each year's work are treated as separate subjects. Each pupil is at

is in a separate book. By this means the child is liberty to discuss any sum with his teacher before

not discouraged at the outset by the amount and working it , or if in doubt about the best method

apparent difficulty of what lies before him . Each he may ask before beginning to work . In this

year he begins with a new clean book . He has case he is always asked first what method he had

not gazed at these pages endless times already : decided on as the best. This method of discussion

they are quite fresh to him . Then there is the is very useful. It frequently leaves the actual work

satisfactory feeling of a stage past - much more real ing of the sum and deals with the subject matter ,

to a junior because it is a book completed and done but , if carefully kept within bounds, it helps the

with than if only a section of a large book is teacher to understand the pupil's mind and shows

finished . There is also a great delight in being plainly how the clear thinking necessary to his sum

ready to begin the new book “ at the right time" has given him also the power to reason the subject
and in being “ up to standard. ” This we have matter out . This is possible only where classes are

often found the first incentive to a personal appli- small , but any teacher of junior pupils who has not

cation to work . already tried it will be well repaid for going to some
At Easter — by which time everyone should have trouble to make it possible .

finished his book and be ready to start a new one Our method of marks is two marks for each sum

-we always have our “ Arithmetic Test Papers. ” correctly worked and with clearly stated answer, and

The local education authorities kindly supply us one mark for a first correction. Discussion before

with the required number for each standard. As working does not affect the marks unless an entirely

these are not set at school and are “ printed ,” they wrong method is suggested, when only a correction

savour of a public examination and give a feeling mark can be obtained . The maximum is twenty

of excitement and importance. In fact, the day is marks for one morning's sums. This plan seems

looked forward to for a long time . Marks are given to balance fairly at the end of the week , and gives

for these papers only when the required number of a greater incentive to work than the marks awarded

sums are done, all correctly and by a good method , on the hour's work rather than on individual sums.

with the answers clearly stated . Then a clear 100 This method is not put forward as perfect . We

marks is added to the term's total. The worked frequently try new ideas . Nothing is left untried

papers are all kept , each being pasted into a cover that promises to help towards renewed interest . But

set aside for the papers of a particular child , and the method described has been successful and has

these are always on view when the new papers banished such terms as " bugbear " and " nightmare"

are added . This gives an opportunity for each one from our arithmetic hour. We are a happy com

to see what progress he has made in the year and munity , each interested in the work , and ready to

to compare notes with the rest of the form . help those who have not yet made progress .
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news .

THE NEWSPAPER IN SCHOOL.

By L. HAYES .

There are various well-known methods in common day ? If it should prove unsightly, the artistic

school use for telling children the news of the day ability of the designer is at fault. It should be

and so instructing them in the proper use of the made more ornamental than the street placard, and

daily newspaper. this calls for a little care at the outset .

Children's newspapers are , of course , the best Take two sheets of American cloth , in size rather

medium for this purpose , as they give to the child larger than the average placard, and nail them to

suitable journalistic information in much the same the wall, side by side , on the ground level. A neat

way that his parents have theirs in the daily paper
border or frame would improve the general appear

at home. The only drawback to the children's ance and cover any untidy edges. Perhaps some

journal is that there are seldom sufficient copies to member of the school staff can paint a permanent

go round the class of an elementary school , and design as the heading and border on the prepared

many teachers , instead, either tell or read the most wall sheets, which will, of course , have a surface

important items of the world's events as they occur. suitable for either paint or chalk . Either medium

At the same time , most teachers have a dis- may be used for writing down the chief items of

appointing shock when they question their classes One sheet will serve as the poster, and on

on their knowledge of everyday affairs. One the other may be written a summary of daily events

teacher who tried to do so, asked such questions,
for a week or longer.

at random , as the following : The success of the poster depends on the vigour

What great event took place in London yester- of the message which it contains. It is essential

day ? to havea judicious variety of coloured chalk for the

What great statesman died last night ? job, and some scholar can usually be found who will

What is the Budget ? " script" the daily news accurately and neatly if“

Who reads the Budget Speech ?
told what to do .

Where is Iraq and what is happening there ? The poster and news should not be left until they

and so on .
become stale . The aim is to preserve freshness and

The answers were remarkable for their scarcity, variety of appeal .

variety and remoteness from actual fact . On the It has been found that many scholars go further

other hand the same teacher heard a notorious than merely looking at the placard. They seek

murder very accurately discussed by four thirteen- verification of it , either from a newspaper at home

year-old girls in a needlework lesson. On making
or from parents.

investigations, it turned out that one of the crim- An additional step may be taken , if desired and

inologists had her sewing wrapped up in a news
where convenient. A pictorial newspaper will give

paper that contained a detailed account of the grue excellent photographs of almost all the items

some event. chalked up on the news indicator. If there be a

As the newspaper, correctly used , might be of suitable space near for these prints to be pasted

great value to a child as means of acquiring up , so much the better. At the school I have in

general knowledge and indirectly helping his schools mind, a wooden partition is at present quite gaily

work in geography, history , and perhaps science, covered with news photographs , and the result is

the following idea , carried into practice, may be of
full of interest.

use and a means of supplementing the children's
There are always some pupils examining them

newspapers and inducing children to have a peep when opportunity offers, thus supplementing their

at their fathers' newspapers for those items after knowledge of the daily affairs of the world outside
which they should search . Properly arranged and school .

regularly practised, it is a method which no boy or

girl could entirely ignore .

The origin of the idea lies in the newsagent's
Oriel's New Provost.

press placards, which are so designed, by colour, THE Rev. L. R. PHELPS, who recently retired

size of print , the nature of the information given , from the office of Provost of Oriel College , Oxford ,

and the direct appeal to public curiosity as to will be succeeded by Mr. W. D. Ross, O.B.E. ,

attract every passer-by . As children are even more LL.D., F.B.A. Mr. Ross , who is an Aristotelian

curious and alert than their elders, why not have scholar, has already served Oriel as Tutor, Libra

a school “ poster” on these lines, in some promi- rian, and Senior Tutor. He is the son of the late

nent position in the Central Hall , where it is bound Mr. John Ross, Principal of the Maharajali's Col

to draw, every juvenile eyé at some time during the lege , Travancore.

a
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STEPPING STONES TO READING.

BY JOSEPHINE BENNETT.

Every enthusiastic teacher has her own favourite Reading lessons had not been devoted wholly to

method of teaching reading , which she carries out this method . At other times , by means of games ,

with varying degrees of success. Every one, how- the children had learnt sounds and word building .

ever , is interested in an idea which has proved par- At this stage it was possible to work the two

ticularly successful . methods together. Stories , as they were called ,
Such an idea was started in my school. From were printed , sometimes on the board , and some

the outset the children showed themselves interested times under pictures . These contained a mixture of

in it , which accounts largely for its success. A set the “ Look and Say ” words already learnt , some

of gaily coloured pictures were chosen , which were words that required building, and other short words,

full of action and interest to children . such as “ go, me , by, " &c .

These pictures formed the nucleus of conversa- The reading of these stories became a feature of

tion lessons for many days, and the children began great interest. Each story was a delight in itself ,

to regard them as old and trusted friends . All the while it served to revise and drive home useful

children in the pictures had been given names, and words. Word - building lost a great deal of its

these were selected from primers that would be tedium this way , and the small words became known

used by the class later. in an incredibly short time .

One day a new feature appeared. Mounted at This idea reflected itself in the free expression

the bottom of one of the pictures was a piece of lessons. Children were often found drawing pic

brown paper , which bore simple and clearly descrip- tures and adding a descriptive word underneath .

tive words. The children crowded round in great This encouraged both reading and writing, and gave

interest , and later asked the teacher to tell them the teacher a clue as to how the children inter

what the words said . She read the sentence slowly , preted the words. From single words they moved

but with effective expression , and many of the to two or three , and so a useful composition basis

children , of their own volition, repeated it after her was formed .

with evident delight. Often when the children The children who began their reading career in

passed the picture they could be heard saying the this way made rapid strides . Their vocabulary ,

words. They became familiar with the whole phrase , which they could write and spell , proved much

which is much more natural than isolated words . larger than is usual at this stage , and all the words

A little later a large envelope was added . It were required for later reading books. Their

contained separate cards , each bearing a picture interest in reading had been thoroughly roused, and

and one word . So a picture of a boy bore the word their feet had been planted firmly on the first rung

" Billy . " All the words occurred in the descriptive of the ladder of reading.

passage, to which the envelope was attached .

The children , armed with chalk and boards, or

clay , would take up their position in groups on

mats by the pictures , which were hanging low on

the wall. Each child would select a card, and after

finding out what it said - on the first occasion only Conference of Educational Associations .

—would proceed to write and illustrate it . Before

changing to another card they would find their The Eighteenth Annual Conference of Educational

word on the sentence card .
Associations will be held at University College,

Gradually all the pictures were supplied with
London, from Wednesday, January 1 , to Tuesday,

sentences and envelopes, and very soon the children January 7 , inclusive. The President of this con

became acquainted with all the individual words of ference is Professor Winifred Cullis, O.B.E. , who

each picture. No words such as “ A fat cat sat on
will deliver the Presidential Address at 3 p.m. on

a mat” appeared here , but well chosen sentences
the opening day. Professor Cullis is the first

of pure English , such as would enrich a junior woman President of these annual educational con

vocabulary.
ferences . The usual Joint Meeting of Members of

Apart from the handwork exercises , games were
all the aililiated Associations will be held on Monday,

devised to familiarise the words in a pleasant way. January 6 , at 5 p.m. , when “ History as a Training

The children were encouraged to find them in their for Citizenship ' will be considered . Amongst the

proper setting as often as possible , so that a suit- speakers will be Miss E. C. Lodge (Principal of

able association would be formed. It was not long Westfield College , University of London) and Pro

before the sentences could be actually read through fessor A. F. Pollard (University College and Inst:

word recognition . tute of Historical Research ) .
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THE NEGLECT OF GERMAN.

There is a chapter in the report of the Committee

on " Modern Studies" (published in 1918 ) on the

relative importance of languages. “ After the War,"

say this Committee, “ the importance of German

must correspond with the importance of Germany.

If Germany, after the war, is still enterprising ,

industrious , highly organised , formidable no less in

trade than in arms, we cannot afford to neglect her

or ignore her for a moment. The knowledge of

Germany by specialists will not suffice ; it must be

widespread throughout the people . A democracy

cannot afford to be ignorant. And the Committee

expressed the view that it was essential that the

study of German should be not only maintained but

extended .

A paragraph in the EDUCATION OUTLOOK last

month recorded the fact that over 2,000 of the can

didates for Oxford Local School Certificate who

passed with credit in French also passed the oral

test . The figure for German was 12 . And while

312 junior candidates satisfied the examiners in

written French and in the oral test, only one so

passed in German . This disparity in numbers does

not indicate that the study of German is being

extended , though that is only one little straw . The

real state of affairs in this matter can be learnt

from a recent Board of Education pamphlet, “ The

Position of German in Grant-Aided Secondary

Schools in England."

In none of the 1,195 secondary schools covered

by the Board's inquiry is German the sole foreign

language studied. In all of them , doubtless, all the

pupils above the preparatory department are required

to pursue a four or five years' course in French in

the main part of the school. In only 243 of them

is German included in the curriculum for the forms

up to and including those which are presented for

an approved First Examination. And this is not

because French is the only language studied , for

nearly all the others are studying Latin as well.

In 1,177 secondary schools which were the subject

of a similar inquiry for Latin a year ago , there
were 131,107 pupils learning that language. In

these 1,195 schools only 18,430 are learning Ger

man . In the School Certificate Examinations held in

July , 1928 , the number of candidates offering French

was 54,273 , Latin 23,558 , and German 3,837 . Meas

ured therefore by the number of schools in which

the language is taught, the number of pupils study

ing it , or by the number of candidates offering it

in an approved First Examination, the position of
German is markedly inferior to tha of Latin , while

with French there is no comparison. There are 17

county areas with 175 grant-earning schools which

do no German at all. Out of 79 county boroughs

there are 18 from the curriculum of whose schools

German is without exception omitted. In the whole

area south of the Thames, excluding London , there

are 268 secondary schools , and only 31 of these , of

which ii are in Kent, make provision for German

in the main part of the school.

That the present neglect of German is not to be

charged to the results of the war is plain . It was

being neglected long before the war started . The

Board in their memorandum on the Teaching of

Modern Languages ( 1912 ) deplored the decay in the

study of German . " German is completely dis

appearing from the curriculum of schools in which

it formerly found a place. "

There is nothing in the Board's regulations to

account for the overwhelming predominance of

French in secondary schools. Schools have a per

fectly free hand . German is not harder than

French ; in some respects it is easier for English

learners. Moreover, if the number of people speak

ing a given language may be taken as any measure

of its importance, then German outrivals French ,

for ( if the figures quoted in this report are to be

relied upon) the total estimated world population

speaking French is 46 million as against German

75 million - and 71 million are in Europe. And yet

the schools show no signs at all of wishing to

encourage the study of an admittedly most useful

language.

One reason for the present state of things is

hinted at in this report. “ It is perhaps hardly an

exaggeration to say that to the popular mind the

inclusion of French in the curriculum of a school

gives the school a status which it would not other

wise possess , and has become in fact a condition on

which its claim to be regarded as secondary is in

measure supposed to depend." While not

suggesting that French should be omitted, and that

German should take its place , it is suggested that

the great inequality of opportunity for learning these

languages should be redressed . The one-language

school should not necessarily make that language

French , and the two- and three -language schools

should include German more often than they do.

While variety in the curricula of secondary schools

in a given area is admitted and desirable in theory,

it is too seldom realised in practice. The general

principle to be borne in mind is that the curriculum

which is appropriate for a given secondary school

in a populous area is not a problem to be dealt

with by each school independently with a total dis

regard of the curricula of its neighbours. The fact

that one school omits German from its curriculum

is per se a reason why a neighbouring school should

make provision for that language .

9
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many facts.

GEOGRAPHY AND THE FIRST SCHOOL EXAMINATION.

By A SENIOR GEOGRAPHY MASTER .

A short while ago I received notices regarding It is in the examination year that a change ought

two new text-books on World Geography for the definitely to take place. To study the whole world

School Certificate Examination . The author of one in the examination year results in a cramming up

of them has written his book , he says, because there of facts . There is no time to go into cause and

have been frequent demands for a book giving the effect intelligently. They can be learned only as so

essentials of world geography, where the time de The state of affairs is reminiscent of

voted to geography is limited . The other book is Mr. Gradgrind's : “ In this life we want nothing but

advertised as being a new geography which is facts , sir ; nothing but Facts !"

specially suitable for School Certificate work . Both Physical geography, on which the whole study of

the authors are of considerable standing in the geography should be based, is relegated to the back

country as geographers . ground. What little physical geography is taught

In recent years there have been many books on is done incidentally ; for example, folding and fault

world geography which are " specially suitable " for ing is mentioned along with the Alps ; river work

the First School Examination . Their publication may be touched upon when discussing the

will continue as long as geography teaching in Mississippi; glaciation may be discussed in dealing
secondary schools is controlled by the various with North America. Why cannot our physical

examining bodies . Why should there be the in- geography be based on British examples ? “ Local”

sistence on " world geography ' ' ? Has it any real illustrations in physical studies appeal far more to

value ? The students who have obtained their school one's pupils than some example a few thousand

certificates are supposed to have a knowledge of miles away . The pupils will then begin to take a

world geography. Cramming up in a year the facts real interest in geography and regard it as some

about the various continents does not give a student thing more than a mere collection of dry-as-dust
a knowledge of real geography. True geography facts about all the countries under the sun . The

can be acquired only by an intensive study of a habit of using foreign examples tends to give

region . children the idea that we cannot illustrate physical

Some of the many books of School Certificate geography from our own land .

standard which have been or are to be published How are we to find time to teach some physical

appear to be devices to enable a student to pass geography ? There does not seem to be much

the examination rather than to help him to learn chance of doing a definite amount of pure physical

geography. Surely school life is not intended merely geography in addition to the regional studies in the

as a preparation for the School Certificate or any years preceding the examination year . The chance

other examination, nor are the universities merely ought to come during the examination year , but

degree factories . The examination is not an end in that is impossible so long as the examinations insist

itself . There is little doubt that to -day we, as a on the “ World . ” When we arrive at the state of

community, are examination -ridden . The examina- teaching when only the British Isles , plus one other

tion controls us much more than we realise . region ,is studied in the examination year, then can

The Board of Education's stipulation that a boy we devote time to some definite physical study. A

or girl should have done a survey of the geography good knowledge of the physical basis of geography
of the world during school life is excellent. How far is essential for a ready understanding of the

is it possible to ensure this ? The various examin- regional studies. J. M.

ing bodies frame the School Certificate syllabus to

achieve that end . That syllabus is “ Geography of

the World . ” It has been stated that if the syllabus

were narrowed down to special regions, schools Appointments.

would change their syllabuses and only those special
The new Chancellor of London University, who

regions would be studied during school life. What
succeeds the late Lord Rosebery, is Lord Beau

harm is there in this ? It would be going against
champ. Lord Beauchamp is 57.

the Board of Education's suggestions. What good

is there in it ? Real geography would be the result.
THE REV . A. E. WYNNE, M.A., Head Master of

However, I do not advocate the latter , for much
Blundell's School , Tiverton , since 1917 , when he

geography in the true sense of the word can be
followed Mr. A. L. Francis , will resign next July.

taught without abolishing the World Survey re- Mr. A. M. GIBSON , M.A., head of the Modern

quired by the Board. The general study of the Language Department
Department of Repton , has been

world would be completed by the end of the year appointed , at the age of 33 , to the headmastership

preceding the First School Examination. of Liverpool Collegiate School ,
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A CLASSROOM PLAY.

By V. G. BEST.

I chose Galsworthy's “ The Little Man, ” hoping

that the boys would learn from it that literature ,

especially dramatic literature, affords something

more than anan amusing story. Although most

amateur dramatic societies fight shy of a forty-five

minutes' play requiring three complete changes of

scene, “ The Little Man ” presents no terrors in a

classroom devoid of proscenium , where the floor is

the stage , and the imagination of an eager class

provides what is lacking in properties and scenery .

As the play was taken as a study of literature , in

literature lessons , and with no outsiders present, we

paid Mr. Galsworthy no fees for the performance.

The boys who were to act were given copies

(Nelson's “ Nine Modern Plays ''), and allowed to

read the play through. I then pointed out very

briefly the League of Nations lesson the play teaches ,

and left them to try to realise how it worked out .

From my knowledge of the histrionic abilities they

showed in the acting of several plays of

Shakespeare, I cast “ The Little Man ," and left

them to reread the play, paying special attention to

their own parts. They had dictionaries to find out

the meaning and pronunciation of new words. The

German words presented little difficulty ; I explained

their meanings and pronunciations, then left the

boys concerned to give their own renderings of the

words.

When the boys had read their parts we discussed

dress and properties . The boys undertook to pro

vide " grown-up " hats , long trousers , luggage, and

coats . These suggested adults travelling. The

“ women " borrowed clothes from their sisters , the

waiter produced crockery , & c ., from home , the

station official brought a blue suit with the collar

turned up and with red braid down the seams of

the trousers to suggest a uniform , and made in the

handwork lesson an official looking cap which he

covered and painted at home. Dual desks repre

sented the refreshment tables , and also did duty as

the seats in the railway carriage. The baby was a

realistic doll, whose internal mechanism , inducing

it to cry , was operated by its being laid face down

wards.

The boys by this time were very keen and came

out for a rehearsal eager for hints on the American

tone , the Oxford drawl, better movements , &c . , so

that in a short time the play was pulled together.

Within ten days of their first reading they acted the

play, with books, to a critical but very enthusiastic

audience of their classmates , and are now very

keen to do more plays.

Their best and fullest composition of the term

was on “ The Little Man, " and they showed in it

that they understood Galsworthy's “ Morality . ”

THE SCHOOL TUCK SHOP.

[ The following article is from the wife of a house

master.- Editor . ]

Two years ago I found that the boys in the school

were bringing back unwholesome looking concoctions

from the shop where they spent their tuck -money,

and I decided to have a tuck-shop of our own with

nothing but home-made sweets . There were a few

difficulties at first, but once these had been cleared

away I found my venture succeeding beyond belief.

Not only did the boarders come to my shop, but the

day boys , and on occasions the day boys' sisters

and even their mothers came as well. Several

mothers of day boys now forbid their children to go

to ordinary sweet shops, but insist on their coming

to the school tuck -shop , since they know that the

sweets are wholesome.

The boys themselves prefer home-made sweets,

and grumble when the holidays come and the shop

is closed .

I do business every day after dinner, and the

profits are used to buy books for the school library

and games for the boarders.

I find fudge, especially vanilla fudge, coconut

ice , pineapple toffee, caramels, and fruit and acid

drops are the most popular. There are very few

customers for nutty sweets, though I had always

imagined that boys liked nuts. Jellies go well, too.

One thing is essential if the sweets are going to be

popular and sell well. They must be highly colcured .

I made one lot of fruit drops of a bright royal blue ,

and they all went in one day. I also made sugar

sticks of a brilliant red and green , and these sold

out almost at once . Flavouring does not seem to

matter much , but colour is all important. The

making of sweets takes time, and getting the utensils

together takes a little money , but the time and

money are well spent, and the maker has her reward

in knowing the boys prefer her sweets, and that as

these are pure and fresh they never make the boys

ill . Small boys, as a rule , have not enough pocket

money to buy many sweets, and they like to buy a

halfpennyworth or a pennyworth of one kind . They

naturally go to a shop where they can get a lot for

their money . This means that they buy the very

cheapest kinds, which cannot possibly be made of

purest ingredients. But home-made sweets can be

made of the best ingredients , and still be sold at a

price low enough to give the boys good value.

I strongly advise anyone who has a school to start

their own tuck -shop of home-made sweets . Thev

will never regret it, and will save a good deal of

school time now lost by bilious attacks.
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THE PUPIL'S CASE.

By GEORGE BEATTIE , Jnr.

[ The following article is from the pen of a boy who left school at the end of last term .-EDITOR . ]

I have never had much in common with Steele , exaggeration , I shall turn to another sore point with

but you may imagine my delight when I came across pupils—Home Lessons. I do not blame the teachers
this in one of his papers : for the amount of home lessons; the examination

" I must confess I have very often with system is to blame for that. But the teachers could

much sorrow bewailed the misfortune of the do one thing to lighten the burden of the pupils .

children of Great Britain , when I consider the Home lessons are at times very disproportionate

ignorance and undiscerning of the generality of and it is because teachers are not aware what tasks

schoolmasters . " their colleagues are assigning that this is so. A

I am but a pupil in the midst of many teachers—a
little collaboration on the part of the staff would do

Daniel in the lions ' den !--and as I have not yet
much towards the betterment of the pupil's position.

divested myself of that terror for the staff which
The same applies to the setting of tests and

clings to schoolboys, I gladly lay the blame of the quarterly examinations . I have had eight periods

above expression of opinion upon Mr. Steele . The
of examinations on one day, and one period on the

.

author goes on to condole and sympathise with the
next . Obviously , a small adjustment here would

wretched pupil , and ends up on a plaintive note .
help matters .

I never enjoyed an essay so much in my life . Another thing about examinations . Why do

I admit that Steele has either very much exagger
teachers set these on the standard of the select few

ated , or that “ the times have changed and we with
at the top of the class ? They may make 80 or 90

them , ” but there is something in what he says.
per cent . of the marks , but the also-rans founder

down about 50.

The staff do not fully understand the pupils ; and it
The result is mediocrity, and you

is my purpose to lay the pupil's case before the
have no idea how it breeds the inferiority complex .

teachers who read these columns. There is one small piece of advice I would offer

Schoolboys, of all people , are not machines ; but
to teachers ( pardon my presumption ). If teachers

neither are they all lazy vagabonds whose first
are interesting , pupils will attend. I pity the

thought is how to escape doing work . Teachers
mathematics teacher in this respect, for I cannot

would have them the first, but think them the imagine how mathematics can be made interesting .

second . No doubt the horrible examination bogey
But English , magnetism , languages, and other sub

is responsible for this attitude , but I do not think
jects can be made attractive to the pupils . Unfortu

it fair that teachers should expect of pupils any nately , the practice is to stick to one machine-like

more than their best . After all, Nelson did not
routine day in and day out. In that way the sub

expect any more. ject becomes monotonous , and you might as well

If a pupil does not grasp the significance of a
have robots in the place of pupils . Perhaps

subjunctive in construing Cicero, is it right that he
teachers would prefer that !

should be made to write it out twenty times ? Such

a punishment immediately develops in him a dis

tinct distaste for Latin ; whereas a little agreeable

correction would not in any way stimulate his aver
Science.

sion to the subject . One would think that pupils

wantonly made mistakes to provoke their teachers. " Science Progress ," a Quarterly Review of Scien

If teachers only understood that a pupil tries , if tific Thought , Work , and Affairs . ( 75 , 6d . net .

they only knew how long he sometimes spends in John Murray . )

trying to solve abstruse trigonometrical identities , The articles include : “ Effect of Water as

or abstract magnetic fields , or other such things Promoter of Chemical Reactions," by G. R. Gedye ;

far removed from his “ sphere of common duties, ” " The Biochemistry of Pectin ," by A. G. Norman ;

if they only knew how heroically he sticks to a and “ River Terraces and Related Beaches, " by

problem after successive failures - like the Bruce !- B. R. M. Saner . E. A. Armstrong gives a popular

they would perhaps sympathise with him . But if a account of “ The Cobbler's-Awl Duck ," and W. H.

pupil fails to grasp a point, and it crops up in a Lane contributes an essay on “ Loch Ness as an

test , as it invariably will , the teacher immediately Ice-free Basin .” J. H. White writes on “ William

presumes he has been at the pictures all the week. Higgins and the Atomic Hypothesis, ” and makes

I am afraid I am beginning to get very pessi- the claim that Higgins forestalled Dalton in the

mistic ; so before, like Mr. Steele , I run into Atomic Theory. T. S. P.

a
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LEGAL NOTES.

Contribution Orders.

If children living within the area of one Authority

attend school belonging to a neighbouring

Authority , who pays the cost ? So far as the ele

mentary school child is concerned , the answer may

be found in Section 128 of the Act of 1921 which

applies to " border children. ” Disputes arise

mainly in the case of children who attend a non

provided school outside the Authority of the area in

which they reside . The Authority can insist on the

parent sending a child to a council school in its

area unless there are medical grounds for

attendance at some other nearer school in a neigh

bour's area . But where parents, in accordance

with their religious views, decline the services of a

council school , and send their children to a non

provided school , it seems that an Authority has no

power to order the managers to exclude them .

Mottingham , in Kent , has a number of children

who prefer to attend a Roman Catholic school in

Eltham near by, within the area of the London

County Council . The Kent Education Committee

decline to pay the expenses of the education of

county childen who attend schools in areas of other

Authorities unless the situation of their homes war

rants admission to the other school . Seeing that

the Mottingham Council School has the accommo

dation and there is no question of excuse on account

of distance , Kent declines to accept liability .

Section 128 of the Act gives the Board of Edu

cation , on the application of any one Authority , power

to make a " contribution order” on another Authority,

directing the second , the “ Respondent Authority , '

to pay the first, the " Applicant Authority, " " such

as the Board of Education think proper in

respect of children resident in the area of the

respondent Authority who, in the opinion of the

Board, are properly receiving education in a public

elementary school within the area of the applicant

Authority . " On what do the Board base their

decisions in cases of this character ?

Before deciding that the Mottingham children are

properly receiving education in the outside area ,

" the Board shall have regard to the interests of

secular education , to the wishes of the parents or

to the education of their children , and to the econ

omy of the rates. ” If the contribution order is

made, “ any sum due to an applicant Authority shall

be recoverable as a debt due from the respondent

Authority , and the Board may , without prejudice to

any other remedy on the part of the applicant

Authority , pay any such sum to the applicant

Authority and deduct any sum so paid from any

sums payable to the respondent Authority on ac

count of parliamentary grant. "

THE EARWIG .

By M. L. BROOKE.

( See special picture enclosed .)

Belonging to the order Orthoptera, and to that

division of it known as Euplexoptera , the earwig ap

pears now to be domiciled all over the world ; while,

as an evidence of its early existence , various kinds

of its fossils have been found . The origin of its

name has long been disputed , a common theory

being that it denotes an inclination on the part of its

bearer to seek refuge in the human ear. Disputants

trace the present from old form

" erriwiggle ," which used also for

inquisitive intruder . The Anglo-Saxon " wicga" ( a

beetle ) is also suggestive as an origin . Yet others

trace the appellation from ear-wing, which they take

as a description of the membranous wings that lie ,

so wonderfully folded , beneath its elytra or hard

wings, which are scarcely larger than scales . The

membranous wings may be seen in a full -grown

dead earwig by raising the elytra with a bristle or

pin , but care must be taken in spreading them out.

Forficula auricularia , which is the most common

species of the four British genera, employs its

forceps in refolding its wings after use. These useful

appliances differ in the sexes of all species, those of

the male having a bolder curve .

The earwig is an attentive mother ; having

selected a suitable hollow in the earth , that is pro

tected above by a piece of stone or wood, she will

arrange in it perhaps thirty eggs of an oval shape,

which she will brood and care for both until and

after they hatch .

At first these larvae are whitish in colour, though

in shape they are much like the adult insect, except

that they have no wings. After several changes of

skin they are known as pupae, and have wing cases,

but no usable wings until they are mature . Both

mother and young require some moisture and thrive

on the petals ofour choicest blossoms, the dahlia

being a decided favourite.

Although mainly a vegetarian the earwig likes a
change of diet , such as an incidental caterpillar , and

is said to have a special liking for the dried antennae

of insects-to the occasional discomfiture of an

entomologist. There is a rumour, too, that certain

holes in stored linen , for which the clothes-moth

has been blamed, have been the work of the earwig,

but such matters are difficult to determine .

The giant earwig is occasionally found on the

Englishcoast.

sum
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Raising the School Age. the scaring of birds) were found for very young

Sir ,-Ever since my ordination , sixty -two years children , and opportunity was later furnished for

ago , I have been closely connected with elementary
practical training in such necessary industries as

hedging, thatching , &c. If my observation be cor

school life , and I am bound to say that (although
rect , the latter occupations are now left in the hands

one would naturally desiderate the highest education
of the few old men who survive . What , then , is to

possible for each individual citizen ) one may well be
happen in the future ? In my estimation the tech

apprehensive of some of the results of the raising of nical school and a book-trained teacher are but poor

the school age in an important section of elementary substitutes for the farm and the farmer . Alas , the

schools. “ More time , more learning " is the slogan
latter now belongs to an unfortunate class ; he is

of enthusiasts. The subject should be impartially
much to be pitied . The public at large (which he

considered, and from the practical point of view. feeds) , being largely concentrated in towns, is in
Thus I would refer not so much to the increased

different to his cry , and the politician - anxious only

burden of rates and taxes consequent on the neces- to catch the votes of the many—alike pass by on the

sity for enlarged accommodation and increased staff
other side . In accentuation of the special contention

as to certain administrative and moral dangers which
of this letter , I venture to assert that the farmer has

are likely to ensue .
been compelled to pay rates and taxes in order to

Take the case of a mixed rural school , with from
provide a kind of education which unfits the re

seventy to eighty children in average attendance .
cipients for participation in the indispensable work

This school is staffed by a head teacher (a woman)
of carrying on that basic and all-important industry

and two women assistants . Even now there is much
and leads many of them to join “ the black -coated

“ marking time” in such schools in the case of
brigade ' ' in our overcrowded industrial centres .

scholars between thirteen and fourteen . This will
J. O. BEVAN , M.A. , F.S.A.

be accentuated when the leaving age is raised . The Eastbourne ,

interval between thirteen-let us say—and fifteen , September 23 , 1929.

for girls and boys alike , marks a period of

abnormality , whereby the difficulty of teaching is
[We print the above letter because it sets forth a

enhanced . Further , the all-important question of
view which is common in rural districts . Our corre

maintaining discipline comes into prominence. The
spondent has apparently not understood that the

difficulty is not to teach so much as to make to learn .
raising of the school age is to be accompanied by the

One can hardly picture a woman teacher forcibly
establishment of central or junior secondary schools

for children over eleven , and that in these schools
correcting a great lout of fifteen, and the failure in

the instruction is to be less literary and more prac

any such case would seriously mitigate against her

influence in the future .
tical than formerly .-Editor . ]

Again , in country schools, the way would be open

to many evils when boys and girls , nearing the
A Touching Appeal.

maximum age , were dismissed together to take their
[ The following was lately received from Africa .

walks homeward along dark , unfrequented lanes.
We omit the name and address of the writer for

From remarks I have accidentally overheard , and
obvious reasons .-EDITOR. ]

from obscene drawings on the walls of offices, &c . , Dear Sir ,-I am humble beg to bring this to your

I am regretfully bound to admit that the thoughts hearing and not to adhear it . That I seeing the best

of many of the big lads are of a surprisingly of your adress. Of which I pick it up. And after

prurient character. I have read the contents that a specimen copy will

Problems relating to the true scope and function be sent to any teacher on appailication to you. So I

of education for elementary scholars are varied and made up my mind to write you this my humble

controversial . On the whole I submit it must be letter as quickly as possible as I can

allowed that the teaching they at present receive is And I am here ready with $5 order. Of which

too literary in character , and that the time of con- I think if you will kindly sent me the copy, I will be

finement and repression (between the ages of five and your treader -even to the consumation of this pre

fourteen) does not predispose the young creatures sent world .

to value learning for its own sake , or to cause them As a book seller in Afirican here and if you sent

to wish to continue their education after the official it , it will be a favourite to you in future time . And

constraint is released . you will receive the grace of God Almighty

Further, the present arrangement, alike of time I beg to close my letter with much regard to you

and study, works out very unfavourably for the Sir

farming interest . In the olden time jobs (such as Yors in faithful
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NEWS OF THE MONTH.

Mr. Kipling at Canterbury . the country to support their claim for a fair and

Early last month the new home of the Junior
impartial Government inquiry into the status , pay ,

King's School , Canterbury, was opened by Mr.
and conditions of employment of the uncertificated

Rudyard Kipling. Milner Court has been presented teacher on the staffs of elementary schools . The

to the governors by Lady Milner as a memorial to memorandum on the Union's case states that the

her husband . Mr. Kipling made a characteristic term “ uncertificated teacher" covers successful heads

speech on the occasion ; from it could be culled a of secondary schools, university Fellows and gradu

whole set of “ sayings of the month .” For instance :
ates . There are in England and Wales some

“ Very few men are more than sixteen years old when 40 ,coo “ uncertificated " teachers — about one-third the

it comes to the pinch ” ; “ It isn't as if man was an number of “ certificated .”

original creature. He is a boy -product ” ; “ All Charm or Hustle.

education is primary , not to say primitive ” ; “ Too Smethwick Education Committee have been dis

much fussing over abstract justice leads to standing cussing “ corporal punishment.” Alderman Hodg

up for your rights and dwelling on what you owe kiss would like the town to do honour to itself by

to yourself. That is a temptation of the devil. "
abolishing it from the schools. The Mayor is of the

A University Observatory. same opinion . Alderman Betts , the chairman ,

London University has now its own observatory
thinks it never did any good. Miss Farrow , a

at Mill Hill . It contains a 24-inch reflecting tele
teachers ' representative on the Committee, thought

scope presented to the University by Mr. J. G. that if youth could not be charmed or reasoned out

Wilson Professor Filon , the Director, said at the
of wrongdoing, he might be hustled out of it. In

opening last month that the work could not com
the end, by 11 votes to 10, it was decided to wait

pete with the great observatories , for its purpose
two years , when the advocates of " charm " and of

was different and more modest . The University of
“ hustle " could be heard again .

London was , he believed , unique among British Circular 1404 .

Universities in giving a degree for Astronomy only , “ It is not the intention of the Government to

and it trained students for astronomical careers , recall after ist April , 1931, children who on that

whether as amateurs or as professional observers, date would under the existing law be exempt from
in large observatories.

further compulsory attendance at school , and

The Regent Street “ Poly . "
accordingly the full number of additional children

The Queen last month opened the new building
to be provided for will not be in the schools until

off Great Portland Street forming the Polytechnic
1932. ..

“ In order to assist the authorities to calculate the
extension . This building marks the second stage of

a comprehensive scheme of improvement under
numbers for whom provision will he required after

taken in 1926. The “ extension ” will be used as
ist April , 1931 , the Board propose shortly to puh

the headquarters of the Young Women's Institute
lish a return ( List 45) showing for the area of each

and accommodation is provided for educational
authority the number of pupils in each age- group

activities hitherto carried on in various annexes of
on 31st March , 1929 , and also the number of pupils

the Polytechnic. The building will be enlarged in who left school during the year ending on that

date. " - Circular 1404 , September 29, 1929.
1937 and a main entrance made in Great Portland

Street. The Slogan at Winsford .

Rhondda and “Voluntary Abatement." The " strike" at Winsford, Cheshire, still goes

The Rhondda Valley evening school teachers
“ Meadow Bank School for Meadow Bank

have declined to accept a proposed temporary re
Children " is the slogan of the strikers , but Meadow

Bank School has ceased to be a school for the
duction of 25 per cent, in their salaries . The

Authority, faced with a serious financial position,
over -elevens. The request of the managers that

made the suggestion in view of the hardships borne
the children be admitted till Christmas pending a

by the rate- payers. In face of the opposition of the
settlement of the dispute has been refused as im

teaching staff , it has been decided to cancel the
possible to grant . Mr. R. W. Hale , Assistant

enrolment of students in the evening schools.
Director , dubbed it a “ bribe” to parents who were

flouting the law , and “ it was not for parents to
The Grievance of the Uncertificated ."

say which schools their children should attend."

The National Union of School Teachers held a But Mr. Hale might with profit ponder Sir Henry

conference at Manchester on October 12 , when it Newbolt's recent comments on understanding " the

was resolved to ask every education authority in other man's point of view ."

on .
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AND

LITERARY SECTION.

BOOKS AND THE MAN . REVIEWS.

Psychology and Obfuscation . Education .

Sir John Adams demonstrated long ago his power MODERN SCHOOL BUILDINGS, ELEMENTARY

of illuminating the dark places of pedagogy with SECONDARY : by Sir Felix Clay , Bt . , F.R.I.B.A.

good humour and good sense . In his strenuous ( 255. net . Batsford . )

leisure at the University of California he has found School authorities and architects will welcome

time to write several books, of which the latest is this re-issue of Sir Felix Clay's book , which for

published by the University of London Press at nearly thirty years has been regarded as the

los . 6d . net under the title “ Everyman's Psycho- standard work on school building. Since it was

logy . " In a whimsical preface he retraverses the first published in 1902 there have been many de

route by which this title was reached , confessing velopments and the new edition is practically a new

that his own preference would have been “ Psycho work , containing a set of illustrations almost

logy with the Chill Off," a title which might suggest entirely new , and a text which has been thoroughly

that the deviser thereof has proper respect for the revised . The new volume is excellently produced,

nobler vintages of Burgundy. This association was with the admirable qualities which we associate with

was probably considered inappropriate by the pub- all the books issued by Messrs. Batsford. The illus

lishers and it might have produced sorrowful trations are exceptionally good , and it is interesting

memories in U.S.A. prohibition circles . So we have to note that modern schools are built round quad

the less descriptive name for a book which is rangles , where space permits, thus allowing full

assuredly one of the pleasantest imaginable . Sir access to air and sunlight . These are a vast im

John has enjoyed the writing of it . He gives full provement on the old three-decker barracks schools

play to his sly humour and puts in many lightsome which are so common in London . The text contains

asides , indications of good spirits and a cheery de- complete up -to - date information on such matters as

termination to reduce the pundits to silence or else ventilation and heating. On the latter we are told

to simple terms such as all may comprehend. The of the merits of the " panel system ,” whereby the

book is a masterly exposition of the various forms unsightly and unsatisfactory radiator is replaced by

of psychology, accompanied by a shrewd estimate panels of hot pipes concealed in floor, wall, or ceil

of their several values and a most refreshing sanity ing . These are less expensive and more effectual

of view . than the old method .

It is pleasant to find that our author is not en- The chapter on boarding schools contains many

snared by the behavourists, nor hypnotised by the valuable hints which should be considered by owners

psycho-analysts . He still believes in consciousness of independent and preparatory schools. There is

and as for the later pranks of the Freudians, he also a useful chapter on the equipment of school

says truly that “ the Freudian unc is emphatically a laboratories and manual work rooms. R.

sulphurous place. " He rightly reminds us that the

unc (or unconsciousness) is not the discovery of English.

Freud alone . He was anticipated by Herbart with “ English Heritage Series . ” — Edited by Viscount

the difference that Herbart's “ apperception masses" Lee of Fareham and J. C. Squire . ENGLISH

are free from the sex bacteria which infest Freud's HUMOUR : by J. B. Priestley. ( 35. 6d . Long

" complexes." mans. )

The whole book displays the skill of a master To help us as Englishmen to realise the wealth

teacher , and for this reason , if there were not a and variety of our inheritance and to increase our

dozen others , I should rejoice to learn that every sense of responsibility to those who come after us

teacher in Britain and U.S.A. had mastered its may be said to be the purpose of this admirable

pages . “ Mastered" is hardly the right word, since series .

the book is more easy to read than many of our In his breezy introduction , which may

modern novels, with the added merit of being describe as characteristically English, the Rt. Hon.

psychologically accurate. The discerning teacher Stanley Baldwin says : — “ These books are the more

will note many examples of workmanlike exposition needed because much of what they treat is chang

and skilful illustration , for Sir John's hand has not ing under our eyes , and it may be of interest to our
lost its cunning. He is a master of the art of children to look to the rock whence they are hewed ;

balanced and fairminded presentation . and to others it may be a revealing of the English

Not the teacher alone, but the “ everyman " for man and of his heritage, for he is not apt to speak

whom the book is written , should hasten to read it . before strangers either of his land or of himself ,

Selim Miles. and when he does the less Englishman he.”

we
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In entrusting the volume on “ English Humour"

to Mr. J. B. Priestley , the editor made a wise

choice. Mr. Priestley is an able and accomplished

writer ; he has ease and confidence, and an intimate

style which go far to make for him an ever widen

ing circle of readers and friends . He has, moreover,

wit and humour , and the human touch .

It is no small task to survey the field of English

humour as portrayed not only in literature and

pictorial art , but also by the clown and the

comedian on the stage ; yet Mr. Priestley has con

trived to do this , and to do it effectively, in the

small compass of 180 pages .

It would be a mistake to suppose that English

humour is something which is found only between

the covers of a book. It is something which is

part of us as a nation , and in his opening chapter

Mr. Priestley discusses the English character, and

particularly this spirit of humour, this something

which is found wherever Englishmen meet : on the

cricket field , in the theatre, on both sides of the

footlights , or , after a Parliamentary election , among

the crowd at the declaration of the poll ; even in

the trenches of Flanders , amid so much destruction ,

humour managed to keep itself alive, and , let us be

thankful , came through unharmed.

To read this book is to be taken on a tour over

familiar ground in the company of a guide who

quickens our senses and makes us see and hear,

with a new understanding and a fresh delight .

To three of England's greatest humorists , Lamb,

Dickens , and Shakespeare, special chapters are

devoted , and here Mr. Priestley gives of his best .

In spite of all that has been written around these

men and their works, he contrives to say something

new, or, if not altogether new, to say it differently

and with a charming freshness.

What could be better than this on Dickens ?

" A Dickens novel is like the day and the night

of some tremendously excited child , now darkly

miserable , now violently happy. It is as if the little

outcast he once was came at last to set down on

paper the daydreams he had in the blacking factory,

so that the cruel adults are all severely punished , the

cold sneering people are turned into figures of fun

dangling on the end of wires and are mocked and

buffeted, and all the lovably comic souls are brought

in and entertained at a gigantic birthday- party. That

is why the absurdities in Dickens can reach a poet

ical height, soar into the blue ; they are not a

record of actuality but part of a dream of life ; they

do not belong to things as they are , but to things

as they ought to be."

And how surely he strikes the right note , a truly

English note , in the concluding words of the last

chapter :

“ It would be better for us to be once more a small

outlandish people and yet be renowned for this

spirit than to bestride the earth and lose our laughter

in gloom , suspicion , and hate . Shakespeare and

Dickens and all their fellow humorists were once

here , and we must not fail them . Just as

humour is one of our most glorious heritages, so ,

too , it is not the least of our trusts. "

It only remains to add that towards the keeping

of that trust Mr. Priestley's book furnishes a very

real incentive. G.

History.

ADVENTURING IN YOUNG AMERICA : by Edna McGuire,

A.M. , and Claude Phillips , Ph.D. Illustrated

by C. Sprague. (45. 6d. The Macmillan Com

pany, New York. )

Although this book is designed for Ameri

can school children , it will be found interesting

reading by English boys and girls . The material,

arrangement , and treatment are alike excellent and

attractive, and there is not a dull page in the book .

" Study helps" are provided in abundance, and

there are many first -rate illustrations and diagrams.

We should like to see a book planned on these lines

and dealing with English history-and we predict

that it would be popular.

Chemistry.

AN INTRODUCTION TO MODERN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY :

by L. A. Coles , B.Sc. , A.I.C. (75. 6d . Long
mans. )

This is a very well written book , embodying both

theoretical and practical organic chemistry. The

treatment is thorough and it is evident that the

various instructions given for the preparation of

various compounds have been tried out practically.

Although not written for any definite examination it

is evident that the author had in mind University

Scholarship Examinations . These examinations

seem unfortunately to be setting the pace for the

teaching of chemistry in schools, with the result that

far too specialised a knowledge is demanded of the

schoolboy, at the expense of a more general train

ing . When the boy gets to the university he has

to repeat much of the higher work given in books

of this kind . T. S. P.

Physics.

ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM : by J. M. Moir , M.Sc.

( 35. 6d . Arnold . )

In this book which deals with theoretical and

experimental electricity and magnetism up to

Matricuiation standard , the author has taken,
care to make his course " sufficiently wide to

cover human and everyday aspects and applica

tions . " He assumes a knowledge of the electrical

appliances in common use , and thus saves a certain

amount of space in not having to describe these

in detail . The electron theory is introduced from
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MR. MURRAY

By CYRIL NORWOOD, D.Lit. ,

Headmaster of Harrow School.

OF

>

the first, and the treatment is essentially “ modern "

throughout.
R. S. M.

Handwork .

LEATHERWORK FOR BOYS AND GIRLs : by N. A. Poole.

( 1s. 6d. Univ. of London Press. )

This is an elementary treatment of leatherwork

which provides a suitable introduction for children

to the fascinating craft . Full instructions are given

for making articles in suède as a beginning and in

calfskin later on. Dimensioned sketches illustrate

many of the exercises, whilst simple decoration by

line work and tooling is thoughtfully explained .

Incidentally this development of decoration is a

sounder approach to the study of design in general

than many much more pretentious efforts.

C. R. L.

Some Reading Books.

“ Tales of Valour Series ." - (1) THE STORY

ALEXANDER SELKIRK : by F. Niven. (2 ) BABY

SAHIB : by A. A. Methley. ( is . each . Wells

Gardner.)

A very interesting story about " The Real Robin

son Crusoe,” and an exciting yarn concerning the

Indian Mutiny. These little books are cheap, well

produced, and clearly printed , and will be sure to

please.

“ The Teaching of English Series . ”—TANGLEWOOD

Tales : edited by R. Macintyre , M.A. ( 1s. 6d .

Nelson . )

A welcome addition to this well known and

excellent series. There are appendixes providing

useful notes on proper names, and the now custom

ary questions and exercises on the text .

KRAG, THE KOOTENAY Ram , and other Animal

Stories : by E. T. Seton. (2s . Univ. of London

Press. )

A selection of five stories from Mr. Seton's popu

lar and charming books about animals. We advise

all young people to read this fascinating little book .

Boys and girls who are not yet acquainted with
Mr. Seton will, on perusal, assuredly follow the

example of Oliver Twist on a certain well known

occasion !

“ Teaching of English Series . " -The IDYLLS OF THE

KING : edited by J. Hampden, M.A. ( 15. gd.

Nelson . )

A well produced and handy edition of the Idylls ,

skilfully adapted for the use of pupils in the middle

and upper forms of secondary schools, and for

private students .

Mr. Hampden's appendix of " Study Helps" is

very interesting and suggestive, very much to the

point, and just what is required to rouse and main

tain the interest of the class of reader for whom

the book is presumably intended .

THE ENGLISH TRADITION OF

EDUCATION

" Dr. Norwood's book does in fact do what is possible to

show what the public school spirit consists in , and how it is

daily inculcated by organised religion, discipline, schoo,
teaching and athletics . " -Times Educ. Sup.

" The opinions expressed deserve respect and considera

tion for both the experience which lies behind and the ideal

which inspires them ." - Sunday Times. 108. Bd . net .

SHORT STUDIES IN

SHAKESPEARE

By G. F. BRADBY

" Remarkably subtle and original little essays in Shake

spearean criticism . Lucky indeed is the schoolboy who is

privileged to read his Shakespeare under Mr. Bradby's guid

ing eye . " —Daily Telegraph. 68. net .

A SCHOOL CERTIFICATE

CHEMISTRY

By G. H. J. ADLAM, M.A., B.Sc., Senior Science Master,

City of London School.

Meets the requirements of three years following a one- year

introductory course , and presents a complete course of School

Certificate Chemistry . The principles of modern manufactur

ing methods have been taken into account as far as they can

be. Many diagrams. 48. 6d .

PHYSICS

By W. J. R. CALVERT, M.A. , Science Master at Harrow .

Part I. Mechanics, Heat, and Hent Engines. 3s. Bd .

Part II . Sound . 3s . Part III . Light. 38 .

Part IV. Magnetism and Electricity. 48.

These booksmeet the requirements of a First School

examination . The treatment is experimental - it is clear to

the boy why he wants the particular information he sets out

to get. The practical , everyday application of Physics is

never forgotten.

SCHOOL LABORATORY

MANAGEMENT

By A. SUTCLIFFE , M.A., B.Sc., Cambridge and County

School.

The vade -mecum for all science masters . Deals with the la.

boratories and their fittings, organisation, and management, the

preparation and storage of re -agents , and accidents. 48. Bd .

A GENERAL HISTORY

OF EUROPE

By OLIVER THATCHER, Ph.D. , and FERDINAND

SCHWILL, Ph.D. Revised and adapted by ARTHUR

HASSALL, M.A. , Christ Church , Oxford. With Biblio

graphios, by Professor FRANCIS CLARKE, to June, 1929 .

Part 1. The Medieval Period ( 850-1500 ). 6s. Bd .

Part II . The Modern Period ( 1500-1922 ). 5s. Bd .

ALBEMARLE STREET , W.1
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NEWS FROM THE PUBLISHERS.

Mr. and Mrs. Quennell , well known as the authors

of the successful “ Everyday Life Series,” have

planned a series of books on Social Life in Ancient

Greece , of which the first volume, " Everyday Things

in Homeric Greece,” has just been issued by

Messrs. B. T. Batsford. There are many extracts

from a new translation of the “ Iliad ” and the “ Odys

sey," and the authors have aimed at presenting a

graphic picture of both the romance and the prac

tical mode of living in this earliest epoch of Greece ,

illustrated by many drawings from vase scenes and

from their own reconstructions . The series will be

continued to deal with the Archaic and Classic

epochs.

As a companion volume to the " Letters of Oliver

Goldsmith ," the Cambridge University Press are

publishing this month the " Letters of Sir Joshua

Reynolds, ” edited by F. W. Hilles. Many of the

letters have not been published before and others

appear for the first time in a work dealing primarily

with Reynolds.

Messrs . J. M. Dent and Sons announce in the

Bookmark that they are publishing " .1 Glossary of

Colloquial and Popular French," by L. E. Kastner,

Litt.D., and J. Marks , M.A. This has been com

piled first -hand during many years of intercourse

with natives and from the perusal of much modern

French literature . Examples are given for every

expression .

In response to the urgent requests received from

teachers that the book should not be allowed to

remain out of print , Messrs. William Heinemann

will issue in December an entirely new edition of

Mr. C. W. Hansel's " Electricity and Magnetism ,"

of which the text has been re -written throughout

and so brought up to date by Mr. P. Woodland , of

Bedford School, in collaboration with the original

author.

Messrs. Macmillan have just published “ The

Complete Stalky and Co., ” by Rudyard Kipling.

Mr. A. W. P. Gayford , Senior History Master at

Dulwich College , has compiled a volume of “ Test

Examinations in History,” which Messrs . Methuen

have just published . The book is intended for can

didates preparing for Matriculation and General

Schools Examinations.

Messrs. Sidgwick and Jackson have recently

published a large fourth impression of “ An Arith

metic of Citizenship , ” incorporating the relevant
details from the Budget of this year. Each new

impression of this well known class book is in this

important respect carefully revised and brought up

to date .

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

EDWARD ARNOLD AND Co.

Europe , 1715-1815 : by R. B. Mowat. 6s.

Oliver Untwisted : by M. A. Payne . 35. 6d . net .

B. T. BATSFORD, LTD.

Modern School Buildings : by Sir Felix Clay, Bt . ,

B.A. 255. net .

The Romance of Architecture : by Sir Banister
Fletcher, F.S.A. IS . net.

G. BELL AND SONS, LTD.

An Introduction to World Geography : by A. Wil

more , D.Sc. 35. 6d .

The Shorter Livy ( Books XL-XLV) : edited by

A. C. B. Brown, M.A. 3s. ; without vocabu

lary , 25. 6d .

Exercises in Algebra for Beginners : by W. S.

Beard . iod.; Answers, 6d . net .

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS.

New Elementary Arithmetics : by J. H. Webster.

Books 1 , 2, and 3 , paper , 8d. ; cloth , uid . each .

Book 4 , paper, iod.; cloth , is. id.

6 , and 7 , paper, is.; cloth , is 3d. each.

W. AND R. CHAMBERS, Lrd .

Stepping-Stones to Literature . Book VI. In Pas

tures Green.
25. gd.

CONSTABLE AND Co., LTD.

Three Studies in European Conservatism : Metter

nich : Guizot : The Catholic Church in the 19th

Century : by E. L. Woodward . 155. net.

Back Numbers : by Stet . IOS, net .

J. CURWEN AND SONS, LTD .

The Lady of Shalott .

Peach Blossom : A Children's Operetta . 35.

Drill Music. 2s . 6d . net .

The China Plate : Action Song.

Monday's Child : A Dance Cycle for Children .

H. F. W. DEANE AND SONS THE YEAR BOOK PRESS.

Unison and Part Songs :

Hey Ho ! to the Greenwood . 2d.

The Trees in England. 3d .

To -Day . 3d .

Sleep , My Baby. 3d .

The Dandelion . 3d .

Merry , Merry Sparrow. 3d .

A May Song. 4d .

A Cradle Song. 3d.

An Old Evening Prayer. 3d .

Barbara Allan . 6d .

Music when Soft Voice Die

A Shepherd's Roundelay. 4d .

Hence Away , Begone . 4d .

( Continued on page 388.)
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BLACKIE'S LIST
New CAMBRIDGE Books

BOOKS BY F. W. WESTAWAY,

Formerly one of H.M. Inspectors of Secondary Schools .

SCIENCE TEACHING

What it Was-What it Is

What it Might Be

Price 10s . 6d. net.

This important new work deals critically and constructively with
teaching methods and with courses of work, and shows that science

teaching is a very much bigger thing than the observance of the
minutiae of a stereotyped laboratory ritual. Demands a much

wider outlook and a general overhauling of present practice .

" This book abounds in shrewd and constructive criticism , and

deserves the attention of all teachers of science . ”—The Times .

“ Get the book and read it ; it is the best thing yet ! It is

packed with practical advice which will always be of value."

The Journal of Education .

GEOMETRY FOR

PREPARATORY SCHOOLS

Price 3s . 6d . net .

LOWER AND MIDDLE FORM

GEOMETRY

Price 4s . 6d . net .

THE CHEMISTRY GATE

A Text-book for Beginners.

By A. SPENCER WHITE, B.Sc. , L.C.P., F.C.S. ,
Assistant Science Master, Bournemouth School.

With Eight Portraits . 3s . 6d . net .

“ We have seldom met with a book which we could recommend

with as much confidence . ” — The Journal of Education .

CAMBRIDGE

NEW

ELEMENTARY ARITHMETICS

By J. H. WEBSTER ,

late Inspector of Schools to the Leeds Education

Committee . Crown 8vo .

This series is based on the same author's Cambridge

Elementary Arithmetics, which have been largely re

written and brought up to date . As before, the series will

contain Teachers' Books as well as Pupils ' Books.

Books I - III, paper covers 8d ea.; cloth flush 11dea.

Book IV , paper covers 10d ; cloth flush ls 1d .

Books V -VII,paper covers 1sea .;cl . flush 1s 3d ea .

Book VIII of the Cambridge Elementary Arith

metic, paper covers 1s 3d, cloth flush ls 6d ,

also forms Book VIII of this series .

CAMBRIDGE INTERMEDIATE

MATHEMATICS

By H. J. LARCOMBE, M.A.

SCIENCE TO.DAY

By P. J. LANCELOT SMITH , M.A. , F.I.C. , F.R.S.E. ,
Senior Science Master, Loretto School,

and S. J. DALE, B.A., B.Sc.,

Assistant Master, Loretto School.

With Four Portraits. 5s . net.

"This is really one of the most attractive books of its kind that

has been published for a long time. " - Education Outlook .

By W. WILLINGS, B.Sc.,

Head of the Science Department, Municipal Secondary School,

Brighton .

A JUNIOR CHEMISTRY

Third Edition . 2s . 9d.

GENERAL ELEMENTARY

SCIENCE

Price 4s . 6d .

BLACKIE AND SON , LIMITED,

In Six Books . Crown 8vo .

Arithmetic ; Algebra ; Geometry ; Part I. ls 9d

each . With Answers , 2s each . Part II. 2s 6d

each . With Answers, 2s 9d each .

The treatment of these books is based on the assump

tion that the aim of the Modern Schools, Senior Classes,

and Evening Institutes, for which they are designed , is to

fit the pupils to take their places in the industrial and

commercial rather than in the professional walks of life ;

and that whereas for the latter the more academic course

of the Secondary School is a fitting preparation , for the

former the mathematical work will have a practical bias .

THE CAMBRIDGE SCHOOL

GEOGRAPHIES

By E. D. LABORDE.

Crown 8vo.

Book I. People of Other Lands. With 16

illustrations (4 in colour), ls 6d .

Bcok II . People of Far -Off Lands. With 25

illustrations (5 in colour) , ls 9d .

Book III . TheHomeland. With 23 illus , ls 9d .

The first three of a series of eight books on entirely

new lines , being written in story book form, beautifully
illustrated, and well printed.

"These books are happily conceived, well written , and

appropriately illustrated . ” — The Schoolmaster.

SELECTIONS FROM

ROSSETTI AND MORRIS

Edited by H. M. BURTON .

Crown 8vo . 3s 6d .

This volume— a companion to Mr. Burton's Selections
from Swinburne - contains a selection from the poetry of

D. G. Rossetti and from the poetry and prose of William

Morris, with an introduction and explanatory notes.

MOLIÈRE : DÉPIT AMOUREUX

Edited , with Notes , by Frederic Spencer, M.A.

Foolscap 8vo . 2s . (Pitt Press Series ) .

The notes are mainly designed to facilitate the rapid

reading of the play, and in no way to forestall the fuller

commentary with which the teacher will wish to illuminate

its intensive study in class .

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS

FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.450 OLD BAILEY , LONDON , E.C.4 .
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28 .

3s. 6d.

IS .

4s. 6d.

5s . net.

Anthems and Church Music :

The Way , the Truth , the Life. 3d .

O Be Joyful in the Lord. 4d .

Father, All -Holy. 4d .

How Dazzling Fair. 4d .

LIBRAIRIE HACHETTE.

Scènes et Visions du Pays de France : chosen by

D. L. Faure , L. és L. , and E. 1. Casati ,

L. és L. 38 .

Extracts from French Classical Literature : selected

by N. S. Wilson , M.A. 3s.

George G. HARRAP AND CO. , LTD .

The Beginner's History of England : by E. W.

Miller , B.A. 2s , 6d .

A System of Chemical Arithmetic : by F. C. Lay,

M.A.

Deutsches Literatur-Lesebuch : by 0. S. Fleissner

and E. Mentz-Fleissner. 35 .

WILLIAM HEINEMANN, LTD .

Thought in English Prose : by J. C. Dent .

The People of England : Vol . I , The People in the

Making : by S. Leathes, M.A.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON Press.

Preparation for Teaching : edited by M. O'Leary ,

M.A. 8s, 6d . net .

Historical Introduction to French Phonetics : by

A. L. James, M.A. 75. 6d . net .

Hartley Coleridge, His Life and Work : by E. L.

Griggs. 6s . net.

A Study in the Logic of Value : by M. E. Clarke ,

Ph.D. 75. 6d . net.

Treasuries of Modern Prose : Selections from the

Prose Works of J. M. Barrie . Selections

from the Plays of J. M. Barrie .

New Regional Map Books : by V. C. Spary , B.Sc.

Book 2 . Asia and Australasia .

LONGMANS , GREEN AND Co. , Ltd.

A. School Geometry : by A. Walker, M.A. , and

G. P. McNicol, M.A. 5s .

Spanish Texts : La Noche de Navidad and Callar en

Vida у Perdonar en Muerte : by F. Caballero .

Recuerdos de Niñez y de Mocedad : by M. de

Unamuno. 2s . each .

Experimental Mechanics : by V. T. Saunders , M.A.

2s . 6d .

Intermediate Dynamics and Properties of Matter :

by R. A. Houston, M.A. 35. 6d .

The English Heritage Series : 3s. 6d . net each .

The English Public School : by B. Darwin .

English Wild Life : by E. Parker.

English Humour : by J. B. Priestley .

Shakespeare : by J. Bailey .

Practical Botany : by A. H. R. Buller , F.R.S. 6s .

The Contract of Sale of Goods : by R. A. East

wood . 35. 6d .

MACMILLAN AND CO ., LTD .

A Text-Book of Practical Physics : by H. S. Allen,

M.A. , and H. Moore, A.R.C.Sc. Ios . 6d . Det

Chaucer's The Pardoner's Tale .

The Sketch Book : by W. Irving. 5s. net.

Swiss Family Robinson : by J. D. Wyss. 5s. net.

E. MARLBOROUGH AND Co. , LTD.

Dutch and English Commercial Correspondence : by

J. Bithell , M.A. , and J. Kooistra . Wrapper,

2s. net.; cloth , 3s. net.

MILLS AND Boon, LTD.

Pour Parler Français : by L. E. Theedam , M.A.

2s . 6d .

Aspects of Greek Life : by R. C. Martin , B.A. , and

A. N. G. Richards , B.A.

JOHN MURRAY.

The English Tradition of Education : by Cyril Nor

wood, M.A. ros . 6d . net .

School Laboratory Management : by A. Sutcliffe,

M.A.

Science Progress. October, 1929. 75. 6d . net.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS.

The Last Essays of Elia : by Charles Lamb . 35. 6d.

CECIL PALMER.

Wonderful Days : by A. Latham.

George PhilIP AND SONS, LTD.

A Single Class on the Dalton Plan : by J. A. Rad
cliffe. IS . net .

Hand -Map of Europe . 35 .

The Homes and Buildings of Other Days : by S. H.

Heath .

The Parts of a Castle. 8d .

The Parts of a Church . 9d .

The Parts of an Old Town. ed .

Sir Isaac PITMAN AND SONS , LTD.

Pitman's Civil Service Guide. 2s . 6d . net.

Cookery for Senior Modern Schools : by M. D.
Shiell .

SKEFFINGTON AND SON , LTD.

In the Days of the Youth : by R. Tootel, M.A.

2s . 6d . net.

UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL Press ,

Matriculation History of England : by H. C. Shear

man , M.A. , and H. Plaskitt , M.A.

Shakespeare's King Henry VIII . 35.3s

Goldsmith's The Vicar of Wakefield and The

Deserted Village. 35. 6d.

JOSEPH Williams, LTD.

Art and Reality : by G. Cooke, M.A.

WILLIAMS AND NORGATE, LTD.

The Child's Approach to Religion : by The Rev.

H. W. Fox , M.A. 35. 6d . net .
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NOTES AND COMMENTS.

Readers are asked to note that The Education Outlook is not the organ of any association .

The views expressed in the editorial columns are wholly independent andthe opinions

of correspondents, contributors, and reviewers are their own .

It is prac.

The Leaving Age. Denominational Schools .

The President of the Board has announced that the Thus, although the Speaker ruled out the question

Government will promote a short measure to raise in the general debate last month, everybody knows

the age of compulsory school attendance to fifteen . that the question of religious teaching will come up

This proposal will be welcomed by Local Authorities , for discussion . It is being urged that the promised

since it removes the present uncertainty as to the building, grants shall be paid to the religious bodies

need for reorganisation. It is true that in some that desire to have separate schools . It is not clear

districts arrangements for centralised schools have whether these bodies would be willing to relinquish

already been outlined , but elsewhere there is a dis- control of the property thus given to them by the

position to wait upon events , not forgetting the State . Nor is it clear that they would give up their

possibility of a change of Government. present right to choose teachers . They would prob

tically certain that the age will be raised in April , ably decline to do either of these things , since they

1931. It is equally certain that the machinery for urge that, as rate-payers and tax - payers, they are

making the change effectual in the educational sense entitled to have in the schools the kind of religious

will not then be ready. It would have been better
teaching that they desire . If this point is granted ,

to choose 1933 as the latest date and to have used
it follows that every parent has the same right , and

the longer interval in promoting the necessary ex our present scheme of educational administration

must be replaced by a system of grants to parents .
pansion and adjustment by administrative action .

If the new post-primary or junior secondary schools
Our “ social services" on behalf of children tend more

are started on the wrong lines, it will take years to
and more to relieve parents of financial responsibility,

put them right. and some earnest reformers seem to regard with

complacency the possible destruction of the family as

a social unit.

Evading Difficulties.

In the debate last month the two main difficulties

which attend the scheme of reorganisation were

evaded . To begin with , the Speaker ruled out any
The Alternative.

reference to denominational religious teaching. In If it is found inexpedient to recognise the rights

addition , no information was given concerning the of parents to determine the kind of school which

maintenance allowances whichare demanded by a their children shall attend , the only alternative is to

large number of supporters of the Government . By remove religious instruction from the curriculum ,
keeping these topics in the background the House leaving parents and denominations to make their

of Commons was able to agree to a motion asking own arrangements. This is possible under the

for details of the scheme for raising the school age , Anson by-law , which permits the withdrawal of

especially the financial proposals connected there children from school for a part of each school day

with. Sir Charles Trevelyan said that only a very for the purpose of receiving religious instruction
short Bill will be required for carrying through the elsewhere. This plan would furnish a challenge to

change , but it may be surmised that , however short the clergy of all denominations. Incidentally , too ,

the Bill , the discussions will be protracted. There it would enable us to discover how many parents

are thorny topics which cannot be kept out, since really desire denominational instruction for their
many regard them as matters of principle. There children . At present they are assumed to desire it

is also the vital matter of securing a body of teachers because they do not trouble to make any frequent

qualified to develop the special technique which will use of the conscience clause. This may be due to

be required for the proper training of adolescent inertia , or to a reluctance to make their children
pupils in the new schools. Well-meaning amateurs conspicuous. Their true position is perhaps indi

will not serve the purpose. cated by the decline in attendance at Sunday Schools.
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Compulsion.

On another page will be found a letter from the

Rev. J. O. Bevan, setting forth views which are at

least half a century out of date . In effect, his

protests against the compulsory raising of the school

age would apply to every form of State compulsion .

His plea for the farmer was used repeatedly at each

stage in the development of our system of popular

education . To-day it has less weight than ever,

since the farmer is no longer a rate-payer save in

respect of his own house , and there is no valid

reason for providing him with a supply of ignorant

serfs . Farming is most prosperous in those districts

where economic conditions compel the farmers to

pay good wages to their workmen . These com

ments apply also to a singularly inept speech mado

by the Archbishop of Wales. Members of the clergy

who deplore the extension of schooling beyond four

teen should ask themselves what their own position

would have been if they had left school at that age

to work at some manual occupation for eight hours

or more every day . It is true that every form of

State compulsion is suspect until it is justified, but

the conditions of the modern world call for wider

knowledge and better training than did those of fifty

years ago.

The Parents' “ Freedom . "

In a striking letter to The Times, Lord Eustace

Percy points out that a decision of the East Ham

magistrates means that a parent who wishes to take

advantage of free education for his child has no

right of choice as to the school which that child

shall attend . He says : “ The working class parent

who is willing to pay something for the privileges

enjoyed by parents of another class may pay a fee

to send his child to a private school, and an increas

ing number of such parents actually do so , but these

schools are generally bad because the fees are low ,

and the fees must be low because no such school may

receive any State grant unless it conforms to the

particular standard now termed ' secondary. We

have, in fact , drifted into the strange doctrine that

there is something obscurely improper in paying or

charging fees for any kind of education which does

not include the study of a foreign language ; and

since , ex hypothesi, it is only by paying fees that

a parent can enjoy any right of choice of school, we

have drifted into the theory that it is improper for

a working class parent to claim or desire any such

right . Instead of considering how the State can

best serve the wishes of parents , we consider rather

how they may best be headed back to the flock , and

we evolve proposals for the inspection of private

schools with a view to their suppression. "

-

The New Schools.

It is generally agreed that the compulsion to attend

school for another year cannot be justified unless it

is accompanied by a radical change in the method

of dealing with children over eleven years of age.

Hitherto we have not recognised the importance of

the stages in education. We have nursery schools

and infants ' schools with their appropriate technique.

The primary stage which follows these was marked

off fairly well so long as the leaving age was eleven

or twelve . But we have raised the leaving age to

fourteen plus while keeping our elementary schools

on the primary level. Teachers have been expected

to give post-primary training while being provided

only with primary facilities . Some have been able

to work wonders , but in too many schools the extra

years have been a stagnant period for the pupils

and a burden to the teachers, instead of giving an

opportunity for the developments appropriate to the

post-primary or early adolescent stage of experience .

We have no well-thought-out technique for the post

primary or secondary stage of education . Our

secondary schools are still dominated by the literary

tradition , despite the work of Sanderson at Oundle

and Howson at Holt , and despite too the plain fact

that the literary method finds response in only a

small minority of those who now attend secondary

schools .

Limits of State Control.

The position so accurately described by Lord

Eustace Percy is the inevitable result of excessive

control from the centre. There is a widespread

notion that the State must operate every enterprise

to which it gives financial aid , but recently some

members of the present Government have acknow

ledged that socialistic theory is not inconsistent with

plans for giving State aid to enterprises conducted

by Corporations working under State licence . It

should be possible, therefore, to devise a scheme of

financial aid to parents in the form of personal

grants or credits leaving them free to choose the

schools which their children attend and making it

easy for them to supplement the State aid as they

may desire. It is true that we might have a large

number of small schools , but the State might

properly impose conditions as to the kind of school

ing for which the grant was valid . We should solve

the religious difficulty by this method and restore

to Englishmen something of that freedom which

seems to be disappearing under a system of enforced
bounties which is destructive of parental responsi

bility and of personal self -respect.
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ARTHUR CHRISTOPHER BENSON : SCHOOLMASTER.

By THOMAS LLOYD HUMBERSTONE.

" Persons of experience in education," to use a tenderly loved by several great-hearted men of

phrase sanctioned by Parliament , looked forward to genius.” FitzGerald in one of his letters expresses

the publication of the " Diary of Arthur Christopher
his simple philosophy of life : “ They say it is a very

bad Thing to do Nothing : but I am sure that is

Benson, ” edited by Percy Lubbock , with the confi not the case with those who are born to Blunder ; I

dent hope that further light would be thrown on a always find that I have to repent of what I have

question much discussed at the time — why Benson , done , not what I have left undone. " Benson's

at the height of his powers as a teacher , turned comment on FitzGerald's character had arrière

aside from his apparent destiny of becoming Head pensée , some personal application, as he no doubt

Master of Eton . That hope is not disappointed and recognised . “ FitzGerald ,” he wrote, “ was too

the general view that Benson was “ unambitious" sensitive to take his ambitions into the arena , too

is confirmed. " I have refused very responsible indolent to submit his kindly impulses to an organ

work, ” he writes some years after the Eton decision , ised system of philanthropy ; too uncertain to preach

" for a genuine diffidence, not unmingled, I suppose, a faith which he could not hold . "

with laziness and want of moral stamina." But Benson's " Diary ” and his books reveal other and

this is not the whole story . The “ Diary” and his deeper reasons for his decision—some mistrust of

other writings show that this defect of character , the teacher's art , grave misgiving of the " grand old

if such it can be called , was based on wrestlings fortifying classical curriculum ,” the staple of the

of the spirit , on prayer and anxious thought. " I Eton education. He had no sympathy with the

think one ought to pursue one's own line , to do popular conception of a great Head Master as a

one's own business , to the best of one's ability , man who impresses his personality on boys and

and leave the rest to God," he writes. “ If He masters . He cultivated his own personality as

means one to be in a big place , to do a big work, precious gift from God, he did not wish to create

it will be clearly enough indicated ; and the only a world populated by little Bensons , or, for that

chance of doing it in a big way is to be simple- matter , little Arnolds or little Thrings . “ The

minded , sincere, generous, and contented.” If frame of mind which resolves definitely to exert

Benson had felt the " call ” to this great service, he influence over other people may have beneficial

would have resumed the toga ; but he honestly dis- results ," he says in The Schoolmaster, “ but it is a

trusted his strength, his patience , his capacity , and self-righteous and Pharisaical frame of mind ; and

thought it quite possible that he would have made the normal human being is more amenable to influ

a fiasco of the work . Ought we to blame him ? ence that is less consciously exerted and more

It is a curious phenomenon in human life that simply displayed ." The great Dr. Arnold, he

we are accustomed to condemn ambition as a vice , observes, is easier to admire in a book than he

the last infirmity of noble minds, the sin by which would have been in real life . Personality , unlike

the angels fell, a " dropsy of the soul ' ' ; but when some low forms of physical life , is not reproduced

a man refuses to ascend the steps to some august by a process of budding. “ I was never big enough

throne or to wield a sceptre handed on by other to embrace and overlap Eton ,” Benson admits in a

famous men we treat him with censure or at best moment of candour. As to the actual work of teach

pity . Benson was willing enough to encourage ing , Benson was without doubt an inspiring influence .

ambition of every kind among the boys, regarding But he protests continually against the tedium of

it as an appropriate virtue for their age and tem- the life, the poor results , “ the fierce, arid , con

perament. But he recognised that ambition , often suming work done, not for the improvement of the

involving the trampling down of others in order boys-indeed , apart from them—but to satisfy my

to secure a worldly prize , was not a Christian critical colleagues." “ If we turned out boys know

virtue ; that glory, according to the old common- ing anything , caring for anything, " he wrote under

place, ought to follow and not to be followed. the date September 8, 1901, when he was presum

Among his large output of literary work , Benson ably bracing himself up for another term's work at

wrote a biography of Edward FitzGerald , translator Eton, “ I should not complain . But 80 per cent.

of " Omar Khayyam , " a pattern of the unambitious leave ignorant of everything, even Latin and Greek,

man , who lived " a very pure , innocent, secluded hating books, despising knowledge , admiring ath

life , delighting in nature and in the company of letics, mistaking amiability for character - and that

simple people ; loving his friends with a passion is what we sweat our brains out to produce. It is

that reminds one of Newman ; doing endless little deplorable. " And some three years later , soon after

kindnesses to all who came within his circle ; and he had resigned his appointment at Eton , " The
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thought of the old slavery , the fussy , fretting days

-the running hither and thither , the scramble, the

weariness , and what made it far worse, the purpose

lessness of so much , that was what knocked the

bottom out of the Eton life for me. To feel that

for nine -tenths of one's furiously busy hours one

was teaching boys what they had better not learn ,

and what could do them no good ; drumming in the

letter , and leaving the spirit to take care of itself .

It is sickening to reflect about. " His main attack

is , however , directed against the classical curriculum .

“ The classics are a poor pabulum ," he writes , “ I

live in dread of the public finding out how bad an

education is the only one I can communicate. We

do nothing to train fancy, memory , taste , imagina

tion ; we do not stimulate. We only make the

ordinary boy hate and despise books and knowledge

generally ; but we make them conscientious - good

drudges, I think .” Nevertheless, Benson has not

much to say in a constructive way about the curri

culum. In " The Upton Letters " he assayed his

own education and found it wanting. He began

Latin at seven , Greek at nine , but when he went

to Cambridge he knew neither language well . “ I

could not sit in an arm -chair and read either a Greek

or a Latin book, and I had no desire to do it.”

He knew a very little French , a very little mathema

tics , a very little science ; no history , no German,

no Italian , nothing of art or music, and his ideas

of geography were childish . His only accomplish

ment was the writing of rather pretty Latin verse .

" It is nothing short of infamous," he remarks,

" that anyone should , after an elaborate education,

have been so grossly uneducated." And yet , he

points out, the system continued year after year.

Why, it may be asked, did not Benson, holding

these views, turn missionary , work out the ideal

curriculum , convert his colleagues at Eton , spread

the new educational gospel in partibus infidelium ?

It is a fair question. We get glimpses of his

attempts to convert his colleagues. “ Of course ,'

Benson remarks sadly , “ the difficulty of proving my

case is great." His colleagues did not recognise

the need of conversion. “ They say , " he writes in

“ The Upton Letters ," " that the boys whom I think

hopelessly uneducated would be worse off if they

had not been grounded in the classics. ” Benson's

theories , they maintained, would make it easier for

the boys . The failures were the idle and listless

boys who would be hopeless anywhere. The grey

quadrangle seems to whisper " Why not leave it

alone ? ”

“ Alas ! regardless of their doom ,

The little victims play."

A cynical solution , the coward's attitude , Benson
ruminates !

A cheerful opponent comes in to discuss the situ

ation and they plunge into the subject of classics.

Benson suggests that to boys without aptitude they

are dreary and hopelessly difficult. “ There you go

again , " his colleague replies, " always wanting to

make things easier : the thing to do is to keep boys

at hard solid work ; it is an advantage that they

can't understand what they are working at ; it is a

better gymnastic . “ How about mathematics ? "

Bensonsuggests tentatively. The friend confesses

that he never had the least idea what higher algebra

was all about; but , as Benson says , he would not

appreciate the grim humour if his schoolmaster had

argued that that was the precise reason why he

should be kept at mathematics year after year.

When Benson turns for help to the exponents of

common -sense views on education, he is offered

dead-sea fruit. This is the real tragedy. He reads

the " Autobiography of Herbert Spencer " and is

forced to admit that the book is the strongest argu

ment he had ever read against a rational education.

" I, who despair of the public school classical

system , ” he writes in " The Upton Letters, " "am

reluctantly forced to confess that it can Sow the

seeds of fairer flowers than ever blossomed in the

soul of Herbert Spencer .” Thus are we brought

face to face with the deepest purpose of education.

Has it done its perfect work if it produces a man

" arrogant, impenetrable, self -satisfied, self-absorbed,

dried-up, hedonistic ," to select a few of the epithets

which Benson applies to Herbert Spencer ? Are we

not forced to Benson's own conclusion that it may

be possible to penetrate the secrets of philosophy and

yet never become wise ; “ that simplicity, tenderness,

and love of beautiful and precious things are worth

far more than great mental achievement ” ? And if

one holds with Hazlitt that the classics soften and

refine the taste , give men liberal views , accustom

the mind to take an interest in things foreign to

itself, to love virtue for its own sake , to prefer fame

to life and glory to riches , to fix our thoughts on

the remote and permanent, instead of narrow and

fleeting objects - ought we not to hesitate to jetti

son such valuable cargo from our educational ship ?

The moral ? It is surely a high crime , whoever

may be responsible , to overburden the teacher with

drudgery, to stifle the spark of inspiration by dull

routine. Possibly Benson's physical health was

undermined by his nineteen years ' work as an Eton

master , for he had serious breakdowns in health in

his later years . On the question of classical educa

tion , the last word has not yet been said . Rome

and Athens are cities set upon a hill which cannot

be hid. “ All eyes have seen them, and their light

shines like a mighty sea-mark into the abyss of

time . ”
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LETTERS FROM A YOUNG HEAD MASTER.

XI . Public Schools and Prefects .

My dear H.-Yes , I have read “ The English the generous and innately understanding way in

Tradition of Education .” And yes , I did find it which these boys—and I am taking my prefects as

helpful . But as to what I think of it as a whole- typical-respond to the call of all that is best in the

well , that's a more difficult question to answer . public school spirit . Dr. Norwood speaks of Arnold

Of one thing I am certain . It is the work of a as offering to his Sixth Form “ the adventure of

noble mind . Not only on the last page, but becoming rulers and examples." And, he adds ,

throughout (except where the author wanders off "youth responded , as it always will. " He is right .

into irritating discussions of detail ) , there shines The Sixth Format Rugby might be expected to

the faith that " humanity can so win the world that respond to such a call , because the members sprang

it shall not lose its own soul.” And he wins my from stock which had always led and generally set

heart when he insists upon an education " which the example. But here also are boys , sprung from

places spiritual values first for all men of all stock knowing little of leadership or of example,

classes" (the italics are mine) , for that's just my yet equally responsive.

own problem . And, in a year or two my prefects will have to

a democracy so educated in every type face what is called the “ real world . In the world

of school (again my italics) that it will answer to which I have organised for them they will have

the call of the same ideals and accept the same proved themselves , I am confident, to have the

standards of conduct and service," he says . public school spirit in the best sense of the term .

Heavens, yes ! But are we doing it ? You know , What is going to happen to them ? Will they be

it's all very well , and quite the fashion , to decry accepted in the " real world as public school boys

the public schools . No doubt there's much that is are accepted ? The public school is an arduous

wrong in some of their ideals , and no doubt they training ground for character , and rich are the

breed class consciousness and snobbishness, but personalities which make the most of that chance .

. . when your public school prefect goes up as a Rich are the rewards awaiting those personalities

scholar of a college at Oxford or Cambridge, you and I speak in terms not of money or power alone ,

cannot deny he has acquired worthy qualities. but in terms of abiding wealth . The public school

Now , I have a room full of prefects-eleven of spirit , emanating from the public school, is recog
them . They are children as yet; only one of them nised and receives its meed. Well ?

is past his sixteenth birthday . But the public school My dear H. , there is , as Norwood says , one Eng
spirit is in that room , and I'm fanning the precious lish tradition of education , but there two

little flame for all I'm worth . My “ bodyguard ” is traditions of reception of the products of that tra

what I call them . dition : one for the children of the classes, and

“ .... by my personal appearance, my behaviour, another for the children of the masses.

my diligence in work and in play, to set the highest know what nearly all the employers I meet say when

possible standards of gentlemanly bearing and con- I tell them of a boy who is developing unusual

duct" -is what they've all had to promise , in front powers?— “Of course, if he comes to us, he must

of the whole school . And they're doing it , accord be prepared to start at the bottom . " “ Of course !”

ing to their lights and with the little aid I can give think I , " And to stay there."
them . Pardon my bitterness , but I love these boys of

But just think of what they start from , and what mine, and I know their worth .

permanent handicaps they have to meet. ' The back Yours ever,

streets or the suburban villas of a great city form
G. S.

their background. Parents just below or just above

the poverty line-grand people, many of them , but
Miss H. V. STUART , of St. Leonard's School , St.

with minds dulled and ideals quenched by the dour
Andrews, Fife , will after Christmas succeed Miss

struggle that is their life . The plight of the man Beatrice Mulliner as Head Mistress of the Sherborne

who has gone under and the motor -car of the man School for Girls . Miss Mulliner was appointed in

who has got on are to be seen every day .
1899 when the school was founded .

Service ? What mockery it would seem to be to
talk of service to such boys. Yet I do — no, I don't ; The University College of the South -West,

I make them perform it . I don't think the actual Exeter , has received a gift of £ 25,000 from Mr.

word " service ” has ever passed my lips in conversa
E. J. Mardon, of New Court, Topsham . The gift ,

tion with them . But I call for service , and I get which has been gratefully accepted by the President,

the Prince of Wales, is earmarked to provide a new

There is nothing , to my mind , more amazing than residential hall .

are

Do you

it.
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AN AUSTRALIAN EXCHANGE.

By CAPTAIN G. N. COOMBS , B.A. , B.Sc. , F.R.G.S.

Teaching work seems to me much the same the Outside the teaching service , Australia has little

world over . Going to Australia for work in the to offer at the present time to members of the pro

fessional or business classes. Half the population
high schools, I found that British methods were

is concentrated in the big cities , where the competi
very largely adopted . In Victoria , I was concerned

tion for employment is acute. It is astonishing to
with the training of student teachers for secondary find the comparatively few Australians who take up

education , certain schools being specially allocated the development of the land , and how similar the

as practising schools for this purpose . The standard
lives of the people are to those in England. A great

of work in the high schools , technical schools , and
many of the immigrants , finding the life on the land

uncongenial, drift back to the coast towns. This
the universities is equally as good as our own and is unfortunate for a country largely dependent on

the general conditions pleasanter . Pupils are sub- its primary industries for its prosperity and develop

jected to a fairly rigid examination before entrance , ment . I do not think that the cost of living is

and are made to purchase their own books. Religi- appreciably higher than at home , if one excepts
ous instruction, where given , was undertaken by house property, which is exceptionally dear, and

external bodies. Great facilities exist for outdoor articles bearing import duties. The Trade Unions

sports - cricket, football under Australian rules , are of course very strong , and labour is extremely

open -air swimming and lacrosse for the boys , well paid . “ I left the plough for the classroom ,

hockey and basket ball for the girls , tennis for both . said a New South Wales teacher recently , “ but now

Boys in their final year at the high schools com- I'm thinking of leaving the classroom for the

pulsorily attend the Cadet Corps under extraneous plough !” Certainly for the skilled , and even un

military authority. Many schools possess fine skilled , manual labourer, and for domestic service ,
orchestras , which lead community singing of British Australia presents opportunities never possible in
and Australian songs . overcrowded England.

From their earliest years all school pupils are One cannot speak too well of the warm-hearted

taught to love the Flag , its history, and all it kindness extended to British visitors by the Austra

denotes. lian people . Australia is geographically isolated,

I met quite a number of British visiting teachers and her ties are with Britain , for whom she has a

working in the primary service in Victoria, and fervent love . The commemoration of Anzac Day is

compared notes . Generally , our favourable impres- remarkable throughout the Commonwealth . Per

sions coincided , though I found that in some cases sonally, I found service connexions greatly appre

the opinion was held that in equipment and relative ciated , but both the Education Departments and the

size of the classes the Old Country was preferable . Teachers' Union in Victoria were unsparing in

In Australian State schools teachers are Civil Ser- effort to afford British visitors an interesting and

The advantages are security of tenure , happy time . The former, as far as possible, pro

mobility within the State , and reasonable prospect vided opportunities for service in different parts of
of promotion for qualified senior assistants . Grades the State ; the latter organised tours and entertain

of seniority exist , with positions within the grades . ments , even civic receptions in the provincial towns.

A nomination for an appointment in a higher grade “ We wish to show our appreciation of what is done

is open to appeal by anyone senior who desires the for us in England," was the parting message I
position , and I have known one member of a school received from the Professor of Education at Mel

staff appealing against the nomination of another-- bourne University.

and being upheld ! The highly centralised system For a teacher contemplating an Australian ex
of course entails much work at the offices of the change , I would counsel , first, a calculation of

Department , and inspections, departmental orders , the cost ( with a margin) , for it is considerably more

and reports are far more prevalent than at home . expensive than a year of the ordinary routine. Then

Teachers in England may desire to know what one must be prepared to set aside home interests

are the prospects of permanent employment in almost entirely, for the period of absence . Leave

Australia . I consider that for quite young teachers everything in England on a sound basis , to allow

they are reasonably good. It is necessary, how- for any eventuality. A travelling companion is very

ever, to start low down in the scale and work your desirable , for otherwise journeys of exploration may

way up from grade to grade , also to take periods give you long periods of loneliness . Finally , all

of service in the country districts. Salaries, except our kinsmen overseas are justly proud of their

perhaps in New South Wales, are no higher than countries and institutions, and “ invidious com

in England. parisons are odious" to the Dominion mind.
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SOME MEMORIES OF A SCHOOL INSPECTOR.

II . The Teachers .

us

By J. REEVES.

In earlier centuries schools of the more elementary to be away for days together , and that once , in par

type in England and other forward countries were ticular, during a long frost, he absented himself

commonly taught by workmen and women in their for thirty days in succession , under the plea that ,

homes , while they plied their substantive occupa- having but one leg, he was afraid to venture along

tions . In 1596, in his book , “ The English School- the road which led from his house to the school

master,” Edmund Coote addressed such teachers room until the ice should be dissolved by a thaw . "

as follows : - “ To the unskilful , which desire to It is well known that in this country the payment

make use of it ( the book ] for their own private of elementary school teachers remained low until

benefit, and to such men and women of trade as a few years ago. As late as 1918 or 1919 some of

tailors , weavers , shopkeepers, seamsters , and such were surprised and rather shocked when the

others as have undertaken the charge of teaching competent chief assistant of a large school in the

others ... thou mayst sit at thy books or thy town in which I was then living left to join the

needle, and never hinder any work to hear thy police force on the ground that the payment and

scholars, after thou hast made this little book prospects of an ordinary policeman were superior

familiar to thee. ” to those of a teacher.

For a period to 1738 the German rural school- In such circumstances the teachers were neces

masters were granted the monopoly of tailoring in sarily recruited, in the main , from the poorer class,

their villages to increase their incomes ; and the whose home training , from a cultural point of view,

school at Burgdorf in Switzerland , where Pestalozzi must often have been very defective . Thus

taught in 1799, was kept by a shoemaker. hampered , and receiving an elementary education

In the towns, however, some full-time teachers only , they were commonly appointed monitors, then

were appointed even in the sixteenth century . The pupil teachers , and subsequently , if they succeeded
records of Newcastle, Staffordshire, for the year in passing a qualifying examination , assistant

1565 , mention the first known school in the town , teachers . A few of theseat first, and then a slowly

and state that " it is agreed to pay William Sabshed increasing number , went to a training college.,

(the schoolmaster) XXVIs. VIIId. [£ r . 6s . 8d . ] While acting as pupil teachers, many had to teach

for one whole year. ( In the same year a bellman large classes during the greater part or even the

was appointed at exactly the same salary ; but in whole of the school time , receiving more or less in

the following year the schoolmaster's pay rose to struction from the head master or mistress before

£10 a year, and the bellman's fell to £1 . ) A similar or after school hours , and studying , and also

record from Malden , Massachusetts , dated 1752 , making any required preparation for teaching, at

states that “ John Sprague is chosen schoolmaster night. In several cases I learned that head teachers

for ye ensuing year to teach children to read and of rural schools had never been in any educational

write and to reſmetic according to his best skill , institution other than their own schools, where they

and he is to have ten pounds paid him by ye town began their careers as monitors. It need hardly be

for his pains." said that such teachers suffered from lack of con

Full -time teaching slowly increased in elementary tact with cultured people, and that their “ educa

schools, though many head teachers were often tion of life, " like their scholastic education , must

appointed from the ranks of disabled soldiers, have been very meagre.

sailors , injured or other workmen , who were The professional lot of some of the older, ill

longer able to follow their accustomed avocations prepared teachers must have been far from en

and lacked other means of subsistence . This type viable . Naturally , many were less successful than

of teacher, however, had almost disappeared by their younger and better-equipped colleagues , and

1895. I only encountered two examples , one being some of them got adverse reports . Here and there

a one-armed sailor, whose chief apparent qualifica- one of these would turn to his log -book and say

tion was a stentorian voice , and the other a timid pathetically : " I have had forty years' experience of

little old woman who had been some sort of private teaching and I get a report like this !" During

governess. The former case brought to recent years it has been commonly recognised that

membrance a report of an inspector in 1840 :- many of the most successful schools were, or are,

" I found the schoolroom empty and locked at in charge of younger teachers with , say , ten or a

11 o'clock in the morning, and was credibly in- dozen years' experience. This is natural, for mere

formed that it is no uncommon thing for the teacher experience, no matter how prolonged, cannot com

no

re
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LEGAL NOTES .

Pension Rights.

The case of Nixon and others v . Attorney -General ,

decided by Mr. Justice Clauson last month , though

concerned with pensions in the Civil Service, is not

without interest for teachers. The contention of the

claimants was that the additional sum based on the

cost of living bonus should be calculated on the

full amount of annual bonus at date of retirement ,

and not on 75 per cent . of it , as ordered by a

Treasury Minute of March 20 , 1922. It was urged

that this minute was contrary to the provisions of

the Superannuation Act of 1859 as amended by

Sections 1 and 3 ( 1 ) of the Act of 1909.

pete with the more effective practice that is based

upon superior training and knowledge, except per

haps in simple and mechanical occupations .

The lack of pedagogical preparation was still

more pronounced among the Article 68 or supple

mentary teachers , many of whom had received no

preliminary training at all . The number of such

teachers became temporarily increased during the

war ; and one of a good number of cases known to

me was that of an ordinary, though bright and self

confident, servant girl who was put to teach the

infant class in a country school. At the next visit

of inspection this teacher , doubtless following some

hints on method which she had received from the

head mistress, when beginning a drawing lesson on

a ball , drew the object on the blackboard and said

to the class in broad Buckinghamshire speech

(which is notable for the omission of the letter " ? "

at the ends of syllables , and has an admixture of

cockney vowels) :-" You pu ' a li'le do' in the

middle and then you go reaund and reaund and
reaund and reaund. ”

In such circumstances, a low estimate of the

teaching profession , and especially of the primary

branch , was inevitable. But, happily , the worst fea

tures--under-education , under -pay, and over - work,

-are disappearing. Further progress will follow

ample provision for the education and training of

all teachers, both primary and secondary ; in the

multiplication of summer schools and " refresher

courses' at training colleges and elsewhere , together

with more and more easily accessible conferences

and freer interchange of teachers . These measures

will go hand in hand with the further development

of libraries and other forms of intellectual provision ,

especially in the villages and smaller towns.

If, after thirty years ' critical observation of the

teaching and work of elementary schools, and is

view of the many and serious animadversions which

had been cast upon the results of the teaching, one

were asked to give some estimate of the general

efficiency attained , one would scarcely be prepared

to say more than that the teaching is as efficient as

can be expected when all the circumstances are con

sidered . Like other bodies of people , teachers vary

much in capacity and attainment ; and owing to de

fects of education and training in many cases, the

variation must be greater than in the medical or

legal profession , where all the members receive sub

stantially the same, and a reasonably full , education

and training. While one has delightful memories

of a number of teachers who are , or were , keenly

enthusiastic , well cultured , and highly capable , one

has also memories of many others of a very different

type , and most of these were found in the village

schools. The town schools naturally attract many

of the best teachers, for they offer access to advan

tages not yet available for rural teachers .

Not a Matter for the Courts.

The Court made short work of the claim . Sir

William Jowitt contended that , apart from the clear

language of the Acts themselves , it had been laid

down repeatedly by the House of Lords and the

Appeal Court that a Civil Servant could not claim

a legal right to a pension . Mr. Justice Clauson

agreed . The Courts had no jurisdiction . As Buck

master, L.C. , had said , though the expectation of

superannuation could be relied on with full certainty,

there was no basis of right which could be enforced

by legal proceedings. There was no contract be

tween a Civil Servant and the Crown, for no statute

authorised anybody to enter into such a contract

on the Crown's behalf. The action was dismissed .

Rights which are not “Legal . "

There is one obvious difference between the Civil

Servant's pension and the teacher's . The teacher

is “ a contributor.” Does this fact establish a " legal

right" to superannuation ? It probably does not.

For while the Civil Servant's Superannuation Acts

make the Treasury the final arbiter, the Teacher's

( Superannuation) Act gives the last word to the

Board of Education . A marginal note ( marginal

notes are not part of the Act , it is true) to the First

Schedule says, “ No claim to superannuation allow

ances and gratuities as of right," and the clause to

which that relates reads : “ The decision of the Board

on any question which may arise as to , or which

may affect, the application of this Act to any person ,

or the qualification for any superannuation allow

ance or gratuity , or for the return of any balance

of contributions , or the amount of any superannua

tion allowance or gratuity , or of any balance

of contributions , or on any question which may

arise as to the amount of the average salary of any

teacher, shall be final." These three words suffice

to oust the jurisdiction of the Courts.
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A SCHEME OF CRAFTWORK.

By CHARLES R. LEVISON ,

The Secondary School, Washington, Co. Durham.

It is hardly necessary nowadays to justify the First YEAR ( 11-12 ) :

inclusion of craftwork in the art course of schools . Lettering . - Roman capitals , monogram , illumin

It is increasingly valued for its own sake, especially ated initial letters .

because it vitalises and gives point to art teaching ; Leather.-Serviette ring , bookmark , simple

and it forms a much needed link between the purse , comb case .

manual room and the art room . So long as art Gesso .-A circular box .

work is remote from the practical things of life it Pottery.- Teapot stand, tea plate, egg cup .

will remain the interest of the few , and its cultural
SECOND YEAR ( 12-13) :

value to the majority will be slight . Not all draw Lettering . - Pen forms and formal writing-a

ing is intrinsically interesting , particularly to those piece of writing with illuminated initial .

with no special skill ; but when it can be shown that Painted Wood and Gesso . - Teapot stand (various

the art course as a whole leads to practical appli shapes including hexagon and octagon ).
cations of design and constructive exercises dealing

Wooden calendar , rectangular boxes .

with real things, the otherwise dull work becomes
Lino Blocks .--For printed fabric.

desirable . The effect of the introduction of craft
Leather. - Purses, table mats.

work upon those children who “ cannot draw ” is
Pottery .-Simple shapes of vases and bowls .

usually very marked. The work of children from
THIRD YEAR ( 13-14) :

eleven years of age to fourteen is most important;

not only is their imaginative capacity greatest then ,
Lettering. - A small written book with illustra

but a foundation of taste can be laid , and an interest
tions, either made individually or jointly by

in manual activities cultivated much more easily
a group. This exercise also involves binding

than either earlier or later in life .
and a tooled leather cover. Posters, menu

The following scheme has been in operation some
card , concert programme, book plate .

years now , and has been found to work well. It Gesso .-Boxes of various sizes and shapes. Can

is not to be regarded as rigid and invariable - on
often be applied to work done in manual

the contrary it is very elastic in detail — but the
Candlesticks, papier mâché bowls.

main features are found to be worth keeping from
Lino Blocks and Zinc Blocks .—For book plates

year to year. Each class has one period of 11
as well as for printed fabrics . Batik dyeing

hours per week for art work, and it is found that
is here used sparingly as an alternative

about half the year can be devoted to design and
method of decorating fabrics.

craftwork application of design, the remainder of
Leather.—Handbags , table-runners , wallets , box

the year being divided between a minimum of object
tops , &c.

drawing, some memory work, and a good deal of
Pewter. - In thin sheets, used to model low relief

plant drawing both in line and colour. It is not ornament for decorating wooden articles .

found that the " drawing " suffers in consequence Pottery . - Vases, bowls, dishes, &c .

of the reduced time given to it , but on the contrary In subsequent work beyond the third year, a con

it is rather better. In addition to this time-table siderable freedom of individual choice is given in

period , an art club meeting is held for 11 hours the selection of crafts to be undertaken, and even

on Friday evenings. Attendance at this is volun- in the third year some allowance is made for

tary and is open to all scholars up to the capacity individual preferences . The proportion of spoiled

of the room . Periodically this art club meeting is work is small since a reasonable standard is insisted

devoted to an exhibition or lantern lecture, but upon in the preliminary designs before any material

mainly it provides another opportunity for craft- is supplied. Thus the rate of progress varies

work . widely , and it is not certain that every child will

Roughly the same plan is adopted for each year's carry out every craft in the time allowed . The cost

course, the exercises being graded for difficulty and of materials is defrayed by the sale of the finished

the crafts introduced as follows : articles .

room .
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HENRY ADAMS ON HISTORY.

The following extract is taken from " The Education of Henry Adams," published by Messrs. Con

stable C Co. It gives some interesting views on history as a university study, based on the experi

ences of Henry Adams at Harvard.

“ The whole problem of education is one of its their teacher knew from his own experience that

cost in money. The lecture system to classes of his wonderful method led nowhere, and they would

hundreds, which was very much that of the twelfth have to exert themselves to get rid of it in the

century , suited Adams not at all . Barred from law school even more than they exerted themselves

philosophy and bored by facts , he wanted to teach to acquire it in the college. Their science had no

his students something not wholly useless. The system , and could have none , since its subject was

number of students whose minds were of an order merely antiquarian . Try as hard as he might, the

above the average was , in his experience, barely professor could not make it actual .

one in ten ; the rest could not be much stimulated “ What was the use of training an active mind to

by any inducements a teacher could suggest . All waste its energy ? The experiments might in time

were respectable, and in seven years of contact, train Adams as a professor , but this result was

Adams never had cause to complain of one ; but
still less to his taste. He wanted to help the boys

nine minds in ten take polish passively, like a hard to a career , but not one of his many devices to

surface ; only the tenth sensibly reacts . stimulate the intellectual reaction of the student's

“ Adams thought that , as no one seemed to care mind satisfied either him or the students . For him

what he did , he would try to cultivate this tenth self he was clear that the fault lav in the system ,

mind , though necessarily at the expense of the which could lead only to inertia . Such little know

other nine. He frankly acted on the rule that a ledge of himself as he possessed warranted him in

teacher , who knew nothing of his subject, should affirming that his mind required conflict , competi

not pretend to teach his scholars what he did not tion , contradiction even more than that of the

know , but should join them in trying to find the student . He too wanted a rank-list to set his

best way of learning it . ...
name upon . His reform of the system would have

“ The task was doomed to failure for a reason begun in the lecture -room at his own desk . He

which he could not control. Nothing is easier than would have seated rival assistant professor

to teach historical method, but , when learned , it has opposite him , whose business should be strictly

little use . History is a tangled skein that one may limited to expressing opposite views. Nothing

take up at any point, and break when one has short of this would ever interest either the pro

unravelled enough ; but complexity precedes evolu- fessor or the student ; but of all university freaks ,

The Pteraspis grins horribly from the closed no irregularity shocked the intellectual atmosphere

entrance . One may not begin at the beginning , so much as contradiction or competition between

and one has but the loosest relative truths to follow teachers . In that respect the thirteenth -century

up. Adams found himself obliged to force his university system was worth the whole teaching of
material into some shape to which a method could the modern school."

be applied. He could think only of law as subject;

the law school as end ; and he took , as victims of

his experiment, half -a -dozen highly intelligent young

men who seemed willing to work . The course Some Appointments

began with the beginning , as far as the books Mr. J. R. MATTHEWS, M.A. , F.R.S.E. , Lecturer
showed a beginning, in primitive man , and came

in Botany at the University of Edinburgh, and

down through the Salic Franks to the Norman Eng
formerly a Lecturer in Botany at Birkbeck College,

lish . Since no text-books existed, the professor
London, has been appointed to the Professorship of

refused to profess , knowing no more than his
Botany in Reading University.

students, and the students read what they pleased

and compared their results . As pedagogy, nothing Dr. BASIL YEAXLEE, a graduate of both Oxford

could be more triumphant. The boys worked like
and London , and once Assistant Minister at Em

rabbits , and dug holes all over the field of archaic
manuel Congregational Church , Bootle , has been

society ; no difficulty stopped them ; unknown lan
appointed Principal of Westhill Training College ,

guages yielded before their attack , and customary
Birmingham . Dr. Yeaxlee is a member of the

law became familiar as the police court ; undoubtedly
B.B.C. Adult Education Committee.

they learned , after a fashion , to chase an idea, Mr. AUBREY DE SELINCOURT, B.A. , Rugby School

like a hare , through as dense a thicket of obscure and University College, Oxford, has been appointed

facts as they were likely to meet at the bar ; but Vice-Master of Clayesmore School, Winchester,

a
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S'IL VOUS PLAÎT.

By PROFESSOR J. J. FINDLAY.

After repeated discussion with teachers about the wishes to express the idea, begins by taking the

teaching of French, it seems more and more clear
whole phrase - the complete " pattern , if we may

that any reformation of foreign language learning
use the terminology of the latest (Gestalt ) psy

chology.

must go hand in hand with radically new concep- The teacher who wishes to grasp the position of

tions of mind processes concerned with language this reform must be willing to set aside pro tem , all

learning as a whole, that is with the learning of his preconceived notions, and consider what the re

English as well as of a foreign language. Recently, former is aiming at. The learner, as I regard him ,

in these columns, Dr. Jagger's “ The Sentence is engaged on a work of art , copying with all pos

Method of Teaching Reading " was under review . sible fidelity the whole behaviour of Huguette and

The psychology underlying his book must be her friends, as heard on the gramophone. This

accepted in the modern language classroom also if behaviour involves not only pronunciation , but pace ,

any progress is to be made. We are carried far be- intonation , stress , rhythm - matters equally im

yond the bald principle of the Direct Method into a portant for any successful apprehension of French,

conception which falls in with the whole philosophy as French people think and feel . True, the learner ,

of language expounded by men like Sapir and Jesper- to make a respectable copy, needs to have a general

sen . We have to accept the sentence, or rather the idea of the meaning, and this is most rapidly given

complete idea, the full phrase, as the unit of expres- in his vernacular ; but such a giving is not a word

sion . for word translation ; it is merely a prop to help

Yesterday a schoolmaster picked out a phrase him to carry on . For before Huguette makes this

in the First Record which I recommend children lively interruption , other voices have been heard

to learn when they begin French . The little speaking sentences already copied and enjoyed by

Huguette says : “ Un oiseau sonneur de cloches, our learner. All he now requires, when copying

cela ne c'est jamais vu !" My critic was astonished Huguette's voice, is a general explanation of what

and said : “ You mean to tell me that a child can she means , so that she can be intelligently rendered .

understand cela ne c'est jamais vu in the first The learner is very much in the position of an Eng

weeks of learning French ?" " Well, " I replied , lish soprano, who only knows a very few words of

“ Huguette, a little French girl , speaks the phrase ; Italian , learning to sing an Italian song. Our latest

why not an English girl ? " " But, " he said , " you psychology makes it very clear that in all the arts

have so many difficult constructions , among them in learning, for instance , a new stroke in golf , or a

the reflexive verb, which beginners generally do not new step in music — the learner must apprehend the

tackle until they have been at French for a year whole before his teacher cuts up the process into

" Huguette," I replied , " herself, as she parts ; the parts may be mastered all in good time ,

used the phrase, had no thought or conception of and in languages undoubtedly , in due time, the pupil
these complicated grammatical structures. The must know the significance, the position , &c . , of

whole phrase was to her a unit of experience which each word in cela ne c'est jamais vu , but that

in English might be put into half - a -dozen terms; study must come at a later stage .

for example : ' I have never seen anything of the The title of this paper gives an even happier in
kind , ' or 'What a silly idea !' If , then , the actual stance of the difference between the whole and the

native user of this phrase has nothing in the back of parts . The idea of s'il vous plaît is not an idea

her mind concerned with grammatical analysis, why which to us in England involves four words ; if we

should the foreigner begin by such analysis before wish to train our children in French courtesy this

he uses synthetically the whole sequence of sounds phrase should be used, as a whole, both by teacher
which these words represent? ” and by scholars in the first week of learning French

My critic may reply that Huguette can , if she at the pace and with the rhythm that one hears in

likes , analyse the phrase, and since she is a French France. They will enjoy the exact reproduction of

girl she no doubt knows the grammatical rules ; but it as a whole long before they can understand the

this reply is surely off the point. It is not even structure, and they will learn it , not as an isolated

true that all French children , when they use these piece of linguistics, but in situations where the occa

phrases , use them with the intelligence of the sion demands this form of polite address .

grammarian ; but even when they do, the rapidity This article is only a note in order to indicate the

of thought far outruns the slow reflective processes breadth and depth of problems raised when a modern

necessary to construct cela ne c'est jamais vu language teacher once begins to let psychology,

like a cross -word puzzle. Language is not used or that is to-day the actual observation of mental pro

made by this route ; the foreigner, therefore , who cess , reshape his procedure.
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EDUCATION IN PRISON.

BY A PRISON VISITOR .

which hadn't been given a chance in this lad's life ,

and but for the zeal of his prison friends the facts

would have remained hidden . As it was, it was

possible to give him a new start , equipped with

ambition, hope, and some of the finer things of life .

L’nder the old regime, causes did not trouble the

authorities . A man sinned, therefore he was

punished and that was all there was to it . He could

sink or swim as he chose , afterwards. That was

his lookout.

And so , in course of time , a criminal will prob

ably be regarded in the same light as a sick man

-namely, as a subject to be cured. Prisons will

be called Detention Hospitals, Governors will be

surgeons, and mental experts will form the staff.

The modern cracksman does exist , but it is the

fools and the tools who get caught. Isolated

examples of brilliance and intellect do find their way

behind prison bars but a very large number of the

inmates of a prison are quite uneducated. This is

especially noticeable in the case of a juvenile

offender.

In order that a young man shall not be deprived

of the benefits of education whilst in prison , in most

of the big prisons proper classes are arranged .

There is a classroom , just like an ordinary class

room , with single and double desks, a blackboard

and easel, and maps and pictures. A schoolmaster

is employed and evening classes are held, exactly

on the same lines as outside.

The need for this supplement to prison routine

will be realised when the fact is stated that, out of

a class of thirty -four boys recently formed , twenty

five could neither read nor write and only five could

both read and write with some pretence of culture .

These boys averaged seventeen in age,
the youngest

being sixteen and the eldest twenty -two. They were

mostly of the artisan class, representing miners,

factory hands of all sorts , seamen and engineers.

Two were clerks , both of good families .

There has been a good deal of outery against

the so - called softness of the modern prison system .

Wireless concerts , outside lectures, football and

cricket matches, gymnastics and theatrical perform

ances have all come in for their share of criticism .

It is necessary to understand that the prison system

as we know it only dates from 1921. The old days

are only eight years distant . The change can easily

be described by saying that formerly a man came

for punishment; now he comes to a kind of moral

hospital , where doctors and nurses and lovers of

humanity try to cure him of his malady, using for

instruments and medicine the weapons of art ,

music , literature , and games. It is something new

in the experience of a great many of the men and

women who come to prison.

An extreme case recently passed through one big

prison of a boy of eighteen who was sentenced to

six months' imprisonment for thieving food . The

prisoner was found guilty on six counts. It subse

quently transpired — and that is where the prison

comes in — that thirty -six people lived in the house

he occupied and the largest bedroom was divided

by chalk marks into quarters , one family occupying

each quarter and one the middle, for sleeping pur

poses.
There was room for everybody to lie

down together, so half of the men paced the street

for half the night while the other men slept. Then

they changed over at half -time.

Art, music, literature, and games were things

1

BRIGHTER CLASSROOMS.

By HENRY S. ABRAM ,

Head Master, Council School, Thursby, Carlisle .

A few wrinkles which have assisted to brighten

up the drab walls of classrooms in elementary

schools .

1. Utilise odd lengths of wallpaper of suitable

colour for mounting horizontal pictorial lines of

time. Grey and fawn papers without floral pattern

prove serviceable . The time may be measured off

at the base a foot per century or more as desired .

Double or treble rows may be mounted , c.g.

transport, ess , people. When the interest in the

completed chart is waning it may be rolled and

stored.

( The editor would please several readers if he

continued the historical costume plates . )

2. Instead of the standard type of picture frame,

use one with a hinged back . A collection of pictures

may be stored in the frame and the pictures changed

ad lib .

This kind of frame proves a boon in filing

records such as :-Sun or rain , vertical ladder

columns in two colours ; wind ; stars for the month ;

rotation of crops, local map ; meteorological maps.

3. An ordinary exercise book for each subject can

be used as a scrap album for press cuttings .

4. To mount large pictorial aids bind several

sheets of brown paper, double elephant size . Two

narrow boards, with butterfly screws to clamp, make

good holdfasts which keep the sheets on the loose

file system . Here again give one sheet to one sub

ject or one century.

Finally, two points are worth noting : spring-clean

periodically ; be cautious in accepting pictures cut

from books, which may belong to neighbouring

establishments .

no
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SOME EXPERIMENTS IN CORRELATION .

By C. TRENCHARD.

Those of us who suffered under bombing in- necessary for a boy to pass with credit in the three

structors , gas instructors, physical training and groups of which one consists of languages or a

bayonet fighting instructors, et hoc genus omne,
language. The standard demanded may not seem

during the period of 1914-1918 , may remember with high, but it is there nevertheless, and, although a

what amusement, or irritation, we heard the same large percentage of those who fail may do

tale from each : how that their own particular craft through general weakness, it still happens that a

was the sole way of salvation , and that the only way candidatemay do quite brilliantly in one branch of

of destroying a German in a satisfactory manner his studies and yet be rejected. How can we help
was by shooting, stabbing , or poisoning him , accord- him ? Not , it is to be hoped , by “ cramming.”

ing to the particular trade of the expert that had our One of the changes brought about in modern

attention , or at least our attendance , at the moment. warfare as a result of recent lessons has been a

Towards the end there was better correlation be- revolution in the method of attack . Previously the

tween the various methods of homicide , and even a principle had been to find out the enemy's main

musketry instructor admitted the possibility of other points of resistance and to concentrate upon them .

ways of killing a man than by a bullet . The modern method is by " infiltration . ” The

With this memory still with us we sometimes assailants no longer dash their heads against the

wonder whether our pupils do not sometimes suffer strong point but look for what is known as the

from a similar plethora of experts , for , whatever “ soft spot” and then exploit it . Troops filter

advantages may be claimed for the principle of the through the gap that has been found or made , the

form master pure and simple , the problem of the position is turned and the strong points are isolated

rival subject teachers will be always with us. The to be reduced at leisure .

advanced work of the higher forms of any school is In our school war this process of infiltration is

necessarily a matter for specialists, and, in a small carried out by correlation . We “ exploit the weak

secondary school with a limited staff, when once the spot” and approach the difficult subject along the

main subjects are provided for , there is little or no lines that are easier to us . Let us take a concrete

margin for the employment of all-round form
instance.

masters . The form system , therefore, breaks down
X. is a fair mathematician and is tolerably good

at once , and the different subjects will be taken by at Science . He wishes to matriculate at the pro

their own specialists throughout the school. Even vincial university with a view to taking a Science

in a large public school, where the specialists are Course . This he will never do unless his French

employed with advanced work and the lower and improves , and it is the only foreign language that

middle forms take form subjects with a form master, he can offer for the second group. He is , how

we do not eliminate the specialist element entirely. ever, extremely good at History. The son of a

Some subjects must lie outside the scope of the soldier he was attracted towards it first of all from

average form master, and the form master himself the military point of view , and through this intro

usually has his own pet subject or personal bias . duction he has been fairly successful in the subject

This is reflected in the pupil . A boy will often show as a whole. He is interested in the study of the

his particular bent at an early age . This develop. Waterloo campaign and is confronted with the

ment may be spontaneous, or it may be influenced problem of the degree of culpability that we are to

by the special interest of his form master , or by the assign to Grouchy. To enable him to get to the

fact that the specialist in one particular subject has heart of the matter we put before him the operation

a stronger personality or a more effective method orders in the original French . By the time that he

than the other specialists . Whatever the reason may has made his own solution of the tactical problem

be , the boy develops more rapidly along one line he has discovered a new purpose in the study of

than another .
the language. This may be turned judiciously to a

It may be contended that there is small harm new interest if we strike while the iron is hot and

here , and that there is a great deal of nonsense lead him on to read Ségur ( fils ), Thiers, Michelet,

talked to -day about the evils of premature specialisa- Mignet, Lanfrey, and Erckmann-Chatrian .

tion . This may or may not be true, but the fact vocabulary becomes enriched and he is more in

remains that examinations are still with us . It is terested in arriving at the exact shade of meaning

not very many years ago that students whose work of the French phrases with which he is wrestling .

was to be in science had to enter the university The enemy has, as it were, been outflanked and the

through the door of Greek , and to obtain a “ School position is carried, not by the costly frontal attack

Certificate ' with matriculation exemption it is still of enforcing the obnoxious subject ad nauseam but

His

?
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strips are fitted together in their proper order in the

box they will give us our relief map of the district ,

which may now be coloured on the layer or any

other system . Any one strip taken out will show

us two sections from E. to W., while the East and

W'est edges of the relief map will give us two sec

tions from N. to S.

We have, therefore, at one and the same time

provided the school with a useful piece of apparatus,

carried out an exercise in Woodwork that has

required careful draughtsmanship and handling of

tools, mastered the meaning and value of contour

lines and sections, and learnt the main physical

features of our area in a way that we are likely to

remember.

基

by the more judicious system of infiltration by

means of the more favoured study .

Correlation of Geography and History or of His

tory and English Literature is too common and

obvious a device to need further elaboration here ,

but some of the possibilities of the workshop may

be worth attention. Frequently , though not in

variably , the dull boy may be seen at his best there .

He feels that he can at least work with his hands.

Let him. Suppose that his trouble is Greek. He

is floundering in the difficulties of Thucydides and

we are in the middle of the siege of Plataea . Set

the class to provide a model (or individual models )

of the Lacedaemonian walls of circumvallation .

Just as the Plataeans counted the bricks in the wall

in order to make their ladders of the correct length ,

so will our handicraft enthusiast approach his Greek

lesson with greater zest in order that the work on

which he is interested may be correct in dimension

and detail .

Or, again , we may be concerned with the geo

graphy of a junior class . The work for the current

term is to be the study of a particular area. In

this particular instance let it be supposed that the

special subject is our own county and the use of

the ordnance map . Contours and sections prove a

difficulty. Let us then make our own relief map of

the district as a concentrated form effort.

We first make a wooden box the same area as

the sheet of the 6 in . map. This is filled with strips

of wood closely fitting and standing on edge. Their

measurements are i in . thick , 6 in . to 9 in . high ,

and length according to whether the general lie of

the country favours our sections being cut from

N. to S. or from E. to W. In this particular case

the chief natural feature is an escarpment facing

West and running almost due North and South .

Our sections will therefore run from E. to W.

Our best carpenters have made the box . Each

boy will be responsible for one or more strips. If

the class is about 25-30 there will probably be one

strip for each . The 6 in . ordnance sheet is then

taken , the contour lines are strengthened in red ,

and the map is divided by parallel lines running E.

to W. to correspond with the edges of the strips.

These areas are numbered from N. to S. and each

boy is entrusted with the area that corresponds to

his strip. He first draws on paper two careful

sections , to the scale of the required relief map ,

along the lines that border the North and South of

his area , and when these have been tested and

passed he then transfers them to the flat side of his

strip. When this has been also tested and passed ,

he then cuts down the top edge of the strip to the

line of the sections on the flat sides, great care

being taken where any eccentricities of contour

occur between the two lines of section . When our

EIGHTY YEARS AGO.

Gleanings from our Earlier Volumes.

December, 1849.-- A Holiday Reflection.

“ Hope and blessing to the Preceptor; if he so

arrange his affairs as to be free from debts and

creditors , from the possible causes of professional

harass ; a hard task we admit, but not impractic

able, for one determined for wise purposes to keep

holiday. Idleness, however, never proves holiday

for men of business ; the vacation always brings to

active minds a space not to be passed over , but

filled up , and on that filling up depends for profes

sional educators the advantage of the holidays

their hope and blessing. With professional cares

and duties, in the strict and daily sense , it must by

no means be filled up . But there is a professional

duty, sufficiently removed from the ordinary routine

to be highly recreative, yet so closely connected with

the interests of every professional educator as to be

in the highest degree imperative - the movement

that has for its object the elevation of the pro

fession . "

French.

L'EPOPEE DE ROLAND ET DE CHARLEMAGNE : by

W. G. Hartog . ( 25. Longmans.)

“ Here is a story, simple, fine , and thrilling, which

lies near the root of French literature, and with

which all who are learning French should sooner or

later be acquainted. ”

English schoolboys can hardly be expected to

read the original “ Chanson de Roland ." The next

best thing is offered here, a prose version in simple

straightforward French, free from archaisms and

difficult Gallicisms, and well within the powers of

second year classes . We cannot find it in our heart

to regret the absence of historical and grammatical

notes . Questionnaires , a few grammar exercises ,

and vocabulary are appended. A. B. G.
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DO CHILDREN LIKE GOOD MUSIC ?

By A Music TEACHER .

In the following article an experienced teacher of music offers useful advice concerning the place of

gramophone records and wireless reception in providing illustrations for class use .

Emphatically yes . Children do like good music Folk songs , and any good songs which have a

if they get a chance to hear it . small compass, a good tune, and good words are

I have proved it over and over again . all suitable.

I take weekly singing classes in a Preparatory Music is also one of the best aids to stimulating

School in which the lowest form consists of boys a child's imagination . I often play the boys a piece

from six to eight , and the highest of boys from of " programme" music , perhaps the " Ride of the

twelve to fourteen. Valkyries ,” or something else describing some

About once a month, instead of singing , I prepare definite thing

a selection of twelve gramophone records, purposely I do not tell them what the music is describing ,

very mixed , and ranging from Mozart and Wagner but I play it over two or three times , while they

to light opera and modern dance music . listen carefully, and then I make them write down

When I have played one record , I make the boys what the music has told them or what story they

write down how many marks they give it , ten being heard in it . I get some very interesting results and

the maximum . At the end I add the marks together the boys love it .

and find out in what order of popularity the records This also teaches them really to listen to music ,

have been placed. and to find all kinds of things in it which they

To my joy , I have never yet found jazz anywhere would never otherwise have noticed .

but at the bottom or very near it . I have been teaching now in one school for over

Elgar and Wagner are always very near the ten years , and have had several hundred boys in

top , and two such very dissimilar composers as my classes , and I can honestly say that it is a rare

Beethoven and Mendelssohn are both popular . thing to find a boy who does not give highest

One small boy of seven sits with his eyes shut , marks to good music, and who does not thoroughly

blissfully listening to Stravinsky's " Fire-Bird." enjoy listening to it .

When I played Weber's " Oberon ” overture he told

me it was " too jazzy ” for him ! Another who is

just eight beats time happily through either the A BRILLIANT TEACHER

overture to “ Tannhäuser " or the overture to “ The

Flying Dutchman." FOR THETHE DARK DAYS

I am perfectly convinced that , naturally , the Let your Students see diagrams, maps, photographs or actual

majority of children like good music , and it is
objects in full colour, projected as a ten -foot picture by Zeiss

Ikon Epidiascope. This Epidiascope has been specially de

fortunate that they are getting more chance of hear- signed for school use . It has been simplified, needs no special

ing it , with wireless and with the cheap issues of wiring, and embodies all the latest improvements in design .

classical records. Write us for particulars and call for a demonstration

I hope that their parents will let them have these SANDS, HUNTER & CO. LTD .
records. That this, unfortunately , is not always the Specialists in School Projection Apparatus

case I have proved by some of my own boys, who
37 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND , LONDON

have told me sadly that they have no records at

home except dance tunes . And these boys thor

oughly appreciate good music when it is played to

them.

Regarding music as a whole in schools , I am

afraid boys do not always get as much help as girls.

Girls ' schools have always treated musical train

ing as being very necessary, and the public schools

are now doing a great deal for music. But there

are still many preparatory schools where the boys

do not even have one singing class , and where they

never hear the gramophone.

This is quite wrong, the time to teach

children to have a real love of music is when they DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR

are quite young , and one of the best ways to foster USE IN SCHOOLS

this love of music is to let them sing.

CE

as
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WHY TEACH ESSAYS ?

An Art not demanded To-day.

By LEWIS M. WAY.

Essays are unmarketable. Any editor will tell

you that. With ever-increasing competition, the

public has no time for wordiness. It demands

brevity in everything it reads - whether newspapers

or novels.

Yet, in spite of this obvious fact, schoolmasters

continue persistently to instruct their pupils in the

art of writing essays. I expect they teach it very

well, and the boys may produce some really fine

descriptions of " Moonlight Nights" or " Spring

Flowers,” but I doubt whether such writing would

ever find its way into print.

I greatly doubt, also, whether the teacher, even

though he enjoy reading his pupils' work in the

course of his duties, would not be inclined to skip

such writing if he came upon it in his newspaper.

“ Then why— ” ? “ To teach the boys how to write

good English,” is the instant reply.
Quite so ! But why must good English always

be combined with an out -of -date style ? Why make

boys write long descriptions of the ordinary pheno

mena of everyday life, or, worse still , such un

imaginative expositions as those relating to say ,

" A Christmas Party ” or “ Summer Holidays,

when editors are simply clamouring for concise,

well-written articles on topics of the day ?

Many people think that journalism and good Eng

lish can never go together . But the clarity and

dignity of style attained by many of the leaders in

such newspapers as The Times are a credit to

modern English literature.

Therefore this is my Utopia ! Begin at the

beginning Teach boys the way to write good ,

short, vigorous paragraphs, well expressed and

well written, on any subject of interest they come

across in their everyday routine. This will give

them that alertness and power of observation which

are essential to success in whatever profession they

may afterwards take up.

Then, when they can do that with efficiency, let

them write short articles, where before they have

written paragraphs, and finally set them to study

their newspapers, encourage them to read their

classics, and awaken their interest in all the pro

blems of to -day. Wherever possible, see that any

article of merit is sent to the newspapers . It will

breed enthusiasm and pride in their work .

Thus there will issue forth from our schools, not

the " Complete Journalist, " nor even the complete

novelist-to -be, but a better citizen , interested in the

problems of his country and of the world, trained

in observation and alertness, better educated, and

full of keenness for his work .

GROUND BEETLES .

By M. L. BROOKE.

From the gardener's point of view the ground

beetle is worthy not only of toleration but of en

couragement. A hunter innate, with a palate that

appreciates most of the small insects and molluscs

that mankind detests , his restless researches and

frequent meals ought certainly to induce care that

a life so useful may not be shortened unnecessarily.

Ocypus pedator, which is here illustrated , is a

near relative of Ocypus olens, the “ devil's coach

horse ''; one of the rove beetles that may be in

cluded with the present group , although they are

strong fiers. Olens is a most valuable ally to the

gardener, though generally slain at sight on account

of its aggressive ways and noxious appearance.

Hunting worms, slugs, caterpillars, and others of

the larger insects is its occupation : it has to fight

for its food , and, with its strong jaws, does so

vigorously. At such times it will turn its tail over

its back, and from a ready store discharge a yellow

vapour which may be narcotic in its effects . It is

a strong flier, a capable insect of useful qualities ,

but yet unpopular.

Carabus violaceus is another beetle of this kind ,

well known by appearance if not by name. Like

others of its genus it is a handsome insect, some

times more than an inch long. In colour its back

is a dark violet edged with a metallic sheen , while

beneath it is black , with gleams of green or blue .

When beetles fly it is by means of membranous

wings which lie in exact folds beneath the elytrae

or hard outer wings. But the Carabus beetles have

their elytrae fixed and are not fliers.

The Pterostichus (or streaked wing) genus has

some members that are both common and useful ;

it takes its name from the lines upon the elytrae .

Their larvae are of a softer construction than those

of the Carabus.

Formerly ground beetles were thought to be en

tirely carnivorous ; but it is now certain that , like

insect-eating birds , some species at times attack

such vegetation as wheat, roots, and strawberries.

Even allowing for this occasional tendency , we may

be satisfied that they do more good than harm

when the number of pests daily consumed by them

is realised .

Some of the members of the genus Harpalus are

held to be guilty of such irregular vegetarian raids ,

and species of the Zabrus genus and that of Cal

athus have also been accused of these habits .

When it is suspected that such practices are

afoot , jars half filled with water, to which sugar or

odorous meat may have been added , aie sunk, as

traps , in the earth ; but should be removed as soon

as possible, since the common work of the beetle

is of so much value.
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THE SPECIAL SERVICES OF EDUCATION IN LONDON.

This is the title of a most useful little book pub

lished by Hodder and Stoughton , which gives an

account of the measures directed to the health and

welfare of children attending London elementary

schools , and to the care of those who are defective,

neglected , or delinquent . It is not a book of statis

tics and tables of expenditure ; it is really a history ,

brought up to date , of what may be termed " statu

tory philanthropy" on behalf of children . The

Londoner is familiar with London's elementary

schools ; he may at times meet their pupils and

occasionally hear of the existence of their teachers ;

but there is a side of the educational work of the

London County Council which may never obtrude

itself on his consciousness . It is a side that is well

worth his attention . If he spends an hour or so

with this little book he will probably say , as Professor

Parsons said to the British Association in 1927—

" Never again shall I grudge any taxes which I may

be called upon to pay for education , since I realise

that , under the cloak of education , London at least

is doing its utmost to change a C3 into an Ai popu

lation . '

Though much had been done before 1870 to
ameliorate the lot of children suffering from poverty

and neglect — the Ragged School Union was founded

in 1844 , the Reformatory and Refuge Union and the

Barnardo Homes in 1866 — the State's interest really

began in 1870. The Act of that year was an Edu

cation Act, but it was more than that . Sir William

Hamer, formerly Medical Officer for London, de

scribed it as “ the greatest public health Act ever

passed. " From it grew a crop of legislative enact

ments which have enabled the Local Authorities ,

especially London, to carry out an enormous work

for the improvement of the bodies as well as the

minds of children .

The account given of the work falls under three

heads : Care Committees and the School Medical

Service ; Special Schools ; and Juvenile Delinquency.

The first step was to see to it that children were

properly fed, and long before the Provision of Meals

Act of 1906 , the old School Board and the later

Council were devising ways and means with the help
of voluntary agencies and workers . Thousands of

children in the early days suffered from malnutrition .

At the beginning of the century 10.5 per cent . of

children attending school in poor districts were

underfed . To-day, according to the estimate of the

Medical Officer, the percentage is 1.5 of the school

roll — some 10,000, that is. About 3,000 are now

receiving dinners , and 9,000 are having specified

quantities of milk or doses of cod- liver oil on the

recommendation of the school doctors.

Then came the School Medical Service, and the

records show what has been done to improve the

general health and physique of the elementary school

child. The first careful weighing and measuring

was carried out in a group of South London schools

in 1904. Twenty years later it was found that the

average eight-year-old boy was half-an - inch taller

and three-quarters of a pound heavier than his fore

runner had been . There are officers in the service

of the Council , we are told, who can remember, in

the early days of medical inspections, when children

were actually found to have been sewn into their

clothes for the winter ! Contrast the lot of the

London child to-day-and the photographs with

which the book is generously supplied will help to

reveal the difference .

But the medical inspection of all children , and the

feeding of the necessitous , form but a portion of the

social services rendered “ under the cloak of educa

tion.” Something like one -half the children attend

ing special schools in England and Wales are in

London special schools. Over thirteen thousand

children are prevented through some mental or

physical defect from benefiting by attendance at an

ordinary elementary school. In London they are

grouped into eight classes : blind , partially blind ,

deaf, partially deaf, mentally defective, physically

defective, tuberculous , and epileptic. It was just

over thirty years ago that the first public elementary

school for the physically defective came into being ,

and now there are schools for every one of these

groups . This part of the book is perhaps more im

pressive than the rest, for it gives striking proof of

the wonderful work that has been accomplished.

Every one of these 13,500 children, who without the

foster-parental care of the Council might have drifted

into a condition of helplessness and misery , is being

set upon the road to becoming a useful citizen learn

ing how to get happiness from skilled labour and

achievement. Not all, of course , attain such skill as

did the handless boy who made the remarkable draw .

ing which forms the frontispiece to the book (he is

now at the Royal School of Art) ; or such academic

success as the blind girl who graduated with honours

in Arts at London University : but such records only

differ in degree from the results in other cases of

the care and devotion with which these handicapped

children are tended and nurtured . This chapter, and

the third on Juvenile Delinquency , will open the

eyes of many who before had no notion at all of

what the London County Council are doing for the

London child " under the cloak of education.”
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR .

Raising the School Age. provision of additional teachers , maintenance grants

Sir, - I thank you for inserting my letter on the
and manifold incidental expenses.

extension of the school age in your last issue , and ,
This additional cost will fall very largely upon

as the subject looms menacingly in the future and the middle class. This class (the most thrifty and

must necessarily lead to considerable discussion deserving in the community) is not only called upon

and rearrangement , I should be grateful for your
to educate its own children , but also to a great

further indulgence. It may be held that I take a extent the children of all manual workers . As I

limited view of the outlook , but I think it will
have said , farmers are particularly hit by this state

ultimately be found that some of the considerations of things , for they are doomed to find that the

I have brought forward have not been sufficiently
children for whose education they have been paying

taken into account by our soi -disant legislators , are , in the end , both unwilling and unable to engage

particularly as they affect those districts with which in farm work . This will be accentuated when the

my former letter was especially concerned .
leaving age is raised to fifteen . It is said that

Bearing in mind the discordant elements in the henceforward the instruction is to be less literary

country and in the House of Commons, I am not and more practical than formerly. I am sceptical as

impressed by the fact that the three political parties
to the results of this change upon those who might

find themselves in agreement on this policy. De- normally be destined for agricultural life . For these,

mocracies are always imperfectly instructed as to teaching from a text-book and playing at the bench

the best time and the best mode in which projected
will befound to be but a poor preparation .

reforms may be carried out , and where, as in the Of course the community would be found willing

present case , three political parties are involved , to make any sacrifice if good results were assured ,

each , in turn , endeavours to outbid its rivals in but that issue is in doubt, and, in such matters as

throwing sops to Cerberus .
these , when the die is cast , the issue is irrevocable .

In respect of elementary education, the partial
Further , the new projects will increase enormously

failure one laments is due to the fact that regula- the difficulties under which non-provided schools

tions are made to apply to children in the mass . labour . The founders and sustainers of such schools

The proposed schemes furnish no exception .
-as pioneers of elementary education - might be

Naturally , I was not unaware of the fact that it supposed to merit sympathetic treatment from the

is proposed to draft the elder children into central State ; but what is the fact ? Whilst provided

schools and to enlarge the technical side of educa
schools can draw upon a bottomless purse, the

tion . These proposals do not find much favour others are handicapped in a most serious fashion.

even in localities which are urban in character , but , But this letter is so long that it is impossible to

in regard to rural districts , the difficulties are multi- labour the point further, although it forms a serious

plied . Objections on the part of parents are justi
factor in the situation .

fied, inasmuch as the elder children would be unable
J. O. BEVAN , M.A. , F.S.A.

to shepherd the younger children to school , and
Eastbourne,

the daily transport of the pupils would bring about
November 5th, 1929.

a distortion of domestic life . [ This letter is referred to in “ Notes and Com

It is not surprising that bodies of teachers, Edu- ments.” — Editor.]

cation Authorities , and the bureaucracy of the

Education Office would be in favour of an extension German .

of the system they administer, but signs are not
wanting that many teachers view with apprehension Auf FORSCHERFAHRT : by A. E. Brehm ; edited by

and disfavour the projected extension of school life.
G. F. Franklin . ( Is . 6d . Bell . )

Such assurances have reached me privately . In a This attractive-looking little book , containing two

letter now before me, my correspondent (a teacher very lively accounts of the habits of the Pelican

of long standing) writes : - “ I have just read your and of the Eiderduck , is intended for students pre

letter in the paper , and cordially agree with the paring for the School ( ? School Certificate) Exam

opinion therein expressed. ” ination . The text is divided into sections to each

The question of expense affects different people of which ( fortunately at the end of the story) there

in different ways . A Latin proverb runs to the are appended a set of questions , direct method

effect that “ the empty traveller laughs at the high- exercises , and a piece of English prose for trans

wayman .” A large proportion of those who are lation . Brehm's language seems somewhat too

most insistent on the change are content that others advanced for a School Certificate class , but the style

should find the enormous sums of money which will is very pleasant and the matter should appeal to

be necessary for the extension of school buildings , normal people of all ages . J. S. H.
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NEWS OF THE MONTH.

From Law Student to Principal children were kept at school till they were at least

Dr. Edwin Deller, who succeeds Dr. Franklin
fifteen years of age. Such compulsion was an in

Sibly as Principal of London University , was once fringement of personal liberty , and if it entailed the

in the service of the Kent Education Committee . As Government clothing and feeding of children , he

an Intercollegiate Law student he took his LL.B. was inclined to think that was a rather perilous form

in 1911 and obtained the LL.D. in 1916. From 1912
of Socialistic interference . When they took away

to 1920 he was on the administrative staff of the the independence of the individual they also took
University , to which he returned as Academic Regis- away his liberty . But surely any compulsion in

trar in 1921 , after a brief absence as Assistant fringes personal liberty .

Secretary to the Royal Society. Arms and the School.

Oxford Declines. Harrovians have been studying Heraldry . Dr.

Dr. J. M. Walker left a sum of money to Oxford Norwood , the head master , says that the emblems

Convocation , the income from which was to be
hitherto associated with the school , the lion and the

devoted to the provision of an annual prize for an
crossed arrows , are armorially correct only when

essay on Church History , the competitors to be male
shown in combination . The arms now assigned to

members of the Church of England. The legacy
Harrow-previous coats have not been authentic

has been disclaimed on the ground that the policy
are : “ Azure a lion rampant , in dexter chief , two

of the University is to throw open all University
arrows in saltire points downward, tied in the centre

prizes to women as well as men , and the restriction
with a bow, enfiled with a wreath of laurel , all

of the prize to members of the Church of England
argent.”

is opposed to the practice of Oxford. It is not easy A Nursery School Training College.

to see why the reasonable wishes of a testator The open-air nursery school founded by Miss

should not be respected . Neither a Jew nor a. Margaret and Miss Rachel McMillan at Deptford

Hindu is likely to attempt an essay on Church His will soon have an extension — the Rachel McMillan.

tory. A more understandable ground for disclaim
Training College, of which Lady Astor, M.P. , laid

ing the legacy is the fact that Convocation is not a the foundation stone last month . The land for the

Corporation and has no power to accept or administer
building in Creek Road was given by Lord Astor .

a gift of this kind .
Miss Rachel McMillan died in 1917.

“ Stowe Show ."
Wanted £ 50,000.

Stowe School's annual entertainment for the
The League of Empire is making an appeal for a

benefit of the Stowe Club for Working Boys at fund of £ 50,000 for the purpose of opening a suit
Marylebone will take place at the Rudolf Steiner

Hall on December 19 , at 2. 30 and 8.30 p.m. The
able home centre in London , for the accommodation

of overseas teachers . Here teachers from all parts

programme- the performers are all members of the
of the Empire will be able to meet for professional

school—will include Galsworthy's “ The Little Man ” and friendly intercourse. Such a sum will be re

and Miss Gertrude Jennings's " Anything to De quired if the work for the interchange of teachers

clare , " as well as a “ Musical Melodrama"and some

orchestral items . On Monday the 16th a dance at

is to be safeguarded — a most valuable scheme

fostered by the League. Since the scheme was in
Grosvenor House, Park Lane, will be held , the pro augurated some 1,600 teachers have had the advan

ceeds of which will also go to the Club. tage of experience under an overseas authority .

Leaving London . Donations to the Fund should be sent to the Hon .

The Merchant Taylors ' Company have decided to
Treasurer, Lord Askwith , 124 Belgrave Road, West

remove their school from Charterhouse Square to a minster , S.W.1 .

site of 250 acres adjoining Sandy Lodge Station , Bedford's Parent Associations.

near Rickmansworth. The school was founded in
Parents ' Associations have their critics , but in Bed

1561 , and Rickmansworth will be its third home .
ford they are making a great success of them . A

Notwithstanding additions and improvements , the few years after the War an Association was formed

present buildings are inadequate for a school for
in connexion with the Bedford Modern School. Two

500 boys.
years ago the school wanted about £ 3,000 to change

The School Leaving Age. over its gymnasium and hall—and most of that sum

The Archbishop of Wales, at Rhyl, expressed his has now been provided by the Parents' Association .

doubts of the wisdom of raising the school leaving There are already eight or nine such Associations

age. It was going to bring, he said, great per- in Bedfordshire, and it is hoped to raise the number

plexity to some working men's homes if five or six to at least twelve this winter.
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LITERARY SECTION .

BOOKS AND THE MAN. which prevents them from receiving the education

The English Tradition .
which the schools would wish to give them , and

At the low price of ios . 6. may be bought a which would prove of far more benefit as a prepara

handsome volume, published by John Murray under tion for life . ”

the title “ The English Tradition of Education , " Here are three counts , and for each the head

and written by Dr. Cyril Norwood , Head Master of masters are responsible . They can reform the

Harrow . It is a book of profound interest and out
Common Entrance Examination and impose on

standing merit , revealing the spirit of an idealist and
preparatory schools whatever standards they see fit.

the experience of a working schoolmaster. Dr. They can refuse to appoint or retain the casual

Norwood is no iconoclast . He sees the merits of amateur on their staffs. They can alter the con

our great boarding schools while being awake to
ditions of the School Certificate - a task in which

their defects. He is perhaps over -sanguine when he they will be eagerly aided by their women colleagues.

tells us that " they have in them that proof of vitality
Their failure to bestir themselves in these matters is

which consists in variety and the power to make to be regretted , and it cannot be excused on the

ground that the head master of a public school is
experiment." In support of this claim he mentions

wholly absorbed in the concerns of his own estab

Holt School and Oundle, not forgetting to name the lishment . It may perhaps be explained by the fact

head masters , Howson and Sanderson , whose cour- that he is seldom interested in the wider problems

age in experiment led to their success . But these are of education , that in his particular wood or thicket

he can see not
only two among many. The rest show little variety

g but individual trees.

Broadly, this is the burden of Dr. Norwood's book .

or individuality and some have little vitality. For He regards education as one , and has little patience
these defects we may find some cause if we turn to with the passion for sectionalism which affiicts so

Dr. Norwood's opinions on preparatory schools . many of those engaged in our schools . He says :

“ Anybody may open a preparatory school : he may
" I have a vision of a teaching profession which shall

engage in the work for the sake of education, or
be a single service , not because the names of all

who teach are written down in one column of a
for the sake of commercial success. .. He will

single register , but because they are bound together

not be subjected to inspection , and the sole test of by a single spirit in the service of a common ideal.

his work will be whether or no his pupils can pass One grade will not look askance at the other , nor

into the public schools .” Another cause may be will individuals continue to regard their own schools

as fortresses from which , with the drawbridge raised ,
found in his comment on public school masters :

they look out over the walls at rivals and possible
“ There are those who join the staffs of public

enemies , thanking God the while that they are not
schools because for them it is the line of least resist as other men are . "

ance, because the holidays are long , there is ample On this I would observe that the Register is im

opportunity for playing games , and the company is portant as the symbol of the unity which Dr. Nor

congenial . These are the men who do not study
wood desires . He writes of " The Tradition ," but

in truth there are several traditions , one of our
education , though it is nominally their life's work ,

public schools , one of our public elementary schools
but hand on a rule -of-thumb tradition . They are (with grudging parsimony as its chief feature) , one

ignorant not only of other systems of education , but of our independent schools (with official discourage

of other parts of the system of their own country : ment as its chief handicap) , and one of our secondary

schools for girls . To bring together these varied
they have a dim idea that all other schools are some

traditions on the common ground of educational

form of Board Schools , a term which they retain service is a task which calls for wide vision and

from the vague impressions of their youth. They assiduous study of principles. The technique of

may have seen no school but the one in which they teaching must be reconsidered , but even more

are . " A third cause may be found in Dr. Nor- necessary is a reconsideration of the relation be

wood's indictment of the School Certificate Exam
tween our educational system and the needs of a

modern community. Dr. Norwood approaches these
ination as imposing the curriculum on schools . “ An

problems from the right angle , and his book deserves

increasing number are being forced up to an exam- the attention of all teachers and administrators .

ination for which they are not intellectually fit, and Selim Muzs.
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3s . 6d.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS OF 1929.

The approach of Christmas brings a flow of gift

books. Brief notices will be found below, but a

general remark is that the books are increasingly

free from the old fault of being “ written down” to
children . There is a steady improvement in pro

duction , especially in regard to the size of type and

the quality of illustrations, and many of the volumes

are marvels of cheapness.

A. AND C. BLACK, LTD.

Sung by the Sea : by Anne Macdonald.

net .

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm : by Kate Douglas

Wiggin. 2s.6d. net.

David Livingstone : by G. E. Mitton . 23. 6d . net .

Berlin : by Siepen -Hetherington. 28. 6d. net.

Creatures of the Night : by J. Morton and W.

Vaizey. is . 6d. net.

Messrs. A. and C. Black send an assorted set of

books, each attractive in its own way. The poems

of Anne Macdonald are excellent for young folk

and the illustrations are charming, as one expects

from Dorothy M. Wheeler. Rebecca's life story

from eleven to seventeen , as told by Kate Douglas

Wiggin , is already well known, and this new edi

tion will be heartily welcomed . There is an excel

lent nature book with illustrations, and in the “ Peeps

At" series we have the story of Livingstone and a

vivid account of like in Berlin .

BLACKIE AND SON, LTD.

Blackie's Boys ' Annual. 5s . net.

The Road to Mandalay : by Major J. T. Gorman.

By C. V. DURELL, M.A.,

and A. W. SIDDONS, M.A.

" An excellent book . Stress is laid on developing the power

of interpreting , and applying a graph, and the size of the

page enables the examples to be shown on a working scale ,
instead of being reduced in the ordinary text-book.

Everything required for the School Certificate is included,
and the price is most reasonable. We advise every

teacher of mathematics to inspect the book . " - THE A.M.A.

Manilla covers, 1s , 9d .; stiff boards, 20 .

Teacher's Edition , 2s . Bd .

as

Experimental Hydrostatics

and Mechanics

By E. NIGHTINGALE, M.Sc.

A readable and stimulating text-book in which the author

develops his subject on lines similar to those followed in his

well known Heat, Light, and Sound. " Sound and interest

ing can be commended strongly . . Both pictorial and

literal illustrations are good ." - NATURE.

Illustrated . 48. d.

5s . net .

World Geography

By ALBERT WILMORE, D.Sc.

Especially designed to meet the needs of School Certificate
and'Matriculation candidates. A short introduction to some

of the main principles of Geography is followed by an

account of the structure, drainage, climate, and natural vege

tation of the continents , and of the chief contributions which
the countries make to the world's resources.

With numerous diagrams. 3s. Bd .

Latin Prose Composition

By E. C. MARCHANT, M.A.,

and G. WATSON, M.A.

This new manual is not a departure from well established

principles. But ( 1) a wider vocabulary than usual is em

ployed ; (2) ordinary English idiom is used throughout; ( 3)
there are frequent Revision Exercises; (4) great efforts have

been made to bring the rules into accord with the actual
usage of Latin .

Price Is . Bd .

35. 6d.

2s . 6d.

:

The Children of Chiltern Towers : by M. Humble

Smith. 5s. net.

Three Against the Gang : by N. Blake . 35. 6d . net .

Captain Starlight : by P. F. Westerman.

net.

Hilda at School : by P. Garrard . 35. 6d . net .

With Frederick the Great : by G. A. Henty. 35. 6d .

net .

The Guide Adventurers : by M. Middleton .

net.

The Age of Addison : by A. M. Pagan. Is. 6d. net .

Children like annuals, with their mixed fare , and

“ Blackie's Boys' Annual" is one of the best , with a

set of tales of school and adventure . Then there

are a number of well-told stories for boys and girls ,

including one by P. F. Westerman , and a racy tale
of adventure in Canada . Messrs. Blackie and Son

have a rare knack of obtaining excellent stories , and

this year's batch is well up to standard . We wel

come the latest addition to the “ Popular ” edition of

Henty. The “ Rambles in Biography'' series brings

us to Addison , and Anna M. Pagan has written a

very interesting and useful book , with some excel

( Continued on page 114. )

Bell's Junior French Series

Edited by MARC CEPPI

A new series of short stories , continuous texts, plays, &c . ,

suitable for junior forms. Each volume will be calculated to
last a form either one or two terms, and will include a full

vocabulary .

L'Image Expliquée. By MARC CEPPI . 15.

Monsieur “ LO " et Mademoiselle “ La ." By M. M.

ACOCK , B.A. 1s.

Le Theatre du Petit Monde . Quatre Petites Comé

dies. By MARCELLE MANUSSET. 18. 6d .

YORK HOUSE, PORTUGAL STREET, W.C.2.
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5s.

lent illustrations reproduced from pictures in the

National Portrait Gallery.

BASIL BLACKWELL.

Tomson's Hallowe'en : by M. Baker . 3s . 6d . net .

The King's Daughter Cries for the Moon : by E.

Farjeon . is . 3d . net .

The Adventures of Two Children : by Compton

Mackenzie. is . 3d .

Mr. Basil Blackwell has a well founded reputa

tion for producing dainty books . These are worthy

of the firm . The names of Eleanor Farjeon and

Compton Mackenzie are guarantees of literary merit ,

and their fairy tales are first-rate . “ Tomson's

Hallowe'en ” is embellished by some excellent wood

cuts , and the story is one which will attract children .

It is especially good for reading aloud.

CASSELL AND Co. , Ltd.

The Boys ' Book of Explorers : by A. L. Hayward .

55. net .

Two in the Bush : by E. Marc. 3s . 6d . net .

The Girl from Back -of-Beyond : by E. M. de

Foubert . 2s . net.

Tales for Tinies : The Second Book of Six Stories.

IS . net . The Fourth Book of Six Stories .

net .

The Book of Explorers will make a splendid pre

sent for either boys or girls. It covers the journeys

of all the chief explorers and navigators , and has

twelve useful route maps and a table of dates . It

is a thoroughly good piece of work . The " Tales for

the Tinies ” are represented by the second and fourth

books, which have good bold type and bright pic

tures . The tales for girls are unusually interest

ing , especially the one by Miss de Foubert , who de

picts the life of a girl from South Africa who comes

to an English boarding school. " Two in the Bush ,"

on the other hand , gives the experiences of two

English girls in Australia .

J. M. DenT AND Sons , Ltd.

Stove -Pipe-Man and Sandy : by A. Chalmers. 55 .

net .

Sent to Coventry : by D. J. Dickie . 6s . net .

Sandy's encounters with the Stove-Pipe-Man are

very amusing, and will be enjoyed by young

children . Miss Chalmers has supplied her own

drawings, and these serve to add to the value of her

book . Master Bill is sent to Coventry, and we

learn of his doings there . It is a graceful and plea

sant tale , with some charming pictures by Christine

Chisholm.

Wells GARDNER , DARTON AND CO . , LTD.

The Golden Year Annual .

A most handsome book at a arvellously low

price . Type and pictures are first- rate, and the

stories will be liked by seven -year -olds.

GEORGE G. HARRAP AND CO . , LTD.

Sea -Lore : by S. Rogers. 75. 6d . net .

Boys and Girls who Became Famous : by A. Cruse.
75. 6d . net .

The Book of Electrical Wonders : by E. Hawkes.

75. 6d . net .

Great Navigators and Discoverers : by J. A. Bren
don . 75. 6d . net.

The Book of Animal Tales : by S. Southwold . 5s.

net.

The Perfect Zoo : by E. Farjeon . 55. net .

The Adventures of Tommy : by H. G. Wells.

net .

The Messenger of the Black Prince : by T. A. H.

Mawhinney. gs . 6d . net .

Stories for Little People : by M. Marlowe. 35. 6d.

net .

From Harrap's comes a most attractive set of
gift books. The first -named in our list is “ Sea

Lore, " a volume which has already won several

friends for the present reviewer, whose admiration

for the book led him to send copies as birthday gifts

to the right people , including a retired sea captain

and a boy of twelve. Everybody is enthusiastic

about the book , which gives a clear and vivid

account of sea life and has some splendid illustra

tions . Miss Cruse has an excellent set of short bio

graphies , and Mr. Brendon gives brief stories of

twenty-four great sailors , from Hanno of Carthage

to Sir John Franklin . The Animal tales by

Stephen Southwold are well told , and special men

tion should be made of the illustrations by Honor

Appleton . Electricity and its marvels are described

in an interesting fashion by E. Hawkes, the author

of another valuable gift book , “ The Book of Re

markable Machinery, also published by Harrap's .

Then we have a good robust tale of adventure with

the Black Prince, some charming tales for young

children by Mabel Marlowe, a Perfect Zoo book ,

strikingly illustrated, and , finally , a facsimile of a

sick-bed fantasy, written and illustrated by Mr.

H. G. Wells .

IS .

3s. 6d .

LONGMANS , GREEN AND Co. , Ltd.

The Children's Play-Hour. Third Hour. 6s. net .

Grey Maiden : by A. D. Howden Smith . 6s. net .

Dreams and Fables : by C. S. Woodward.

net .

In “ Grey Maiden " the author contrives a brisk

and interesting survey of world history from

Marathon to the Armada by relating the adventures

of a sword . It is an excellent idea and well carried

out. “ The Children's Play Hour” is an interesting

annual, with a pleasant variety of stories and very

good illustrations, including eight coloured plates.

Canon Woodward's " Dreams and Fables" were first

told at Children's Services , broadcast from St.

5s, net.

mai
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2s . 6d .

2s . 6d .

John's, Westminster . Those who heard them will

welcome this book .

SAMPSON Low, MARSTON AND Co. , Ltd.

The Girls of St. Hilda's : by M. L. Parker.

net.

Prunella Plays the Game : by I. Mossop.
net .

The Hardy Brockdale Boys : by R. A. H. Goodyear.

2s . 6d . net .

These volumes are marvels of cheap yet hand

some production . They are first editions, and each

runs to some 300 pages , with a frontispiece and

stout cover. The stories are such as will appeal to

boys and girls of school age, and Prunella is a most

attractive young creature .

METHUEN AND CO. , LTD.

Psammyforshort Rex : Imp : by E. Dickle . 55. net .

The Christopher Robin Story Book : by A. A. Milne.

“ DIRECT ”

PHYSIOLOGY

CHARTS

(Nos. 1 and 2)

An Entirely New Series

Accurately designed and

annotated by Experts
5s. net.

as Printed in natural colours on a

solid black background.

Size of each Chart , 30 by 44 inches

These charts have been

produced to meet a demand

for reliablereliable Diagrams

illustrating the structure of

the Human Body, and will

be found invaluable in the

teaching of PHYSIOLOGY,

now an important subject

in the school curriculum.

35. 6d .

All children will be pleased with the history of

King Psammitichus, known to his friends

Psammyforshort, who came to the throne of Egypt

at an early age , and will love to know all about Pink

Pank Ponk, the Policeman ; Mr. Slap , the Spy ; and

Teeth , the Tiger. Another gift that will be greatly

prized is “ The Christopher Robin Story Book ,'

containing Mr. Milne's own selection of the best

stories and verses from his four famous children's

books.

NISBET AND Co. , Ltd.

With Morgan on the Main : by C. M. Bennett .

3s . 6d. net .

The Wrenford Tradition : by D. Moore.

net .

Her Second Chance : by E. M. Channon.

net.

Three well- produced story -books, one by a con

tributor to our own columns , Mrs. E. M. Channon ,

who has written an unusual but very interesting

tale of girlhood, with a wholesome " detective in

terest. ” Mr. Bennett carries us to the Spanish Main

with Morgan and his buccaneers, where we have

some thrilling adventures, and Miss Moore tells us

how her young heroine , Chrys Stannard , met difficul

ties and overcame them. Three excellent books.

C. ARTHUR PEARSON , LTD.

The Watcher of the Hills : by R. Harding . 35. 6d .

net .

Ranger Jo : by E. Talbot. 35. 6d , net ..

Nature's Merry -Go-Round : by M.M. Woodward .

23. 6d . net.

Flower Legends : by M. C. Carey. 35. 6d . net .

In " Nature's Merry -Go -Round ” Mr. Marcus

Woodward has written a nature book of real in

terest , which might well be used as a text-book in

schools. “ Flower Legends' is a collection of pleas

(Continued on page $16 . )

3s . 6d.
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The price is remarkably low.

Prices and Styles
NET

LACK CHART

Style A. Stout carton paper ,

unmounted

Style B. Mounted on cloth with rollers ,

2/6

varnished 6 /

Style C. Mounted on linen , cut to fold ,

eyeletted 6 /

PHILIP & TACEY, Ltd.,
Manufacturers of Educational Equipment,

69-79 HIGH STREET, FULHAM ,

LONDON S.W.6 .

0000000000000000000000QRUUDIINGIRDOURI0000000000000
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The Bonnie Big Story Book. 28. 6d . net.

My Picture Book of Birds. Is. 6d. net.

Too Big for the Fifth : by R. A. H. Goodyear. 55.

net.

Her Kingdom : by A. le Feuvre. 35. 6d. net .

Follow the Dots Cinderella. IS . net.

In the above list there are books to suit all ages.

The old favourite, “ Alice in Wonderland, ” is sure

to please the young people with its twenty -four pages

of coloured pictures . For the tiny ones there is the

" Bonnie Big Story Book " and " Follow the Dots

Cinderella . " For those who prefer a complete story

" Too Big for the Fifth " is a school story for boys,

and “ Her Kingdom , " a story of the Westmorland

Fells, for girls.

British Museum Christmas Cards .

The Trustees of the British Museum issue an ad

mirable series of reproductions from illuminated

manuscripts in their care. Among the latest are

sets of post cards , six in the set , containing minia

tures of the Nativity and Epiphany. These are listed

as Sets B2 and B17, and cost is. a set. Larger

cards include the Court of King Yaman , a marvel

of colour ( No. 23), The Tower of London (No. 21 ) ,

A Garden Scene ( No. 20) , and Alexander the Great

and Khizr ( No. 24). Particulars may be obtained

from the Museum .
25. 6d.

ing stories , written around the commoner flowers,

and in “ Ranger Jo ” and “ The Watcher of the Hills”

we have two attractive stories of adventure .

Seeley, SERVICE AND Co. , Ltd.

Dick Valliant on the Northern Patrol : by Lieut.

Com . John Irving , R.N. 55. net.

The Wonders of Coal : by C. R. Gibson .
25. 6d .

net .

Dick Valliant's adventure
s at have the

authentic touch , and they are recorded in a hand

some volume which will be welcomed as a Christmas

gift . Mr. C. R. Gibson , well known to our readers

as the author of a series of articles on wireless,

shows his usual skill in exposition in the book on

“ Coal,” which is admirably illustrated .

SHELDON Press.

Sons of the Violet Crowned : by A. S. Way. 4s . 6d.

net.

The Mystery of the Gap : by C. W. C. Drury.

3s . 6d . net .

Another Pair of Shoes : by J. L. Herbertson . gs . 6d .

net.

Skirl o ' the Pipes : by F. C. Brodie. 3s . 6d . net .

The Tudor Necklace : by Mrs. R. T. Nicholson .

25. 6d . net .

Colin of the Seven Seas : by K. Maclure.

net .

Galleon Treasure : by A. B. Sherlock . 25. 6d . net .

The Fortunes of Eglantine : by M. B. Whiting.

23. 6d . net .

The Brand of Kali : by E. Pegg. 28. 6d . net .

Shirin : by C. C. Rice. 2s . 6d . net .

Adventurers Two : by D. Moore. 25. net .

Tales of Pendlecliffe School : by S. G. Hedges .

is . 6d . net .

Yarns by the Fireside : by A. Judd . Is . 6d . net .

Here we have a set of books which are remark

able for their low price and high level of merit . The

first -named , by Dr. Arthur S. Way , is a vivid story

of life in ancient Greece , written by a classical

scholar of distinction . Other noteworthy items are

“ The Brand of Kali ” and “ Shirin , ” tales of India

and Persia, while “ The Mystery of the Gap " is a

really good detective story. Any of the books in

the list may be recommended as a gift .

RAPHAEL TUCK AND SONS , Ltd.

Father Tuck's Annual. 5s . net .

Little People's Annual.

These well known Annuals are now indispensable .

Their quality is fully maintained this year , and we

hope that many youngsters will receive them from

Father Christmas. He could bring no more welcome

gifts.

WARD, LOCK AND Co. , LTD.

Don Quixote. 6s. net .
Alice in Wonderland . 3s . 6d . net .

REVIEWS

English .

ABILITY EXERCISES IN ENGLISH : by A. C. S. Ash

more. (Book I , Standards i and 2 , 5d.; Book

II , Standards 2 and 3 , 5d . ; Book III , Standards

3 and 4 , 7d.; Book IV , Standards 4 and 5 , gd .

Herbert Russell. )

Amid the never ending stream of publica

tions for elementary schools on this subject , these

admirable little booklets really deserve to be singled

out for a special word of praise and we confidently

recommend them to all teachers in junior schools.

The exercises are excellent throughout, and very

suitable for individual work, especially with back

ward groups . Book IV will be found invaluable

for children of junior scholarship age. Teachers

to whom I have recommended these little books tell

me that they are a " real help .” J. W. B. A.

ܙܙ

4s. net.

BOOK BARGAINS

SEND for CHRISTMAS CATALOGUE No. 336N.

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS, GIFTBOOKS, ART BOOKS,

CHILDREN'S BOOKS, TRAVEL, BIOGRAPHY.

All Books in brand new condition .

W. HEFFER & SONS , Ltd., CAMBRIDGE,

THE PETTY CURY BOOKSHOP . Tel. 862.
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STAGE A. GEOMETRY ELEMENTARY

ALGEBRAby

R. W. M. GIBBS, B.A., B.Sc. FOR SCHOOLS

Containing 150 Figures in the Text. With 358 Part 1

Exercises.
by

Can be had with or without answers . R. C. FAWDRY, M.A., B.Sc. ,

Head of the Military and Engineering Side, Clifton College,

SECOND EDITION.
AND

H. C. BEAVAN , M.A.,

Head of the Mathematical Department, Clifton College.

Price 2s.
Price 3s. without answers.

(Price 3s. 6d . with answers .)

SOME PRESS OPINIONS

SOME PRESS OPINIONS

“ This is a delightful little book with which to introduce the study

of Geometry." - Journal of Education .
"This is an excellent introduction to the subject ." - A.M.A .

“ The get up of the book is in every way attractive . ” — Mathematical
" The first or experimental stage in Geometry is here treated very Gazette.

fully and in an attractive manner ." - Preparatory Schools Review . “ This is excellent bookin evidently written by experienced

" Mr. Gibbs is a teacher who knows his business . " - A.M.A .
teachers. " - Schoolmaster.

" The volume is confidently recommended to those looking for a

"The much wiser outlook on the teaching of children which now thoroughly sound elementary text -book . " - London Teacher .

prevails is in no small measure due to the courageous efforts of men " The book should find a ready acceptance in Central and Secondary

like Mr. Gibbs. The book is profusely illustrated , is well printed Schools. " - London Head Teacher.

and bound, and should find a wide circle of readers. "-Education " We would advise teachers of Mathematics to study this book

Outlook . carefully ." - Irish School Weekly.

PUBLISHED BY

A. & C. BLACK , LTD ., 4, 5 & 6 SOHO SQUARE , LONDON , W.1.

an

ON LEAVING

SCHOOL
AND

THE CHOICE OF A CAREER

three text -books for extra -mural

studies.

A momentous problem confronts

every father and mother whose

children are about to leave school.

'What shall we do with them ? '

SIR CHARLES

WAKEFIELD

helps parents to solve their great

problem in the pages of his admir

able and far-sighted book, 'On

Leaving School.' Out of the store

house of his great experience and

understanding of present-day con

ditions and the needs of the future ,

the author has provided a true

' guide, philosopher and friend '

TH EDITION . 3/6 NET

HODDER & STOUGHTON

CHEMISTRY IN THE HOME

by J.B. FIRTH , D.Sc. , M.S.Sc. , F.I.C. 5s.net.

Education : "This chemistry is the best we have seen

of its kind for a long time. Most text-books on so -called

domestic science are too domestic to be scientific orv ice

versa . . . . This book seems to us to bridge the gulf."'

THE GROWTH of the WORLD

by H. H. SWINNERTON , D.Sc. , A.R.C.S., & c .

5s . net .

London Teacher : " A very helpful volume for the student,

and for the general reader. . . . It is a great deal more

than a mere text- book ; it is an interesting and accurate

exposition of modern scientific knowledge of the world

and its people."

STUDIES IN EUROPEAN

LITERATURE

by JANKO LAVRIN. 58. net.

Journal of Education : " A series of short but inspiring
essays on some ofthe most prominent figures in theEuro

pean literature of the last hundred years ... there is no stri

ving after cleverness, yet the essays are full of stimulus. "10TH

ECONSTABLE
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NEWS FROM THE PUBLISHERS.

" Arithmetic Problem Papers ," by the Rev. E. M.

Radford, a book designed for senior, elementary,

central , and secondary schools, will shortly be pub

lished by the Cambridge University Press . The

problems have been designed so that they can all

be solved by definite arithmetical computation .

The same Press will also publish “ Cambridge Five

figure Tables," by F. G. Hall and E. K. Rideal .

These tables embody an entirely new arrangement

and are designed for students of Natural Sciences

and of Engineering as well as of Mathematics

Messrs. H. F. W. Deane and Sons The Year

Book Press have just published the 1929 edition

of the “ Girls' School Year Book . "

Messrs . Heintze and Blanckertz announce that

they will shortly publish a book on lino cutting

entitled “ The Lino Cut.” The volume deals with the

art of lino cutting and printing , and contains about

thirty pages of reproductions of English and Con

tinental school work.

The University of London Press will shortly pub

lish a book on Modern Language Teaching by Dr.

Cloudesley Brereton , late Divisional Inspector and

chief modern language expert to the L.C.C. It

represents his experiences of some 35 years as

teacher, examiner, and inspector , and discusses not

only practical principles but also the numerous

practical difficulties confronting the teacher, whether

in secondary and central schools, or in evening

schools and institutes . The book is probably the

first book to deal systematically with the problems

of language teaching in evening schools . It should

specially appeal to those connected with them. Dr.

Brereton also makes a detailed study of the pressing

questions of examinations, and the solution he

suggests should interest alike examining bodies and

Local Authorities.

" Youth : The Psychology of Adolescence and its
bearing on the reorganisation of Adolescent Educa

tion ” is the title of an important new volume by

Dr. Olive A. Wheeler, B.Sc. (Lond. ) , M.Sc.

(Wales), who is Professor of Education, University
College, Cardiff. The book will be published by

the same Press early in December, and will include

an important Introduction by Sir Henry Hadow ,

C.B.E.

Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons have just issued

their list of new and forthcoming books, and will

be pleased to send a copy to any who apply for it .

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

GEORGE ALLEN AND UNWIN, LTD.

Marriage and Morals : by B. Russell . 75. 6d . net .

How to Write Good English : by H. Bett. 2s. net.

EDWARD ARNOLD AND Co.

Hellas Revisited : by W. M. Dixon , M.A. ios. 6d .

net.

The Old Regime in France : by F. Funck -Brentano.

16s. net.

Foundations of Architecture : by M. Robertson,

A.R.I.B.A. , and N. Robertson . 3s. 6d . net .

B. T. BATSFORD, LTD.

Everyday Things in Homeric Greece : by Marjorie

and C. H. B. Quennell . 75. 6d. net.

G. BelL AND SONS , LTD.

Notes for the Study of English Education from 1860

to 1902 : by H. Ward, C.B.E.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY Press.

Cambridge Intermediate Mathematics : by H. J. Lar

combe : Geometry , Part 2s . 6d.; with

answers, 2s. 9d.

Riders in Geometry : by T. H. W. Hill , M.A. 35. 6d .

CONSTABLE AND CO. , LTD.

In the Evening of my Thought : by G. Clemenceau .

Vols . 1 and 2 . 3os . net.

Mediæval Latin Lyrics : by H. Waddell . 21S. net .

J. M. DENT AND Sons, Ltd.

The Kings Treasuries of Literature : is . 4d . each .

No. 181. Little Plays from the Greek Myths.

No. 182. Idylls of the King.

No. 183. The March of Poetry.

FABER AND FABER .

Criterion Miscellany : is . net each.

No. 3. Imperialism and the Open Conspiracy :

by H. G. Wells.

No. 4. The Coast of Normandy : by G. Blake.

George G. HARRAP AND CO. , LTD.

Prose and Verse Speaking for Schools : by A. Drew ,

M.A. , and B. Robinson . Books 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 ,

gd . each ; Books 5 and 6, is. each ; Commentary,

5s . net .

Readings from Modern Spanish Novelists : edited by

M. Stephenson , B.A. 25. 3d.

Readings from Ovid : Metamorphoses : edited by

A. Duthie , M.A. Is . 6d .

History in School : by H. A. Drummond. 55. net.

Précis-Writing and Paraphrasing : by B. R. Gibbs,

B.A.

Fiestas y Costumbres Espanolas : by C. E. Kany ,

>

IS .

Ph.D. 3s.

A Practical Course in Commercial German : by

S. V. Dutton . 25. 6d.

The Measurement of Progress : by W. J. Stainer,

B.A. 5s. net.

Readings from Tacitus. is . 6d.

(Continued on page 120.)
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Mappin Watches
These watches are fitted with high -grade

fully jewelled Lever Movements and

carry Mappin & Webb's guarantee of

reliability . A Catalogue of Ladies' and

Gentlemen's Watches will be sent post free.

MAPPIN &WEBB
LTD .

London : 156-162 Oxford St. , W.1 . 172 Regent St. , W.1, 2 Queen Victoria St., E.C.4.

SCHOLASTIC APPOINTMENTS

Messrs. TRUMAN &KNIGHTLEY, Ltd.,

who are now receiving instructions regarding vacancies for Assistant Masters,

Assistant Mistresses and Lady Matrons for the coming Term in Public and

Private, Secondary and Preparatory Schools at home and abroad , will be

glad to hear from candidates seeking appointments.

THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR REGISTRATION . TERMS ON APPLICATION .

I
N
K
O
M
M
U
N
E

SCHOOL TRANSFER DEPARTMENT.

Ladies and Gentlemen secking Partnerships in , or to take over school.

of their own, should communicate personally with Mr. TRUMAN, who

undertakes all negotiations conncoted with the Transfer of Schools, and

who is in a position to offer assistance and sound advice to purchasers,

to whom no charge is made.

Publishers of “ SCHOOLS," the most complete Directory ofthe Educational Establishments of Great Britain

(3 /- post free ) ; and of " THE JOURNAL OF CAREERS." , a Journal of interest to everyone connected
with Education ( 1/- monthly).

Offices : 61 Conduit Street, London, W.1.
Tolograms : “ TUTORESS, PHONE, LONDON . " Tolophone : GERRARD 3272 .
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IS.

2s, 6d.

Vol . 2 .

25, 6d .

is. Iod .

4s. net.

28. 6d .

W. HeFFER AND SONS, LTD. 47. Le Prince - Caniche : by E. Laboulaye. 2s.

Savonarola : by P. Misciattelli. ios, 6d . net . 50. Au Bon Vieux Temps.

The Mystics of Siena : by P. Misciattelli . ros . 6d . 52. L'Aventure Merveilleuse d'Alice : par L.

net. Carroll .

THE HOGARTH Press.
Teaching of English Series :

An Outline of Musical History :
133. The Age Revealed . is. gd.

Vol . I. From Earliest Times to Handel and
149. English for Schools . 25. 6d .

Bach : by T. J. Hewitt .
154. The Quest of the Golden Fleece. IS . gd.

From C. P. E. Bach to Modern
155. A Shorter Pepys . is . 9d.

Music : by R. Hill .
159. Dream Days.

28. 6d.
is . gd.

Picture Geography : The British Isles : by E. M.

P. S. KING AND Son, LTD. Sanders.

The Principles of Educational Policy : by N. A. Geography Practice : Geography in Pictures. Is . 2d .

Hans, Ph.D. 6s . Foundations of History : Book A. The Way to

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON Press.
Egypt : by E. D. Hancock .

The Special Services of Education in London. Cloth The Romance of Craft Series : by N. A. Poole.

boards , 2s . 6d. net ; limp cloth , is. 6d. net . Books 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4, is. 6d . each ; Teacher's

The Brighton Reading Tests. is . 3d . per set .
Book, 25. 6d.

Food Values in Practice ; by E. M. Dobbs, M.A.
Kegan Paul, TRENCH, TRUBNER & Co. , LTD.

The Tale That Had No Ending, and Other Stories : Sisyphus, or the Limits of Psychology : by M.

by E. Clark. 3s . 6d . net .
Jaeger . 25. 6d. net.

The Book of the Cat Jeremiah (Animal Folk-tales) :
The Greek City and its Institutions : by G. Glotz.

16s. net.

edited by F. Claremont . 3s . 6d . net .

Isis , or the Future of Oxford : by W. J. K. Dip

LONGMANS, GREEN AND Co. , Ltd. lock. 2s. 6d. net.

An Introduction to Science : by P. E. Andrews,

B.A. , and H. G. Lambert, B.Sc. George PHILIP AND SON, LTD.

Experimental Chemistry : by A. C. Williams , B.Sc. Study-Work English : by E. K. Molloy. Books 2 ,

3 , and 4 . IS . each,

Examples in Elementary Physics : by S. R. Humby, Nature-Study Readers . Book 1 , is . iod.; Book 2 ,

M.A. , and F. W. Goddard, M.A. 25. 6d .

Pioneers of Progress : Stories of Social History ,

1750-1920 : by C. S. S. Higham , M.A. Sir Isaac PITMAN AND SONS, LTD.

W.E.A. Outlines : Chartism : by H. T. N. Gait Questions and Solutions in Magnetism and Elec

skell . 25. ; paper , is .
tricity : 3rd edition . 5s . net.,

MACMILLAN AND Co. , Ltd.
Book -keeping : Stage 1 : by A. J. Favell, B.Sc.

The Rape of the Lock : An Heroi-Comical Poem :
25. 6d.

by A. Pope. Is. 3d .

Pitman's Year Book and Diary for 1930 .

net.

Easy Latin Plays : by L. B. Lawler, Ph.D. 35. 6d .
Bookbinding : by F. R. Smith . 28. 6d . net.

METHUEN AND Co. , LTD.
Introduction to Economic Geography : by J. Davies,

El Magico Prodigioso : Comedia Famosa : por Don

Pedro Calderon de la Barca . 3s .

Test Examinations in History : by A. W. P. Gay
J. SavilLE AND Co. , LTD.

ford, B.A. is . 3d .
Miscellaneous Dances : by T. Carter.

Modern Science : by J. A. Thomson , M.A.

33. net.

Natural Progressions : A New Method of Pianoforte
An Introduction to Medieval History : by D. Playing : by I. Daish . 33. net.

Dymond , M.A. 6s .

South Wales : by S. W. Rider, B.A. , and A. E. ARTHUR H. STOCKWELL, LTD .

Trueman , D.Sc. 4s. Suffer the Little Children : by An Outsider. IS, net,

JOHN MURRAY.

General Science Series : Physics : Part IV , Mag
UNIVERSITY TUTORIAL PRESS.

netism and Electricity : by W. J. R. Calvert,
Textbook of Zoology : by H. G. Wells, B.Sc., and

A. M. Davies, D.Sc. 8s. 6d .

Thomas Nelson AND SONS, LTD. WINSOR AND NEWTON , LTD.

Modern Studies Series : Flower Painting in Oil Water Colours : by H. D.

16. Second French Reader. 2s, Richter , R.I. 35. 6.

28. 6d.

28.

25. 6d.

Is. 6d.

M.Sc. 55 .

35. 6d .

M.A. 45.

3s 6d
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THE

at all

Centres .

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.

Incorporated by Royal Charter, 1849 .

BLOOMSBURY SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.I. THE ASSOCIATED BOARD

OF THE R.A.N. AND THE R.C.M.

MEMBERSHIP .
THE LONDON SCHOOL OFPOR LOCAL EXAMINATIONS IN MUSIC

Registered Teachers, and others who have DALCROZE EURHYTHMICS.
Patron :

passed an examination satisfactory to the HIS MAJESTY THE KING. 23 Store Street, W.C.1.

Council, are eligible for membership of the President :

College. Particulars may be obtained from H.R.H. THE PRINCEOF WALES, K.G. Visiting Principal :

the Secretary. Emile Jaques -Dalcroze (Geacva ).
LOCAL CENTRE EXAMINATIONS ( Syllabus A)

MEMBERS' MEETING.

-Written Examination held in March and Novem
Director :

ber at all Centres. In practical subjects in

A Meeting of Members and their Friends March - April and November - December Percy B. Ingham , B.A.

will take place at the College on Monday, the

Entries for the March - April Examina

tions close Wednesday, February 12 , 1930. Director of Musical Studies :
9th of December. Tea will be served from

" SCHOOL"

5.30 to 6 p.m.; and at 6 p.m. Professor J. Held throughout the British Isles three times a
EXAMINATIONS (Syllabus B ) Ernest Read , F.R.A.M.

Dover Wilson, Litt.D., will deliver an Address year, viz. March - April,June- July, and October Mistress of Method :

on “The Elizabethan Hamlet.” Discussion November. Entries for the March April Examina. Ethel Driver , L.R.A.M., Daloroze Diploma.

will be invited .
tions close Wednesday, February 5, 1930 .

ELOCUTION EXAMINATIONS will be held in A VACATION COURSE FOR ADULTS will be
March - April. June - July, and November - Decem - held at the London School ofDalcroze Eurhyth

PROFESSIONAL PRELIMINARY ber each year. See Elocution Syllabus.

mics, DECEMBER 30 to JANUARY 4 inclusive,

EXAMINATIONS. The Board offers annually SIX EXHIBITIONS, under the direction of Miss ANNIB BECK,

tenable at the R.A.M. or the R.C.M. for two or Dalcroze Diploma, and Miss MARIA BIRD ,

Preliminary Examinations for intending three years.
Dalcroze Diploma.

Medical, Dental, Veterinary , and Pharmaceu

tical Students are held in March , June, forms, and any further information will be sent
Syllabuses A and B, Elocution Syllabus, entry

Prospectus from

September, and December. post free on application to
THE DALCROZE SCHOOL ,

The Regulations may be obtained from JAMES MUIR, Secretary, 23 STORE STREBT, LONDON , W.C..

the Secretary 14 and 15 Bedlord Square, London , W.C.1 .

Tel.: Museum 2194, 10 to 1 and 3 to 5 .

:

on

THE THE NATIONAL SOCIETY The Central School

LING ASSOCIATION OF of Speech Training and
OF

Dramatic Art

TEACHERS OF SWEDISH ART MASTERS

( Incorporated )
GYMNASTICS

Patron :

( And Amliatod Qymnastie Societies ). ROYAL ALBERT HALL, S.W.7.

FOUNDED 1899.
HIS MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE KING.

Recognised as an approved course for the
Secretary :

Diploma in Dramatic Art of London
MISS D. M. WILKIE .

SCHOOL DRAWING CERTIFICATES FOR TEACHERS
University.

Ling Association Offices, IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

10 Mecklenburgh Square, London, w.c.1.

Examinations held for the Teachers' Diploma in
The Examinations are held in May,

President :Swedish Gymnastics . Entries close March 24 .

Rr. Hon. The EARL OF LYTTON ,
The Association keeps a List of Certificated

Gymnastic Teachers and Medical Gymnasts.
G.C.S.I. , G.C.I.E. ,

EXAMINATIONS IN DRAWING FOR SECONDARY

PUBLICATIONS : AND OTHER SCHOOLS.
Principal :

GOOD AND BAD SCHOOL POSTURES. Price Elsie FOGERTY, L.R.A.M.

4 /• per set of 10 drawings, or 57° post free in The Examinations are held in June,
the British Isles.

NET BALL RULES. 3fd . eachor 2/9 per dozen .
Entries close May 10.

GAME OF NET BALL AND HOW TO PLAY IT.

1/• each or 11 / • per dozen .
FULL COURSE OF TRAINING FOR

INTERNAL EXAMINATIONS IN SCHOOLS OF ART
ROUNDERS RULES. 3 d . each or 2/9 per dozen . TEACHERS OF DICTION .
SCANDINAVIAN DANCÊS, Series I, II, and III , AND ART CLASSES.

and FOLK DANCES FROM MANY LANDS, FULL COURSE OF TRAINING FOR

each containing 12 dances. 3fd. each or 2/0 Dates are arranged to suit individual Schools .
THE STAGE.per dozen .

MUSIC TO DANCES. 8 d . each Series or 7/6

per dozen . Copies of these schemes and forms of application SINGLE COURSES IN

PHYSIOLOGY AND EXERCISE - Where to Find
VOICE TRAININGLiterature, 1914-1924, by R.Conway Verney, may be obtained on application to the Secretary. RECITATION

N.D. Price 5/3. MIME PUBLIC SPEAKING

TERMINOLOGYOF SWEDISH EDUCATIONAL CURE OF SPEECH DEFECTS .

GYMNASTICS, 1/2 cach or 11 / • per dozen . ALFRED SHUTTLEWORTH ,
ALL POST FREE The Teachers' Course is accepted by the

A.R.O.A.,

For terms of membership, conditions of examina: 29 Cordon Square, London, W.C.1 . Prospectus on application to the Registrar.
Toachers Registration Council.

tion , entrance forms, & c ., apply to the Secretary.
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UNIVERSITY OF LONDON BIRKBECK COLLEGE. THE

COMMERCE DEGREE BUREAU (UNIVERSITY OF LONDON ). CLASCOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND

AND APPOINTMENTS BOARD .
Principal : COLLEGE OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE

George Senter, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.I.C.
(Incorporated ) .

BUREAU assists External
EVENING COURSES specially adapted for 1 PARK DRIVE , GLASGOW , W.

students in their preparations for the teachers and others engaged during the day, who Session 1928-29 .

Intermediate and Final Examinations
desire to study for the degrees of the

Diploma Courses.- ( 1) Training for Teachers in

for the University of London Commerce UNIVERSITY OF LONDON, Cookery. Laundry:work, and Housewifery.
in the Faculties of Arts and Science, and for the Training for Teachers in Dressmaking. Millinery,

Degree. Advisory Staff of Experts with
and Needlework .

Geography Diploma .

the highest qualifications. Lending Facilities are also provided for
Certifioate Couries.- ( 1) Housewife's Course.

(2) Lady Housekeeper's Course . (3) Institutional

Library.
Post Graduate and Research Work. Housekeeper's Course, (4) Cook's Certificate

Course . (5) Institutional Cook's Certificate

Studentships to the value of over £ 800 are awarded Course . (6 ) Advanced Cook's Certificate Course.

The University Appointments Board annually to students of the College. ( 7) Dressmaking Course. (8) Tailoring Course .

( 9) Needlework Course .

registers London

( 10 ) Millinery Course.

Graduates desiring ( 11 ) Upholstery Course. ( 12 ) Laundress's

Calendar 1/- : by Post 1/4 . Course ,

scholastic and business posts. Inquiries
(13) Sister Tutor's and Dietitian's

Course ,

from heads of schools and employers For full particulars apply to the Secretary : Students ' Residence.

invited ,

Birkbook Collego, Fetter Lano. E.C.4

Prospectus on application to Miss D H. MELVIN ,

J.P., Principal .

Handbook on Careers for Graduates

and Students, revised and enlarged edition .

Price 1/1 post free from Secretary . THE EDUCATION OUTLOOK

RS. CURWEN'S PIANOFORTE METHOD ,
EAR TRAINING , SIGHT SINGING Back numbers , price rod . post free , can

(SOL-FA AND STAFF), SIGHT PLAY be obtained from the Publishers, 23
(Mr. H. J. CRAWFORD , B.A.), 46 Russell ING AND TRANSPOSITION Wigmore

Hall Studios, Wigmore Street, W.1. Miss SCOTT Southampton Street, Bloomsbury Square,

Square, London , W.C.1 .
AND Miss MARGARET KNAGGS, A.R.C.M., are

also prepared to give expert advice, either by con London , W.C. .

sultation or correspondence, to teachers and others

on all aspects of their work . Application to be

made at the Studios .

Index to the Education Outlook . Oxford

1928. Correspondence College,

BEAUMONT HOUSE , OXFORD .

Readers who desire a copy of the Index to the
Guaranteed Courses for London Univ.

Publishers as soon as possible. Degrees (Pass,
Foyles can supply it.

books), Diplomas and
Over 1,250,000 of the best

books (second-hand and new ) ' on all subjects in Hons . , M.A.). Special Courses in Educa.

stock . 25 catalogues issued ; outline requirements. tion (Diplomas, A.C.P., L.C.P., Froebel

Subscriptions to the Education Outlook can
Books you no longer want : Certif. , &c. ). Low Fees. Individual at.

commence with any issue, and should be Foyles will buy them.
tention . Over 50 Graduate Tutors, many

with First -Class Hons. Special Reductions

sent to the Publishers. For Business Notice
121 Charing

London, W.C.2. for those enrolling before December 31.

see inside front cover .
Gerrard 9310. Monthly payments arranged .

Prospectus on application to Secretary M
at

EDUCATION OUTLOOK for 1928 should apply to the That book you want
book you want ! Matric. (including Free Loan of Text

Crocs"Road,FOYLES

A Series of Eight Historical Pictures

By Mrs. MARJORIE QUENNELL.

1. Bronze Age . 5. Twelfth Century .

2. Early Iron Age . 6. Thirteenth Century.

3. Roman . 7. Fourteenth Century.

4. Anglo - Saxon . 8. Fifteenth Century .

Each is printed in colours on plate-sunk mount and forms

an excellent decoration for the classroom or central hall .

Price 2/6 Post free.

SILAS BIRCH , LIMITED,

23 Southampton Street, Bloomsbury, London , W.C.1 .

SCHOLASTIC PREMISES, near BATH .

Large Country House, 300 feet above sea , close to small

town ; has electric light and main drainage, gas and water ;

dry soil ; sunny aspect ; stands in level parklands and has

large, lofty, bright rooms. Accommodation , very large hall,

four or five reception rooms, 30 bedrooms can readily be

made by division of large rooms. There are four bath rooms;

pleasure gardens ; cottages and ample buildings ; land as re

quired ; very favourable terms offered to purchaser.

Apply :

Messrs. NICHOLAS, 1 Station Road, Reading.
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DUSTLESS & HYGIENIC SCHOOLS, & c.

On all School, Laboratory , Library , & c ., Floors and Linoleums of every description

USE the unequalled

FLORIGENE
REGD .

(FLORIGENE means FLOOR -HYGIENE )

With over 28 years' unparalleled reputation. EARLY in the CHRISTMAS VACATION for best results.

It SAVES TIME, LABOUR, and MONEY, and is EASILY APPLIED

It is IMPORTANT TO NOTE that one application of " Florigene " ALLAYS the DUST and

DIRT Up to 12 months, according to traffic , during each Sweeping (without sprinkling of

any kind ) , also throughout all the intervening periods — which is of greater hygienic importance.

Costly and injurious scrubbing and sprinkling dispensed with . Dry Sweeping alone required .

“ Florigene " also aids the prevention of sore throats and diseases, and is strongly recommended by

Medical and other Experts.

Theso sanitary , economic , labour-saving , & c . , advantages are NOT attainod by Swooping -Powdoro

or any other method.

COTHE " DUST-ALLAYER " Co.

4 Vernon Place, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.1.

Contractors to H.M. Government, County, City and Borough Education Authorities, & c.

Established over 28 years.

Awarded Medal of the Royal Sanitary Institute and Certificate of the Institute of Hygiene.

THE INCORPORATED

FROEBEL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE.
FOUNDED

SUCCESS
COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS :

Grove House, Roehampton Lanc, S.W.15 .

DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL :

Colet Gardens, W. Kensington , W.14.

Chairman : C. G. MONTEFIORE, D.D., M.A.

Principal: Miss E. E. LAWRENCE.

NORMAL

Students are trained for the Examinations of the National Froebel Union.

Prospectuses and all particulars as to Scholarships, Loan Fund, and Grants

from the Board of Education may be obtained from the Secretary .

EXAMINATION PAPER

The College for Specialised Correspondence Tuition .

Established 34 Years .

As the Normal Correspondence College is organised

under separate Departments, all underthe control of

Specialists, helped by a competent Staff of Trained

Teachers with special qualifications, our pupils get

that undivided and special attention which is so

essential to success.

Dept. 1. TEACHERS ' EXAMINATIONS.
Dept. II. MATRICULATION .

Dept. III. UNIVERSITY DEGREES.

Dept. IV. PROFESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS.

Dept. V. COMMERCIAL EXAMINATIONS .

Dept. VI. LANGUAGES.

Dept. VII. MUSIC .

Dept. VIII. SCIENCE .

Dept. IX . ART.

Dept. X. MATHEMATICS.

Dept. XI. NEEDLEWORK and HOMECRAFTS.
Dept. XII. SPECIAL SERVICE .

Send for the NORMAL FREE GUIDE to the

Examination in which you interested .

AS USED BY THE

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS .

In strict accordance with the College requirements. Ruled and

printed one side only.

Paokod in Reams of 480 Sheets per Ream , 4s. 3d . Carriage

960 8s. 6d . paid .

ANSWER BOOKS for EXAMINATIONS IN BOOK -KEEPING .

Senior, 3 Books, 1/10 . Junior, 3Books 1/10.

Preliminary , 3 Books , 1/10 .

REMITTANCES SHOULD ACCOMPANY ORDER .

F. W. SHELBOURNE & CO. , Wholesale & Retail Stationers,

Phone : Chancery 7890 . 63 HIGH HOLBORN , LONDON , W.C.1.

are

NORMAL CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE,

Normal House and Lyddon House, Lordship Lane, S.E.
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A Classroom Play

BY V. G. BEST

( Reprinted from "The Education Outlook " by kind permission of the Editor.)

I
CHOSE Galsworthy's The Little Man , When the boys had read their parts we

hoping that the boys would learn from it discussed dress and properties. The boys

that literature, especially dramatic literature , undertook to provide grown-up " hats,

affords something more than an amusing long trousers, luggage, and coats. These

story. Although most amateur dramatic suggested adults travelling . The " women "

societies fight shy of a forty -five minutes borrowed clothes from their sisters, the waiter

play requiring three complete changes of produced crockery, &c. , from home, the

scene, The Little Man presents no terrors in station official brought a blue suit with the

a classroom devoid of proscenium , where the collar turned up and with red braid down

floor is the stage, and the imagination of the seams of the trousers to suggest a

an eager class provides what is lacking in uniform , and made, in the handwork lesson ,

properties and scenery. an official-looking cap which he covered and

As the play was taken as a study of painted at home. Dual desks represented

literature , in literature lessons, and with no the refreshment tables, and also did duty as

outsiders present, we paid Mr. Galsworthy the seats in the railway carriage. The baby

no fees for the performance. was a realistic doll, whose internal mechanism ,

The boys who were to act were given inducing it to cry, was operated by its being

copies (Nelson's “ Nine Modern Plays " ) , laid face downwards.

and allowed to read the play through. I The boys by this time were very keen and

then pointed out very briefly the League of came out for a rehearsal eager for hints on

Nations lesson the play teaches , and left them the American tone, the Oxford drawl, better

to try to realise how it worked out. From movements, &c. , so that in a short time the

my knowledge of the histrionic abilities they play was pulledtogether. Within ten days

showed in the acting of several plays of of their first reading they acted the play,

Shakespeare, I cast The Little Man,and left with books, to a critical but very enthusiastic

them to reread the play , paying special audience of their classmates, and are now

attention to their own parts. They had very keen to do more plays.

dictionaries to find out the meaning and Their best and fullest composition of the

pronunciation of new words. The German term was on The Little Man, and they

words presented little difficulty ; I explained showed in it that they understood Gals

their meanings and pronunciations, then left worthy's Morality.

the boys concerned to give their own render

ings of the words.

Thepoint of the above illuminating paper is that the usefulness of a Play Book

of the kind mentioned is not limited to the hectic six weeks' preparation for a Christ

mas celebration . It can be used as a reading book in modern English

literature all the year round.

NINE MODERN PLAYS will perform introductions to John Galsworthy, Maurice

Baring, J. M. Synge, the late Bernard Gilbert, Norman McKinnel, Clifford Bax,

and Harold Brighouse.

EIGHT MODERN PLAYS contains one-act dramas by A. A. Milne, Alfred Noyes,

W. Graham Robertson , Miles Malleson , J. A. Ferguson, and Herman Ould.

TEN MODERN PLAYS contains one-act dramas by John Drinkwater, Sheila Kaye

Smith , St. John Hankin , Laurence Housman , Susan Glaspell, Reginald Arkell,

Mary Pakington, Beatrice Mayor, and Margaret Macnamara.

These three volumes are included in the TEACHING OF ENGLISH SERIES, and sold at

Is. 9d . each .

Please send for 4 -page List of " Nelson's School Plays. "

THOMAS NELSON AND SONS, LTD .

35 and 36 PATERNOSTER Row , London, E.C.4.



GOOD BOOKS AT REDUCED PRICES

The Publishers of The Education Outlook are able to offer the following books at the

favourable prices named.

AT TWO SHILLINGS EACH

FOR THE LIBRARY OR AS SUPPLEMENTARY READERS. Three fairy tales strongly.

bound in cloth and illustrated . They are

1. The Fairy Bubbles. By GERTRUDE VAUGHAN.

2. The Sea Gull and the Sphinx. By RUTH YOUNG.

3. The Enchanted Uncle. By CHRISTIAN TUNSTALL.

Of these books the Sunday Times said:- " Thethree books are written with charm , and the authors were

fortunate in finding sympathetic artists to illustrate the adventures of their small heroes and heroines

and the fairy folk with whom they came in contact."

FOR THE TEACHER'S LIBRARY.

4. Joyous Wayfarers. An Account of some Modern Ideals in Education. By C. W. BAILEY,

M.A., Head Master of the Holt Secondary School, Liverpool.

The Schoolmaster said of this book : -- " To teachers one hastens to say, ' Get the book and read it. "

5. Education and the Spirit. By F. H. DOUGHTY.

The London Teacher said of this book : - " Mr. Doughty has read much , thought much, and has some

thing to say that is well worth saying."

6. Music for School and Home. By Major J. T. BAVIN .

Major Bavia is well known as a lecturer and in this book he supplies valuable hints to teachers of music .

The Daily Telegraph calls this book an " excellent treatise ."

7. Meleager. Translations in verse by Professor F. A. WRIGHT, M.A.

These admirable poems are translated from the Greek Anthology and reveal the quality of the celebrated

Greek poet, Meleager.

T.Pd's Weekly said : - " Mr. Wright has succeeded to admiration in conveying the light, joyous spirit of

the original.

AT ONE SHILLING

8. The Professor on the Golf Links. By C. W. BAILEY, M.A.

Mr. Bailey is an ardent golfer and in this book he gives a racy and humorous account of some of the features
of the game.

The Western Mail calls it " A capital little book."

AT SIXPENCE

9. Questions and Exercises in English History. By T. HARRISON Morris, M.Sc.

A complete series of questions, covering the whole of English History and providing an excellent means of

revising facts and learning how to prepare examination answers. The book affordsmaterial for a general

survey or for the intensive study of aperiod.

All post paid . Send order with remittance to

THE EDUCATION OUTLOOK

23 SOUTHAMPTON STREET, BLOOMSBURY SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.1



MAGIC NOTES
TRADEMEX

NEW RECORDS FOR CHILDREN

C
HOOSE for your children

those Christmas records

they will enjoy - records

that will make them ask for

more . Here are Christmas

stories, organ music of familiar

Christmas tunes, the lovely

" Peter Pan " music, old carols

and Christmas hymns, with

some jolly Folk Dances that

will set theirlittle feet a -tapping.

And for your Christmas gramo

phone you could not dobetter

than get a Columbia Portable

-everyone who hears it is

astonished at its high quality.

12 -INCH DARK BLUE LABEL , 4/6 each .

ORGAN SOLOS, by QUENTIN M. MACLEAN

(On the RegalCinema Organ , London ).

9758 - AN ORGANIST'S YULETIDE . In Two Parts.

J. H. SQUIRE CELESTE OCTET.

Peter Pan -Selection in Two Parts .

Introducing - Part 1. Pirates ' Chorus : Indian Dance:

** Wendy " Theme: Children's Dance : Ostrich

9768 Dance ; The House We Built for Wendy. Part 2.

Departure of the Children (Underground Scene ) :

Dismissal of the Pirates: Topof the Tree Music : Our
Home in the Tree Tops : Finale- " Wendy " Music .

10 - INCH DARK BLUE LABEL , 3 /- each .

ST. GEORGE'S SINGERS .

5468
( a ) The Moon Shines Bright ? (6) I Saw Three Ships.

The Holly and the Ivy.

B.B.C. CHOIR with the B.B.C. WIRELESS

MILITARY BAND .

5511
Once in Royal David's City ,

While Shepherds Watched their Flooks by Night.

HELENA MILLAIS .

5099
Little Man Who had a Little Gun .

1 Little OldWomenand the Queen thatcame to Ten .

THE NEVER - NEVER PLAYERS.

(A Company of Children . )

5082 - Topsy - Turvy Land - Children's Record in Two Parts.

Christmas Eve - The Twins Hang Up their Christ
5083 mm . Stockings .

Father at Homeand His Workshop .

FOLK DANCES.

12-INCH DARK BLUE LABEL, 4/6 .

B.B.C. WIRELESS MILITARY BAND .

HELSTON FURRY PROCESSIONAL Folk

9769 Dance (arr. Cecil J. Sharp).

INDIAN QUEEN , Folk Dance (arr. Cecil J. Sharp ).

10-INCH DARK BLUE LABEL, 3 )- cach ..

B.B.C. WIRELESS MILITARY BAND.

FOURPENCE -HALFPENNY FARTHING , Folk

5503 Dance (arr . Cecil J. Sharp ).

LILLIBURLERO, Folk Dance (arr. Cecil J. Sharp ).

EPPING FOREST . Folk Dance(arr. Cecil J. Sharp )
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